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A.C.E#S 1994 AFPUED COMPUTATIONAL ELECTROMAGNETICS SOCIEY
The Tenth Annmu! Review of Pfogres In Applied Computaibonal neetromogretlec

From The Conference Chairman To All Attendees:

On behalf of the conference committee, welcome and thank you for
coming to ACES '94. Also welcome (back) to Monterey, to California, and to
the Naval Postgraduate School from which we have our roots. If you are from
abroad, of course, welcome (back) to the USA. If this is your first time here, an
extra welcome, and an invitation to ask any of us to give you our version of
whereto go and what to do, or bow you can become involved--we do need you!

ad write this letter, the January '94 earthquake in the Los Angeles area,
and its after shocks, are still very much in the news; as we plan this enjoyable
week for us all. I cannot help but think of those affected, possibly some of you.
I find it remarkable that despite the numerous calanmiiies affecting ACES'

I 0th Anniversary beautiful host state of California. an atmosphere of energetic hope always
prevails.

Monterey, California For this 10th Anniversary meeting, we have tried to make it specia' .'nd
March 21-26, 1994 memorable, and to give a distinct thank you to Dick and Pat Adler for thci: years

of selfless service. We tried to centralize everything around the
C i C n DoubletrfJeConvention Center so as to give Dick and Pat somewhat of a break",TWA.H this year. We have coordinated noteworthy social events, vendor exhibits, and
Ak Fvc. r nkswlta of T.ecnology short courses. We deliberately tried to expand the short courses and sessions so
P.O. Bm NIM that those of you at home with ACES can reach out to other related areas like
Tel;513/255,-3126437177 For:5-s3/47&= Wavelets, Time Frequency Analysis, and Measurement Validation. We also felt

that with research money being tight, if ACES was the one conference you wentC.orWoenc Co-CIckrtwn: to this year, you would be able to partially dive, .fy while here.
J.ffl roi -- 4 Owh* Arxknh
WghtLotXZov/AA By way of acknowledgments and thanks, once again Dick and Pat Adler,
Wio ht-Pa. Cs A and Pat's team of dedicated ladies who work so hard behind the scenes, not only
T:. 513rxM1115 . =: 51 /4A76A414 here during the conference, but all year. Jodi Nix, who I'm sure you all talked to

at least once this past year, has been the hands and feet of ACES 94 for over a
SViortI C 115n: year. She attended ACES '93, visited the Doubletree, gave ACES publicity at

r- obSIDI. U,# y numerous other conferences this past year, and contacted countless perspective
1320 KM•,R.. Cokrrb3L 1 participants in various capacities. She and her team at Veda designed our
Tel: 614/292.-79 • k. 614rM-72.72 letterhead, poster, flyers, etc., coordinated all the mailings, and even kept me oii

schedule; please thank her every time you see her!
CorierenceAdlior: Thanks to Jeff Fath, Dennis Andersh, and the Air Force Wright
N-i P a. Shol, •Laboratories for support, advice, publicity, and help with every facet of this
ECE Dept. CtodeECAB conference. to Rob Lee and Jin Fa Lee who, as you can see, did a super job in
MoC1,02, -l 943W121 pulling together all the short course ideas into a working reality. Ray Luebbers,
Tel; 4W/66-2352. Fog: 40/6W6-295s the ACES '95 (despite what it says in the January announcement) Conference
E-61d4•.55413Whe.c.nm Chairman, did a great job in helping us out this year providing overall help and

coee Fo@Wktlr. paper review.
led W Last but not least to my friend God I simply say thank yo.., sir, and please
2 ., a A-, S.00 don't let the earth shake while we are here.

Doyton, O AM31
Tel: 513/476"3%W0 * Fox: 513/476-3577
6o PcN:@ nxg*.mbvw• oba toh.oat m Best Wishes,

I M COnFrwwC Chckffai Anidy Tleaujlli. Chamirmans,
RW 1994 ACES Conference.The Pmerewovoro Staf Ur#ý"tV

lctrL.d E ,m o,,. Dayton, Ohio
= = = =& F, , 5 ,0 February, 1994

E-Mail: kJftwnpu•d•.

TWE LAW BETWEEN DEVELOPERSAND USERS OF CODATUTATQvAL ELEerTROMA1NETACs TrErlWK•EoS
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ACES PRESIDENT'S STATEMENT

It's nice to be here in California in March, especially considering the frigid weather wc
experienced in the Midwest this past winter.

It's especially nice, however, to be hem, for the tenth annual conference of ACES. It's
hard to believe that nine year have gone by since Ed Miller and his colleagues at
ILNL convened a meeting to detetmine if there was a need to form a soiety to cater to
the needs of the computational electromagnetics community, The answer wasP

resounding 'yes' then, and so it remains today.

ACES is unique in its attitude to the profession. It has senior-level researchers,
certainly, who publish significant papers, and yet much of the email I read comes from
amateur radio operators who want to use NEC in their nonprofessional activities, and
naturally look to ACES to give them support in their endeavors. Perhaps that's more of
a credit to NEC, but ACES started as a virtual NEC user's group, and it's nice to see
that we haven't lost our roots.

Andy Terzuoli and Jodi Nix have done a great job in organizing the conference. We
owe them a great debt. And how about Dick and Pat Adler? You thought they were
just a couple of names who wanted your money. Now that you've had a chance to meet
them, and their support staff, you can do the right thing and thank them, too.

Let me tell you how to get the most out of this uonference: meet colleagues, see the
acquarium, go to the banquet, have a good time. The papers will be so much better if
you're in a good mood. That's what we want for you.

Harold A. Sabbagh
ACES President
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hiMQ. MARCH 21 FULL DAY COURSE

"WAVELET ELE7TrRODYNAMICS"
by Gould Kaiser, Dept. of Mathematical Scieme, UMasa-Lowell

MONDAY MARCH21 FULL DAY COURSE

`IME-FREQUENCY ANALYSIS"
by Leon Cohen, Huwter College amd Graduate Center of CUNY

MONDAY MARCH 21 FULL DAY COURSE

"GEMACS FROM A-Z"

by Buddy Coffey, Advanced EM

MONDAY MARCH21 HALF DAY COURSE
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by Ray Luebbera, Penn Siae University
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by Al Dominek, Ohio Stale University
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by Ed Miller, Los Alanos National Lab

SATURDAY MARCH26 FULL DAY COURSE

"FINITE ELEMENT METHODS FOR ELECTROMAGNETICS"
by Jin-Fa Lee, Worcester Polytechnic Inslitute; Robot Lee, Ohio State University;
Tom Cwik, Jet Propulsion Laboratory; and John Brauer, MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation

SATURDAY MARCH 26 FULL DAY COURSE

"WIRE ANTENNA MODELING USING NEC"
by Richard Adler. Naval Postgraduate School; James BreakalI. Penn State University;
mad Gerald Burke, Lawmene Livermex r Iltional Lib

SATURDAY MARCH26 HALF DAY COURSE

"VOLUME-INTEGRAL EQUATIONS IN EDDY-CURRENT NONDESTRUI(-.VE
EVALUATION"
by Hal Sabbhag. Sabbogh Associates

S&TURDAY MARCH 26 HALF DAY COURSE

"ELECTROMAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION OF ELECTRONIC PACKAGES"
by Andrem Cmgellarui. University of Arizona
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FD-TD Algorithm for the Nonlinear Maxwell's Equations
with Applications to Femtosecond Soliton Propagation

Peter M. Goorjian Rose M. Joseph and Allen Taflove
Mail Stop T27B-1 EECS Dept., McCormick School of Engin.
NASA-Ames Research Center Northwestern 'University
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000 Evanston, Illinois 60208-3118
(415) 604-5547 (708)491-4127

Experimentalists have produced all-optical switches capable of 100 fermtosecond responses.
Also, there are experimental observations of spatial soliton interactions. To model such effects,
nonlinearities in optical materials mu be included. The behavior of electromagnetic fields in
nonlinear dielectrics can be determined by solving the nonlinear Maxwell's equations. However
currently, the standard method for determining the fields is to solve the nonlinear Schrodinger
equation (NLSE), which is an approximation that neglects the optical carrier of the pulse. For
modeling small scale engineered inhomogencities in optical devices, on the order of 0.1 to 10
optical cycles, the assumptions in the NLSE become unjustified.

In this paper, solutions are presented of calculations of the 2-D vector nonlinear Maxwell's

equations for propagating and scattering temporal and spatial solitons in material media
having linear and nonlinear instantaneous and Lorentzian dispersive effects in the electric
polarization. The optical carrier is retained in these calculations. A finite difference method

is used to solve Maxw( l's equations and the ordinary differential equations that determine
the linear and nonlinear dispersive effects [1].

Figure 1 shows the electric field of a propagating optical soliton carrier pulse in a dielectric
waveguide. Notice that the pulse is not dispersing due to the nonlinear effects. Figure 2 shows
the collision of two equal-amplitude, counter-propagating solitons. After the collision, the two
pulses regain their original shapes. The presentation will include a video of these calculations.
Figure 3 shows the simulation of the parallel co-propagation of two in-phase, equal-amplitudc
spatial solitons. The separation provides the basis for an all-optical switching mechanism
because, without the second be=a, a single beam will travel undeflected.

This new approach enforces the vector field boundary conditions at all interfaces of dis-
similar media in the time scale of the optical carrier. Therefore this approach is completely
general. It assumes niothing about the homogeneity or isotropy of the optical medium, the
magnitude of the nonlinearity, the nature of the materials's frequency dependence or the
shape, duration and vector nature of the optical pulses. By retaining the optical carrier, this
method solves for fundamental quantities, viz. the electric and magnetic fields in space and
time, rather than a nonphysical envelope function. It has the potential to provide 2-D and 3-D
modeling capability for millimeter scale integrated optical circuits having sub-pro engineered
inhomogencities.

1. Goorjian, P. M., Taflove. A., Joseph, R. M_, and Hagness S. C., IEEE J. Quantum Elec-
tronics, Vol. 28, No. 10, pp. 2416-2422, Oct., 1992.

2. Joseph. R. M., Goorjian, P. M., and Taflove, A., Optic.s Letter.i , Vol. 18, No. 7. pp.
491-493, April 1, 1993.
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Fig. 1. Electric field of a propagating opticAl moliton carrier pulse with initial hyperbolic secant envelope (A =2.19
jin, -r =14.6 fa) in 1-jim thick Lorentz medium dielectric 'waveguide, including quantum effects such as the
Kerr and Ramnan interactions.

4~ oil I
.1 Oilu

Fig. 2. Electric field of colliding counter-propagating solitons corresponding to Fig. 1, (approaching, destructively
interfering, constructively interfering, separating).

Fig, 3. Electric field of two parallel, in-phase, co-propagating spatial solitons showing alternating attraction and
ýcvulaisr iuteractions 'or a uriform dielectric mnedium havins a finite nonlinearity.
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Finite Difference - Time Domain Tests of
Random Media Propagation Theory

L. J. Nickisch
Mission Research Corporation

2300 Garden Road, Suite 2
Monterey, California 93940-532'6

and
P. M. Franke

University of Illinois at Urbana-Charnpaign
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

323 CSRL MC-229
1308 W. Main Strmet

Urbana, IL 61801

Abstract

The recent extension of the Finite Difference - Time Domain (FDTD) method to fre-
quency dependent media [Nickisch and Franke, 1992] allows FDTD to now be applied to
ionospheric propagation. The FDTD method solves the Maxwell equations directly iii the
time domain by temporal integration. No approximations beyond that of finite differenc-
ing are necessary, although the direct enforcement of certain approximations is possible.
By doing so, the method can be used to explore the effect of many standard propagation
approximations. We consider certain approximations typically applied to the problem of
propagation in randomly structured ionization such as the neglect of polarizatikn cc •pling
and the assumption of small angle scattering.

1. Introduction

Due to advances in the computational speei of modern processors and the availability
of relatively inexpensive computer memory, the Finite Difference - Time Domain (FDTD)
method is becoming increasingly viable as a calculational tool for physically realistic electro-
magnetic propagation problems. In the FDTD method, the Maxwell equations (or equations
derived from them) are uolved directly in the time domain by converting the continuum equa-
tions to discrete difference equations - approximating derivatives as finite differences. Until
relatively recently, frequency dependent media (such as the ionospheric plasma) presented a
problem to the FDTD approach since for such dispersive media the relation of the electric
displacement to the electric field implies a convolution in the time domain. As we have
reported [Nickisch and Franke, 1992], it is possible to fully account for the dispersive nature
of the medium without resorting to convolutions. Our approach incorporates the absorp-
tive and anisotropic nature of the ionospheric channel as well, and we have shown that tie
method is capable of extreme accuracy. Since the FDTD method requires no approximations
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other than that implicit in the finite differencing, it is ideal for the application on which re-
port here, that of examining the way in which the standard random media approximations
degrade when applied outside their regime of strict validity.

Interest in the applicability of approximate propagation theory outside intended regimes
arises, in particular, in the arena of HF communications and radar. Theoretical treatments
for the calculation of signal decorrelaOion effects derived for satellite communications at sub-
stantially higher frequencies are commonly applied to the HF band (3 - 30 MHz) simply
because no alternative exists. Yet certain of the approximations assumed in the derivation
of the theoretical expressions are manifestly violated at HF frequencies for particular envi-
ronments. For example, the derivation of the parabolic equation "or the two-position mutual
coherence function assumes (among other things) that the field correlation length remains
large compared to the wavelength of the propagating field. Yet analysis of measured HF
channel probe data for propagatiou through the naturally highly structured ionosphere of
the earth's polar region indicates that the field correlation lengths are often smaller than a
wavelength [Nickisch, 1992]. Since the predictions of the approximate propagation theory
are used to design communication and radar systems for stressing environments, one would
like to have some indication of how reliable such extrapolated results are.

In the following section we will review the approximations leading to the parabolic equa-
tion for the two-position mutual coherence function. In Section 3 we will compare results
obtained using the FDTD method for the full vector wave equation to FDTD solutions of the
scalar Helmholtz wave equation, and further compare these results to the predictions of the
propagation theory of Section 2. Finally, in Section 4, we will briefly discuss the implications
of our results.

2. Random Media Propagation Theory - the Parabolic Wave Equation
and the Two-Position Mutual Coherence Function

The source free Maxwell equations are

V.*D-- (I)

.B=±o (2)

at 
(3)

--. OD

where for the medium we are concerned with, f? = foiI, and p. is t?'c permeability of free
space. The electric displacement D is related to the electric field E by th- expression

D=•,E±P , (5)



where C. is the permittivity of free space and P is the electric polarization. The electric
polarization account. for the reaction of a medium to impressed electromagnetic fields (charge
displacement), a ;uch is obtainable from a dynamical equation. For a charged cold
plasma, this dynai, .1 equation is [Budden, 1985],

-. 18p Tf, /&9? a?\
- e+ xBE= ()

N, T, N~e at2 
+-cat ) . 6

Equation (6) is simp] lewton's Second Law relating the forces on the charged plasma to
the plasma acceleration, written in terms of the electric polarization P. We have included
in (6) the forces on a charge due to the applied field of our wave of interest and the external
geomagnetic field 8

E responsible for magneto-ionic splitting. The collisional forces respon-
sible for signal absorption are incorporated through the electron collision frequency v, in the
last term.

The vector wave equation is readily obtained from the Maxwell equations by applying
the curl operator to (3) and applying (4), with the result

1 0 2 E2f ~ ~ aY _92

Here c = 1/,y7 7  is the vacuum speed of light.
Thus far we have made no approximations aside from some modeling assumptions in

Equation (6) regarding the simple collision frequency model for absorption and the neglect
of the impressed magnetic field in deference to the stronger geomagnetic field; the vector
wave equation is essentially exact.

In many cases the propagation medium can, to a high degree, be modeled as linear in its
response to impressed fields. It is then useful to define a dielectric constant of the medium.
Since our discussion of the parabolic wave equation will follow that of Ishimaru [1978, chapter
20], we will use his notion of a relative dielectric constant e, so that in the frequency domain
Equation (5) becomes

Most generally the relative dielectric constant is a tensor and its product with E on the RHS
of (8) is a tensor product, but the standard random media propagation theory we arc about
to discuss neglects anisotropy, so there is no need here to consider anything but the scalar
case. (This is actually an approximation since the ionospheric plasma is indeed anisotropic
due to the influence of the geomagnetic field.) In the frequency domain, the vector wave
equation (7) becomes

0 = V 2 + kE, \(V. E) , (9)

where k-, = w/c is the free space wavenumber. The last term on the RHS is the only term
which can couple different field polarizations, and we will refer to it as the polarization
coupling term. Neglec ing this term results in the scalar Helmholtz wave equation.

6



When can the polarization coupling term be neglected? By Equation (1), we obtain the
identity

0 . )+ (•) -(10)

and hence the vector wave equation (9) can be rewritten as

In this form one can see that for media with structure scale sizes L. which remain large
compared to the field wavelength A = 2r/k., the polarization coupling term may be neglected
relative to the k4 term (that is, by expanding the derivatives of the polaiization coupling
term and approximating, for example, O&r/OX with cT/Lo, one argues that each piece of the
expanded polarization coupling term must remain smaller than the k.' term and can therefore
be neglected). Thus the standard random media propagation theory for strong scatter begins
with the scalar Helmholtz wave equation

0 = V'u(r) + k',Cr-M ,(12)

where u(fl stands for any component of the vector field E!(r).
We now sketch the derivation of the parabolic wave equation, following Ishiuraru [1978,

chapter 20j in substantially reduced detail and placing emphasis on the approximations
employed. First the propagation medium is assumed to consist of a smooth background
contribution (c,(r-) with superimposed random structure rF(r),

( (0 C')[l + CI(f) . (13)

Writing k2 
-- k' (r), the Helmholtz wave equation becomes

0 = [V2 + k 2(1 + ,(r))] u() . (14)

The parabolic wave equation is obtained from (14) by neglecting backscatter and as-
suming that the propagation is confined to only :;mall angular deflections from a preferred
direction (here taken to be the & direction). Thus the field is written as

u(V) = U(r-e' , (15)

where the exponential is assumed to contain the rapid field variations and its sign indicates
that only forward propagating contributions are accounted for. U(r-) is assumed to be only
slowly varying spatially. When this form is substituted into (14), one finds that the term
containing 02U(r*)/Ox is negligible relative to the term which mixes the first derivative of
U with the first derivative of the exponential, as long as the scale of variation of U(F- in the
propagation direction (denoted f.) remains large compared to a wavelength, f4 >> A. The
resulting parabolic wave equation is

7



2ik2E(• + V2u(r- + k',(rJu(r)= 0(16)
ax I

Here V2 is the Laplacian acting only on the spatial coordinates transverse to the assumed
direction of propagation. The advantage of the parabolic wave equation is that it is first
order in the direction of propagation, so that solutions can be obtained from it by simple
integration. Its disadvantage is its restriction to small angle scatter (which is rela.ced to
the neglect of backscatter, the assumption that all fast field variations are contained in
the exponential of (15), and the neglect of the second derivative contributions of U in tile
direction of propagation). [It is worth noting that a simple geometrical calculation of the
parallel correlation length based on a single phase-changing screen relates e. to the transverse
correlation length t. as I, ,t e./A. Thus the restriction 4. >> A requires that f. >> A as well.
The transverse correlation length is itself inversely proportional to the standard deviation
scattering angle, ac - A/I,. Tbus the restriction 4. >> A is actually a small angle scatter
restriction.]

From the parabolic wave equation, it is useful to derivc equations for various expectation
values of field products, referred to as field moments. We will here consider the second mo-
ment, the two-position mutual coherence function F(z, Ap- where ( refers to the transverse
spatial coordinates,

F(Xz,Ap = (U(z, +A#)A *(rg) (17)
The angle brackets refer to ensemble averaging (this averaging will be replaced with spatial
averaging in our FDTD processing to be discussed in the next section) and the asterisk
refers to complex conjugation. Implicit in the definition (17) is the assumption that the two
positon mutual coherence function depends only on the transverse spatial separation of the
field points, but not on their absolute positions. An equation for the two-position mutual
coherence function can be derived from the parabolic wave equation. We will not reproduce
that derivation here, but again refer the interested reader to Jshimaru {1978]. Its derivation
requires use of the Markovian approximation, that the dielectric fluctuations of the medium
are delta correlated in the propagation direction,

(61,(F+ Aflc,(Fl) = 6(Ax)A(x,Ap- . (18)

The impact of this assumption is thought to be small for the calculation of the transverse
correlation of the field, and we will not specifically address it further here. The resultant
equation for the two-position mutual coherence function is

where

d(r, ApJ i = x k ) - A(x, Apl] (20)2
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is the differential phase structure function. The solution of (19) is simply

r(x,Apj = e- fD(A p (21)

where D(Ap), the phase structure function, is the integral of the differential structure func-
tion over the propagation path.

The dielectric fluctuations of (18) can be related to electron density fluctuations by
making use of the relation r, = 1 - (rc 2/7r)N./f 2 , valid for an isotropic collisionless cold
plasma. Here r, is the classical electron radius and f is the wave frequency. Let ý represent
the fractional electron density deviation,

AN, 
(22)

In Section 3 we will consider FDTD propagation orthogonal to elongated electron density
structure described by a Gaussian autocorrelation function,

=aN. -e (23)B•p=(N.)2e

where L. characterizes the scale size of the electron density structures. For propagation
through a structured slab of length L, the phase structure function for the Gaussian case is

D(Ay) = 2a' 11- e-, J (24)

where

oo = V'•(Ar,) 2 LL~oa. , (25)

and

-N .• (26)

This brings us another typically applied approximation. the so-called Quadratic Structure
Function (QSF) approximation. Since the two-position mutual coherence function solution
(21) is simply the exponential of the phase structure function, a Gaussian mutual coherence
function is obtained when the phase structure function is quadratic. Indeed. if thc exponen-
tial in (24) is expanded in a Taylor's series, such a quadratic structure function is obtained
by neglecting terms of higher power than two. Such an approximation is valid, however:
only under conditions of sufficiently strong scatter that the mutual coherence function is
essentially zero for spatial separations exceeding Lo. Figure 1 shows the effect of the QSF
approximation. Here the parameters of the ionized medium have been chosen to agree with
those used in our FDTD runs to be discussed in the next section. The solid curves are the
mutual coherence functions obtained from the parabolic equation (PE) solution (24) and
the dotted curves are the corresponding QSF approximation results. Only in the strongest

9



PE with and without QSF approximation
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Figure 1: Mutual coherence functions obtained using the full parabolic equation result (solid
curves) and the quadratic structure function approximation (dotted curves).
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scattering cases do the two solutions agtee. For moderate to weak scatter, the QSF approx-
imation fails to exhibit the semi-coherent "wings" of the full PE solution. The QSF result
does match the the central "Gaussian" portion of the full PE result.

One important result of the QSF approximation is the simple expression for the transverse
correlation length, defined as the 1/e point of the (Gaussian-shaped) QSF mutual coherence
function. For our case of interest (propagation orthogonal to infinitely elongated electron
density structure) the field correlation length transverse to both the propagation directon
and the elongation direction, 1,, is given by,

. =- (27)

More general second moments are also of interest such as the case in which the fields in
(17) are evaluated at separated frequencies as well as separated spatial points, and various
approaches to the solution of the associated second moment equation exist. Notably, Knepp
[1983, 1985] has obtained an analytic solution for the two-position two-frequency mutual
coherence function for a spherical wave impinging on a randomly structured slab of back-
ground electron density. This solution can be reduced to the single frequency plane wave
case discussed above by receding the spherical wave source to an infinite distance from the
medium and setting the frequency separation to zero.

Let us si mmarize the above development for propagation in the strong scatter regime.
First the ilue vector wave equation is reduced to the scalar Helmholtz wave equation by
neglecting the polarization coupling contribution (generally valid when the field wavelength

is small relative to the ionospheric structure scale size). Then it is assumed that the field
is dominantly forward scattering; all backscattered contributions are ignored. It is further
assumed that this forward scattered field is scattered through only small angles, resulting
in the so-called prabolic approximation in which a second derivative contribution in the
propagation direction is neglected relative to other terms (generally valid when the field
correlation length is large relative to the field wavelength). From the parabolic wave equa-
tion, stochastic equations are formed for higher field moments, usually under the assumption
that the fluctuations in the refractive index are small relative to the mean, and the Markov
assumption is used (the propagation medium is assumed to be delta correlated in the propa-

gation direction). From this point further analytical progress is made by assuming that the
moments depend only on transverse spatial separations, not on absolute positions. Finally, it
is often assumed that the scatter is sufficiently strong that the quadratic structure function
(QSJ') approximation is valid.

3. FDTD Propagation in Randomly Structured Ionization

The analysis we are about to present extends an earlier, very preliminary look into FDTD
propagation in randomly structured ionization [Nickisch and Franke, 1993]. In that work we
presented results based on FDTD computations performed with grid densities which ranged
from minimally adequate at the lower frequencies considered (eight pica.its per wavelength)
to inadequately sparse at the higher frequencies (four points per wavelength). However, the
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potential of the method was demonstrated and some indication of the nature of the discrep-
ancy between the approximate theoretical results and full vector wave FDTD results was
gleaned. The current work is based on significantly enhanced grid densities and additionally
includes comparisons with FDTD-generated solutions of the Helmholtz wave equation.

The FDTD computations were performed on a 1024 by 512 point mesh, with the longer
dimension in the direction transverse to the direction of propagation of the incident plane
wave pulse. The grid spacing was taken to be 1 meter in each direction of the 2-D mesh,
which allowed better than ten point per wavelength resolution for frequencies up to 30 MHz.
The incident pulse form (in the propagation direction) was chosen to be a single cycle of a
squared cosine (and planar in the transverse dimension), and its temporal width was adjusted
so that its frequency spectrum was essentially zero at frequencies above 30 MHz. Thus the
grid was ai.e to support the full frequency content of the signal with excellent resolution.
The incident pulse was polarized in the transverse (ý) direction.

The randomly structured medium coosisted of a background slab of ionization at a plasma
frequency of 4 MHz, 320 meters long in the propagation (&ý) direction. with steep exponential
tapering at the forward and backward edges, and extending the entire transverse dimension.
The superimposed random structure had a Gaussian autocorrelation function characterized
by an L. = 32 meter scale, and the fractional electron density variance was varied between

= 0.2 - 0.C for the different runs.
These 2-1) computations actually represent 3-D propagation for a plane wave pulse inci-

dent nor;; ally on ionization structure infinitely elongated in the third (1) direction. Periodic
boundary conditions were employed at the transverse grid edges. Second order Mur absorb-
ing boundary conditions were uced at the forward and backward edges [Mur, 1981]. Only
the forward propagating field was studied in detail; the signal time history was recorded at
a plane beyond the structured slab of ionization.

Figure 2 displays the time history at the receiver plane of the principal polarization of
the field for the vector wave case with ý = 0.8. Angular scatter is evident in the contorted
wavefronts. The corresponding cross-polarized field component is shown in Figure 3. Note
that this cross-polarized energy would not appear for the scalar Helmholtz wave equation
since no polarization coupling occurs there; the energy transferred to the cross-polarization in
the vector wave equation case remains in the principal polarization in the Helmholtz case. In
Figure 4, the frequency domain content of the principal polarization is dispi yed (magnitude
only), illustrating one of the greatest advantages of the time domain approach over spectral
approaches: In a single calculation we have computed the response a very large portion of
the HF band. Frequency domain approaches would have required numerous calculations to
obtain such coverage. We note that signal absorption due to electron collisions was accounted
for in this calculation, and thus much of the lower frequency content of the incident siguial
has been removed by the medium. The geomagnetic field was turned off here, however, so
there are no anisotropic effects.

In addition to the performing full vector wave FDTD computations, we also performed
similar computations with the scalar Helmholtz wave equation by neglecting the polarization
coupling term in Equation (7). Figure 5 displays the frequency domain content of the
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Figurc 2: Time doanaiai field of the principal polarization for the v-,ctor wave equation case.
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Figure 3: Time domain field of the cross-polarization for the vector wave equation case.
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Figure 4: Frequency domain field magnitude for the vector wave equation case.
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Figure 5: Frequency domain field magnitude for the Helmholtz wave equation casc.
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Helmholtz result. It is nearly indistinguishable from the principal polarization component

of the corresponding vector wave equation case, Figure 4. The difference appears to be
primarily one of amplitude as all the energy transferred to the cross-polarization in the

vector wave equation case remains in this polarization in the Helmholtz case. Though we
will not show specific examples here, we have noted substantially larger differences in the

backscattered fields of the two cases.
The reader familiar with RF signal propagation in randomly structured ionization will

'ote that the calculational paiameters used in our FDTD computations (quoted above) are

stressing to the validity of the standard random media propagation approximations. It is of
interest, then, to see what the theory which makes u•e of all the approximations predicts in
this case. To perform such a comparison, we computed the two-position mutual coherence

function (MCF) of the received field across the frequency band for several realizations similar
to Figure 4, but for varying fractional electron density variances (ý = 0.2,0.4,0.6,0,8). We
then computed the correlation lengths of these MCFs and compared them to the results of
the analytical calculation discussed at the end of Section 2.

Figure 6 displays a subset of dic mutual coherence functions computed from the FDTD
realizations (solid curves). Recall that the standard definition of the correlation length is the
1/s point of the mutual coherence function. In order to compare with the QSF approximate
expression for the correlation length, we also fit the central peak of our FDTD generated
MCFs with Gaussians (dotted curves in Figure 6). The correlation lengths quoted in Figure
6 represent the 1/c points of these fitted Gaussians. The correlation lengths so defined
actually indicate the coherence scale of the random component of the field only.

The results of our correlation analysis are displayed in Figure 7. hlere the FDTD vector
wave equation results are shown as crosses, the Helmholtz results are indicated by circles,
and the approximate propagation theory results appear as solid curves (denoted QSP PE).
We point out that these computations were performed with superior FDTD grid resolution

(60 points per wavelength at 5 MHz and ranging to 10 grid points per wavelength at 30
MHz).

The first thing to note about Figure 7 is the remarkable agreement of the methods
considering how far away from the regime of validity the theoretical approximations were
applied. The numerical values are at least of the same order of magnitude, and such accuracy
is often all that is required when considering system performance issues in severely structured

environments. One must bear in mind, however, that if the standard 1/e definition of the
signal correlation length had been applied in computing the vector wave and Helmholtz
results, their curves in Figure 7 would be arcing strongly toward infinity at the RHS of
the figure. But at least in an intermediate regime, the FDTD curves closely approach the
theoretical curves.

The second point of interest is that in all cases the vector wave correlation lengths are
larger than the Helmholtz values. Thus, for the principal polarization, neglect of polarization
coupling produces a somewhat more pessimistic result from a system performance point of
view. We have found (but do not show here) that the correlation lengths of the cross-

polarized fields for the vector wave equation case are substantially smaller than those of the
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principal polarization. The smaller coherence scale of the cross-polarized field occurs in these
cases because all field energy in the cross-polarized channel is the result of depolarizing scatter
of the principal polarization field from the random structure; there is no incident coherent
field in the cross-polarized channel.

Thirdly, there is a minimum frequency in each case below which the FDTD computed
correlation lengths grow larger with declining frequency, in marked contrast to the predictions
of the approximate theory, This is the regime where the most fundamental assumptions
leading to the parabolic wave equation are being violated; he field correlation length and
the structure scale size of the medium become smaller than the field wavelength. The effect
is manifested in smoother, more coherent fields.

4. Discussion

Comparison of Figures 1 and 6 is quite illuminating. Because the FDTD-computed MCF
is obtained by spatial averaging over a limited transverse dimension, as opposed to ensemble
averaging with an infinite data base, the "wings" of the FDTD-computed MCFs are not
smooth. Yet the agreement of Figures I and 6 is remarkable. This indicates that, at least
for the limited parameter regime tested, the parabolic approximation holds pretty well for
the principal polarization. The breakdown of the parabolic equation's approximations is
primarily manifested at the lowest frequencies where the vector wave MCFs broaden relative
to the PE MCFs. The quadratic structure function approximation, however, is seen in the-se
figures to have a quite limited regime of applicability.

Our results, as summarized in Figures 6 and 7, indicate that when the approximate
propagation theory is applied in the regime where the field correlation lengths and the scale
size of medium structure approach or even get smaller than the field wavelength, it does
not underestimate the level of signal decorrelation. Similarly, in the regime where the QSF
approximation is invalid, at least the level of signal decorrelation is again not underestimated.
This is good from the standpoint that systems designed under the more stressing conditions
predicted by the approximate theory should be able to perform under the true, more benign
conditions. However, there isi a danger that systems could be over specified, resulting in more
costly systems than necessary. Systems which might he predicted to fail by the predictions
of the approximate propagation theory (when applied outside of its regime of strict validity)
could possibly be able to operate in reality.

We must be careful in interpreting the increase of correlation length with declining fre-
quency exhibited on the LHS of Figure 7. Both conditions L. >> A and f. >> A atre being
violated in the approximate propagation theory, and there is no way of ascertaining from the
current sjet of FDTD data which violation is playing the dominant role inl correlation length
growth. It seems plausible, however, that it is the smallness of the ionization structure scale
sizes with respect to the field wavelength which is most important; the structures are less
effective at scattering wavelengths significantly larger than themselves.

The FDTI) analysis presented here is very limited in scope. Only the forward propagating
wave was examined in detail, and this only for a structured plasma slab of one fixed length



with a Gaussian autocorrelation function of one fixed scale size. One should be cautious

about generalizing these results to other parameter regimes.
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Abstract

The Pinite-DiffeTence Time-Domain (FDTD) approach is a particularly useful method for
investigating nonlinear electromagnetics because the nonlinear relationships may be directly
incorporated into the equation for advancing the electromagnetic fields. This approach is
applicable to nonlinear magnetic materials with ox without hysteresis (Le., tine dependence).
Problems with geometric details that are very small conipared to signal wavelengths, however,
stress FDTD techniques. This occurs because the Courant-lijnited At can become small enough
to require the use of > 101" time steps unless one is tricky. Tricky means observing that this sort
of problem has a solution which seldom depends on the speed of light c. Here, we demonstrate
successfully whacking the Courant stability condition senseless by defining c to be 100 m/s.

Introduction

In a previous publication,' we described the "reduced-c" technique for a magnetically
linear 3D problem. The linear problem geometry is illustrated in Figure 1: It consists of an
aluminum enclosure with walls 0.0127 m (.5 in) thick. The overall enclosure is 2.54m x 2.54m
x 16.18m (100in x 100in x 637in). All of the walls are meshed into five cells, each 0.0051 m
thick. Interior mesh count is 5 x 5 x 20 cells. The enclosure is driven by a current on the
underlying conductor of

I - A (e-- e*' 1

where

A - 45.0 kA

S-22.2 s' (2)

- 6450 s"

In this paper, we shall discuss excitation of a steel enclosure. The dimensions of the steel
enclosure differ in a minor way from the aluminum one: Its dimensions are 2.87m x 2.87m x
17.22m, and walls are .0118 m thick. The cell arrangement is identical to that shown in Figure
I for the aluminum enclosure, so the actual cell sizes are proportionately altered in a minor way.
In Figure 1, the thickness of the wall cells is greatly exaggerated to make them visiblc.

While the objective of our study was to evaluate the magnetic fields diffusing into the
enclosure, the objective of this article is to illustrate a means for avoiding Courant-dictated At's
which are ridiculously tiny. There has been FDTD work where one first makes a coarse pass to
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determine the general nature of the EM fields over a large object One can then finely rezone
a small portion of the target and use the first-pass solution to drive the rezoned portion of the
target on a second pass. This scheme is call-d the two-pass algorithm. On the second pass, the
Courant-limited At can become onerously sm nI, even though there are no electromagnetic effects
that require fine temporal resolution. The reduced-c technique can however, be applied to the
second pass. This is a novel concept, and should permit much more practical application of two-
pass FDTD procedures.

The Nonlinear Constituent Relations

For B vs. H nonlinear, but not with hysteresis, we first expressed ;i(H) = B/H in a three-
range dependence:

{Po(P. + vH) H < HJ

p(HJ = Vo H, < H < Hh
l 1+ PO H >: (i)

a +b(H -nH)

If the nonlinear FDTD equations are used in this form, it is necessary to advance H by iteration:
,u(H"'f) is first approximated by M(-). The new H/ thus computed is then used to estimate
/u(H-+'), and H is solved again. In the particulma example we studied, one iteration was
satisfactory, although we also tested five, two, and zero iterations. Table 1 shows some
magnetization model parameters we used. Figure 2 shows the associated B/H = ,(B) vs. B
curves.

Table 1. Table or Model Parameters

a b v v. Bt, Bhi H3

Tape 400 1.22 13.369 2.142x10 257 535 194 100
2.4 0' .5 0

Tape 162 0.61 6.35 2.136x10"3  .52 1.07 0 100
2.5

Tape 163.26 .8107 8.471 2.115x103  .39 .8025 0 100
2.6
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Numerical Results

All results which we present are based on the speed of light being slowed to 5000 mIs
in normal cells (see Figure 1), and to 100 m/s across the thin dimension of the skinny cells. This
slowing is implemented by scaling e. Normally, one could also scale p, but we think that would
cause problems here due to the assumed magnetic nonlinearities. The e scaling factors required
to reduce c to this degree are about z, = 4 x 101 in ordinary cells and F, = 1013 across the skinny
cells. These scaling factors, for the given cell dimensions, result in a model where all cell edges,
large and small, require about 20 ps for light to transit. On the order of 3 x W04, instead of 10"
time steps are thus required for calculations out to .5 s. Our calculation are all based on a steel
bulk conductivity of 2.5 x 10' S/rn.

The enclosure was divided up into measurement planes denoted 2 to 6, as illustrated in
Figure 3. The transverse magnetic field was sampled at four points in each plane, located as
Figure 4 shows. Experimental results we shall discuss were all taken at Cross-section 6. Figure
5 compares the experimentally observed magnetic field at Observation Point 1 and the calculated
magnetic field based on the models parameterized in Table 1. The swne. data is compared at
Point 3 in Figure 6, at Point 5 in Figure 7, and at Point 7 in Figue 8. Generally speaking, fields
are overpredicted near the floor of the enclosure and underpredictad near the ceiling of the
enclosure. The Tape 2.4 model permits part of the enclosure floor to saturate, which results in
the major spike (i.e., shielding breach) predicted at early time at Observation Point 1.

Hysteretic Consideratios

The steel enclosure walls actually exhibit considerable hysteresis. One model for B vs.
H with hysteresis is the cubic representation shown in Figure 9:

H(B) - aB' + a, + aB + a. (4)

where, for the upper curve

(a3, a, a•, a) = (137.1, -242.2, 191.8, 700.) (5)

and for the lower curve

(a3, a2, a, a) = (137.1, 242.2, 191.8, -700.) (6)

If one is at some point (B', H") within the area enclosed by the curves, and if B"" is a AB change
from B", then H"" is evaluated through an operation of the form

H""- = Mro(B6"' - B ") HA" (7)

where m. is a multi-valued weighted slope defined to contain the hysteretic path within the
prescribed hysteresis and to follow the appropriate curve as the fields move into the saturation
region.
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In general, the complexities of FDTD analysis with hysteresis present are outside the
scope of this publication. Our intent is more to bedazzle the reader with the wonders of the
Courant-eluding reduced-c concept than to get bogged down in the dreadful drudgery of FDTD
characterization of hysteresis in 3D.

S Conclusions

We have demonstrated that, for geometries where fields evolve very slowly compared to
electromagnetic transit times, the Courant condition can be stretched many orders of magnitude
by scaling s and/or u. The present article demonstrates a case where . was scaled by 10i' to
reduce c to 100 rx/s. Usually, e and u are best scaled equally, so the free-space impedance EIH
is not modified. Where E is scaled by E,, M is unscaled, and the input drive is a current or
magnetic field, redueed-c computations will output E fields low by the factor (s,)4.
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ZIURODUCTZON

With the increased availability of more powerful computers for
both visualization and calculation, the Finite Difference Time
Domain (FDTD) method is being applied to problems of greater
geometric complexity and larger electrical size. One such problem
is the prediction of low frequency electromagnetic performance of
microwave anachoic chambers.

Anechoic chamber performance at low frequency suffers from
resonance or reverberation. Measurements and high frequency
analysis cannot solve these problems. FDTD, on the other hand, can
model these "cavity" problems.

APPROACH

In order to provide this prediction capability to users who
are not necessarily experts in the FDTD method, a suite of computer
codes has been developed which makes this analysis capability
available in a user-friendly environment. Nevertheless, great
generality in chamber design, calculation, and display has been
preserved.

There are three separate computer codes involved. One
generates the wall, ceiling, and floor geometries of absorber
covering. The user can define various primitive shapes, such as
pyramids and wedges, and specify the electrical parameters. The
user can then assemble them to cover the walls, floor and ceiling.
Sub-areas can also be covered, so that walls can include different
absorber shapes. The areas covered need not be constrained to the
wall planes, so that a chamber with a pit or with slanted walls can
be modeled. This program then produces a cubical mesh from this
geometry information.

Another code performs the actual FDTD calculations. It reads
files containing geometry and calculation parameters, and pioduces
various output files of calculated field quantities.
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The interface between these two programs is an X-Windows
Graphical User Interface (GUI) program. It reads the absorber
geometry file produced by the first program. It can modify this
mesh, and add feed antennas, reflector, and target. It also
produces, under menu control, the run paramsters for the FDTD
calculations. After the FDTD calculations are complete, this same
program reads the resulting field files and displays the calculated
results. Individual components of the fields, as well as the
electrical conduction currents or the instantaneous Poynting
vectors, can be visualized, and the values of these components can
be determined anywhere in the chamber.

DZOWUTRATION

Results derived from this suite of codes will be presented and
discussed at the conference. This includes a video tape which
illustrates the setup procedure and an FDTD visualization of the
fields inside a sample chamber.
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Abdraet

'This paper preuts the application of the finite difference time domain method in the simulation
of Delta-I noise in electronics packaging. The FDTD program is used to compute tht electromagnetic
fields between the power and ground planes, and is executed simultaneously ard linked together with
circuit simulators for humped and transmission line components. Numerical tests show that the FDTD
approach is far more efficient than other techniques presently used to model the effects of power and
ground planes, and can provide much more accurate results than the widely used effective inducior model.

I. Imstodectim

As integrated circuits are operated in higher speed and built in more condensed packaging, the
voltage fluctuation, which is often called the Delta-I noise, in the power supply system of integrated
circuits has becomn a more significant limiting fact for the reliable operation of high-speed integrated
circuits [11. Power and ground planes are widely used in chip modules. However, present methods to
model the effects of power and ground planes can hardly be considered accurate or efficient. The most
widely used method of modeling power and ground planes has been the effective inductor model. This
static field approximation does not take into account the field propagation and resonance in power and
ground planes, and is inaccurate for high-speed circuits. The Method of Moment has also been used for
the modeling of power and ground planes 12]. With the Method of Moment, the conducting planes are
approximated by conducting wire grids. Then the current distribution on the conducting wires is solved
for. This frequency domain approach is not easy to be directly incorporated with transient circuit
simulators. In some circuit simulators, such as in ASTAP of IBM, the power and ground planes are
represented by distributed capacitors and inductors. The main drawback of these circuit simulators is the
requirement of excessive computer resources.

This paper presents the. application of FDTD method to compute the fields between power and
ground planes. The power and ground planes and lumped circuit elements are modeled altogether by
linking the FDTD program with circuit simulators. It is found that substantial numerical error can be
introduced if the FDTD program is directly linked with circuit simulators. However, it will be shown
that such numerical eraor can be eliminated by adding an impedance traswformer at the FDTD grid point
wheie the linkage between the FDTD program and circuit simulators are mndc. T'nc iombi ed
FDTD/clrcuit-simulator approach is found to be efficient and highly accurate.

ii. FumD Computations

Consider the configuration of a power and a ground plane connected to a number of pairs of via,
as shown in figure 1. As currents flow through via& onto the power and ground planes, they generate
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transim folds wAkih ibsae to volage fluctuations between power and ground plau. In typical
packaging structures, the eisa of the p-wer m ground plan is much larger than the separatlon between
thern. The electromalpictic ficlds between thu power and ground planes, except near the via jucions, can
be considered inv-imt In die z direction which is perpendicular to the power and ground planes. The two
dimensional field between power and ground planes satisfies the following differential equations:

Va(*,, -L J,(x,y,t) (1)

VJ.(X,y, t) , -C . aV(xyt) (2)
at

where V(x,y,t) represents the voltage between power and ground planes, J.(x,y,t) is the current density
on the power plan, L, is the inductance per square, and C. is the capacitance per unit area. At the edges
of power and ground planes, the current component normal to the edges are set to zero. By using central
difference approximations of spatial and time derivatives, and assuming equal FDTD grid size in the x and
the y directions (Ax-Ay--d/), the difference equations of equation (1) and (2) are:

V.. 1 (k,l) V•(k,1) At C ,c.)2 [I (k 1/2,1)-I"' 1 (k-1/2,1)C .(d h ) ' 3
n* -,. (,-1/2 /2)] + At i)*-V (k,l) (4)Xy (,1+12)-7  (k1-1 c,(dh)2"

I;"**/ (k,lZ *1/2 ) -X1n-'* (k,l +I 1/2 ) -• AtV (k, 14 1 ) -VO(k, 1) (5S(5)

where the current l.=J.-dh and l4J,.dh. Difference equations (3) to (5) are applied alternatively until

a pre-specifted time step for termination.

111. Input Impedance or FIYIrD Grids and iskage between FDTD Code sand Circuit Simulatos

In electronics packaging structures, power and ground planes are connected to lumped circuit
elements or strip/microstrip lines through vins. At the FDTD grid points where vias are located, the
FDTD program Is linked with circuit solvers for lumped components. It is found that the direct linkage
between FDTD code and a circuit analysis program at one single FDTD grid point can result in significant
raw-ncrical wrror. ThI error is or --giratd t 1omhe am -sT -ba-,t ,h-ac tmL zIm*dsui-t of ai FDTD grid
and that of the physical structure. The via and power/ground planes constitute a radial transmission line.
The input impedance of the infinitely long radial transmission line, when the separation between the power
and ground plane is d and the radius of the via is a. can be found as 131:

(a) .j, .•/HJ(
2
) (ka)

( 2nra HP2 )(ka) (6)

where HN)(ka) and H,(1 )(ka) are Hankel functions. The input impedance of an infinitely large FDTD grid
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Z0w•m(dh) can also be found analytically [41. As can be seen from equation (6), the input impedance of
the radial tranmiasion line depends on the radius of the via, whereas the input impedance of the FDTD
grid depends on the grid size dh. Thes two impedances are generally not equal to each other. By adding
an impedance transformer, defined as Z, - ZO(a)-Z4(dh), between the FDTD program and the circuit
analysis program a shown in figure 2, the input impedance Z ow4•(dh) of the infinitely large FDTD grid
is transformed to the input impedance Z•(a) of the infinitely long radial transmission line. In figure 2, the
voltage source W(t) represents the fields reflected from edges of finite size power/ground planes and/or
fields generated from currents in other vias between the power/ground planes.

To examine the effects of the impedance transformer, consider the following example. Suppose
the power and ground planes are of 6 cm x 6 cm in size, separated by a distance d = 150 sm, and filled
by a dilectric material of e,-4. A current source with a sine-square waveform, as shown in figure 3, is
applied amc a pair of vias of radius a - 75 pun. Figure 4 shows voltage waveforms at the junction of
the via and power/ground planes. The dashed curves hi figure 4 are computed without impedance
transformers and with grid size dh - 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 nun respectively. These curves reveal that
numnerical results obtained without using impedance transformers depend strongly on the mesh density.
The solid curve in figure 4 is the voltage waveform computed with the impedance transformer. It is found
that, by adding the impedance transformer, numerically computed voltage waveforms are virtually
independent of the grid size dA.

Multiple power and ground planes are often used in packaging structures. Figure 5 shows the
configuration of a packaging structure of two power planes and two ground planes. Suppose a pair of vias
are connected to a power and a ground plane at point A. The two power planes are connected by a via
at point B, and the two ground planes are connected by a via at point C. Define the voltage in each pair
of conducting planes as shown in figure 5. The schematic program structure for solving this problem is
shown in figure 6. Electromagnetic fields between each pair of planes are computed by one FDTD field
solver. Impedance transformers Z1, Z1 and Z transform input impedances of FDTD grids to input
impedances of corresponding radial transmission lines, and are placed at via junctions as shown in figure
6.

IV. Numerical Ezamipies

IV.1. On the elliciesicy of the method

This example compares the efficiency of IBM's ASTAP using the capacitor/inductor mesh model
and that of our method using the combined FDTD/circuit-simulator. Still consider the power and ground
planes of 6cm x 6cm in size. A 60x 60 mesh is used in FDTD method, and a 60 x60 capacitor/inducor
mesh is used in ASTAP. It is found that computed results by ASTAP also depend on mesh density, and
they are numerically almost undistinguishable from those obtained by our method without using the
inmpedance transformer [5]. It is apparent that the solution from ASTAP has the suae kind of error as our
method when no impedance transformers are useti. On the issue of computation efficiency, there is a huge
difference between the computer times spent by these two methods as can be seen from Table I below.

IV.2. On the validity of the effective inductance model

Consider the configuration shown in figure 7, where the power and ground pip. connected to the
d.c. voltage power are at a distance D from the pair of vias connected to IC circuits. The effect of power
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and ground plaes in electronics packaging has been most widely modeled as an effective inductor. This
means that the input impedance Z,., looked into the power and ground planes as indicated in figure 7, is
approximated by the impedance of an inductor. With the FDTD medhod described above, the frequency
deptdende input impedance 4 can easily be found by taking Fourier transforms of the transient current
and voltage across the visa, Figure 9 displays the imaginary part of Z4 for different distance D, where
the power and ground planes are 6cm X 6cm in alse and separated by d - 150pm. Figure 9 shows the
imaginary part of 4j for a smaller siae (1cm X ncm) of power and ground ples. As can be clearly seen
from figure 8 and 9. input impedance 4, is SUMy inluamd by the resonance in the power and ground
planes, which is not represented by the effective ihauctor model. The effective inductor model is generally
not accurate to model the effects of power and ground plans., except for small conductor planes and in
positions very close to Vcc/ground pins in the low frequency range, as in the cuse shown by curve 3 in
figure 9.

V. Canluionm

This paper shows that the FDTD method can be effectively used to nodel electronics packaging
structures containing power aid ground planes. The modeling of the connection between via and
conducting planes needs to be treated properly to avoid nunerical errors. With the combination of FDTD
and circuit simlators. the simulation of Delta-I noise distributions in complex electronics packaging of
multiple power and ground planes can be accomplished accurately with high efficiency.
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Fig. 3. Waveform and spectrum of the current source.
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Fig. 4. Noise voltages without and with the impedance transformer.
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Fig. 5. Configuration of multiple power and ground planes.
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Fig. 6. Schcmauc diagram of linkage between ficki and circuit solvers for the
configuration of multiple power and ground planes in figure 5.
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"cc

Fig. 7. The configuration of �in electronics packaging structure for numerical tests.
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Figure 8. The imaginary part of the input impedance for the structure shown in figure 7, when the
size of the power and ground planes is 6cm x 6cm. The separation D between
Vcc/ground pins and the via at the center is 3.0cm (curve 1), 1.0cm (curve 2) and 0.1cm
(curve 3) respectively.
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Figure 9. The imaginary part of the input impedance for the structure shown in figure 7, when the
size of the power and ground planes is Icm x lcm. T•h separation D between
Vcc/ground pins and the via at the center is 0.5cm (curve 1), 0.3cm (curve 2) and 0.1cm
(curve 3) respectively.
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A Closed Form Solution of the Input Impedance
of Two-Dimension FDTD Grids

Zhonghua Wu, Jiayuan Fang and Yaowu Liu
DeWatlmnent of Electrical Engineering

State University of Nev York at Binghamton, binwhamton NY 13902

Abstrac

Finite Difference Tiue Domnir (FDTD) mehod has been widely used in the modeling of
inteconects and packaging structures of integrated circuits. It is found that in the modeling of the
connection of a via/pin to a conducting plane at ore. FDTD grid point, substantial numerical error can be
introduced. However, this umerical error can be eliminated if the input impedance of the )-DTD grid
is known, This paper pruena the derivation of a closed form solution of the two-dimensional FDTD
grids. The theoretical closed form solution of FDTD grids is verified by numerical tests.

1. ab om

Electromagnetic modeang of many packaging structures of integrated circuiu can be realized by
using ','i fltne-difterecc time-domain method. One such example is the simulation of voltage
Ibjemmions, which is often called the simultaneous switching noise or Dela-I noise, in the power supply
network of chip modules [1-2]. In typical packaging structures, power and ground planes are connected
to Wlund cicuit elementr or strip/microstrip linen through vias. Electromagnetic fields between power
and ground plane can often be approximated by two-d'nensional fields, and computed by two-dimensional
FDTD analysis [2]. At the FDTD grid points whre vias are lucated, the FDTD field solver for fields
in power n ground planes is linked with circuit solvers for :umped and tronsmission line components.
Although it is of great simplicity by modeling the connection of a via to the power/ground planes at a
single FDTD grid point, substantial numerical error can bc introduced if the FDTD field solver is directly
linked with circuit solvers. This numerical error can be removed by adding an impedance transformer
between each circuit solver and tih FDTD field solver to transforn the input impedance of the FDTD grid
to the input impedance of the physical structure [2].

The question of the input impedance of a 2-D FDTD grid is equivalent to the following one: if a
current is injected to one grid point of an infinite 2-D FDTD grid, what is the resiltant electric field at
the source point? The answer to this question can be found through direct FDT) computations, which
results in an infinite data series (although it may be truncated within finite time steps). However, the

of - .",I npice~ SUam~Mi~U IC-iCi~.~C ~~l on FD

size and it requires large computer mern to store the whole numerical solution. It is of advantage to
have analytic expi Assions of the input imn ce of FDTD grids. Unfortunately, such analytic expressions
are not available in present literatures.

This paper presents the derivation of the closed form soluticn of the input impedance of 2-D FDTD
grids througl Fourier analysis. The analytically derived closed form solution of FDTD grids is verified
by numerical results frain direct FDTD computations.
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11. Diva-ivm or the Input Impedance of 2-D FDTD Grids

Consider the two dimensional field which is invariant in the z direction and satisfies the following

Maxwell's equations:

SF y
dI 1  1E! (2)

at UO

(3)

ait Hax

For a length d in th z direction, define the voltage as V = - F, d, and the current densiy u J.

s. - a x H. A physical example of this model in electronics packaging is the case of a power plane

located above a ground plane by a distance d, then V represents the voltage between the power and ground

planes, and J. is t e current density on the power plane. By using Yee's central difference schemes, and

asasming the FDTD grid size in the x and the y directions are equal (Ax=Ay-dh), the difference

equations of equation (1) to (3) in terms of the voltage V and currents ,-J,.dh, =J,-.dh are as follows:

V" 1 (k,) = VD(k,I)-- A-- [X,""/(k1/2,2)-I-*
1 ¾(k-1/2,1)

C4 Atrn-1/ (4)

1 ;"1/h(k,1.1/2) -z;l/(k,u-1/2))]- C.•r (k,1)

1•'I12(k=i/ ,2)=I-•/(k+112,1)At • [V"(k+1,1) -vn(k,l) (5)

11. /2(k,,l1/2) =r,-12(k,1+1/2) At [V"(k,l+1)-V"(k,1)]

where the suprrscripts represent the time step, C = c dh2/d, L = psd, and I = dh) J.

Suppose the source current l,(k,!) only exists at one grid point where k=1=0, and denote L(0,0)
as L. Assume

Vn (k, 1) =V(k,1I)ej"•~t
IXk k, 1 ) =IX(k, 1)0e (7)
"I• (k,1!) =Iy( k, l )ejn"•~

Substituting (7) into ,-quiioils (4) to (6), ad CArL.9lAing -ter• ., J i(A-1 2S. on both sides of the

equations, wr get

V(k,1)2jsinr- + At [-1(k.1/2,1.) -1X(k-112,1)
2 C , (8)

tI,(k,1l1/2)-XY(k,l.-i/
2 )] = At 1  k=l=O

3k,lw
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I,,(k~l/2, 1) 61.- V•t,1 V,1 9

2jL sin -

A2)m-t [V(k,1l1)-V(k,l)] (0)
2 jLsin-2-

Substiuting equations (9) and (10) into equation (8), equation (8) becomes

V~k+l.1)+V(k_1,1)+V(k,141)+V(k,._)_4(1p2)V(k,l) NO ok=1-O,0 (11)

where
p s ~t~in(-•

At 2(12)

2LTin(
At 1°

Define th two dimensional discrete Fourier transform pair as:

7(u,v) - i V(k,l)e-Jue -J
- .~ (13)

V(kJ .1- lffT(u~v)eiuke~vldudv

After taking the 2-D discrete Fourier transform on both sides of (11), we get

V( u, v) = - ° (14)
2cosu+2coyv-4(1-p 2 )

then take the 2-D inverse discrete Fourier transform of 17( u, v ),

___ n I. juAeivI

V(k, 2 ) r-, -, 2cosu+2cov-4 •(-p 2 ) dudv (15)

Therefore, the input impedance of the 2-D FDTD grid is
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S~(16)
jz~in (4-) "" vd

41r2 & 4osu +coan -2(1-p 2 )

Let
iLi

W=O.•U
a =cosv-2 ( 'p2) (17)

GfiLain (w•t!2)
,-rAt

Then

=onm -z' - z dv (18)Tra,(z-Z,) (z-z2)

where the integration path cl is an unit circle centered at the origin of the complex z plane, and

Z 1,• 2 -a t Va•- I --I)

According to Caucy's integraon fonrula, equation (18) becomes

jGf dv a<-i

90, = -Gf dv -1<&<l (20)

-jGf dv &>I

Ill. Nmessricil Tests

The input impedance of a 2-D FDTD grid can readily be calculated from equation (20) above once
the FDTD grid size dA and the length in the z direction d are known. Figure 1 and 2 are the real and the
imaginary parts of the input impedance for different grid size dh when d - Imm and the relative dielctic
constanz of the medium e, = 4.0. Curve I to 7 in figure 1 and 2 correspond to the grid size A of 25, 50,
100, 200, 400, 800 and 1600pm respectively. The time step At is chosen to be 0.7dM v, where v is the
speed of light in the medium. From figure 1 and 2, we can sec that both the real and the imaginary parts
of the input impedance increase with frequency in the low frequency range (e.g. 0 - 30 GHz). The real
part of the input impedance is almost independent of the grid size dh at low frequencies, whereas the
imaginary part of the input impedance decreases with the increase of the grid size dh.

Figure 3 and 4 compare the input impedances computed from the closed form solution and from
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direct FDTD computations. The parameters chosen for the results in figure 3 and 4 are: dh - 10O/Aj,
d = 150;m, e, - 4.0, and At = 0.7dhiv. The input impedance of the FDTD grid from direct FDTD
computations is obtained through the following procedure. ItA a current source of Gaussian waveform
injected into one grid point of the FDTD mesh; compute the transient solution of voltage at the source
point; the input impedance is then the ratio of the Fourier transformed voltage and current. The FDTD
mesh is chosen to be sufficiently large so that no reflection reaches the source point before the source
current and the voltage at the source point vanish to virtually zero values. The expression in equation (20)
for the input impedance of FDTD grids is verified by the excellent agreement between the closed form
solution and the direct FDTD computations, as can be observed from figure 3 and 4.

"The input impeda=c of the FDTD grid has some 'abnormal" behaviors at high frequencies, which
do not appear in the input impedance of the physical stUcUre for which the FDTD grid represents. This
can be observed from figure 5 and 6 which compare the input impedance of the FDTD grid and that of
a radial transmission line representing a pair of infinitely large conducting planes separated by a distance
d. The parameters selected for the results in figure 5 and 6 are the same as those in figure 3 and 4. As
can be seen from figure 5 and 6, in the low frequency range, the real part of Zowrm converges to that of
the radial transmission line, and the uimagnry part of Zmim is close to that of the radial transmission line
at the radiu of about one fift of the grid size dh. A resonat behavior can be observed from 4 rm, at
around 52.85GHz, which corresponds to a wavelength of about 2.84mm = 2.84dh. Considering the
numerical dispersion of FDTD method, it can be found that for a wave propagating along a grid axis and
of frequency 52.85GHz, the numerical wavelength X, is actually twice of dh (note the numerical
wavelength k, is anisatropic) 13]. Figure 5 mad 6 also reveal that the smallest wavelength of fields
modeled by FDTD method needs to be sufficiently large compared to the grid size dh to avoid significant
numerical dispersion error.

IV. Cuidusion

The closed form solution of the input impedance of 2-D FDTD grids has been presented in this
paper. This closed form solution identically matches the direct numerical solution of FDTD method. The
availability of a closed form solution of the input impedance of FDTD grid would greatly facilitate some
numerical computations where the knowledge of the input impedance of FDTD grid is desirable 11-2].
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Deriving a Synthetic Conductivity To Enable Accurate Prediction
Of Losses In Good Conductors Using FDTD

Kent OCuubedin and L nchlnn Gordon
Univenity or New Hmnupsbre

Abstract

FDTD is based upon the assumption that field behavior between sample points
(i.e., cell nodes) is linear, for propagation in lossless or low-loss materials, the
assumption of linearity will be valid as long as the number of cells per wavelength
is kept above some minimum value. For good conductors, where the wavelength
decreases many orders of magnitude from its free-space size, and the fields are
decaying exponentially, it becomes impractical to shrink the cell size so as to
maintain linearity between cells. A consequence of using practical cell sizes when
modeling good conductors is that the modeled conductor impedance will typically
differ greatly from its actual impedance, causing significant errors in modeled
reflection and transmission. By appropriately adjusting the modeled conductivity,
which is the approach detailed here, the modeled impedance will equal the actual
impedznce, resulting in accurate estimates of conductor losses. This paper
describes the mathematical development of synthetic conductivity, and validates
its accuracy against theoretical data. The approach does not require modifications
to the FDTD algorithms, and does not affect program execution time. Achieving
accurate loss estimates will be of particular interest to those modeling resonant
structures using FDTD.

Introduction

The impetus for the work reported here is to better model radiation from computer enclosures,
which exhibit resonant characteristics. When modeling enclosures as PECs, the estimated
resonant peaks were considerably higher than had been measured, which prompted this study into
the FDTD modeling of good conductors. Past work with good conductors using FDTD[I]
demonstrated that realistic loss v..lues can be achieved by modeling good conductors as PEC's
lined with a lossy material; the approach that is presented here is to calculate a new value of
conductivity, which will typically differ from the actual conductivity, that will aflord accurate
model estimates of reflection from good conductors.

Modeling Good Conductors Using Synthetic Conductivity

As is generally recognized, FDTD does not correctly estimate losses at good-conductor
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boundaries when using actual conductivity values. However, if appropriate conductivity values
are used in FDTD modeling, accurate estimates of transmission and reflection at good conductor
boundaries will be calculated. The purpose of this section is to develop the mathematics used
to describe a synthetic conducti-ity that is used in place of the actual conductivity value in FDTD
modeling. For simplicity, the development here is performed in one dimension, although the
results are readily applicable to two and three-dimensional modeling as well Reducing one of
Maxwell's equations in Cartesian coordinates to one dimension, and orientating the coordinate
system so that the Poyning vector arid electric and magnetic fields align with one of the axes
yields:

+ My +

To put this rsquation of an x-traveling wave into finite-difference form, the electric and magnetic
are generally staggered in space as indicated in the figure below (the y and z subscripts on the
fields have been dropped to simplify the notation):

E . (i-2) E .,. (i-1) F .,,1 (i) F ,2 (i + 0 )

H (i-3/2 ) H (i-112 ) H (i+1/2 )

Iigumn I Field Locations in I-D FDTD Formulation.

The increment in time is given by n (i.e., t - nAt) and the increment in the direction of
propagation is given by i (i.e.. x =iAx). Using this notation, Equation (i) can be put into finitk-
difference form. While the finite-difference approximations to the derivatives are determined by
the coordinate system and time sampling scheme, there is some latitude in the calculation of the
conduction term. Although Yee did not explicitly address the calculation of conduction current
in his original formulation [2], a number of authors have proposed different strategies for making
that calculation; the difference in those strategies relates to which time increment(s) the electric
field used to calculate the conduction current is sampled, For example, one approach is to use
the average of the present and next electric fields to calculate conduction current[31; using this
approach, the finite difference equation becomes:

H(i+ V)-H(i- /) .- E_,,(i) .- (E.Q(÷)+E_ (,)) (2)

AX At 2 --

Solving for the updated electric field yields
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E 1()=2e aAt}~i +.J. .H(L½-~-) (3)
[,,t _11

In this form, the coefficient of the present value of the electric field has a zero for relatively low
values of conductivity. For example, for a one-centimeter cell, and applying the Courant
condition, a zero will occttr for a - 0.92 S/ni. For greater conductivity values, the coefficient
will become negative, causing the solution to become unstable. To overcome this difficulty,
Luebbers, el. a/.[4][5] suggested using t~he most recent value of electric field in computing
conduction current (i.e., ciE - oE., ). This enabled a solution for a new electric field value that
would be stable for highly-conducting materials, as given by:

E.,4(4-aE._,(i) +bHj(i+1/2)-H.(i - V) (4)

where 41- and b= At (5)
F I cAt I + OAt

Referring to Equation (4), the electric field at any time can be derived in terms of the electric and
magnetic fields at the previous time interval, This equation, and a corresponding equation
defining an update for the magnetic field, make up the foundation for many FDTD codes, such
as the one developed at The Pennsylvania State University[6] which was used for the work
presented here, Consequently, the synthetic conductivity developed here is applicable only to
FDTD algorithms in the form of Equation (4) above, although synthetic conductivities for any
FDTD implementation caii be found using the development described here.

In a good conductor, uAt >> e, which will cause the variable "a" in Equation (5) to be negligible,
and hence Equation (4) will be dominated by the adjacent magnetic field terms (b/Ax >> a in a
good conductor), Further, if a good conductor boundary is 1-,ated at (i), with (i-½h) i"n-ide th
conductor and (i + '/a) outside of the conductor, then l"n(i-/z) will have a magnitude approaching
zero. Using the above assumptions, the next value of electric field on the surface of a good

ronductor can be written:
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b H(i÷1/+)I (6)

In this form, we can determine explicitly a wave impedance (or more accurately a wave
resistance, since FDTD deals only with real numbers) which relates the magnitudes of the electric
and magnetic fields:

b At (7)
lFD1D & AZ (C+oAt)Az

The rightmost equality is obtained by substituting for "b" using Equation (5) and by imposing
the Courant condition for the ratio between time and distance step size. While impedance is
defined by the relationship between quantities at a particular point, Equation (7) represents a
relationship between fields offset spatially by one-half cell. This offset is negligible when
calculating impedance in this application, as is shown at the ind of this section,

The modeled intrinsic impedance (TIh;)Tn) will not in general equal the actual intrinsic impedance
for practical values of Az because of errors in the finite-difference approximation to derivatives
of the fields near highly-conducting boundaries Further, because there is no time history used

1 ?(8)

in deriving the modeled intrinsic impedance for practical cell sizes, FDTD solutions to wave
interactions with good conductors will aot exhibit frequency dependence (i.e.. dispersion). For
good conductors such as metals, oAt will be much greater than Fr, and Equation (7) becomes:
As stated above, the objective here is to better model reflection and transmission at good
conductor boundaries Bicause the reflection and transmission coefficients are functions of the
impedances at boundaries, the modeled impedances must agree with the actual impedances at a
boundary. In the synthetic conductivity approach presented here, the modeled impedance at the
conductor sutface is set equal to the actual conductor impedance so as to derive a conductivity
value to be used in modeling. For a good conductor:

qrflw O?'..+JiC +J") (9)

Setting the real parts of rT=Tn il , and solving for ci,,, yields:
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- ,(10)

As is shown in the subsequent section, using the above value for conductivity in FDTD produces
results that agree well with closed-form solutions for transmission and resonance characteristics.

As stated above, there is a spatial offset between the electric and magnetic fields in the
impedance calculation of Equation (7); the electric field sample is on the boundary, and the
magnetic field is sampled one-half cell from the boundary ',lle the exact solution for
impedance would have both sample points collocated, the offset in magnetic field has only a
negligible effect because its change with position is so small in the immediate vicinity of a good
conductor. Specifically, the worst-case, spatial variation for this normal-component of magnetic
field is defined by H(d) = 2H'cos(Ild), where H' is the incident magnetic field, and d is the
distance to the conductor boundary. The greatest electrical distance from the magnetic field
sample point to the conductor boundary will be one-twentieth wavelength when observing
conventional FDTD cell size. This offset will cause the impedance calculation in Equation (7)
to be in error by a factor of cos(i, lO) at the highest frequency of interest, and will decrease for
lower frequencies. The effect of this offset can be seen by a comparison of the reflection
coefficient both with and without compensating for the spatial offset:

1'U %+ (°1 (1-co°(Pd)) - 12cos(f3d) (11)

where I-, is the reflection coefficient uncompensated for the spatial offset (i.e., based upon the
impedance of Equation (7)), 1.c is the reflection coefficient compensated for the offset, TI, is the
impedance of free space, and il is the actual impedance of the conductor. A study of reflection
coefficient error using Equation (II) for a worst-case situation (a lead conductor and a spatial
offset of 1/20) shows accuracy to five significant digits without compensating for the offset.
Because of the low error asssociated with the offset, the effect of the offset was not included in
the calculation of synthetic conductivity presented here.

Validation

To verify that the approach for modeling good conductors presented here is valid, FDTD modeled
results were compared against both closed-form solutions and measurements. The approach was
applied to the difficult task of calculating the Q of a closed cavity, and was compared against
known closed-form solutions. This test was considered to be the most crucial in validating the
technique, since the estimated Q's contain the cumulative errors from tens of thousands of
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reflections within the modeled cavity, and any error in the modeled reflection coefficient would
be multiplied by the number of reflections.

The interior dimensions of the cavity used for thW facet of the validation was 31 x 21 x 11 cm,
and one cm' cells were used in the FDTD model. The modeled cavity was excited with a
Gaussian pulse having a temporal half width of 32 time steps at a single, perpendicular, E-field
sample point one cell from a corner on a 31 x 21 cm side; the source was comprised of an
infinitesimally-thin, one-cell long. PEC. The E-field monitor point, used to estimate resonant
behavior, was at the center of the side opposite the excitation source. The excitation point was
selected so as to excite all the cavity modes within the usable frequency range of the model,
while introducing only minimal shift in the resonant frequencies. The monitor point did not
constitute a physical object within the modeled cavity, and its placement was arbitrary.
Comparisons of modeled and theoretical resonances were made for the TE101 mode, and hence
the TEI,1 frequency was used to calculate the model parameters for the approaches presented
here.

The FDTD model was run until significant transients had died out, taking slightly over a million
time steps for the lowest conductivity investigated, and over two million time steps for the
highest conductivity. After the FDTD model was run, an F1FT was performed on the time-domain
data to obtain the resonance frequency spectrum, where the resonant frequencies and their
associated Q's were calculated using cubic-spline interpolation.

The theoretical values of resu•iant frequency and Q for a lossy rectangular cavity are given in
Harrington[7] or Balanis [8]. It should be noted that the closed-form solutions themselves are
approximations, since they were developed uiiig the assumption that the field distribution for
finitely-conducting walls would be the same as for perfectly-conducting walls.

A comparison of theoretical data and modeled data obtained using the synthetic conductivity
approach is given in Table I for a range of conductivity values.

Modeled Thbeory Freq. Q
aFT, o,.m Freq. F-q. Emir QT,,, Ql. Error

- - - (I.).

2.88xI0j 9200 861.8785 -.0330 17744 16771 -5.5

2.43x10' 8463 861.8713 862.1631 :0338 16321 11639 -28.7

9xW0• 5142 861,8748 -0334 9917 8785 -I 1.42

4.5x1O6  3637 861.8772 j- 3 3 16 j 7014 6795 -; 13

Table I Theoretical and FDTD-Modeled TE1,), Data For A Rectangular Cavity Using l'Thc
Synthetic Conductivity Approach For A Range of Conductivity Values.
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Creating FDTD Models of Aircraft with GWTOFDTD

C.W. Trueman, S.J. Kubina, and B. Messier,
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Abstract-GWTOFDTD is an interactive graphics program which allows the user to convert a wire-grid
model of a complex object such as an aircraft to a cell model suitable for input to a finite-difference
time-domain program. The user selects a cell size, and GWTOFDTD displays a cross-section of the
aircraft superimposed on the cell space in a plane through the centers of the celh. The user fills cells
interactively with the mouse. The program displays cross-sections in sequenc- irom tail to note of the
aircraft for a systematic derivation of a complete cell model. This paper describes the GWTOFDTD
program and its use in developing a model of a small aircraft. The radar cross-section for the aircraft
computed with FDTD is compared with results obtained by wirc-grid modelling.

Introduction
Yee's Finite-Difference Time-Domain(FDTD) method[ 1,2] subdivides a finite volume of space

into N. by NY by N, "cells", each of size Ax by Ay by Az. To calculate the radar cross-section(RCS) of
a perfectly-conducting scattering object such as the "Navajo" aircraft of Fig. 1, each cell in the cell space
must be designated to beeither a "fire-space" cell ora "perfectly-conducting" cell; the result is a "building
block" model or "cell" model of the object, such as that in Fig. 2. Curved surfaces are represented by a
"staircase" approximation. In recent years FDTD has been used to compute the RCS of "canonical"
objects such as spheres[3,4], strips, rods and cylinders[5] with excellent agreement with both wire-grid
computations and with the measured RCS.

Toconstruct an FDTD model of a complex object such as the small aircraft, we must decide whether
each cell should be "filled", that is, designated perfectly-conducting, or should be free-space. This is
done by examining the portion of the cell which lies inside the volume of the aircraft. The cell is filled
if enough of its volume lies inside the perfectly-conducting surface. Rules of thumb exist for deciding
whether to fill a cell. In modelling a sphere, Luebbers maintains the surfaces of the filled cells inside the
surface of the sphere[6]. In modelling rods of square cross-section, it was found that the effective position
of the surface of the cell modei of the rod is 1/4 cell outside the surfaces of the filled cells[7,8]; hence
the cells appear to be larger than Ax by Ay by ,.z.

The radar cross-section(RCS) of complex objects such as the small aircraft is often computed by
the "moment method"[9]. A reliable technique represents the aircraft with a wire-grid model[10] such
as that shown in Fig. 1, and then calculates the currents flowing on the wires with the Numerical Elec-
tromagnetics Code(NEC)[ 11]. Indr.ad, wire-grid representations for many types of aircraft are available.

This papef preselnts a piogia-,- called GWTOFDT'D which takes advantage of the availability of
wire-grid models of aircraft to derive FDTD "cell" models. The GWTOFDTD program draws the aircraft
cro:,s-section superimposed on the cell space through the cell centers, as shown in Fig. 3. The aircraft
cross-section is derived from the coordinates of wire endpoints in the wire-grid model input file. The
user generates a staircased approximation to the cross-section by "filling" cells interactively with the
mouse. Note that the program does not attempt to automatically "translate" the wire-grid into an FDTD
cell model. For each cross-section the program generates an initial guess at which cells to fill; then the
user is required to interact with the program by modifying cells on the boundary of the cross-section, as
discussed below.
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Fig. 1 A wire-grid model of the Navajo aircraft. Fig. 2 A "cell model" of the Navajo for input to the
FDTD program

This paper briefly describes the operation of GWTOFDTD prograin and how it is used to derive
a "cell model". To explore the accuracy of FDTD computations, the RCS of a "generic aircraft" computed
with FDTD is compared with wire-grid computations and measurements, and the RCS of ,he Navajo
aircraft is compared with wire-grid computations.

The GWTOFDTD Program
The GWTOFDTD program assists the user in deriving a "cell" model of an aircraft, such as that

in Fig. 2, from a wire-grid mfxel like that shown in Fig. 1. The starting point is an input file for the NEC
program describing the wire-grid model wire-by-wire with "GW cards"[I 1]. The radius of each wire in
the grid is derived by running the program called MESHE3 to obtain a "meshes" file from the GW card
file[12]. The "meshes" file describes the surface of the aircraft in terms of "mesh cells" bounded by wires
of the grid, and is used by program FNDRAD to obtain a radius foreach wire according to the "equal-area
rule"( 12]. The corners of a mesh cell are wire endpoints in the wire-grid model. The GW card file plus
the "meshes" file form the input to GWTOFDTD.

Developing a cell model begins by selecting the cell size for the FDTD grid. The maximum
permissible cell size is one-tenth of the wavelength at the highest frequency at which the RCS must be
computed. Often, a much smaller cell size is chosen to obtain greater fidelity in the geometrical repre-
sentation. The cell model is derived by subdividing the aircraft into slices one cell thick in vertical planes
perpendicular to the fuselage axis. The GWTOFDTD program aids the user in determining which cells
in each cross-sectional slice must be filled to best represent the aircraft shape.

GWTOFDTD's main menu shows the overall length of the aircraft in metres, the total number of
cross-sections, the number of the cross-section currently being created and its position axially along the
aircraft. Deriving the cell model proceeds by displaying the aircraft cross-sectional slices one-by-one,
from tail to nose, and filling cells to represent the aircraft shape in each cross-section. The principal
choices offered are: create the cell model fora given cross-section; edit a cross-section previously created;
go on to the next cross-section in sequence; or exit, saving the partially-completed model so that the
session can be resumed later. When the full aircraft has been modelled, the user tells the program to
create a "build file" which forms the input for the FDTD program itself.

Modelling Each Cross-Section
For each cross-sectional slice through the aircraft, the GWTOFDTD program draws the cells and

superimposes on them the cross-section of the aircraft itself, as shown in Fig. 3. The program approximates
the aircraft cross-section by considering each "mesh" in the wire grid to be a solid plate. The intersection
of these "mesh plates" with the cross-sectional plane is drawn on the screen to represent the cross-section
of the aircraft. This provides interpolation between the specific wire endpoints that are present irn the
wire-grid model, which are usually much farther apart than one cell thickný,ss. To generate the cell model.
the user interacts via the mouse to select which cells should be filled with perfectly-conducting material.
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Fig, 3 A cross-section of the wire-grid model superimposed on a cross-section of the FDTD cell space.

The program starts the process with a "gross fill' - ----- t
in which any cell which is touched by the metallic skin + + + ++ + i +

of the aircraft is filled. The mouse is used to refine the "" --
representation. The left mouse button(LM) always + + + +.

returns to the main menu. The centre mouse but- - ...
son(CM) is used to fill-in regions which are inside the
fuselage, hence completely surrounded with filled cells + +•

by the "gross fill" step. Position the mouse on an empty
cell that lies within the aircraft fuselage and press CM; + +
the program fills in cells in all directions until a .. ...
previously-filled cell is found. If CM is accidentally
pressed on a cell outside the aircraft, the program fills + +

all the cells! Pressing CM again "u,•does" the fll
operation so it is easy to recover from this common ÷ +i
error. The right-mouse button(RM) is used to toggle ..
individual cells to be filled or empty.+ +i

To refine a given cross-section, it is useful to see
the e€ffective" position of the surface, considered to be
one-quarter of a cell outside the surface of the filled
cellslg]. This is not easily seen on a full cross-section
such as Fig. 3. The blowup option on the main menu Fig.4An enlargcmentof partof the cross-section
permits zooming on parts of the cross-section. The of Fig. 3 showing the quarter-cell margin
mouse is used to outline a small region of the cross- as a dashed line.
section with a rectangular "cursor box", then to "zoom
in" to make that region fill the entire screen, as in Fig. 4. A dashed line is drawn 1/4 cell away from the
surfaces of the "filled" cells to aid the user in visualizing the effective position of the surface of the FDTD
cell model relative to the actual surface of the aircraft. The RM button is used to fill or empty individual
cells so that the dashed line is a reasonable approximation to the actual aircraft cruss-section, represented

by the heavy solid line.

Drawing the Aircraft in Three Dimensions
Once the user is satisfied that each cross-section of the cell model is the best fit to the actual aircraft

shape, the program is use d to create a "build file", which is the input file to the FDTD code itself. Drawings
of the three-dimensional cell model with hidden-line removal, such as Fig. 2, are obtained by running
the program "BLDMVI" to convert the "build file" format to one that can be understood by program
"HIDNMOD". HIDNMOD produces drawings such as that in Fig. 2, showing groups of filled cells as
solid boxes. The model can be viewed from any angle, and paper hard-copies of the pictures can be
made.
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Fig. 5 The dimensions of the generic aircraft. Fig. 6 The "cell model" of the generic aircraft.

The Generic Aircraft
Fig. 5 gives the dimensions of a simple aircraft-like structure called the "generic aircraft", which

is shown in Fig. 6. To model the generic aircraft with FDTD, the cell size was set to 0.24 m, so that the
thickness of the strips from which the structure is made equal to one cell width. The fuselage length of
30 m it 125 cells. The wingspan of 15.62 m is very close to 65 cells. The height of the strip representing
the fu;.zlage is 3.46 m, or 14.4 cells, and was modelled with 14 cells. The height from the bottom of the
fuselage to the top of the dorsal was represented with 38 cells making the overall height 9.12 m compared
to the ictual value of 9.08 m in Fig. 5. Note that these choices ignore the result[8] that the effective
location of the surface is about 1/4 of the cell size away from the surfaces of the cells.

To obtain the RCS. the generic aircraft was illuminated with a plane wave incident nose-on, with
the electric field vector oriented vertically, parallel to the dorsal fin. The incident waveshape was a
Gaussian pulse of width chosen to limit the energy content to frequencies below that which makes the
cell size X/10[2,5], which is 125 MHz for 0.24 m cells. The aircraft was separated from the Liao
second-order absorbing boundary[13,14] by 19 cells of free-space on all sides. The time step was set
equal to the Courant limit[2,5], and the FDTD computation was run for4096 time steps. The backscattered
field in Fig. 7 shows that this number of time steps is sufficient to trace the response to zero. The Fourier
transform of the backsca,tcred field and of the incident Gaussian pulse were found to determine the radar
cross-section, which is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 8, in comparison to the wire-grid computation
and to the measured RCS[ 15].

Fig. 8 shows quite good agreement between the three curves up to about 20 MHz. The low frequency
behavior of the RCS is strongly iiifluenced by the resonances of the aircraft geometry. A useful estimate
of the airframe resonance frequencies was obtained in Ref. [ i5] by setuing the length of a resonant path
equal to 0.4 of the free-space wavelength. With this estimate, a path including the length of the fuselage
and the height of the dorsal fin is expected to be resonant at about 3.4 MHz, and a path including one
wing, the fuselage from wing to tail, and the dorsal fin is resonant at about 4.9 MHz. Fig. 8 shows that
the tFDTD computation has a maximum in the RCS at about 3.3 MHz, and a sharp minimum at 4.1 MHz,
which is less deep in the FDTD computation at -39.6 dB than it is in the wire-grid computation, where
it is -41.4 dB. The aircraft RCS rises rapidly to a maximum of 0.89 dB in the FDTD computation at 11.0
MHz,compared to 0.39 dB at 10.9 MHzin the wire-grid computation. This frequency roughly corresponds
to the lowest resonant frequency of a "dorsal strip" of width 3.27 m and height 9.08 ra[15]. At higher
frequencies, above 20 MHz, the agreement between the wire-grid model and the measurement is fair,
whereas the agreement with the FDTD computation is good. The RCS above 20 MHz has a series of
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maxima and minima which are associated
with the interference of the scattered field
from the nose of the aircraft and from the -

tail[15].

Modelling the Navajo Aircraft
Tie Navajo is a smaller aircraft that

the "generic aircraft" discussed above. Its n
length is 10.55 m from the nose to thr tip
of the tail, and its wingspan is 12.40 m. The C
height from the bottom of the fuselage to
the top of the dorsal fin is 3.12 m. The -
wire-grid model of the Navajo was
designed to obtain useful information to a
frequency of about 55 MHz. The Navajo is .......
a much more complex shape than the Tim hk,mweecwi,
generic aircraft. The GW'OFDTD pro-
gram was used to convert the wire-grid to Fig. 7 The backscattered field from the generic aircraft.
an FDTD cell model, one cross-section at a
time from tail to nose as discussed above.
The "quarter-cell margin" rule was respected in generating the model. The cell size was set to 0.2 m, so
tha. the cells are smaller than pne-tenth wavelength to 150 MHz. Fig. 9 compares the top view and side

view of the cell model to the wire-grid model, showing that reasonable fidelity was obtained. The leading
edge of the wing of the cell model is further forward than it should be; this would be corrected in a revision
of the model. The propellors were omitted from the cell model.

CD

Q -10

Ln

UL. -30- computed., FDT.i....... Mesro 1rvi lrd o'
-40

5 10 15 A 5 30 35
Frequency (MHz)

Fig. 8 Comparison of the RCS of the generic aircraft computed with FDT1D with that computed with
wire-grid modeling, and with the measured RCS.
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The RCS of the Navajo was com-
puted by using a Gaussian pulse plane wave
to illuminate the aircraft nose-on, with the
electric field vertically-oriented as before.
Fig. 10 shows the time response, which was
computed to 4096 time steps, is zero beyond
about 2000 time steps. Fig. 11 compares
the RCS obtained from the FDTD compu-
tation with that obtained by wire-grid
modelling. In the wire-grid computation,
the RCS rises rapidly to a peak at about 9.3
MHz, then has a sharp minimum at 11.8
MHz at -66.8 dli. The FDTD computation
has a modest minimum at about 11.6 MHz
at -45.8 dB, then rises following the wire-
grid response quite well to the broad max-
imum at about 29.4 MHz. The deep notch
in the RCS at 11.8 MHz is associated with
a long resonant path on the aircraft. The
longest path on the Navajo includes a wing,
the fuselage from wing to dorsal, plus the
dorsal fin, its length of 13.16 m is half a
wavelength at about 11.4 MHz. The
wingspanof 12.4 m isresonant at about 12.1
MHz, but the wing is almost perpendicular (0)
to the orientation of the electric field and so
is weakly excited. A path including the
whole fuselage and the dorsal is of length
11.5 m, and is estimated to be resonant at
13.0 MHz. Thus the notch at 11.8 MHz is
likely to be associated with a wing- 01
fuselage-dorsal path. A

Above 20 MHz, the Navajo RCS rises
to a "corver frequency" of about 30 MIHz.
Above this frequency the FDTD computa-
tion has a modest minimum at 39 MHz and
a broad maximum at 53 MHz, whereas the
wire-grid computation has a minimum at 37
MHz, a maximum at 41 MJ-Hz, a deeper Fig. 9 Comparison of the "cell model of the Navajo with
minimum at 46 MHz, and a broad maxi- the wire-grid model.
mum at 56 MHz. To verify that the pro-
pellors do not have a signficant effect in this frequency range, the wire-grid computation was repeated
with no propellors, and little change was seen. FDTD obtains the RCS to 150 PMhz but the data has not
been shown because there is no curve availablc for comparison.

Conclusions
The GWTOFDTD program is an interactive graphical aid for the conversion of a wire-grid model

of an aircraft into an FDTD "cell model". The user chooses a cell size, and then the program draws a
cross-section of the cell space with the cross-section of the wire-grid superimposed; the user points with
the mouse to "fill" cells to best represent each cross-section. The cell model is only as accurate geo-
metrically as the underlying wire-grid. Better geometrical fidelity could be obtained by modifying the
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program to accept an industry-standard description of the aircraft shape using many, many points on the
surface. This has not been done here because such comprehensive geometrical descriptions are simply
not generally available.

This paper has compared the RCS ,.... ...........
computed with FDTD with reference data
for two cases. The simple "generic aircraft" -
geometry can be represented accurately -
with an FDTD cell model. But the RCS 80
does not agree as well as might be expected
with the measured RCS, nor with that
computed by wire-grid modelling. The
more complex geometry of the Navajo
aircraft requires the power of the '
GWTOFDTD program to obtain a reason- b -rn
able cell representation. The RCS shows
disagreement with the wire-grid computa- Je
tion in the frequency range where the g
fundamental resonances of the airframe are G3
expected, as well as at higher frequencies. ....
These differences will be explored in the
oral presentation. T•wI I
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High Order F.D.T.D. Algorithm to Reduce Numerical Dispersion and Staircasing

Thierry DEVEZE
DASSAULT ELECTRONIQUE, Dipartement Hyperfriquencs

55, Quai Marcel DASSAULT, 92214 St Cloud
FRANCE

Developped by YEE[l] in 1966, the FDTD algorithm has been widely used in a large variety of
electromagnetic applications. The YEE's scheme is based on the approximation of differential operators
by second order centered Taylor's expansion, both in tine and space (the so called 2x2. scheme).
Simplicity is the main advantage of the method and it enables to handle computations on large complex
structures. This powerful tool has nevertheless some drawbacks. The second order central
approximation leads to numerical dispersion that affects the accuracy of the solution. The stair case
modeling may not fit properly the geometry of the structure. Some authors have found different
solutions to conform the mesh to the geometry of the structure under study. HOLLAND[2], among
others, has proposed a curvilinear version of the cartesian YEE's algorithm. Recently, TAFLOVE[3] and
a]. have exposed a contour path approach. These methods largely reduce the staircase modeling but
increase the numerical dispersi --. To reduce this drawback, a higher order FDTD scheme is proposed.
After deriving the general formulation at the order N, it appears that the fourth order schemes give the
best choice for the ratio : complexity over dispersion performance. The purpose of this paper is to build
a fourth order scheme that can reduce the numerical dispersion and take into account the curved shape
of the structure under study.

The free space case

The Maxwell's equations system in free space is hyperbolic and is based on first degree differential
operators over time and space. The centered Taylor's expansion gives directly the second order
discretisation.
Order 2 in space

E'(r .)--E'(r - )
(1) a,E"(r) - F(r- + O(Ar 2)

Order 4 in space

(2) O,E"(r)9 E"(r )-E(r-) E'(r .±)-E"(r - O(t)
8 Ar 24 Ar , (Ar

Equation (2) is obtained by a linear combination of two central differentiations around r, one with a step
Ar and the other with 2Ar . This procedure eradicates the third degree derivation term the
TAYLOR's expansion.
Order 2 in time

(3) ~ . it"() E"`(r) -E"(r) ,OA2
At +0(M 2

)
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Order 4 in time
The method used for the fourth order discretisation in space cannot be applied to the time derivatives
because it leads to a 5 time steps scheme which is not stable. By employing the so calied "Modified
Equation Method" proposed by JOLY and COHEN[4] for the acoustic wave equation, it is possible to
convert the third degree time derivation by a combination of spatial operators. This conversion is done
by replacing the MAXWELL's equations in the third degree derivation term [5) As an illustration of this,
the TAYLOR's expansion of the Ex component is given by:

4,E E (r)- r --E-,(E(r) +O(At)
(4) E.A 24aE ()0A4

With the constant constitutives of free space : (the pennittivity, E-0 , the permeability, Ii-gO, and the
velocity of light C), the third degree term has the following form:

i

a 'E , ( .i- k))-

-A•Y A 2 * . 4 k) +1 2( ,. .

rA z' #I n.- "4

"AH. 2

2 [+H 2(, 1 ,. ., - - (,_ . - .)]+---

(5)y [;i...>.'. , .f)- (, , A]

,A j I I[

+ A--V2

+H ((,. . ) t-H.-(,'+1 . -kJ

6 •2+( + :+• ) ;( 2,.•->m

.C.2 + H-, 2 --

E Az • I Y- j L "

_ i- H - , • ... 3.) H -(, •.. -.

A-- -I (, -

-- 2(,.+ l k -. , ,

This gives a 3 time steps scheme with 25 spatial nodes.instead of 5 for the 2x2. The diffe~rence of spatial
extension is shown in figure I a) for the 2x2 scheme and in figure L~b) for the 4x4. In equation (5), the
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discretisation of the spatial differentiations are written only at the second order which is sufficient to
ensure the fourth order in (4) because (5) is multiplied by At'. All the nodes involved in the formulation
of the Ex node already exist in the regular 2x2 FDTD mesh. No extra memory storage is required. The
number of computing operations is increased by 4, but the dispersion analysis shows thint, for the same
degree of accuracy, the spatial step is at least twice larger for the 4x4 scheme than, the 2x2. This
results in a factor 8 (in 3D) of computer memory saving and a factor 4 in computational speed because
the time step is also twice larger.

The stability criteria of the 2x2 and the 4x4 (free space) schemes are the same. The Von NEUMANN
method has been used to derive the criteria of the fourth order heterogeneous space schemes.

The Nurndrial Daeshon

The dispersion of the numerical solution over the frequency variable strongly depends on the preci:.ton
over the time differentiations. The anisotropy of the numerical mesh lays mainly on the accuracy over :ie
the spatial derivatives. The figures 2.a) and 2.b) illustrate the anisotropic behavior of the 2x2 and 4x4
schemes. A line source,located at (25&x,25Ay ), in a 2D computational domain, generates a sinusoidal
wave. The zero isovalue curves give the wave front aspect which should be cylindrical. The darkened
areas indicate the differences between the computed wave front and the exact circular one. A coarse
space discretisation of A-V3.3 emphas;zes the phenomena. The derivation of the dispersion for each
scheme allows a comparison of their capabilities in the case of a cubic cell meshing (Ax=Ay-Az-2.C.At).
The numerical dispersion is null, in free space, when vgroup/C- l (Vgroup: Group velocity in the mesh).
This rate is plotted in figure 3) for the two directions of propagation which correspond to the extrema of
isotropy. For a discretisation rate of k/8, the worst angle with the 4x4 scheme gives better results than
the best angle of propagation in the 2x2 scheme. The 2x4 scheme generates a non physical value of the
group speed (Vgroup>C).
The stair case problem and the heterogeneous f~cmulnjajon
The free space formulation using (2) and (4) is non longer applicable to the computation of a node in the
vicinity of an interface for 3 reasons, I.The spatial extension of the computational molecule (figure 1.b)
may imply the use of nodes located behind interfaces,2. If the electric conductivity a and the magnetic
resistivity p are taken into account then "the modified equation method" results in an implicit scheme,
The method used to derive the 4x4 scheme does not reduce the stair case modeling problem.
The solution proposed here is based on the idea that the electromagnetic field is numerically
differentiated in a constant steps computational mesh and the constitutive functions (E,po,p) analytically
derived. The AMPERE's and the FARADAY's laws are the starting points of this approach. The
projection of the AMPERE's law on a plane z=constant (6) is used as an illustration.
(6) Jfa:dx.dy - fl1d- , where Q. is a the square surface Ax.Ay and a Q. its closed contour.

(7) a_ - caE. + u E.
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Taking the 3D TAYLOR's expansion of P and a, in (6), a representation of the MAXWELL-AMPERE
equation is obtained at the Order N

2 2 1, 2y a' 2q 1 
4  a2O~H

(9) ) '2P a,.a , -I t2 1)! 'o'" H, -- o 8,IFa, 21H.
(8O) pZ•. (2p+)1)(2q+l)! • j .. (2p+l)K2(e-i)! Y N X

Order 2 (N-O)

(9) a. -OHv -OH, + O(Ax2, Ay 2-)-6,H -6,A,

This is the classical form given by the limit A,,AY -' 0, where 6 stands for the numerical second order

differenciation operator as for the following example:

(10) ,H,(x0 ,y,,,z0 +-) ,I H, (x, + ,Yo,zo +-)_Hy(x, -- A-,y, ,z ) + Az,)
2 AxL 7  2 2 2 2J

Order 4 (N-i)

a; + -O4 a,'a. + a4 da. - 6^H- H
(11)- aOH + -2 ,[a,'H -a,2Oy + aO',yHj+O(&,,,Ay*)

A second order discretisation is sufficient for the partial derivatives in (11), because they are multiplied
by A?. Equation (11) shows some spatial derivatives over the Ez field component and over the electric
constitutives E and a. This feature enables the introduction of the local rates and curvatures of variation
of E and a. These local vaiiations do not have a step profile but a smooth cubic one. By a proper choice
of the coefficients of the cubic polynomial, it possible to impose the real location of an interface
intersecting the computational molecule. The larger the order N is, the better the geometrical
rpproximation is, but the heavier the formulation becomes.

The heterogeneous media formulation

The second order case is given by the classical following form ot1(9)

(12) F 'E' AE.+IV6 Xb,
a U

a' a'

(15) a,- ,+T
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The fourth order spatial discretisation

The Spatial Correction Term is given in (11) and can be re-writen as follow
(16) SCT .(V'a.' + Ay'a,7)[c E.' - 3 Eý]
The partial derivatives are evaluated numerically for the Ez nodes and analytically for ct and P.
(17) .9"(ot E.') - d, 2 t .E."' + 2 0,a . + .6,E-"*'
If the central node Ez is located at (x,,y0 ,,,z0 . •Z / 2) - (i.Ax, j.Ay,(k .1 / 2).Az), the SCT is:

(18) SCT -[•.x2.,cs av.rc -4.a ]E:"-[E~x2.&2P +Ay 2.9,zP -4.1 ]
S..{ ,,0~ +a .° j1-A .a,P ip],oi

+[Ay a, a +a ].E"*'(j+l)-[Ay .,.•p +P3 ].EZ"(J+I)

-[Ay ,, a -a a E.'(ji-1)+[ & a, P -p ].E (j-l)
Only the index that are differents from (ijkl-l/2) are noted in (18). This expression results in an implicit
scheme because some other Ez nodes are requested, at time t-(n+l).At, in the computation of the
central node.

The fourth order time discretisation

The Time Correction Term is given by the TAYLOR's expansion. The relation (4) is modified to take
into account the loss term:

m~l/2 .~s~l/2At- 2  
]~~l

(19) a-r 6 E. +o a•2 [c a, +3.u +O(At'

with the average operator

(20) 2 
- E +'

Assumptions :
The magnetic constitutives A and p are assumed to be constants in the electric formulation ( respectively
with F and o in the magnetic formulation).
The constitutives are assumed to be constants in the direction of the field component to compute. These
assumptions are related to the planeness of the integration surface (ýz in (6)).

(21) YCT - a,2 ((E 8, +3.o f)-

E~ + + o(At I)
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( . . ,,II.II

The TCT of(19) is obtained by projection on the Oz axis. By -plachig(21) in (19) and (18) in (1I), the

heterogeneous media formulation is obtained for a Ez component.
T -a +- [ a.C+ z 8• 1

6 24 L r n-_LE* -

S(22) 2

24-., LLt-cZ--Lj .y-j[, Li+a]jJ-
Ai 2a 2 2 1 1 1 "p 2a

24 L 7 7t i-P N, & 2 A

.[{ -,r,~1__ o :_]
"&r ' p I p 2 < " 2o' -f1.- 2 ,,

_ _ _ _ _ I k; _ _ _4_+_ +
24[1 A •2 1- -- 2x' At( 2 +A-t

Ay:y F±,F _. . (j, + .1+)_- ..<, a-a +, - E, . -1)
it• 6L , 2 P• a VJ[AAra.{ P + 0+0 AX a. P 4 &

+8, H,- [ 9 Hx

All ,,ie derivations are ope ited at (ij,k+1/2) in (22}. The explicit txpre.sion of Ez at t=(n+l )At is
h obtained by replacing the prujections of (12) ii (22). T'he computation of a E node involves 24 H nodes

,!• ~and 12 E nodes when o ,• 0. Respectlively, the c.omputation of a H node involves 24 E nodes and 12 H24 .nodes wheWp p O.

i• 3"The spatial exte ,•ion, • the fourth order sceme raises the problem of the field computation over the

Si._ mesh boundary. Several approaches are available ir: [6]. It seems, from now that a good absorption
' ,;--• .•<performanc¢ is obtain.ed by using a fourth order HIGDON condition un the boundary. The derivation

,, i:operators are discretized at the second order in time and 'ace. The plane of nodes• located between the
!• ~ exterior absorbing boundary and the 4x4 intefior scheme a& , computed with the regular 2x2 scheme.
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Figure 2 comparison on the ansotropy of the 2x2 and the 4x4 schemes, illustrated by the difference

between the computed wave front and the ideal circular one. Discretisation A-Ay,./3.3-2CAt

ULM

MIl.

2.a) 2x2 2.b) 4x4

Figure 3 • dispersion eitor on the group velocity in the 2xW, 2x4 and the 4,4 schemes measured on the

rate Vgroup/C
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The 4x4 sc has n e evier formlton th the 2x2, but shws bn p rma . The method
exposed ab~ove may be applied to build higher order schemoes. The inarniea is to use the lower order
formlains to build the higher one. The spatlx• centslion ove aninter'face is taken into accou•nt by a
combination of 2x2, heerogenous formulamion applied on both sides of the interfiace. The second

degree de ivatives over the constitutives enables to approximate the change of media index by a cubic
polynoni•. This gives a better georvwical aweiso of the stucture to study.

[I] YEE K.S. "Numeri•al solution of ititial bounday• valube p--em involving MAXWELL's equations
in isotropic media'. IEEE Antenna and Propagation. MAY 19t, AP-14 N*3
[21 HOLLAND 'Finite differen solution of MAXWELL's equations in generalized non orthogonal
coordiates". IEEE Nuclear Science.DECEMBER 1983, Vol 30 N°6
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Figure 1 Spatial dispositions of the electromagnetic nodes involved in the computation of the
Ex(i'-l/2j,k) component in free space
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Recent Enhancements to GEMACS 5.3

Edgar L. Coffey, il
Advanced Electromagnetics

4516 Stockbridge Avenue NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120

A number of new features, specifically requested by GEMACS ugers, has been added to the GEMACS
(General Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis of Complex Systems) computer program [1] since
the release of version 5.2 in early 1993. The purpose of this paper is to summarize the modifications
made to the program and how these changes benefit the GEMACS user.

MOM Low Frequency Accuracy Enhanced

The low frequency accuracy of GEMACS' method of moments (MOM) module has been improved by
addressing some of the numerical deficiencies of the original code. The wire segment basis function
has been changed from its original

l(s) = A + B sin(ks) + C cos(ks)

to the one used in NEC3VLF [2],

l(s) - A + B sin(ks) + C [I- cos(ks)]

where k is the wave number and s is the distance along a wire segment. This does not change any
physics within the code. It merely rearranges terms so that the ICI function is a perturbation about
zero imntead of a perturbation about unity. Hence, the numerical difficulty of allocating current
between to "A' and "C" t.rms is alleviated. At the same time the near and far zone field equations
were rewritten for better numerical stability and to take adva itage of numerical methods that have
speeded up computations (mati , fill) by an average of 30% for large nunbers. In addition, the
evaluation of the expl -jkR)/R hL. been changed per the technique in NEC3VLF.

The key to increased accuracy, however, was not so much the work described above as the total
rewrite of the current basic function interpolation numerics for JA, B, C). GEMACS, unlike NEC or
NEC3VLF, mnkes more use of interpolation numerics. When segment lengths become electrically
short, the numerical implementation of the interpol.-tion breaks down. A significant rewrite of the code

This work was spon:.ored by the U. ';. Air Force Rome Laboratory under contract F30602-92-C-0072.
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has extended the numerical accuracy of this portion of GEMACS to nearly the dynamic rmage of the
computer (typically 1E-38). These enhancements have allowed us to use GEMACS to model very
small (electrical) features such as 0.1V pins on printed circuit boards without the numerical instabilities
that occurred using earlier versions of the code.

The 'small loop" numerical problem, also discussed in [2], still remains to a small extent in GEMACS
5.3. We plan on investigating fixes for it over the next twelve months.

GTD Ray Palh Dump

It is now possible to dump GTD ray path coordinates and field magnitudes to an ASCII file using the
new RAYPTH command. The path is traced from bounce to bounce and can be displayed using the
GAUGE and WinGAUGE graphics packages.

INVF.LD Command

At long last GEMACS has an HFIELD0 command as a companion to EFIELDO. HFIELD computes
magnetic fields for MOM, GTD, and MOM/GTD hybrid problems. Its syntax is identical to that of
EFIELD0. It is of particular value in finding surface currents on GTD structures since J - n x H.
HFIELD has not yet been implemented for finite difference (FD) problems since the structure of
GEMACS for FD is quite different from its MOM and GTD structure.

CAD Geometry Data

Finally, in response to requests from GEMACS users which develop geometry models with commercial
CAD packages. GEMACS 5.3 includes a feature to allow direct input of geometry data, bypassing the
normal geometry input processor. The data are for the most part descriptions of polygons (with a wire
segment defined as a two-vertex polygon). Data sets in this form axe generally much easier to generate
with CAT) packages than da'a using the traditional GEMACS grammar and syntax.

The CAD geometry data input is activated by adding the CAD field to the GMDATA command. This
causes CEMACS to interpret the ASCII data in the geometry file as point/polygon data instead of
standard GEMACS geometry commands.
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Estimation of GEMACS Computer Resource Requirements

Robert Fisher Edgar L. Coffey
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Abstract
A computer resource requirements analysis was recently completed for the GEMACS program. The
purpose of this analysis was to develop estimation techniques for several key resources assc-.iated
with the execution of this code. Three mntually supportive tools were completed during this
analysis. First, graphical results and estimation charts were prepared. Second, an interactive
resource estimation program (GEMSIZ) was created to let the user enter proposed problem
information to obtain requirements. Finally, a program was completed that will allow the user to
read a GEMACS input file to obtain the estimates of resource requirements.

1. Iatroductlon

GEMACS, like any large analysis program, can be difficult to use and apply. One of the
application problems,- the determination of the best computer platform for ruuning various classes
of models. This determination is usually dependent on such factors as the amount of available disk
storage, memory and the speed of the computer, In the past, it ha been difficult to estimate the
actual number of required files for execution, the total disk size requirement or the expected
execution time for a given model. Lack of knowledge of some of these parameters can be both
frustrat'ng and, in some cases, disastrous. For instance, there have been several cases where a
problem is started on a specific system and run for many days only to have the system crash
because of a lack of sufficient disk storage space. This can also occur if the problem is not started
with sufficient file handles to accommodate the run. An estimate of the execution time can also
be important for cases where a commitment of a computer for a particular problem would be
unacceptable if the e,.pected time is excessive. The resource requirements estimation tools described
in this paper are intended to assist the user in making optimum use of available computer resources
and to minimize the risk of program failure due to resource limitations.

This work was supported by the Air Force Phillips Laborat.,ory under contract F29601-92-C-0109.
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2. Objectives

The main objectives for the work summarized in this paper include the following:

"* Analyze the basic c, 'uter resource requirements for GEMACS
"* Create graphic/nomograpn, documentation of results
"* Create an interactivt resource estimation tool
"* Create a resource estimation tool for evaluation of GEMACS input files

3. Approach

The approach throughout the work performed in support of this development was focused on
providing useful and informative tools for the users of GEMACS in the area of resource
specification and allocation. There were four principle resources focused on for this analysis,
namely, the maximum number of files, maximum disk storage prior to and after checkpoint and the
execution time. The general approach for the development of estimation tools for each of these
factors will be discussed here briefly.

Test Cmas. A number of general test cast. were devised and executed to exercise GEMACS in as
many ntnys as possible. The test casses included simple problems with only method-of-moments
(MOM), general theory of diffraction (GT") or frequency domain finite differences (FDFD). Other
cases that exercised the code with hy'brid combinations of MOM, GTD and FDFD were also
executed. Finally, several test models were executed trom a collection of benchmarks for
GEMACS. The results of these computer runs were used to prepare graphical and tabular
summaries of the various resource requirements associatcd with GEMACS under many conditions.
Table I summarizes the benchmark test cases that were used in the characterization of the resource
requirements.

Files. The GEMACS source code was modified to write diagnostic information concerning the
opening and closing of all ffles during a model run. This allowed the capture of the information
required to determine the maximum number of files that were open at any given time.

Disk storage recuirements. The maximum disk storage requirement for GEMACS prior to and after
checkpoint was documented in a similar fashion to the number of files. GEMACS source code was
modified to write diagnostic information concerning the writing and reading of information to and
from disk. This allowed the evaluation of the size of disk storage files being worked on as a
function of time/operation as the GEMACS run progressed. From this information, the maximum
size of the disk storage requirement was detenrmined both before and after checkpoint. The same
test cases were used for this analysis as for the characterization of the maximum number of files.

Execution time. Another key factor in the application of GEMACS to a given computer platform
is the expected execution time or relative speed of the computer. , )ther test cases were devised to
help characterize the various contributions of GEMACS solution techniques and operations on the
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required execution time. Such factors as the number of unknowns (wires, patches and apertures),
number of GTD elements (plates and cylinders) and number of FDFD grid cells were considered.
Also, the contributions from varying numbers of output field requests and total number of output
field points requested were analyzed.

GEMSIZ oroaram. An interactive computer program was created to provide a tool for estimation
of the computer resource requirements for GEMACS under most cases. The basis of this program
were the results from the large number of computer runs that were made to generate the tabular and
graphical summaries previously mentioned. This program requires the user to enter pertinent
information on the GEMACS problem proposed in order to make an estimate of the required
resources.

GEMCRC program. Another program was also developed that makes use of the user's GEMACS
input file to directly evaluate the resource requirements for a specific problem. This program is not
user interactive and obtains all required information from the input file. The estimates for computer
resource requirements is performed by the GEMSIZ program after the appropriate information has
been extracted from the input file.

4. Results

One of the goals of this work was to devise general nomographs and equations that would allow
for the computs.:Ion of the execution time requirements for GEMACS problems. At the inception
of this work, it was envisioned that this would consist of perhaps just a single set of governing
equations, or, at worst, a set for each type of computer platform (i.e., PC, Workstation, Mini or
Mainframe). The complexity of interaction of the GEMACS program with different computers,
operation systems and compilers has since become very evident, The result is that there appears
to be no simple set of governing equations that will allow for the generic development of
nomographs or programming equations. This section will review some of the performance
comparison data from the analyses performed.

Figure 1 illustrates graphical data for the number of files required as a function of the number of
output field requests. Figures 2 and 3 show, respectively, the typical results obtained for the
maximum disk storage requirements prior to and after checkpoint for a hybrid case involving GTD
and MOM elements. Typical results for predictions of execution times for MOM, GTD and FDFD
cases are illuwtrated in Figures 4 through 6, respectively. Table I summarizes some of the typical
disk requirements and execution time predictions as compared to the actual values generated as part
of the validation process. Excellent predictions are achieved for maximum disk storage
requirements. Predictions of the execution time that are generally within about ten percent of the
actual values are also achieved.

TH'- characterization of the execution time for a GEMACS problem from one )mputer to another
exhibited unanticipated complexities. The computers from whichi timing information was obtained
in support of this analysis are summarized in Table 1. Considerable variation in performance was
noted from computer to computer a, 1 function of the type of problem being solved (i.e. MOM,
GTD. FDFD or hybrid). Also, variations were noted even f-ozn one computer to another in the
same class (i.e. two PC's or two SUN Spare workstations). This makes the generalization of timing
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estimates difficult, at best. Reasonable characterizations were achieved for PC's, a SUN Sparc/10
and a Motorola/RISC system. More coarse estimates are provided for SGI's, DEC/Alpha and the
Cray super computer. It is probable that a user of the tools provided in this analysis will want to
perform their own benchmarks for timing characterization if their computer platform is not one cited
in Table 1.

An effort was made to characterize the timing performance of a number of computer systems. All
systems were compared to the performance of a 486 class, 50 MHz PC. There is considerable
"variation in the measured performance for each computer as a function of the number of unknowns
in the problem as well as the type of GEMACS problem being worked. i.e. GTD, MOM. FDFD or
a hybrid combination of these techniques. The estimates that are provided here and in the support
,rograms are limited in their scope of both range of numbers of unknowns as well as problem types.

Many different problem types were used in the development of the estimates. but a comprehensive
compilation of all possible or probable cases was not feasible for this effort. Consequently, there
is some uncertainty in the timing resources predicted for computers other than the 486 base system.
In addition, there are uncertainties for all cases that exceed the maximum number of unknowns used
in this analysis (this was typically 600 to 1000). The algorithms included in the support programs
will provide projections of the estimates for the timing requirements based on the curve fit to the
measured data for the class of cases in question, however, as one exceeds that maximum measured
data by a larger and larger margin, the accuracy of the prediction can be expected to drop off.

5. Summary/Conclusions

The importance of creating this suite of tools for estimation of the resource requirements for
GEMACS lies in the difficulty in determining before a run exactly how much disk storage and time
will be required to complete the problem. This information is very important to the GEMACS user
because without such estimates a problem may be committed to a particular computer that i-s either
incapable of supporting the complete solution (i.e. too small a hard disk, etc.) or that is too slow
for reasonabhe turnaround of results. The former problem has significant consequences since the
user may start a problem with GEMACS that can run for many days before it exceeds the disk
storage available on ite computer and crashes. This is not uncommon for large problems.

"A major effort was undertaken to develop a resource requirement analysis capability for the
GEMACS program. Such a tool set becomes more and more important as the size of problem being
worked with GEMACS increases. A set of sample problems was developed and exercised on a
number of different computers to develop scaling relations for the relative performance of the
computers. Unexpectedly complex behavior in the execution time for sample problems on different
comr.putrrs added greatly to the difficulty of developing a consistent and accurate set of predictive
tools. The basic scaling relations for the number of files required to run a problem and the disk
storage requirements was completed and validated for a variety oL problem examples. The results
from this study have been incorporated into a FORTRAN program called GEMSIZ. Timing scaling
relations were also characterized and built into this program. In addition, a FORTRAN program
was developed at PL (GEMSRC) that is able to take the users input file for GEMACS and use it
diretly to make all determinations concerning the resource requirements for a run.
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Additional work may be required to improve the accuracy of the predictions for timing associated
with large numbers of unknowns as well as the development of better scaling functions for
computers other than the baseline 486/50. SUN Sparc/10 and Motorola/RISC. The source code for
GEMSIZ and GEMSRC are distributed with the documentation to make this process
relatively straightforward for the users.

Table 1. Typical benchmark models and results

Name DESCRIPTION kW-calc. kW-actual sec-calcu sec-actual

DIPOLE Simple I 2gment dipole with I far- 83 83 3.2 4.2
field requcst of 90 points

TMIELE Th1iele monopole (6 segs) over a gtound 83 83 15.4 14.4
(I GTD plate) with I far-field request of
36 points

SPHERE Patch model of a sphere (224 patches) 14b4 1484 21.6 28.0
with I far.feld request of 361 points

CAVITY FDFD cavity model with 100 cells and I 102 103 52.1 58.9
near-field requrst of 21 points

SPIRAL MOM Azchimedean spiral antenna 626 626 66.6 62.3
model (302 wires) with I far-field
request of 73 points

WAVGTDJ F Hybrid waveguide model (MOM-6 164 164 1784. 1687.
aperture elements, GTD-6 plates. FDFD-
70 cells) with 2 far-field requests
totaling 363 points

NATO-16 NATO cyl. benchmark (1056 patches) 3604 3604 462. 410.
with I near-ficld request of 50 points
and using 16-fold rotational symmetry

NATO-8 NATO cyl. benchmark (1056 patches) 3604 3604 793. 820.
with I near-field request of 50 points
and using 8-fold rotational symmetry

NATO-4 NATO cyl. benchmark (1056 patches) 3604 3604 1606. 1614.
with I near-field request of 50 points
and using 4-fold rotational symrnmey
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Modeling Cavity Problems with GEMACS 5.3

Edg&r L. Coffey, III
Advanced Electromagnetics

4516 Stockbridge Avenue NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120

The large number of modeling options with GEMACS (General Electromagnetic Model for the
Analysis of Complex Systems) [1] may appear at timns overwhelming to the new GEMACS user. For
example, there are three (at least) metheis for modeling cavity problems: finite differences (FD),
method of moments (MOM) MFIE patche-. and method of moments EFIE patches. A combined field
integral equation (CFIE) approach is also possible, as well as an approximate ray tracing method using
some of the features of the GTDfUTD module.

Within GEMACS FD methods are the only way to include cavity dielectrics or conducting cavity
walls. FD is a volumetric model and is thus very computer intensive. It should be used only for small
problems or problems requiring dielectrics.

The MOM approaches (MFIE, EFIE, or CFIE) are to be used with great care as interior and/or exterior
resonances may completely swamp out the true solution. When they work, however, they wo.k well.
MOM allows high resolution modeling of geometrical detail and tends to be faster than FD for most
problems.

The GTD/TYl approach relies on ray tracing and thus is applicable only to very large cavities. GTO
is not normally useful in concave or cavity regions. GEMACS, however, has the ability to trace rays
with up to ten bounces each. Convergence is obtained by relying on 1/R attenuation and the much
longer path lengths (R) of multiple bounce rays.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the advantages and disadvantages of these different approaches
in modeling a simple rectangular cavity. The applicability of each method to special cases (e.g.,
dielectric interior, imperfectly conducting walls, etc.) will be shown. Results will be compared with
each other and with analytical data.

Perhaps more importantly the prcsentatioa will give the GEMACS user guidance in selecting
commands and geometries for his or her particular cavity application.
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F-16 Structure Modeling Using GEMACS 5.3

Rt. Fisher
Science 3nd Engineering Associates, Inc.

6100 Uptown Blvd, NE, Suite 700
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110

Edgar L. Coffey, M
Advanced Electromagnetics

4516 Stockbridge Avenue NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120

An extensive, detailed model of the F-16 aizcraft was developed by SEA and AE for usa in computing
surface currents and near-zone scattered fields io'n plane wave sources. The purpose of this paper
and azcompanying presentation is to describe the details of the modeling process, compromises made,
and lessons learned. Comparisons will be made to near-zone laboratory data.

GEMACS 5.3 was used to predict surface currents and near-zone fields scattered from an F-16 air taft.
An MFIE surface patch model was made of the aircraft surface, as shown in figure 1. The size of the
model that is required to adequately resolve the F-16 using MOM is quite large. (2,640 surface patch
elements, or 5,280 matrix unioowns). Consequtntly, computer resources in storage space as well as
execution time can be concomitantly large.

The first simulations were performed on a state-of-the-art, four-processor RISC work station. These
did not take into account symmetry nor was banded matrix iteration (BMI) used. After I days, the
nu failed because all hard disk space had beei taken by the MOM matrix, its LU factorzation,
observable data sets, etz. It was this lesson learned that lad to the development of the GEMACS
Resource Monitor reported on elsewhere in these proceedings, "Results of a GEMACS Resorce
Calculation Study.'

Later runs (without symmetry) were performed on a Cray computer at USAF Phillips Laboratory.
Subsequently, symmetry was used and aray sizes incrcased sufficiently that the work station run
completed (in about eight hours). The results of the work station were identical (five digits) to those
from the Cray. t

The primary observables computed were cwrrent densities over me F-16 surface. These %re shown in
gray-scale rendering in figure 2. Near-zone tields were computed from thi cuirents Uing the
GEMACS EFIELDO cormm and and a grid spacing of 0.5 m. Figure 3 shows the results. The aircraft

This work was sponsored by the U. S. Air Force Phillips Laboratory under contract F296(01-92-C-0109,
subtask 05-01.
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model has been overlaid on top of the field results to orient the viewer us well as to mask out interior
fields erroneously computed by MOM. Since there are no field values associated with the model being
superimposed, the area occupied by the model appears as black.

The zone at the rear of the aircraft in and behind the tail is anomalous. It is not known at this time
the exact reason for the predicted high field levels in this region. It is believed that some
approximations that were made in developing a functioral model for the F-16, which violate to some
degree standard modeling guidelines, may have generated or at least contributed to this anomaly.

Figure 4 shows a black and white rendition of IR results for the same configuration. A plastic model
was coated with silver paint and embedded in conducting paper. This setup was illuminated by a plane
wave excitation, which heated the conducting areas in some relationship to the field strength. An IR
photograph was taken of the setup.

It is significant that with even a MOM model that violates a number of standard guidelines, the
agreement qualitatively is rather good. The peaks and nulls along the fuselage and wing leading edge
match node for node. The interference pattern generated between incident and scattered fields agrees
fairly well, too. (It is difficult to make too strong a statement because of not having a reference for
the IR work and the differences in color coding between IR and GEMACS displays.)

In summary, an F-16 model was generated that clearly reproduces the gross features of the IR
measurements taken by Phillips Laboratory. This model, if all modeling guidelines had been followed,
would have required 10,000+ patches to produce. Compromises were made in the moders geometrical
and electromagnet;C integrity to reduce the number of patches to 2,640. However, even this crude a
model prodneed Lj1M results. The 10,000+ patch model would have produced n= results because we
would not have been able to run it!

References:

I. E. L Coifey. D. L. Kadlec, and N. W. Coffey, "General Electromagnetic Model for the
Analysis of Complex Systems (GEMA( 1. Version 5. User, Engineering, and Code
Documentation Manuals, Rome Laboratory, finical Report RADC-TR-90-360, June 1990.
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I i
Figure 3. F-16 Local Electric Field Distribution Predicted by GEMACS.

Figure 4. Black and White Rendition of Field Distribution for (R Model.
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Figure 1. GEMACS MFIE Patch Model for the F-16.

Figure 2. P.16 Current Distribution Predicted by GEMACS,
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TH1,E MICROWAVE AND MILLIMETER-WAVE ADVANCED COMPUTATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM

- A Computer Based Design Environment for Higlb Frequency Electronics -

ROBERT H. JACKSON

VACUUM ELECTRONICS, CODE 6840
NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20375-5347
Phone: (202) 767-6656
FAX: (202) 767-1280

Mficrowave and millimeter-wave power tubes are essential components of today's advanced
military systems. Power tube design is a complex process which must simultaneously §icount
for mechanical, magnetic, electrostatic, electron optic, electromagnetic, thermal, and other
factors in order to meet performance requirements for existing and next generation systems.
Existing design methods are time and labor intensive usually requiring the costly construction
and testing of several prototypes by highly skilled and expensive technical labor. The creation of
an advanced computer-based design capability for power tubes will significantly reduce the risk,
cost, and development time associated with state-of-the-art tube development while improving
performance and reliability.

The Microwave & Millimeter-wave Advanced Computational Environment (MMACE)
Program is direted at the development of just such a comprehensive computational design
environment for microwave power tubes. The MMACE program is a tri-Scrvice effort with
ARPA, NIST, NSF, and NASA pacticipation which will operate over a three year period to
define, develop, and validate this advanced design system. Many of the problems being
addressed by the MMACE program are shared in varying degrees by a broad spectrum of
technical disciplines and MMACE is addressing these common problems in a generic fashion.

This presentation will discuss both the unilue and generic aspects of power tube design
which have dictated the present programmatic and technical structure. The focus will be on tube
design computational requirements, the key technical objectives which must be achieved to
impact the design process, and the specific technical and programmatic approach adopted by
MMACE. Mechanisms for cooperation and joint development on common design problems with
other programs and technical communities have been given a high priority and initial cooperative
efforts will be highlighted. A prototype design environment was developed in Phase I of the
M.MACE program and was released for testing in the US tube industry in the Fall of 1993. The
struuture and capabilities of the prototype will be discussed and demonstrated and the present
status of the follow-on Phase II design system framework and tool development will be
presented.
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FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELING

AND SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT FOR SYSTEMS (EMSES)

Kenneth R. Siarklewicz
Rome Laboratory/ERPT

525 Brooks Road
Grifiss AFB NY 13441-4505

siarklewiczklonex rl.af.mil

ABSTRACT

This paper refines the ooncpta preened at the 9I Animal Applied Computational Eactromagnetics
Society Symposium [I]. At that symposium several papers were presented which outlined in broad terms
the need for a more inteligen and eficient approach to computational elhctromagnetics (CEM) modeling,
simulation, and code development.

This paper presents the resuhs of farther investigations and dialog in this critical arena. It focuses
on the work being peaformed at Rome Laboratory to refine the concepts and specify the characteristics of
several elenents which are significant at this stage of the overall design of the EMSES. It should be noted
that the refinements made are the result of collaboration and numerous conversations with individuals in
DOD, DOE, inuhstry, and academia. However, the conclusions presented are those of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the positions of those who have contributed their time and talent.

In particular, this paper endorses the use of the Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Advanced
Computational Environment (MMACE) for the overall framework within which the EMSES resides and
operates. MMACE is a Tri-Savice Program. The Naval Research Laboratory is the technical lead for its
development. Although it is directed to the high power vacuum electronics community, the shell and its
basic elements incorporate many of the tools and considerations which are necessary to the EMSES. The
prototype has been demonstrated and it is now entering ph&. II. The electromagnetics community has a
fortuitous opportunity to impact the overall design of MMACE to accommodate CEM codes.

This paper presents one view of how EMSES and MMACE can be synergistically designed to
exploit the advantages of each for the benefit of both, while at the same time providing a system with an
architecture sufficiedtly open to the incorporation of the modeling and simulation tools of other engineering
and manufacturing disciplines (e.g., romputational fluid dynamics, thermal transfer, computer-aided
design).

IN'RoDuc'noN

At thc Ninth Annal -eview of Progress in Applied Computational Electromagnetics several papers
were presented [1-3] whic focussed on issues which need to be considered in future development of
computationti e.ectroms, ics (CEM) technolog-y and cornp.ter-aided tools. Thne pApe.n by SiarkiewiC7
[1] treated several generic isues related to the development of an integrated computational environment
in which an electromagnetic engineer or systems integrator designs a system or analyzes the performance
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ofta proposed system design. System is defined as an electronagnetic radiating or scattering platform (e.g.,
aipl tank, slip, spacecraft) on whirh are mounted deliberate (i.e., antennana) or accidental (e.g., doors,
access panels, power cables) radiators or receptors of electromagnetic energy.

The referenced paper presents a very preliminary overview of the three major -divisions of a next-
generation electromagnetic modeling and simulatioii environment for systems (EMSES). These are the
input processing function, which accesses the appropriate system and component databases and develops
the electromagnetic model for the system under analysis. The second component is the computational
engine, a computer-aided CEM tool to perform the required analysis on the electromagnetic model and
compute the necessary output data to derive the requested system performance data. The third element
is the output processing flunction which performs the tasks of data reduction and presentation, and database
gentration and modification.

This paper is a follow-on to the paper presented last year. It represents the results of further
reflection on this complex area. The author gratefully acknowledges stimulating discussions with several
other engineers and •cientists who have given the concept ofa next generation CEM environment much
seious thought. These include, among others, Dr. Ed Miller, formerly of Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Dr. Lou Medgy-Mitschan& McDonnell-Douglas, Dr. Bob McGahan, Rome Laboratory, Maj. Dennis
Aidersh, Wright Laboratory, and Capt. Tom Tinmeniant, Phillips Laboratory. However, the thoughts and
reflections presented in this paper are solely those ofthe author and do not necessarily represent either
implicitly or explicitly the ideas and opinions of these or other engineers working in the area of CEM.

THE CONCEPT

Figure I is a pictorial representation of the fundamental elements which comprise the initial
developmens ofEMSES. The rectangular boxes represent elements which are common to all versions of
the framework. Each version is differentiated from others by the insertion of a computational engine which
is specific to the application and type of analysis For example, for the analysis of the integration of an
antenna on a platform in order to charrterize and minimize the pattern distortion one would use the
GEMACS (Gkenral Electroagntinc Model for the Ansigs of Compklx Systems) computer progra'n. For
automatic target recognition applications one would use the XPATCH code being developed for the Air
Force Matmil Conumnmd Wrih Laboratory. Ofcourse the necessary translators to prepare the data input
for the code and the data output from the code would also be included in the oval area shown in figure I,

The cylinders shown in figure 1 represent the database associated with the article under analysis
(AUA). T his includes a 6escription of the physical geometry and the material properties of all defining
surfaces, The database would also contain any measured and computed data that may be generated to
define the operational performance of the AUA. This latter data may or may not be employed in a
particular follow-on analysis, Howevu,, the results of any analysis would be added to augment the
performance database for the system,

The database interface and visualization tools would access the database and generate a computer
model ofthe geometry. Thus, this rectangle includes an appropriate database program and query system,
as well as a graphics-bued engine to display the geometry for viewing and editing as appropriate. Initi,.ly
this is envisioned as a computer-aided design (CAD) package, for example, AutoCAD or the ACAD
program being supported by the Eloetromagnetic Code Consortium (EMCC). The operations ofthe tools
in this rectangle provide the analyst with a pictorial image from which an electromagnetic model

appropriate tor the computational engine will be generated.
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Common flmmnta

Figure I EMSES Conceptual Diagram

The concept indudes a knowledge-bed/expert system (KB/ES) processor which aids the analyst
in the development of the electromagnetic model. While much of this element of the concept may be
independent of the computatioml aps, thle wmy be porions which are application-specific. An optional
design possibility is to attach a translator to the computational engine which converts the output of a
standad expert system into the s)viax of the input language of the engine. In this way an identical KB/ES
processor can be employed for any computational engine, thereby simplifying the iong-term maintenance
and enhancement of the processor.

As noted previously, the computational engine can be any CEM program which provides the data
required by the analyst. Several possibilities and considerations were presented in last year's paper [1].
However, a rather radical and innovative alternative is presented later in this paper.

The output ofthe computational engine is the input to the element labeled "database interface and
data reduction tools in figure I. This cleiaent perfonns two manipulative fuinctions on the engines output
data. A full complement of graphing and charting functions would be available, such as polar and
rectangular graphs, Smith chart templates, writing to file for transfer to plotters and laser printers, and other
such utilities.

The second major fijnction of this element is that ot' writing the data to a mass storage medium for
future reforence and use by other analysts Thus, the output of sy analysis augments the electromagnetic
database for the AUA. A full complement of subfunctions would be available for database maintenance,
such as renaming files, deleting obsolete files (e.g., those which are based on an earlier version of the
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geometry), and combining files. Such file maintenance utilities are ofbenefit as the AUA undergoes the
iterative design and analysis process. Working files would be transferred to various workstations as
necessary, while the configuration control file would remain safely archivod, at least until it is superseded
through a well-established documentation update process.

AN INNOVATIVE CONCEp" FOR Tie ComIPUTATIONAL ENGwiE

In the design thus far proposed it is assumed that the computational engine is a stand-alone CEM
code., Such as GEMACS or the Numnwcal Electromagnetic Code 1NEC). A number of advantages accrue
if the engine is dynamically comnposed to suit the geometry and analysis at hand. That is, instead of
incorporating a number of large codes within the framework and having the analyst specify which one is
to be isted for a particular execution seki,, the environment would incorporate the electromagnetic
analysis capability as a library of subroutines or modules, each of which would describe a single process
ofelectromnaptic bu io Thus, there would be separate modules to characterize diffraction from an
edge of a sufa reflection from a surfce, creeping waves around a cylinder, etc. Furthermore, if object-
oriented prograamming were employed, then the edge-of-a-surface module would be generic in the sense
that the edge would be the edge ofa flt plate or the interface of two dissimilar materials (e.g., aluminum

d fibergiasa).
As a demonstration of this concept, assume that GEMACS is a computer code that has been

inserted into the mnvironrment. Originally it would act as a stand-alone code for the computational engine.
providing infoammation about the degradation of the far-field beam pattern caused by the presence of the
aircralt on which the antenna is mounted. This is depicted as phase I in figure 2.

PH4ASEI PHIA552 PH4ASE 3

Figure 2. Development of an Electromagnetic Library

In a second phase of the integration process, GEMACS is broken up into its six individual modules,
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as shown in the middle column of figure 2. The file handling capabilities of the environment are used to
transfer data among the modules, rather than the built-in functions within GEMACS itself. As a further
step in the process, the input and cutput modules of GEMACS are eliminated The database interface
tools, visualization tools, and data reduction tools of the environment provide the user interface with the
remaining four modules of the GEMACS code.

In the third and final phase of the integration procesa the individual electromagnetic phenomena
processes within GEMACS are ideatified, separated from the various modules, and stored into an
electromagnetic analysis library. Here would reside routines to calculate diffraction from the edge of a
plate, diffraction from the rim of a cylinder, reflection from the surface of the plate bounded by edges, and
many other similar functions. It is interesting to note that the first two phenomena identified above,
diffraction from the edge of a plate and diffraction from the rim of a cylinder, may be identical except for
the inclusion of a factor to represent radius of curvature. A single routine could replace two existing
routines. The resulting routine could possibly be further generalized by including material properties for
either side of the edge, and thus the function could be used to calculate tne diffiraction from an interface
between dissimilar materials.

The proCsS of integration (or disintegration into processes and libraries of functions) would be
applied to many other codes. The library would eveanu.ly include fiormulations for finite element and finite
difference calculations for volumes, a host of routines for various emerging asymptotic techniques sauch as
shooting and bouncing rays, and routines for method of momenta computations involving differing basis
and testing functions each of which is appropriate for varying geometries and observables of interest.

In addition to storing the individual functions or processes, the library would also include entire
codes if they are regularly needed to characterize a particular class of problems, as well as a set of macros
w-ich would be invoked to bring together the various individual processes to form an analysis tool to be
applied to a particular problem at hand. in this way only the minimum amount of computer resources
necessary to accomplish a particular analysis would be demanded by the dynamically generated CEM tool.

To be sure, such a scheme places an addition.. burden on the analyst. Not only must the
electromagnetic model of the system be developed, but quite often a code for the analysis may need to be
developed. However, if designed and implemented properly the KB/ES can be used to not only develop
a prototype electromagnetic model but also to "develop" the computational engine "on the fly" through a
dialogic process with the analyst When implemented, such a scheme would give new meaning to the term
user friendly.

Although challenging in its design and development, this radically innovative concept has many
advantages. As has already been mentioned, the dynamically generated computational engine would be
optimum in the sense of demanding a muuinn amount of computer memory and storage resources. It may
also have the benefit o4 decreased execution time since many unnecessary checks and computations would
not need to be performed, as they are frequently executed in the current state-of-the- art general-purpose
codes.

In addition, the maintenancc and enhacement of CEM tools would be greatly facilitated. Working
with the routines for individual processes is much easier than modifying a large code such as GEMACS or
NEC. The modularity of the processes reduces the risk of coding error and greatly reduces the time
required for the validation of the code segment. Furthermore, the change to the algorithm or the CEM
capability needs to be accomplished in only one central location instead of in each individual stand-alone
code.

Other advantages include the ability to more easily experiment with slightly different
implementations of a formulation. How the algorithm is developed can alfect the accuracy of the results
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or the amount of time required for its execution. Thus, trade-off studies among competing code designs
can be more easily accomplished, and sensitive elements of the theory and algonthm can be identified and
quantified. Also, advances in the state-of-knowledge in electrrimagnflics, computer hardware and software
technology, consputazioril nathemsatics. and other CEM-relaed disciplines can more easily and quickly
be incorporated into the environment and trazuitioned for use by the comniunity.

T'he task is indeed monumental, but the rewards for accomplishing the development of an
electromagnetic library, of roitnises are even greater when viewed from the perspective of short-term gains
in the ability to chrwacterize a systerm and the long-term gains in ease of maintenance and enhancement.

ONE PossunE APPUoAcH

There are many corsiderations which mitst be addressed in the development of the EMSES,
whether or not the innovative concept for the computational engine is included in the design of the
environment. Some of these focus on the component factors of inpurt procesising, the computational engine.
and outpu processing, and somec are directed toward the mnazy systerm-levecl factors involved. Some of the
many considerations are shown in figure,3

'*WP=4WTFACTONS8

INPUT PIROCESSING COMPUTATIONAL ENGINE OUTPUT PROCESSING
*Database Interface *Meinod of Moments *Database Interface
*Generate EM Model *Uniform Thec4,i of DIlraclon . User Interface
*User Interface *F.rte Differences f*Data Redijcf on
*Visualization F Finite Element s *Dat a Fcrmna.s
*Physical Measurements j*PrYs~caJ Optics Tyoes of Coseivaoles
*Electrical Parameters *Pnyscal Theory of Diffractioni - Presentation Forrnats
*Model g Elements *Characterisisc Modes - Haroware Interfaces
Data Formats *Time & Frequency Domaoins

Hybridization

SSTSIUVACTOM
*Comrputer Platforms * security Maintenance. Testing, & Diislubutlon

"* Progarammirig La-guages -Propr etary Data Contifigrat~on Ccontrol
"* Operating Systems -Documentation 1 ranspcttab.ity
"* Graph~ics Starreards - Tra~ning Admirn:5f'ation & Conlro
- Database Scr'ema/Quer, * Assets in Piece

Figure 3. Some Design Considerations for EMSES

This is an intimidating lit However. tmuch of the groundwork has been laid by the Microwave and
Millimeter-Wave Advanced Comnpumational Environment (MMLACE) being developed under the sponsorship
of the Naval Research Laboratory (N'RL) 14I This framework is conceptually depicted in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Microwave and Millmeter-Wave Advanced Computaidonw Environment (MMACE)

this program has resulted in a prototype which demonstrates that it is possible to design and develop Aovrewfth AEfamwrisdciednterfreedpertissnic antta
computaiostial "~el which can support several divee analysis ditciplines and provide a somewhast seamiless
interface among them.

It is beyond the scpe of this paper to provide any deuai! regarding the MMACE fx-mework. The
interested CEM scientist is encouraged to read the referewed paper and contact NRL for more details.

There aic several comments which should be explicitly sated. Firu, !he CEM cominnnnity can
replace the existing design and analysis tools (shown in the clear box in figure 4) with one or more of the
tools for electromagnetic analysis This would be either stanid-alone codes or the suggested library of
maums anid funictions shown in figure 2. It is true that initially the tools would need to be wrappered in
specially devetiped pris- end post-procssors Howewe, as new tools ame developed their input and output
elements; would be tailored during the design process to meet the standards being established by the
MMACE developers The integration oF CEM tools and capabdlities wvuld be an orderly and logically
incremental progression.

Furthermore, and quite importnt, is the fact that the MMACE ftaimevork is currently beinig
defined, designed, an developed. Standards are in the process of being refined and ewended. They are

- -1 currenitly prototypes developed specifically to match the needs of the vacuum electronics desnign
cotinniatiy. Thiey are open-ended and unconstrained. CEM community requirements have an opportunity
to impact the direction and content of the standards.

The MMACE framework is totally government-owned, and the "buy-in" cost has been kept to a
imiinum. The and*si tools may eventually include company-propriesary products, but the advantage of

the system is that this can be easily accommodated,. The significance is that an analyst can use a tool with
which he or she is fatmiliar and has on hand. If any faictor regarding EMSES is significant, this oine is surely
at the top of the list.
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CONCLUSION

There can really be no conclusion at this point. Tltre urst be further thought and discussion given
to this topic. New codes and specialized codes continue to be sponsored and de eloped. Existing codes,
such as GEMACS, continue to be enhanced. In both instances a costly and time-consuming process is
being carried out.

It is time for the CEM community to review how it does business. The Applied Computational
Eiectromagnetics Society (ACES) is an excellent and logical forum in which this review can be pursued.
This author is leaning heavily towards the use of the MMACE fianework as a starting point, since there
is no gain in doing again what has already beea done. If there are other ideas and approachvs, then it is an
obligation of those who have than to bring them forward.
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RESULTS USING IML WITH A NEW CFIE

Francis X. Canning
Rockwell Science Center
1049 Camino Dos Rios

Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

The impedance matrix localization method (IML) uses
a somewhat unusual choice of basis and testing functions in
the method of moments (McM). These basis functions
radiate very narrow beams resulting in a sparse matrix with
distinct and highly localized peaks. A synergistic
combination of IML and the combined field integral
equation is presented here. This combination makes the
impedance matrix banded. That is, all matrix elements
greater than some distance from the diagonal (this distance
will be called the bandwidth) are approximately equal to
zero. Furthermore, within this bandwidth the great majority
of the matrix elements are also equal to zero.

This formulation has been discussed previously (Radio
Science, December 1993). In this paper, some of its
computational consequences will be explorcd. For example,
for a convex body the excitation is non zero only on the lit
side of the body. This is notably similar to high frequency
approximations such as the geometrical theory of diffraction
(GTD). The banded nature of the impedance matrix also may
be thought of as being similar to GTD. The excitation on thr
lit side propagates in a local manner to the shadow side. The
word local is interpreted as meaning local within a region of
size corrsponding to the bandwidth of the matrix. Because of
this locality the factorizatit'n of the impedance matrix is also
a local operation. Example: are given illustrating the
,esulting computational efficiency.

In the past, the primary advantage to the combined field
integral equation (CFIE) over the electric field integral
equation (EFIE) and the magnetic field integral equation
(MFIE) has been regarding the interior resonance problem.
That is, for closed perfecting conducting bodies there ore
discrste frequencies at which resonant interior moder occur.
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The MFIE and EFIE may have zero eigenvalues at such
frequencies leading to stability problems near such
frequencies. The CFIE has been proven to have no zero
eigenvalues. However, in general there are no bounds about
how far from zero the eigenvalue must be. Many papers
have been written on choosing the combination parameter
to improve the seDeration of the eigenvalue from zero.
Intuitively. the C works by decreasing the interaction of
the incident field h the interior of the body. This
decrease is very sniall; generally the interaction strength is
not even halved. The new CFIE used here decreases the
interaction by several orders of magnitude. Numerical
results are presented showing how the condition number of
the resulting matrix has been improved due to the much
weaker interaction.
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A NEW METHOD FOR EVALUATING THE GENERALIZED EXPONENTIAL
INTEGRALS ASSOCIATED WITH THIN STRAIGHT-WIRE ANTENNAS

P. L. Weetr D. H. Werner
The Pennsylvania State University The Pennsylvania State University
College of Engineering Applied Research Laboratory
DuBois, PA 15801 P.O. Box 30

State College, PA 16804

I. on

The generalized exponential integral is one of the most fundamental integrals in antenna
theory and for many years exact solutions to this integral have been sought. This paper considcrs
an exact solution to this integral which is completely general and independent of the usual
restrictions involving the wavelength, field point distance, and dipole (segment) length. The
generalized exponential integral has traditionally been evaluated numerically or by making certain
convenient but restrictive assumptions. The exact series representation presented in this paper
converges rapidly in the induction and near-field re•.ions of the antenna and therefore provides an
alternative to numerical integration. It is demonstrated that, for very thin straight-wirc. ntenna.s,
an asymptotic expansion can be used to obtain a numerically convenient form of the generalized
exponential integral. One of the major advantages of this expansion is that it eliminates the need
to directly evaluate Bessel functions of the first kind in the computation of the series representation
for generalizod exponential integrals.

IH. Theory

In this section an exact solution to the generalized exponential integral associated with a
uniform current thin-wire vector potential will be introduced which is useful for computational
purposes. Suppose we have a cylindrical antenna which has a length of 2h and a diameter of 2a.
The geometry for such an antenna is illustrated in Fig. 1 of [1]. The vector potential
corresponding to this antenna may be expressed in the form [1,2]

A,(p~z) -a-f I(z) K(z-z) dz' (1)
4x

where
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(z- -2)

rresents the cylindrical wi;c kernel, and

R' - V(z-zY * a'2  
- 2pm couo-(-4)

k-p - (4)

The cylindrical coordinates of the source point and the field point ame (a, ',z) and (p,ijz),
respectively.

An mxact expression for the cylindrical wire kernel (2) has recently been found [1,3]. For
thin-wire aiatnas, however, the kernel in (2) may be approximated by 121

K(z-z) - for p k a (6)R

where

R - I(z-z) + p2  (7)

If a uniform current distribution of I(z•) - 1, is assumed in conjunation with the thin-wire
approximation of the kernel, then the vector potential (1) becomes

A.(pz) - t E(p,zb) , p k a (a)
4x

wher

E:(pZbh) - f-)

is a generalized exponential integral 14,5,6].

By applying the thniques developed in [1) and Ml, an exact solution to (9) may be found.
This exact solution is represented in compact form by
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T I

E~px,zh) - JO(kp) !JYN[a,(pxzAh)U(z)*bo~~~) ~~p)b(,~)1Z*rpzh)1 10
r,1

where the minus sign is used when z 0 and the plus sign is used when z 0. The quantities

found in (10) are given by

0, zi, -h
11(z)- 1, -h<z<h (H)

0, zah

%(pZ,h) - 2 tA(a) (12)

a (ph) - 2 [a' - v-'1 (13)

b0(pzAh) - bi (yl.y.) (14)

b,(p,.•h) - [('. - y'. - y' y:I (1sj

Vi 1.!' 1z), , -h -1Z (16)
p

. ÷P +p z *hi (17)
p

If the propagation constant k is complex, then the Bessel functions which arc present
in (10) have complex arguments. This situation may arise when an antenna is immersed in a
dissipative medium. If the antenna is in free space, however, the propagation constant is real and
the Bessel functions in (10) are real valued.

Suppose that the propagation constant k is real, then the generalized exponential integral (9)

may be separated into its real and imaginary parts. This leads to

E0(pmzh) -COCp0) -j Spz•h) (13)

where
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C:(PxZh) - caR)d,' (19)
R

is a generalized cosine integral anid

Sýpxzh) - f -i" dx'20
R

is a genealized sine integral. Exact solutions to these integrals may be readily obtained by
equating the real and imaginary pats of (18), namety (19) and (20), to the real and imaginary
parts of (10). Following this procedure results in

C)(pqjz) - Jo(kp) I&(pz)H)U(ze * b,(pzbh)]

+ (-: " JaOkp) [m•(p•zJh)(z) *ba(p,z,h)]

2r-

and

S°(pz.h) "• -('" J,.'.(kp) [a,_,1(pzh)fl(z) * b.,(p,z-), (22)

where the plus and minus signs are used when z :5 0 and z > 0, respctivcly.

A useful asymptotic expansion of (9) results when the small argument approximation for
Bessel functions

)l(kp) - k askp - 0 (2-3)
rl

is substituted into (10). This yields an expression which is accuratt for small values of kp, given

by [1]

E(p.zh) - (%(pxzh)U(z) * bo(p~z.h)] +

. (24)

£J2-Y [c,(kv.zjhll(z) ±d~(pzXýh)j as kP 0 (04
r-! (r)(rt)

where
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c,(p-zh) 2 ()

d,(kpAz.h) .E Y. 0 (6)

Note that when h - Il1 I-> p (25) may be approximated by

c,(kp,z,h) - 2 (-E ) (27)

and when z I -h>> p (26) reduces to

drOcp~z~h) - (~ ýe - ( Y.(1
For the important special case when z-0, (24) reduces to the convenient form given by

H°(p,0,h) - %(p,0,h) - 1 c ,(kp,O,h) as kp - 0 (29)

where

%(p,0,h) - 2 bmCo) (30)

c.(kp,.,h) •21• 2 .0) (k• (31)

% . __+ h (32)
P

The series expansion of Eg(p,z~h) given in (24) may be expressed in terms of exponential

integrals. That is, for the case in which Izi a h
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kpi ) ~i2.) sk -0

and for IzI s h, we have

For tle special case when z-"O, (34) reduces Lo

EO(P,.0,h - Fn2~ E(j~ kP E, (j~o~ (5)

where

E-i (j E3(j')Y-
2 2

El(j 1- Si(x) - j as ! (3-)

C i(x) -. 2 f E,_t ( E()

t

E ij x dt Ci- + In Si W f 6)-

and y=0 .5 7 7 2 1 ... is Euler'-S C~stant,
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Mli. RemUts

The convergence properies of (24) have been inves•igated in [1]. It was found that this
series expansion is extremely accurate for values ofo lxl00). This suggests that (24) would be
useful for modeling very thin straight-wire antennas, especiaJly since many of the conventional
methorls for evaluating the genera•ized exponential integral suffer from loss of precision when the
wire radius becomes too small. The number of terms in (24), including the zero-order term,
required to achieve five place accuracy in the magnitude of the generalized exponential integral as
a function of rA are indicated in Figure 1. The X's and the O's repxrseet numbers which
correspond to values of h/X-2.5x10" and 2.5x10r2 , respectively. The results contained in
Figure I are valid for the range 0<p/Xs Ix10 4

.
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Figure 1. Minimum number of terms in (24), including the zero-order term, required to
achieve five place accuracy in the magnitude as a function of zA.
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Applied Rmrch LaboratorY Departmeta of Electrical Engineering College of E'igineaing
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1. bwductk

T1c cylindrical wire kernel possessa; a singularity which must be properly treated in order to
e NVaat the uniform urial~ vector potential. Traditionally, the singular pat of the kernel is extracted

resulting in a slowly varying function which is convenient for numerical integration. This paper provides
some new accuate and comnputationally efficient methods for evaluating the remaining singular integral. It
is shown tha this double integral may be converted to a single integral which no longer possesses a singular
imegraod and coustaquently may be Wfifciently evaluated numerically. This form of the integral is
independent of the restrictioti involving wire length and radius which are iniiernt in variOUS

approximations. Also presented is a highly convergent exat swrim representation of the. integal Which is
valid except in the immediate vicinity of the singularity. Finally, a new intarmediie wire approximation is
introdrced which is found to be an Ingirvemem over the OLDsscal thin wire approxinmaion. It is
demonstrated that each of thee meods& Provides ext .-.dy accurate as well as efficient results for a wide
rahge of wire radii and tied point loctions,

II. Thaan3

The vector potential associated w~th a cylindrical wire (segment) of length A and r&dius a is given
by IIl

A

'A. 1.I (z) K(z-z'fd' (1)
-A
2

where

d*' (2)

represents the cylindrical wire kernel, in which
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*OZ.6-ýZZ) + P
2 

+ a2 -2 paconO (3

The irgrand in (2) contains a singularity which may be extracted by expressing the cylindrical wire kernel
in the form [21

K(z-zý-- f R -, - ____(4)

-x (z-z',*ý 2-m R(z-z-,4b

For the simion in which the a-reut is assumned to be uniformly di'uibuted over the surface of the wire,
i.e. I]() - ,, the impreusion for the vector potential (1) redurces to

A ~. f f d4b'd I 2 I f u-'* f ~ (5)zj"4 a I 2 x A-X R (z-z ',4 ) 2 w A - -

1 2 2

The segond int-gral has a very slowly varying integrand and may be readily evaluated numerically, The
first integral, bowev, r, possesse a singular itsugrand when p-a, z-z' and 0'-O. For this reason,
matods for eval•.ILn inlegls of the form

IAp.Z.A) -~ j *& 6
2 A -fg RO-z"z1,0

2

are of considerable interest from the computational standpoint. This. paper will introduce and compare
several now tochsnkums developed for evaluating integrals of the type given in (6).

If the change of variables z - z - z' and 6 - #'/2 is applied to the ik.teval (6) when p-a, then it
follows that

(,,A) 2 f 2 f d td

withE 1 -=z-- l and ,-z+±A/2.
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Interchanging the order of integration, evaluating the imer integral, and introducing the change of varable

v-(41r)P - I leads to

, , 1 1* 1+ . (-)

In i 1 6. dv , z >A/2 0
-1 1 * 61 . s (v.1)"

4

whWe a1w2a/ 1 %ad a2-2a/., The retriction on the range of validity of (9) to positive values of z only,
i.e. z> >M, can be easily reMoved to include negative values of z as well by making use of the identity
i(a,z.A)=l(a, azI A), which is valid for IZi >/2. A similar procedure can be followed for the special
case where z - 0. The sult for thils ce is found to be

I(a.O,,A) -2 be (-L) - .Inl -1 I U2 esinl(v +lI:,-!I dv (0
-1

when a - al/" Fqlatios (9) and (10) are in a convenient form for application of numerical integration
techniques beLat their integranda are ielatively smooth and do not contain singularities. The form of
tdme segnralW ar particularly well-suited for mnerical in•.ration using a Gaussian quadrature technique.
One significant advantage offered by (9) and (10), when compared with the conventional form of! [3], is
that they do ant bequre the evaluation of elliptic integrals.

A useful approximation to I has been derived in 14]. This approximation was found to be

I(a,..,) I In ( +1I•) ÷ 2 , . z > Af2 (11)

where I.,. is ihe well-known classical thin wire approximation given by 151

I~ 17 )- in4 + S2. (12)

Hence, (1I) may bethought of as an extended thin wire or imermndiate wire approximation Similarly, it
was shown that for the important case when z - 0, the intermediate wire approximation takes he form

I(a,0,A) 2 2 In (a/A) + 2 Iar,,(0,A) (13)

where

41,,(a.0,A) "2 In( + ]2+ )(14)

is the corresponding thin wire approximation.
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II

A power series expansion of) was derived by Butler [6] for the z 0 cae, which converges
provided A/a > 4. This expansion it given by

I( =,0 ) - 2 bi ) . (2n-1) 1) A/a > 4 (15)

A uia] awp,"•imation mcy be obtained from (15) by retaining the logarithmic term and the first two terms
of the serias expansion. This leads to

I(A.0,A) * 2 ht (A) - 4 [IAý - 18I-[.f (16)

An exact expreusion for the integial I was found in [4] which is valid for p P a or wh6n P-a and
IzI > A/2. This exact represention is

X2 U1 (17l ( p z, .A ) - b e I + I2 + y ~ ~ ) s ~ J F , ( p ~ z , A,) , p . a (1 7 )

Lxi+"lJ o

wherr

X2
F,(p~z,A) - j dx (3

x!

U - /1 +x2 (19)

"*• ,=• 1/h +a), X2-Ia- o l+,), +X- and A•.. A recurrence relation existi. which
provides a computationally efficieat method for calculating the integrals F. definad in (18). The form of
this recurece relation was found to be

F. - _ , +n 2 (20)

where

F .-(x2/Iu) - (x•iu/) (21)

An arpr.einmtion of I mav be obtain-d by retaining the logarithmic term and the first two terms in the
series expansion (17). The resulting expression is
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•'(p,'A) - be I X , + u 'l]( 2

, PA)L 1 , (pa fl! - 11 3 (Pa? (I ;
(p-a)' 2 (p+au•J u] 4 (p _a)4 j uj

When p-a (17) reduces to

l~~z F)-b P,( ,z). 1.1 .Anr. (23)

where x, =, tj2a and x2 - *.A2a. The corresponding expression for (22) when pa is given by

I(a'sA) - +n -2] + [ + (24)

which is prbimrly use•ul when AlJn/4 and z/A> 1.

DLResults

At the point z-0, four methods were used to evaluate the uniform current vector potential integral
of the isolated silpariy sociated with the cylindrical wire kerel. Equation (10) was computed using a
three point Gaussian quadrature munerical integration technique, while (13), (14) and (16) give the
imn-mediate approximation, the thin wire approximation snd the three term approximation of the power
series expamion derived by Butler [61, respectively. Plaot of the relative percent error for the various
methods verus the segment length-to-radius ratio, Al/a, are shown in Figure 1. As a basis of comparison
(10) was numerically integrated to a sufficiently high degree of accuracy. Clearly, th± intermediate
approximatlio rnd the three term Butl series have lower percent eors than the thiu wire approximation
across the entire range of Ala. This becomes significant n A/a approaches 4 (thick. wires) %here the
error associated with the thin wire approximation exceeds 1%. The three term Butler series proves to be
extremely accurate and has the lowest error of the four methods for very thin wires (A/a z 30). However,
the three point Gaussan quadrature and the intermediate approximatlon also give acceptable errors in this
range. For tiker wires, the three point Gaussian quadrature is superior and, because no assumptions were
made in modifying the integral to the form given in (10), A'a can be extended beWow the ratio of 4 and still
achieve very accurate results.

When z is not in the immediate vicinity of the singularity, the Butler series expaniion (15) is no
longer valid, bat can be replaced by the three term approximation (24) of the exact serics representation
defined in (23). A contou- plot of the relative percent error as a function of A/a and z/A for the three term
p-rox-iwtion (274) is shown in Fiuure 2. Also, a three point Gaussian quadrcture aunmaical integration of

(9) is valid as well as the intermediate and thin wire approximatkons of (I1) and (12), respectively. Figure
3 shows a contour plot of the relative percent error associated with the three point Gaussian quadrature
approximation of (9).
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A Parallel implemnantation of a This. WIen EFIE Code
A. Tianinwood, AM. Tyrrell, S'. Cloude

1

Unl'anutty of York

Abstract - A key problem with all CEl techniques is the Increasing computer time required lor evaluation of
electrically Iair structures. in frhequency domain echtnlques (such as the NEC code) computer time cain be proportional
to the sixth power of frequency (for the tJme domain there is a fourth order dependency). This provides a serious
limitation, which can be alleviated by using problem symmetry. hybrid methods (such as MuM and GTD) or distributed
processing. This paper investigates the latter as a means of solving time domain integral equation (MMDI). In particular
it will look at the implementation of a thin wire EFIE on a transputer network, providing results tu derionstrate the
processing gain power available from such a system.

Inhrdufine,

Computational Electromagrceics (C.M) now oilers a viable alternative to mcasurements and mathematical analysis for
solving antenna, scattering and coupling problems [ Il.

Typical applications include:

i Self" and mutual impedance for antennas.
* Antenna radiation patterns,
v Shielding effectivenesa calculations for resonant cavities with apertures.
v Cross talk evaluation on multi-conductor transmission lines.
- Near and far electric and magnetic field calculations for immunity and susceptibilhty studies.
* Scattering from solid conducting and dielecuic bodies.

There are two main disciplines in CEM, finite techniques such as finite element, finite diflerencel 'I oi the ILM
methodiji, and Integral equation techniques ftrmulased from the method of moments (MoM). A complementary
approach to thr formulatiott of FM problems arises from each of thes tcchniqucs. Maxwell's equations when expressed
as integrals can be manipulated to form the elecuic and magnetic field integral equations (EMIE and MHE,). lEs are
solved to find the current response on the surface of the body as a result on an excitation field. As they represent the
solution to a surface integral (as opposed to a volume integral in finite techniques) the dimenuionality ol the problem is
redued by one. The radiated field from the body can be calculated from a knowlcdgc of currents on all segments on that
body. An antenna response ptoblem can be modelled by driving one or mote of' the segments on the surface. An
incident field can be simulated by inducing currents on all sNegments of the body. Radar cross section (RCS) and
scattering problems can therefore be evaluated An additional advantage of IF. solutions is that radiation boundary
conditions asi implicit (a problem often encountered in finite difference methods).

Although the dimensionailly of the problem has been reduced by one the computer time and nicitory requiretniiits
restrict the sioe of the problem which can be modelled. In frequency domain techniques (such as Ihe NEC code)
computer time can be proportional to the sixth power of frequency (for the tite dontain there is a fourth order
dependency)[i]. This limits the us: of IE techniques for evaluation of electrically large structures. Whilst this
limitation can be alleviated by using problem symmuetry or hybrid methods (ýuch us MoM or GTIO) periormnance
incresi, s can be achieved by the application of parallel processing. This paper uses the I'ocklington IE 14] to
demonsuate how the application of parallel processing can provide faster solution mirnes.

Now at IRESTE, University of Nit,,es, France
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The fila grain structure of f thWniques (with only local conmunicsAoos), make them highly suItable for
implementation o parallel promcasig naworics. A great deal of work has been carried out on the implementation of
FDTD and TLM on multiple procscxos[5,6].

The WI and the 1&M1 can be solved in both the fluqueacy or ime domain. Frequency domain methods result in a
dose sea=rix equation, exopausing the interaction betwen all egments. Each solution provides information at one
speaft frequency. Solutiou in the time domain however can yiWd a br•d band frc•'-cy response using a tiiiching-
in-tnie method, removing the need to solve a dome matrix oquatio. Sam attentiou haa gven t fast parallel •slvcs
for "ue with frequency domain wschmiques[5.7]. Relatively liule atendm has been paid to the peal.•l implementation of
time domain integral equation. In the time domain the interaction between all the segme a expressed as retarded
currans. The finite tine interval between the mause and effect of thee currents can be explolted to aid the
inwkmendon of TDIEs on parallel procamsa.

TDIE Techniques

This sedgon demnstrates hsnw the EPIE can be used to model a slmple wire grid asuco . Each of the four elenents
(radius r, length I) in the multiple stay anmn (Fg. 1) is modelled using 25 segments and was driven uo the centre
segmeut with a Ganusian pulse of magnuitde IV. Figure 2 shows the drve point current of one antcnna iu the array.
This agrees with the ieatlts obtained by Martinet 81161 when modelling the same problem.

l i:, *r..,, .........

Figure 2 1: Drive ent curet for one eement of the arlmy
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The TDME produces a space time history of the currents on each segment of the wire structure, The drive point current
(Fig 2) represents a slice of this at the drive point. Using a Fourier utanform on both the current wavcform and thc

drive voltage the Input impedance (Fig. 3) of the structure can be found by complex division.

..................... .: I : : ~ ~ ~ .. . .: :. ..: :.:.: : .: .: .

.......... ...............
0 1 1.5 2.

Foaqwuncy (Ha) K 1O

Figure 3: lnpul Impedance of the structure

The Pockdlinltn IE

The Pocklington IE code is a three dimensional code which can be used to model an arbitrary Structure ul wires. The

physical structure is described by the positioning of nodes and the description of the wires cunnecting them, Thi.
ohvioualy allows the description of complex targets, on which the current structure is evaluated aý a rcsult of either an

incident field or one or more of the elements in the problem being excited. The interaction between individual elements
in the problem Is evaluatad 'exlce cornmencing the time marching algorithm. thus the physical structure is independent
oft the functlonality in the time marching algorithm.

"MTe current in space and time can be approximated by
N.,

where 1,j (0, O) = 1l is the current at the centre ol the i-th space se•gment (from a total o• N,) und where

U(s'-sj ) =A,/
I O,otherwise

V(- , l = Ut-flS 6,/2
I~'t O, otherwise

where A, and are the lengths of the space segtment i and time stepj rcsp ctivaly centred at s, and t,. The operation

of the time marching algorithm can be explained with reference to figure 4, This shows the time history fur a single
straight wire, and the retarded currents necessary tor vailuat.ifi o ofne sp.-c sqrmc•t. A' 1hc onmct of the algorithm all
the curr•5nt in this array are zero and the array is filled with retarded currents as the algorithm progreýscs,
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Space -

Retardjd
Time

Figure 4: Evaluation of the Current for a single space step

This demontuttes the way in which all segments in the problem arc required lor the evaluation ol a single current
element. In the case of multiple wires or curved wire structures the same method is used to calcultate the current,
howt. :r the Indexing into the array (Fig. 4) is more complex. This indexing represents the tmc delay between the
element under evaluation and the retarded element, and care must be taken to ensure that the array is large enough to
cope with the maximum time delay.

Parallel Procesing and the Transpulter

The computational demands of many numerical methods are often close to the limits of computer power available from
traditional serial machines 19, 101. This demand together with a demand for increased problem size requiring more
memory, has prompted the use of more novel processing techniques. Commercial. VLSI. digital signal processing
devices provide dedicated signal processing capabilities thorough oo, chip shift registers, multipliers and accumulators.
In general tihse devices only support sequential programming, have awkward instruction sets (not lending themselvei to
high level languages) and require asembly language programming tt, achieve good performance. An alternative is the
use al descrete components which can be used to construct bit sliced systems, These can be used to provide primitive
functions, such as inner product, step or more sophisticated algorithm specific functions (e.g. transversal filter). They do
however required the designer to resort to micro coding.

Despite the advent of these devicei, in many applications an adequate, often real-time, response can only be achieved by
exploiting the parallelism Inherent in these algorithms. Any algorithm using a sequence of processing steps in a regular,
repeated manner is a prime candidate for parallel implementation. it is therefore ittcreasingly commuon to use networks
of processing cells configured Into array or vector processors, pipelines, or more complex forms such as systolic arrays or
wavefront arrays. The principle feature of these structures is the replication of procssing cells to retlect the internal
structure of the underlying algorithm. Each cell communicates with it!. neighbour(s) and it is these communications
which synchronise and co-ordinate the operation of the structure. Communications arc ideally kept local for high
efficiency.

Traaputerst

The T414 and 1800 transputer[sl 1] are powerful pin-crmpatible 32-bit processors, specilically designed for use when
implementing parallel architecture's. They have four high speed serial links supported by internal DMA channels, two
on chip timers and 2 or 4Kbytes of internal fast (50nS) static RAM. as shown in figure 5. The Th100, in addition to the
CPU has a floating-point unit that can handle 32 and 64-bit tloating-point arithmetic. The total memory space is 4
Gigabytes on the T414/'r0O. The design philosophy is not, however, to have a lot of menmory around a transputer, but J
lot of transputers communicating through their four dedicated serial links at speeds up to 20 MBits/S. No external
hardware is required when connecting transpaters together.
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E• P ¢•r~ FMAT 20MHz

-1q -: inký

Ntaltuptuutaid kru and data bu'

Figure 5 The T400TT0O Transputer

Many of the traditional high level languages arc available to assist the programming of the transputer together the
dedicated tuanaputer language camil12]. OcLcatm is designed for use with a parallel system including in its definition
constructs which provide a method by which to describe a parallel algorithm. Although the parallel algorithm discussed
in this paper was written using this language. there are alternatives to occam in the fortm of existing high level serial
languages with functions to enable the interaction between concurrent processes. Although these languages (such as C.

C++ and FORTRAN) are not specifically designed to program a parallel system they can be used to write more portable

code (occans code can only be used on the Transputer).

A key measu•e of the perfomnance of a parallel algorithm is its efficiency which is defined as follows
T.1 X100%

T. Xn

where T, and T are the execution lime on I and n processors respectively

This measure is affcoted by the ratio of computation to communication and stresses to point made above that
communication must be minimised.

lmplementation

This section shows how the TDIE can be distributed actoss a number of transputers and gives results demonstrating the
efficiency of this algorithm. The transputers are configured as s doubly linked pipeline (Fig 6). providing ;tn expandable
and flexible network of processors. The calculatiot is divided across the network by assigning each processor a section
of the wire structure. This processor must then calculate and store the currents on this section of the problem.

Figure 6 - The doubly linked pipeline.

To carry out its calculation each processor requires retarded currents in the foim uf previously calculated values ftom all
segments in the problem. Most of these values will be stored on other processor.s and it would appear necessary to
communicate these values across the processor network. However with caretul algorithm design it is possible [or each
processor in the network to carry out a calculation based upon the values stored on that processor for each of the other
processors. The result ot this calculation is then passed along the pipeline to the reirvant processor. This minimises tht
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communication as now only the result of a calculation is passed a opposed to a series uo values required for that
calculation. This is best expressed graphically with reference to a single straight wire.

Pmw~Eataln tI orworar 23r-3Pý

Evuuawt for pro.wr 3

for P-acr 2

Evoluated -l) pr,--t>ur 3
for pwav, 1.

Figure 7 : The distributed calculation

Figure 7 shows half of the calculation of the current for one space step. demonstrating how processor 3 carries out
calculations from processors I and 2. A similar calculation is carried out for currents to be passed in the other direction
but is omitted from the diagram for clarity. Notice that during this step each processor will evaluate the current on our
segment, hence of four processors are used.

This algorithm running on the transputer system allow a scalable number of processors to be added to the system. As
more processors are added this increases the iotl amount ot memory and computational power available thus allowing
larger problerns to be solved. Obviously there is a penalty incurred by implementing this algorithm as information must
still be passed across the pipeline. The ellect of this Is to reduce the efficiency of the algorithm, and will increase as
more processors ace added to the network. This can be minimiscd by exploiting the [act that with careful algorithm
design the tranputer can perform communication and computation in parallel

The effect of'adding processors to the system upon speed-up and efficiency is illustrated in figure 8,
apsOi4-p IEflckMcy

7 S

7a
4 7
a T-o

2 a

1 2 5 4 5 a 7 a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 U

Figure 8: Speedup and efficinsey of the Pocklington IF code

Coodu~o,

This work discussed in this paper has shown that parallel processing can be used to provide a significant improvement
in the run tirme of TDIE codes. Although the Pocklingt.on IE is a thin wire code the same principles can be applied to
surface patch IE codes. An ideal of the speed improvements involved with this implemtentalion is given in Table 1.
These results are the execution times for the evaluation of the problem described in ftlgurc I using lb', Pocklington IE
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NORE IMPROVEMENT IN THE METHOD OF METHOD OF MOMENTS
IN THE SOLUTION OF POCKLINCTON'S AND

HALLEN'S INTEGRL EOUATIONS

At~ ELECTRONICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
DOWK / CAIRO / EGYPT

ABSTRAT
A novel numerical method is presented to solve Pocklington's and

Kalmln's integral equations using the Lethod of mo-ments applying extended
boundary condition and ker nel expansion.

The kernel expansion used is the wall knowni finite Fourier cobine series
with period of 2L wher-e L is the ante na. length. Current expanision is chosen
as andire domain bases. The selection of the weighting functions end inner

7 - product domain are such that more simolification is reached. Hence the
numerical no- tation of the xapedanicc matrix is fairly fast end simple.
Results C' d by this mbethod agree with experimental end porevious, published
ones.

INTFRWUCTION

In order to handle complicated problem~s using the method of moments * it
is necessary to optimize the numerical solu.tion procedure from the point of

* A' view of speed. cor.-argence and accuracy. This loads to the careful study of
prcper-ties of the various integral equation formulatioins and the choice of the
basis and testing function-s in the solution methods andJ in the exciating fir lds
so as to improva the numerical efficiency of a given computetion. Also
desirable are 'techniques which are conceptually cýisple to apply ( so as to
tinimbize the programming time ) and which have a wide bend of applicability.

Difficulties which Trequently arise in the numerical s.)ution of an
integral equationI are

1) The first difficulty is the appearance of the derivatives outside the
vector potential integrals on the iniduced currants. For thin wires probleum,
this eppears when employing Pocklington'S equation which is handled simply by
expanding the kernel, current and employing the testing function such the
orthiogonaIi ties are achieved so as to end up with no derivative.

ii22) The secocwo 2officulty is the calculation of integrations appearing in
the integrail eqratioa which are either calculated numerically or analytically
if kvie USes s'~xadsa~c: basis end point matcnhing [1,2]. This is overcome by
usinK appropriate kernel expansion functions, current expansion basis and
propel weighting functions.

3) The third difficulty is type of exciting field where delta function
generator is avoided since it is not iii the range of tho operator of either
Hallen's or- Pocklington integral equation [3,4] . Also the type of feeding
suggested by Harr~ington and others [5,6] where one or- more than one segment
represents the incident fedresulting in a solution which depends on the
stiuctur e segmentation. To overLome this a frill of magnetic current i'ý used
which rcpresents the field in th~e apertur-e of a coaxial fed moocrople over, a
groorsJ planie.

Finally the methcd Jeidiiofltr-ateýd in the following sections.
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FORIULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The iflteg'al equation governing the cutr'ent I(z' on an a.-al sý,aet. iq
thin anteflnr or ScAtterer under axially sywset,-ic inicdrit field ha, the
fcllcising form

h
X I (z,z ,R) ."(z')dz' - f(z) (1)

whet'e using Pccklington's inteqral eqiti•.n the kernel and f(z) hae the forms

•2 e-(k)

K (z ,2 ',R) - (k 
2 + 2 e - AR

-7) R()

and
S.+2 n (z) - f(z) (3)

I. inc
and using Hallen's integral equation the kernel and f(z) are given as

-jkR

K(z,z',R) (4)

and

4- z,(3 f in(klz-z'I)dx'flz)=C 1 cos(kzj- Z. -•inc z) i=0 zzl~z

with (5)

S,,2 /. 2_ cost + (g-z')2 (6)

A& ,0e -Jiitaic between te source point and observation point having
the cylindrical coordinate6 (a,,z') and Cp,*,z) reecwtively.

This integral equation suffirs froe singut,.arity when both observation
point and msorce point corcide. To owercose this . extended line type boundary
condition Is employed making use of the fact that the electric field vaniahes
on the axis of the the dipole and within the dipole surface. Thus one say take
the cbervation point to be on the axis of the antenna while the source point
to be on the surface of the antenna. Hence R will have the following form

RC - + / z-zz' (7)

TYPE OF FEEDING

Since Nallen's and Pocklingto,'s integral equaticos have Einc on the
right hand side w where Einc repreent the field of the exciting source ) a
knowledge of the source tars must be available. The source Eirc say be a
delta function generator ( Einc:YfV(z) ) which is useful tool, but it is a
rather poor model of the actual physical situation when compared with finite
models and presents difficulties when calculating the imaginary part o91 t4e
input impedance. This arises from the fact that the delta function gerie'ato-
corresponds physically tW tw• circular knife edges that aie $eparated by zero
distance. Since such adjacent edges clearly corresponds to infinite
caacitance, the current at these edges must be infinite. Fortunately, as has
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been shown by Wu and King 10i. the 6ingularity in uIz') neat z :o i.
lcga, ithaic and of very shzi-t tang. Since it a..ually .ontributes to the
current in an eAceedingly small and physically meaningless di-tance of the
order of magnitude of heAt(-1/ka). it may be. in principal, be subtracted out.
The remaining current may then be related to the current in the actual antenna
driven in physically realizable manner. HIarrinqton j 51 intcoduces a finite gap
when solving •y the &*thcd of moments. 3uch source seament or s.ecments aa^.E
the calculation satreaely sensitive to structure segmentation. A particular
appropriate source is to use a frill of magnetic current which represents the
eltctric field distribution in the aper'tur'e of a coMAial fed mce.c45ole over a
ground plane. The z-comoonent of the electric field on the aiks of the
mcoopole resulting from such ecidel is given by [101

E inc(Z) - V [ (a,z) - )(b,z)] (8)

where
-]kRa

k(a,z) - a (9)

e 'b

~iRbRe(bz = e(

R bvP72iV (12)

KERIEL EXPANSION

The kernel of ecaticn (1) is expanded in a finite Fourier series making
use of the fact that z and z" enter only as sauare term of their difference.
Since hkza-h and h*z'C-h then let F.=z-z" yields +2ht1k-2h. hence a cosine
serie ower the range t =-2h to = =2h is sufficient and the eaansion for the
2Q base points may be written as

K(z,z',R) - K (C

rr

q-O q q

(13)

where

2
hr (14)'r" - Q r

and
c -2 q/Q) 0,1,2,...q

-1 otherwis" (15)
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)Cos cK•osqr Q
q - O,1,2,.,.,Q (1h)

In equation (iý) at the base points highest a.curacy is reached it NI is
chosen to satisfy. 171

NIZQ (1?)
1hu, the <,oafficients in equation (13) are "Iculates. using least squares
,ethod.

CUCPUTftIONAL ALGRIIHh USING THE KETHWO OF hOENT•S

The soluticji of equation (I) start* by eand-inq t,;* current in entire
dogain basis eploying tvuncated odd cosine infinite Fourior series giviaN g

Z(z') - L A (18)m-1, 3

SL"ttitutiq the Kernel of equation (13) and (1a) in equation (1) gives

A0 h qlý zrzL AM ( / Jfcos(- -- cos(-7w-)dz - f(z)
m-l, 3 q:0 i q -h

"whore f(z) is forsally definhd in equations (3),(S) and (8)-(12). Since
.rZ-l" equation (19) reduces to

f(z)- I A E (D /C )(cos(% Co)s(m=1,3 q q -R

hsin (a ) _isin • o )dz

(20)

for syP~etricAl feeding the secW ter of eQuation (20) containing
sin(kcz-/2h) sin(rz'ib) wqual to zetrtn th equatica (20) simlifies to

E(z) : G A( E (Dq/ q)COS(S;) 'mg (21)Ml. 3 q=0• • " m

where
I -h. Co"(--h ) S(• )dz (22)

-h
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Ctc•;*ing the weighting furlctions as wc/Zh) here p is taken as even
number& and performing the neceasary inner or'doct gives

2h / fz)=s•-•) Z A D 11 1 (23
-2h , q.0 q Pq mq

where

' 2h
L - cos(I) cos(Si7& dz (24)Pq Eq -2h

Equatio4i (24) is calculated yielding

I' - 21" p a q
pg

, 0 otherwise (25)

hence equation (21) is sialified in the following lore
2h Mf f(z)cos( )dz 2h D Z A1 (26)

-2h PMrn, 3 A

- 4hm uin( 7-) COS(
asp _ 2

p -= 0,2,4,...,-

m- 1,3,5,...M (27)

Equation (27) i& saub6titut.d In equation (26) giving

Sm as min (62)
S(p)" Z Ar . .T p-0,2,4,...,M-l (28)

z..I, 3 (mR-p )

2h
S(p)- I f(z)cos[ER) dz

Sh 2D PcoS(Pj) -2bi

p - 0,2,4,...,M-1 (29)

CALCULATION OF THE 8OUICE TERM

To cal-wlate the integration in eqiation (24) it is necessary to specify
the type of exciting field. This is considered the resulting field in the
aperture of a coaxial led aocpole over a ground plane. Referring to equstion
(29)
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2h

ccf(z) ccs( .) dz
-2h

will have t.o foras regarding eouatios (3) and (5) which 'r'oesant the left
hand side of equation (1) where the z-coiwonent of the incidmnt electric field
on the a.i& of the antenna is given by :

-jkR5  -jkRb

E inck-,- O,z)-I a) I a e W--] (30)

whire

% (31)

and

R b- /b'(32)

3ubstitution of equation (30) in the left hand side of equaticiss (3) and
(5) and esploying in equation (2) using Pocklington's integral equatici giVes:

S(P) - I (z )l c W osl%)dz (33)
2Z,-2cos( j)h 2h

and using Hallen's integral equation gives

Tr 2h

s(p)- Oh 2 1 C I- Icou(kz)cos( 2-)dz
Di 0 Cox( (;) *2h

BhDpo 2h z
" /. _n[ i(z) f 3if(kJz-z'l)dz']cos( z)czl

p - 0,2,4,...,M-1 (34)

The first integration term in equation (34) after few aanipulations
ahduce,. to :

2h
W1kp I cos(kz)cos( )dz - 4h , k.- 0

)c 2h

- 2h , k" a-

k 2s in (2kh ),

(k 2- (R)2

k # i (35)
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The seccMkn term in equation (34) usirg AentdiA 1'edu*eS to

2h z
. i (Z).. : szn(k'z-z'!(dz' ccs( )dz =

4-i 2h 2h
(Z)osýz~d- E. (a) cos(2k+K-)z2dz

-2h iflC

2h
- Einc(z)cos[(2k - (6))]dz})

&Zh
Equations (33) and (36) for

(37)

a 2 - (k+%) (3+

"a3  
( ((-39)

have integration in the form,

2hF(y~z) - / E.nCrz) coin (yz)dz (40)
-2h il

which aing equation (30) may be wr. ctan ash

2h V 2h -jkKb jkR b
f E (z)comtyr)dz- I f A - I-2h icG(-/ 2h R

.com (yz)dz (41)

The integration In equation (39) has been carried out in [)] to be

I E (z)coa(yz)dz " ([H (Ba) -
-2h Lfl

H(2) (Bb)) (42)

where (4 satit in
B2 ,2 2 (43)

and

H. (2a) - H (b) - Y.($a) - Y.(6b)

-j (J.(Ba)- J.(Sb) k > y
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.in (b/a) k =

r 4j [K.(•a) K 0 (-'b)jic 'k "•

,44)
MATRIX EQUATIONS

using Pocklinqton'& integral rquatio. eauation (261 utilizing eauation
(33) is written in the compact matrix toil

[S(p)jL7-pmI [A I - 1,3,5 .... ,M

p - 0,2,4,...,M-1 (45)

where

pm• sinm1-,-)(46)
M -

using Hallen'i integral equation let 3*(r) in equation (34) t,. delined as
.2 21h

2z.h Dcog (R) -ih I-

2h 2h
I Si (z)co"S(c 2z)dz- I En(Z)COS(a3 z)dz)

-2h -2h

(47)
Than equation (34) Is written in the following form

S(P) - v 2
2 f cos(kl)cos (P)dz

Oh VDp cO 1(E) -2h

+ S'(p) p - 0,2,4,...,M-l (48)

haking us. of equation (28) from equation (48) one has
M n sin (m)

S'(p) - L . A
inl,3m (M 2 -pZ

C1 27O74 kp

p 0,2,4,...,m-1 (49)
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Hencc ecjuation (A'? ii :onverted to the following coapct 4AtiI fo,

[S'(p)1L[Zp I (A ] p - 0,2,4,...,M+J.

in - 1,3,5, ... ,M+2 (50)

wheare s"(p ) is given in equation (39),

z PMo .Wkp M . M+2

m aindD.T)

-. - sin(otherwise (51)(m2 -p)

and

-,z " C1  
(52)

Solving equations (45) and (50) give [Am). Thus the current distribution
and input admittance may be calculated using equation (18)

M
E A (53)Yin "m1,3,

NUMERICAL EXAIPLE AND RESULTS

A new method is presented to calculate the input admittance using
Pocklington's integral equation and Hallen'e integral equation. Secific
example is concerned t Pocklingwtn's integral equation as demonstration using
equation (45).(46),(33),(42) and (44). Obtained results are tabulated in
tables i and & and shown in figures 1-4.

CONCLUSION
It is c4ncluded that the particular choice of weighting funLLions, basis

funr.tions and the tye of kernel e*Vansion helps the integration* to be
performed completely analytic in addition that the coefficients of kernel
expansion are calculrted using the series summation.

Also the employed inner product is to be defined over the extended domain
which reveals more orthogonalities to be achieved resulting Jin real matrix
elements.

Hence this method is more si•pl, takes less C.P.U. time . storage, the
results, are fairly conni-uwvt ;;iw agree withe."srimental and other published
results.

APPENDIX
CALCULATION OF INTEGRATION

2h z
-2h E (zi I sin(kcz-z'j)dz'J COB(Pz) dz
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Let U denotes, the intearaticn unider conzsideratixn which is. 4witten

- h Itin sin(k'z-z1 )dz'] cos( Etk)dz

(54)

with i esorect to the absolute value e~Juation (54A) is wr itten as

2h z
; - £ [It (z)..:sintk(z-z,)]dz'J ccs(EY)dz

-2h lflc

(55)

"crrying out the integration with respect to z' one has

- x lh c(zl-cos(2kz)) coa (F!9Adz (56,

2h 2h
f E W(z cos(%,:ý)dz- I Et Wt
2hb -~c2h "i'

co~s(lkz) con( ER- dz (57)

for

(Q8

equation (57) may be written as
2h
_ {f E n(z) cou(u Iz)dz
-2h

2h
-- / K. (z) cos(C ( 2 z)dz

-2h
2h
- .E (z) ccSQz~z (59)

C2 (k +oil) (60)
and
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Abstract- A method of moments using Si-linear surface patches for
modeling and solving the electromagnetic scattering at low
frequencies, is presented. The Bi-linear method of modeling a body
is discussed, and it is shown how a sub-domain surface current modes
are constructed on a body described by a the Bi-linear surface patch
method. A brief description of the computer code and che method of
upgrading common wire-grid programs to handle the Bi-linear patches
is given and finally some numerical results for some canonical
bodies are provided.
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1. ZU WDUCTION

MANY COMPUTER CODES, base" on the MOM (Method of Moments) for determining the
electromagnetic scattering from bodies in the resonance region have been presented
in the pats two decades [1-43. Wire grids [1], polygonal plates 12,31, or

triangular plates [4], have been used to model the body. For these models, it is
a great effort to define the sub-domain current modes for complex bodies.
Moreover, the geometry of compucer aided designed (CAD) bodies are not usually
modelec and stored in computers using wire grids or triangulars.
This paper presents a new and efficient approach to modeling a realistic complex
structure using bi-linear surface patches. The electromagnetic scattering problem

can be modeled more easily and can provide more eccurete results in less computer
time. Also, the new method can be easily combined with computer aided design (CAD)
programs to perform automatic calculations for realistic bodies. Another

important feature of this method, is that it can use conmon wire-grid programs,
after a minor upgrading process.

2. BI-LTNEAR PATCH THEORY

The most common way of approximating tli geometry of a complex body in the
computer is the use of the ni-linear patch geometry (7).
The surface of the scattering body is divided into an assembly of Hi-linear
patches.

The geometry of each patch is 3hown in rig 1. The coordinates of a point P on the

patch is given by:

where

Pý' -P. +(P, -A,)(1 b)

From eqs. l-a,b and c it follows that:

S=[P, 4.- U •f,)l 5) + • ÷P. - P,)] (1-d)

Mathematically speaking, r'me Bi-linear patch is a fin' e portion of the

hyperboloidal surface.
It is sufficient to store the coordinates of the four cornars 6,P 2,P, and P. only

in order to fully describe the patch.



.1_ _

Any quadrangle can be considered as a special case of the Ui-linear patch.
However, in cases where the four corners of the patch do not lie in a plane, the

Bi-linear patch fits the surface of the scattering body more accurately than
quadrangles. For this reason, and for the reason of using sinusoidal sub-domain
current modes, relatively large patches Cup to a leading dimension of more than a
quarter of a wavelength) can be chosen when ei-linear patches arm used.

The current modes on each patch are defined following the natural way in which the

patch is described, considering Fig. 1 the ni-linear patch Is approximated by two

sets of wires, one set is in the direction of the lines of constant v, and the

other In the direction of the lines of constant u. On the wires of constant v the

current is given by:

1(z) - (2-a)
Sin(kI)

where

2(2-1)

I- is the wire length

- is the wavelength

and z,r are the unit victor and the coordinate along the wire.

The current on the wires of constant u ace written similarly.
Having defined the current elements, the mutual impedance of each pair of wire
currant elements can be computed efficiently (53.

in order to demonstrate how the surface of the scattering body is divided into BI-
linear patches end how the sub dAMain Current Moda• are defined, consider the
surface in Fig 2-S which is a portion of a cylinder.
First the surface is cot from the top to the bottom into slices which can have a
leading dimension of up to 0.25)1.
Then each slice is divided into segments which again, can be up to 0.251 long as
shown.

The corners of the patches thus obtained form the matrix of Fig 2-b which
describes the surface accurately.
The appropriate sub-domain current modes which describe the currants in the two
major directions are consequently defined on the surface patches. An example of
the first current mode in the axial direction is shown in Fig. 2-c. The surface
current mode of Fig 2-c is approximated by a finite number of dipoles with the
current distribution of the form describ ýd by Vq.2. These current modes caii L-0
considered as the generalization of the modes used by Newman in the Case of
polygonal patches 161.
The other current modes in both major directions (axial and Circumfrencial) are
suiaarized in Table I which identifies the current odas by their 3 creating lines
(one for the maximum of the sine and two zero lines as shown in rig. 2-c), every
line segment is identified by the two points which it connects.
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second null mazimn first null no " ,ber
line lieLUG _________

9 - 10 -5 6 1 - 2 1
10 - 1. 6 "7 2 - 3 2

11 - 12 "7 - S 3 - 4 3
3 - 7 2 - 6 1 - 5 4
4 - 6 3 - 7 2 - 6 5

- 11 6 - 10 , - 9 9
S - 12 •7 - 12, 6 - 10o

Table 1. Current modes an the cylimdrical surface of Irig.2.

Any complex ourface can be divided into 9i-linear patches similarly.
For intersec ting surfaces such as those of Fig. 3, the current modes are
constructsd separately for ea.n surface (matrix) and an appropriate overlapping
currant maodes must be added in both major directions,
In Fig. 3 it is shown how the overlapping curzent modes for one current direction
ar defined betmeen the surfaces, in addition to the regular current modes. These

current modes are sunmmarized in Table 2.

second null maximum line first null mode number
line line

I a - 6 1 2 1
8 9 4 - 5 2 3 2

10 - 11 5 - 6 1 2 3
11 - 12 4 - 5 2 3 4

Table 2. Overlapping current modes for one cur-.snt direction.

This procedure can be manual, for few intersecting parts, or automatic for larger
numbers of intersecting paz's.

3. THE COMPUTER CODE
This section gives a short description of the computer code and the upgrading
process.
The upgrading process is made es follows:
The computer code receives the matrix of the geometrical coordinates of the body,
the user has to assure that the points are not tOO far apart (maximum distance or
0.25X between the points) . This is easily performed by the computer codes dealing
with the planning of the body as mentioned earlier.
Consequently, the current modes are defined as described above.
The iMapdsnce matrix of surface/surf•ce dipoles iS computen by numerical
integration using the regular impedance elements subroutine which computes the
wire/wire mutual impelance, Every sir le matrix wlement is calculated is the sum
of about 64 small m. ix elements of /wire type. The wire/wire type impedance
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elements are easily computed 15,101.
The excitation vector is computed also by numerical integration using the regular
wire excitation subroutine. Afterwards, the usual matrix solution and RCS
computation can be calculated by the regular program.
At present, the program can deal with perfectly conducting bodies or bodies that
have some surfaces which are perfectly conducting and some surfaces w'hich are thin
dielectric layers, (kt<0.01 k-wave vector, t-patch thickness).

In the case of dielectric patchea the impedance matrix has the added

contribution of (8]

-7 J. r .-eds (3-a)

13-b)

-Y - (3-c)

Where t - the thickness of the dielectric material.

MJn- are the sub domain basis current modes.
The integration is on the overlapping area between the twu modes (if it exists).
A more general code is now under finai stages of development which deals with
dialectic materials with width of up to O.lX , and coated bodies, using the method
described in (12].
The code provides a useful engineering tool for computing the RCS of the body

wry accurately and easily, using a standard geometrical description of the body.

4. NUKMERICL RESULTS

In tnis section some numerical results are presented, which show how the Mi-linear
patch segmentation can be easily applied to complex bodies.
Fig. 4. shows a sphere whosw radius is O.46.. The geometry of the sphere is
represented by the Bi-linear patch method.
The bistatic RCS of this sphere was calculated for two cases. In the first case,
the illumination was from the direction of the positive r axis which is normal to
the small opening caused by the modeling. In the second case, the illumination was
from the positive x axis directiun. The polarity was as shown in Fig.4 . The
computed resultC are compared to analytical results of Ruck (91 and appear in Fig.
5. 1t %at- "& sean that the comnputed results are accurate, but depend slightly
upon the method by which the body is approximated.
Fig. 6-b shows a Hi-linear surface patch.
The surface was made by twisting an original flat plate of 2.19*1.25 wavelengths
in dimension, which lied in the y-x plane (Fig 6-a). The line segment between

points 1-2 was twisted to lie along the x axis, and the line segment between
points 3-4 was twisted to lie along the y axis.
Both surfaces (the flat plate an~d twisted plate) were computed end were measured

"in the I,! radar range. rTe flat plate was used as a reference. The measured
results (VV polarization) appear in Fig. 1. The computed reaults appear in Fig. 5.
It can be seen, that the agreement between calculated results and measurements is
very quod.
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UTILIZING STRUCTURE SYMMETRY IN REDUCING THE CPU TIME
FOR COMPUTING THE MOMENT METHOD [Z) MATRIX ELEMENTS

Zeyad 0. AI-Heka Il
Electrical Engineering Department, King Saud. University

PO Box 8WG, Riyadhi 11421, Saudi Arabia

Method of moments (MM) is often used to accurately compute the radiated or scattered
fields from sirrple or complex structures. However, huge computer memory is required when

available computers, the needed CPU time is often very long and in nany cases unjustified.

In sowe problemrs, such as scattring from plate structures, it was noted that the main portion
of the CPU tisixo Is consumned in ithe process of compuitting the JZJ matrix elements. The rest of the
CPU timei is for inverting the mazrix and computing the fields. The matrix inversion share of the total
CPU time increaises with the increase of the number of matrix elements, and can become the main
share for relatively large problems. That depends on fhe nature of the moment method code and the
way it computes the matrix elements as welt as on the computer vectorization capabilities.

T7he CPU timne require for computing the I'ZJ matrix. can be dramatically reduced by utilizing
the possible synyrnetry in the problem. Such syniffcty may not be very obvious, but it is not always
difficult to observe. lIn this paper, a techuiuque which is used to reduce the required CPU time for
computing the fZJ matrix elements is explained. This technique utilizes the possible symmetry in the
problemn. An example involving MM computation of the scattered fields from a large triangular
dihiedral using the ESP4 code [I I is worked out inl detail with CPU time reduction of about 75 %.
Soffe notes are also given ont the use of this code for solving plate modleled structures,

2. Trisnuguliar dihefrsil
Figure I bhows a triangular dihedral consisting of two triangular plates. The plates are such

that L1-2ns, 1,2- lm an V~ - 90%. The back or bistatic scatuteing from such a structure is in
interesting proble.m that involves d- 1erent scattering mnecharssjims and has been investigsated in several
studies [2,3,4,5,6j. The need for accurately analyzing the scatiered fields from dihiedral struictures
arises in several situations; for example, when using the dibedral as a calibration target in scattering
meastureme-nts or when a reference solution is, needed for checking antother methods resuilt

For reasons to be clarified Later, let us use a 4-plaae model for the dihedra, such as shown in
Figure 2(a). Als ,, let us use the ESP4 code, which is a MM code. to solve for the scattered fieldsa
from the dihiedral. T1he code solves for the currents induced on the dihedral surface by an incident
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(a) Top View (b) Front View

Figure 1: Triangular dihcdra.

e@kUomagntic field, My a pLMe wave. The scattered fields are then computed using radiation
intceals. This code uses the Elctric Field Integral Equation to relate the unknown induced currents
to the incident fields. Mhe unkmown currents Are expanded in team of N surfae patch modes that
cover each plate such a shown in Figure 2(b). In Figure 2(b), the plh is divided (segmented) into a
set of quadrilateal surface patches. The current nmdes have a piecewisc sinusoidal function that
covers two patches. That is inrlicated in the figure by placing arrows (which represent modes) such
that every exrow covers two patches, i.e., the patches covered by that mode. Overlapping modes
that cover the junction between any two plates ar also included in the expanslon of the unknown
currents such as shown in Figure 2(c). That leaves us with the following unknown current vectors
[~lI,Li:],LldJ.[Il[lu1.[I~I,[lLJ and [I,,] that corresponds to the currents on the plates in the way
shown in Figure 2(d). 'then, by enforcing th Electric Fried Integral Equation for N lincarly
independent test modes, one obtains an NXN simultaneous linear equations, whkih can be written as

(ZJ I - V

where (ZI is the NXN impedance matrix, V is the voltage vecm with length N, I is the unknown
current vector with length N. These linear equations can then be solved for the urdanwn currents.

The imrpedance natrix is ite main concern of this paper and can be written as shown in
Figure 3. The element Z. of [Z] is called the mutual impedan between the current modes m and a,
Computing die elements of such a matrix invoivos mmay corit-at•uta "-d can consume a long CPU
minc. This, however, can be reduced by utilizing the symmetry of the structure under consideration.

For cxampl, one can say thkt Z..- ± Zu if mode m is idenical to node k and mode n is identical to
mode and th relative position of mode k to mode l is theasnu as that of mode m to mode n.Th e±
sign is to accommodate for differences in the dirctions of the assumed reference currents.
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Fid 0 (b) Current nodes on a plate

(a) 4-plate niodel for the dihedral*\ ,

(C) Dverappuag current molrdes (d) Unknown cummcts arrangements;
between two plaWe

Fiprv 2: 4-plate model and current arrangements for the trangular dihedral

Thle !ZJ miatrix of the triangular dihera problem can be defined by blocks such as thoace
shown in Iiguri:3. Block (1/1) (the Upper ICtO contains the mutual impedances between the current
modes of the first plate. Block (1/2) contains the mutual impedancs It±tween the current modes of
plate 01 aW the current modes of plate #2. Likewise, block (LI/Li) LOntainsI the muntual impedances
between the first overlapping current modes. Block (Lilt) contains the mutual irrpedances between
the first overlapping current modes and the first place current modes. Every block is labeled with a
capital letter ( A.B.C.). Only blocks labeled with an underlined bold letter need to be computed.
The other blocks can then be filled according to the. labels. For example. block (2/1) is labeled with
"B" that means that the elements of block (2/1) axe identical to block (112) elenmet. Also, the
elementris of block (L.,/4) are equal to (-) the elements of block 0.L3/1). The ticlaitioni of Ftigre 3 are

j evident from the sybosraroy of the problem. For example, blocks (1/l), (2/2), (3/3) and (4/4) ait the
samec because plases 1,2,3 and 4 are identical and have identical segmnestatiout. Also, block (213) is
the same as block (1/4) because plate 2 current modes ame identical to plate I current modes, plate 3
cuncant modes are identical to plate 4 current modes, and the locations of plate 2 nodes relative to
plate 3 modes ame the same as the locations of plate I nodes relai ..e to plate 4 modes. Likewiae,
block (LWO4 elaients equal to the negative of ( 1-1/1) elements. That is because L,4 modes are
identical to L, modes, plate 4 modes are identical to plat 1 modes and the locations of 1L4 modes
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Figure 3: The impedance matrix IZI.

relative to plate 4 modes ame the same as the locations of L, modes elative to plate 1 modes. The

only difference between the two cases is the reference current dirmction. L, modes reference current
is flowing out of plate 1 while L4 modes reference current is flowing into plate 4, leading to the (-)
sign in the above relation. Note that, in general, the above !Z] matrix is not symmetric. It is
symmetric if the test modes used in enforcing the integral equation we the same as the expansion
modes [1]. So, t.e relation Z_=Z,,, only holds when modes m and n are identical.

One can see that this technique can save about 75% of the CPU time required for computing
the [gZ matrix elements. Figure 4 shows the CPU time required to compute the IZ) matrix elements
versus frequency, with and without using symmetry. The figure should be viewed as if it shows only

a relative time, since it greatly de • n•rds or. tend its compnier and vectorizatoion
capabilities. But, for the sake of an example, on a CRAY YMP computer, the CPU time r,eeded to
compute a 264X264 matrix was 68 seconds. The use of the symmetry mentioned above irduced that
time to 17.1 seconds. A 1680X1680 matrix computation consumed about 650 seconds on the same
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computer, using symmetry. Without using symnmety that time would have been about 2600 seconds.
For reference, the CPU time to invert this matix and to compute tht radiated fields was about 100
seconds. Note that this latter tim is relatively short because of the available vectorization on the
CRAY computer. On a non vector computer, the matrix invertion time would be moae than the
computation time for such a large imati)L For the interested reader, Figur 5 shows the X-Z plane,
6-Polarized back scattered field from the dihedral at IGHz.

6M - I ,

S M .. . . . .. . . .. ; .. . .. . -. . . . ..... ... .... .. ... .. . .. . . ..v .. . .. .

3 M. .. . .. . ..... ...... ... . ....... .. .. .I " . .1000

300

S'.Wathoul Symmayb / .

......... .. ..... i. ..... IS .. ....

0 too 200 300 400 500 600 700 IN5
FREQUEN4CY INWR

Figure 4: The CPU time required to compute the [ZJ matrix elements versus frequency with and
without using symmetry. The dihedrl dimensions are LtI-22m. L2= Im and i/= 90'.

30

2I 0 .. . 9 .. ... . ... .... •.. ... . .. ...... .... .. ... .

0 0 180 270 360

Fagume 5: 6-Polarized backscatted field from the dihedral at 01Gkz, X-Z plane.
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Modeling and stepmentation isues
The ESP4 code utilizes one method for pltu segmentation, such as shown in Figure 2(b).

Such a method is general and does not take as,,tage of the nature of the piate that needs to be

segmented. That results in an inefficient stgnrnttauua of the plates, i.e., more unknown current
modes, and hence requires more computer memory, when cumpared to other possible segmentation
methods. In fact, the above 4-plat model for the triangular dihedral results in fewer modes than a
2-plate mode], using the default ESP4 segmentation method (routine) in both cases. This is because
of the general nature of the segmentation outine. Using a 10-plate model for the dihedral, such as
the one shown in Figur 6(a), results in an even fewer unknown current modes. A better approach is
to "custom make" a segmentation routine for the problem under consideration. For example, one
Cas segment the dihedral plates as shown in Figure 6(b). Such a segmentation approach results in
about a minimumn number of unknown current modes. But, one needs to make sure that such
segmentation methods produce convergent results before the resulting solution can be trusted.

Figure 7 shows the number of unknown dihedral current modes versus frequency for the
above mentioned four segmentation methods. In all cases the maximum segment width is .2
wavelength. One can see that the 4-plate model results in a smaller number of modes when compared
with the 2-plate model. Note that unlike the-2-plate model, the 4-plate model permits an efficient
use of the structure symuenry, which is the reason behind choosing the 4-pltte model at the
beginning of this section. Th-e 10-plate model requires less computer memory and CPU time when
compared to the 4-plate r, iel. However, utilizing the structure symmetry in the 10-plate monul is
more complicated. The custom made segmentation with the 4-plate model results in the smallest
number of unknown current modes, compa"- to the other 3 models, and hencc the minimum
required computer memory and CPU time.

7 2
8 10 5 3

(a) (b)

Figure 6: a) 10-plate model for the triangular dihedral. b) Custom segmentation for the triangu ,r
plate.
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NUMERICAL-ANALYTICAL ALGORITHMS BASED ON
DUAL SERIES EQUATIONS TECHNIQUE

"Yury TUCHKIN, Vladimir VEREMEY, Yury SVISCHOV and Valentin DUDKA
Institute for Radiophysics &9 Electronics Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,

12 ac Proskura at. Kharkov, 310085 Ukraine

ABSTRACT. The Dual Series Equation Technique (DSET) is applied to analyzing
cylindrical and spherical reflector antennae and to calculation of the radar cross-sections of
cavity-backed aperture structures. It was proved thrs the method is a rigorous one and may
serve as effective tool in reflector antenna design mad in the analysis of near and far fields
scattered from the canonical cavity-backed apertires formed by slotted circular cylinders or
by spheres with a circular hole.

It is shown that the obtained numerical DSET codes can be used both in a resonance
wave band and in a shortwave band (more than 100 wavelengths in the aperturu). A con-
siderable advantage of the suggested approach is that the method allows to obtain results
with any prespecified accuracy and that is why DSET codes can be used as a criterion of
the correctness of the results obtained by the approximate methods (Such as Methlod of
Moments, Finite Differences Method, Finite Elements Method and others). Characteristics
of the antennae formed by one or two circular cylindrical reflectors or by the spherical ones
with an additional axial reflector have been calculated and numerical results are presented.
The cases of a line magnetic or electrical current excitation of cylindrical antennae and of a
monopole source excitation of the spherical antennae are considered. A numerical analysis
of radar cross-section of structures formed by a finite number of circular cylinders with lon-
gitudinal axial slots is proposed. The influence of the "interaction" between cavity-backed
apertures on the scattering characteristics of the structures is discussed.

1. Well known approximate methods for solving the diffraction wave problem on a
conductive reflector is effective and rather simple but it is impossible to estimate the accuracy
of solutions thus obtained by means of these methods.

The widely used direct numerical methods (MM,FD,FE) results in systems of linear
equations of the first kind with ill-conditioned matrices; the application of these methods
leads to incorrect results when scatterers wavedimensions are considerable.

A method of investigating cylindrical (two-dimensional) antennae with the reflectors of
circular or arbitrary cross-sections or spherical antennae (the scalar case) was proposed in
[1-9]. The main peculiarity of the sugested method is the reduction of the problem to a
linear algebraic equations system of the second kind, i.e. to ar equation in 12 which has a
form (I + H)r - b ,where I is ar identical matrix operator and H = {h,,m} is a compact
matrix operator in 1 , x and b are vectors in 12 . As a matter of fact, in all considered cases
the stronger feature of H is valid:

XI >1(1 + 1II)(1 + imI)IhmI 2 < (1)

The procedure of singling out the operator part and thcn the analytical inversion of
this part for obtaining the system of the second kind is rather complicated. This complexity
requires from the investigator a higher qualification in numerical methods for using the
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MOMENT METHOD ANALYSIS OF NON-ORTHOGONAL WAVEGUDE TO WAVEG.ILR
COUPLING THROUGH SLOT

S.CNRISTOPUER. AK.SINGI AND K.U.LIKAYE
Electronics and Radar Development Establilsment

Bangalore-560 093. India

Abstract- A detailed analysis of finite wall thickness
non-orthogonal rectangular waveguide to waveguide coupling through
centered inolined slot is carried out. Pertinent integral equations
for slot electric field are solved using the method of moments. Slot
scattering parameters are then deduced; including slot resonant
length and equivalent series impedance. A special case of numerical
results for resonant length and scattering parameters are compared
with results available in the literature. The analysis presented in
thin paper has significant application in the design of feeder
network for planar slotted array of complex geomwtries.

I. IwNTRODUCTION
In the design of high performance slotted array*, two

structures are commonly used to feed the power (I]. In the first
case, each waveguide with radiating slots in one of its broad walls
is short-circuited at one end, at an appropriate point beyond its
last slot, and fed from the other end. In second method, the branch-
line waveguides (containing radiating slots) are short-circuited at
both the ends and an additional waveguide (called mainline
waveguide) underneath the branohline waveguide in used to feed the
radiating slots via coupling slots situated in the common wall at
the junction of mainline and branchline waveguides. Since most of
the slotted array designers use a center fed design as a broad
banding technique 12]. the second configuration is a preferable
choice. Also, depending on the array geometry and space constraints,
the mainline may or may not be perpendicular to the branchline.
Although, there has been a significant theoretical and experimental
attack on crossed orthogonal waveguide slot coupler 13-71. no
literature is available, to the best of our knowledge, for the case
where branuhllne and mainline waveguldes are not perpendicular. In
Lhis paper, an attempt has been made to analyse non-orthogonal
waveguide to waveguide slot coupler. The procedure begins with the
development of funad-aaital integral equationo using Schelkunoff's
equivalence principle, dyadic Green's function formulations in
mainline, branchline and cavity regions, and appropriate boundary
conditions. Since the feeding wavaguide generally adopts resonant
slot to couple power to branchline waveguides, effort has been
made to calculate the resonant length accurately. The computer code

developed employs integral equation formulation of the problem that
is solved by the method of moments. In the present case. contrary
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to earlier resonanoe conditions. a more appropriate resonance
condition has been adopted to calculate resonant length and other
scattering parameters.

The moment method code developed, computes various coupling
slot charmoteristics; which include, slot resonant length.

backsoattered and forward scattered wave amplitude and phase
variation, and ooupling. o, a range of values of mainline and
branebline 'a' and 'b' dimenasions. walk thiokness, slot tilt angle,
angle between mainline a&d branchilne waveguidee, slot width and

frequenoy. The validity of the code developed is established by
comparing it for a special case where mainline becomes perpendicular
to branbliae ag•ginst published results in the literature.

11. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The geometry of the nonorthogonal waveguide coupler under
investigation Is depicted in Fig 1.1. It consists of two nir filled

rectangular waveguides namely mainline and branchline waveguiden
crossing each other at angle emb of croos-sections (aib.) and

(abxbb) respectively. The branehline waveguide is coupled to
mainline weveguide by a centered inclined rectangular slot of
dimensions (Zlzwat) out In the common wall between mainline and

branohlino.
Upon invocation of Sehelknuoff's equivalence principle

the dob qf the problem of interest is divided into three regions

eZains aveguide interior; the branohline waveguide interior and

a rectang•uar cavity of dimension (2lxwxt) d1signated as regions 1.
I11. II respectively as shown in Fig(l.2). In this problem, only the
transverse component of slot field exists across slot and this in
equivalent to a longitudinal magnetic current. For the purpose of

solving the problem, the slot end facing the mainline waveguide side

y-b and ynb÷T are covered with perfectly conducting shoots placed

over gap and magnetic current sheets (XI, -KTm ) and (-Krm(, KM),

III. FORMULATION OF TEE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

In derivation of the integral equations, we impose the
continuity of tangential component magnetic fields across each

aperturn namely y-b and yFb+T. These equations are

H (I- R(Pl

H(+ 

(-)b)
li.(-. = K(Pz (1 b)

Here Pi and Pi have the same co-ordinates in the lower slot
aperture. The subscript (-) refers to "just inside" the cavity.
Similarly P2 and P. are points "just inside" the cavity and "just
inside" the branch waveguide interior respectively. Above equations

can be rewritten an

c - ECat . H nc (2.a)
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H s LC z 1, 0 (2 . b)
(2 (z

Here

(i) B30° in the longitudinal magnetic field in the lower slot

C,
aperturw due to a TE1, mode fource incident at port 01 of mainline

waveguidu and is given by

a Aloe J L oo.s() ooue0,0. win(j!) min%.s (3.a)

where Aj. represents amplitude of incident dominant mode.

(ii) Ha in the longitudinal magnetic field in the aperture region
HCIt

of main waveguide interior scattered by slot due to magnetic current

X.C and it can be ezpressed in term. of integral involving KA( and

corre-ponding Stevenson's Green function an

H ICaJ t ms101 comerse [°g::: K do' (3.b)

us

where V,, to the slot tilt with the z-axi, of the mainline

waveguide and G1,ct Is the dyadic Green's functions (81

(liI) H °is the lower aperture field in the cavity due to the

magnetic nurrent sheets -Knand -Xm i.e

H c  j G: r] do'+ G L ] d' 3.0)

where S 2 is the exterior slot aperture area G: and G: are

cavity region Green's functions [3].

(iv) H1c in the upper aperture -avity magnetic field in the cavity

due to the magnetic currents - X.1 and - ,z i.e

H =I- Gc , do'- G. ds' (3.d)

2 1 o

Sv) H In the field in the aperture region of branch waveguide

interior scattered by slot due to magnetic current +Kmn, i.e.,
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where %. in the slot tilt with the Z-axis of branchline waveguide.

IV. METMOD OF HOKENT SOLUTION OF UtN RAL EQUATIONS

The set of integral equations (2.%Ab ) have been solved by tb
method of momenta using Galerkin'm method of testing (9). In thi
method basis functions are used for testing integral equations. Her
E and L.2 are expressed in terms of entire domain basis function

and unknown weighting coeffioients. The basls function ghoul
satisfy the mume boundary conditions am satisfied by the magneti
current sources; in order to converge magnetic ourr,)nt
expansion-series. Thus it hams been assumed that

4(t,C) IN A9 min lqiz((+)/(2l)i (4.&)

L, . a s9 in lv(./2li(4.b)

The distribution of , and 11" across the slot iu amsumed to

be coentant (that is taken an unity for convenience in analyiie)
Substitution of theme expansions of Xr and . into in.egra

equations (2) results in equations with 2N unknwown coefficient;
IAq, Bq. q 1.2,,.NI. The continuity equations (2) should b,
satisfied at auch and every point on corresponding apertures. If on,
attempts to do so there will be infinite number of equations fol
only 2N unknown.. Therefore these continuity equations are testes
in average sense over the slot aperture by using basis functions anj
testing functions. We obtain 2N simultaneous equations by choosing
different values of p from I through N. Thes equations can hi
collectively written in the following matrix form.

L L
Where all block matrices Y. 'Y1Z ,YZ9 YV22 are NiN square

matrices and A, B are column vectors containing the N coefficients1 re p c i e y i l o a c l m
of magnetic currents X.( and L.,, regpntively. Iis also * column

vector resulting from TE mode source term in (3.M).
to
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A typical element in [Y" im.

m-Ln cvI ty (6.a)
YlI pq Yi. pq - Yi pq

y.1ira M~Lfl ymifl (G.b)

It pq ii pqx 11 pqz

-L Prrrz 7L 7 t

1 qxj i+ LJJJ[u inOe. G x + sine, ma e~

ant

nin yL-(: + L)dýd'dC (7.d)

Y, --= win 2LI + L Is'mine come. ° e5 gX + cos em Gz

(2-L a,

qy * . I (7.b)

mi n--m + L)dý d( d(

r P Tr 0

g.~L ~ @in ) G.r in +L
Spq 2

dt d( d( (a)

A typical element in y. matrix is,

LL p r r
cav Min ~ ( + L.) G in ~ L)

( -L 2

d " d( d( (8.b)

A typical element in Yz, matrix is,
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,cavLLy gy Nty (B)

21 pq 12 pq

A typical element in Y 22 wmtrix is.,

y branch n CCLV ty -1
22 pq ZZ pq -y

here.

bran~ch Matn bb bb (10.b)
22Z pq 1 IP Q £, &b

Ims ", ebb

CoVLt -y CVI.ty (1O.c)
Y 22 pq I I pq

A typical element of source matrix in source matrix [ n ] i,

co= I sin[ + L can(r .z... -j'3'Oz < (l1.b)+IkL

Ii .inejsin 1-P.- *• m-m' in-a- e-J(?Z (l,.o)

0ooc the Ey ' u )ad [S I mtric. are known, [ A and ( B J

can be obtained by solving matrix equation (5).

V. NUNERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The slot length at which the power coupled from main waveguide
to branch waveguide is maximum can be called an a resonant length.

For compound radiating and coupling slots, resonance has been

defined by the condition wherein the scattered wave (CIO) is out pf

phase with incident TE,, wave [3). A second definition of resonance

in based on the condition wherein the back scattered wave (Bio) is
out of phase with incident TE1 o wave. But the resonant length based

on the above two definitions differs significantly and maximum

coupling occurs for a slot length between the two resonant lengths

131. This leads to an ambiguity in getting the exact resonant length
for maximum coupling. Hence there is a need to calculate this

parameter to a great accuracy because of its sensitivity in moment

method solution . To avoid the ambiguity, a new method based on the

condition that slot magnetic current is purely real, has been

adoptad to calculate the resonant length and subsequently other

scattering parameters. The resonant length, aperture electric field

magnitude, and forward and backscattered wave amplitudes are

dependent on the magnitude of eml6 , 6•k, and Lmg.
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Since no result has boon reported for the non-orthogonal
waveguide slot coupler in the open literature, the validity of
moment method oode developed has been chocked for a speoial case
when 0,b becomes 900. Computed values of resonant length (2

1
res) and

IS,.1 are in good agreement with previously reported values (4i. The
results are shown in table-I.

TABLE-I

e 21 ,, Iref 41 21r*8 Is5l Iref 41 Is1zl

150 0.655" 0.6555" 0.09 0.0:9

200 0.657" 0.6579" 0.151 0.161
300 0.662" 0.6616" 0.299 0.299
350 0.065" 0.6949" 0.367 0.367

( a0.9", b-O.2". w-0.0625". t-.001", Ob,' 9 0 0, f-9.17 GHz)

VI. CONCLUSION

For a planar non-resonant slot arrays with complex
geometry such as ellipse, a now type of feading arrangement has been
investigated. Integral equations have been developed for
non-ortogonal waveguide slot coupler, including the effect of
waveguide wall thickness, and they have been solved by the methodl of
moments. Numerical results for a special came has been validated
with the available results in the literature.
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Abetract

It is well-known that the computational bottleneck in using bound-
ary integral methods is typically the solution, via LU decomposit.on,
of dense linear systems Ax = b. This is especially true as the prob-
lem dimension grows large since the the arithmetic complexity of LU
decomposition is 0(n

3
), wihich is an order of magnitude greater than

any other phase of the computation. In previous papers we have pre-
sented iterative nntthods with 0(n2

) computational complexity for
solving linear systems of equations arising from application of bound-
ary integral techniques to industrial dc aa problems. These methods
construct a block diagonally perturbed sparse precouditioner from the
given matrix and use a stablized version 3f block GMIRES method to
solve the linear system. However, these methods still require 0(n

2
)

memory locations to store the dense mrutrix. For den, linear systems
of sizes close to 100000 sad more the disk space needed to store ýuch
matrices becomes unrealistic for todays storage technologies.

In this paper we present results from ,% class of iterative method

for solving dense linear systems that have t,ýn log t -) computational

"corre•tosdiug Author: 65• Lone Oak Drive, Yagan, MN 55121 USA. emsil:
qeeimdAe.h±Jc;ay.com, Phone; (612) 683-3634, Fax: (612) 683-36,9
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and I/O complexity and need 0(n) memory location&. We use sin-
gular value decompositions of subblocks of A to create a block low
rank approximation A. The memory req•tremeats to store A %ad the
computa•ional complexity of computing Ax wre signifi.Antly less than
the storage and computational requlremc•s for A. These low rank
,pproximatios are computed alter a certL gangster projector is ap-
plied to the matrix. This process ensures that the approximation is
nonaingular whenever the o6ginal matrx is nonsaugular.

We show the effi6eacy of these methods by solving dense comple.
and real inear systems of ske 74K and 72K wltb single a well as
multiple right hand sides on CLAY Y-MP vector/parallel romput-
era. These problems awe extracted from NASA Almond benchmark
for computatio-al electromoagnetics and a commercial computational
fluids dynamic package. Our experiments show an ord-r of magni-
tude reduction in the memory requirement and an all most two orders
of maruitude reduction in computation time as compared to a fully
optimnzed direct solver.
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DEVELOPING OPT~IMAL AND AUTOMATIC
FREQUENCY SAMPLING IN MOMENT-METHOD

SOLUTIONS
G. J. Bw~tz, L~-156, Lawrnceo Uvermare Naijouil Laboratory. Uvermore, CA 94W5

E IC Miller. ECMIller AsbociastM 3225 Cafle Celestihl. Sant Fe, NM 87501

ABSTRACT
lTh need often nunm in electrosnapvtis (EM) to obtain a wukhaa resonse frmi frequecy srampling.
Theuma UAWm of rnnming aM Welat many a lyspae dfrequencies ant using linee Werpoa-
fiom any result in substantial over soanjiing, =pmiafy when the rpoaeinvolves shap resonance&.

*Sampling fimiy only nae remoma might be tuciul, asinunung the rseuince: locations; we known, but
mutch mom ca be do= by tlmlag adhujage of the problenmhuc EM irapqmcy reapotim cam be
quite accratey approximated as a sumn of poles, a procedure c. curve filting known mane gennaly as
model-band pareter extimation (MBPE). By filin rahon functions (w gwalirnd pole series) to
freteqacy-saspled &:ia, asamta bebavi can be aelnemm d, oW e number of sampls cart be
ro~v to a few as two pe nweance. In addition, vatyag the modtel parametes con show where ad-
ditionl --tie are neddtoidoaty am unsuspected resoananc. The program MOLT, cunudwy dio-
tmbul with dhe NEC propun to plotahh at. incudesa- MBPE ctipityto maniually imle-

zmeta impe 0 fve mtmpling of fremquec IeaPo . Examnples of using MBPE am shown to illus-
male this practe fra resonant wire nea.

INTRODUCTION
Obsauird by the nisthemutianl de~l and descriptive coeni lexity associated with most electromagnetic

a alns is te poembility of Nrepesntingphysical observobles in simpler ways using reduced-order
mdl.Knowledg of such models can b hepul in ways ranging from. reducing the computer osat of

achieving desued solutions to develolaing mane copc repseamntations of observables. The basic ap-
psuada is to estimate unknown paramiaers of thre models fro as.mpled dats process esie 'model-
buse pwitraier esdaialion" (MBPE) [Maillermad Burae (1991)]. Th dabhniMBPE in intuitively
stnuaifhforward and conceptully ampie duna or complexatailywial Fornulationus awe replaw by arm-
Oler aemuammtils tqasuemataorn-the "fitting rnoded," (M) which idolly is physically based--whose
parmawns am obtained fran fitsia it to the aigimW description (a first-prnnoples or pawaalng model
[GM]) in the "pameew-esvatiafi step. Paramnur etuo n aim .Amustbe acmdrsaed in thepea-
atoe of noae, Asoplt datamd~or raraiatainty. thus. introducing some "art" into thir MBPE prooms.

A I m provide: a manoe e4'imo Cotapaalionsul ectx~iignao (CEIM) numerical app-wh by re-
ducal iugte costpieuty ul d cs of M crampustitiozi andior by masking mL= re Lkieml use of the results
that, a compted. miike meperdy or ina cmbintiiosa Both diatnn might be depscitmi "xa rt
curave fifttig. becasite the FM caipumles fizim oimc physics.

M1BPE ren dia the omt. ofa smnple baned on a fisis-princaples -bodeo in various ways. one of which
is simplifying evaluationr of an naeffalequmocin (IE) kernel by approxinma"n dhe kamad with (ideally) a
phylry chliareohv m~dl duat nawvid a redued-<cder mtemaia deacrinaon to decmn eranputs-
ficul complexity while ruewangi ameliambl aseuracy. Pwiscaleqpoicationt; of kenlmaddling irwirade
the Sommestfield manepala of uisfam problems [sloedups of 100cor me=an m possible, Burke anid WiD.
(1984)1 and the Grewe's imadrosas for pariccic boundwin such as ractanrqisr and apheincal Gaviaes
[DanitidateAl. (1919)). In such a~ch sampled valuesof Tle kesed me replmaced by a simpliied
momo to seduce due qanatmon cram (OC) of numerically evaluating the inteaction coriosifoenthatr ap-
pear in a momaut-method matrix.



MBPE can also be used ID reduoe the number of samples ntded for certain appfiaaons, e.g.. to ociain
a widebajid froetviecy reaponse or to dxwj angle satteriiig or tujiataim psamirs. aaiin via exploiting
physical uimpliaty and a reduced-order madmoks modii to zqmerit the respome of ýnwtust In
such applicazions, mode przwmezm1 derive frow titting the mode to appropsia samples of the desired
respontse, c. g.. as a function of time, frequency, angle or space. wher the samrples con conme from the
actual response or derivatives therof (with respect to the independent variable).

Suconctly smimaeried, NUPE involves dine basic operaiouu:

1, a proome or data providing observabies to be modeled.
2- a xWitab -nodel to represent dhat procem/dsaa
3. peaiaers la beeastimsasd by fining the mode to tint process/data

with in: goal of zeimhi die overall OXC of ablaining the desired information. Subsequent discussion
here focuss on die paticualar appication whom ew ists conmes 1mwe a ft qucacy-domain (Fl)) tiazufer
f-incim~ winth e ,cml of rnmmizng the number ct GM eve~stwi~s required to detemine a transfer
I ncionk over a specified baa bo a desired acuay

WAVEFORM. AND SPECTRAL-DOMAIN MODELS
Sinoe elecftmagnefmic phenomena satisfy Maim"Il's equations mid die wave equation, they can exhibit
both exponential- (for eacample. knuent fbieds in the hine dkoman) or pole-likie (spectra in the IFl) be-
havior. Thus. ame of the buasc UMt' models begins etithe as an exposnential series (in what we refer to
as the wavefcuim domain since the variaLe "ii" is often lime)

f(x) - fp(x) + -VX s.Ca + WX

or asa pale sins(in what we refer tona the spectal domain becaus the variable "X'is then a frequen-
cy if X is time)

F(X) - Fp(X) + Fq,(X) - y _ + Fq,(X)
(X - (.)

a(2)
i.e., the models, where the subscuipt "r relers to the pole pan of die responise said the n"Wto the non--oi put. The 2W model psna~mese wethe moM al uplaiuwks (residues), Ra, aid the comnplex reso-
nances (poles), set, to be eadlinsed from wavcfoni samiples fn w f(xn) (or derivative samples f 0.
difldxl) or -z~ amuaph. F* F(X.,) (or deivatave sampl.F 0 dn'F/dX0M). Wh~atver cminaibntion
of domain and dw am used. v, ; - e. of using die sampled d~ar with Eqs. (1) or (2) leads to a tucrn
system whome msuticsi provn..a the FM -umm [I ler and Burke (1991)].

OBTAINING BROADBAND Bile RESULTS
NWPE can expedite the developuent of bradbadnd EM iesults, being applied in what we call fth "for-
mutation" domain and sdutfiWn domaiki. By formulation doman, we mnow the original problem de-
aoription as developed from Maiwell's equations, an III for excample, whereasoalution domnain refers to
the obWevable ealutions 6-velped fromt doe onrinal description. Mare speciricaly. fth impedlance ma-
trix,. M.. dial imits from a naunuuz-mehbod hAscitimfimoftc the tE is a formulation-donasn catity
WbM~M die miailuance matrix, L,,,, that insults frant investing (or otherwise solving) &i,,, is a
solutioi-domewi amity. In either caw having saanytica knowledge of the frequency variation o 0.
Or 16. between the dharrue frequencies at which a C" I comptgation has been performed can substan-
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tially raduc die, ovetaI OC of detranning a broamdbsd ftalenqie respoome

WIEII~ uai~eing th wpsdsmz or aciffutaucc wmix in IE applietonsd will yield the pFmw reduttcm
in ~'al O i afrewqm~e ra of intau depends on the reaove OC raupiad fiv wmb part of dir

solution, i.e., in comsputi~ &M~ or solivng for X.. as nltrutd couw tamlly in Ms. 7. For three-
dimesional IE models of cocducting objects, the ov"tl OC is ulmost wholly due to thaen two compu-
"tion steps. which vary in proqxstion to arjf4 ani bd,6 rapectively. with f thL frequency, and

whae arU sad bil, at aloizidani- and comaxur-depa~ntm coefficliets. At lower frequencies. arU1

> bA,' bocua a'U * baov, for caseddly all models so that the matrix-flU OC is larger, but with

inoMag frequency, evetially arI b.Al 6 asid the solution OC dorniames. This sugge-J& that
the gpied eficiency impaveeN~ Would result frm usiang MBPE to mitumize the number of &n~
co amputain at lowe fraquenciess and the amsber of 10' comptumbonau t Mome frequenzcies. Bobh
matrices m~ight be miodeled acroass the sineF bandwidth, of couarse, beouu man the other benefits of
using hOE terd decramed OC alow is Gist of replacing mnstnces a( numbr by suilytical for-

figure 1. Rqepreentsatve tisisfer
TM function TOf) obutaied firom a CEM

MDE model. At lowe fsueanactes,
wAinx Fill doniinues the total OC
whereas &A luhagxi frequencies the
soluiton OC is the domuaush factor.

molfl 4 > b",O~vl aiii:'~ b.1,,f 6

In order lo ~ue MBPE for esiatingz the codficiast of &a,, between fmetuUskdes at which the
inkiscaxzn at ocatputet fromn their defisinig equabons, a siitable RdA is needed. The exponential-
serise model of Eq. (1) is appprigaka (without lbe non-ple teanl) for this pups, since the FD
Graee's function from wbich &,,is derived altibits a comple -expaxmmtial betvo.For extample, a
genti RDIE inuxamon coeffiesew using stibdonasin bases sod arid delta-function testing has the form

z. -n). r S--CZ). KAU((o ) CL

wheat mn and n desou: observation and sourve"atches," S,1 ir the sotire strength on patch An, KRrmnn
is the "pskb to-padi (P-P) part of the IE Wad nel wl5,m is the "in-pasdt" (l-P) peart of the kernel.
The P-P sum describes a~fast frecquency variation of die formn exp(jkrmn), where rm, is~ th ix

btenthe venbeas of pahs, in and nt and for which hr... I is remialy tfte. Sainxiady, the I-P
km dscrbesa'sow"vanalion whose exponential vanonf is of order exp(jk& m~). while Aranis
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the distance vanam caused by inharn an over a patch and for which krmn 1. became the p
nze is small in wavelengths. The P-P term can be lacltoal frmi the integral to obtain

(4)
whe R... + At,,n - rmn and K'A.m,n is a modified slow-frequency kernel.

Eq. (4) indicaks OWE if Zm4 n(wI) has been conipmed [mm the delinuig equations at inI, then
?iu,(w2) can be estiaed as (asuming %2 is no "too far" from to 1)

Z...(w2) - z,.(U(•(5)
whee Min(m2-w I) in an inteillolriXd model that accoums for the slow variation of the integral in (4).

Fra the thin-wim electnc-field IE (ERIE), Newuman (191 has ued
Mmn(w2-aIliliu = A + Binm + On, (61k)

Mmn(e2A" = A + BEk + Cw2 . (6b)
for modeling Z,,, variaious. Benthien and Scheark (1991) followed a similar apprmach for eLateody-
onow scnmia•. An uiatgmm•aspect of madding the fretusnc vmatah of &n,n is that the rsmpled
freueim cam be spced many rsomaNo apt while ueumm an axwutc wmesentabont of the

mAuion-domian remaen beavicr as a function of frequency. This is becaime te resonanc come
firom mbracum bertwen dtet extreaities, whose onvolutional tdabinaimp is developed thrugh the
slAUdon xomas which itself reluave only tdot the se wand ampliiale frequency jmsencies of

be tanuani d with octacy ••ficimet ywW adequd isomacy in Xn,n,

Modeling .MS
Whie the ý oin eodTicients exhibit a pmse-drnven expoiential behavior modulated by distant-

dependet terms, the Cow litcka of mn ibit a pole-like behavior, as can oe sumised fmon observ-
ing the rmnee soos tn e ol a ty li• t ransfer rtntion. Thus, an alaxiaie model fo the liner is
given by the po- series of Eq. (2). In this ae however, the nn-poc taus might he anticipated to
play a uignificu. role [Milbyr ad Buike (1991)]. Sudh tews might be rsumably apximated by
adding a frequency-delent potyncia to the pole sen . This polynomial might a help to ap-
iaoaimde the o itbuinm o pole th lie outthe the |bquecy nge to be cva by t M. The
result is to Fmauli_ the rahonal-f"Mon form i the pole seies tin one wha the numeator polyno-
nal has on orider'on l dhi the deanutor lynmial Wone ofequal ase, or e ng it by the

omier, P. df the Whi nt tr in the added polynomial.

'jam, the paoe-.me. modld cm be expudeld in natiol-funccuon form as

P-.. "_- N NIX+ N 2X2+ '" Nw"XW-' N(XW-l)
"L X- 1. I DIX+ D2 X + +.I. wDXW D(X,W)

--I (7a)

where Do has.- en *ee to umnty. Adding a conataiii for the non-pole termn then yields
... N(XW)

F.P(X) a CONSTAW .* F(X) - N(X.W)
D(XAW) (Tyr

Adding so a~tkxs teri linear in frequency then 1mb to
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F~p(X) iC, + C2X .F(X)~ N(X,W+l)
JXX,W) (7c)

so thatin gien I,5bcnumertrpolynoial will be ofurder N W + P, requiring a totmof aIn"D a
W + P + I GM "nmplies 10 evaluate the FM coefficients. Note however, that the FM reaiins simply a
sadiose function. retaining a nausal fit go a pole-baeud rannane response.

KLOI"II'40 A 5AkLa.-i6'W STATKGY
hu'gamodil, even ow didt is A#i~Mi~iy compsibble with doshe ysical process from which the

samled dnhiss bowt dwsoi'd. Ws only ane aspect of mug MBPE io lpefenat a FD transfer function.
Knowledge of doe risfif -. o, i.e., doe dilfforno between Be RA said NIK is necssary if due goal of
achieaing a dodihsin ear rin the adisied rea funcioniacross The bandwidth of intuest is so be real-
iaid. Esrraw podoamd by a FM we of due -L1 VWpe 1) ROD-physuical results. e.g.. negative conduc-
"tun; 2) tmrsiuuelim difts weats die FM and GM; 3) rusaame shift beftwen the FM and GM. Each of
tiam urn miht suggest a dilfavat kin of adaptive sampling; sumosgy so be usmed. For non-puysical
reMlt5, &C i Wpwsda ANNIUNCAwul be lo implei who dfe negive peak in cadcincem (or

~) oc~nu n she FM shifts we mnight atoead smnjie at dhe maduitna differonne
betweentic dEMR aid GM if it eceedi; a qspecfid .. Or criterion. Simnilarly, for resnsuce shifts. it

mgebe mnowappeuopma se inu a mpeidway between shve motide peaks if the shift between diem exceedi;

Note dut it is a ikinmn disadviantag if she fitting enos could only be estimatied by neqwir'g aaklitional
GO data, iancea Waul of using Ml3PE i i to minuimize the n-unber of CM evsluatious. Therefore, if at all

owesble, adiffa'nt approoch ooob~iiig ftheSingaetr is neeedc& Of the dme eamr.hated, only the
frtcnbe dinredy neslied using FM results. However, it is feasible to Mjý tie other two errors

using only FM results as well. It should he azupipeized u~ thi point that she number of GM data points,
D, die frequency range spunned by a FM, and die orders of the numneuor and dentaninatcr polynomi.
lsN .nd W.u sndtively ambiguous. On die onie hand, this "ambgutity' man becotmaidered adetri-

iniet because in introducea umavoidebic unoertdnty 'nWn the MBPE procss On she othe hand, it can
be productive became diffesaiet PS% cati use ownu of the same GM data. Thus, an estimake of the fitting
error can be obumalnd by comparing results from two (or more) R~n over a frequency range wher they

TMf Figurc 2I Devdoping a broadbuand trnsifer
functioau wing asenes of overtln g ci -
caled, roduced-onter FMa. M~h%.~
urn cinumon GM data samples in the uvar-
lap ugaoec Thewe differcut FMs prvd
a nuemue of the fitting enior ini terns of
their aeperae eisimame for T(S) a a fune-

f lion of frequency where the IMs overlap.

shae ounuimon data, or overfip. Alhough the FM differences, or estimated errors, can Dot be guams-
WeW wo be san uppr bound on the itanm fitting @=. they e o show the relative corisixtecy of the FMs in
die overlapping rgipons. Where t=s differenoes eioeed aocqsabLimits, an additional GM sample:
would be suggestd, thus providing a rationsit fat adptve sampling, ensuring die GM onmnputations
sre beuig done as fr qimencme where she new informationu dhey yidl is neatly maxisimzeLL Using over-
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lppug "windows" of reducad-wdi FMs to e tmalb Cr0 and to determine where new GM sampils
am needed leads logially to die idea of develo & a brasnd tranmfer function from a casad series
of FM&, as ius-aWcon eptually in Fig. 2. This is basically the approach used to develop the transfer
functions pronaod below.

SAMPLE APPLICATION S
A imple exaple of using a seies; of FMs to estimate a broedband bumafer function is shown in Fig. 3
for a co•r-fed dipole antmLa. In this case, 20 GM samples spaced 0.15 Lx apart were developed
over an I. onp from 0.15 to 3 unng NEC. A mries of FMAs, ead ifting upwaid in fraquency by
0.15 U., was used to obtain the estimatd traner function, ad mia was used to plot dhe esimated
tranfer function over the canter 0.15 LA interval of its 0.9 lA. window, except for the ends of the fre-
quey range where ie FMs exiended to 0 and 3 LA respectively. The FM curves aie ensured to pass
t b the GM samples because the number of sample equals the number of FM coefficients.

25 15

S3 i'2

Fipe 3. Input conduclanoc and maceptance of monopole anteruw versus length in wavelengths
as obtained fromi a seies of rational-fuacsion Fitting models using D = 7 (W = N = 3) (the salid
line) based on 20 sampla spaced 0.15 apsrt in LAX). The GM amples are indicated by the open
crsees and age joined by a dashedl bu for claity.

An etple of varying the FM paramnters in do vicinitY of a shlup resonance is shown in Fig. 4 for Mie
asiUente of a "frkad-monopole" atnm na i ort. straight dipole with V ends where ow anm is
slighlyyudY t hn f.othe., Burke etaI. (19W )]. The two fitting mods, mone uing D= 7 (W = N =
3)and theother uing D =5(W=N = 2) aebled anGMmuplus M0.5 MHzintervals. Ondtis ex-
poaded scale, *h 7-ample FM model coincides "rpi. lly with 21 additional GM samples saced 10-4
Mhz apart sirarng atC 0.717 M1z. imnicating do te higier-onler W is highly acura ad that the fit-
ting uro is prbably comnpralle with the accracy provided by the NEC model.

A further example of modeling a star sy resonant ankaw is demostr•od in Fig. 5 for the admittance
of a fan aenna (a botiom-fed monopole: cosistin of a •d umequal-ngth wires spreading outward
fronm dhe feed). Two se s of FM c:urve a s a re o newe as obW fr 4 1 t. t di : ffc-"- eW-" of GM _--Sn
pies, one ae of 15 beginning at 2 NHZ a&d speced at 0.5 MHz intervals. The other a,€ consists o0 51
sm.ieks als beginning at 2 Mriz but spaced t 0.14 Kiz inharvads. Ii- *.ting these results, each new
FM is ohiftd upwards in frequency by their respective GM samnpling aV vals.

Tbhw two cxamples dwaosurm dhi telative: insensifivity of do eanld Vunder fumcton to variations
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in both the GM daa lmed ad die FM pffamtetms They als indicae bow differences in the rea~iing

F~s can show whomc uad it, "fiondct umping trught be needed. Ini cities where the FM curves axe

slightly ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b di-rat .n px~ o ~dml them woul he by &avaging their FM coafficients.

Fi 4 wRAI for the iWA at dmiuange of
wr. min the vricimty Of

a uimp remon-. whore a diffemtis-DiOd
M- ciniexit an te two unhqual-leo~t

.7 W=sof the dipgle. Al"Itho the megiaius
'steccurlooCmdQtowithifll'rs'

ui7 qumticY). th. is acane variaiu in the
Uj 2D Wnitanne values provided by the two FhU.

The~ 7-manple model is the mum~ &-mleu3 as
lit i fourl lo ap-e with 21 aMltioWa GM

0 - maples qucam 10,4 L& apart beginning at

0.717 MHz.

0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73
FREQUENCY (NWI)

500___________ 
Figure 5. Rmsuts for die input adutitatrmo
of a ran ansennim using dilfafern mets Of Gm
data aMW variou RM& (solid, cundudm=c
daished. utuoeptafle). Two FWs one

500using D .7 (with W -N = 3) aid the other
3WO ha'. mg D = I I (W = N = 5), both using

GMA aaznkde at 0.5 MH-z intervals, yitdd the
curves having the rightmuolt -eacaai=-

100 0The other mode, having D = 9 (W - N
4)1 an sgG sampls at Q.14 MHz in-

~~ terulyieldls Ithe curves hasving the left-
most reSOtlmflosl. As before, these curves
ame obtained by platting each RaM over the
its OKA"nte mape interval, with each new
FMsifted =u am e1 iarml Toe

agi5Wmeni the %9-ni e FM with the 51-

4.5 ~ r I. flpCG indicaties it is the mome accuate

MQEouEY (M~z

A broadcU view CC aPPi)i`S MBPE 10 the ran 'nen is illiutul in Figo. 6' whrem mts Dinput impeduice

(f to 50f duohi) is plotted on a SaMth chat for twodft WW" s GneF (We D ý (~ N

3) am nd hOhE~r D 8(w= 3. N - 4). both haedfG dlipea l:MZLI --iISiAn-OI

Majzý The curve labele -iutid" is biaed on !51 OM samples begiUin IM Z NHlLZ 81w by'= -

M~zinterval. TMW 7-point FM pmsluce * neptive resistance in the vicinity of the -PNMone '1ooP."

paxlbau that is cusrwcta by i.rM-n the order of fth FM, in onhi!iQlOf an amr d

chiloal OG SMPM mmnin Uvermca of th requehicyw anwe COW11d here, & 8-&point FM~ I~s pe

meat with the GM dthi. iiin the good mcuacly of the MBPE rePreemtaiifL.
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7' Figure 6. Smith-chart representation of the input
impedance of the fan antenea over the frequency

*r unge 2to 9MHz. The GM samnples amshown by
the trangles and am~ connected by a stright, solid

UHline. The 7-smnpie FM produocs a non-physical
input resistance near the resonarce "loop.- Simeply
inreasing the FM order by one brings it into to

* Clowe sagremet with the O3M sanpipes labeled
"kUth which wme computed at 0,14 M~z intervals

'and connected by suraight lines,

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
A capability for conveniently lacposr&Uni; NEC (or &ay other FD todel resuts or measuremnats) dst
with NMBP sa ililstaml above is proviided by ZPLCYF. The program includes capabilities for display-
ing mulbo cuves, combitung dita films ati interpolating des imug MBPE FMs. Dif peoits fromt
new files cnt be added to iad"i curves, and the combined data will be soiled in order of increating
ftejuwy mad plound. Dutrea from NEC ouwpat files or comltinationt of film or d"i manazied by
FM. ca he wtimen to new ftiles in a formaingideding frequency and admittnc or impednaw. es
files writ~ue fromi 7PLOT will be muol sustiler fn the NEC ouqpu fies whkbinchluder lreu4
of a~tion information. Thea impedane or ahaickance filet ~whow by 7JiLGT con also be read by
ZRM said piotted. Although 2PLOT. as lirsuily implestivoW accmmotdefe adaptive amooing
only throuhusts intreniati~on, a fisure uateumom woulod be to exted the proondile to locate GM saw-
ples and deemine RA paiocanuemismatfuamlily whaile limiting the Fitting errior to a sp~reiie value.
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REFLECTIONS ON SOME OF THE FOLKLORE OF THE MOMENT METHOD

Richad C. Booton, Jr.
Ceater for Microwave/Millimeter-wave Computer-Aided Design

University of Colorado at Boulder
Boulder CO 80309-4425

ABSTRACT

Several 'facts" that many people believe to be true and can be considered to be part of
the folklore of the moment method arm cxaned. The simple example of a thin cylinder, either
as a plane-wave scatterer or as pan of a center-fed dipole aaeamu. 5s analyzed numerically ad
results obtained that shed light on the folklore. Several more general points arc made regarding
numerical analysis.

BACKGROUND

The pioneering work of Galerkin and Harrington established the moment method as a
major tool in the numnical analysis of eletromnagnetic problem, and the work of many others
has resulted in the noent method becoming a well undergoou and widely used method for the
solution of integral equation in eecrnasetics. There arc several 'well-known facts" that nay
be said to constitute the folklore of this method, but do not seem to be univcrsally true. Some
of these will be stated and discussed in light of a simple problem, the ithn cylinder, cithe as a
scatter or as a center-fed dipcle, descrbed by the appropriate form of Hallens integral function.

QUESTIONABLE BELIEFS

(A) Galtrkin weigling is much superior to cniocation.

Statements frequently are made that Gale•kin weighting (using as the set of weighting
functions the seo of basis functions) is betr than using other weighting functions and in
particular much better than delta function weighting for colocation (point matching.) Proofs have
been oft(Wre to show the opstimality of the Galrkin uethod. Usually such arguments d•eped
upon variational considerations and do not consider the fact that Galecrin weighting requires
additional imepations, comnpared to colocatiot. When the moment integrals are evaluated by
numerical integration, the additional integration mults in additional Tum time.

A simple example is given by plane-wave scattering off a thin cylinder, au analyzed by
Hallet's equation. For such one-dimensional equaionhs ibe GaWlern method requires numerical
double integration rather than the *ingle integration required by point matching. Fig.I shows the
RCS of a cylinder using triangle bans functions, both for colocation and for Galerkin weighting,
as a function of the number of beiv function.m For the aae ntmhber of basis functions Galerkin
weighting is otanewhat better. The Galerkin weighting program, however, has a long run time
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on the computer. Fig. 2 shows the saine results as a function of computer run time, and on this
basis colocatimi is better. Pigp, 3 and 4 repekt this comparison but for pulse basis functions. The
Galerkin solutions are much better than the colocation results for the Same number of basis
functions, but again colocation is superior for the same computer run time.

(B) Basis functions that correspond to discontinuous current are much inferior to those that
correspond to continuous current. Specifically, in one dimension triangular basis functions are
much better than pulse basis functions.

From the point of view of integration theory, this would seemi to be questionable. Basic
numerical analysis texts ahow that stairstep (pulse) integration comparable to (and in fact is more
accurate than) trapezoidal (mranigle) integration. This fac would lead one to expect that results
fronm the use of pulse basis functions migiht be comparable to those resulting from use nf triangle
basis functions. Figs. 5 and 6 me the same nwnerical results comnputed for Figs. 1-4 and coVMpe
results for triagle and pulse basis functions, first for Galerkin aind then for colacation. For
Galerkin weighting the triangl rejutts are mlightly better. The colocation comiparison bshoWs a
larger differencL, but clearly both curves are similar and converge well to an accurate answer.

(C) Reawit from different methods can be meaningfully compared even though the computations
have not coniverged.

This is a gameal error not confined to the mommt method, but is well illustrated by
several well-known resulits obtained with the mnotme me"hd As an example, the input current
for the infunitesimal-gap-fed dipole has beow solved naunerwcaly a number of tinies and souse
attempts have bern rnud to coampere the ranult&. It is known theoretically that the imaginary part
of the input current is infinite and hence numerically can never converge to a deffinite value. This
has apparently not bown noticedl boonsam most of these analyses have used a relatively small
nuimber of basis ftinixions.

IDI Singulairiies in the Green's function are bed and the reduced Green function is a good
approximation.

Although the prumce of singulairities in the Green's function require carful handling.
their pumrenc mnakes the integral equation well posed. Although a useful approximauon in sm
cicurnstenoea, the reduced Gteen's fumetio does not have a singularity and hence the
corresponmding issegral equation is il-posed. If the umaber of basis functions is steadily increased,
eventually the solmntmou becomes totally tniiiable.

(E) The Gream's function is integrated numercally, exept~ where analytic exfxeswans are

The spectral mishod usaldly leads to expressons for the Green's functiot as a Fouiner
serie or a Fourie inoer. bi the cue of Fouier series the momerd integration uuailly can be
applied tern-by-ierm, and one never computes the Greams function. In this case, the Uslelakn
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method results in much faster convergence.

(F) The matrix of coefficients is inverted to find the solution.

This usually is probably just a matter of semantics, but some people takes the statement
literally. Solution of a set of linear 'lgrbraic equations by inversion of the matrix is terribly
inefficient and should never be done.

CONCLUSIONS

The examples presented here suggest that care he taken in interpcrting "well-known tmths.' A
realistic look at the results of numerical computations should be taken in the compa-isons of
various mnthodt. One should he careful about believing all of the established truth (folklore.) The
author has some conoern that others may have concentrated on other problems and drawn
differnt conclusions than expressed here. These topics should be more fully discussed.
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Introduction
Recently, a unified numerical scheme to solve transient acoustic, electromagnetic and elastic
wave scattering has been developed, which utilizes the Finite Integration Technique (FIT)
originally applied to Maxwell's equations [1,2], whence the acronyms AFIT for acoustics, EM-
FIT for electromagnetics, and EFIT for elastodynamics. The concise and broad evaluation
of EMFIT has resulted in the well-established MAFIA computer code [3], whereas EFIT is
relatively new [4], and AFIT resulted as a byproduct during the development of EFIT [5]. In
[4], stability, convergence and consistency of the EFIT code in 2D and 3D is addressed. As a
matter of fact, in two spatial dimensions, Maxwell's equations can be completely decoupled
into two scalar problems - the TE- and TM-case - and, therefore, it seems appropriate
to validate the essentially scalar AFIT code - specialized to 2D - against canonical 2D
scattering and diffraction problems, which could be analytically solved. The possibly most
famous one among those is Sommerfeld's half-plane diffraction problem [6]. Recently, Shirai
and Felsen [7] published a hybrid ray-made technique to solve the coupling of a plane wave
into a twodimensional waveguide at least approximately for high frequencies. The present
paper compares the numerical results of AFIT with Sommerfeld's, Shirai's and Felten's re-
suits and states excellent agreement; it even answers the question when the Shirai-Fels,in hi g h
frequency approximation is no longer good enough.

Basic Equations
FIT is based on the integral formulation of the basic field equations, i.e. Maxwells equations
in integral form in the case of EMFIT. These read:

f R.)H__(R,t).nds = - E(Rt) .sdR - JJ (J, t) nadS (1)
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/(R)b(R~t) n(t) pdR - 4L(Tht) njdS (2)

wheri -U(], t) and E(R, t) denote magnetic and electric field strengths, respectively, as func-
tion of position R and time t; -(R) and /u(R) characterize an inhomogeneous medium in
terms of permittivity and permeability. The field sources are given by electric and magnetic
current densities _J.(R, t) and J_ (R, t). The double integrals extend over open surfaces rem
with unit normal n, whereas the line integrals extend over the closed boundary contour A..
of F.,, with unit tangential vector s. The top dots indicate time derivatives.

In scalar acoustics, the material parameters are mass density Loa0 (R) and compressibility
i(B), the field quantities are pressure p(R, t) and particle velocity x(R, t), and the sources
are forces f(R, t) as well as deformation rates h,(B, t). Hence, the following equations

4ff = - ffnp(R_,t)dS + fff L_(A,0)dV (3)

(Lt)(&idV (Ri ffS + Sa4(Th t)dV (4)

l. r..

hold, which relate acceleration forces, volume forces and forces of inertia - equation (3) --
and deformation rates (equation (4)). The triple integrals extend over volumes Qlu, whereas
the double surface integrals are to be taken over the closed surfaces F, of £1, with outward
normal n.

In elastodytaamics, the physics of equ.'s (3) and (4) has to be generalized to solids being
characterized by a mass density p0, (R) and a forth rank compliance tensor s(R); the sym-

metric part of the second rank tensor nv($, i) defines the time derivative of the strain tensor
after integration over the volume Rl, and transformation into a surface integral with surface
F. applying Gauss' theorem. In linear elastodyuamics the strain tensor is related to the stress
tensor T(Ra, t) through Hooke's law via the double contraction with the compliance tensor.
These remarks illustrate the basic equations of elastodynamics:

ffe,,o(R)i(R~idV :[f~.(Rt) dS +fJf(a.7t)dV (5)

S(R)t(Rt)dV { F, d

Discretization
FIT chooses two cubic staggered grids to solve the basic equations numerically. For the 2D-
TE EMFIT. as well as for the 2D AFIF code these grids are displayed in Fig. 1. As usual,
TE indicates an electromagnetic field having no electric field component in that direction
from which all field components are independent; here, this is the z-direction. The discrete
equations resulting from an approximate integration of the field equations arc giwvn as follows:

-r + __r [~-+) H? 2
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-J!2'•+•+•1}(7)

E="+' E!"+½" + tAS{i• [HI,,+T. H(''....2)_

- (8)

. At 1

A.. LI

The grid widths are given by Ax and Ay, and time - counted by discrete values of z - is
discretized in At-increments in terms of a central difference formula; the details can be found
in [2], [41 and (5]. It should be pointed out, that -- at least for EMFIT - it has been proven,
that the discrete equations have the same physical properties as the continuous system of
Maxwell's equations [2].

Sommerfeld's Half-Plane Proolexn
Fig. 2 illustrates Sommerfeld's half-plane problem: A plane TE-polarized time harmonic wave
of wavenumber k = 2r/A is incident upon an infinitely thin perfectly conducting half-plane.
This electromagnetic problem is equivalent to the acoustic problem with a Neumann boundary
condition of vanishing normal derivative of the pressure on the half-plane. Fig. 3 compares
results obtained with Sommerfeld's analytical solution and with the EMFIT/AFIT codo, re-
spectively; since FIT, in this presentation, is a transient scheme, the EMFIT code is run for a
switched-on sinusoidal wave until the stationary state is reached. Absorbing boundary condi-
tions prevent reflections from the finite grid boundaries. Fig. 3 displays the magnitude of the
H.-component as grey scale plots, together with amplitude variations along two particularly
chosen lines. Obviously. EMFIT/AFIT is perfectly validated against the analytical solution.

Shirai's and Felsen's Open-Ended Waveguide Problem
Fig. 4 illustrates the problem attacked by Shirai an" Felsen; a plane TE-polarized time har-
monic plane wave couples into an open-ended wavoguide composed of two infinitely thin
perfectly conducting plates. Their method of solution, which involves an intricate evalu.a.ion
and decomposition of spectral integrals into rays and modes, is approximately valid for high
frequencies. Fig. 5 gives EMFIT/AFIT results for the field in the waveguide in terms of a
grey scale plot, and, additionally, :or a distance of kx - 204 from the waveguide aperture, the
cross-sectional 1lt.I-field amplitude is displayed; Fig. 6 shows the results of Shirai and Felsen

copied from their paper to the same scale. Obviously, the agreement is striking.
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Figure 2: Sommerfeld's half-plane problem
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'igre 4: Shirai's and Felsen's open Inded waveguide problfm
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Angle of incidence: t =300

Waveguide with ka =1007r EMFIT-2D-TE simulation area

2.5- 1Cross-sectional field pattern of IHzI k. = 204
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Figure 5: Shirai's and Felsenis openi-ended waveguide problem: EMFJT/AFIT-Result3
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Figure 6: Shirai's and Felsen's open-ended waveguide problem: Results
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Comparison Between LEMP & NEMP Induced Overvoltages
in 33 kV Overhead Distribution Lines
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Aba3ru:

In this paper an attempt has been made to introduce a method for eva:uation of induced overvoltages
caused by nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) in overhead lines. NEMP occurs in space in high altitude,
due to nuclear explosion in space. The paper also compares the induced overvoltage caused by NEMP, with
overvoltage produced by lightning electromagnetic pulse (LM•UP). In LEMP analysis, lightning is a local
phenomena, therefore the performance of transmission litn can be examined conveniently, using suitable
model for lightning stroke channel, and applying transmision line theory. Ho,,wer NEMP covers large area
simultaneously, and has specific characteristics. So it is lmpoaaible to utilize transmission line theory a-milar
to LFEMP analysis. In this paper direct solution of Maxweli's equations has been used int th,,e domain, using
electric field integral equation (ERE) for evaluation of induced voltage and current in any point of overhead
line, due to NEMP. The results presented is. this article belong to 33 kV overhead distribution line. With
comparing the LEMP and NEMP results, it is found out that the overvoltage protective devices (arresters),
instAlled at the receiving or sending ends of transmission line may protect the line against LEMP, however it
may fail to respond against NEMP.

1) lnowdalto:

I% most publications the performance of OHL due to applied electromagnetic waves ha been evaluated
in frequency domain, using transmission line tLeory. Then the voltage-time and current-tin characteristics
of OHL can be obtained by using Fourier transformation [1,2]. It is clear that above treel dque can not be
used for narrow pulse, such as HEMP. In this paper time-space integral equation is used for evaluation of
voltage-time and current-Lime characteristics along OWL, in order to be able to asses the performance of
OHL against NEMP [3]. The following items have considerable effects on induced voltage and current
caused by HEMP :

- Geometry of OHL such as length, conductor diameter, height of conductor.
- System configuration such as both ends conditions.
* Periphery conditions such as ear t;s conductivity and permitivity.
"* Location of OHL for considering the direction of incident wave caused by audl r explosion.
- Polarization of incident wave in respect to line location on earth surface.

Keywordas
N-4e-a Lbcvv gnungw Pulse (NEMt?) . L1'ain Elecninqni Pulse ItEM?) , 1it#--g Induced Voktae (LM)
Nuclaw Induced Vobae (NM), Over Head le (OfHL)
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In this paper with wnoparing the results belonging to LEMP and NEMP for sample 33 kV line, one can
find out considerable differences in line performance, due to these two distinct pulses. The accurate
evaluation of above items provides outstanding idea for designing new devices for OHL protection against
nuclear explosions.

2) L ug Induced Voage (LMV):

Fig.l shows the geometry of OHL line along with lightning stroke channel. The results presented in this
section are related to tower of 33 kV line shown in Fig.2. The lightning current wave shape is depicted in
Fig.3. The method for LWV evaluation is mentioned exclusively in [4,5]. Fig.4 shows LWV for following
parameters:

Tf = 1.2psec Tes 100 sec

h = 13.7m o0 100 KA

H - 2 Km X-O,Y=I00 m
1: b-0.3 2: b-0.1

Fig.5 shows LIV for 
1
l - 200 LkA and Y = 200 m, however other paameters are similar to Fig.4. Fig.6

illustrates normalized LIV for :

Io - IkA, h = Ia ,Y - Minm

3) NEM? F5&t

3-1) COractaiu of the MElflow gnetic pulse due to high alttude nudear ciplsioni:

In the case of nuclear explosion in high altitude above the easth shown in Figs.7-a, 7-b, many Gamma
photons would be released. These photons deliver energy to the electrons which are released from the orbits
of space molecules. Such electrons are called Compton electrons. These electrons have low inertia, therefore
move faster than produced positive ions. Thus some sort of static electric field can be established. In
addition, duke to earth magnetic field, deviation will be occured in initial path of Compton electrons, Thus
the time-variant electric current causing time-variant electromagnetic wave would be established above the
atmosphere.

Different measurements show that the radiowave caused by nuclear explosion can be shown by
electrow agnetic pulse [6]:

E(t) = A [ eXp(-a•)- ap(-ftt) J

Fig8 illustrates time variation of such pulse. to, t and A are related to explosion parameter, such as air
density, intensity, altitude, etc. In some cases to is less than few nanoseconds, and the maximum amplitude of
electric field is about 50 kV/m.

3.2) heoretcal Whd:

Fig.2 shows 33 kV distribution overhead line considered in this paper which is illuminated by NEMP with
following parameters, These parameters are issued by North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) [7,8],
therefore:

A= 50kV/m to-5ns tI-200ns

Now, we analyse the scattering of the perfect conductor wires illuminated by the transient electromagne
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In this paper with comparing the results belonging to LEMP and NEMP for .smplc 33 kV lxw,, one can
find out consIderable differences in line performance, due to the•e two distinct pulsej. The accurate
evaluation of above items provides outstanding idea for dsigning new device for OHL protection apinust
nuclear explosions.

2) L44fsling bsduced Voltag (LM)

Fig.1 shows the geometry o' OHL line along with lightning stroke channel. The reaufts presented in this
section are related to tower c -V line shown in Fig.2. The lightning --urrent wave shape is depicted in

Fig.3. The method for LIV c tion is mentioned exclusively in [4,5]. Fig.4 shows LIV for following

parameters:

"Tf - 1.2 saec Te - 100 nsec

h - 13.7 m Lo - 100 KA

H - 2 Km X-O,Y=-IO m

1: b-0.3 2: b-0.1

Fig.5 shows LIV for 10 - 200 kA and Y - 200 m, however other panamelers are similar to Fig.4. Fig.6

illustrates normalizod LIV for:

lo - IkA, h - Im ,Y - 200ni

3) NEMP Eeta

3-1) Charadarisda o Os *e Mcotrmapsitil pukse dae to hog altitude uudwear ceiou,

In the case of nuclear explosion in high altitude above the earth shown in FgiS7-a, 7-b, many Gamma

photons would be released, These photons deliver enery to the electrom which are released from the orbits

of space molecules, Such elecrons ae called Compton electron. These electrons have low inertia, therefore

move faster than produced positive Ious. Thus some sort of stutic electric field can be established. In

addition, due to earth magnetic field, deviation will be occured in initial path of Compton electrona Thus

the time-variant electric current causing time-variant electromagnetic wave would be established above the

atmosphere.

Different measurements show that the radlowave caused by nuclear explosion can be shown by

electromagnetic pulse [6]:

E(t) - A J exp,(-•)exp(-) -

Fig.8 illustrates time variation of such pulse. to, tI and A are reiated to explosion parameters, such as air

density, intensity, altitude, etc. In some cases to is less than few nanoaeconds, and the maximum amplitude of
electric field is about 50 kV/mn.

3-2) Thujnwifcal Metodg:

Fig.2 shows 33 kV distribution overhead line consideted in this paper which is illuminated by NEMP with

following patametea The paramneter are issued by North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NA LU) 11,81,
therefore:

A -50kV/n to4-5s ti-...200as

Now, we analyse the scattering of the perfect conductor wire. illuminsted by the transient electromagnetic
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waves [3,9]. Reffering to T~ig.9, the incident wave ( e, hi) is reflected (i,, h ) by the ground, as a result
the total field is t, = j, i- ,"

The total field will itluce a current I(M,t) on the perfect conductor wire and the induced current will
generate the scattered field ( , . h, ). Therefore, the total field in the space is

W(P"t) = i.(P',0 + id(PO

Now by the continuity of the electric field on the antenna Ol-L, we have

Y. F(Mr) - 0

Y. f•(MIt) + idM,O I = 0

Cotsidering that "d(M,) is the result of the induced current on the power line, we get

ed(M,f) = L(I(Mt))

where L is the integro-differential operatt derived from Mawrell's equations. Therefore, the integral
equation for the induced current on the pow- lne is 13]

"4a Co R 0to , -

R2~ ~ Os 'oS*_ ._ *lR
R2 a S 0 o )0R J"- (o -$0~~ a (O * (30o, tod

0* 2R ato R

0

R - [(S-So)2 4 a2jl2 )2

V to = t R-/v R /V I t- */-

Note that represents ilhc planc wavu iiu iu NEMMi" and its eficw ivo hy thc ground (prfect conductor)
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and the integrations are performed on thL wires that model the transmission line. Now the resultant
equation is solved by the method of moment in the time domain and the induced currents and voltages on
the wires are calculated 19].

4) Simnuakon Rauk .:

In this section some simulation results will be pr,.ented for illustrating the effects of NEMP on induced
overvoltagc in 33 kV OHL In any simulation procedure, the main goal is to reduce the storage, and
computing time. 'hut, firstly tWs authors have decided to test the effect of line length. For this purpose three
distinct Single conductor lines with earth return and the length of 50, 100 and 200 m hcve been examined
(single phase electromagnetic line).

For these lines two cases are observed:
Scase 1: both ends are tennauted to lharacterktic iinpedance (Fig.l0).

- case 2: both ends are open (Fig.11).
Fig.10 shows the overvoltages of above three Aingle phase lines at sending ,r receiving ends caused by

NEWP. For deducing these plot it is :.ntumed thet all points along the line are illuminated simultaneously
and electric field integral equation (EFIE) trechnque, has been used for solving Maxwell's equationL It can be
seen that in all three single phase lines (Fig.10), all overvoltagts will be eventually damped. It is also clear
that the voltage ries sharply at one end, reaching the first positive peak. For 50 m line, after the other end
received wave travells 50 m with light velocity, the voltage drops sharply towards first negative peak, which
will be eventually damped. For 100 and 200 m single phase lines, sharp voltage drop towards asociated
negative peak occurs at 100 and 200 m respectively. Theredore if the line length is assumed to be infitty,

nrst positive peak will be s.en, howerer first negative peak will not be appeared.
Fig41 illustrates the transient overvoltages caused by NEMP for abovr single phase lines, while both ends

are open. It can be seen that the first positive peak with sharp rise time is similar for al lines with different

len&i'b.
Sinc. for selection of protection schemes first peak value, and associated rise time is necesaay and

sufficient quantities, therefore for saving computing time 50 m Liu is selected for digital simulations. Novi
suppose 50 m three phase 33 kV distribution line shown in Fig.2. It is assumed that one end is open
circuited and other end is termianted to characteristic impedance. Figs.12 to 15 show the induced

overvoltages caused by NEMP for different location of OHL, io respect to point if nuclear explosion. Note
that in Fig.15 voltage wave appears at the point under consideration with time delay, exactly equal to time
corresponding to passing 50 m with light velocity. The results shows that protective schemes such as
arresters, which is capable to protect the system against lightning stroke, is not sufficient protective device
for protection the system against nuclear explosion.

Cossdusionr:

By comparing the LIV and NIV, presented in this article, it is concluded that:
- In calculating LIV, the probability of lightning current magnitude in order of 100 to 200 kA is 3.77%

[10]. In this article the above two cAses have been examined For b = 03, the voltage amplitude would be 850
to 1800 kV respectively.

However it is shirwn that for b - 0.1 voltage peat would be much higher. The probability of lightning
current magnitude in order of 50 kA and higher is 22.3%. If b = 0.3 the voltage amplitude for 50 kA, will be
430 kV [5. Therefore for current higher that 50 kA, the induced voltage will he more than 430 kV which is
harmfil for distribution lines. The rise time of LIV is about few microsecond.

- In '=lWtting NTV, it Is itfnd out that the peak voltage would be more than 1000 kV and induced
overvoltage rise time is about few nanoseconds. Although the voltage magnitude of NIV (Z 1000 kV) is less
than voltage magnitude of LIV (1800 kV in case of 250 kA lightning current), but the rise time in NIV is
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more highly less than rise time of LIV.
- By comparing the results of LIV and NIV it is clear that both phenomenas such as LEMP and NEMP

will have hanrful effects ot OHL particulary for distribution and subtransmnsion systems.
- By installing lightning arrester the OHL can be protected against LIV, caused by LEMP. However

thes, arresien can not protect the system against NIV, caused by NEMP. The main reason is that the
risetime in LIV is about few microseconds, while the risetime in NIV is around nanoseconds.

- Due to large pro developing and third world countries, as well as developeil and western nations
in nuclear tcctnoloD ngzeat that intensive efforts should be made into research of designing new
equipments to respond.. L NIV as welt as LIV.
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Monopole Hear-Yield Coupling Analysis --
comparison of Experimental and NEC Results

M. L. Wheeler and R. J. Levin
Georgia Tech Research Institute
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

ABSTRACT

This paper examines the capability of the Numerical
Electromagnetic Code (NEC) to predict near-field coupling between
monopoles located on a common ground plane (co-site location). NEC-
computed coupling data are compared to measured data that were
collected in two separat: experimental investigations. The initial
investigation focuses on coupling between two monopoles mounted on a
flat ground plane at antenna-to-antenna spacings varying between 3
wavelengths and 3.05 wavelengths (N). NEC dcta generated using an
infinite ground plane (IGP) model are presented for this comparison.
The second investigation examines coupling between monopoles mounted
on an equipment shelter of an Army Command and Control, Communications,
and Intelligence (C'!) vehicle. Aluminum scale models of the equipment
shelters wcre constructed and measured coupling data were collected for
typical antenna locations on the models (a total of aix coupling
paths). All antenna spacings on the scale models were less than one
wavelength. NEC wire mesh models of the top surface (antenna mounting
surface) of the equipment shelter were used to generate NEC coupling
values for this comparison. The measured scale model data was compared
to NEC-computed data using both the mesh models and the IGP model.
Coupling data computed using the IGP model compared well with the
measured data for both the flat ground plane and equipment shelter
investigations. The mesh models performed well for five of the six
coupling paths in the equipment shelter investigation.

IITRODUCTIOM

Near-field coupling predictions are an important part of
electromagnetic compatibility (V4C) analyses in which two or more low
frequency, low gain monopoýe ... cennas are mounted on a single ground
vehicle or aircraft. Also, in theme types of analyses, there is often
an uncertainty as to how the limited ground plane area affects the
impedane and the coupling characteristics of the monopoles. This
paper examines the capabilities and usefulness of NEC when used as a
tool for calculating the near-field coupling of monopoles located in
these limited ground plane situations.

The usefulness of a computer code is judged by how accurately it
can predict real (measured) qfntati.es. In thi napr, the arary
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of the NEC coupling predictions were evaluated by comparing calculated
coupling values with measured data that were collected in two separate
experimental investigations. The initial investigation was carried out
using two tuned quarter-wave monopoles mounted on a thin flat aluminum
ground plane. Coupling was measured for monopole spacings of three
wavelengths down to one-twentieth of a wavelength (X). Also, impedance
effects induced by locating a monopole close to the edge of the ground
plane were investigated. NEC coupling data generated using an infinite
ground plane (IGP) model are compared with the measured ground plane
data.

The second investigation involved mweling the equipment shelter
of a vIX vehicle. These vehicles often have two or more VHF whip
antennae mounted on the top of the equipment shelter in the rear cargo
bay. The spacing between the antennas is typically only a few tenths
of a wavelength at the low end of the VHF band. Scaled box shaped
models of the equipment shelter were constructed and coupling
measurements were made fo scaled quarter-wave monopoles mounted at
various locations on these oxes. NEC wire mesh models representing
the top plate surface (antenna mounting surface) were created and the
coupling data generated with the mesh models were compared with
measured data. In addition, coupling values obtained with the IGP
modal were also compared to the scale model measured data.

NBC COUPLING CALCULATION KMOD

The NEC code uses network admittance parameters to calculate
coupling between antenna feed ports. The code can calculate coupling
between as many as five antennas; however, in this investigation only
the coupling between two antennas was considered. Any two antennas can
be treated as a two port network and analyzed using network admittance
or Y-parameters (See Figure 1). In Figure 1, Port I is the feed port
of the first antenna and Port 2 is the feed port of the second antenna.
The four variables of interest are the voltage and current at the feed
port of the first antenna (V,,I,) and the voltage and current at the
feed port of the second antenna (V,,IX). only two of the four variables
are independent and their linear relationship can be expressed as

rý_YIVý*ýIV2(la)

i-' 2 Y1t' 1 *Y22V2  (1b)

Y,, and Y, are determined by setting V2 to zero and are defined as

ý1' V- (2)
12'•no 2

Yý' - V,(3)

Y,, and Y7, are determined by setting V, to zero and are defined as
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2: -- v j o 
( 4 )

12%

NEC determines the Y-parameters sequentially as shown above. First,
the nscr-defined excitation is applied to the feed port of antenna a
and the feed port of antenna 2 is ahort-circuited. 1, and 12 are
derived from the method of moments calculation and thus Y1, and Y21 are
determined. Next, the user-defined excitation is applied to the feed
port of antenna 2 and the feed port of antenna I is short-circuited.
Again, I, and 12 are calculated and thus Y,2 and Y22 can be determined.

once the Y-parameters have been determined, the coupling between
the two antennas is calculated by finding the ratio of the netiwork's
output power to it's input power. This ratio can be expressed as

cPRely.] IK1' (6P1 Re[Yv] (V6

V2 is the output voltage at Port 2 and Re YL is the real part of the
load admittance. V, is the input voltage at Port 1 and Re Y. is the
real part of the admittance looking into Port 1. Equation (6) can be
solved in terms of the Y-parameters and the load admittance YL' Byusing equation (1) and solving Y, I/V 3 with 12 a -V2YL, Y can be
expressed as

L YLY22](7)

Equation (1) can also be used ti express the output to input voltage
ratio as

Thus, the power gain or -oupling can be expressed as

C=-- qL' lY•
Re I •ilyý, y.212 (9)

NEC calculates only the maxinum possible coupling by using a YL that
L mv4,,i ,n r-U-in (. .. This- prfectly matchd YL is found using tho

Linville Analysis approach (1], (2). Additional loss due to the
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mismatch between the output antenna port and an actual load can be
calculated by hand. There are versions of NININEC that allow a user-
defined load impedance to be used [3].

GROUND PLANE COUPLING ANALYSIS

GROUNDST CONFIGURATIO

All coupling experiments were conducted in a 20"X 16' anechoic
chamber. The ground plane used was a 4'X 8', 1/16th inch thick
aluminum sheet. The monopoles used in the ground plane tests and the
subsequent scale model equipment shelter tests were constructed from
N-typi panel-mount connectors and brass rods (0.072" in diameter). A
brass rod was soldered to the solder cup of each panel-mount connector
as shown in Figure 2.

The monopoles were mounted in the center of the ground plane for
tuning. The length of the brass rod was then trimmed until the antenna
was resonant at 500 KHz. The monopole used as the transmit antenna was
tuned to an impedance of 55.0 + j7.3 (Return Loss = -21.6 dB) and the
receive monopole was tuned to a similar impedance of 56.1 + J7.4
(Return Loss - -20.9). The measured impedances were determined using
a HP 8752k Network Analyzer. In order to determine ground plane edge
effects i the impedance of the antennas, one of the tuned monopoles
wus seq:u.ntially mounted at locations 0.5X and 0.1X from the ground
plane's edge. When mounted 0.5X from the edge, the magnitude of the
impedance changed only 0.5% and the phase changed only 2.0 degrees.
At the 0.IX location, the magnitude changed by 9.8% and the phase by
7.9 degrees. This result indicates that effects on the antenna's
impedance, and thus it's coupling characteristics, due to the finite
ground plane is negligible for antenna locations greater than 0.5
lambda from an edge. Also, this result supports previous studies that
showed that the location of two antennas mounted on a finite ground
plane had little effect on the coupling between the antennas (4j,[5J.

The ground plane test was conducted with both antennas located
along the center line of the ground plane as shown in Figure 3. At the
test frequency of 500 MHz the ground plane is approximately two
wavelengths wide and four wavelengths long. The transmit and receive
antennas ware initially located 0.5X from each edge of the ground
plane. The receive antenna was then stepped in toward the transmit
antenna at either four-inch or two-inch increments. At each location,
the coupling between the antennas was measured using the HP 8752A
Network Analyzer. The various antenna spacings ranged from three
wavelengths to 1/20th of a wavelength. This test insured that the
antennas were never closer than 0.5X to the edge of the ground plane.
Thus, edge effects on the antennas were negligible and all impedatnce
changes could be attributed to mutual coupling between the monopoles.

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED DATA

In Figure 4 the measured ground plane data is compared with
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calculated values using the Friis far-field coupling equation and NEC.
The Friis equation is defined as

Coupling-G,+G.-2O0log (4%d/A) ()

where,
G, - Transmit antenna gain, dBi
G, - Receive antenna gain, dBi
d - antenna spacing
X - wavelength

For monopoles mounted on a common ground plane there is an uncertainty
as to what gae.n values should be used in the Friis equation. The far-
field gain patterns of monopoles vary significantly as a function of
ground plane aize. However, for line of sight coupling, it was
reasoned that two monopoles on a common ground plane would be
equivalent to two dipoles in free space. Thus, an ideal dipole gain
of 2.15 dBi was used for both the transmit and receive antennas. At
some point, as the antenna-to-antenna spacing is decreased, the
measured data should diverge below the Friis calculated values. This
is because the Freis equation has no mechanism for taking into acccunt
mutual coupling effects. From Figure 4, it can be seen that the
measured coupling does start to diverge below the calculated Friis
values at a optcing of approximately 1.2 wavelengths. Also, it should
be noted that 2or spacings between 1.2 wavelengths and 3 wavelengths
the measured -•oupling was somewhat higher (as much as 2.2 dB) than that
predicted by the Fries equation.

The NEC values were cbtained by modeling two quarcer-wave
monopoles mounted on an infinite ground plane (I1P). It was hoped that
the IGP model would be valid since it had already been determined that
antenna impedance effects due to antenna proximity to the ground
plane's edge were negligible. The NEC calculated data tracks the
measured date very well for spacings between 1.2 wavelengths and 0.1
wavelengths and is only 1.4 dB lower than the measured value at the
0.05 wavelength spacing. The NEC calculated coupling for monopoles is
identical to dipole coupling for any given spacing. This is because
the impedranco at the monopole's feed segment is halved relative to a
dipole and therefore the current is doubled relative to a dipole.
However, thVi coupled current onto the second monopole is also doubled
and the relative coupling is identical to the values calculated between
two dipoles. It can be seen that the NEC data merges with the Fi is
curve for spacings above 1.2 wavelengths.

SCALE MODEL COUPLING ANALYSIS

SCALE MODEL TEST CONFIGUAION

The purpose of the scale model testing was to simulate the
onplling h-etuan Vur whip sntmnnne lnnnt-r, nn the tnn nf . -71in - )T

equipment shelter. The VHF communications systems in the shelter
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operate over a band of 30.0 - A8.0 MHz and scale models that
represented the low and high end of this brnd wore built. The models
are box nhaped and were constructsd from flat aluminum plates. The
first model wat built to a 1/4.4 scale so that testing at 390 MEz would
be represuntative of testing the actual equipment shelter at 48 MHz.
The iecond m•de± was built to a scale of 1/11.67 and war tested at 350
MHz to represent testing of the actual shelter at 30 MHz. Holes for
mounting the monopole antennas were cut in three of the four corners
of the top plate of each box. The mounting holes are centered
approximately 5/8" from both edges of a corner. The corner locations
were .;hozen because they are representative of typical antenna
locations on an equipment shelter. The S-250 box model is illustrated
in Figure 5.

The antenrna locations (on the top surface of the models) are
labeled A, B, and C (See Figure 6). The electrical lengths of the
coupling paths arc also shown in Figure 6. The "LB" indicates the
large box dimensions (1/4.4 scale model) and "SB" Indicates the small
box dinensions (1/11.67 scale model). Antenna-to-antenna coupling from
locations A to B, A to C, and B to C were meacured for each box.

NEC MESH MODELING

For tie suale model coupling analysis, NEC wire mash models were
created. L,,xy the top plate surface (antenna mounting surface) of the
equipment shelter scals models were simulated with the wire mesh. The
;urpose of the wire sash modeling was to determine if mesh models would
predict the mae, ursd coupling more accurately than the infinite ground
plans mode). It was falt that possibly the lGP model would not be
appropriett, sancu the entennay were mounted only 0.02X from the corner
edges of the aqgipment shelter box models.

A common general guideline for mesh modeling is that the total
suri:,4ce ca of the wire segments comprising the mesh should at least
bh euual to twice the actual surface area to be modeled (6]. The total

," re mash surface area can be calculated as followr,

A'•T 2nZL, (11)

where
A Total surface area of the wire mesh
r- radiuq of the ith wire segment
1ý length of the ith wire segment

In addition, it is ganera'.ly recommended that wire segment lengths be
0.1) and the ratio of segment length to segment radius be approximately
eight (7). However, it also has been suggested in the literature that
the O.lX segment length can be relaxed to 0.25X when modeling areas in
wh :h the currents do not change rapidly; and that a segment length to
ra, tus ratio of five gives good results [8],[9].

For this study, six separate mesh models were created: three to
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represent the top plate surface of the large box scale model and three
to represent the top plate surface of the small box scale model. The
seqment length to radius r tio was at least five for all cases. The
maximum length of the wirc segments used was varied to determine if
this parameter had any effect on the calculated coupling. It can be
seen from Figure 7 that the top plat* surface is slightly longer in the
y-dimension than in the x-dimension. The segments located in the
square portion of the surface (bordered by a bold solid line in Figure
X) all had equal lengths which were the maximum segment lengths for any
given case. The additional column of segments outside the square had
a length of 0.05X for the large box and 0.02X for the small box. It
should be noted that when segment length increases, the number of
segments needed to represent the surface decreases. Also, the total
surface area of the wires comprising the mash increases as the segment
lengths increase because the segment radius can be increased and still
maintain an acceptable length-to-radius ratio of five. Two times the
actual surface area for these models is 0.78X for the large box and
0.088O for thc small box. All the mash models have total wire surface
areas that are at least 88:1 of this reco-mended guideline. The run
times (in minutes) are for the NEC-2 code running on a WIN 386SX 16 MHz
computer. Using each of the six mash models, coupling values for the
three antenna-to-antenna coupling paths (A-B, A-C, and B-C) shown in
Figure 6 were compiled. A summary of mash parameters and calculated
coupling results is presented below 1n Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of NEC Coupling Results Using Mesh Models

No. of Max. Mesh Run NEC-2 Coupling (dB)
Box Mesh Seg. Area Time

Model Sags. Len.(X) (W•) (Min) A-B A-C B-C

Large 31 0.200 0.856 0.69 -9.5 -17.8 -9.5

Large 97 0.100 0.729 4.22 -9.3 -17.1 -9.2

Large 161 0.075 0.691 12.57 -9.2 -16.5 -9.0

Small 4 0.220 0.132 0.23 -10.1 -5.5 -10.1

Small 17 0.100 U.110 0.44 -8.1 -5.4 -8.7

Small 49 0.500 0.089 1.14 -7.3 -5.1 -7.9

COMPAYUSON OF MEASURE) AND CALAdULDTA

Figure 8 presents a comparison of computed and measured data for
the S-250 scale model analysis. The NEC wire mesh modeling results are
represented as diamond symbols connected by vertical lines. The
vertical lines show the range of coupling values obtained using NEC
wire mash models 'or the six (three for the large box and three for the
small box) coupli,,g paths investigated in the scale model analysis.

The coupling path spacings for the large box are C.83X (Path A-C),
0.61X (Path A-B), and 0.55X (P,-th B-C). The computed coupling for
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large box paths A-B and B-C varied no more than 0.5 dB for the three
large box mesh models. Coupling values obtained for path A-C varied
1.3 dB. The best case computed coupling values were within 1.0 dB, 3.0
dB, and 2.7 dB for coupling paths A-C, A-B, and B-C respectively.

The coupling path spacings for the saall box are o.25N (Path A-c),
0.18X (Path A-B), and 0.17X (Path B-C). The computed coupling for path
A-C varied only 0.4 dB. The computed coupling for paths A-B ind B-C
varied 2.8 dB and 2.2 dB respectively. For small box coupling paths
A-B and B-C the computed range encompassed the measured values.
However the beat case computed value for path A-C was 4.9 dB higher
than the measured value. It also should be noted that the small box
four segment came (maximum segment length 0.22X) constitutes only the
rim of the modeled surface.

Also, in Figure 8, the measured coupling values from the scale
model analysis are compared to computed coupling values using the
infinite ground plane model. The infinite ground plane model performs
surprisingly well, giving computed values that are within 2.8 dB of the
measured &at& for all six cases.

CONCLUSIOUB

The capabilities of NEC for predicting near-field coupling between
monopoles mounted on a common ground plane has been examined. The
accuracy of the NEC code has been evaluated by comparing computed
coupling data to measured data collected in two separate
investigations. The first investigation was for two monopoles mounted
on a flat ground plane. The monopoles were never cloLer than 0.s5 to
an edge of the ground plane. The infinite ground plane (IGP) model
predicted the measured data to within tenths of a dB for antenna
spacing& between 1.2X and O.I and was within 1.4 dB for the closest
measured spacing of 0.05X. For spacings of 1.2k to 3.0k the predicted
coupling was within 2.2 dB of the measured data. Par EMC analyses,
predictions tracking measured results this well is generally considered
adequate.

The second investigation involved the modeling of an C11 equipment
shelter. Mesh models having varying parameters were created to
represent the top (antenna ground plan.) surface of the shelter. Thu
mesh models gave computed results that were within 3 dB of the measured
coupling for five of the six coupling paths examined. However, for
three of the six coupling paths, the IGP model produced values that
were closer to the measured data than were the mesh model values.
Also, the IGP coupling predicLtions were within 2.8 dB of the measured
data for all six coupling paths. This was surprising since the
antennas on the uquipment shelter scale models were mounted only 0.02X
irom both edges of the corners. This resul% would suggest that for
line of sight coupling (even for antennas mounted close to an edge of
a ground pleniv) Lhe 10? mcidal will rrc gA..-A cou...14 -rdcto

The mesh models do not provide an overall increase in coupling
prediction accuracy fcr these line of sight situations.
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Figure 3 Ground Plane Test Setup (Top View),
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"Development of a High Power Microws le Susceptibility Simulation
Capability at Phillips Laboratory's Satellite Assessment Center"

Captain Micael L. Zywies, PLJWSIL lallassd AFE, NM

ABSTRACT: A omsprehensive modeling and simulation capability currently exists writh Phillips
Laboratory•s Satellite Aesnessmnt Center to aas -tellt susceptibility to laser and nuclear threats. A
corresponding capability to ur larand space system susoeptiblisty to radio frequency (RE)
etectromugnelle efects is o availabie at the present time. This deficiency in numerical simulation
capability mandats albmo total reliance on expe n measureme mich can be extremely costiy.
Though experiments will always be necessary, a modeling capability can help with the identification and
design of effictent expnriments. This paper presents a plan to provide the Satellite Assessment Center
w.th a methodology applicable to a wide variety of space system eloctromagneuc effect problems. The
long term g is to simulate an entire threat engagement scenario in an integrated computer code that
will run on a SUN wortation.

BACKGROUND: Technology advances in the materials used to construct aerospace vehicles air of
extremi interest to the defense Sector in that we now buidd stronger yet lighter systems. Coincidentally,
wc ae ad•vancing electrnics at a tremendous rate. Electronic components are now smaller, faster, more
complex, more efficient, and more capable. More processing of signals is done at the satellite to enhance
communicutioos, command and data transfer link performance. Unfortunately, these advances sometimes
increase the electromagnetic susceptibility of the electonics packages, and understanding this
niaceptibility is csitical to hardening components and sbsystems,

Determining the nsuacmpbility of a satelilte to electromagnutic energy involves i quantitative
understanding of the pmromes: the envirornment in the himumiate vicinity of the satellite, coupling of
energy to the internal circuitry, and the functional response of the system to the incident radiation.
Militasy spew sysnem mrs function in high-intensity ambient electronagnetic environments and in any
potential foreign EM threat environment Taking advantage of Phillips Laboratory's work in the a.eas of
high power microwave (P source, antenna and component technology, we can estimate an upper
bound on EM space eavirotunmts that satellites may face (from a ground threat) over the next two
decades. Coupling, which determines how much energy gets to intecior electronic circuit nodes. depends
strongly on system geometry. If sufficient enavgy is prieent, local heating can damage electronic
componntsi. The component functional rcsponses determine how the system responds to the radiation and
if the system can continue to perform its misaion v .th damaged components.

Candidate progam objectives are as follows: to quantitatively predict the RF environment on
space systems for given sources, to support test propranis by quantifying strsses on subsystems, to
estimate requirements needed to make a systen survivable., rid to quatify responses and effets for space
Subsystets and systems exposed to specified .F environm rnt. The ervironment prediction models will
need to treat the souc, including antenna radiation pater .t, and the propagation, including attenuation,
nonlinear, anddspersive effects. For most test support, upper limit bounds are adequate for purposes of
determining simulator requirements, designing or selecting iastrunentation, and for initial scope settings,
etc. To evaluate the risk ofunacceptable damage by test drives, however, component test data is needed to
support high confidence analysis. For hardening nupport, bounds on the stresses at given points and on
thre niscptibility of components and subsystems ase usually acceptable. Survivability analysis will present
the greates challenge to the models. To show that a system will survive, bounding analyses can be used.
For cases when it appears that the system will not survive in the bounding sense, the largest uncertainfies
need tb e ident.rified •todete4_.a. ii.s, l 

5
"o .ntl l provide srestrit which a2r meaningfi1.
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APPROACH: To provide sin itions of EM effects, several important issues are considered:
tradeoffs between calculations and tessin, stochastic variations among engagement scenarios, inoomplet
system specification, physically realistic stsatstical modlels, and tradeoffs between effort expended and
accray obaine

In the tradeo between calculation and test, one would always prefer a fI-up system test,
Unfounat.ly, cA and sntivity of satwite systms limit the amount of full system testing that is
normally done, T"neiefoe system mme zmst be evaluated wing calculations and linlted omponent
and s tay Uisusing. Confidence levels increue as the amount and fidelity otes data increases.

All engagement scnarimo involve uncertailies. Some factors am uncertain because of lack of
knowledge of system design or design implementation. We may be uncertain of our ability to =mde
certain fictors with high confidence. rhee are also facton which ca vary for a gi- engagement (e.g.
orbit location, angle of incidence, threat ue pointing and tracling, polarizationss etc.). Each factor

-m be tread, sometimes in diffircnt ways
"The level effort rnured to esimiat a system reponae should be ooastent with the expected

accuracy of the answar. For ewample, because finite diffeence codes prodnce specific solutions,
peopone•,i believe they coa improve accuracy by using extensive computer calculations for specific

steymn. However, mpositioning a single component or common manuiacturing variations can change
suscptibility predictions by seveual order, of magnitude. The uncertainty in these detailed models tends
to increase a me goes bthr into the systemn to the component level. This is partially due to the
dictury of knowing all oit he reevanl details that should be modeled, and partially due to the accuracy
if the models we ue to solve the identified problem.

Assessmert of RF os on electronic systems, then is inherently a statistical process. Given
that adequate data is obtained, device upWe can be charactertzed with a family of stress distributions
(using goodhesa of fit tesing) and statiatically quantified paranr"er estimates can be made. RF damage
characteration based oan device fragility distributions might be impractical given most practical testing
himisatiis (darititson fitting requires exteniuve data to yield adtquate rests). Thus, it should be
ccpd that only statements about prbability of upset or damage foe tested parameter (power levels,
frequencies, pulse withs ac.) cam be given. Any other statemensa, postulation or interpolation would
have basis only in the judgment of the modeler.

In scleWng our approach to RF modeling, the ueda, pirjected threats, gals and objectives are
all carefully considered msch that the reulting methodology is fletible enough to handle a wide range of
simulation scenarios. Thint soumce, propagation, coupling and effects calculation are all required aspects
of ft overall simulation prblemn. The final tool mus handle any potential RE threat waveform,

opagate this wavefoam to the target, define the target geometry at the level of detail equied, couple the
energy to the target vehicic and delermine the probability of eflect on components, subsystems and the
mission unctions ofi the system. Statistical variation of each aspect of the engagement must be addressed.

The basic methodology chosen for this effort is called the Predictive Radio Frequency Effects and
Coupling Tool (PRFEM.. The capabilities of PRFECT are addressed later in this paper, and the
dependence of PRFECIT on a comiprehenive effects data base is highlighted. PRFECT uses mission,
threat and system design inputs with effects data to help predict susceptbilitiea and bound uncertainties.

For a widc range of cases. Pt&EC1 handles the entire RF assessment problem. Source
characteristics ae defined as inputs, and energy is promps ed using atmospheric models and target orbital
mechanics modules. Coupling to front door paths (antennas) is handled by defining the coupling
characteristics of the anitenna or sensr, and then the RE energy is propagated to internal components in
the RF path. Fault or event tree logic is included to the subsystem level only.

For other problensa of interest, additional simulation elements axe required. For these problems,
other codes are used and m satellite modelirg tool munst be integrated W'h the codes. For full system
impact analysis, additional fault tree logic must be added to supplement what is currently available in
PRFECT. The specific codes and models chosen to supplement PRFECT are described in the next
section. Each of these codes has been validated for use in stand-alone applications. HoMever, when these
codes are integrtted, there will be a nued to validate the singular inegrity and the integrated methodology.
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MODELING TOOLS

PREDICTIVE RF EFFECTS COUPLING TOOL (PRFECT): The Satellite Assessment Center will
e PRFEC to nupport RF component and ibsystern analysis. Version 1.0 of this code was delivered to

the Phillips Lab in Fenrary of this year. The basis for PRFECT is that aasessent of RF effects on
electromnc ystes is inherently a stistical proco. A statistical analyss Of a pariCulsr swAn-hre2t
interaction srees to characterie the reqsonse by a probability of effect (PE) and associated confidence
intervals. Given tha the user may or may M be aware of statistical assunptlons; underlying the software,
the statistical predictiosi should posesm a rigorous foundation even it that requires limiting the scope of
the prediction.

Rigorous, physics-based algorithsi are used in each step of a PRIECT asacassuent. For example,
the well-kaim far field difactio pattern for RF antennas is used for the RF sntenssty profile. However,
the pointing acuracy determines the actual intensity relative to the maximum on-axis intensity that the
satellite rceives. This pointing angle will vary due to tbaking earors and serv control uncertainties.
Thus, the poiating angle ereor, and hence the seduction in intensity, is beat accounted for by using a
random variable for the errr. Other parameters that may vary statistically during an engiagencnt are also
nmxlekd using randem variables. Ifall variables are fixed for the particular cargsgement, the user may fix
these paranmet and the model will provsde a deterministic solution.

A detailed discussion of the degree of rigor of some statistical methods commonly applied to RF
effects and the metlhod believed appropriate is preeted in Reference 2. TIs discussion defines the
concept of prbability of effect, reviews the features of basic statistical modeling of physical phenomena,
provides example results which indicate the number of test data points required to support various types of
conclusiong, discuses data samples and distributons, and reviews binomial testing and possible
conclusionswhich maybe driawn. Abriefsausimany of the• discussions is presented hee.

ldlectrotie devices will sustain upset or damage when exposed to an RF signal of some
power level. The variation of the devioe fragility between different samples of the device type defines a
fragility (strength) random vasiable. The many scenarios under which the device may experience RF
irradiatiou also define a stressing power random variable. Symbolically,

PE - P(SUtregth 5 Stress),
and the density of the effect random variablo is found as a convolution of the stress an strength, which
roy be interpreted statistically as the expectation of the cumulative fragility against the stress. Instead of
fixing speciic distributions for strength nd stress, one could asun that the distributions are drawn from
specified families of distributions (Bayesian approach) with the defining parameters thenmselves being
random variables distributed in some m acr. However, this expanded interpretation requires
increasingly complex statistical models, and without stibstanial justification for the Bayesian priors, the
analysis reduces to 'expert opinion" and is no longer a rigormos statistical infcrence drawn from measured
data.

A statistical methodology aimed at characterizing a data set begins with the selection of a
distibution function on the round& that it satisfactorily nsmmarizes the data in question. Goodness-of-fit
tests provide probablistic grounds o justify a particular selection. fBwasu.r of the uncertainty of available
data, a number of dutributions may adequately represent the data. Of coum, general physical principles
can also guide the distribution selection process. Density fiinctions chosen to represent failure processes
must be umimod&L. and must be defined for power levels between zero and infinity.

As an example, assume that the failure processes are lognormally distributed, and that (given a
random sample of data) specific values for R and a must be deterninme, 1I values are hypothesized, we
now mast determine the number of lets that must be performed to reach a desired level of confidence.
This process exhibits increasing accuracy as the number of tests is increased, and also indicates that
statistical statements based on data samples of less than a few tens of points cannot have high confidence.

The PRFECT algorithm, much like the ARES algorithm developed by Kaman Sciences, allows
the PE as a random variable to be determinie in essetially closed form. To calculate PE. the algorithm
co,rolves the stressing power random variable distribution with the mian cumulative distribution
fi,. 6ion (CDF) chosen to fit experimental effects data. Non-linear least squares fitting ioutincs can
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provsde fitting parameters for the ODF and also provide uncertainties on the fitting parameter. PRFEOT
is general in nature and Can combine numemous sbitry distributions to generate the power distribution.
In many cams, the power distribution can be represene as a beta distribution.

In PRFECT, thre are two options to evaluate the convolution of the power density and the
failure effcts CDF. In the Monte Carlo method, the dressing power density is sampled rryedly, and
the mean CDF is evaluated at each corresponding point, summed, and then divided by the number of
samle poiM yildig a PE with raped to the mea. In the second method, analytic expressions or
nuiermcal seprceenations for the power density and mian O)F are numerically integrated to yield PE. in
both cesm the power density is also convolved with the 95% confidence CDFs to yield ern r bounds on
PE.

TIhis approach is sensitive to the form of the distribution selected to describe the device failure
characteristics. Without known, quantifiable confidence statements concerning these distributions and
without a rirgou maca of evaluaing samlple-baed "imats of required parameters, the attedam
unontaiis introduce unsad confidant lavels which may limit the conclusions drawn from the
analyeis. T'heme noixa explain why many tans as requiiud to select a distribution with high confidence.

The PRFECT code is being developed with integral ties to an extensive misceptibility testing
program and a susceptibility data base etor. The major goal in tying these efforts together is to minimize
reliance on flit principles models. This development approach mates it importaut that supporting data
provide the right information, at the right level of detail, in an efficient nusnev. The level of detail
needed depends on tiý solutions needed and the quality and level of verification of the analysis codes For
example, suppose a PRFECT model for the coupling to an antenna or for the reaponse of a certain
semiconductor component cxists. Suppose, further, that this model has been vesiid by tes data for
frequency and amplitude ranges of interest. This subinoded can probably, then, be used for select cases to
determine values for intermediate parameters (or for limited extrapolation) where data is not available,
without seriously impacting confidence in predicted results, In other cases, more direct use of test data
maybe required.

Thre basic type of data are required for the data bawe: coupling data, transfr function data,
and "effacts" data, including upset, degradation and damage characteriatics. Coupling data includes all
required decipticnas of the interaction of the incident RF signal. propagating in since, with the spacecraft
to produce surface currents and charge densities on all pars of the vehicle exterior, on antennas, and
inside of deliberate apertures such as receiveir eklme and sensor optical trains. Transfer function data
includes everything needed to describe the trander of RF signal energy from the external coupled
responses to the component level where the eflhts on the system are usually produced. This could include
propagation inside a signal cable, trough an aperture, or through a diode or integrated circuit. Eflects
data should include information which describes the upse (temporary decrease in electronic performance
to include transient effects). degradation (permanent decrease in performance) or damage (perm•nent
cessation of electronic function) induced in components or subsystems as functions of the incident stress
parameters.

Test data will usually be available for only a finite number of cases. PRFECT or another analysis
module will often be required to take whatever data is available from the data base and peaform
appropriate interpolations or extrapolations so cases of interest. Itesults in such analyses must be used
carefully, with proper caveats, and the uncertainty estimate associated with these result% would be
expected to increase.

In addition to degradatioa or damage effect calculations, PRFECT allows the user to investigate
the probability of upset. An approach similar to the one described above is used to calculate the
probability densitv function for carrier power and thus energy per bit (EJ. By deternining a probability
density function Ioi the noise density (N.), the ratio of both these random vanables proides an estiumate of
the bit error -ate (BER) for a particular modulation scheme. The capability to calculate a probability of
effect for both degradation and upset provides a unique capability for assessing space system
susceptibility.
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CODE FOR ANALYSIS OF RADLATOIS ON LOSSY SURFACES (CARLOS): A more rigorous
EM code is meded to uipplme the PRFECT code in some threat-target sceanos where the incien
fl a xbnsa , -it• eli annt be calaulated using the modulesincluded in PRFECT. In these cases, surface
cwr=t and char densities on the vchic ext'ior are calculated using CARLOS, converted to incident
powe dena e. and pas a inputs to PMPECT

CARtLOS is a code developed by Mdomncll-Douglas (partially funded by the Electruomagnetic
Code Caunint - EMCC). The code implamnts the method of moments solutio for Mully arbitrary
three dui oual tcatsers. ThIse soluios ar obained for perfety codt bodies as well as fully
or Parially penetrable os. Th electrnmagnetic scatering fibminiltioe is based on Mirface integral
equations Wmning the enire e mral surface of the body and the intenuad boundaries between penetrable
and perfily oadiai ngiosp The alysis plity is eeaded to boundaries (or surfaces) which
my be chacnized by r•istive or magnetic tbnts a well as impedance boundary conditions. Thlis

6 rults ins prous tn•wretWil formutulion for all of the foregoing classes of problems, with the
cmnpuiatisal d,,min teminated at the outr asnr of the scatterer. The development of tLe CARL.OS
aWnMe fxr the varius. boundary and interface c•nditions is carried eat in ton. of an operstor-based
i oodifereat clculus i of pansoy and expansion functions. Hence, the structure of
the snalyis and the architectore of the umplementing sowae ae general. In the present
iuplesnetatlee, plr triangular path an&or sac representations ar required for all surlace and
boundaries of the system of interest. Implications this requremxmt for the overall code integration task
are discsed in the nex seton.

One ned o CARLOS will be to find the threat powe~r at the ntermnals of an ant ams when the
rule-af-that models built into EFFECT are iadequate to mnodel the oupling of the threat to the antenn
and • atellit-. '-'t use will be to find t threat power coupled into various sywsems through
unimlaaded C° w) paths. CARLOS will also be usied to colmate the , -l-o~upling betvecn cables

and RIF pat ohr use 'ill b" to find rtepunws for antennas or other sensors which arc outside
the normal opiaung frequency bond, and thus nix likely to be specified. A final use will be to find the
coupling of theas to syst elements nrr normally part of an RP system (for example solar arrmy and
powe cN•e).

Becase of the camplexity of the algonthms which CARLOS uses to do its analyses, running it as
part ofan interactive PRFEC-T session is prcbably not feasible. It will more likely be run ina batch mode
to supply the analyst wi', the desid input information for a PRFECT son. Because of the
compultational power limitations of the SUN woekstioe there will be some upper limit to either the
analysts fruency or the model iomplexity, and tradeofFs will be required. To extend the frequency range
oav which analy m at be perfoned, the satellite model complexity must be reduced or the analysis
ansbe focused on some subs of the eatirtysm, in some intnces, only the antena of iner
neede to be modeld and it is expected that the usable CARLOS frequency range would then include
typical operating frequencies of the amenna.

SATELLT ASSESSMKNT CENTER MODELING TOOL (SMT): SMT, developed at Phillips
Lalraos Satellite Asasment Center, provides the capabilit; for analysts to quicldy develop a solid
geometry model of a system. Te graphics editing capabilities of SlAT allow analysts wo mrate and
modify solid mode representtons; of complex objects using Combinatorial Solid Geometry, Eleven solid
hapes or 'prinmtive" frmn the bas for building subsystem or systmi models, which can be used by

anlysiu sal mJ Vh , . r,•zcc, rhz SMT]" models faciliitte an approach to modling the
usoc,Ability la motmanst -', >riuied system to a range of threats.

The solid gtorxvt, t rieimats f£'or which a model of a atellite is imilt in StilT axe not
cowpsnle with the iphut Loratas h" electromagnetic codes such as C r/,RLOS. Therefore, part of the
intemtatoi effor. is to '.ite a "trsnlator which puts SMT models into a format compatible with RF

,to"Addiri,:a m;&cationZ and enhancents to SMT are also being planned as pan of the overall
RF tool intrip2ation effort. For 1ample, links to the RF data 16 are necessary in order to associate the
transer fui-tion and coupling data r~ored there with a partu-ular component in the SMT finctional

"• " i• modekl. Itl Additio nL, nr,,w (apabilitic ; %kill : n ecd,, w, the dir-play of the existing solid m odeling
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info.mIation. It will be tneessary to edit the entire geowmrtrc" model to eliminate some components which
are not needed or to extiact elements to ftrm new model; with decreased omnplexity. It would gratly
einpllfy the genertiea of an RF model if the display could be onstrained by certain physical parameters
of each emat. AA important con- 2aiW for RF analyses is electrical conductivity. All elcmcnts of a
certamn material or with conductivity estar than a cer•t vaiue could be displayed, and all other
elemems coud be ignored for example. An importan isae for te use of SMT for RF problems is the
need for additional information which hat rte been needed for laser and maw strudies. This would
include cable typt and loctios, descptipons of omctor types, etc In 1v ,asa, just more (or perhaps
diffnt) details. These will ohm be more important hn the oonductvty factors discussed.

SYSTEM FAULT TREE I EVENT TRtE CODES: PRFECT outputs the probability of effect from a
given RE thret on a critical component in a particulai sub'stylem configuration. To rnobratand how
individual failures comnine in terms of eysm level measures of degradation, a fault tree methodology is
empoyd.

A fault tree is a graphictl model which logically relates a failure top event (e.g. a satellite's
inability to conduct its desgnatt mit-ioa) to nabordinate failure events (e.g. loss of attitude control,
electril power or communications). The subordinate esents are further broken down into sucessive
failure events until a st of basic events ar obtaisned Basic events are failure events that are subjectively
deemed by the amnlyst as not requiring further breakdown. This uMaly occurs when the basic events
mac the level of men xred or predicted falure information available to the analyst

The procedure currently in place within the Satellite Assessaent Center tb ns with the SMT
system moodel, A utility mugram is used to pocess; the geometric description and generate a saw man"
fault tree that parallels the eometric hierarchy. From this fArs cut, the analyst uses a text file editor to
alter the logic sequence to reflect functional relationships with respect to the top event of interest Once
the logic is cor•ectly asemnbled, it is input into a post-processor along with individual element failure
information gerineted by an amlys•is code (such as PRFECT) to compute intesmndiaiae and top event
failure levels.

The Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (HRU.A) code grew out of the US
Nuwlear Regulatory Corunissios's need to analyze and quantify the safty of nucklar poMMr plants.
IRRAS -,s an interactive program designed to build, maintain, and analyze fault and event tres, The mcod
is Seae, enough to handle a variety of problems associated with aggregating probabilities of failure in
complex systems. Anxng the be•eits of 1RtAS are a good graphical interface for interactive
manipulation of both fault and eveat tr multiple techniques for analytical quantification, handling of
uncettasnties associated with basic failure events, detailed user manuals, and low cost to obtain updates
from 'he ;re .t if incrgy's reosio:ty at Oak Ridge.

'Ie .T-plicatioea of •fLAS to situatios involving exposure to RF radiation is atral extension
of it original use. Firm, a criteria (e.g. some level or dvice upset) iist be esablishad to determine
whether or not an event o=curred. The analyst must then genierate a fault tree that considers all the basic
events that could lead to the top level event. In the RF eam this would include all elaecuical components
of interest in the system, including all redundancy and any safety features built into the system. PRFECr
produc an output that is a probabilty function (PE) for each critical component To analyze the system
at higher levels. YE functions for inch component are input as basic events to the IPRAS-genacratotd fault
tree via keyboard and the IRAS data base menus.

DATABASE DEVELOPMENT: As discussed prviously, directly relevant test data are required to
sipport any high-confdeoce model predictions, particularly for ces where predctive" results are
required instead of'bounding" results. The objectives for the database development effort are:

- to atore and organize both existing data and new data from experiments
- to allow users to easily query the database
- to permit manipulation of the selected data
- to display the selected data
- to output selected data that is in a format compatible with modeling programý such is PRFECT.
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The database system is being developed for SUN woihatatious and for a PC environment. PC versons of
the dstabse are needed to provide an c~fient mneans of transferrinig data to users outside the Satellite
Ascamueinst Cow.e In addition, secnity conusiderationis dictate that the database handler muhst runt on a
stand-alcon system (i.e. it cannot operate in a dienit4erver node on two rsyteam). These requirements
imac the overall dadsn/deveclopinent efforL

The dambesie syste is based upo three software componerits that wortk together: a database
manager. a graphic syssam, and a special function environment. The basis for the syste is a
commssercial enavironment, lngres, that provides necessary data structres as well as a set of developet
tools such as form generators and report writers that ame critical in reducing developmenat time and
enhancing the quality of the database. The database will stor text, nunenc data images amid arrays. and
mincud.s an extensive security facility that is inmportant i~n viw of the many types of data and the wide
variety of -sa expected to -mploy the "slata. A commercial graphics package, GinPlot is used for the
graphics componenat. Special functions (written in C++.) are required toproid capabilities appropriate to
the susceptibility database that cannot be impteeanee vithin the database or graphics components,
These special funoctiotis permit capailitisi such as ealeulstf onf stazzatica, Fourier trandfoetns, and digital
filters, inteaccave definition of carve fits to data, or selection of acme portion of a dispLayed data set.

T1he database is being developed in phases The fiust phase will a6I ces design and
imnplementation of the basic code stnicture and functional capabilitis. To paraj.cl the PRFECT
development, in~ita emphasis is given to in-band commsunications systedm data. The second phase of
de-veopsoenl will involve augmenting the software capabilities withi additional graphics flexibility, and
additional functionst bs reset data ises During each phase, features will be checked out using database
um interaes as well as the analysis nmodule iruteflaum. This helps assmil that the databatse and the
analysis module are properly compatible,

MODEL OPThIIZATION CONSWDERATIONS: The form and detail of the required systemn model
will be highly dependent on the particular application of the integrated ltF analysi tool. For example, if a
ground-based microwave -Aurce ~frot-door,. in-band engagement with a satellite's command link is to be
modeled, a fuoedonal model of the command link in PRFECT is alt that is required. Howeverfor a
"back-tloo? analys*s necessary for suavvabilitr problems, a model that captures all the significant"
aspects of the system wnin be used. T'he 'right- RF model, them is highly dependent on the particular
applicati for which the model is intended and on the computer resources available to run the model. In
usinng the CARLOS code, for example, the fineness of the model grid h&s a direct impact on the
simsulation run time and memnory requirnzcats.

There are seveWralnues-of-thtnnb for RF modeling which will need to be observed as geometries
are created for CARLOS. First, as a lower bound there shoul be approximately 10 segments of the
model per wavelength for wires, and 1001 segments per square wavelength for surfaces. For a given
fuhomed model, this wil lisnit the highms frequency at which analyses can be performed- Second, ther
should be enough segments to -dequately represent the normal spaitial variations; of current. Third,
segiarndtson shr-ild be finer on the pants of the model where the analysis is `ose (though it is not
always safe tw grid finely only nea the point of interest), Finally, while it is tempting to use increasingly
finer aeginoatmiosa to produce better results, thit can impact the accuracy of the solution by, for example,
violating some: basic assumption of the analysis code (e.g. modeling a "thin' wire a-; a stack of poker
chips). Therefore, the judgemnent of the modieler will be a critical factor in the Vetup of each problem.

One nf the goals of this program is to use SUN workstations as the computational platform for all
RF analyses. This may prohibit certain types of analyses (e.g. large satellite models at high frequencies).
It may be necessary to gain access to mainframe or supercomputing platforms from time to time to
pertlirm all desired analyses. It is hoped that the general growth in capabilities of workstations will make
the use of mainhamens the exception rather than the nile- However, it is expected that acees to a more
capable computahional platform will be needed in order to handle all kinds of problems likely to be
encountered.
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VALIDATION: Each of the codes presented ink previous sections (with the notable exception of the
developing PRPECT cod) has been validated to some degree for use in stand-alone applications.
CARLOS has been tested against benchmarks defined by the EMCC, SMWT is being used now for various
laser and nuclear susonAibility sgodie. IPP.AS has beea tested by the NP.C. However, when these codes
are combinied into an integrated RlY effects assessnent capability, thiere wilt be a need to validate that each
piece of code maintains its integrity singly and as pesn of the integrated package.

Analytic verifi'ation of the correct operation of PR1FECT can be dime on three levels. First. for
chain, of elements with slimited combhination of probability density ftinctiosic a closed form solution can
he atained. Second, for a much more general counblnatioo of density fuimtions, a numerical result can be
obtained using anotd code such vs Mathematica. 7hrd. for very complex chains, a Mionte-Carlo
simlriation can be tn. The results frome PRPECT can be coumpired with the results from any of these
three methods to verify the correcut operation of the planned inatiatise. To verif the accuracy of
PRtEECT rseults for a given problem ofinterst. there as no asubtituee for tes data. If proper test scenarios
can be defined such that data is directly applicaible to the levl of detailppropruats to the model, a
comepariso of MF~ECT output with rclevl asAte results should be made. For example, a test with a Plane
ware souce incidenit an an imiatam connected to a receive subsayste could be performod. Mecasured
resuts ouldthnbe coin&ed to PRPECTcalculations Such teats are planned for the validation effort.

Specific tests are alao pianned to sPport validatiosi of the CARLOS software to the coupling
appticatiot. The DMSP command antenna %s cunrendly baing msodeled, and computed patterns and
couplIng character stics will be compared to measured nwr and far field pattern dao&

Pstine changes to SMTi are prneipelly in the developmenit aind display of models. Verifying
the cexr operation of the code will consist efaating. displaying. storing retrieving and editing several
satellite models. Veriyin the correct operation of the code used to translate SMT geometry Wint
CARtLOS input format can be accoomplishedl by orsutin some simple jeomtinc models in SMTi. Ttieac
models can their be cmvoeutd to the CAR1LOS input forptat end ustnaly checked for correctness.
Finally, the models can be run throughs CARtLOS to dwarnrue if the exp, -ted scattering properties are
correctly resolved. These scattering properties wre well kimowis for asimple &hapes such as sphcres, buxcvi
and wedges. However, reliable indication of the accuracy or adeqtiac for real protblenms wilt reqwh~
validation with reelistic experiments. Test plans are airrently being develomwe arid several candldart
faulhitise are under evaluation.

SCHEDULED AVAILABILITY OF INTEGRATED CODES

Integration planning, cod acquisition end evaluation, and PP.1 ECTr codc development -ývcr
isutiated during FY93. Versior. 1.0 of the PRFECTr code, which concentrates an comnmunications
subeystern modeling, was delivered in February 94. Code integrations work lasa begun, and the goal is to
promide an initial on-line capability with Usees Manuals by the end of CY94. It should be noted that the
modeling tools described in this paper awe designed for narroband (CW) sources. The treatment of
broadband effects will require significant modification (or whelirtution).
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Test Fidelity in Anechoic Chambers
Clifton Coartasy mad Donald Voss

Voss Scieatfi c
416 Washington St. SE

Albuquerque, NM 8T71G

Abstract - Anechoic chamber susceptibility and vulnerability teats of electronic systems to
high power microwave (HPM) must achieve radiated electromagnetic fields that mimic uniform
pline-wnve illumination to simulate battlefield conditions. Unfortunately, these conditions are
hard to achieve for large targets with multiple points-of-entry, such as found on aircraft. RF
measurements of the electromagnetic field in the chamber prior to a test are often impractical,
and electromagnetic modeling tools and software are often incapable of integrating the many
conputationsl task required. In contrast, this paper describes a new, Windows-bued compu-
tational tool designed to rapidly assess 11PM test fidelity in anechoic chambers; the software
described here performs all computations required to assess the fidelity of anechoic chamber
tests.

I. Introduction
Susceptibility and vulnerability tests of electronic systems (assets) to intense electrong-

netic environments are often conducted in an anechoic chamber. Although such tests are gen-
erally the most convenient way to determine system susceptibilities, one must ensure that the
electromagnetic (EM) environment within the anechoic chamber is a realistic representation of
the EM environment to which the asset will be exposed. Typically the scenario of interest is
the exposure of systems to uniform, plane-wave illumination. Tests conducted with an incident
field that is a poor approadmation to a uniform plane-wave over the test volume, particularly
at point-of-entry (PoE) locations, may generate misleading or useless data. Poor test fidelity
can occur when any of a number of non-ideal effects become important. Non-ideal effects in-
clude: (1) reflections of the incident radiation from the walls, floor, and ceiling of the chamber
(denoted "primary reflections"); (2) reflections of the incident field from the target, followed
by further reflections from the interior of the chamber (denoted "secondary reflections"); (3)
cross-sectional variation of the incident field (amplitude, direction, and phase) within the test
volume due to the proximity of the antenna to FoE's; and (4) variation of the radiated power
density with distance from the antenna.

Convenient and easy to use, the Windows-based Test Fidelity in Anechoic Chambers
(TFAC) software provides test personnel with a capability to rapidly calculate a single figure-of-
merit which indicates the degree to which wall reflections, antenna pattern, test asset plas ement,
and antenna radiation characteristics affect overall test fidelity. Over a user defined volume",
interest TFAC calculates a test T-factor; an indication of the departure from plane-wave -,-a-
ditions of the total field incident on PoE's. To determine the T-factor figure-of-merit TiAC
rigorously calculates the incident nesa-zone radiated field of wire antennas (via a method of
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moments solution method), and rectangular and conical horn antennas (using experimentally
validated aperture integration techniques). Also, by incorporating extensive absorber refiec-
tivity meaurements and a low frequency scattering model, TFAC implements two absorber
scattering models; a specular scattering model is moat appropriate at low frequencies, while a
non-specular scattering model better expesses the absorber scattering properties at high fre-
quencies. In addition, TFAC utilizes the NEC-Basic Scattering Code to determine the secondary
scattering from the test asset, to the absorber covered enclosure, back to the test asset.

This paper will present an overview of the Test Fidelity in Anechoic Chambers software. It
will first describe some of the issues associated with anechoic chamber tests, next present a sum-
mary of the antenna modeling capability of the software, discuss the absorber scattering modils
implemented in the program, highlight the graphical user interface used for asset selection and
positioning, and finally describe how the Numerical Electromagnetica Code - Basic Scattering
Code (NEC-BSC) is used to determine secondary scattering. A definition for the T-factor, a
scalar test fidelity figure of merit, and a discusion of its use are also given. Finally, the paper
will conclude with a sample calculation of free -field radiated field and associated T-factor.

II. Overview of Anechoic Chamber Test Issues
Test fidelity in this context is the ability of a test, or simulation, to reproduce plane-wave

conditions. One must consider a number of important issues when planning or conducting
tests in an anecheic chamber. Unambiguous descriptions of these issues will help clarify he
discussion that follows. Consider the situation depicted in Figure 1. Here the test asset (a
missile in this case) is located in the main beam of the source antenna. Ideally, the asset test
volume, the region of space occupied by the uase, would be subjected to an incident plane
wave. However, non-ideal effects can prevent the realization of plane wave conditions in the test
volume. Non-ideal conditions include:

1. Primary reflections - reflection of free-field radiation from the absorber covered surfaces of
the anechoic chambers.

2. Secondary reflections - reflections of free-field radiation from the asset, followed by further
reflections from the absorber covered surfaces of the anechoic chambers.

3. Cross-Sectional Phase and Amplitude Variations - due to the proximity of the asset to the
source antenna, phase, amplitude and polarization variations of the radiated E and H free-
field of the antenna will exist across cross-sectional planes perpendicular to the direction
of propagation.

4. Power Density Variations - again, due to the proximity of the asset to the source antenna,
inverse square law power density variations will exist along the length of the test asset.

The term free-field is used to mean the radiation from the antenna in free pace, while points-
of-entry will be used below to indicate areas where EM energy can gain access to the interior
of the asset.

Items 3 and 4 above are usually the dominant factors in compromising teat fidelity and are
a consequence of the close proximity of the antenna and test asset. For well designed chambers
items 1 and 2 are generally of less consequence, unless tests are conducted at low frequencies
where the absorber can become highly reflective. Figure 2 presents a qualitative assessment of
the relative impact on test fidelity of each mechanism as a functi. ,u of frequency. It indicates
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that absorber scattering is of most concern at lower frequencies, while croes-sectional plane wave
departurns are most dominant at higher frequencies. Power density dependence on distance from
the antenna is shown to be of concerm at all times, especially for assets with extended (axially
long compared with wavelength) points-of-entry.

IlL TFAC Field Computation Capability
To assess the impact upon test fidelity in snetý )ic chambers of items 3 and 4 above, the

TFAC software must compute accurately the radiated near-field of the source antenna, primary
scattering from the absorber covered walls, and secondary scattering from the test asset to the
absorber covered walls and back. This section reviews the TFAC computation capabilities for
each of the above.

Antenna Radiated Field Computations

Since the antenna used in a test depends on the type of test being o,'nducted, and the
source being used, TFAC computes antenna near-fields from rectangular and conical aperture
antennas, and a number of common wire antennas. User selections and antenna parameter
inputs are accomplished through dialog boxes accessible to the user under the Antenna field
of the program's main dialog box; Figure 3a depicts the dialog box for a rectangular antenna.
Further specification of frequency, mode and power are accomplished under the Drive field;
Figure 3b illustrates how the program depicts the field structure of a conical horn antenna
when driven in the TE1I mode.

Computations for aperture antennas are prefaced by a description of the physical geometry
of the antenna and feed waveguide, specification of the dominant mode, frequency of operation,
and total radiated power. Calculation ol he radiated fields are then made using a technique

similar to the Stratton-Chu technique [RM. 1]. These calculations have been experimentally
shown to be accurate to within fractions of a dB for values of E and H, both magnitude and
phase of all components, in the radiating nearfield. If a wire antenna is used, test personnel
specify the general type of wire antenna (log periodic, yagi, dipole array, and dipole antennas
are currently supported), the physical dimensions, operating frequency, radiated power, and
for some types, the gain. TFAC then constructs a thin model of the antenna, formulates
an impedance matrix description via the method of moments [Ref. 2], and solves for the
corresponding antenna current distribution. Radiated fields are then calculated from the current
distribution in the usual manner.

Primary Scattering Computations
To compute primary scattering from absorber covered surfaces, TFAC first determines the

reflection coefficient of the metal backed pyramidal absorber as a function of frequency, angle
of incidence, and polarization. The low frequency reflection coefficient, where the pyramids
are less than A/2 in height, is determined from an analytical model [Ref. 3], while the high
frequency reflection coefficient is primarily found from experimental measurements. Then TFAC
computes the magnitude of the radiated field incident on the wall. Two absorber scattering

models are used: The first assumes a specular scattering mechanism and is most accurate in
the low frequency regime. For this model only the field incident on the specular point of the
wall (determined by the chamber geometry and the specification of the points-of-entry) need be
determined. The second model assumes the energy is scattered beck isotropically (applicable
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for high frequencies) and requires the computation of the incident field at many locations on
the walls of the chamber. The magnitude of the field due to primary scattering that arrives
in the test volume is then compared with the direct inciaent field and a determlnation of the
impact on test fidelity made.

Secondary Scattering Computations

Due to the size of the scattering surfaces of the asset and the path lengths involved, the
significance or impact on test fidelity of secondary scattering will, in most cases, be minor.
However, since the asset is typically located in the main lobe of the source antenna, the secondary
scattering can be comparable to the primary scattering when asset scattering centers and points-
of-entry are located close to chamber walls. The NEC-BSC [Ref. 4] code is used to help TFAC
accounts for secondary scattering mechanisms. NEC-BSC computes the near and far zone field
of antennas in the presence of scattering structures. It exists as an element of a dynamic link
library (DLL) and called as a C function from TFAC. Asset selection and positioning, via a
Windows dialog box, enables TFAC to construct a NEC-BSC input data file that describes
the experimental arrangement. NEC-BSC computations then yield the scattered field incident
on the chamber walls. Since directional information is not available, TFAC uses the isotropic
scattering model and propagates it toward the points-of-entry (properly accounting for distance
dependence of field strength) to determine the level of secondary scattering relative to the direct
incident field.

]I[. T-Factor and Determination of Test Fidelity
The primary test fidelity figure-of-merit is the T - factor [Ref. 5]. This scalar quantity

is easy to calculate, and expresses amplitude, phase and polarization deviations from a plane
wave. It is defined as

T(r) = IE._(r)I
5 + q72jH.,(r)11

1E1,g(r)ll + 7w jH,j(r)j
2

where the error field (for the electric field) is E., = E - E5. The terms E and E,, are the true
field (rigorously calculated as described earlier) and the plane wave construction at the obser-
vation point. The plane wave field, Ep,, is a 6ut fit field formed from the Poynting vector (to
avoid bias toward the electric or magnetic field) which is calculated at a user specified reference
position and propagation direction. For example, at a reference position r0 and direction i, the
plane wave E-field is:

Ep, = E.o, e'((iE,,,Ij + sIE,129)/IEI (2)

where the components used above are

E,,. = 1 (E.(ro) + 9 H,(ro)) (3a)

Ep, = •(E,(ro) - T91/4(ro)) (3b)

and the magnitude of the electric field is ZA,, = (jiRe(E x H)'))'!. The phase 4 is given by

I. [,E,,I ph(E,,.) + IIl p(.E,,,)]/ [IEý.I + I,,,1 I]. (4)
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The function ph(.) takes the phase of its complex argument, similar definitions apply for the
magnetic fields. The T - factor is the average energy density of the error field to that of an
ideal plane wave; for perfect plane wave simulation conditions T = 0. TFAC will calculate and
plot the value of T at any user defined point, line, or cross section.

IV. Example
In this section we demonstrate the use of the test fidelity software by a brief, and simple

example of the computation of the T - factor. Consider a standard gain rectangular horn
(G t 16.2 dB, A = 0.208 m

2
) operated at 1.41 GCz. At 6 rn directly in front of the horn, the

T - factor in a 0.25 M
2 

cross-sectional plane is calculated and displayed as shown in Figure 4a.
Making the somewhat obtuse assumption that the E and H fields are related simply as in the
far-field (to enable us to unfold the T - factor, we can show

(1 - vrT) !5 <E1! (1 + VT)2 . (5)

Study of Figure 4& shows that T T 0.1 across the 0.5 n x 0.5 m area. Then, use of Eq.
(5) reveals that the power density can vary instantaneously by more than 5 dB over the area.
Figure 4b presents the computation of T at 12 m (approirmately the antenna far-field) directly
in front of the horn across a 0.25 M

2 
cross-sectional square plane. For this case, T :5 0.02,

which indicates that the power density can vary instantaneously by 2.5 dB over the area. A
general rule of thumb is that if T • 0.02 across cross-sectional areas that cover points-of-entries,
then instantaneous power density variation across points-of-entries will be less than 3 dB. In
addition, numerical experiments will %how that at distances close (in terms of wavelengths) to
the source antenna, test fidelity can be maintained over small croas-sectional areas.

V. Summary
Many times, tests conducted in anechoic chambers strive to achieve plane-wave conditions

over extended spatial areas. The Test Fidelity in Anecboic Chambers software program provides
test personnel an ability to rapidly and accurately determine the electromagnetic environment
in which a test asset is placed. The impact on test fidelity (the degree to which the simulation
approxdmates a plane wave) of test asset proximity to the antenna, and scattering from absorber
surfaces is expressed as a simple scalar number. Prior assuranoe of good test fidelity reduces
test setup efforts, and ultimately lends confidence in the experimental results.
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Direc RayAnlseins

Figpe I. Direct, primary, and secondar) illumination of test asset. The test asset is

exposed to direct illumination from the source, (primary) refl-•tioac firorn the _b!n,9rtP covered

walls of direct illumination, and (secondary) reflections of direct field incident on the asset,

scattered to the wells and reflected back to the text zone.
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Figure 2. Relative importance of perturbations to test fidelity caused by anechoic chamber

reflections and radiating near-field effects versus frequency.
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Figure 3. Dialog boxes for descriptions of apexture antennas: (a) rectangular aperture phys-

ical diraensions and driving waveguide; and (b) conical antenna mode specifications, frequency,

and output power,
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Figure 4. Cantout graph of T- fa2ctor for a standlard gain horn operated at, f 1.41 GHz-:

(a) T' over a cross-sectional area 6 m in front of the horn on boresiiht; and (b) T over .1

cross-sectional area 12 mn ;n front of the horn.
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An Investigation
into Alternative Construction Techniques

to Reduce Shielded Room Resonance Effects

Bruce Ar••- mbeaulh Kent Crnalerlin

Digital Equ*iput Corporaton Universiy of Now Hauapshire

Invoducfiim

1" nred to nm e c seomagnti field, accrtly e grare than ever bdere industry.
As cosqmrs mad their associal d&,-v s bcase i eed they reod to imcrese the pollution
of the electap•e•c spectrum, while the reliance on c•"municabsou devces re•uirinig a
quiet spac-un is increasing. It is no smprise that ianu.sacatnes spend WW oanous amount of
money to build hfiedd rooms welh suffiiet absorber maerijal so they can mme the test facil-
ity requiwaxs of the Fcdad Communcations Cox, inission (FCC) while eliminating the asn-
biant siVas that could cmae me Amient macc•aracis.

Thm pap discusses anew constuction tedarique tha, whena cobined with a reduced amount
of absorber material, can greaty reduce the cost and usia rquireresamts of such anecbocic
shielded rooms. Modeling is used to verify the room's performance.

Background

Typically, EMI tso labratorics have litl choice in td tst site type. They can either buld an
open area test st (OATS) or a shielded anechoic room. An OATS is much less expensive to
build thn the shielded hoi om, but requires the user to deal with poor weather condi-
tions SW an intiusive elecouma.getic mnbiet. If a wood or plastic enclosure is placed around
tke tet site, then en car• (meaning exmt zpeme) must be used to insure the materials do not
allow small mounts of reflections which could reider the site unceqAsble to the FCC. (The
FC requires a masureaement mcertsnuy of les dtn 4 dB.)

Shielded rooms offer proction hum the weather environment as well as the electromagnetic
eevironemn. However, the metal walls allow reflections which result in resonances. These
resona•ce frequencies ar detemninaed by the cemmrucncur dimnsins and ca remsut in typical
measuremenm utabfes of a, lam 40 ,R. (1 Placing anaoic as•hamir nsmetria om the
walls dehucs the Q of the room, and can greatly reduce the muasrmn unosnatry.

Since reamarestes for the IPCC (and other comiitieial sandward) are typically at distances of
i leas 3 matrs the cosrumction cost asociaed wkh the shielded oaedoc room is n mmally
in the a•es of $1 Million. The shielded room must bcu Imp enough to include 6-8 feet fluckness
of the absosber material an all the wall& and ceiling makin the shielded room much larger te
would nannally be reý d to pmvide the asan wading Rsce Ohnce part of the •m cost).
7 -.. oz .!i qeip-_ _siwr mad can often be at Least half of the total room costs.
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Approach'

Since the room resonances are due to the physical parameters of the shielded roomr, this work
chianged the most basic assumption, that is, the room must be rectangular. The walls were
made to be non-parallel (by valyms degrees) and the effect upon the room resonance frequen-
cie wus observed Small amorunts of absorber material were added to observe the effiect upon
the ueasurneumm unratirtarty-

The Fine-Difference 7"wic Domai (FDMh) modeling technique was uaed to model the
shielded room witht noni-paralle walls (with and without the absorber matierial). A two-
dinmenaonal model was used to reduce the run mum and incinory, requixerents. The FDITD re-
tulhs were couipared to the closed fiorn solution, for the rectanigular cawe.

Rectagular Room Resonanices

A rectangular cavity has resonanirfrequencies which depend upon the the flree hnear dimen-
siona between We p~ralel walls. Equatio (1) is given in [2] to determine these resonant fre- -

qursicies. Since the analysis was to he pcierfoted in only two dimensions, equation (1) was re-
duced to equations(2).

The resonant frequeacis of a 2-D cavity with dimensions 3.024 meters by 1-89 tmeters were
found using both equation (2) and FDTD. The results art shown in Table 1. T7here wavi good
agreemntw betweexi the two approaches.

One of the disadvantages of using FDTD to detenrmine resonant rooni characteristics is its ten-
dency to report infinite Q' s (suince the walls are perfect electrical coniductors). Naturally, before
an infinite Q can be found, the moidel must run for an infinit amount of time as well. The
mod~el mist also ruin long enough for all the resonant frequencies to be fouixL The questioni of
the best trade-off between accuracy of the Q and the long run times needed to be settled.

Thie run tine needed for the PDTD modlel was determined by using diffrexrit run timres and ob-
serving the response over ruar eat Figure I shows the basi model geomietry. The F=T
model was run for 10,000, 30,000, 50,000, and 100,000 time stp. The masfinium received
spectral stignal strength over all the monitor points is shown in Figure 2 for the various run

Fromi the response in Figure 2 it was deterivined dune 30.000 ume stps was sufficient to allow
the resonance to develop. Although the Q masy not he absolutely ortrect for the non-coated
walls, the measurerment uncertainty was at least 20 dB, which is much more titan allowed. As
the absorber material is added to the walls the Q of thtt room will be lowered significantly and
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ulah ru t nuzfreed not beas long. ThMs is verdied I= in thir rnept.

! Table 1

Rewoant Frequ Tc-y Comparison between Techniques

1 M5 M z 93- bM) ,
2 131.4 1MHz 12t..ýNOz

3 172.5 MHz 168..5)Hz

4 192 MIz 187)A-z
5 219.7 MHz 217.4M4Hz

6 2464Z Mz 242.9MIz
7 260.2 MHz 2.57.7 M•z

Anwchoic Absorber Material

TMa necho absom, maerial ued in most shielded rooms is a carbon loaded foam. It is most
ofen pymu zida s jed. The bulk conductrvity has been dermined a the Natonal Institu of
Stadards ard Tcdaaology (MIST) empiually [7] m-d verihd by others [8]. The conductivity
wa found Po vary as a fanmew of hqunacy less than m order of magniude. Since FDTD is a
tSe lamain technique mad a wide buadwxih Gauss•an shaped pulse was used, th model for
thd absorber terial conductivity required Ina& value. The average absorber conductivity
asom the huqpmcy rame w uand (5 x 10- Siemens).

""be tuhirmk of te absorber mitewrial w&, varied (as demcrbed in th neat ection) mid a
sairsep qmproz.imkmo for the iwgular caes was used in dx FDTD model.

Evaluated Models
It wis deied to ces a shielded zoom with encuh unable spice to allow wting at a distance
of 3 mews, including the sace oed for an internal turntable with a large equipmant-under-
test (EUT). FIg=se 3 ihws a graphical sprmenmuimn of the dessmd room and the variou
q m tallowed. Thersulk was a oom overal dimeasion of 18x33 feL Note if the 8 foot
du& absorber cows wa ne sd, die orverall dimension would be 34zx 49 feet

The Toom war then scaled down by a factor of 4 wo allow suffcient reolution o'! the FDTD
model wi-n cm ng a hipg. mprausional domain. ThL fmal room dia mien was 1.89 x
3.024 mets.

A unu ofrosa wt many-d. i n nFigure 4. Note that
only in e wcae were tha any -rullrl walls.

A acbooirtber ws adder ch of he rooms in t ne of 1, 2, 3jand 4 fee.
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[

The goal was to reduce or imina the mnasmam umnersraity aoos the measomiu ae.
That i it tf E UT (as a somrc) was moved sligtly witi the m esm ares, while keep.
ing the total disata between the BUT and fte reie at sm a ce•m , then dUt sured sig-
nal strength should rmain wocsta. Sinc the FMD model coumod a mnumer (50) of moni-
uro points and ome source (the recprocal probiem), then the dihrnce betwe the mnaimum
md m- -n agnal nmhv woos Ut frequency range boad be th uea for a OAFS.

Modd Reslm
A omfr od•fme cses w= noded Table 2 shows ft reference name for each case,
sadUthirmasscdawd pens. As nadasS nlts, tuninir-m ndrannum spoderli-
qinem for eabh c• was deumend. An -=Wl of Ut lop vemadoe btee a rectangular

-m wish no Iouer (Cam RCl) athil mitma no-setaagular room with tte 4 foot
thick asouter maal (Cm iCi4e) is shtm in Fi•-•r Sa and 5b, reqpecivcly. Both the

mom- and Uth mw~o - is thows for both cxses. Nom Uth large tro-nart
etu a th mvasa firquemcie dgroegout the frequency nap i Fqua. S. and the nAdy
flat reaoas in Figure Sb.

Once the pot•-proccsmg wae cometed only the diffnmc between the monior mrx=m
and te cno m - was coasiered- Fqgurs 6 dzuugh 10 show the ran paran•%r for

the varous non-padlle wall roams.

As can be seen from Figur 6 through 10, te absouter material has a much gpeer effect
win the walls of the room ar not parallel In fhs, t greatc:r the *ngle of the walls, the
greater th effect of the absmober maieal.

Conclusioos

The use of non-peale walled abielded rnx can reduce te amon of RFas rer matrial
requ•ed to reduce inawaus uncertainty. A rel•ively ,raAe anount of absorber aril
can beuwed (a Uthe c of 4 fret r- tmh • tV ktial 8 t etick), tus ducing• overal
oon~stuction cost through recdhtim c Ut amount of abstber mauerial ptuchased, the sz of
Uth basic sheded som (needed to maitainu a usai '-. inrnal space), and the ares requied to
houae the facility. The wown response is very alowiy varying with frequency with dhs modest
noom of shieer thickness in a noumealel rue, ad so futhe seduction in mrasunsment
.z€rtasny cam he realized by using a cablized 'room corectkm factr' in all naasuraerms.
Thts conrectos factor oolul eliminase any Fre vanraions in ueasured respoe as a function
of freqe•ecy, sice the repcsme is slowly vasying.
Summary

This pqa has used the FITrI unxklng techmqp to me the effect of noc-porallel wails in a
shalded meclosume n h room's mae sa m ad nefe on is reremn uncertainty,
Small mn ts of adwic sbhorer matrial c- be wed to pea advmt a co4apaed to the
nounal requirems for reseagular duded mors. This mult allows a greit reductim in
coo so atet comrcial Eli ust umis usaging ,.
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Table 2
Description of Modeled Cases

flwu. # Abeciber Caose
Thku-o

1 mae Case RCIOA

1 1' CaseRCIOB

1 2' CmRC1OC

1 3' CmRCIOD

1 4' Cue RCIOE

2 none Cue RCIIA

2 1' Cue RCIIB
2 2' CmeRCIIC

2 3' Cae RC1D
2 4' Case RCI1E

3 nowe Cue RCM2

3 1' Ce RC12B

3 2' Case RC12C

3 3" Coe RC12D

3 4' CneRC12E

4 IMM Cue RC14A
4 1' Cese RC14B
4 2' Cue RC14C

4 3' Cae RC14D)
4 j4" Cse RC14E~
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Figure I 50 ohm Half-Wave Dipole Antenna Element Model.

The number of segments varies with frequency because NEC-3 has numerical difficulties
with segments that are extremely short in terms of a wavelength, arnd NEC-3 is not as accurate
with segments that are much more than a tenth of a wavelength. This posed problems because
the environments covered a range of 1 kHz to 100 GHz. Even with varyiVg numbers of
Sýenmets, the lowest frequency at which NEC can handle a 5-cm-long wire is approximately 1
M~ The computed transfer function seems to converge to a straight line on a log-log scale and
is sufficiently small, at 1 MHz and lower, that extra lation seems ap priate, 'he transfer
function as calculated by NEC-3 is shown in fre 2 and is sown transposed onto
environmental levels and in the same units in figure 3. The transfer function can be applied to
EM environment levels to find the signal strengths dumped into a 50-ohm load by the antenna.
These signal levels are shown in figure 4 and can be used to model the combined worst case
threat to the phaaed array receiver.

Method of moments codes, such as GEMACS, NEC-3, or WIRANT, can be used to
calculate vehicle surface currents such as those on the fuselage of an aircraft. Currents around
apertures can be calculated to determine field strengths entering the fuselage. Interior field
strengtbs are then analytically coupled into cablN on the interior of the fuselage to determine
the energy in the cables and at the stem port circuits. A WIRANT model of a 707-320B is
shown in figure 5. This model would be sufficient for determining surface currents on the wings
and fuselage, but requires further refinement around the cockpit to be useful to determine
internal field strengths.

Fr.q...,y P•wm. a I- DIýf. RSI--ed lk, by I VIm p00e, W.v•

10

oDoi - J, -- l o
F.,qoqn . GH,

FIgure 2 Dipol, Antenna Transfer Function
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Figure 4 EM Environments Coupled Into RF Ports.

Figure 5 Wire Model Used to C -inpute Fuselage Surf. e Currents.
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IEMCAP Modeling of System Feld4o-Port Coupling

In this study, [EMCAP was used to determine internal port circuit ener•y coupled from
external EM fields. IEMCAP was used to perform the field strength, field-to-wire, and field-to-
antenna calculations. A Boeing 707-320B was used as a representative platform, and some
typical equipment cases for a phased array radar were assumed and located in arbitrary locations
on the aircraft. A diagram of the locations of these cases is shown in a side view in figure 6 and
in a plan view in figure 7. The cargo door of the 707-320B was assumed to be a practical
location for a conformal phased arrny antenna. An equipment case for the radar was placed justaft of the door, which would derive its power from cables coming from one of the engine nacelle

generators into a junction b.a at the winroot. An equipment case for a display or some other
piece of auxiliaz, quipment was located just of of the forward peronnel door. The actual
model of the airaft used by the IEMCAP code is rather a simplistic one. The fuselage isrepresented by a truncated cone for the nose of the aircraft, which us attached to either a round-
bottomed or a flat-ttotomed cylinder that extends backward to infinity from the nose. The wings
are represented by flat plates specified by the wingroot and wingtip locations. An illustration of
this basic model is shown in figure 8.

Figure 6 Equipment Locations on 707-320B Model

Figure 7 Plan View of Equipment Location on 707-320B Aircraft.
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Figurel$ IEMCAP Model of 707-320B3 Aircraft.

The equipment in the IEMCAP moidel is specified by locating cases by their water lines,
butt linaes, sndtations. Port~s are assigned to each case and can~eflee.Tecbigi
assigned locations by bundles whose end points arc given by the ports to which they are
conzecited. 71c characteristics of the cable are taken from a wire table, which specifies all the
p~articulars of cable and dimensions. Antennas are specified by location, in water line, butt
line, and station units. using some basic simple tTyecs, such as dipoles and horns. The 3-dB
beam-width of the antenna can be specfied, but it is a fixed pattern and does not vary with
frequency. Figure 9 illustrates the equipmrnt modeled for the )EMCAP analysis.

WI 8.505.

Figurem S Model of Equipment Used for IEMCAP Analysis.

Worst case env;rommental field levels, which were those for electronic warfare sources,wer te eq intmen in ote deP m xoerl is e peifield levels. Because the internal fuselage field
levebt were not specified, IEMCAP defaulted these to 40 dB below those of the external field
levels. Equipment cases are treated as simple dipoles exposed to plane waves at the internal
field strength. The signal levels for the cases, as calculated by IEMCAP, are shown in fisure 10.
Iart ficld-tar.ofae tpeaind calculations are so red us•ei. transmission Un theory for bow
frequencies atond umtont smethods for high frequsncites, The signap leveas for the por3-dis
calculated by tEMCAP are shown in figure 11. These levels are very much higher tiany wict
fpected and can be reduced by further refinements of the IEMCAP anodel.
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Findings and RecoWmendations

Our initial NEC antenna model is sufficient for approx, ,latiom oE 0gross anotemsa rTe1•pLbc
to EMI enviromnents. The IEMCAP analysis provides upper bounds on the EMI coupled t~o the

system ports but is excessively conservative for design evaluation based upon interferencep~redictions. It is difficult to avoid the eventual necqusipm of detaled system modeling to achieve
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reasonably accurate EM coupling estimates. We would hope that as computational codes like
NEC and IMCAP become refined and easier to use that they will be relied upon more often to
perform cursoy computations on which system designs caa be based. Unfartunately today this is
only true in cases where the EMI threat is sufficient to warrant a detailed modeling effort.

The IEMCAP code provides substantial computational capability, but requires a
considerable investment of time to achieve the necessaty familiarity with the code to avoid
excessively conservative or pessimistic coupling and interference predictions, This code would
be of considerably greater value to the system EMC design effort if it were modernized to
include improved coupling analysis and approximating techniques. The IEMCAP code would
also profit from the kind of interface unprovements such as modeling graphics and a
WINDOWS interface that have been developed for some of the other EM anadysis codes.
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A Hybrid Approach for Computing the EM Scattering
from Complex Terminations Inside Large Open

Cavities*

Robert J. Burkholder, Paul R. Rousecau, and Prabhaka H. Pathak
The Ohio State University ElectroScience Laboratory

1320 Kinnear Road, Columbns, Ohio 43212

Abstract-The electromagnetic (EM) scattering from cmnplex terminations within open-
ended cavities, such as engine terminations inside jet inlets, is computed using a hybrid combi-
nation of high frequency asymptotic sad numerical methods. High frequency methods are used
to find the coupling into the cavity via the open end and the propagation down the s-no Ahlye
varying duct, and numerical methods are used to find the reflection from the comp
natiou. The duct and the termination sections are decoupled at a cross-section Sr _.

$ termination using a discrete plane wave expansion (PWE), so that the ainalyses of the two sec-
tions may be performed separutely. The external field scattered by the termin;At;on is found using
a reciprocity integral over the incide.t Lad refdected fields at S1-. N americal results are presented
which demonstrate the accuracy of tlis approach by comparison with reference solutions.

1 Introduction

The EM scattering from complex terminations within electrically large open-ended cavities may
contrioute very significantly to the radar cros-section (RCS) of the body containing the cavity.

Tyical geometries of interest are the complex fan-blade or engine face terminations of aero-
dynamic inlet/exhaust ducts present in modern jet aircraft. Generally, these geometries are
very large in terms or wavelength so numerical methods are not suitable for doing the entire
"problem. In the hybrid approach presented here, .he geometry is bisected Vt a cross-section St
near the termination as shown in Figure 1. The electrically large duct iection is smooth and

slowly varying so high frequency asymptotic methods may be used to fin
1 

the coupling of the
external fields hito the duct via the opt ' end, and the propagation down the duct to S.r. Nu-
merics.)altaetods may then used to find tht reflection from the more detailed but smaller engine
termination section. The scattered field in the external region due to the engine termination is
found using a reciprocAy integral over the fields incident at S, reacted with the fields reflected
by the termination 1l1.

S a The main advantage of this approach is that realiscically large and complex cavities mry' y-c
analysed efficiently by combining high and low frequency methods. A high frcquelmy Wethod

alone would not be able to handle the complex termination with accuracy, and a numerical
method alone ouild not efficiently handle the entire cavity geometry because of its large electrical

S "npsosed b6 Gcu.ual iT.kic Aicar. Fngijtvs, Pandake, ON, MNDnuAil Do"slas Aem•Tmmce. St. L~Aaih,

anO, ad Ibe Aix Farme Wright Lebmatory Target Recognition Tetefalolm Branc, Wright-Patterson AFBM OH.
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EC (P)

ST
Figure 1: Geomnery of an open-ended cavity with a complex termination illuminated externally
by a dipole source P.

isne. Another advantage is that the duct and tennination sections are analyzed separately,

allowing changes to be made to one of the sections without having to repeat the analysis of the
other.

The high frequency aaymptotic methods used here to analyze the duct section are the hy-
brid asymptotic modal method (2j, the shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) method 13], and tIme
generalized ray expansion (GRE) method (4]. The hybrid modal method uses high frequency

asymptotic methods to find the coupling of the externally incident fields into the waveguide
modes of the duct at the open end, which then propagate to 57. It is very accurate for large
ducts, but is limited to canonical waveguide configurations so it is used mainly as a reference
solution. The SBR and GRE methods launch and track geometrical optics (GO) ray tubes into
the duct from the open end. They are not as accurate as the hybrid modal method, but can
be applied to much more arbitrarily shaped cavities. The only difference between the SBR and
GRE methods is in the way the ray tubes are initially launched. SBR only tracks the GO field
in the cavity, while the GRE method includes fields diffracted into the cavity by the aperture

at the open end.
To couple the solutions for the two separate regions, the fields at Sr are expanded into an

orthogonal pilnc wave basis sz! (5J. Plane waves are chosen over waveguide modes because they
may be used with arbitrarily shaped duct cross-sections (although most ducts of interest are
circular near the engine face), but rrore importantly they allow the termination section to be
characterized by a plane wave scattering matrix which is obtained using a conventional plane
wave scattering analysis of the isolated termination section. The meLlivd of rnmonntr is ustd in
the results presented here to obtain the termination scattering matrix.

The duct analysis methods and the method of moments solution for the termination section
will not be described in any more detail here. The theory section will focus on the reciprocity
integral and the discrete plane wave expansion of the fields at Sr. The associated plane wave
scattering matrix which characterizes the termination will also be discussed. An e"' time
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convention is assumed and suppressed throughout the following. Z. is the free space impedance
and k = 2r/A in the free space wave number.

2 Theory

In this section the reciprocity integral is presented first, followed by the discrete plane wave
expansion (PWE) of the fields over SLv. Then the termination plane wave scattering matrix will
be expressed in terms of the bistatic scattering pattern of the isolated termination section.

2.1 The Generalized Reciprocity Integral

Referring again to Figure 1, the generalized reciprocity integral IlJ for obtaining the fields at
point P scattered by the engine termination inside a cavity illuminated by the dipole source IY
is given by

jx
where A, is a test dipole source located at P. (Si, If) are the fields excited by Pl, which are
incident at Sr from the duct section, and (Vf8') are the fields at Sr scattered by the ter-

mination excited by t'. For simplicity, multipl' interactions between the termination and the
aperture at the open -nd are ignored when using this equation because these effects are generally
insignificant for electrically large cavities,

2.2 The Discrete Plane Wave Expansion

The incident and scattered fields at S-r are expanded into a discrete set of - i and +i propagating
plane waves, respectively. The plane waves are orthogonal over a square cross-section of width
2 a which completely encloses the cross-section ST and is generally chosen to be as small as
possible for efficiency. This expansion is only valid for the fields in the plane of S7 . The ±i
propagating fields at S1 may be expanded as

ZAt { (2)

with the plane waves categorized into TE and TM polarizations as

If•l 'j: = fý T e ,,' "' 1" _,,,;..
H',1 * I, - = w4•.ejiA-.-•/Z,, ; It,., -.• = 4•,,,,, ~' •'" z,,. ()

The pxupgrit, ioO vzctor -h, = .k, + 4• 4 i± k of each plane wave is defined by

k, -- ; k,,=' • -.- , (4)

for all in and n which satisfy

2 2 a 8_ 2
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where Q.. is the maxtirnum angle the propagation vector rosy make with the z-axis. This
truncates the expansion to include propagating plane waves with no evanestent terms.

In a spherical coordinate system centered at ST v-ith i oriented as in Figure 1, the incident
plane waves propagate to the right and the scattered plane waves propagate to the left along
radial paths defined by ±i.. The polarization vectois 0_. and 6,,, are orthogonal te k,.,, eI.d
are defined in the conventional sense by

9,,, - i cos9,,, cos O..n {" + jcos 9., sin ii, - • sin G_,,. (0)

where

8,,,. cos,"(klk) 0 < 09,., < 8._. (8)

0 = tan-(kl/k,) -w < :.. 7r. (9)

The plane waves ame assumed to exist in free space so the expansion of (2) is approximate
because it can not perfectly account for the truncation of the fields at the duct walls. However,
the approximation is very accurate for electrically large cross- sections as will be seen in the

numerical results.

2.3 The Termination Plane Wave Scattering Matrix

The plane wave scattering matrix which characterizes the termination section ;s obtained ap-
proximately by finding the bistatic scattered field pattern when the isolated termination section
is illuminated by each of the ; ,cident plane wav6.s in turn. It may he shown that the element
of this matrix which relates th, coefficient of the mnh reflected plane wave to the coefficient of
the peq' incident plane wave is given by 15]

where • @,,,) is the scattered field in the direction of the ,r7n'n reflected plane wave (i-i

propagating) due to illumination by the pq"' incident plane wa'e (-i propagating). ý3, is the
polarization of the mnn" reflected plane wave, and is equal to ,, or i., if the rmn'" (reflected)
plane wave is TE or TM polarized, respectively.

In the numerical results presented here, the scattering matrix is obtained siing CICERO
which is a method of moments code developed at McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories,
St. Louis, MO, for body-of-revolution (BOLt) geometries 16).

3 Ro.emlts and Conclusions

The results are in the form of co-polarized monostatic RCS vs. aspect angle fLr both vertically (0
0.) and horizontally (0-0) polarized plane wave illuminations. For this case, j' and 0, are located
kit tle same point and have the same orientation. The units of RCS are ilL decibels relative to
a square wavel tigth (DBSW), and the dimensions of the geometries are in wavelengths. The
cavities are all ýedrfectly conducting.
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Figure 2 shows the RCS patterns of s long cylindricAl cavity with a flat termination. The 45A
duct section is analysed using the hybrid modal method, and the plane wave scattering matrix
for the 8A termination section is also found using the hybrid modal method for this simple
termination. The results are compared with the hybrid modal solution for the entire geometry.
The small diffezences in the solutions are due entihely to the appioximations associated with the
truncated PWE.

Figure 3 shows the RCS patterns of a smaller cylindrical cavity with a hemispherical hub
on a fiat termination. The duct section is analysed using the hybrid modal method and the
termination matrix is found using the method of moments (MM). The results are c..-mpared
with a MM solution for the entire geometry. The differences are due mainly due to i nwanted
external scatteing effecha which are present in the MM solutions.

Figure 4 shows the RCS patterns of a cylindrical cavity with a hemispherical hub termination
found using the hybrid modal, GRE, and SBR methods for the duct section and the method of
moments for the termination. The ORE results are expected to agree better with the hybrid
modal solution because the ORE method includes the effects of fields diffracted into the cavity
by the aperture at the open end, whereas the SBR method only includes the geometrical optics
field.
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Figure 2: RCS patterns of a cylindrical cavity With a flat termination found Iming• the hyh-rid
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a modad reference solution (MOD). Dimension,$ are in wavelengths.
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Abstract

CAVERN (Cavity Electromagnetic An•lyss) Is a computer code developed at McDonnell Douglas, used to analyze
scAttering from arbitrary inlet shapes which can include effects of an engine face, It incorporates standard ray optic
approache, the generalized my expansion, end modal solutions. Upgrades to the engine faco modeling capability
are undsorway.

Standard approaches to predicting scattering forn electrically large cavities consist of tracing ray bundles In and out
of a cavity while keeping track of trajectory and polarization of te eledric field vactor [ 1). The calculations in CAV-
ERN use a parametric bk-cubc (PUC) ray trace. Ray patch information, including the divergenoe faclor at each
bounce Is combined wilth a geometrical opticsaaperture Integration technique.

Anotheroption in CAVERN for the initialization of tho raylmo is the generalized my expansion [2]. Atthe aperture,
the incoming plane wave is converted into etarburats, and all the rays are traced only once for all the excitation
angles. This method better approximate* the effects of the edges of the inlet opening, and thus provides a better
sokltion for certain cavities. For large ansfyaia matrices where the scattering for a very large number of Incidence
angles is nead, this rrethod holds much promise.

CAVERN' e rmy/modal analysis to calculate radar crosa secticn (RCS). Rays are initiated in the aperture
plane and x, annma near the back of the cavrty where the geometrical cross section becomes uniform. The
ray rspmsentatku1 -t the electric field is expanded in terms of the known mnodal lieUJ. An apr1iction of the reciprocity
theorem of oloctromagnetics requires the rays to be traced to the back of the cavity for ,w RCS computation [3).
Since rays do not have to be traced back out ot the cavity, the combined ray/modal analys•i,, to be 'noro efficient for
iongducta, This capability in CAVERN will work forducts upto 40 wavelengths in diameter, whic't iu the equivalent of
l fighter sized aircraft at X-band. In orderto speed the conversion of raysto modes, a Fast Fourier BesselTransforn

is being investigated.

Upgrades to the engine face termination capability of CAVERN are being pursued through cooperatives with Ohio
Stats University, the University of Mkiligan, GE Aircraft Engine Division, and the Air Force. Some of the approaches
being investigated for the tennination are physical optric/physical theory of diffraction, coupled with a plane wave
expansion of the ray optic field, or a finite element analysis, coupled with a modal expansion of the ray optic field.

I. Introduction

Identification of scattering mnecharism susociated with cavities is of prime impo rance in the specitication of RCS for
aircraft. The cavity return dominates the signature for certain angular sectors ot interest. CAVERN ran be used to
guide designers in the specification of inlets and nozzles.

Fiture 1 dividesthe cavity into three areas. First, initialization ofthe rays is necessary in the aperture plane. Thisacan
be done with sitherthe Shooting and Bouncing Rays (SBR) orGensraiiLj Ray Expanzion (ORE) appms-ch. Pirpm-
gation into the duct proceeds amoording to the laws of geoentric optics. Then, the termination aperture decomposi-
tion can be accomplished with either modes or plane waves. Finally, modes or plane waves am reflected from the
terrAnation obstacle. The my/modal approach used in conjunction with an advanced ray trace for curved parametric
surfaces is unique to CAVERN, and the Fast Foudar Besr.el Transform (FFBT) approach applied to this problem is
also novel, so these techniques will be covered In moro detail.
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Figure 1. Areas of Major Focus

The purpose of this papr Is to provide an overview of the capabilities available wI CAVERN and to detail the treat-
marent ihe hytiid ray/model methods. Reount advances in computation timeos for the model algorithms have been
made poss~ibe with the FFBT. Seclion 11 outlines the Initialization of rays with SBR and GRE. The next two sections
provide Ito required caklatisona forthe use of the recilprocity Integral with ray tracing and modal decomposition, and
rodil~or neceesry to use the FFBT.

IL kInaft-tm of Raep with 1111I and ORE

ForSBR. raya are trUsed with attention paid to phase chantgea due to path length, divergence and casustica. Aper-
ture mtegraltln is perfornred at the exit So calculate FICS. Fresnel reflections are tasken Into accunt for both m~etal
end treated ewfsaee. In this cae., as shown In Figure 2, rays are tracked into and out of the cavity one at a time and
the FiCS in asummed over all rays. Then the cavity Is Illuminated at another inclderrze angie, and tne ray trace
information muet be recalculateod. With the ORE, may tubes are initiated for each subaperture. Rays are sent ou at
the cartiero eaech aubepe.- to In the mariner shown. Rays are tracked Into and out of the cavity and the information
m stored. For each angle, the expansion cooeftlcintsaate caloullated, and sunmnnd overali raytubes to calculate RCS.

Generalized Ray Eapansiont
(For Larger LAD Ratios)

Stuidard Ray Tracing -- L --------- lb

qi-- L ---- Incidentf
Inlwidant A ReId D

F ied' -

Aperure laneCons ot Ray
Aperetuue, Plane

Plan

6> (Uniform Airmy 0
of rid ntiallzed uarto 0 yta

for Each Angle) N Sutreperturaspae 0Rtrs

Figure 2. Incorporution of Gateralized Ray Expansion With Aperture Integration

T he con seeros.uw viv F&4N e Fra~ Fr.Mre11 Qdu ct& rm 000 In .9 9u.-- 3,t.;zr- tho axct m cda]-ol :outi cn I s com p are d, mitt
GRE and SBRsolutions. For SBR, the solution Is very choppy and cad[luates about the true solution, with deviationL
in RCS as large as 10 dB. The ray solution lonrda to discretize, the electric field within the cavity, instead of l! ing a
smooth distribution and this discrellzstion loads to these oscillations. One of the major causes of the dis zed
nature of the ray traced electric field is the fact that the inciddent radiation just Inside the aperture is model As a
piane wave, thus ignoring the effect of the edges *t the aperture openiig. Any diffraction effects are riot Included In
the calculation and forsmall aperturesthis can be significant. By sending rays out in starburst fashion, some effects
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fro te els esitin I anon-planar wavelfront can be moee.Rv raaefrom the phasa enerof each

prisefli for SBR nearthe aperture will be less prevalent. However, for treated cavitlee, where the scattering mnay be
decreased, it may become more, Imnportant to Include diffraction afecte*. It has also been found that the ratio of Ithe
length (L) to the diarneter (D) of the cavity Is Importantlin aaemeesnglhe accuracy of the different techntiquea. FIgure 4
shows this effect. The SBR solution*I actually performning quits well for this oeae where the opening of the cavity is
six wavelengths In diaetrnaa nd the LID ratio is 1. Forthe L/Dmraio of2 to I the SBR solution I.exhibiting a narruwor
peak than the exact solution. For larger L/D ratios, the problem is even more apparent.

V-Pot H-IPal

- ModmJ - odal
GRE GRE

-10 ------ SUR

-20 ~S

db-3

-40

0 10 20 30 40 so 6000 10 20 30 An 50 00
OUI~SVAz Az

Figure 3. Cc"ispemo of Model, GRE anid SBR Methods for a Snall Rectangular Duct at 5.9 W'iz
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F~gure 4. ORE Calculation for a GX Diarmetar Cytlinder, Vertical Polarization
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Figure 5 shows tIh results for aim diameter by 3m length cavity at 10 GHz. This i a dimnbar of almost 35wave-
lengts. For an opening this large, the agreme, nt of pure SBR with the wlact modal solution is irnotved us shown,
However. no tries postidie with GRE aem tadserthan with SBR. Forthi case, a 50 degree sweep in azimuth takes
appro)dlmtely 6 hours ior SSR on an SG4D35 vensus 0.66 hours for ft eubeperturns with GRE or 1.66 hc"um for 25

subeperturee, which is almost tour tm"s faster than the SBR. Approximately 10 rays per wavelength used in
this SBR Tun. For 26 subspeftures, the GRE solution is In very good Agreement with the SBR smoubk

10 GHz

Open * e~vabon A
Legend

I M Pima Model (Kw Ling)
Flay (Andy L-m)

- PaydModal (CAV•RN)SRay (AV1ERN)

40 --

/-PoI50 7

R:CS 20 "A"

2255
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-20 f i II _
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Figure S. Circular Waveguide RCS Comparisons
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Ill. Reciprockty Integral wlth Ray Trecing rad Model Deoownpoeitlin

The uniqueness of CAVERN Is found ii its combination uf the ray and modal solutions and the calculation of RCS
with this oombination In corsiulntion with the reaction integral based on the reciprocity theorern. Hays an traced to n
unilfonly circular secton of the wavsguide, and equivalent modea are kound. The termninetion refile coefficints
matrix can be found with finite element methods under developmont [4]. Here, we will locs on the modal deoorn-
position. Note that In the my/modal reciprocity Integral, the mys do not have to be traoed back out of the oavityý This
on make the method more efficient for long thin ducts. Plrne wave dnocmpoalllon and physical optic•/phyilcal
theory of diffraction (PO/PTD) termination matrices ars being pumued cooperatively with Ohio Stats University E5].

Figure 6 shows the geometry definitions neoeasaryfor an aplpcatIon of the rciprocity theorem [31. Thi ; theorem
leads to tle reaction integral;

E3
(P)

Figure G. Geormadty of the Inlet Scattering Problem'q. 4 q q " '.

where Es (p) is the backscatlernd field at point p due to fields Incident from dipole dpst,

ER, Aip are the inddent fields at S1 (found using ray tracing),

b; ar the model coofficdents for the fields reflected from the tgrmination,

with q nryi, where n Is the order of tire tiessel function and m is the root index

and e. q are the modal basis functions for the unilorrr section of the cavity.
[1)

We express the my traced fields as a sum of waveguldo modes near the termination aperture as follows. Irtlng

/E q .q q~.; (2)

where + refers to modes propagating in the +y direction and - refers to modes propaqating in lie -y direction, and

qr _±L +ylhe I ( (Y- Y.)

q 
(3)
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Hem, PLq li the propagation constant for the qIh mode and I refers to the tranaviera modes (in the x, z plane). Using
the orthonormal properties of the moicdes, the integral In equation 1 reduces to

q q (4)

Application of the waveog.ide excitation integral glvin in [6] yields:

a q 2 ' qiri _ aF qO 2-M
St s

Expanding, this becomes

V 'V V V
H 'I-i EHn H oct +hq EH f)q nO/2 A 

11 L

where ASA Is the area of the Ath ray tube in the plane of S-. Tits V and H represent 'ertical end honizontal
polarlzatlons.

Both TM and "E modes are gwivn In (6]. We assume that the ray trace I fielda are constant acrose a ray tube and than
sum over ell ray tubes. However, this can be vetr time consuming. -or Figure Si took appinaitriiuly ai Irut an
angle roaon SG4D35 for he my/modal calculations in CAVEHN. The major reason Is thatthe Bessel function has to
be imcaloaiated for rod, ryh/mode pair. For cavitieewith tho"sands of rays and hundreds of excited modes, this can
be cumberoame. When the Bessel funrtiors re precaloulated and sLoesseid with table look up, tie run time can
decrease by a factor of five. Furthermore, If we convert the my traced field across the face uf the aperture to an
approprately spaced grid, then we can take advantago of FFBT tr hnlquea di•cus• ed In Srctlon IV. The gndding
approach is outlined iii M.

IV. Model Decomposition with the FFBT

Here we note that equation 6 is a sum of ternm which are always of the form

a ' , n .dr doi
, si ntj

whrer 9n (x) = .1i (x) of J', (x)

arid

g (0) = c 90 or sInO (7)

T he derivative of the biessel function J,(x) cart be written as a suro of Bessel tuncliunr J.(x) so fiLrt t~hu i irtugrilii
can be warilei as linear combinations of

F (O) pg (p,Ot) - 2npJ-f(r,t))Jn(2Ycpr)dr

wler ll I)•Pq / 2rr i (tt)
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Than. to~a m*WWi equablon 7'bcm

0 9 (9)) d

aiit n turn can be writter,3 it near ooutiaicnabn of

0
(10)

A4*g h FF87T to d-e integra of equationS8, we ann~oy the techniqlue of (a] where a QAidnertranaformn with
r.f.em andgQ - Q UWI'd Nsu 4 ere xand yamthie durmmy tusnwbwndvariables. The parameters rýo. getd a

depend on the sme of th' )ago and the frsquanic ofthe iittadut radiation.
An --1'orsa grid usetiotot-ietda omponen. The metlhod m f8] tramelatee;the pmtlemt oltree, simple FFIs.
The ihsta Wr brsja can be peoined as*a sbwjhlttcrwaid nwmiwioal rintegiation orwihh addftional FlFrs. Comparing

then snordero. ntagntude vnproveineairt nrunerimrthe case o FigureS. Performirngthe theta integral bst with an
FF7 provides el twie Woifnetom ton for 1t 21 onc, wan may be a more, etoian~rt way to evalaute the irtsgml of

equaton7.Th tis oiaina being u .

In " ERNwe hve'.-4ud.,)p med io te SIotiad GREprave on the acas a as o ptOreit.s formoa caites wit
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AN ITERAMTE hIETBOD FOR COMPUTING TEE SCATTERED
ELECTRIC FIRMDS AT THlE APERTURES OF TARGE PERFECTLY

CONDUCTD4G CAViTrES

Dmnil L) Raniter' and! Gazy A 'tibee
DwarUtmew of Electrical Engineering

Unkiversity of Dayton
300 College Paik

Dayton, 011 45469-M227

Abstract

An iterative method is developed for co~uzing Uth scattered ciectric fields at the
apertures of large perfectly coislucting ca-ities. The wchns~ie uses Kirckhoffs approximation
to initate a two suge iterative process involving both the magnetic field integral equation
(bMF) and Uth electric field ituegral syimtiou (EFlE), to calcuLae the electric --wrents on ahe
intermim cavity walls and the elixas fields across the aperture of die euvity. The technique
comnbines liz flexibility of the bcaundaay-miegral method with the speed nweessary to efficiently
azalyze large scale cavity problems. The following paper preents Ute general theory, andi
applies the technxiqu to the problem of TE scattering from 2-dimeneskical perfectly condiucting
cavities.

1. lsvmcu

The problem of electromtagetic macalring from large open-ended cavitie (see figure 1)
has received much amneuson in research areas vias as aotomatic target tecognsition and low-
observable: vehicle desipn The cavity proolean prfesents many interesting challenges from Ute
standpoute 0coespumarosml lectrounagnotics- The cavity's Impg electrical size roakes it a&prime
candidas: for ray based or asymptotic tecliniqssra. while the cavity's geometrical compulexities
require more exwc wtehnmiqes matih as th method of moments or Uth bouridary integral
approach. As a rerolt of thes diverse tapkemuents. mnasy hybrid teompiqes have been
developed, in an effort to meet dase coniputiaiomal challenges. Tectasquies, such as shooting
and bounscing rays (SBIL) IlI] and fth gneralized ray expamiow (GRE) 121, wese created in an
effort to enhuance asymptotic based nwthods in order to asslyze Uth compqlex geometries
assocised with Uth cavity problem- Lalaewlee. approaches sma~h as Uth hybrid boumlaiiy-

-ih,.,Ai mehodt~i evsdevenejd ir taies f i icrmg Utbelectrical size 1urnitatiow
of moment method based technpaes While botxh of Utie approaches to Ute cavity problems
show promise in Uth small to mid-aim cavity range. their ability to effectively anlyze larV scale
cavity problems us stil a maner of debate. and &e rnice for cw approa~chs is evidet~a
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The cavity problem, suh as the electbungmtic scatering from a jet esne, may be
visualzed as comisting of three usupe pbeoomenon: 1) an apetmr field is edtablisbad from the
exwxmi region sources; 2) the ela:trc &W mpagz fields propagae down ft cavity, 'glud"
by the caviy watls; 3) a reflctm o wn s at the uI .dA..fter reflection, th. fields
propagate bck.; wads the aperture wlhe they my be imegi ad to give ftt scane field (i.
e., don RCS). The purpose of this pqar is to propose a efflcim sad accuatc way of
propagating the field from the aperture to the srmbmtion (i.e.. item 2 above) and beck to the
Aperture. In the examles tat folow, tle mm•om will be approxin-Id as a s•ort c.rcuit.
In =n ac dl engine. the urminaim is very complex ad mm be accoumed for by odher melws
such as the rme ee method. In this lpea we bypahs te ,rm mtion problem by
empioyiag the siaplest of all possible erinummi, ith short circuit, sinc our objective here
is to foctis on the iluct propagtio problemn.

Figure I Cowmon Cavity Scateriog Pr•blem

2. Mftbadsle

TIe two se ermive process dcvekVo m this paper is an e- vmuo. of prevou work
14-81 perfmad an Ormive solutins to the MRFE with regds w the eiuenaml Kscrig
problem. In their pr•ivou wot 161 Kaye, hiurfb ,,d Thiele sbowed that nerterve soksow
to the MFIE (Eq. 1) would always yield c.verpe, provided the PEC scanning body of
imorest saified dat fblowq three constrain:

I) the body of It can be epeeused as a skel -owd Ptiface.
2) the body a coofigaW isch dt t no imerml resom• es are premw.
3) do body can be divided io at least two self an magetically coupled.

*Mw-aim=.
Thus. smcrve sobtiom so be MFIE un [imi-ed to a clas of probiems umg theme
coman., am it i necmary to pose the scasering probkm qWapnody. Once dhe scamriq
problem ha been propery poned, knowledge of the WcAM field on one of t.e two self
conums wb-s.nfscs isuf.ficier to tnea it te raicon procedare.
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Formnian of the Cavity Scattering Problem

The arbitrary cavity geometry (filult 2a) may be transformed into a simple closed
surfcC by Wsln the Apertur of the cavity wih a perfectly conducting flat plate sad an
imressed magnetic curr, eqnivalent to the total eircu - field at the ap•oerre of the cavity
(figure 2b) [9]. The reslting simply closed surfac, obtained from the sealed cavity geometry.
may nuow be used to pose the MFIE describing dhe internal cavity scattering problem (Eq. 1)

G..r -M j (x 4) - 4~,iw& .+)r)Cd, ')

when: J'=xM' o..

and X- (f.E j KAxI along the cloud cavity surface S=S+Sz.

Replacing . h sealed cavity walls by their equivalent ekci c and magnetic crrents. and
enforci the electric field boundary condition alg thde perfectly conuctin walls of the cavity
(figure 2c) allows Eq. 1 to be rewrittmn as:

V~c¢.(_) 3(,.(r') x VG (r, r 1) ds 1 (2)

- "f(r') G(x. r') ds' - Vf.f iir') G (r, r') ds'

Applyig image theory to the sperture wall of the cavity (figure 2d) allows Eq. 2 to be further
simplified to its final woaking form (Eq. 3).

g-oc.1l (r) W-- J(') .G(z,r') ds' (3)

L-•4Xf 2 F'r') G(, r') ds' - -- j-2--V V- 2R(r') G (r.r') ds'

Eq. 3 completely describes the cavity scattering problem with the -- ,.ion of the knowledge
of •he sc elecc field at the aperture of the cavity. However, , ,cId may be calculated
direy from the curnt•a on the cavity walls by uing the EFIE (Eq.4).

Ei 3. and Eq. 4, along with tx knwledge of the inciden electric field at the aperture of the
cavity, now provide a complete desc•ription of !be cavity scattering problem and satisfies the
conastrants necesrary to produce an iteramve solution.
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3b. The Iteration Procedure

The iteration process is initiated by assuming that the total electric field at the aperture
is equal to the electric field incident upon the aptrture. Substituting this approximation into Eq.
5 provides the initial magnetic field along the cavity wall&, S2. The initial magnetic field along
S3 is then substituted into Eq. 6 w obtain the wcauevtd electric field at the aperture of the cavity,
S1. Next, the s-rered electric fic-d is -AdCd m the incident electric field to obtain an updated
version of the total electric field along S2. The updated version of the total electric field is then
substituted back into Eq. 5 ad the above process is repeated to produce a further updated
version of total electric field along SI. This process is repeated until the mean square difference
in the field quantities between each iteration reaches an acceptable level. The iteration procedure
is found to converge quite rapidly (10 to 20 iterations) for the cavities tested. Furthermore,
since the iterative procodure consists solely of vector inner products, the iterative solution
process is directly applicable to high speed vector processing computer systems.

3c. Compute Impl-nzaaikc

Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 may be implenented nwnerically on a digital computer by approximating
t' ! integral operators by matrix operators. Using a pulse-basis, point-matching approximation
technique, Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 may be approximated by the following matrix equations:

U HtI+ V 
(5)

Wh I ýH] (6)

where the naoriece U, V and W represent the corresponding initgral operators ard the lengths
of the vectmrs Ea-, and Hw depend on the electrical size of the surfaces S, and S, respectively.
None of these matrices are inverted since Eqs. (5) and (j) are solved by iteration.

Due to the basis functions selected, the elements of each matrix may be calculated in
closed form. For the 2-dimeneional "rE case, tde matrix clr-mems are as follows, a similai set
of equations may be develo -i for the TM case.

u.i ~Žt~~H2~ r .... ) . ... •(8)4

S-PA 1 H 12 ) (Pr) (9)
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Figure 2 Cavity Models
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4. Results

The itesative technique was used to calculate the scattered electric fields at the apertures
of various rectangular cavities, anxd the aperture fields were integrated to produces RCS
predictions for the cavities. These RCS predictions were compared with those produced by other
techniques (see figures 3a and 3b). Since the external scattering from the cavities were not
included in the iterative RCS predictions, the predictions obtained were expected to give good
agreement in only those regions where the internal scattering problem is dominant, these regions
being t.e main beam and the first few side lobes of the aperture's radiation pattern. As can be
seen from figures 3a and 3b, the RCS levels predicted by the iterative technique are in very good
agreement with the RCS levels predicted by other methods.

5. Conclusions

Based upon the presented accuirate performance of the iterative prediction codc, the
iterative technique shows promise as a list and accurate method for analyzing the RCS behavior
of large PEC cavities. However, before any substantial claims can be made regarding the
method, the technique needs to be implemented on various .'assively parallel computers, and
the resulting RCS predictions need to be compared to those measured from actual cavities of
interest.
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Hybrid Formulation for Arbitrary 3-D Bodies
L N. Mcdgyesi-Mitschang and John M. Putnam

McDonnell Douglas Corporation
P.O. Box 516

St Louis Missouri 63166

Abstract
The hybrid formulation presented here builds on recent advances in applying the Galerkin
form of the method of moments (MM) theory to arbitrary 3-D objects. The formulation is
a current-based one. The optic-derived current Ansatz in the present hybrid formulation is
physical optics, although the formulation is easily peneralizable to hilher order
asymptotics as well. The numerical algorithm implementing this formulation is based on
a derivative of the CARLOS-3D 71w code developed at McDonnell Douglas . This code is
based on the MM technique using flat triangularly facetized surfaces. The Galerkin
expansion uses Rao-Wilton-Glisson roof-top functions. For maximum generality all the
prncipal features of the original CARLOS-3DTM code are retained in this hybrid
formulation. Thus objects with perfect electrically cor.ducting or partially penetrable
surfaces can be treated with this formulation. In addition, special cases such as the
Leontovich condition and electically resistive or magnetically conducting boundary
conditions sam also addressed. The formulation is demonstrated for electrically large as
well as small scattering objects. The latter form the lower limit where the efficacy of the
physical optics Ansatz becomes problematic.

1. Introduction
Extensive pnor investigations have been carried out using hybrid methods that couple the
method of moments (MM) technique with the optic-derived methods such as physical
optics (PO) and the physical theory of diffaction (PTD). The bulk of these investigations
dealt with bodies of revolution (BOR) and bodies of translation (BOT). This restriction
in earlier studies was primarily due to the limitation of the geometries that could be
handled by the then-existing MM based computer codes. Since there were nany
MM/BOR and MM/BOT codes available, hybrid methods were applied to these
geometries. The investigations in Refs. (1), (2), (3) and (4) are representative. From
these investigations there emerged a detailed understanding of the power and limitation
of hybrid methods. In general, it was shown that "current-based" hybrid formulati, ns
were easier to implement and provided more robust numerical solutions than "field-
based" methods. A detailed discussion of the relative merits of the current based versus
the field-based hybrid methods is given in Ref. (5). The present investigation bui)ds on an
earlier current-based hybrid formulation for arbitrary 3-D perfectly conducting bodies.
Ref. (6) This formulation generalizes to imperfectly conducting bodies (or coated
surfaces) with application of the Leontovich impedance boundary condition ([BC).

2. Basic Concepts
The formulation begins with the Stratton-Chu surface integral representation of
Maxwell's eqations. For clarity of exposition and space limitations, we confine the
theoretical discussion to the perfect electrically conducting case only. However, the
fortnulation can be extended to penetrable cases as illustrated in the numerical results.
Using the notation in Ref. (6) for the generic gexmetry depicted in Fig. 1, the integral
equation fo) a perfectly conducting body written in the usual operator form is

where the integro-differential operatorL is given as

LJitf(7+ 2yV .;>1ds' (2)
S

and where the free .pace Green's function is
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CAR (3)
4xR

with R being the distance from the source to the field point, V the surface gradient on the

body with respect to the unprimed variables, k = 2%/A and 71 = •Jf'I. In a scattering

problem, the incident electric field P is the known quantity with the induced current .
being the unknown. Equation (1) is termed the electric field integral equation (EFIE)
fo'mtilation. Note we could have started with the dual magnetic formulation, given by the
magnetic field integral equation (MFE). As is well known, the EFIE is more general
since it applies to closed bodies s well as opev surfaces.

Next, we partition the domain of the integral operator into two regions, namely that
spanning the MM repreented region and that associated with the Ansatz part. Formally,
this can be stated as:

L J =E•j..-L7 0  (4)

where the currntn subscripted with Mm and PO are associated with the MM and the
Ansatz representations, respectively. The MM representation is used on that part of

surfaces of a body for which no optic-derived asymptotic forms are available. These
include surface and/or material discontinuities, most edges, apertures, and generally all

penetrable regions of a body. The asymptotic Ansatz regions cover the remainder of the
body.

The partitioning may involve more than two regions for the MM and Ansatz parts. For

clarity of -.xposition, we assume here that the scatterer is partitioned into only two
regions. Note that Fig. 1 has been shown genetically to include an MM piece of the
geometry embedded in the illuminated (Ansatz) region. Another generalization is that the

partitioning may be over several unconnected surfaces. Many antenna and scattering
problems can be formulated in this way. Ref. (8) discusses these cases.

Illuminated Region-
(PO Solution)

/,' Shadowed Region
(M(MM Solution)

Penetrable Regkni or S-mFe
Discon Linui tics/Apt roesd~ldgess l

(MM Solui Mn)

Figure 1: Generic Partiioning of a Body for Hybrid Analysis.

3. Specialization to 3-I Geometril"
Next, we solve the partitioned EFIE using the Galerkin MM technique. We expand the

unknown current functional in terms of a finite set of basis functions. Since in t present

case we represent the 3-D body as a triangularly-faceted surface, we choose the

conventional roof-top Vfunction- as the basis set for the expansion of the unknown currents

and the testing of the iegral equation (see Fig. 2). (Ref- 8)
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Expansion of MM Currents: Specifically, the currents in the MM region SMM ae
expanded as

N, +N•j

where the roof-top functions 7, are given by (see Fig. 2)

24 ,fr;(6)

0 , otherwise

and triangles T.' share a common edge, with length I, and have areas A.*, respectively. In
Eq. (5), Ni and N, denote the number of interior edges and junction edges spanning SMN,
respectively, where the junction edges are included in orde. :,. 'nforce current continuity
between the MM and PO regions on the body.

nt• edge

Figure 2: Faceted 3-D Scattercr with Details of Patch Coordinates Used in Roof-Top
Surfacc Current Expansion Functions.
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Exoansion of PO Currents: To achieve efficient nunerical implementation, one needs to
expand the Ansatz PO currents in terms of the roof-top functions as well, i.e.,

vr- .r-)

&

We note that 1, represents the component of j normal to the k"A edge (see Fig. 3). If we

denote ýi, as the unit normal vector to the kP edge and lying in the plane of T, then

at •JCV= a;.(v-v, 2A,-

IPO I
~ (8)

where P approaches the edge from the plus side and h' denotes the trianglc hCight
associated with T*. Similarly,

lak • JIoMr == -fil (9)
where F approaches the edge from the minus side. These relationships hold for any point
r on the edge. Therefore the coefficients in Eq. (7) can be obtained from the plus side

=2i* -,4i xFT(F) (10)
=-2 •tI)

or the minus sie Ic

=-2 i; .R-ri'(7) (XI)

2 .iW(i )

k Ih edge

Tk.
ph

Figure 3: Detailed Geometry of Unit Normal Vectors on Triangular Facets
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-.5 -.k '

Note h~ t x u~is parallel to the edge with Ak- =-h,, yielding iiT I7'T. Thus, the

PO coefficient for the k" edge can be obtained from either side. Using the foregoing
expansions, Eq. (4) is transformed into

Y -"it"= Ti _2.,f 10(12)

where "' is the Galerkin (matrix) operator which results from testing the unknown
MM currents. An element of the matrix is given by

where fMm and 4(1' are expansion functions on the MM part of the surface, Sinilarly,

2 -- is obtained from testing the known Ansatz PO currents, and an element is given
by

Y =jwQ~) (14)

wh, re ?," and ?fo are expansion functions on the MM and PO surfaces, respectively.

In thi result the left side of Eq. (12) denotes the MM system matrix multiplied by the
unknown currenr coefficient (column) vector I... The rig' ide denotes the Galerkin-
transformed eftctive illuminating field, i.e., consisting ox c incident electric plante
wvrc P' and the near field contributions from the Ans.t- gion. Note the effective
,utnunating field is no longer a plane wave. Furtheri,,.. , s the illumination angle

.uid the body shifts, the relative contributions of these two field components also
r"5s.

1ti an arbitrarily-shaped i-D iacetized surface as noted alve. the Galerkin (matrix)
opt raimor Y in Eq. (12) eati be derived with its elements having thr 'orm

Y V IJ .[ ,, ji 's' I, r W( r
% .(15)

wh-re SA - t .A u Tý awl T"A are ith two triangolar fatcet': (Figure 2) which form the k'h

, dge. Similarly], .ý% = ItI' k) 11. ' h( foni of the roof-top functions fk allows one to

transfer the diterentiatit-' from the (Gettl':, ft- tion F to the te" itmition f5 . The ,"
operator can now he t" .iisttte itt a syrn rti Itit a'

S.)',(* iJJ, ,d' "s(I I IA)

(16)

If the ýof-top f un, yionts are u-sd in Eq (1 then it- Irpetatoi .Y bccome'



Z ( )sffdyj' 4 (17)
q_± k T , TX

where we split each surface integral into an integral over T* and an integral over T-, and
further wu used the fact that

A+ ,F E T+

-in (18)
A; ,F eT()

0 ,otherwise

The double surface integrals in Eq. (17) over a pairs of facets can be expressed as generic
integrals that can be evaluated numerically. For a given pair of facets, these generic
integrals can be used to compute the .2 operator contribution to nine pairs of edges
forming the sides of the triangular facets.

Finally, there remains the evaluation of the incident field term on the right side of
Eq. (12). Formally, elements of this column vector can be written e:xplicitly as

ki (S ,a)=( ,f),= ,a

where the vector E is the incident plane-wave propagation vector, and a specifies the
polarization of the incident E-field in spherical coordinate components (i.e., a = 0 or ).
Substituting the roof-top function into Eq. (19), we can write

/( 2~,a)~k r,,.a [Idr(. (20)

where p refers to the two facets forming the edge (See Figure 3). The polarization vector
L and propagation vector E can be written out in terms of the spherical angles (0,0)
which specify the incident direction. The surface integral over a triangular facet in
Equation (20) can be either be approximated using the centroid of the facet or P_ aluated
analytically.

4. Some Representative Numerical Results
The hybrid formulation discussed in the foregoing sections was first applied to a number
of canonic cases to test the efficacy of this approach for which the spec,ilar and
nonspecular scattering phenomenology is well known. These included mono- and bistatic
scattering from PEC right circular cylinders and hemisphere The PO Ansatz was used
with the MM representation spanning various portions of the scatterer. A representative
result for a more complex scatteter ( a 3D flat bottom kite) is depicted in Figure 4. TI,e
approximate kite dimensions are 5 wavelengths in length and 2.8 wavelegths in width.
The edges and the bottom surface are represented with MM and the top portion with PO.
For comparison these hybrid results are tperimposed on calculations using an "exact" all
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MM solution and one using only PO. As can be seen the PO results fail at nonspecular
aspects, while the hybrid results are in good atgreement with the exact results,

30 . .' ' ~ ' .

MM

..................... .............PO
10

b

-1

-10 ~ ~ ~ , Top View .*. /

Iy

-30 -'.

: • - MM Polarimation
20- MM/P

....... ..... PO

-10 :

Cr"T-Secdonal View

-40 I
-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90

Tail 8 (deg) (o0) NO5Z

(b)

Figure 4: Monostatic Scattering of a 3-D Kite. Tht: 1.ottomn of the kite lies in the xy
plane. Nose and tail illu-.-inations a-e 'at 0 =+ 90', as indicated in the figure.
The angular cut is in the xz plane ami~ the top of the body.
(a) 00 Polarization (b) 4oiPolarization.

90 - MM2:

.1O



" Conclusions
We showed that a current-based hybrid formulation can be extended to fully arbita-ry
3-D configurations. This can be done within the framework of the CARLOS-3Drm
algorithm. A special feature of the current-based hybrid formulation is that Ansatz
currents from a variety of high frequency asymptotic formulations can be used, i.e., the
Fock theory, the Leontovich formulation, equivalent edge currents, and of course,
physical optics which was explicated here. As was shown in earlier investigations
(Rlfs, 1-4), these other formulationz can yield a hybrid Ansatz that is more accurate and
can address specialized scattering situations such as certzin lossy surfaces (coatings) and
edges for which the PO approximation is intractable.

Some of the cases to which we applied the present MM/PO hybrid formulation were
electrically small. This meant that the PO Ansata was actually a very poor approximation
to the real currents induced by the incident illuminating fields, This was verified in the
poe. results cbtained by the PO calculations themselves. However, even in these limiting
cases when combined with the MM representation, the PO Ansatz yielded satisfactory
answers at all mono- and bi-static angles. For electrically extended scatterers, the
MM/PO hybrid formulation yields even better results. This conclusion is in consonance
with earlier MM/PO hybrid formulations for BORs and BOTs.
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HYBRID (MM-UTD) ANALYSIS OF EM SCATTERING BY
LARGE CONVEX OBJECTS WITH APPENDAGES

M. Hsu, 17.1 Pathak, and H. Tseng
The Electroscience Laboratory

Department of Electrical Engineering
The Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio 43212

1 Introduction

Hybrid methods, the combination of two or more analytical or numerical methods, arn used
for analyzing problems more accurately or efficiently than is generally possible using a single
method alone. A hybrid combination of the method of moments (MM) and the uniform theory
of diffraction (UTD) has been developed to solve the electromagnetic (EM) scattering from
electrically large, perfectly conducting, convex scatterers containing appendages which can be
modeled by a set of perfectly conducting plates. This development can be employed to analyze
the EM scattering by an aerospace vehicle; a simple model of such a configuration is shown in
Figure I where the large convex scatterer would model the fuselage and the appendages would

figure 1: Complex Finned Structure

represent the control surfaces. The MM is a very accurate mathematical technique which is
commonly used to solve the governing integral equation but usually involves the computation.
storage, and inversion of an extremely large matrix when analyzing electrically large radiating
objects. The UTD is an asymptotic high frequency ray method which dencribes through closed-
form, physically insightful expressions the basic radiation mechanisnis such as reflection from s
surface, diffraction from discontiouitier, and creeping waves, etc., provided the pertinent UT)
solutions are available. However, there are only a limited number of rsy mechlnisms for which
UTD expressions currently exist. Therefore, it would be advantageous to use tire UTD whenever

possible to account for the presence of objecti (i.. the ,cflection, diffraction, -tc. fro"' them) end
thus not require the unknowns in thn integri equation to exirt on hose surfaces. '('his would
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drastically reduce the number of unknowns which need to be solved vir the AIM procedure.
With regards to the present configuration of interest, the hybrid MM-UTD scheme restricts tile
unknown currents to the appendages by using a UTD-based Green's function to eccount for
the presence of the rest of the body which here is an electrically large convex scatterer. Such
a hybrid technique makes it possible to analyze the high frequency radiation/scattering Irom
complex aerospace vehicles in a far more efficient and tractable fashion than is currently possibl-
by either the MM or the UTD alone.

Past work on a hybrid combination of the MM and the GTD (or UTD) is divided into two
categories: (1) an extension of the CTD (or UTD) using the MM ([1], [2), [31, [4]t [5]) and (2)
an extension of the Mid using the GTD ([6], 17[, [8)). One major difference between the two
techniques is that the basis functions cover the entire body in the former method but only part
of the geometry in the latter. The hybrid method developed here extends the latter method first
introduced hy Thiele and Newhouse [6]. An even more general hybrid procedure than the one
described in this paper is possible if, in addition to using MM subsectional basis fuctions, UTD-
based basis functions are used over the portions of the appendages not close to discontinuities
or electrically small regions. This would further reduce the number of unknowns in tile MM
solution and will b( %ttempted in the near future.

2 Hybrid Approach

2.1 Moment Method Matrix Equation

Given a complex object consisting of an electrically large, PEG, smooth convex surface with a
set of PEG plates, the electric field scattered by this object is

J J , • .. , d3' (1)

where the condition on the Green's function,

n h G.X 5 in_ = 0 , on the convex PEG boundary (2)

reduces (1) to only an integration over the plates.

" = -i •,,, J C•...... ds' (3)

One may express the special Green's function as
-= - =U7'

+= , . (4)

where Cu is the free-space dyadic Green's function and G,c,, represents the effect of the convex

body. Since the convex body is electrically large, Gr-,.mi may be approximated asymptotically
= UI )

by its UTD form denoted by G.,,,. Using (4) and applying the boundary condition to the PEG

plates, the integral equation to be solved is

-rek xC)s'-w / (J.C,,,ds' (5)
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where . in (5) ii approximated by the UTD as (7 -1i, - n using the. AM Io U,,)ve (5).
the current on the plates is approximated in terms of a set of basis functions j,, with unknown
coefficients I.

.7=3 4I]J (6)

and (5) is tested on the plates with a set of test functions, w,, where m ý 1,N. The resulting
matrix equation is V.] = [Z0 1] [1,,] + JAZ4.] [N.1 (7)

with

S= s,•,,- × XE') (8)I,(t x
z,.. f" b-i, f.,•. -[(h×,) xd,ld'()
Azý., iWI si ,, -[(4 sc &,, 1 ds,AZ,, .... J,• f 5Vr,,,n[( × .7,) • •..,] d' (10"t

Recapitualating, Vm is the tangential component of R, the field incident at the observation point
in the presence of the convex body without the plates, evaluated at the test function. Z,,,,. is the
mutual impedance between the bazis and test functions without the main convex body present
and thus is dependent only on the geometry of the plates and not the main body. It. describes
the interaction between the current and fields of the N current basis elements making up the
plates, typical of a standard MM impedance matrix. Osl the other hand, AZ,,, is the mutual
impedance due to the presence of the main convex body, e.g. scattering or radiation from it, and
thus is dependent not only on the geometry of the plates but also of the convex scatterer. It will
be determined by the UTD. Finally, the current on the plates is

VT .. 41"L V, ... L~r(1

2.2 Basis and Test Functions

In the MM part of this hybrid method, overlapping piecewise sinusoids will be used as the .J,,
to approximate the current on the irregular parts of the object, i.e. the appendages. Piecewise
sinusoids were found to be particularly well-suited for this hybrid method because they" provided
the most accurate results when used with the UTD. In addition, for reasons of simplicity and
computational efficiency, Qalhrkin's method is chosen for testing, i.e. the test functions are
identical to the basis functions.

2.3 UTD-based Green's function

The difference between the conventional MM procedure and the hybrid MM-U'fD scheme lies
in the type of Green's function in the kernel of the integral equation for the currents induced
,a. ,taFrcrer by an c....t...t..l ..... . T frmer proc---dre .a-_e a fr.r-sntpact reen,'s f,,ncl inn

which results in the unknown currents lying on the entire complex structure. However, she
hybrid scheme uses a special, UTD-based Green's function which accounts for the presence of
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the electrically large convex scatterer, and as a result, the unknown surface currents are Test triCed
to the region of the appendages. Therefore, when the MM is used in the hybrid scherme to solve
the integral equation for these currents, the resulting MM impedance matrix is significantly
smaller and more manageable than in the conventional MM procedure.

The aforementioned special Green's function, which accounts for an arbitrarily-located source
and observer in the presence of the large convex scatterer, was a result of being able to extend the
UTD to predict the scattering due to a near field source. Previous UTD expressions applicable
to this problem existed only for the following limiting positions of a source and an observer:

1. Mutual coupli -g between source and observer on the surface of a PEC convex object [11)

2. Radiation from a source on a PEC convex objrct [101

3. Scattering from a source in the far field of a PEC convex object [91

Ilowover, in determining the Green's function, there will be sources and observers on the ap-
pendages which may be close to the convex scatterer. In anticipation of this, new UTD expres-
sions have been developed to handle the following two cases:

4. Modified coupling: source and observer close to the surface of a PEC convex object

5. Modified radiation: source close to but observer far from the PFE convex object

With this extended UTD, we can treat the complex object described earlier.

3 Results

Since measurement results exist for the geometry shown in Figurp 2a, preliminary verification oft
the hybrid procedure has concentrated on analyzing this pasticular PEC convex cylindcr with
a single fin from 2 Ghz to 8 0hz. At present, we have analyzed this object by the following
procedure:

1. Z, the MM impedance matrix, is calculated by approximating the electrically large cylinder
by a ground plane.

2. V, the MM excitation vector, uses the hybrid pýoccdure and accounts for the PVC cylinder
by the special Green's function.

3. I, the currents on the sbtgle fin are calculated by the MM (1 -= Z`')

4. The scattered field due to the currents on the fin radiating in the presence of the cylinder
is determined using the hybrid procedure as in item 9.

Figure 3 shows the RCS as a function of frequency of the object in Figure 2a determined by
this procedere ver-.. measurements, In addition, results using the conventional MM to analyze
the approximate I iar model of Figure 2b are shown. The model shown in ?igure 2b, whiclh
approximates th linder in the original couflration of Figure 2a by a planar surface, was used
because even at i lowest frequency (2 Che) the radius and length of the cylinder in Figure 2a
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ire 2 A and 6 A, respectively: thus. comptiter time Rnd storage rstricted us from spplyinig the
conventional MM to the original geometry of Figure 2a. The improvement made by using the
UTD to include the cylinder effect in the calrulation of the V vector and the scattered fields is
shown by the large difference in FLCS predicted, especially at the lower frequencies, by the MM
for Figure 2b and the MM-UTD for the original geometry of Figure 2a. This occurs because the
observer is in the far field in the calculations in items 2 and 4 above; thus, the cylinder, though
large, is not infinite in radius. By including the curvature in the Z matrix calculation, we expect
only a small improvemnent in the RCS results since all sources and obsrvers or the appendages
are close to the cylinder, and thus the cylinder does look very much like a flat ground plane.
However, more importantly, we expect a large savings in computer time since calculation of the
impedance matrix is the most time consuming part of the MM calculation at these frequencies.
Further refinements to the hybrid approach are in progress to handle more realistic aerospace
vehicles arid to integrate in a self-consistent fashion the effccts of antennas and jet inlet cavities
that may be nesent -i •ch objects.

C 0,

Figure 2: (a) Original geometry (b) Ground plane approximation to cylinder
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REDUCING THE OPERATION COUNT IN COMPUTATIONAL
ELECTROMAGNETICS USING HYBRID MODELS

E. K. Miller, 3225 Calle Celestial, Santa Fe, NM 87501

ABSTRACT
Proceeding on the assumption that no single technique is best suited to all problems that might be en-
countered in computational electromagnetics (CEM), it follows that a variety of formulations and models
will continueto beneeded. Furthermore, as problem complexity increases, it is also likely that no sin-
gle technique will be equally well-suited to all the features that a given problem might possess. For
these reasons, development of hybrid models, defined here to be those that integrate two or more dis-
tinct model types, offers one of the more profitable approaches for future CEM model research, The
basic idea is to apply each kind of model to only those parts of a problem to which it is best suited, as
measured by the operation count (OC) required to provide a desired accuracy, and to obtain the desired
information. A paradigm for generalizing the development of hybrid models, which currently primarily
involve producing specialized computer programs, is to exploit the commonality of the source/field
(S/F) relationship (in the form of the field p-opagator that a given model uses) that is required of all
models. This propagator is a Green's function for an integral-equation (IE) midel, the Maxwell curl
equations for a differential-equation (DE) model, analytical expansions for the generalized multipole
technique (GMT), and ray tubes, refraction, and diffraction coefficients for an optical model. By apply-
ing that field propagatormost app-opriate to the separate parts of a complex problem and linking them
through continuity and boundary conditions at adjoining surfaces or within common regions, a flexible
hybrid modeling environment can be achieved.

INTRODUCTION
Whateverfield propagatoris employed in EM analysis, all CEM can be observed to involve a dis-
cretized, sampled, approximated representation of a physical problem, since the problem is:

-M5CR.E`l7ZE in time, space, angle, frequency ...
-SAMPLED to quantify EM observables, i.e., sources/fields (S/F);

and
--_AkEZt1AUD due to use of a finite number of samples, or degrees of freedom.

All first-principles models (FPMs) require the same two kinds of samrpling:
1) Of the S/Ps for which a solution is sought, using basis or expansion functions,and

2) Of the equations that the S/Fs are to satisfy, using testing or weight functions,

whether the model is based on integral equations, differential equations, modal expansions, or optical
descriptions (although not a first-principles approach, optical models might be viewed as such at high
frequencies), and whether developed in the frequency domain (FD) or time domain (TD).

All such models thus share a method-of-moments (MoM) cosmmonality and involve two esseptial com-
putational steps;

I) Developing a set of interactions that usually, but not always (a TD model using explicit Tioe-
stepping produces a .dgnalJ interaction matrix) leads to a linear system ofequatio, (or
coefficient matrix), that we call the "system" matrix;and

2) Solving the sysiciii hntaix for unknown S/F;.
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The total OC must grow at least as fast as the number of S/F samples since each sample requires at least
one computaion for its evaluation. The OC may grow much faster, however, because the S/F samples
are usually related, where the nature of the interaction relationship determi nes now many operations per
S/F sample will actually be required. A limiting-case exception for an integral description is physical
optics (PO) where there are no interactions between sources, so that the initial operation count (to evalu-
ate the current) i s proportional to the number of source samples. Besides the number o f sources, the
total OC is determined by ihe additional observables that might also be subsequently obtained from the
sources.

FPMs can also be characterized as to whether they are global, where equation sampling produces a
dense, or full, matrix of interactions, or 'ocal, where equAtion sampling produces a sparse matrix, in
terms of the interactions that occur bttwcen the S/F samples. . categorization based in the S/F relation-
ship and the domain (frequency or time) in which the model is formulated leads to the following four
major CEM FPMs and observations:

1) Frequency-domain integral-equation (FDt)E) global models have been most widely devel-
oped since they were the first approach to receive detailed study, where it should be noted that some
GMT models are basically equivalent.

2) Time-domain differential-cquation (TDDE) local models are receiving substantially increas-
ing attention as computer memory and speed have increased, and art; especially suited to highly-parallel
computets.

3) Frequency-domain differential-equation (FUDE) local models have been less used, in large
past because the TDDE offers better OC efficiency.

4) Time-domain integral-equation (TDIE) global models have been least explored, probably be-
cause they are perceived to be most difficult to implement,

The basic difference between IE and DE models is the field propagator that they employ. As illustrated
in Fig. I:

-An llE-based model uses a -A DE-based model used the Maxwell
Green's function curl equations (or wave equation)

--The field at RP involves integration -The fie'l it R, involves adjacent field

integration over enclosing surface S values in volume V
-The solution space has the dimensionality -Solution space has dimensionality of

of enclosing surface S volume V

F Pgx I. For a homovmnwsA. itnera IMtm, fxngd the fild at
an9o• point rtl uhnio an IE model ta.relus sampdlg over ily eft
ancio=V solnta whip a DE model reituims samphing ovt fthe an
closed volume.

It is generally true that DE propagators lead to more

unknowns, but produce a sparser matrix having sim-
pler interaction coefficients. DE models are also appli-
cable to more general problems than are the cone-
sponding IE models, including those having medium

Co L. LI •" V nonlinearity and inhomogeneity and time variation, be-
cause of the lack of a Green's fnction for most such

problems. In TD modelingth( interaction nauices
may be diagonal, using an explicit formulation, whereas FD matrices never are.

Clearly, an important, universal measure of CEM model complexity is the number of spatial unknowns.
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For interior problems involving homogeneous media, IE models sample only on bounding surfaces
while DE models sample throughout the volume enclosed by those surfaces. VE models, furthermore,
require a "closure" condition for exterior problems to truncate spatial sampling that would otherwise ex-
tend to infinity. Optics models, by contrast, usually need only to sam ple edcges and discontinuities of
the problem space, although the ray tracing that is required can be a challenging requirement for geornet-
rically (and electrically) complex problems. In all other CEM models, the number of unknowns is also
driven by the wave nature of EM fields, since the spatial sampling density must usually be some number
per wavelength in each space dimension.

REDUCING THE OPERATION COUNTS OF FIRST-PRINCIPLES MODELS
A major challenge in CEM is to increasethe size and complexity of problems that can be affordably
modeled. One way of doing so is hardware-based, by better matching CEM models to new computer
architecttres (e.g., those that are distributed, highly parallel, etc.). The other is by decreasing:

-the number of S/F samples required to achieve acceptable fidelity,
-the number uf operations required per usmple;
-the amount of redundant computation that is done,

.- *I, all with respect to obtaining the ne-ded information, for which a variety of approaches are being pur-
sued,

Reducing the amount of redundant computation imp'.ies eliminating untneeded numerical steps in the
modeling process. A simple, yet often-encountered, example is that of not fully utilizing all N2 coeffi-
"cients oftheadmirtance matrix that comes from factoring or inverting anIE impedance matrix,. When
modeling antennas having a single (o" only a few) feed point, only a single column (or a few columns)
of the adnittance matrix is needed, an application for which itermtive solutions offeran attrsci er•terJia-
tive. A similar observation holds if scattering results are needed for only one, or a few, incidence an-
gles. Other examples areprovided by over-sampling observables in space because there is no reliable
way to estimate the solution accuracy aphri -i for a given spatial sampling density (or in frequency or
angle), because known problem physics ai not being fully exploited to estimate the behavior between
samples. Model-baaed parameter estimation (MBPE) provides one approach for addressing this prob-
lem [Miller and Burke (1991)].

Ways of rlducing the operation count of mam'ix-based CEM approaches are relatively few, but varied.
They include:

-Decreasing the size of the sysem malrix (the matrix produced by a FPM,
-Simplifying computation of the system matrix;
-Developiag a system matrix that is easier to solve;
-Minimizing the number of system-matrix solutions that are needed.

Some specific examples of OC reduction (OCR) along these lines are:
For a DE model, the system matrix can be decreased in .7e- by moving the closure

boundar; nearer an object being modeled through using a more suitable local closure con-

dition [e.g., the "on-surface radiation condition, Kriegsmann et al. (1987); using LIE-
closure, Cwik (1992)1.

For an IE model, the OC required to compute the system matiix can be reduced by
replacing rigorous field expiessions with more easily computed approximations or repre-
sentations [e.g., for the interface problem, where Sommerfeld integrals are replaced by
reduced-order models Burke and Miller (1984); or where complex-image theory is used
Lindell ct al. (1986)].

Again, for an IE model, the cystem matrix might be made easier to solve by con-
centrating significant internctions into fewer coefficients (a near-neighbor-like approxima-

_ rtion) { e.g., the "impedance-localizationprocedure, [Canning (1993)]; using "directive
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basis fuctions, [Pogorzelski (1993)];, reducing the complexity of far interactions through
the fast-etulsipole method, [Coiftoan et a]. (1993)1; using "divide and conquer" techniques
such as spatial decomposition, [tUmashanrkaret al. (1992)], dialcoptics [Swerling et al.
(1987)], compartinentalizatiooi (Wang and Ling (199 1)], and partitioning [Spring and Can-
gellaria (1992), Chupongstimun and Lee (1992)]1.

For any EID-based model, the number of system-niatrix solutions that are need
might be decreased by using reduced-order models for a sampled frequency r-esponse or
angle radiation pattern [using model-based parameter estimation, Miller and. Burke (1991)].

A RATIONALE FOR HYBRID MODELS
A means far achieving OCR that involves aspects of all the approaches just ncintionedis that of devel-
oping and using hybrid models. The rationale for hybrid modeling is that of assigning the most appro-
priate S/F propagator to the different parts of a complex problem with the goal of substantially reducing
the total OC reqluired to obtain the desired information. A generic problem that illustrates she principle
involved is shown in Fig.2, where the various field propagators that might be used to model different

Figure 2. A ganefe prcbtus to U~s-
Wve Anna FlatPWS t ate how dtiferent tsnds of tiel peopa-W" k~gMIEq GD W4391gatcn; ,sht be used for mdelingaWe. e.,?I ~ TO M~eIproblem trat is oonetrically andi elec-

tmeaity ocsnirres.

POE~ot PO M A parts of a missile-like object are
suggested. While it may be
feasible to solve a problem
having such differ, titelectr-ical

D*44 Surac*-and geometrical characterisics
Carbi~d~wUusing a one-propagator model,

16"Mg i pn co s 40a"coule-t the computer resources re-
teis qui red to do s o, and the accura-

cy that might be achieved, can
bt far from optimal compared

- -- --- ------------ with inst,-ad using a multi-
propagator, hybrid model, In the following discussion, we consider a sequence of simpler problems to
demonstraitehis point conceptually, first estimating their solution OCt when solved using -ach of the
four FPMs discussed above, and then estimating the reduction in OC that can be realized using a hybrid
model.

OPERATION COUNTS FOR SINGLE-PROPAGATOR MODELS OF SOME S tMPLE
PROBLEMS
We consider folir related problems, beginnig with an isolated conducting body in free spac~e, then sep-
arately adding an Inhomogeneous dielectiic shath and a nearby conducting plate, and finally including
both features together. We first express the total OC as a l'unction of problem parameters for the four
major FPM types as outlined above and indicate the most efficient gin'ige atoIr model in terms of
0G. by denoting that model with a double underline. Then, we derive the tot.,0alOC for three kinds of hy-
brid models applied to these separate problems to estimnatethe speedup, in terms of reduced OC, that
these hybrid models offer over a single-propagator model of the saume problem. In each example, we
consider one of the problem parameters to be largest, for illustrative purposes, and de, mnate this pararn-
etr AS, the controlling problemn paramneter (CPP). Those parameters thsat appear in al ticular model's
OC are similarly designated as controlling model parassseters (CMI'). We emphasize , at choosing an-
uolheTpar-&etc.r tA wol fecshpecific result s, bt!,,nt affect the prieral benefits of using a hybrid
model. It should become apparent that, for even such a simple problem, the ramifications of varying the
problem parameters can be ison-trivial. For the four FPM types, the estimated OCs are those associated
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with obtaining a solution at a &in&k frequency. Note that if broadtbansd restl~ts ar- needed, TD models
are inherenstlymore efficient, since results can be obtained across a wide frequency range from a single
model run compared with Ft) msodels that require many frequency samples across that frequency range.
Al so, X, and Xt denote, respectively, the number of spatial samples for all models and number of timre
samples needed for a TD model. Note that X, for a DE or IE model is essentially independent of
whiether that model is implemented in the ID or TD.

Example 1: Isolated Conducting Body in Fre, Space
An isolated, coniducting body of area "B" square wavelengths in free space is one of the simplest

configurations to ýodel, leading to the OCs shown in Fig. 3. Note that only the highest-ordcrB-
dependent sterms - c included in these OC estimates, and that algorithm-dependent multiplying coeffi-
cients can substantially affect the MW aOC forsa given problem. The symbolic quantities "ill and "d" are
the linear, spatial sampling tiencities required for IE and DE models, respectively, and I is the number of
iterations required for convergence to a specified accuracy for an iterativr solution.

Conducting Body of
A'eca "B" Square

FDI.E i2B 04 IB2 , IterationWaengh
d3

i6B- 33I, Fateriation

__B" 4C152 Ieato
TDIE i2 B NB i5 5 2 xlcttime-stepping

DDE d3 3 2  'Bd 413, Explicrit tm-tepn

(a) (b)
FW9i ~iau de o obm arseta for Vthe W FPV.b (at (a)) of an isolated body In free p~aceof B in sarwb.isean~ft

IPMMbWhea Is0*CP, and, by "tm orts iasteCS a wel. in thscasewhei, o~ed usingIeaiuon, the FDDwmdeds. tis b~et-odr~ idence on 13 assaiiing hat wegemtice of the itensty solution occurs such that I - X5.

Example 2: Isolated Conducting Body with Inbomogenecius Sheath
The aame conducting body of surface area B square wavelengths covered by an inhomogeneous,

dielectric sheath of electrical thickness "t" wavelengths in the radial direction, leads to the results shown
inFig. 4. For thin-enough sheaths (nominally assumed here to be of order one wavelength, with t <(

-Bwe consider that B remnains the C PP, resulting in its being the CMP for DE models, whilet B andt
together are CMT's for IE models. The IE roodels become less OC-efficient because they require addi-
tional spatial Lin riples in the inhomogeneous sheath whilet the DE models are relatively unaffected by the
sheath since the e sample volutefietially out to the c~osure boundary in any case.

Erample 3: Conducting Blody Located Near A Conducting Plate
When a coirducting plate of area "P" square wavelengths is located a distance "s" away from the

conducting body of example 1, assuming that s is the CPP, where s )) -411 and 4PF, the OC results
shown in f ig, 5 are obtained. Even though s is khe CPP, we see that only B and P are CMPs for the
FDIE nodel because the spatiml sample count for an IE model does not depend on s. However. s also
becomes a CMP for the TDIE model, because of needing to aczount for propagation time between the
plate and body in the time-stepping solution. B, P andsa all become CMl~s for the DE model s, because
such models need to samlple a volume determined by the plate area, the plate-body separation distance,
and"thc body textent beyovnd that. The TDD)P model includes an extra s factor over the EDDE because of
the interaction time over that separation distance, in the samie way as occurs for the FDiE modciý.



Examaple 4: Conducting Body with lnhvmogeneous Sheath Located Near a Con-
ducting Plate
Finally, a combination of the conducting body having both ant inhomogeneous sheath and a near-

by '=oducting plate leads to the results shown in Fi g. 6, where it is assumed that the plate area P is the
CPP. For this application, the IE models both exhibit higher-order P dependencies that either of the DE
models, which is also the CIM? for these models. The DE models also contain s and qB as CMPs, and
as for example 2, the FDDE mode] again exhibits thellowest-order P dependence.

- -- -- --- ------- ------ --- --- --- Conducting Body of
Area "B" Square
Wavelengths

FDIE i2B LIi 6 112 B2 , Iteration
+ i3 tB i9 t3B3 , Factorization

d3B3 /2  l. 43g3l/2, Iteration

______d
7B37 /2 , Banded Solution

TDM i B {iqB i~t2 B5 -2, Explicit time-stepping IhmgnosDeeti

+ ________________-Sheath of Electrical
I TDDE d3 B3 /2  ±d'B d4 ]32 , Explicit tinie-stepping jThickness "t" Wavelengiurs

(a) (b)
Flee 4. 00 de-s&ncies (Wa (a)] for ounthjdiag body wweee by uinooanewus sheath lpart (b)), W~l*fthe sheath thick-
rues, amlects the 1E OC, because aftiomlvolumetric samples are row needed, a di i heath is i KAa factor for DE models be-
cam they neld to smple between the hedy ard fte dcewfe buclariay ;n any case. The FM0E modal Ka8hi procijos the
loestorder D0 depencs ane Bu.

- - Conducting Body of

MOR_ t UL Area "B" Squa

i2(B + P) -- _ý2 Iteration aenmh

_____ ______ i6 (B+P)3
, Factorization

FDDE [d3 (p d3 l(B+P)s, Iteration,

TDM i2(B+P) is i5 (B+p)2 s, Explicit time-
_____ ______ stepping//

1TDEL [d 3(P ds d4 kB+p)s 2 , Explicit time-

+ B~s stepingConducting- Plate, Area "P"

(a) Square Wavtlengths;
Fw~.e & OC dependiencies [part (a)] tor coxictin boidy of area B seae-
rated by auIsance tmafrncaa xtM Orgatsd Mb
area P (Purt (b)), all qxtti~es measued in waeveleugds.
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- - Condu~ting Body of
- -- _______________Area *"Square

E)IE i2 (B + P) - i4 ip 2, Itexaion alets

+ i3 tB i6p3 , Factorizatione

flR d3 P(B -41 -J45s Iteratiorn
___+s)] ___________

IiNI i2 ( + P) i(-VP i~p 5/2, Explici:. time-
+ i3 tB + 5) slapping

DE I 3 P&B dP d4p 3 '2 ('IB+s), Explicit time- Sath of
,s] _ steppingIThcns"t

(a)Waeegh
Figure 6. C daermnenoes [panl (a)) tar omortd~in body of arm B .9-onducting Plate, Area "F"
With Inomwgpsncua sfeath 0l electriclc tlicb"es I separated b
d~ms a kwn a owuting plate ol area P ¶part (b)], all quintities Square Wavelengths
mewted in waselsgft. (b

OPERATION-COUNT REDUCTION USING HYBRID MODELS
We consider three different hybrid models that might br appliod to the generic problems just discussed.

Hybrid IE/GTD Model for Plate-Body Problem
Asla first example uf using a hybridmodel, we consider the simplest of the examples considered

above, the plate-body problem, modieled using a combination of an IE for the body and an optics [geo-
metrical theory of diffiraction (GTD)J model for the plate comparred with an IE model for the entire
problem. This hybrid IE/GTD model has the effect of reducing X 5 from -i 2 (p + B) to instead - i2 B.

The numober ofintersctioncoefficiessts is then - i4B2 rather than i4(P +i B)2 , The Lu-decosnpositicon
OC for the hybrid IE/GTD model then is of order i6 B3 , producing a.;aving s relative to the full EE model
- (I + p/B) 3 . The OC savings provided by this hybrid model over an IE model for the entire problem
is szen to grow as the cube of the phtc area. Were an iterative solution to be used instead, the OC sav-
ings would grow as the square ofihie plate area.

Hybrid DE/IIlGID Model for Plate-Sheath-Body Problem
When the inhornogeneous sheath is added to the conducting body, an appropriat'- hybrid model

would he one that again models the plate using GTD, the sheath using a DE model and an IE for the
sheath surface. The nunmber of IE unknowns for the hybrid model would be - i2 B rather than the i2(B
+ P + Bit) that the full XE model would require. The total number of interaction coefficients (non-zeros
in the problem system mratrix) for the hybrid rm,)del would then be - i4 B2 + kd3 Bt rather than the i4 (B 4

p + Bit)2 required for the full XE model with a small integer depending on the DE numerical model.
An iterative-solution OC for the hybrid model is thus of order 013B2 , resulting in a savings relative to
the full XE model, also solved using iteration, of order (I + P/B + it)2 . Thus, as the sheath becomes
thicker, the savings provided by the hybrid model would eventually grow as the square of the sheath
thickness, assuming that B remains a) t, numerically.

Hybrid DEfModalIGTD Model for Plate-Sheath-Body Problem
As a finail exam~ple ofa hybrid model appliedto the platze-aheathbodproblem, considerusing a

modal expansion formch surface fields while rciainin~tht G MD prpito.othe plale anda DE rnodt
for the inhomogeneous sheath. Furthermore, in the modal spectrum retain only modea in the range of
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the resonance peak from 0.9 to 1,1 ka, where a is the effective sheath radius in wavelengths. Also, as-
sume the modes on the dielecoic surface canbe approximated in product form as F(iv,) - flI
so that the number of mcde-expansion unknowns would be - 2a= "'JB/4n. The number of interaction
coefficients would then be - B/re + Btd 3 rather than - i4 (B + P + Bit)2. The iteration OC for the hybrid
model is then - I(B/rn+ Bid 3 ) - IBd 3 FOR td3 7r > 1. The savings relativeto the full IE model solved
using iteration is then - (iB(it + I + P;B)2 1/t, assuming d - i, The speedup that these three hybrid
models might offer relative to a single-propagator IE model for the same problems are summarized in
Fig. 7 as a function of plate area P as the CPP.

Flgume 7. Relative speedups (PC reoucilont achieved using the' -hybid• models diso.isad in the text over a lull IE model, both
c) Isolved uling the same approach (see text Ior discussion). The re-

~issulwt lor curve ()applies where tIs 0 (i.e., there is no sheath), and.... fr b n ()wee nihrrgno sheath onec wavelengthI I thic 1dk is preuerti. Curve (a) islfoe a hybrid IEJGTD using LU decws
I tel poallion. Curve (b) is for a hyMiid DEAE/GTD model using an ileta-

, - -r livesl;ution. incrve (t the spehiel is shown lor a hybrid
* I DE/ModsliGTD model, again solved using ilerationt Ils assumed

Sthat the sampling denity is 10 per wavelength in linear dimension
- (LB.,IOU pe square wavelength and 1000 per cubic wavelength).- and that the oect area Is sdx rquare wavelengtht

10' ..-......... ...
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The operation cuunts associated with applying the

•0 - • - +four major kinds of first-principles models to some
11S2 &rua In S1qare Wevlezeths simple generic problems have been shown. The po-

tential benefits of instead using multi-propagator or
hybrid models has been demonstrated by comparing the decreased operation count such models can pro-duce relative to single-psopagator models, showing possible orders-of-magnitude improvement,
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A Hybrid Technique For NEC (Numerical Electromagnetics Code)
S. R. Rousselle

and
W. F. Perger

Electrical Engineering Department
Michigan Technological University

Houghton, MI 49931-1295

Abstract A modification of the magnetic field integral equation (IxIFIE) in Numercial Electro-
magnetics Code (NEC) which permits faster execution without appreciable change in accuracy
is described. For several antennas. results are presented which show a reduction in computation
time as large as a fiator of 135 y, ,naintain acceptable accuracy.

1. Introduction

Since the development of NEC [2]. it has undergone numerous. changes to improve accuracy or
include specialized phenumena[(J. Few of these advancements, however, have focused on taking
advantage of the way in which NEC solves problems. By assuming that the physical optics
approximation is valid for surfaces, a hybrid code has been developed to reduc': tile solution tiue

while maintaining accuracy.
NEC was developed to use a hybrid equation for ,he interaction of the electric field integral

equation (EFIE) 1.n model wires and the magnetic field integral equation (MPIE) to model
closed surfaces. because the MFIE i, strictly valid only for closed surfaces and 1:. therefore not
as flexible as the EFIF for -mplr, ., structures. wire-grid models and the EFIE are commonly
used[5J. However. it hIn, inu found that. at least for sonic cases. NEC will accurately predict
the far-field pattern of ass antenna structure over an infinitesimally thin open surface which acts
as a reflector. In peinciple, this should riot give the correct result and is an incorrect modeling

technique. In this paper. we will provide exanmples as to when we have found this to sucneed.
One of •ur goals is to use this ol,servation for improving upon the computation time. associated

with the matrix filling and subsequent solving for surface patch currents when they can simply
be obtained using a physical optics current dencisity upon completion of the EFIE solution.

2. Background

An interactive design package 16] was used to reveal that the current was approachinrg zero at
the surface edges. Froin these observations aind suggestions, [4], it became evident that a hybiid
code could be developed to reduce the computation time associated with the matrix filling and

solution. The MFIE solved in NEC 1'2, Part 1]:

1 / a(•o) × (F') X %7'go,)],f'. /
-1II•)47,'(Ft) dA'. (-)
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where fi is the magantic field incident on the surface, J, is the surface current that it induces.
fi(F-) is the outward directed normal vector at (Fe). g(F, F') is the Green's function given by:

g(F,') --- ep(-jklr- P'I)
= I- F'1 (2)

and the subscripts "P.V,, S" indicate the principal value of the surface integral. In the Physical
Optics (PO) approximation, the term in Eq.(1) is negligible for a smooth surface whose radius
of curvature is large compared to a waveleagth[3].

3. Results

Our first. example. shown in Figure 1 is the far-field pattern of a monopolh perpendicularly

21.1

279

F,.ý - M3 OOM W,

Figurc 1: Comparison of far field pattern for a monopole over thin patch for the yitIivbrid N E.(12-PO
code (marked line) and experiment (solid line).

orilentd ovi ai' infinitesimally thin conducting patch using the hybrid NFC2-1'O (ode Ithe
ma rked liie) .nd a comparison wit h experimental data measured in an anechoic cha iiber. For

comparisii. Figure 2 shows the agreement between the far-field pattern of the same monopolo
aiitenna fi,,m NFC2 (unmodified. the marked line) and tile saise experimental dat a (solid li i)
.- s can he seen, there is relatively little difference between either of the two coniputed patterns

compared with experiment. The strong agreement between the measured and NEC2 patteri•s
suggests that infii.itesimall.v thin pat•,hes can be used to model reflectors.

Our second examople is thie ],xample ,4 of the N ,C2 User's Guide, a T anitenia on a box over
a perfect ground. Figure : rhows the close agreement between the NEC2-PO sode (miarked line)
and the orivinal \'FKC2 code (solid lin.l

The last example a model of a monopole antenna on a 1992 Cadillac Seville with 10 wir-
segments arid 341 patches, as illustrated in Figure 4. and was created using onr NhI\VIDI:.XS
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Monopole Over Infinitely Thin Patch - NEC2
90

270

Figure '2: Comparison of far-field pattern for a inonopole nve:r thin patch for the original NlX';:?
code (marked line) and experiment. (s•olid linc).

E~rgpI. NICO U.., M4rnL.J T UAn' on So 0., pr•Oc.r U eroomd

210.

ISO 3050
-30

270

Fflabl'cy 930l.0000 MHio

Figure 3: Comparison of far field pattern for Example I of the NEC User's ( 'ride for the hybrid
NEC2 l'O code (marked line) and the original NEC2 code (solid line).
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software [6]. In Figure 5 we have plotted the far-field pa•ttera for this structure using the hybrid
NEC2-PO code (marked iinie) and the original NEC2 code (solid line). It is interesting to lno!-
that for this cxaniole. the hybrid NEC2. PO code ran in 1.8 second,- as compared with 401
seccads. on an RSGOOO model 540. The particular frequency chosen in this example wus 100
MNtz. or nearly middle ot the FM band.

Figure 1: Illustration of the patches anti wire segiments t sred to I rodel a 9) (999Cadillac Svvilhv

4. Conclusions

Flromn the examples given, it appears that the useo" a phYsical optics ai 'J oXimloatidon withini thl,.
NEU' program can result in a considerable compute-tional savingý. Future wank will nececssariy
includ, testing this hypothesis foc its range of applicabilit,.
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Monopole on 1992 CadIlac Seville
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AN APPROACH FOR SOLVING SYSTEM-LEVEL
ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLING PROBLEMS

Everett G. Fan and Robert 1. Antinone
Fair Roach and BDM Federal, Inc.

I. INTRODUCTION

Whn a canpekx systea is exposed to an external clacnaagnotic (EM) field, voltages are gnerntod
at the pin level of msitive• lectsuics that can upset or damag a system. The ability to predict the field levels
required to gaenre such an eimt is of critical importance to the understanding of the
survivability/vulnerability (S/V) of a systeti. However these predictions arn quite difficult because of the
complexity of the sysatms involved, We summarize here an approach for solving this problrm by using a
variety of codes tha already exist, as well as some new technology in the area of interpolating sparsely
sampled data.

The type of problem one encounters is shown in Figure 1. A plane wave is incident upon a systcnt
with apertures and slots in the exterior surface. The external fields leak into a cavity, which contains
equipment boxes cc.nncwted together by shielded cables or bare wires. Since there are multiple conductors in a
bundle, multiconductor transmission line theory is requirsd to solve the cable problem. There are one or more
sensitive circuits at the end of Lhm cables. The voltages at the inputs to the circuits cannot exceed some
maximum, We propose here an approach for solving this problem using a combinatios of EM fields codes, a
multiconductor trainmission line oude, a circuit code, and a scheme for interpolating sparsely sampled data-

E Inc (a)

Figure 1. A typical system-level EM coupling problem.

II. THE CHALLENGES IN SOLVING THE SYSTEM-LEVEL COUPLING PROBLEM

The challenges in solving system-level Eli coupling problems lie in four main areas. First, thcrc is a
natural separation of codes into distinct areas, EM fields, transmission lines, aid circuits, In general, these
problens are solved separately, with no clean method of passing the output of one problem to the input of the
others. This problem can b, overcome by adjusting the Input/Output (I/O) of the various codes to be in a
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ormiat that is compatible with the other codes. While this is simple in principle, in practice it may require
considerable effort.

A variety of codes are required to solve this problem. Looking from the outside in, first one requires
an cletromagnctics fields code. Two codes are currently available that could serve such a purpose, GEMACS
[11 and XPATCH. Inside the cavity, one would use GEMACS. At the transmission-line level, one might use
QV7TA, which provides a solution to the "'BLT" multicudductor transmission line equations, developed by
Baum, Liu, and Tesche [2,3]. Finally, at ite circuit level, one could either write one's own code, since we
propose to linearize the problem, or use an existing code such as SPICE,

A secoind challenge to solving the systemr level problem lies in the complex nonlinear circuits that must
be analyzed in order to test their sensitivity. In many cases, one can assume a linearized model for the circuit,
and still achieve reasonable accuracy. An example of where this is valid is the problem of back-door HPM
coupling, where the frequency of the incident field is far above the intended operating frequency of the
nonlinear solid-state devices. It has hem shown that this problem can be linearized by measuring the input
impedances of nonlinir circuits out of band [4]. This is discussed in more detail later in this article.

A third challenge lies in the very large anount of data required to demonstrate hardness of the asset.
If one wishes to show that the voltage at a certain iomponent never exceeds some maximusn value, one would
need to show ths for many dif'eren, ingles of ineides, for two polarizations of the incident field, and for
many different firequencies. The nsccesity of demonstrating hardness at many different frequencies is
potentially the mnost tsublesome, since nee must anticipate the possibility of shar resonanices in the response
data that could be missed ifthe data were sampled too sparsely. Au approach for addressing this problem is to
use a procedure called Model Based Parameter Estimation (MBPE) [5,61. This procedure allows one to make
calculations at sparsely sampled frequency poins, and then mterpolate intelligently between the samples. One
uses known informatioss about the system, such as its response at zero frequency, to fit a rational function to a
sparse sampling of data points- We discuss this technique in min detail laser in this article, and provide some
examples.

A final challenge lies in the complicated geometry specifications ofthe external shell. Typically, the
first step in the analysis is to calculate the skin currents on a complex object such as an aircraft helicopter, or
tank. It is tedious, however, to provide complete gecmnery dat to an EM fields code in a format that it is
useful. (hie way this can be done is to take advantage of Computer Aided Design (CAD) diawings of an
aset, whih are oftn available from the mnufactunr'. However, these drawings typically are not discretized
in a form that is cornpatible with the EM field computation of skin currests, Fortunately, at least one CAD
package, called ACAD, has developed the capability to diacretizm a surface model directly. This program
provides either quadrilateral patches for Method of Moment (MoM) surface patch analysis, or triangular
patches for Shooting and Bouncing Ray (SHR) analysis. Once discretized, the geometrical description ofthi
asset can be output to an ASCII file, which could then be converted to a format compatible with the geometry
file of the fields code.

Ill. CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

I or back-door HPM coupling, the circuit problem cv sists of eftcts that occur at microwave
-requencies, and ef•ects that occurs at the lower frequencies, where the circuits were designed to operate. We

considtr here only the effects at microwave frequencies, and we end our analysis when we determine a device
has either befe upset or damaged The system's response to that upset or damage can then be determined by a
systems Analyst.

The firla crnssidctr.tion must be whether to carry out the analysis in the time or frequency domain.
Time domain analysis can deal veth isboslmeanties, but it is more complex and costly to perfosn. Study of
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I-RM phenomena to daue indicates that the problem can be oessidered linear and that frequency domain
analysis is suitable.

esearclhers noted drinig damag testing that the signal rtflectetl from the device under test usually
did not change when damag occurrd. Researchrs expected to sa the refected power change when the
coanponent failed, but in many c.ses it did not. Thw nonli t was V=mase. Researchers conceived a
sensitive experiment to determine the linearity of crcuits subjected to 1PM signals. Figure 2 shows a
sxasturesmnat scheme that uses the wide dynamic range of a peeqtn analysr to determine the nortirarty
acting the teflected signal. A 300-hzl signal was incident en the denic under test, a 74LS00 NAND gate.
A directional coupler was used to sample the signal refklt fioron the gate. The spectrum analyzer was
cornected to the directional coupler and was set to sweep the frequmcy range covering 300 Iiz to 900 MHz.
"1his allowed wir spectrum analyzer to lock at the furdamental, wound harmonic, and third harmonic reflected
froa the gaze under test. By using such anxengmens, it has been observed tat the second and durd
hanmonics are down by more than 40 dB from dle primary This suggests that the nonlinear effects arc not
astical to roodel.

Co, onmnt Non-Linearty Mesaeurarnl

300 MHz ek
Sinl DIrectIonal Coupler Dvc

Source 
Tes

Spectrum ITelleetk d Fundamental (300 MHz)
Analyzer Reflected 2nd Harmonic (600 MHz)

Rellected 3rd Hanronkc (900 MHz)

Figure 2. Nonlinearitymeasurement system.

These data raise the question of why componants that amkrown to be nonlincar do not manifest that
nonlincarity when subjected to HPM signals. The answer spears to he that parasitic capacitances and
inductances associated •ith the device and its package dominia the device imuedance at higher frequencies.
Input impedwnce measurermets have been made, for example on 741 operational amnpliflres. The unpedance is
high at normai operating frequencies but rolls off at higher freluencies. In fact, at high frequencies the
impedance looks like that of a capacitor up to about 1.3 G0l- where a resonance occurs and it begiau to look
inductivc. The parasitic inductance and capacitance that dominate the impedance am linear, and th, Y mask the
internal nonlinearity. Thus, for most back door coupling cases the affecled circuitry can be treated as having a
linear response to IPM signals. The parasitic capacitances and inductances isolate the internal nonlincarities.
Thus, frequency doknain circuit analysis is adequate for these problems.

Even if one chooses to use simple linear circuit theory, complications can arise For example,
Figure 3 shows the impedanoc of a common oeranmic capacitor. At low frequencies it behaves as expected, but
at higher irequencies it does not. It resatesis with its own lead inductancte and internal inductanco at about
60 MIz and acts more like an inductor at higher frequencies. The analyst must take this behavior into account
when applying the code to HPM frequencies, Note that simpule elements adequatelv model this behavior, but
more elements as required than just the capacitor.
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Parallel 600 pF Ceramric Capacitor
l9 M051-'-fn-r-rr 'rir ......rr 35

Sam sa

Figre3. I d ofao n pitor, (Teslnism imLica a shedlinisphase.)

In tcaw of bk dor upst most og compones rpond wits s w respon whe t

in€cidnt B-PM ziml are low. That is, the retfo voag out of the compnenmt is proportional to the square
of the incileut HPM voltage. An onk of magniitude inrae in the HPM voltage results in a two order ofSý in output igl, For com , d is a thesold -M signal that causes schange of s e at the out smt. Table I shows the typical inceit HPM power rqui.h dedto cause a I 0-pmV

response retired to the input fix analog cnpowaas and a change of state for digital components.

Table 1. Nomuinl reapose dlata for common components.

jd 0.1Gliz 0.2GHz 0.5GHz I0Hz 2GHz 5GHZ 9GHZ
Fhmilv (dBW) (dBW) (dEW) (dBW) (dEW) (dEW) (dEW)
TML -17 -17 -17 -)A -11 -7 -3

CMOS -10 -10 -10 -10

Lime -49 -47 -43 -40 -32 -27 -21

GP Si -49 -47 -43 -40 -32 -27 -2]
XSTRS

Ge -20 -20 -15 -12 -10 -8 -5
XSTES

For degradation or damag•e e efct can be considered to occur when a theshold power or energy is
reached. Absorbed power can be calculated f- the incident voltage and component impedance. Table 2
shows typical damage thresholds for common dle components.
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Tabli 2. Typical damage thresholds for common eomponaets.

I ts Pulse Failure 100 ns Pulse Failure
1md= Family Power (dBW) Power (dBW)

TTL 20 25
CMOS 23 28
iTnar 24 29

General Purpose 24 29
Transistors

Medium Power 30 35
Tranuistor

RF Transisors 20 25
Microwave mixer 6 6

Diodes

IV. INTERPOLATION OF THE DATA USING MODEL BASED PARAMETER ESTIMATION

When ue caluldates a response parametar in the frequency domain, one typically calculates many
moe firquencies tha at necessary to specify the curve. One does so because ,hem might be a resonant spike
in the rcspome that muld be easy to muss. lhe problem with this approach is that it is expensive to sample a
large number of points. Furthermore, even after going through the effort of calculating the response at a large
nimber of points, there is still the lingering question of whether it was enough.

The ted qx of MBPE attempts to address this issue from a physics-based point of view [5,6].
Whea using t0 , chnique one makes assusmpeoau about what the reponse must look like, and then one fits
the sparsely sampled data to a raional fimotion model. In doing so, it is hoped that one will find the prominent
featurcs ofa respons curve with considerably fewer samples than would otherwise be necessary.

The MBPE technique arises from both expeimenal observation and from recent theoretical
developmeuts. Exprmeutally, it has been observed for sone time that if an object is illuminated by an
impulsive waveobnn, then the resulting currntns and fields tend to be sums of damped sinusoids.
Theoretically, the Singulk ity Expansion Method (SEM) arrives at much the sane conclusion [71, One must
be cautious, however, because in sont cases there can be an additional contribution to the response
'-urespoadig lo the driven response, which canno be represented by a damped sine, and must be accounted
for in other ways.

Thne MBPE ;auhnique dtefbre assumes a observable of the form
N

fl)= • e, + f5 p(t) (I)

wher s. represents the .N complex poles associated with the dznuptd sines, and Rn represents their residues, or
weightings. The subscript "rp" indicates the non-pole portion of the response, and it often corresponds to the
driven response. In most cases, this is assumed to be either very small or zero, however, some additional
degrees of freedom may be included in the model in order to account for this possibility.

In the frequency domain one can express &;% model as
N R,

F(s) = - - + Fp(s) (2)
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Assuming the nrn-pole portion of the wawcftmn is zero, this is expanded as

F(s) = N(_) o + N S + 22.2 s2 ...+ LVV (3)
D(s) Do + Dis + D2s2 + --. + DVIsJ- + sN

if the function is now simpled at the pole locations si, one obtains in sampled form

F D(si) = N(si) (4)
This is just a linear set of equations that can be solved for the NA's and Dn's , provided that there are at least
as many samples as them are unknowns.

Ifone wishes to include a no-pole portion to waveform, this is typically modeled as
R

=H, (5)I .

Using tis, eqtation (3) is recast into a slightly different form, but one still solves a set of linear equations to
obtain the coefficients. Including the ton-pole part of a solution may be importaut ifthsre is a forcing function
(source) in the observable. The nom-pole part of the model can also be used to model poles that are far outside
the modded frequency range. Poles where s, -< s behave approximately as ifs, and poles where s» >> s
behaveasa W..~

Finally., note that one cam oftm reduce the number of computations by calculating the derivativc of a
response with respect to frequency, in addition to the response at that frequency. Often the derivatives arc
available in closed firm fomn the solutions, and this caability has already been included into a version of
NEC. lHowe , if nemavust couple the output of an EM fieds code to a transmission line code, generating the
fEaquysz, crivtavt is somewhat mors complicated. If the validity of MBPE can be demonstrated for
ysstes-lewtt coupling without the fetqueacy derivatives, te it may be useful to study the possibility of even

better perft mano by including frequency derivatives at a later date.
L-Aus consider an exaiple problam, in order to tea the validity of MBPE for fields in a cavity.

Coids he problm of a dosed recangular cavity with conducting walls of conductivity 5.7xlO7 mhos/m
(Figure 4), The cavity is excited by a dipole near one end of the waveguide, located at
(0.54747, 5.47, 2.735) ,as

b = 5.47 em

a = 10.94 cm

Figure 4. The resonant cavity to be analyzed.

"The field at the center of the cavity (E4) was calculated and plotted at six frequen.ies. A rational
function model was then fitted to the data. The model had the form
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2

En(s) - 2 (6)

D, S" + S3

There are six omplex unknwcms m the above flanction (the Nn's and Dn'$), so cue has enough information if
the finctcm E,(s) is calculated at :ix frequencies.

The fieds caczlaed at six freqencies are shown as triangles in Figure 5. These data were then '-;ed
to gSeam the six un" wn coefficiAets in Equaton 6, and the resuling model function is shown as a solid
HIa iFix=re.

10c010e -
- -7 A Caculatlon Points

-------- - -Comparison Points

10,000 -- -- i - -

1,000 -

1,3.0 1,400 1,450 1,500 1,550 1,600 1,650 1,700
Frequency (MHz)

Fi-;rc 5. A conmpsso of a MBPE model to some fEquency points calculated numerically. The data points
represened by triangles were used to generate the model, which is represented as a solid line, The
round dots were addiional frequency points calculaed numerically to chock the validity of the
model.

The final step in the analysis is to calculate sonic extra pouts using GEMACS, and verify that they
fall on the calcuaLed model. Ihe additional points an round dots in Figure 6. There is excellent agreement
between the nmdcl (solid line) and the additional calculated freqiaencies (round dots). Note that in the points
used to creat the model, tereree no fields larger than 4 iV/m, and the model predicts a value of 67.1 Wi/n
at 1.51 GHz. At the same frequency, GEMACS predicts 70.2 kv/rn, so the error in the model near a
resonance is just 4%. This is excelent agreement, and it shows that the MBPE model performs as expected.
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V CONCLUSIONS

A wide variety of techniq -s must be applied in order to address the system-level EM coupling
problem. This article preseuts ar approach for addressing this problem at lower frequencies. The approach
involves a emAbination of EM fields codes, multicouluctor uansmission line codes, and circuit codes, all in the
frequey domain. The resposme can be sampled sparsely in the frequency domain and then interpolated using
MEPE.

A review of how to simplify the circuit analysis was provided. A review of model based parameter
estatstion was provided. Results were obtainod for the cas of fields in a rectangular cavity, and it was shown
that MBPE interpolates the fields with quite good accuracy, even in the presence of sharp resonances.
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EFFICIENT MMP COMPUTATION OF PERIODIC STRUCTURES

Ch. Hainer, Swiss Fede'-al Institute of Technology, Zurich
L. Bomholt, MIT, Cambridge

ABSTRACT

The original .ersion of the 3D MMW code offers several features for EM scattering. Although periodic
structures can be computed without any modification of the code, two new features are required in
order to make such comaputaticons cfficit and user-friendly. In this paper we discuss the problems of
previous atempts to compute periodic structures with the unmodified 3D MMP code and the new
features. A comparison with other teclhiques shows that the modified version of 3D MMP is useful for
obtaining very accurate and reliable results.

INTRODUCTION

The 3D MMP code (1] is a powerful tool for numerical electronagnctics with a wide range of
applications. It is based on the Generalizd Multipole Technique (GMT) [2], le., it is closely related to
both analytic techniques and to the MoM, Therefore, 3D MMP is well suited when high accuracy and
reliability is desired. Moreover, the 3D MMP code allows to easily handle lossy dielectrics with
arbitrary complex permeability and permittivity cot'stants, which is important for gratings used in
optics.

Recently, the method of fictitious sources [3] and similar methods [4] have successfuUy been applied to
periodic structures. These methods are essentially based on the GMT but they work with a small subset
of the basis functions available mi the 3D MMP code. Thus, one would expect that excellent results can
be obtained with 3D MMP. Since the published version of 3D MMP version was not designed for
periodic structures, the brute-force method was used in (5]. hi this method, a periodic structure with
infinitely many cells is replaced by a similar structure with a finite, but large number of cells. Naturally,
one obtains extremely large computation tiacs even for simple examples. A more sophisticated
approach works with Floquet and similar theorirs. This requires no modification of the code and allows
one to imbed 3D MMP in a simple Floquet r.nvironmcnt. Unfortunately, the convergence of these
techniques is so bad that the computation still is completely inefficient.
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PERIODIC BASIS FUNCTIONS

In the GMT, the EM field is approximated by a series expansion of the following form:

K

Field = 1 Akfieldk + Error
k=1

The basis field functions fieldk fulfil the Maxwell equations inside a homogeneous domain. The
paraametears Ak are computed from the boundary conditions. 3D MMP offers many different types of
basis (field) functions. Due to the numerical properties, multipole functions are favoured. Different
types of basis functions arc often mixed.

For periodic structures, one can use the same expansion with periodic basis functions. If all basis
functions are appropriate periodic functions, the boundary conditions have to be matched in one single
cell of the periodic structure and the boundary conditions in all other cells will be automatically
matched. One easily can construct periodic multipole functions. Such functions consist in an Erray of
mulipoles at different locations. The amplitudes of the different multipoles are computed from the
direction of the incident plane wave. The number of the multipoles of such an array is infinite. Thus,
one either has to find an analytic solution for the infinite array or one has to truncate. An analytic
solution is known for monopoles, Le., zero order multipoles, but it is missing for general multipoles and
other basis functions implemented in 3D MMP.

A truncated series of Multipoles with different amplitudes can be introduced in 3D MlvM by means of a
special feature, called meta expansions. I.e., no modification of the code is required for testing periodic
arrays of multipoles. Although this is encouraging, the result is disappointing - as one might have
known in advance. The convergence of the series is so slow that a huge number of multipoles has to be
computed for obtaining a reasonable accuracy. I.e., periodic multipole functions are inefficient.

From the solution of Maxwell's equations in Cartesian coordinates, one finds another set of periodic
functions, the very well known Rayleigh expansions. These periodic basis functions are plane waves and
evanescent plane waves. They can easily be computed and are available iii the original version of 3D
MMP. If many terms of the Rayleigh series have to be separately defined by these functions, the user
has to perform time-consuming and tedious work. For this reason, Rayleigh expansions have been
introduced as new basis functions in the code. These expansions are used to expand the reflected and
transmitted EM field, but they ae known to be incomplete for modelling the entire EM field of a
general periodic structure.

Although one can model periodic structures with a mixture of Rayleigh expansions and periodic ;rrays
of monopolek, this approach is not satisfactory for MMP users who like to take advantage of the entire
palette of basis functions available for general EM scattering problems. Since the implementation of the
corresponding basis function is cumbersome and inefficient, a different approach is proposed in the
fnllowing
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PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The GMT is a pure boundary method. It is well known that domain methods such as finite elemnents
usually work with simpler types of basis functions that cause Less numerial problems. Thus, we might
be tempted to entirely abandon the GMT in order to avoid the severe problems with the basis functions
discussed in the previous section. But we can solve our problems by a small step into the direction of an
entire discretization of the domains by subdividing a homogeneous domain into subdoinsins with
different basis field functions inside each subdomamn This requires the matching of the EM field on the
"fictitious" boundaries between the subdomainis. In 3D MWP, fictitious boundaries can easily be
introduced without any modification of the code. For periodic structures, such houndaxies are useful for
separating the space where reflected and transmitted EM waves art modelled with Rayleigh expansions
from the rest of the structure. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

incide reflected Rayleigh expansion
waveA fittosbudr

.~ / fictitious boundary

transmitted Reileigh expansion

Figure t: Fictitious tcamdaries are introdueod for separaiing the periodic stnicture and the area of the reflcted and
ttanminie Ibyligio expaiiims.

Obviously, one also can introduce fictitious boundaries for separating the different cells; of the periodic
structure. On these boundArits, the EM field has to fulfil the following periodic botind-~v conditions.

Field(if + t!) =C -Field(F) (2)

where d is the vector that shifts a point in one cell to the corresponding point in tht neighbour cell and
C is a constant computed from the incident wave. Periodic boundary conditions have been implemiented
in 3D MMP as a new feature. 'this technique is illustrated in figure 2. In order to obtain high flexibility,

one can introduce periodic boundary conditions with different vectors dI Up to 3 different periodic
boundary conditions can be defined in 3D) MMP. Thke constant C can either he defined by the user or it
can be computed automatically if the incident field is a. plane wave.
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incid- ien reflected Rayleigh expansion

fictitious bound;ry
perodi bondry \,.

tasitted Reileigh expansion

Figure 2: Periodic lioandarles are introduced to isolate a cell of the periodic sutrues flw his neighbourrs. Tha perodic
boundary rioditic (2) moaut be fulfilled onlth duied-lo boundary only. In the periodic boundary coudition, the information
of the field on the dotted neighbour boundmary is also required. Only the field in onc cell is expidUly modlellad by
multipoLes and other expmnsions. After the solution of the problem, the field in all other cells is oflainied by a simple
tratisformation.

Fictitious boundary conditions arid periodic boundary conditions allow to isolate a single cell of the
periodic array. The EM fierld is approximateid inside this cell according to (1). In the area of reflected
and transmitted Rayleigh expanusions, Rayleigh expansions are most reasonable and simple for modelling
the EM fild. It would I-ý possibli: to apply other periodlic basis iiunctions in these domwins but onc
usually is interested in the Rayleigh terms themselves. Furthermore, the convergence of these
expansions is excellent if the fictitious boundaries are sufficiently far away fronm the periodic structure.
Incidentally, neither the location nor the shape of the fictitious boundajies and of the 1periodic
boundaries are unique. Straight lines (planies in 31)) arm preferred because of their simplkaiy. The
fictitious boundaries can be shifted in order to obtain more informnation on the, stability and reliability of
the results.

This techuniquc is closely relattd to the technique that had successfully been applied to waveguide
discontinuities 171. Instead of the Rayleigh expansions one has waveguide modes for miodelling thm
reflected and transmitted waves in waveguides. Fictitious boundaries are used to separate the
discontinuity from the undisturbed waveguides. Periodic boundary conditions are not req~uired although
the field in rectangular waveguides is periodic (MMP is not wstricted to rectangular wavegukies). The
geometry of waveguide discontinuities can be very complex- Ja thse simplest case, the relation to the
modelling of periodic structures is obvious (see Figures 2 anid 3).

The introduction of the fictitiows boundaries is somehow ambiguous. If the fictitious boundaries are
very close to the structure, the length of the periodic boundaries is small and the numrcw of basis
functions for modelling the discontinuity is also small. But in this case, the number of oru,-rs of the
reflected and Lianstuiitted waves can be large. If the fictitious boundary is moved away from the
discontinuity, the number of orders can be reduced because the higher orders are erionentually damnped
in the direction perpendicular to the structure. So far, no essenitial problems for .,etting the fictitious
bounaaries have been encountered. in conti-ary, using differet mnodels wiili =Mc
boundaries is helpful for testing the stability and accuracy of the solution.
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incident
mode reflected

-_ fictitious boundary

a , discontinuity

--- -- - - litious boundary

tivisnitted
modes

Figmec 3: MWP msiud ofa simple wavegulde diaumsinulzy.

No infonmation of the EM field in the neighbour cells is required for the computation of the EM held in
one cell with periodic boundary conditions. Owce the EM field is known in one cell, one obtauis the
field in the neighbour cells by a simple transformation that is essentially the same as the owe used for
defining the periodic boundary conditions (2).

A SIMPLE TEST CASE

A simple grating consisting of wires with a rectangular cross section (see Figure 4) and a complex
refraction Wnex n=O.3+lii hans been computed in [9,9] with very different numerical methods. If one
compares the measured cross section of such gratings, one can recognize that the rectangular shape
,Aith ideal corners is at considerable simplification. This sinmplification is required by several methods, for
example, modal expansions. On ideal conductors the sharp edges would cause a singularity of the field.
For the lossy conductors in the mode~l one still obtains very high ek ietric fildks. In codes that are; able to
accurately compute the EM field on the s:urface of any domain, this can cause numecrical problems. In
the MMP model, rounded edges were used in order to obtain more reliable results. Incidentally, such
models are more realistic.

d icld..t\4
free space IN planewaI.>

ideciz d Ioe MMP model

F~igure 4: ldeslcd miodel used biy several methods and MMP model with rounded edges fix, estimating tie eror matte by
the idealizations. The lollowing data were used in [9): d-lpm. a=O 5pmw, bo)-4twn. ~l5 nis-O.3+8i. i-o.
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Among the methods compared in [8,9], thl modal metodL [10] is cosidered to be most accurate.
When the radius r of the curvature of the edges in the MMP model is very snmall, the results of the
MMP computation are closer to the results of the modal method than the results of any of the other
methods. For example, the transmitted 0-order efficiency for the s-polarization computed with the
modal method, the modal-SIBC and Lochbihler's method is 0.76785, 0.76501, 0.764979 respectively.
Two different MMP models with r/d)0.01 led to the values 0.76647 and 0.76684. The first of these
models was relatively rough and inaccurate with a maximum mismatching of about 9%. Thus, one can
conclude that very accurate results are obtained with 3D MMP.

It seem that MOP allows to achieve any desired accuracy if the radius is sufficiently small (rld=0.01 is
still too large for obtaining an accuracy of more than 3 digits!) and if the discretization is sufficiently
fize, but for obtain.ig an accuracy of several digits for the efficiencies, the computation time can be
quite lorg (sevezal hours on a PC for oie single run with a fixed frequency, fixed excitation, etc.). For
realistic values of the radius r, one can obtain fast and accurate MMN results. If one compares the
efficiencies in function of the radius r, one finds that the influence of this parameter iL far from being
negligible (see also Figure 5). For example, for r/daO.02 the transmitted 0-order efficiency foi the s-
polauization is already 0.7425. From a comparison of several MMP models it is assumed that all 4 digits
are exact.

E-iI ,7,-te fikc

2E-1 iJ -order treflecited efficiency

SE-1-I, eaie Clor ofthe

4lE-1i -O-order reflected efficiency

O 1El5 an.uaifi'equeMcy l/s] ZEIS 3E15

Figure 5: -order eficiencies (tUp and middle) veins angular frequency ao for the MMP models illustratd in figure 4 for
rid-0.025. 0.05. 0.1, ,-45', complex refraon Index 11-0.3491. Rel•tive a•ro tm2(eU.tn)-r(U.5))i(e(0.O5)+e(O.025))
f the 0 order reflected fficdencies, whee e(0.05) is the U crder reflected efficiency for rid-O.05.
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SURFACE EMPEDANCE BOUNDARI ':ONDMTONS (SIBC)

Several numerical methods sceem to have problems with the material properties of the conductor-- For
avoiding such problemts. Surface Impedance Boundary Conditions (SIBC) are applied by some authors.
The value and problems of SIBC shall not be discussed in this paper but it should be mentioned that
such boundary conditions are available in the 3D MWP code upon request. Thus, one can easily
compare MWP computations with and without SIBC. Introducing SIBC into a 3D MWP model has the
following effect: the number of boundary conditions on the conductor is reduced and the field inside the
conductor is not approximated by a series expansion anymore. Thus, the size of the matrix to be solved
and the computation time can considerably be reduced. Some results are presented in Figure 6.

O -I- i-real conductor-

lt10odr treflecited efiriyidlcodtr

-aE-1 - 0-order reflectted efficiencyidacoutr

siplfEd 0oe rihSB nde iuir )I ealzd ondel ctor anea donlductorur

The rderM resfletsotied wfithem thSIIremchbtetanherulsbaidwthaiea

1E1 azigularfe - 3E1



REMARKS ON THE EFFICIENCY OF THE NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE

The introduction of fictitious boundaries and of periodic boundaries is most important for obtaining
high flexibility and user-fi-endliness. Obviously, thee boundaries increase the total length of the
boundaries to be discirti .ed. Periodic basis field functions would allow to compute periodic structures
without these additional boundaries. Thus, one is tempted to assume that this could be an even more
efficient approach, provided that efficient algorithms for the evaluation of the periodic basis functions
are found. This might be true for such cases where the fictitious boundaries arm much longer than the
real boundaries. But one should not forget that introducing fictitious boundaries often allows to
increase thu error on these boundaries and to reduce the error on the real boundaries at the same time.
This means that one canr obtain more balanced errors and that one can reduce not only the number of
equations on the real boundaries but also the total number of equations. I.e., introducing appropriate,
"unnecessary" fictitious boundaries can make MMP models more efficient. A longer total length of all
boundarits does not always require a higher total nurnber of equations and expansions. A typical
example can easily be found in the simple model discussed above. If the fictitious boundary is very close
to the surface of the rectangulat wires, the fieid has (almost) singular points on the fictitious boundary.
Consequently, the convergence of the Rayleigh expansion is v.-ry bad and many orders arc required for
obtaining useful r,.suks. To compute many unknown param.etrs in the Rayleigh expansion, a very fine
discretization of the fictitious boundary is rrquired. If the fictitious boundary is moved away, the total
length of all boundaries is increased. At Ihe same time, the field on the fictitious boundary becomes
smoother, much fewer Rayleigh te-ns are requiret, iad a much rougher discretization is sufficient for
obtaining the same accuracy.
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A PHYSICAL OPTICS MODEL FOR SCATTERING
OF IIF RADIATION BY IRREGULAR TERRAIN *

0G.J. Burke

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P.O. Box 5504, L-156, Livermore, CA 94550

"* 'Abstract

Physical optics models were developed for scattering of HF radiation by irregular terrain
when an antenna is located on or near the scattering surface. The primary interest was in skywave
radiation patterns for communication links using the ionosphere. Second-order reflections were
included in the solution through an image appraodmation, and the UTD result for an impedance
half-plane was used to reduce reflections due to truncating the current distribution on the surface.
Arbitrary 2-D or 3-D terrain profiles can be entered irto the codes, and the source can be an
antenna with cur-ents generated by the NEC method-of-moments code or a point source Results

~ were validated by comparing with 2-D integral equation solutiors for actual terrain contours.

1. INTRODUCTI(

The scattering of HF radiation by irregular terrain is difficult to model due to the size of
the region involved and th. variety of conditions that may occur. Also, the terrain scattering
depends on the radiation pattern of the antenna, which itself may present a difficult modeling

V, problem. Several techniques for modeling terrain effects were considered in a previous study [1]
rnd can be divided into solutions based on integrating induced sources over the ground surface,
ray-based methods of geometrical optics or GCD/UTD and differential equation solutions. A 3D
geometrical optics model for terrain scattering was described in [1], and related investigations
have been conducted by Brealall et al. [2] of UTD models and by Janaswamy [3, 4] of integral
and differential equation techniques.

This report describes the development and validation of physical optics (PO) models for
scattering of HF radiation by two- and three-dimensionsl terrain surfaces. Results of some initial
PO calculations for terrain scattering were included in [5]. It has since been found that in order
to get accurate results when the antenna is located on the irregular terrain it is necessary to
invoke reciprocity to put the source at the distant receiver location and evaluate the field at the
original antenna location nea, •rn',sd. In addition, second-order reflections in the vicinity of the
antenna and receiver were foruic 4C :? important. Reflected and diffracted fields from the UTD
solution for an impedance half-plane were added to the model to reduce ripple in the radiation
patterns that would result from truncating the PO currents on the suritce. This last extension
saves computation tine by reducing the range over which the PO currents must be integrated.

* Work performed under dhe auspioes of the U. S. Department of Energy by the Lawmce Livermore
Natioual Laboratory wt ?cr Contract W-740_5Eng-48.
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Fig. 1. Coordinats for the 2-D model of the terrain surface.

The PO codes will model a terrain with an arbitrary elevation profile by interpolating between
input elevation values, and the transmitting antenna can be a point or line source or segment
coordinates and current values from a modified version of the NEC-MoM code.

The development of the PO models for 2-1) and 3-D terrain scattering is brielly described
in Section 2 of this paper. Also, a code for slving the Fredholm integral equations (MFIE for
vertical polarization and EFIE for horizont;J polarization) was developed to validate the PO
models, and this solution is described in Section 3. Section 4 contains some results generated
to validate the codes. A more complete description of the PO and integral equation models and
additional examples f .r validation are contained in [6].

2. THE PHYSICAL OPTICS MODEL

For th,r 2-T .1 r.'W'jc. ,cc,: .in surface will be assumed to vary in height in the x direction
- h, sa, c '!.ttant in the y direction, with surface normal fi and tangent vector 9 as

shown in Figure 1. The lossy ground is characterized by relatixe permittivity c, and conductivity
a, and these parameters may be functions of x. Alio needed are the wavenumber in air ko =
wy1-- and in the earth kg = koV•i where eg =- ja/weo. The wave impedances in air :And

earth are 77o = V/pi7f and 719 = NI/.VV, respectively, and the time dependence e
1

' is assumed.

In PO the current at each point on the surface is determined by the direct, incident field from
the source with the assumption that the field reflects as it would from an infinite plane tangent
to the surface at that point. Hence PO is sometimes called the tangent-plane approximation. On
a lossy surface an impedance boundary condition is enforced and reflected fields are determined
by the Fresnel plane-wave reflection coefficients. At points shaded from direct illumination by the
source the PO currents are assumed to be zero. An arbitrary incident field can be decomposed
into TE and TM components, and in 2-D these components are noL coupled by sczatterig. It
is possible to solve two scalar scattering problems for the transverse field componentc, but the
vector electric field will be computed since that is the field most often measured. While the
measurement points will be in the far field of the antenna, they may not be in the far fied of the
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terrain scattering surface, so E/H = X cannot always be assumed.

If the incident fields at point (z, zj) on the surface, where z, - h,(z), are Ei(x,z.) and
H'(x, z.) the equivalent surface currents given by the PO approximation are

rTM (X) -- - ×ý • (X, z4,) = - (1 - RTM) [V (X, z,) -] (1)
JTm(z) =fi x HM(x, z,) = -(1 + RTM) [Hý(z, z.) 5] - (2)

for TM polarization end

K'iT(x) = - fix ETE(X, z-) = (1 + RTE) [EV(x, z.) ] (3)

JmE(x) =i X HO (X, z-) = (1 - RT) [IV(x, z.) . i] (4)

for TE polarization, where E
t 

and H t 
are the total surface fields. The reflection coefficientE are

given by [7]
ko cos Oi - k9 cos 0,R / =kocos0• + kgcrOs (5)

and
k ~cos 6iA- kocosOt(

where the angle 6i is between the incident ray and the normal, so that cosOi = -f.- fi, and Ot is
the complex angle of the ray transmitted into the ground

Cos O, = [I - (ko/kI) sin' Oj4 1.

The total surface currents are then

K(x) = KTE(x) + KTM(X)

J~x JT J(-T) + JTm(X)
over illuminated parts of the surface,. The scattered field is cbtained by integrating over the
surface currents as

E'(xz) -iJ 2r~r') . J~') ds'+- V(,C(rr') x K(xl)ds' (7)

where dsd is the element of length on the surface ds' = / --5 dx' and f'c(r, r') is the
dyadic Green's function In two dimensions

lfc(r, r') 0 + -kVv) 0 5 (r, r')

G.(r, r') =-j-r$(klr - r'j)

wher r = + z4 is the vector to the field evaluation •oint, r' = xi + hx.Tli is the vector to

the source point on the surface and Hoj
2
) is the Hankel function. The limits x, and x 2 should be

positive and negative infinity, but in practice the integral is truncated at points beyond which the
contributions are negligible.
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In the direct application of PO the antenna on the ground produces fields over the terrain
thad determine the currents in equations (1) through (4). Significant scattering is expected from
points over the irregular terrain and also from the ground near the antenna even if it is flat. Fields
that reflect from the ground under the antenna and then are scattered by the terrain irregularities
can also be important, and these represent second-order scattering terms. A second-order PO
solution would require much more computation than first-order, or else difficult decisions about
which terms to retain. However, when the antenna is located over flat ground the PO integral
can he stopped over the fiat region between the antenna and a mountain, where the contribution
is small, and the direct and reflected rays from the antenna that illuminate tho mountain can be
obtained from geometric optics. This GO/PO model gave better accuracy than simple first-order
PO. However, it cannot easily be extended to the case of an antenna located on the mountain.
Also, P0 is not accurate for an antenna near the surface of finitely conducting ground, even flat
ground, unless the solution is modified to use the accurate near field over the ground, involving
Sommerfeld integrals 'r approximations.

To avoid these difficulties reciprocity was invoked to make the distant receiver, sweeping an
arc in the sky, the source of V' and 1i in equations (1) through (4). The scattered field at a test
dipole at the antenna location near ground is then evaluated using the rear-field form of equation
(7)- To approximate the field that scatters from the terrala and then is reflected again from the
ground near the antenna, the field is also evaluated at the image of th, test dipole reflected in a
plane tangent to the ground under the antenna. Since the equivalent currents in equations (1)
through (4) were obtained with the assumption of zero field behind the surface, the evaluation
at the image point should yield zero field if only first-order scattering occurs. The actual field
evaluated at the image point will include fields that have scattered once from the terrain before
passing through the surface and also errors due to truncation of the PO integrals and curva.ure
of the surface. When the field at the test dipole and its image are combined these enors can be
partially cancelled for horizontal polarization where they are often mr. ;t significant.

The field evaluated at the image of the test dipole is assumed to actually reflect from the sur-
face and reach the antenna location, and hence should be multiplied by the appropriate reflection
coefficient before being added to the direct field. However, the angle of incidence needed in the
reflection coefficient is not known since the field has an integral rather than a ray representation.
To approximate the angle of incidence the terrain is initially searched to determine the average
angle for all points oa the terrain than can be seen from the location of the image test dipole. This
angle is not allowed to be less than about 10 degrees to avoid negative angles when the antenna is
on top of a mountain. In such a case the second-order reflection would actually take place on the
side of the mountain with a positive angle, but, an accurate configuration could not be determined
wAithout ray tracing. Despite these approximations, the inclusion of the image field was found to
significantly improve the accuracy in the cases tested. The field due to the image of the distant
source (original receiver) is also included in the incident fields in equations (1) through (4) when
it illumndnates the front of the sca-tte!,n.n- s',re.

The final addition to the PO model was to include the fields reflected and diffracted from half-
planes extending from the limits of the PO integral to negative and positive infinity. The UTD
solution for an impedance half plane by Volakis 181 was used. UTD does not provide a seamless
transition from the PO solution due to the different edge treatments, However, the inclusion of
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Fig. 2. lllustrat'on of the components treated in the PO model, including reflection and diffraction from the UTD
hulf-planes.

the UTD half-planes does provide a substantial reduction in the ripple in the radiation pattern
due to truncation of the PO integral. The terms included in the final PO model arc illustrated in
Figure 2. The extension of the 2D PO model to 3D is straight forward, with the UTD half-planes
replaced by a frame formed by four half-planes.

3. THE 2-D INTEGRAL EQUATION MODEL

integral equiation solutions for the current on the terrain surface were developed as a means to
check the validity of the PO results and also were invaluable for determining which contributions
were important in developing the PO model. The MFIE was solved fcr vertical polarization and
the EFIE for horizontal polarization [9] with an impedance bouTidnry condition over the surface.
Fox TE polarization the equation for the magnetic surface current Ks is

!() K.(.) - j K.(r' -h/7 err)( i) x (8)

where xm _< x -T z, and 8Ge/8m' = ht' VCG,. The equation for TM polarization is related to
(8) through duality, so only one code is needed. The only difference in the solutions is that the
source of P in (8) will be an electric line current in the y direction, while the source of H' for
TM polarization will be a strip of vertical electric current J. extending over - oo < y < no.

The integral equations were solved by the method of moments with pulse expansion of the
current and point matching. To reduce reflections in the solution at the ends of the integration
range the first and last pulse basis functions were extended to negative and positive infinity,
respectively. The extensions used functions of the form exp]-jkRP (x)]/R7(x), where R,(x) is the
distance huom the source antenna to the point (x, z,) on the surface, and the exponent n was• ihrii
as 1/2 for vertical polarization and 3/2 for horizontal polarization. The integration contourm to
infinity were deformed into the complex x plane to obtain rapid convergence. This extension of
the basis functions essentially eliminated reflections in the solution for current. However, a snimilm
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Fig. 3. Terrain profile for the Cedar Valley, Utah site.

extension of the current in computing the radiated field is more difficult since the integration in
the comphfr x plane could encounter branch cuts. Hence the current was truncated r.t x, and xp
in comoputing the radiated field, producing some ripple in the pattern unless the limits extended
sufficiently far from the source.

4. RESULTS AND VALIDATION

To validate the PO model and the independent work reported in [2], [3] and [4], measurements
have ben nude of the radiation from antennas in hilly terrain at a site in Utah [10]. The terrain
shape along the helicopter flight path at Cedar Valley, read from a topographic map for input to
the 2D PO code, is plotted in Figure 3. Vertical monopole and horizontal dipole antennas were
located at the base of the hill (x - 0 m) and on top of the hill (zx - 170 me) and also at a site
in the valley behind the'hill. A vertical dipole at height 2 m above the surface- and a horizontal
dipole at 4.57 m above the surface were used for validetion. The patterns computed by the P0
code for the actual monopole and dipole dimensions were very close to the patterns of these point
sources.

The results of the PO model were first compared with the integral equation solution to
postpone dealing with real-world uncertainties. Comparisons are shown in Figure 4 for vertical
and horizontal sources at the base of the hill and at the top of the hill at 27,7415 MHz. Generally
good agreement is seen between the PO and integral equation models in these cases. Similar

agreement was obtained at 8.015 MHz. The codes were also compared for a 3imple Gaussian curve
approximating the front side of the hill at Cedar Valley. This smooth hill produced a scattering
pattern with much less fine detail, and the codes were again in good agreement. T•he P0 model
was also ccnpared with radiation patterns measured at Cedar Valley and was in agreement on
the main features of the pattern, with some differences apparently due to uncertainties in the
ground profile or factors in the measurements that were not taken into account.

4. CONCLUSION

A model using physical optics was developed for scattering of HF radiation by irregular
terrain. Both 2D and 3D models were developed, since the 2D model offers a faster solution and
simpler definition of the Licrain ulhape, while the 3D mnodel is needled whcn scattcring occnr from

obstacles out of the vertical plane from transmitter to receiver. Reciprocity was invoked to place
the source at the distant receiver location, and second order scattering was included through
geometrical optics approximations. The UTD solution for an impedance half-plane was included
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to reduce errors due to truncating the PO integral, Results from the P0 codes for an actual
terrain profile were in good agreement with an integral equation solution which is expected to be
accurate,

The P0 codes are set up to model terrain of arbitrary shape and to read antenna geometry
and currents from a file written by a modified version of the NEC-MoM code. Alternately,
point or line sources can bc used. The terrain shape Is described by generating a file containing
elevations at a number of points vead fromn a topographic -map, and the code applies cubic-spline
interpolation to the points entered to determine the zurface for the P0 solution.

'Phis work was supported by the Naval Security Group Comnmand through CDR1 Gus K. butt.
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Abstract

As high frequency RCS prediction techniques have matured such that simulated data is
useful for object algorithm development, there is interest in the development of prediction
models for objects in natural ter-rain environments. Because the return from a given class
of terrain is a complex function of geography and weather conditions, models for terrain
rellectivity are based on measured data. The development of theoretical sctitering models
in combination with random process models is of interest for the application of ground
scene imagery prediction. Xpritch is used to predict SAR imarery of a ground object in a
sand terrain setting modeled by a tacet:d ground plane with a Gaussian height distribution.
Statistical analysis indicates the predicted imagery is suitable for pieliminary object
algorithm development based on first order statistical differences in terrain and object pixel
returns. The predicted image data is not suitable for object algorithm development hased
on polarimetric scene returns.

Introduction

Advances in digital signal and image processing capabilities and speed in on hoard radar
hardware are allowing more sophisticated object detection and classification algorithms to
he. developed for future radar systems. High quality measured data taken front a simulated
scenario of interest can be used to test new detection or classification algorithms, However.
it is cost prohibitive to measure. every scenario geometry and environment of i:iter ;t. The
development of an accurate computer model for predicting radar sensor images (, :round
objects in lanrd clutter environmsens allows the radar image prediction of additional
scenario geometries and environments. The modeled image data can then be used for ntoic
complet- testing of object detection and classification algorithms.

In Radar Cross Section (RCS) signature analysis of discrete objects shows that multiphlc
interactions dominate the scattering pattern at nm cardinal aspect.. [I is likely that
multiple bounce interactions between a ground object and its environment are also critical
at non cardinal angles. Thus, any scene model that is used to predict data for algorithm
devciupnicni, 1iut i,,ui&d i m•lultiplc interaction capability to model h,1 S0eatterinL!
interactions between clements in a scene,

Xpatch, based on the Shooting and Bouncing Ray (SBR) technique developed by S. W.
Lee and colleagues at the University oi lilinois[l], is providing the most accurate simjulated
RCS deta fox reflective objects. SHR models multiple bounce interactions awl shadowed
regions of the object that are imporlant for an accurate prediction for any practical vehicle.
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Theoretical models for terrain scattering have been investigated since the 1950's. Early
theoretical terrain models postulated a facet model for rough terrain based on geometrical
optics 12]. The facets that are onented in the specular dircctio, of the radar contribute to
the terrain cross section, while facets that are not oriented towards the radar do not. In
early facet models, multiple bounce between lacets forming the terrain model were not
computed.

Xpatch is used to predict Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery of ground vehicles on a
sandy road surface. A Gaussian distribution of height is used to generate a faceted terrain
to simulate a rough unimproved road setting, and a flat gruund plane is used to simulate flat
ground. A dielectric constanlt for sand is assigned t) both terrain models. S,1liple SAR
imagery tor the faceted ground plane case and flat ground plane case is pescri, I, afd the
statistical distribution of terrain returns in a sample rough ground plane image Ic. computed
to asses the realism of the simulated imagery.

Since the SBR technique models the multiple bounce interactions between the object and
terrain facets and interactions between terrain facets, the Xpatch model provides an
enhanced facet model for terrain returns. This paper describes the development of the
enhanced lacet model and presnLts sample simulated SAR imagery. Statistical analysis of
predicted X band imagery is discussed.

Development of Enhanced Facet Model fot SAR Image Prediction

Figure 1 shows a flow chart of predicting a SAR image of an object on a terrain
background using WL/AARA radar modeling tools. The ground oh;ecis used in this

0oject were developed in ACAD by Viewpoint, and the tiles were saved in IGES fornat.
e ground plane facet representation for a flat or rough faceted tenain model is created by

the FACETTERRAIN option in Cifer.

Measured SAR data is usually characterized by the center frequency and the range and
cross range resolution capabilities of the imaging radar. SARPARAMS, computes the
frequency bandwidth. step size, aperture width and azimuth step size for swept frequency
and angle RCS predictions based on the input scene size aud desired image resolution.

To simulate the SAR radar signal processing directly, Xpatch predicts the KCS of the
object over a bandwidth of frequencies and a range of angles. The SBR technique is used
to compote the RCS of the input object geometry for the input incident and scattered
directions. A grid of incident rays is launched at an object from the radar direction.
Geometrical Optics is ,i-ed to compute the reflection of the ray from the object surface. A
reflected ray from on. point on the object surface can hit the object surface at a second
point. GO reflections are computed up to the maximum number of "bounces" specified in
the input file. The contribution of rays emerging from the object surface air summed to
compute the scattered far field. Xpatch includes a ray divergence factor for curved
surfaces, a capability to handle layered mateiial transiissionirelectioi, and first ordet
edge diffraction

o•,hsiiulaic a SAR iJi4. tii ,wept qiiy aid •iiiui sangk RCS diA" p.ic.iicd by

Xpatch is processed with a 2D Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). KHOROS is a
visual programming environment that includes data and image processing tools. and image
display capabilities. A KHOROS workspace teads the Xpatch output RCS data file,
performs the IFFT processing, and displays the resulting 2D SAR image.
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SAR-PARAMS
Compute Radar Parameters

Xpatchl Xpatch3
Swept Frequency Compute

Swept Angle Time Domain

KHOROS
Compute SAR Image
2D IFF1 Processing

Figure I- WUAARA SAR image simulation process.

Computing the dat for a SAR image of a complex target recquires significant comiputing
resources. Xpatch includes a SAR simulation capabili-y that applies time domain mapping
methods to form the SAR image from the object returns computed at the center of ith
aperture width at the center frequency. The main accuracy limitation of this method is that
the image is formed at the center of the aperture width, such that the field is assumed
constant over the aperture, Ctiteria fot when this approximation is valid are not well
defined.

Xpatch Simulated SAR Imagery of Ground bhiects o•i Terrain
Thr Xn2 h RCS model- 1 s k-d to pdiI SAR it f ground objects on a sandy

tzrrain surface. The terrain is modeled as !00 ft. by 100 ft. rough sand surface with a
Gaussian distribution of height and as a flat sand surtace also 1(10 ft by ItM ft. Triangular
terrain facets are formed by a grid of points spaced 1 ft apart. The tms surface roughness
of the rough sand surface is modeled as 3 inches The frequency dependent dielectric
constant [31 and the tns surface roughness as a fitnctiot of wavelength is sýhown iii Table
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1. As the surface roughness is greater than 0. 1 X at a.l fiequencics, the terrain is considered
rough by the Rayleigh roughness criterion [4].

Scene images are predicted at 0.5 Giz, 1 GHz and 10 GHz. For 0.5 and I GHz the range
and cross range resolution in the simulated imagery is 1 ft. At 10 GHz, the simulated
imagery resolution is 3 inches. Table 2 summarizes the radar parameters for the SAR
image simulation. 2 rays per wavelength are speified for the incident ray grid. 'he
maximum number of bounces for the SBR computation of the object scattered field is It).
and the first bounce is computed by the i.,rdware Z buffer as opposed to straight PO.

Figure 2 shows the ray behavior for the case of a tank on the smooth sand surface, The
radar is at 30 degrees elevation for this monostatic scetario. This Xpatch Previewer
visualization shows that only terrain/object interaction.; close to the tank contribute to the
scene return. The rays that are incident on the terrain but do not bounce from the terrain at)
the tank reflect off the terrain awy from the radar. There are iuo terrain/terrain
interactions. Xpatch3, the time domain SAR simulation, is used to simulate a SAR image
from the 30 degree clevation aspect picture at I GHz. The simulated image of the tank
over the smooth terrain is shown in Figure 3. This image is consistent with the ray
behavior shown in Figure 2. The only telrrain contribution to the image occurs near the
tank. The edge terms are an artifact from truncating the terrain model that can be removed
in image processing. The terrain that is not involved in a terriiaobIect interaction does not
contribute any significant return to the image.

The ray behavior fti thie case of a tank on the rough sand surface is shown in Fbigure 4.
Again, the radar is at 30 degrees elevaticn. This visualization shows terrain/object
interactions near the tank, terrain/object interactions between an outlying terrain region and
the tank, and terraintLetTain interactions. The random orientation of the facets simulating a
sandy terrain scatter the incident radiation in random directions. The random facet model
in combination with the multiple bounce copability of Xpatch simulates the more omni-
directional diffuse scatter expected from a rogh surface. The corresponding simulated
SAR image is shown in Figure 5. This image confirms the ray behavior shown by the
Previewer. The rough terrA'n scatters the Incident energy in a diffuse manner, thus a
portion of the terrain scattered field is directed back towards the radar.

Figure 6 shows a predicted image of a fire uuck over the rough sandy terrain. This image
is predicted with Xpatchl at an elevation angle of 10 degrees and azimuth angle broadside
to the vehicle for HH polarization. The frequency is I10 0Hz, and the image bin size is 3
inches by 3 inches. A density function computed from 101.000 terrain pixels in "he image is
shown in Figur- 7. The mean pixel reflectivity. .20.0 dB, is proportional to the terrain
refle:tivity, and the standard deviation is 4.6 dB. The mean to median ratio is 0.98, and the
density function is approximately Gaussian. Figure 9 shows the pixel reflectivity density
function for the IlV polarization. The mean H V pixel reflectivity is -46 dB, and the
standard deviation is 7.1 dB, Although the mean to median ratio is 0).99, the density
function appears weighted towards the lower pixel reflectivities.

A direct comparis,,n to measured data for terrain clutter is difficult because published
results from se.parate measurement programs for a given terrain type vary by as much as It)
dH. Long[5] gives a 8.6 dB range for the X hand HH polarized d°, radar cross section per
unit area, for disked tield at a depression angle of i0 degrees. A spread of i7 db is given
for an asphalt road with gravel. The pixel reflectivity standard deviation indicates that 805%
ofI the pixel reflectivitics are within a 9.2 dB range. Thus, the pixel reflectiviiy density
function width predicted by Xpatch3 is within the expected range in comparison with
similar terrain types.
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Table 1: Frequency dependent dielectric constant [4] and surface roughness.

Frequency sand Rel. Permittivity RMS Rough (X)

0.5 GHz 2
.
55 -j 0.0250 0. 127X

1.0 GIU - 2.55 - j"0.0 1660 0.254?L
10.0 GHz 2.55- 0.0(92 2.54X

Table 2: Radar parameters for SAR simulation.

Frequency Bandwidth Number Synthetic Number Total

(GHz) (GHz) Fneq. Steps Aper. (Deg.) Az Step terations

0.5 0.492 101 37.8 953 95,3W()

1.0 0.492 101 22.6 1!f93 159,300

10.0 1.968 401 9.42 15,237 6.130,0X)

The HV pixel reflectivity is 26 dB below the -1-1 pixel reflcctivity. The difference between
the IHl and HV return is higher than expected for sand tenain. In general rough surfaces
tend to depolarize the incident field, thus the difference in the croms-polarized and and co-
polarized fields is not as high as the difference for smooth surfaces. The large difference
between the HHI and HV return is caused by modeling the terrain by smooth flat plates.

Conclusions

Xpatch3 has been used to simulate SAI( imagery of ground objects over rough sandy
terrain The piedicted image pixel reflectivity distribution in the HH polarization predicted
is in agreement with published ranges for similar terrain types. The Hil reflectivity pixel
distribution predicted by Xpatch3 is similar to the distribution predicted by empirical
models that rely on statistical distributions characterized by a mean and spread factor.
Because Xpatch uses a Fresnel reflection mudel for dielectric surfaces, the statistical
distribution of predicted returns is a function of the terrain geometry model. Thbus. the
accuracy of the terrain reflecti\ ity distribution predicted by the enhanced facet model
depends on how accurately the statistics of the ground plane model represent the te rait
type.

Preliminary obj-ct detection algorithms that exploit first order statistical differences
between object returns and ground returns should be applied to the simulated data set 'TDe
rough facet terrain does not model tl-. depolarization caused by a rough terrain .ioiface.
Iherefotre, the difference in HI-i and IJV lcrrain returns predicted by Xpatch are highbrj than
expectetd for rough terrain. Xpatch predicted SAR data for faceted terrain models is not
appropriate for polarimetric object algorithm development.

Further analys•is oa siioaulatd image data from tou, gh facei itciiain gcneraticd by a wider
variety of statistical and texture distributions will quantify the relationship between
physical model roughness and the terrain reflectivity distribution in simnlated imagery.
This investigationi should be pursued if preliminary object algorithm development for
ground objects in bentign clutter environments based on this data is promising.
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Figure 2: Xpatch Previewer ray diagram for Figure 3: Xpawch3 predicted image of
tank on smooth ground plane: 90 Az. 300 El. tank on smooth ground plane: I GHi.,

0 Az. 30u El.

Figure 4: Xpatch Previewer ray diagram for Figure 5: Xpatch3 predicted iniage of
tank on rough ground plane: lu Az. 300 El. tank on rough ground plane: 1 GHz,

W0 Az. 300 El.
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Figure 6: Xpaw.i3 simulated SAR image of fire truck over rough ground plane:
10 GHz, 900 A7- 10' El.
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On The Use of Ray Tracing for Complex Targets1

Tmma Momre, al C. Burt, Forted P. HmdM
Massdmaeo 1-6MOf TWL•ig

M uss cuuslnassnseubbnoy
.igtm. MA 02173

L lnrducfim

Modern high frequewy codes are nipsling towards Ut use of ray tracing as a meas of computing
the scattered field from complex objec. Tre cimr saul of the atin ray tracing is codified in the 3Xach
seits of compter codes. Ther are a number of key imes thal am when dveluping ray tracing also-
ritlms ftx camp: • scatering probems. Tbs paper adresam three critical design isu•s: fsactization
effect, curre element shadowing, and extimatn dx scattered Ailds tha arise from multiple reflections
of r. s. These issues will be discussed in ruder In the following sections of this paper The pap concludes
wiL, recmmccdendations on the itmes.

2. Fuceltizaic. Effects

This section considers the effect of targ model facetization. Complex models ae typically modeled
using fiat bigangluar faces since tracino rays with 3t surfaces is very efficient. The obvious effect of
using facet is "ta many Wets are rquired to accurately model a curved stuface. There exis a point
whewr the time reuired to tace rays with a very lare faceted model exceeds rhe benefits of tsing facets in
place of cuwved sfaces. Aithough the quet of fMCe rpresenatio vt curved surface rtpresaeration is
imporat, this sction assumes that th modd will be fat. The question that is addressed in this wscton
is what ea does facaization hayc on multiple veflealocs.

The effect of model facetization on multiple scameig from curved surfaces is bes demonstrated by
an exawl. Consider a electrically Iarg cylinder in front of an electrically large plate. The cylinder is off-
set hr U cwter of tlhe plate in order to eliminate any effcs; due to symmeury. This geometry is depicted
in Figure 1. In odr to demonstrate the effect of the faceulzAion of the cylider, high resolution invers
syndtetc apertre ndr (ISAR) mages arc generated fom predicted data usn the Xpuh.-I code. The
predicted data are gewerd over a frequency band fawm 9.5 GHz to 10.5 GHz, This yields a range ntsolu-
tion of apflozimaely 25 ca.

Figure 2 conims an ISAR imag of the cylinder-prae omplex when the cylinder was facetized with
64 facett. An wc of reponses appears d••n range from the plate. TIis arc is a consequence of the faceti-
7ation of the cylinder. figure 3a and 3b duonstrate the effect of Incrtasing the facesizatiot of the cylinder
by factors of 2 and 4 respectivl y. It is delar from Figure 3 that the effect is not allviated with moderate
increases in the fasation of the cylinder Tbi is a nDoirItitive moult since it is generally believed that
as the number of facets reprerning a surface is increased the acracy also increases. This example indi-
caes that increasing th faetizatihn of geometries does not imifort-ly approa the curved surface repre-
Sentatin.

The anomalous r suns can be explained by examini, g the physics of the problem. The geometry con-
figuration admits rays that reflect off of t cylinder, reic t off of the plate, and then reflect off of the cyl-
inder bak towards the raceiver Since the pl-e is the last body that the rays reflect frm, tie curem that

1. Mwis wink was sponsored by die Depmumat of the Air Force under Cotract F19628-90-C0002 aid
Wright Laboraries AAR&
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ft rays set up on the plat am inmg badk to the mmivez F•Ig• 4 dcpicts a tyica disbution of cur-
rem pthes that ar s• t up by the reflected rays. Fqgure 4 indicates t•at the cairn on this plate am dis-
coninuouL It is these discotinies that give rim to the anomalous tmns. It is impota•t to note tht in
the image higher ray densities do not mitigate this effect A cuved surface representation of the model
would only mitigate fis effect with a very larg ny density.

8m

3m
3m

r = Di5m

Figurw 1. Geometry of the cylinder-plate example.
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Figure 4. Depiction of curreat pasch distributions on the plate.

3. Cumvst Shadowing

Anot•er qu• iou that ains when usig ray waing is when to intcgrai the current induced by a ray
reflecting off of a wrfac back towards the receive. The Physical Optics principle states that a current is
induced on a surfaoe visM i o to die xu, e€g. a ray hits a point on the target after several bouhcc, and
thet the am is removed and the induoed curotns am itegrated to find die response the recelver

Errors arise whom the current patch is wt directly visible to the radaL A prototypical anomalous
wqxx= cm be demaumed with the example shown in Fig. 5. The parallel plate exampie is rqmm=-
tive of geometries found on mode~m 3aicaft. e.g. the plate ueotrry is a caznodical ex, for wing
pylons. Fiurec 6 ibows fi )pat1ch ISAR image of ti parallel pinws an aspect angle of 45 dcg. along
with a coreposLing image foraed usiang lMethod of Momaets. Figure 6 indicates an w=Anous
respcmn exist down range from the parallel plates. Ihis r ms e is only prese over a limited se of
aspect angles as daomawd by Figures 7a mid 7b.

Careful examination of die ray paths indicate that aroud an asnect an& of 45 degrees then: is a set
of rays that exit out of the parallel pbal &her reflecting off of die top plate. The majority of the rays exit
from the parallel pines afer selecting off of die bomt plate. The algorithm tla Xpatch uses to find the
PO response is a combined E and H fsmnulation[l 1. Under this formulation them is very little response in
the forward wanered direction. This acomunts for the anomalous respons not being present when the rays
exit aftr sfecting off of the bottom plate. This is depicted in Fig. B.

The hage response down range from the top plate in the images results frum tde multiple reflections
that cxit ftom the top plate. The response is oneared in dte image plane since the rate-of change of the path
length is a sturou function of the aspect angle. This is a non-physical response ftt is a consequence of the
current integration scheme present In the Xpatch code. This type of response can be cemiatod by sending
a "itst" my from the carrnt patch to the receiver to check for visibility. If PhySLcSl Optics is used to calcu-
laWe te first boun response, then ink amaton on dte visibility of each patch is already available and can
be used in place of thr "test" ray for the monostatic case. In etither approarh, the current patch should only

331i. to th scau, A.'. if pt 1; .- W d -
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Figume 7. Xpfch inages of the parallel plate geometry at spect angles of 35 deg and 55 deg.

CRETPATCH1

Figure B. Ray tram of th parallel plate geometry.

4. IntelratIon of curremt patcha

A mom sbtle question th arises when tram mng rays is at what poin are thlinduced currtm inic-

-wW back to th receiver. In Ike Int section tlk paftim of visibility was addressed. In this section the
questio of whetdr to only iniegrue the currents inducd at the last reflection point (as in Xpatch), or to
iregrae th us-osres uislutm natit eaaa 5 *S" ft my r f!-is.bm 1-1W pseSvinus xape ofteprle
plates demotaites vhe effect of the differemt medlxich of integration. For the parallel plate& the image

changed dramatically depending on the last exlt point This is a non-physical effect.
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In goeaL, the amoumt that a murt puath will onuibute to the received scattered field is relad to
fth a&le betwem the aveage radar line of a&i mid tbe normal vecor of the surace. The avee radar

Jim of 0&il s s defined as 11 avere offt umt vecwor fum nThe rusmiter to the curent patch and the
aut vector rom the receiver to the current pat. T71e sn of cwy that an idvidual reflectio con-
trbuses to tle scattered fied is typicay small Amor no of the eargy is cflcwd in the directio of the
ray.

Atlmugig the ontibmuion tohe KAU=d &aid felom a ray iactig from a surface is small, it is not
negllgle a was demonsugmed In 1 previos example. It can be aued tat the contribution from a sec-
tion of the tsrgc surface illamlsutd by a my should always couldibue to the scatnrd field, since physi-
cally tlw wmuns induced an tw surface trao a ray reflection am not effectd by what happens to tx ray
after the reflection

5. SFAWukry and

This pape considered three critical Liasm t arise when uang ray tracing to calacuate te scattered
fieWd frm complex 1gets. 7U examples prosemti indicate that tte issues of facauzation ard current 1tn-
giabioo, have a real impact on thw amocuacy of th scattered field. Based upon our research it is rcom-
mended ta the curnnt Inaduced by ray refiecin hmauld be imegrated back to the recever, if the receiver
is visible from The refiection poit, alter every re•ecionL
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Abstract
A technique to calculate the time-dependent cross-section of the optoclectronic radar with a narrow

angle of the field or view, with a shout duration of the laser puise and for ther-elatively uniform
meteorological situation is suggested, This technique is based on the use the "weighted" influence
energetic coefficients of aerosol space elementary volumsne taking into accoiunlt spatial, energetic.
temporary and other parameters at radiation source and receiver.

1 Introduction
Optoelectronic devices of active type (radars) constructed on the principle of recording the

radiation scattered. by aerosols are widely used for the investigation (remote II I and laboratory 121)
of aerosol parameters foi process testing. tor solving various problems in meteorology, nnd tor the
navigation of moving objects.

As showns in the figurc the pulse laser and like detector of the radar system can generaly be located
on the different platiornis of' the illuminating and receiving systemn moving in the real timec t,. Let
the coordinate system XYZ of the illuminating system he the main coordinate systemo. The
propaation vector of the laser lxeamk and the optical axis of the receiver .qtcjn are located in the
XOZ plane! and intersect at the: angle ý'. The contour Vint; in the plane XOZ is fornmed by
intersection of thz laser bean Atith the field of view. The location zv(t) of the center atf the
illumninated 7ine depends on the current time of a -singic pulse measurement becaitse the laser puhie
propagates with light velocity c:

2(t -()

where xd(t,) and ZdAt) are the coordinates of the detector in the real timei; c is the tight velocity;
is the current time elapsed since the bejinning of propagation of the single illwininating pulse. When
t- 0 the value of'radiation flux of this pulse reaches the maximum. Thus the scattering flux inicidenot

upon the detector is "is tiuitc -d-1cvpendt.
So-called timeindependence radar equations for single [21,131 and multiple 141 scattering aerosul

miodels are well knowvn.
our aill is to develop thc technique to calculate the time-dependent cross-sectioni of thc
optoelectronic iadar with the narrow angle 20. atf the field of view and the shoi-t duration 2Tr, of the
laser pulse. The purpose is to solve navigation problem-, of moving object-% in the case when the
meteorological situation is relatively uniform.
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2 Formulation
The calculation of the intensity l,(Oj,qpj,rj) of the field scattered by the i-th elementary Sj(X)

scattering volume should be realized in the spherical (XYZ),i coordinate system of the mentioned
volume. X is the position vector in the maine XYZ coordinate system. It is evident taat the
following relationships are valid for the far field scattering and f1i the narrow angle of the field of
view

of - 0, OP- , - (2)

where {0,p,R} are the spherical coordrnates in the main scattering coordinate system (XYZ),, the
center of wich is located in the intersection point of the propagation vector of the laser beam and the
optical axis of the receiver system.

Let dor,5 (O,q),X) be the volume differential cross-section of the scattering by an elementary volume
S1(X) [5]. The dimension of du51 (0,p,X) is [m2m-3sr'-]. Consequently the volume cross-section
aG1 (00 ,q)o,Qt,X) of the scattering by this volume in solid angle Q, restricted by the Uollection aperture
is eqCa8:

o.(•..o Jaj"%0,Wo.X) d12, jM2M ,-3 , (3)
0

where dil - six0 dip dO is the unit solid angle; {00,q)0,RO) are the spherical coordinates of the
receiver center ., thc (XYZ), coordinate system of the scattering spliwe V'; 00 - 7 - Y.

In general a powerful pulsed laser is used as radar radiation source. Owiiig to the pulsed nature of
radiation the elementary scattering volumes of space V. (which is common for the interscteCd laser
beam and the field of view) differently intluence upon the detected signal. This influence can be
estimated by the function f,(t1) ("weighted" coefficirnt) which describes the form of radiation pulse:

fj(t,) ex -2-] L" (4)

where xL is the half of full pulsi: duration at the exp(-2) level, tt is thir ktameter which determines
the part of influence of the elementary volume S,(X) on the receiving signal at the moment t;

z,(X) R, (.Y)

Consequently the radiation flux density in any beam section at any instant t is calculated by:

qj(Xi) - PL(Z) fA(tI) f 2(X) , [Wm 21 . (6)

where f2(X) is the function taking into consideration the nonunilormity of the radiation distributiou
Ol the beam cruzs-s.ý Uon; -,L'- i: the p-wer of rndiatinn on Ih, ixis Z. This function takes the
following form for the most widespread Gaussian beam:

(X) 2 2 2, 2j O(zO -(Z)t (7)
"It.(z) e , P,(z)
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where WL(Z) L(Z) ztgs 2
+o(Z) S

is the radius of the laser beamn in the cross-section z; at, is the beam divergence; (0,(z) is the
increase parameter of the laser beamn because of atmospheric turbuleiace; QL(z- 0 ) is the energy of
radiation in the cross-section z = 0;

1,z - -pl-fp[3jz'dl (9)
0

is the coefficient of atmosphere transmittance along the optical path with the length z; lext(z) is the
volume extiiaction coefficient which is related to thc meteorological distance of visibility Srn(Z/) by
an cnpirical formula, e.g.:

3 " 3 ,9 1 (01,55 ý0jt 5s.( O')• (10)•]
, S..)( A'[m|- I,(10)

where 7
1 is the coordinate characterizing the elemenciry optical path.

All 6i, inentary scatteaing volumes located at the moment t in the region V, deierijue the total
detected rijation flux:

P(t) - fP(Xt) WI(O, X) (11)
V.

where dV - dx dy dz. It is evident that without sufficient decrease of the accuracy of calculation the
limits of the integration with respect to z can be narrowed down to the dihnensiuu conunensurable
with the duration of the incident pulse

z,(t) - k1tc ' Z c z,(t) + krlc, (12)

where k - 1,2,3,4 is the coefficient of the accuracy of calculation in this approximation.

3. Engineering technique to sirnu.te the radar cross-aection
Eq. (11) allows to carry out the rigorous calculations of the time-dependent signal for the short

pulsed radar. To simplify above simulation the following assumptions can be made.
Let the laser pulse have a rectangular shape with duration 2 -rL as described by

I0 fo -,U T -(Z) , for -• T, ý t, : 'Ct (13)

fj(t1) oi P {O otherwise(1

where l',,(z) _ Q f---) f•2-• '.•z (14)

.. L

is the radiation flux in the rectangular pulse, resulting rom nthe fbllowing normalization condition:
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Q,(Z) f PL(zt),r=dtL .V2[ = PI,2tLý (15)

Thus taking into account the above mentioned assumption, the distribution of the flux density in a
cross-section z can be written by

SfPf,(z) f2(X) , for z,(t) - •Lc < z • z,(t) + "cLc (16)

('t [, otherwise

Let the flux density in a cross-section be constant, satisfying the condition

p ) n•,(z) for zo(I) - rL 1c + T.C (17)(P,a(z,t) 79 W • (Z)2 ,47

90 , othewise

For the far field scattering, the narrow field of view and for the small beam divergence the

following relationships are valid for all elementary scattering volumes:

od(60,q 0,flz) do,(00 0  , [) 2m a [sr], (18)

where Ao is the area of the detector aperture.
Thus taking into account the above approximations the formula to determine the total scattering

flux detected by the radar receiver can be written by

P(I) - r¢(Ro) pa,(ze(t)) O 0 ,qieQ,z•(t)) , (19)

where o,(e0os,.4,) = doý(O0 ,o) ( Vý(t) , [m2] (20)

is the time-dependent radar ciess-section;

P.(z,) 2 QL(zO) 'r(z,) (21)

f dV = V(t)kj(t) (22)
V.

is the scattering volume in the case of the mentioned approximations;

VI1() 2 n t1 2 Z) x (23)

is the scattering volume of the illuminated zone,
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"0o for zcSzk , or z. 2 z.z

,I frr Z, Z, !z ; . (24)

V,(t ) -k2(Zc) , for Z•, •; z. , where z.,= min(z , ;z);

[k,.,z) - k.,(z), for Z, !; Z ;

is the cutting coefficient of the field of view for the far field scattering when the cross-section of the
field of view in the plane z, is larger as the cross-section of the beam;

I - Akcz(z) Pr for ,(zc) -,•.(z,) [k2(Z¢) ,for (o,2(z,.) (:oz(z,)
kct(z,) -I[,(z) , otherwise 1 k,2(z) -=l-hk2(zI) otherwise

(25)

S( (z .C) ~ C)ie

ct,(z jý(,) - L)c for Z •zA Z, < ,; or z, :ý z, & z (27)

,(z) 10, othewise (28)

ca, (Zc) -(ZI )[tg(* - PL) + t98ULI , forz. !;z. aýz10 1 othewise

where o).(z ý is the part of the laser beamn diameter 
2

,1jj(zc) in the cross-section z, which is located
wider the surface of the conc of the field of view [6]. Ignoring atmospheric turbulence the
coordinates of the contour klmn can be estimated by

xZ -X, t!ýLI Z X4 "a (1 to IV III , x., , - ("I + 1,2 xa, Xd WOO~ ' I (29)
Zk z'ZI--- -7(29

III +ta p9'JA - tg 12 1 Pz I Vtr~ •2,Nrt

where z1, = Zdtg(lP + 0) 1 •2 - zdtg(i - P) W1 OJL -0) (30)

The calculation of the volume cross-section of multiple scattering do5 s(Uy,,.I gives most

complication in the above simulation [71, However this simulation is simplified when single

scattering by spherical aerosol particles is valid [5]:

d ,,,( )-P ( 1 poZ),
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I~I

where [3jz) fJ p2 n(pz)k4(mr)dP, (32)

k~=~ (n *l)( c~m~p I~+ I P p
2 (2 ) ,,(,p) j2) , k n(m,p) - ---t (2n + l)Rei.(m,p) +.(Mp)}

,P (33)

are the efficiency factors of scattering and extinction [8]; aj(m,p), P3n(m,P) are the complex

coefficients which are calculated according to the known formulas of Mie theory [8]; m-n-jg is the

complex refractive index of the aerosol at the wavelength X of incident radiation;

n(p), [mn3 fm'] is the density of particle concentration distribution aaong the diffraction parameter p

= kr; k = 27v% is the wavenumber; r is the radius of the aerosol particle; • - s, ext is tht subscript

denoting the scattering volume coefficient P., or the extinction volume coefficient Owt;

Pj(z.) = 47 fn(Poz) ISdm,pE)I 2 dp, (34)
k3 P,(z) 0

where S,(m,p,O) are the elements of the scattering marrix for a single particle [8]; Pd(O.z) are thi

nornialized coefficients of the scatterig matrix for a ensemble of polydispersion particles; , -

1,2,3,4 (Cy= 1,2 for a spherical particle).
Thus taking into account the above menticned approximations the formula to determine the

,itected scattering flux can be written by

P.2(0 = QL(ZO) P(zd) w'(zd)c PIM) + P 2(0) C,(z, + R0) kj(r) (35)

47A,2 2

' where a,(z) = P•5(z)1Pe6 (z) is the albedo of a scattering aerosol [3]. It is well known that for

backscanter (0 1800) the following relationship is valid: P,(@) = P2(O).

Coa'ncuions
Toe technique to calculate the time-dependent radar signal (11) was derived with the aims to

increase design efficiency of new high-precise radar with arbitrary configuration and to decrease

exp,.Liiures of this work. This technique is based on the use of "weighted" influence energf-dc

coefficients of aerosol space elementary volumes taking into account spatial, energetic, temporary

and other parameters of radiation source and ret -iver. Taking into account a number of

approximations the relatively simple formulas for the time-deperdent radai cross-section (20) and

the detected scattering flux (35) are obtained. This thechnique is scheduled to integrate in the early

created prygran [95.
The detected radar signal can be simulated both for the single scattering model of aerosol particles

and for the multipie scattering model. T1he formulas to calculate the volume i.atteringi cross-section

do,5 are presented for the single scattering case. It is planned to modify, the technuique to simulate

the volume cross-section of navigation and ataciosphere sounding radas Cor the multiple scattering

case and more complicated aeteorological situations.
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Abstract
Phase-Doppler Anemometry (PDA) is one of the most advanced optical technique to measure the

size and the velocity of moving particles in liquid atomization and spray systems. Increasing the
measurement accuracy is significant to improve PDA systems. In this connection it is very important
to simulate the influence of the incident beam profile and the position of the spherical particle in the
measurement volume on the PDA signal. Angular plane wave spectrum (PWS) of the incident beam
is one of the perspective method which allows to calculate mentioned effects. A fast-technique based
on the PWS method to simulate the PDA signal is presented. To decrease calculation time it is
suggested to simulate the unit polarization vector of the electric field scattered to an arbitrary
observation point and its amplitude in the coordinate system of the i-th PWS plane wave and then
to transform this vector in the coordinate system of the receiver polarizer.

I Introduction
Recently a lot of attention has been paid to increase the precision of the Phase-Doppler Anemometry

which has a wide range of applica ;on in control of different technological processes [1]. One of the
most essential conditions for this in,,provement is an increase of the calculation accuracy of the PDA
signal simulation by a light scattering theory. These calculations are based on the Mie theory which
gives a rigorous solution the scattering of a plane wave by a sphere [2].
The problem to consider the influence of the intensity and phase profile of the incident non-plane

beam has been solved using the so-called beam shape coefficients qmnTM and q'n,TE: at first -for
a circular Gaussian bean [3]; then - for a Gaussin beam having elliptical cross-section [4]. The
investigation of Morita et al.[5], Tsai and Pogarzelski [6], Tarn and Corriveau [7], Kim and Lee [8]
and Barton et al. [9] are also widely known. However, it seems reasonable to say that the high-speed
algorithms to calculate the above mentioned scattering of the Gaussian beams are developed by using
the so-called localized approximation [4].

The angular spctrumb of plane waves is a subject of much current interest to simulate the PDA signal
with arbitrary incident beams which can be expres ed as a sum of homogeneous plane waves, The
scattered field in this case is a superposition of the fields which are scattered by a sphere illuminated
by each i-th PWS plane wave.

This, echniqur makes it relatively simple to interprt she nhvsical essence of the results obtained
for the each i-th PWS plane wave. The PWS method is used to simulate the signal amplitude of the
optical particle size laser analyzer [10], to investigate the electric and magnetic fields scattered by
an arbitrary located sphere [11] or by an arbitrary shaped dielectric particle [12]. The last problem
(.cattering by non-sTherical particles) is solved with the T-matrix technique.

Our aim has been ' ) adopt the PWS method for the simulation PDA signals when a moving sphere
interacts with two coherent elliptically polarized beams having an arbitrary intensity profile- A fast
calculation technique is presented.
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2 PDA System Geometry
As shown in the Fig. I the optical system of a PDA incorporates two incident beams: the approaching

beam (corresponded by subscript "a") and the trailing beam (subscript "t"). A measurement volume
is formed by crossing these two beams. Let the propagation direction of these beams in the main
Cartesian coordinate system (XYZ)(0) of PDA be rep-esented by vectors k.O) - k. %SO) and l,,0) =
k, so) (where k. - 2/X, and k, - 27U/% are tbe wavenumbers; X5, and N are the wave enghts in the
surrounding medium); S.(o) and NO) are the unit propagation vectors.
The subscripts enclosed in brackets indicate the corresponding coordinate system. Let the main
coordinate systems for the two beams be represented by (XYZ)(0, ) and (XYZ)(O.). The c,,nters 0
and 0(,) of these coordinate system are located in the beam zones characterized by a high tltux
density. The same named axises of the (XYZ)(o), (XYZ)(o.) and (XYZ)(oo) coordinate systems are
oriented parallel. For this reason saeOs) " sa(o), N O).

The vectors X,,,), X, 0 ) show e aldjustment ofa PDA, The vectors X.• 0)(t), XV(o). XVO(o
are the position vectors of a p-sphere particle moving with velocity Vp(0 ), of a observation point and
of the center of the receiving aperture.

Obviously the position or propagation unit vector (for example, position vector s,()= -s-w"(4) +
SwvNy(•) Szv(4)1 of the point V) in arbitrary ý-th coordinate system (XYZ)(() can be presented
(as illustrated in -ig. 2) by two angle groups: ({v(•). tp¢(t)} or {Nv(ý. I), where (0 vt•)
yv(, I Xv(O) I } are spherical coordinates; y,(4) is the elevation angle and A(O is 'he off-axis angle.
From the standpoint of simulation of PDA sigrals the calculation of the polarization vectors e,., and
et of the electric field scattered (subscript "s") by the p-sphere to an arbitrary observation point V
is of particular interest. These vectors can be obtained in arbitrary (XYZ)(Ov.) or (XYZ)(',vý) coordinate
systen, or to be umanformed from one to another. In other words, the components of the polarization
vector: have orientations along the corresponding orthonormal basis vectors (9., O.,r ..v.. G,})) or

{ (w" )' rgwV} such that 9 I x , 6, I V, r ) 2 Y I)

X(4 v•), t (•,4) IV0•)' r(, M(w.4) (see Fig.2). It is obvious that the MA x 8,) coordinate
system , generated y the corresponding right-handed rotation of the initial (XYZ)(•) coordinate
system dirough the angle ) (rotation matrix Rl(5s )) and then though the angle 0v,()
(transformation matrix RO(sV(4 ). Coordinate system (XMZ)(, is formed by rotating (XYZ)()
through the angle K ) (transformation matrix RA( ant.

(transformation matrix Rv(s,( ))). The above transformation matrixes ard the relationship between
elements of the generalized unit vector sv(;), on the one hand, and the anples 6(evý)Aovt),lC'(v4), 1t(W'vk)
and matrix rotation elements, on the other hand have a relatively simple form [13].

In the general case PDA receiver system incorporates a polarizer which coordinate system (XYZ)(,I)
is given in the following manner: axis 7-(), C Z(.4v) and the angle ((ppo) defines the orientation of
the parallel axis X,,,) regarding receiver axis XoVoV
The above described coordinate systems are necessary to achieve the main aim of this work, namely:

to elaborate a modified technique for calculation of the polarization vectors c, o1 l and ) of

the scattered fields in the (XYZ)(pol) polarizer coordinate system by using the PWS method.

3. Formulation
As early shown [12] the field scattered by a sphere which is illuminated by the non-plane "a" (or

"t") beam can be obtained by superposition of the fields scattered by this sphere being illuminated
by pNV;; plane waves. The propagation direction of the i-th plane wave of the "a" beam spectrum is
conveiently presented by the unit propagation vector s) in the (XYZ)(a) coordinate system of the
"a" beam (or by vector si(t) for the "t" beam in the (XYZ;%() coordinate system): Si(ia) Sxi(a)Nl(a) +
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Sy ))+ szi(t)Z((), where the (XYZ)(A) coordinate system is fbmied by rotating the (XYZ)(0a)
coordinate system through the angles A,() and VP(o)' In the general case the illumate beams have

elliptical polarization. Thus polarization vector of the "a" beam in the center of its (XYZ)(,) coordinate
system expressed by

,,cd -=o) - C.,.)(Z(•)-O)x(.) + - . ()

The angular plane-wave spectrum of the electric field of this monochromatic beam (in other words
the electric field vector Ei(,)(si(i,),z(a)=Ot) of the i-th plane wave of this spectrum in cross-section
z(a) - 0 of the "a" bean coordinate system (XYZ)(A) is well known [12]:

E.o(s.O), eý ) =- F Ee)(aPt)•,(.) = U))f,(ct (2)

where A((IX(.) i-0) is the amplitude of the electric field vc,tor of th, "a" incident beam in the center
of its (XYZ)(1) coordinate system; X, is the position vector of an arbitrary poin" in the above
coordinate system; A(

1
i()(a si(a)) " F{fru(x(A),y(t),z(t)=O)i and

-(it - .)(Z(,= 0)

w)i(a)(Z(a) =0) (3)
- yx), - (S,)E~�(�Z(-0) + 'yjafwta°tat 0)]

are amplitude and non-unit polarization victor of the i- th plane wave of the angular spectrum in the
(XYZ)(1 ) coordinate system; F V, the Fourier transform operator; f 11(X(.)) =

Aa(X(a))1/Aa(z(a),X(aty(a)=O) is the coefficient taking into consideration the non-uniformity of the
amplitude distribution of the electric field in z(,) cross-section; ti(wyt) - exp(-j(ot) is the time-
harmonic dependence of the "a" beam.
The polarization vector and the amplitude of the i-th plane wave of the angular plane-wave spectrum
for "a" incident beam can be determine in the (XYZ)(ia) coordinate system of i-th wave by the

following equipments taking into account the above mentioned transf4ormation matrix:

(") s,(R) A)R- )-A (AS-) - (4)
W * ,).) WO R)i.

The Eqs. (3) and (4) are the governing equations for simulation of the polarization vector of a
scattered field. To simplify this calculation and the physical interpretation of the obtained results, thu
matrix of modified expansion coefficients [Paemn,($1(ý))]

and the matrix of modified vector spherical wave functions [[NO--3)'mn,r(spv(,)]r1c
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are suggested taking into account that exp(jksaj(,)Xp(al) - expjkasi(ia)YX0.)). In Eqs. (5),(6) superscript
A shows the modified vectors; m,n are the order and degree of the vector spherical wave functions
M,, N.,; supersripts I and 3 are the type number of the )xerical vector wave functions; subscript
S- ajia shows the coordinate system (XYZ)a or (XYZ)i. in which unit propagation vector sj(t) of
the i-th plane wave or unit vector sp,(p of the direction ftom particle center p to the observation point
V are presented; subscript E = x,y,z indicates the x,y or z component of the corresponding vectors;
subscripts d,c,r mean that a corresponding vector (matrix) is a diagonal, column or row vector (matrix).

Modification coefficients kp and kN are the phase and amplitude-phase factors appeared in the
expression for Pragc(si(•)) and N(0")mnr(spv(0)):

k,(,),X(.) kh tXt�A• ,�an d k,(sz,,t)lIXj-), kN. kN.(IXPI} mP,.t) (7)

kpn = (n)a and kNn - (0-n) are the coefficients with imaginary unit;

[pX k XI 1pOkI) .(8)
ko')=1 k.-IX,, I' - xp~imvp$~d

are the phase factors; I XI is the direction between particle center p and observation point V; a =

0 for the incident field and for the near- and far scattered field; (A = 1 only for the fhr (ka I Xpv -
n2) scattered field.
It has been known [14],[151 that for the case when syl(• - 0 the matrix of expansion coefficients

of the incident field, having x- or y polarization, can be presented by the expressions

[Px, ( .1 (9o)

',. 1 uY [ ,(, ( j)) F:(oit)DA (10)

where [I = 1 for the arbitrary field ; 0 only for the far scattered field:

[346 (0i(t)) 1
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15 (8~) ----.--.- P '"(c s(O~----------(12

• (0,,._0/ (co&(@4C). ) 0,.oT < (,•) (12)

Pn`(Cos(0j(t)) is the associated Lcgender function of the first kind; 01(,) is the angle between the unit

propagation vector sK•) of the i-th plane wave and the axis Zq) of the (XYZ)(rj coordinate -;ystem;

[D'I 0"'" O 2n+ I (n m)[ 13

0.[ 0 ... D.j' _ n+)( m,

are the diagonal matrix and the normalization factor Din1 ,
The modified matrix of the vector spherical wave functions can be written

(14)

where '- [Ný1 j';l-) Q1() (5

, ,(3)2 N

the subscript 0 - O,(p or r shows the corresponding component of the vector,

0, 0 z1  ... 0 (

0zjy) 0 o y) 0 (17)

0 0 z,(y) 0 ...

wher- -,k•I XP, 1; z(y)J..j(y) foi hle subscript (1); zn(y)=hnO)(') for the subscript (3); ji(y) and h,tt)(y)

are thlc spherical Bessel function and the spherical Hankel function 191; the Lype of matrix [I ,d(y)/
ayi,, is similar to the matrix I[,zd(y)]d; Op,,( is the angle between the v(ector XV and axis Z(,)

- W" 0•, 0  (18)

"0Eq.-16;[20].JSbscript (0, • r)PV(o

where the matrixes T"n,((Opv(0 ) and rl (0 ) are the row matrixes similar to the matrix
Nc~n•(•p•))Eq. 6; tm,(vv()') z•y~n v + )rm(Op ())si(OPi•)/m [20]. Subscripts (.0, jr,r)p,(,)

--nics i2t the vector sp-ercal functions are given in the orthonormal basis system
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, .,v Of the (XYZ)2. coordinate system. Taking into account that lXt05 -I Xvw
and tteepesn Xa) +SV(2XP(.) is valid for far field scattering, q. (8) for ic
ampli.ude-phase factor can be presented in more convenient form from a systematic standpoint 1201:

AN.(IXjl) - kN,,(~X I)*N.2(sl)% ,Xtf.), (19)

I. expu,,j .A ]
Where k,"( IX'><.I) (- kl. 2(s<X),< [exv( -i k.s,1 ]*X (20)

are the phase factors; Xv(o.), X?(.) arc the position vectors of the V observation point and of the p-
sphere center in the corresponding (XYZ)(0.) and (XYZ)(.) coordinate systems.

Thus taking into account the modified coefficients, the electric field vector, scattered to an
observation point V on a p-spherical particle illuminated by i-th plane wave, can be expressed for
arbitrary (far- or near) zone in the orthonormal basis system ()pv(' ,pv(•)}) of the (XYZ)(g)
coordinate system by the relatively simple formula in which the general (or all PWS plane waves)
time-, harmonic dependence fex5 (cs5 0 t) tt(uXt)fDA(wltt) = cxp(-jw,10 t) is suppressed:

E.•e()G)•,.') •SAa( IX(,) I -0) kN.l( iX,<l)l)" I)(21)

where ftD(Wh Di,, (ioD1at).f tDa((ODat); ft)(Wflat) - cxp(+jro)D1at) and f'DS(wDat) =
eC.p(+jtoDst) are thL t-icients taking into account variation of the Doppler frequencies coL0 i. =
kahj(a)VP(a) - kAsij(a)VP(ia) for the i-th plane wave and wDs = kmsa()0 Vp1o Cur die "a" beani; tosDa
cu. - 0Da. is the well known expression of the PD \ signal frequency t161;

are correspondingly the amplitude and unit polarization vector of the electric scattered field in the
above orthonormal basis system;

(,U kN,2(s•).X, )) kp.(si(•),t-,)) F (t)( "P't( ) , (23)

A" .() (24)

in which A(')j( and e('). are calculated by using Eq. (3) for the (XYZ)5 1 Coordinate wvstem (I
a) or Eq. (4) for the (Xk)(15 ) system (•, ia);

4(25)
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where the x, y or z vectors (for r x,y,z) of the modified matrix of the scattering factor ,o,:

O.(,)-I el .. E -,A.pp*t) IQq~~ ; (27)

E.~ is the symmetry coefficient of dhe summing over in ( Em - I ,for the summing limits {n~j,1

=-n..; ma u sand arbitraryminor for the Immi,nO-; inm.af-Jnus) and rn -I 0,V"
for thse summing limits (nmi, - 0; mm. - nn and in k 0); ri. pp, + 4p 113 4~ 2 is thle total
number of terms [17] required for good convergence of the. Mic equations; ppp k, r), is tile Mic
parameter; rp is the radius of a spherical particle;

- ~ ~*/~ 1f 6 ~'L~t)Ic(28)

is the m-th element of the k.-rrcsponding column vector Fzsfimxof the modified scattering factor;

-%( =1a~' ( 'v 1 1,(t) - (29)

the vectors "',mn and b'.are the l*n colwssn matrixes, which elements aA Emil and b",, arc the
expansions coefficients for the scattered field modified by using coefficient kp; ct, d(pVxmP) and

/,d-pm are the diagonal matrixes which elements are the familiar Lorenz-Mi; coefficients
"ndP~dand Oi3 ,d(PpPlnp) [21; nip is the complei% refractive index of spherical particle relative to

the medium.
Assaiysis of the cqsuotions shows that the calculations of thc scattered field vector ill Ilic (XYZ)()

coordinate system (ý - a) has some difficulties. This is due to the fact that sy1(A) -A0 and c Ll a) 1
for most of the i-th plane waves of the PWS npetrum. This leads to complication thle folmulas for
the expansion coefficients for thic incident twit~ and to the necessity to calculate the above matrixes
over the wide range of order in and degree ii [151:

- n -. !•M &n , Im I!;ns.n~ (30)

Tro decrease the tine of simulation we will get at first the unit polarization vector of scattered field
in the (XYZ)(i.) coordinate system of the i-th plane wave and then to transforms this vector IIthe
(XYZ)(P.1) polarizer coordinate system. It is obvious that for the (XYZ)CS) coordinate syte fli
- S yi(is) - 0 and rP4rMnC(silia))]c - 0 for in ;1 I. Thus it is enough to solve the I *n matrixes k~itcad
the ni*nmu/2 - in*tnmx nmatnixes (see Eq.31) for the (XYZ)(,) coordinate system, It is not difficult
to show that the formula for the modifted scattering factor in thc (XYZ)(j.) coordinate system and
in taec far scattering zone (in which a photoreceiver of PDA is located) is essentially sinmplified:
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0 0 0

where S,, S2 are the well known 119] elements of the amplitude scattering matrix for p-sphicrical
particle tor which calculation it is necessary to sum only nim terms.

The transformation of the unit polarization vector e.,(9vj.) obtained by using Eqs. (22) - (24),(3 1)
and the vector of the modified scattering factor F'vOi)into the (XYZ\(,)) polarizer coordinate
system can be performsed by

- ~ ~(32)

where R,, is the tiranslorn matlix given in [13].
Consequently, the electric vector Ev,ý,)(t) of the field scattered to the observation point V taking

into account the contribution of all i-th plane waves of the "a" bami angular spectrmli can be written
as:

- I 0)~,CIX~Q.) ) ~(33)

where fsD.(WSD).t) is the general time- harmonic dependence suppressed in Eq. 21; rPO is thc igoa
vector of the polarizer transmission coefficients. , ~ daoa

A similar expression is valid for thr- trailing incident beam by using subscript "t" instead "a".
Eq. (33) is the basic relationship to obtain the expression of the interference field amplitude of the

scattering (practical - the PDA signal) in the observation point V:

A,(,) - (E -Q I E(,)XWp)Q) (34)

Comprehensive expressions of the PDA signal are eliminated in this work because it is well known
116].

4 Coacluuiuuaa
A mathematical formulation is presented to calculate the signal of a generalized optical PDA sse

that incorporates two elliptically polarized beams with arbitrary profiles and known angular plane
wave spectrum. The expressions for the unit polarization vector of the each i-th PWS plane-wave are
obitained. It is suggested for essential decreasing of Aculation time to L-xpress the amplitude and unit
polarization vector of the s-cattered electric field in thr. coordinate system of the i-thk plane wave for
th PWS of each incident beam and then to transform this vectot mn the coordinate system of the
receiver pohirizer. All transformations are provided with use of the elements of the correspoiiditig
unit propagation and position vectors. Thus, practically all non-effective and repeatcd calculation of
trigonometric functions are eliminated.

The technique is valid for far field scattering as well as for necar field scattering, It is usable to
investigate the signal of a maladjusted PDA systems.

It is shown thsat variation of the coordinates of the moving spherical particle influence only on the
phase-factors expressions of which are located outside of the Mie algorithin (ouitsidte of the formula
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for the modified scattering factor) and are independent on the i-tb planec wave parameters. Using of
this factor also simplifies the calculation of the PDA signal in case of thc particle movement ilike
to the previous papers this technique allows to estimate the fine effect of influence a particle v, iocity
variation on the frequency and phase of PDA signal by using coefficient DIwlao,)

The suggested method is suitable to simulate the eletfri: and magnetic fields scautteed by other
measurement or control systems with non-Gaussian profile of the incident beams.
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ABSTRACT

Uncertainties in the geonetry of s:attering systems noiy have major implicatioiis
for system identification based o01 electromagnetic siguauores, We diwliv ;c prohabillty

distribution to be used for system identification under conditions of model ink-ertiun

tics; this distribution will allow us to study the effects of such uuceitaiuties OIL system
identification. We investigate in detail the effects of perturbations of the dimensions of
anl open-ended cavity no its t.irne domaitn retsponnc. Wc report on numerical ieault1 in

the high-frequency regime, performed for rectangular and circular geometries using the'

modal expansion method.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, considerable effort has been devoted to w-xpvriiuelLal and

theoietical studies of high range-resolution radar returns fromn metallic targets with com-

plicated geometries. On the experimental side, high range-resolution radar has beexi
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C ] available for some time. On the theoretical side. very sophisticated numerical codes have
been developed using the shooting and bouncing ray method (SBR) to study radar re-
turns from complicated geometries (1]. The XPATCH c nputer code is now becoming a

*• standard in the field [2].
"In this paper, we address several issues that have not been dealt with before. We

AB are exclusively concerned here with radar returns from open ended cavities. While highly
accurate numerical codes are now available, the sensitivity of the results to uncertainties
in the various parameters that are input to these codes has not been investigated. For
example, unknown vi.;ations in geometrical dimensions and surface conditions, such as
deformations, roughness and deposited material, represent such uncertainties. One can
identify several problem areas requiring analysis: Foremost is the effects of geometrical
uncertainties or ":-dar retui us, and next is the consequences of deposits of inhomog.neous
dielectric coatinag on metallic surfaces. The effect of dielectric coatings as a funcdon of
tVickness on rzdar range profiles has apparenaly not been studied before.

In this paper, w, concentrate on the effect of geometrical uncertainties on the RCS
and range profiles in the frequency and the time domains. In Sec. 2, using Bayes' theorem
is roibabil;ty theory, we present a general procedure for extracting probabilty distribu-
tions based on d-tta and the ava•'r' it information on the uncertainties discussed above.

ý0, In Sec. 3, wc consider the case of circular and rectangulax geometries and investigate the
effect of geometrical uncerta~nties .- the radar range profiles using the modal approach.
In Sec. 4, we offer a few concludig 'u irks.

2. P .MAHILIrY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
AND MODEL UNCERTAINTIES

Target identification by means of high range-resolution radar (HRR) requires a com-
plete se, of signatures (range profiles) of potential targets to he available in the target
library. The radar return from an unidentified object could then be matched against the

4ia library as pant of an identification process [3, 4]. Tb'. radar waveform incident on thc
target will be denoted by f(t). The received signal g(t) is then of the form [4):

where r(t,t') is the target impulse response function. Fcr a given f(t), g(t) is then the
target sigaajre. In the study reported in this paper, the p, int of interest is that the
target impulse response function is a fumction of thu geometry of the Lurfacc from which
the return is observed [5].

In this paper, we -;sume that the target is stationary and has no moving parts that

can modulate f(t). TL quantity r(t,t'l is then 1 function of t - t' only, so that Eq.(1)• ~becomes o

i. .g~t =J_ r t -- t)f(t'),tW. (2)

The surfar•.r o 'n, t targets are complicated and are compose'4 
of several contiguous and

overlapping surfas.. Let 5 represent the surface of the target contributing to the retun
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g(t). In numerical computations, S is specified by an enumeration of a set of parameters

(in some cases, the set may be extremely large). Thus, we write

S = S(ox, 0 2 ..... oM), (3)

where a,_.. 
0
rjM are the M parameters that are required to characterize this surface. In

the case of cylindrical geometry, the surface is specified by two parameters: length and

radius of the cylinder. In general, we have

r = r(t,a,e), (4j

where a is a vector set of surface parameters and G is the aspect angle. Hence, the target
signature g(t) also depends on the surface parameters and the aspect angle.

We give next a brief description of the problem we want to consider in this paper

and why it is of interest. Even though a library of target signatures can be prepared
in principle, in practice a target may have no correspondent in the library because its
surface parameters differ, by an unknown amount, from any used in generating the library.

Alternatively, we could say that no two targets of the same class are completely identical
with respect to the geometrical surfaces responsible for the returns. Also, the surface
of a given target will be subject to deformations and depositions over a period of time.
This statement applies to external surfaces and to internal surfaces such as those of a
cavity. It would be especially interesting to determine the effects of dielectric coatings
on the inner surfaces of cavities; however, we do not consid-tr these perturbations in this
paper, even though the formulation to be outlined next is general enough to cover these
cases. The problem we consider then is how to incorporate the geometrical uncertainties
into the analysis for radar tarCet identification. In the rest of this section we outline a
procedure using Bayesian statistical methods 16].

Given data oan range profiles, we would like to obtain the probability that one oa the
model target signatures in the library is true. Thus, we need the following conditional
probability: p(g a&, IDE), which is the probability for model 9yk and parameter set ek for
target class k. given the data D and our pnior information E.

The probability distribution that we wll be able to assign is p(DIg5 a* E). This will
be used as the likelihood function for the modcl g9k based on data D. In order to relate

p(gs a, IDE) to p(DIgs e5 E), we use BrAyes' theorem:

P~kdI.DE) = p(kaJlE)p(Dlgk ark E)
p(DIE)

where p(g9a O, E) is the prior probability for gi and p(DiE) is the prior, or global, prob-

ability for the dat, fl-he•me_"(DIE) erv a nnrm.lization erwnn
'nce p(gk ah ID E) has been assigned. inference on the .,alidity of various (gk} can

be carried out and a decision can be made as to which target is supported by the data.

The above analysis assumes that the underlying model relarng gkt) to rW(t) and fif)
is kr.os.r along with all the parameters. As disaussed earlier. v.- cannot expect to have
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accurate information on the •. In the statistical literature such parameters, being of no
interest beyond the inference, are called nuisance parameters. To eliminate the explicit
appearance of such parameters, we marginalize over them:

p(gA a- IDE) = JdsP(k sOkIDE)

- Jd sP(Dj9k ak E) p(91osIE), (6)

which is een to be a weighted average. Once the likelihood p(D1g9 es, E) and the prior
p(9kakjt) are specified, we can obtain p(g&IDE), which can be used for radar target
identification. Previous work in other areas shows such an averaging over the nuisance
parameters leads to rignificaLtly better performance than -her methods [7]. In most
problems, an appropriate choice for p(DIgA E) is a Gaussiai .], given by

p(DIgs E) = (2ra,2)-Y/2 exp[(, d- 2d.gk + 9g • gk)/2(2]. (7)

In the abseno of any further information on *A,, ,me chooses a uniform prior or a Jeffreys
prior for o" , where the Jeireys prior [8] is givzn by p(gsa.IE) oc (a, *. am)`.

In the case of circular cylindrical geometry, M = 2. nI = a, the radius of the cylinder.
and o2 = L, the length of the cylinder. In the cae of rectangular geometrv, M = 3 and
a, = a, a. = b, oa - c, the sides of the cavity. Determination of p(gy DE) based on
the analysis presented above would be extremely aluable and work along these lines is

in progress. To get an estimawe on the potential significance of geometrical uncertainties,
we computt d the effects of variations in the dimensions of both rectangular and circular
cylindrical cavities on their time-doenain response functions. These results are presented
and discussed in the next section.

3. EFFECT OF GEOMETRICAL UNCERTAINTIES
ON RANGE PROFILES FOR CIRCULAR CAVITIES

Detailed investigations based on the modal solution approach have been carried out
by Lee and Chou (9]. These authors computed the RCS for both 96 polarization as well
as 9 0 polarization as a function of the angle. The geometry use.- in this work is shown
in Fig. l- Because of circular symmetry the azimuthal angle 6 can be set to zero. Lee
and Chou [9] used the Stratton-Chu approximati i in the formulation and kept only the
propagating modes at a given wavelength. As the details of the calculations are well
documented in the literature, we present only the results using this modal approach.

The RCS as a function of the angle 8 is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the 9 0 polarization

and in Fig. 3 for the 646 polarisation for the case a - 15cm, L = 90cm at a frequency
of lOCHZ. The rs.",t: ••f Figs. 2 s-d 3 &r.e in- veýnlte agreement with the earlier work
in the literature [9]. The variation of RCS at any 9 with the radius of the circular
cavity is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 for the two polarizations. We note from these three-
dimensional plots that at certain angles there are sharp variationi even for a few percent
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variation in the radius of the cavity. We have chedl A numerically that for these cases,
new mc les that were evanascent become propagating as the radius is varied.

We now turn to the calculation of range profiles. The scattering amplitude as a
function of frequency f is defined by

G(f) = y(t)c-i2'fdt, (8)

where g(t) is the radar return signal as a function of tim,. Because the incident signal is
band-limited, it is only necessary to determine G(f) for frequ mncies in the pasaband F(f)
in order to calculate g(t). For the purposes of calculation of g(t) ant" suitable band-limited
function F(f) can be chosen; we have used the four-term Blaclkmann-Harris window for
F(f). The function g(t) can then be expressed in tie form

g(t) = i(t)cc 2.!fct) + q(t)sin(2sfst), (9)

where i(t) and q(t) am the in-phase and quadrature components of g(t). The four-term
Blackmanml-Harris window function for F(f) is symmetric about tI, 2 peak- frequency fs.
In this case, the in-phase and quadrature components can be written in the form [5]:

.= ,'af/2

i(t) 4- jq(t) = F(f + fo)G'(fu -_ pj2"fldf

9(t) pýpt) cos{27rfot + tan- ][i(t)/i(t)}, (10)

p(t) - [i
2
(t) + q(t)] /2.

Thus, p(l) is the envelope of the return signal and is referred to herein as the radar profile.
The radar profile is computed from Eqs.(6) - (10), where the scattering amplitude G(f)
is obtained from the modal formulation.

In Figs. 6 - 9 we plot the radar profile function p(t) of a circular cavity as a function
of time and radius and at fixed angles 10" and 19.8'. The bandwidth Af is 1GHZ at a
center frequency of 10GHZ. For the Blackmann-Harris winnow we chose a bandwidth so
as to achieve a time resolution of approximately 1 nsec. We note that the main feature
(peak) in p(t) occurs approximately at t = 2L/c cos 0, where L is the length of the cavity
(in these examples L = 90rcm). From Figs. 6 - 9, we notice again a few percent variation
in the radius of the cavity can have significant effects on the profile for certain angles.
The reuons for this arc the sarxe as the corresponding behavior in the RCS.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper. we set up a formalism for studying the role of mudel uncertainties in
the radar target identification problem. In particular, using Bayesian statistical methods,
%e have shown how to incorporate geometrical uncertainties for estimating the return sig-
nals from various geometries. A, a first step in carrying out the program, we cuupu-ed
the effect of varying the dimensi-ns of rectangular and circular cavities with perfect con-
ducting terminations on the radar range profiles. We have shown that for certain angles
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the effects can be striking and thereb' that the study of the role of these uncertainties
is very important- With the method -. moments [10], it is possible to obtain relatively

accurate solutions for the time-domain response of a circular cavity. The role of geomet-
rical uncertainties should be investigated using the more accurate methods and compared
with the modal solutions presented here, and work along these lines is in progress.
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FicuREs

Fig. 1. Typical geometry of a. circular cavity with one end open and the other
end closed with a perfect electric conductor.
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EAM:BSC
AN ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING ANALYSIS TOOL FOR WINDOWS

A. Paul Tsitsopoulos and Malcolm J. Packer
S -ience Applications International Corporation

Communication Engineering Laboratory
300 Nickerson Road, Marlborough, MA 01752

(508)460-9500 FAX (508)460-8100

ABSTRACT have, however, traditionally required the speed
and processing power of main-frame computers,

SAIC has developed an electromagnetic and have been extremely difficult to use. Now,
scattering analysis tool for WindowsTM, due primnarily to recent advances in computer
EAM:BSC, that incorporates the Numerical hardware and softwai'e technology, these tools
Electromagnetic Code-Basic Scattrring Code can realistically be applied on a Pt- as well.
(NEC-BSC) with a graphical pre-and post-
processor. EAM:BSC allows the user to One such tool is the Numerical Eleetromagnetics
graphically define a model and save it in standard Code - Basic Scattering Code (NEC-BSC) [1].
NEC-BSC format. WindowsrN multi-tasking NEC-BSC is a highly recognized code used for
capability is used to perform the V"I'C-BSC predicting antenna patterns and coupling in the
analysis transp irently in the background from presence of scattering structures that are generally
within EAM:BSC. User-specified output data is greater than a few wavelengths in size. While
obtained directly from NEC-BSC output files and porting it over to a PC has eased platform
is displayed in color linear plots. Although NEC- requirements, NEC-BSC remains, like most text-
BSC has been recompiled to run in Windowsru, based engineeiring tools, user unfiiendly, and
the analysis algorithms and output files remain requires extensive knowledge and experience to
unaltered, making PAM:BSC compatible with be used correctly and etfectively.
existing NEC-BSC input and output files. In 1992, SAIC started development of a Windows
EAM:BSC is designed to run on a 80386/486 PC '"m-ba-cd analysis tool for NEC-BSC for tihe
with Windows"m 3.0 or higher running in L-AF. The Electromagnetic Antenna Modeling
enhanced mode. It requires a mouse, 4 MB of System : BSC (EAM:BSC) consists of a
RAM. and about 3 MB of ha ,I disk space. VGA customized model definition/drawing processor
graphics is recornmended- and a data post-processor. It i:, intended to be

used for antenna analysis targeted at both
experienced and novice electrotnagnetics (EM)

INTRODUI ION1 engineers. t•ecause of the anticipated broad
range of user experience, the application was

Software tools for predicting the performance of designed to support all of NEC-BSC's
antennas in complex environinents have been sophisticated antenna analysis features while also
available for several years. ihese tools, being intuitive eiough to mitigate the most
consisting of rigorous, time-intensive algorithms common deficiency of NEC-BSC. i.e., user error.
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EAM:BSC Tool Bar

EAM:BSC is designed to run on a 80386f486 PC The major advantagc of
with Windowsn' 3.0 or higher running in us•ng EAM:BSC is the
enhanced mode. It is a ctustoiized, intuitive, ability to define an entire
graphical user interface (GUI) for NEC-BSC. model from within the
EAM:BSC has three main functions: 1) to drawing window. For the
graphically define the antenna and its most commonly used
environment; 2) to save the model and execute options, there is no need to
the analysis; 3) to read, process, and display user- use a text editor. Each
specified data. The major components that make specific geometric solid that
up the EAM:BSC include: a main menu, a model NEC-BSC uses, i.e. flat
pre-processor, a transparent execution interface, a plate, elliptic cylinderF -

data post-processor, and an on-line help system, cones, etc., is given a

drawing tool. The individual
Atodl Defmllion tools, located in the toolbar

shown in Figure 2, give you
A key feature of EAM:BSC is the model the ability to draw and edit
definition window. By design, it has the look and each structure. lque 2. Tool Bar.
feel of a typical Windows"' vector-based drawing
package. EAM:BSC, however, employs Model Budifing 31ocks
additional features for drawing in 3D and
automating the tedious work of typing plate, There are several functions associated
cylinder, cone, etc., coordinates in a DOS text M with the "Arrow Tool", Some of these
file. As shown in Figure 1, the window contains include the ability to draw and edit any
a model title, drawing area, tool bar for structure model building block, activate a parameters
and view manipulation, scroll bars, and specific dialog box, change the location of a !;ource or
model information, receiver, and, stretch or shrink a plate by "rubber

banding" its comers.

The "Cone Frustum Tool"

S [j has not been implemented at
the time of this paper.

r- Selecting the "Plate Tool"
J button activates the plate

drawing tool and changes the
,e.rlor to a paixie n•ir€r I NPC-WR.-t
a plate ii defined by the number of

*" , comers and their location relative to
" • - "the coordinate system origin. This is

re M M m Waccomplished in EAM:BSC using the
Figre 1. EAMSC Model Definition Window nmouse to define the corner coordinates
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of a new plate. For example, the first comer is • Selecting one of these buttons
specified by simply clicking the mouse at the will rotate the entire model so that

desired coordinates. Each subsequent corner is phi is either decremented or

similarly specified by moving the mouse in the incremented. The curved arrow showi the

model definition window and clicking at the apparent rotation of the model. The delta for

location of each new comer. To complete a plae, rotation in phi can be customized by setting

you simply double-click the mouse on the last parameters via the "Set Up Tool" button
comner.

SThese tools are all part of a model

Selecting the "Cylinder Tool" button rotation function that advances each time

activates the cylinder drawing tool k A the button is selected. The first buttonL. civte cylde roaesteroelswtaitenorviwi

changes the cursor to a cylinder cursor. rotates the model so that the your view is

Each new cylinder is given default valtues for' LN normal to the X-Y-plane (0-0",

specific geometric parameters, i.e. orientation, The second button rotates the model so
radius, etc. The only parameter defined with theLý M.A. that the your view is normal to the YZ-

mouse in the cylinder drawing mode is the plane. (0-90-, =0--). The third button
rotates the model so that the your view in

location of the cylinder coordinate system origin o rmal to the ZX-plane (0-90', #-9O). In other

words, with ach button click, the next rotationL• Selecting the "Source Tool" or function, and tool button face representative of

2-_1t "Receiver Tool" button the function, is called. For example, the first time

activates the source/receiver the button is pressed, the model will be rotated t,

drawing tool and changes the cursor, the XY-plane. If the button is pressed again, the

Source/receiver position is specified simply by model will be rotated to the YZ-plane. One more

clicking in die model definution window at the press will rotate the model to the ZX-plane, and

desired location. A source/receiver dialog box is another back to the XY-plane. This rotation

used to specify additional pertinent parameters. sequence always begins in the XY-plane.

V'iw Maimplation F Thin "isometric Tool" button rotates the

View manipulation is controlled using the ismodel so that you view it f.rom an

following seven tools. These include: "Rotate in isometric perspective (0-45", +-45*).

Thet. "Rotate in Phi", "Zoom in", "Zoom out",
"Rotate to a Standard Plane" cnrinfiguastion, The "Zoom In/Out" tools vary the

"Isometric View". and "Setup", magnification of the drawing area
in the MDW. The magnifying

glass with the minus sign reduces the[ 3~ Swllcung one of thee bmutotns magnification of the drawing area, while the tool
Swill rotate the entire model so .ioth Lhe , in inrreasses the magnification of

that thet is either decremented or the drawing area.
incremented. The curved arrow shows the
appart rotation of the model. The delta for
rotation in theta can be customized by setting This button lets you customize various

paramneters via the "Set-Up Tool" button. settings for the drawing window. 1ie
available options include a maximmn
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model dimension., snap-to-grid, and theta and phi set the plate tool parameters to always create a
rotation increments. perfenctly conducting meetal plate.

The Maximum Model Dimension value controls
the maximum model coordinate that can be
specified. This setting is primarily to allow for a L- Y 2
reasonably sized drawing area to be creased. 2 ,111100" o

The Sr~Ap-to-Grid resolution value controls the
drawing grid resolution. For new models, it ia
easiest to draw when the maximum grid -no Ig P L"w

resolution is used, i.e. use a coure resolution for 0 ii

the basic framework and then a finer grid 0 I
resolution for detailed work. For example, if a 0 ..
model is to be cicated in 0.5 meter increments,
the grid ,-solution sbould be set to 0.5. A setting
of anytisi less wou.d be unnrc, ssary, and could
even .crteat more difficult env i ronmesit to work Figure 3. Plats Parm 'Dialog Boxs
iii 1xitsing models are automaticsally scanxied for
the maximum allowable grid resoluition. Comtrol Line Editor

T1heta and h Increment value are associated Upon completioti of the model's geometry,
with the 'Rijta -heta" andi "Rotate I' , took. progranir control information such as frequency.

Ihe values alloy ou to set the angle oft otatimi Antenna movement, field poelms etc.. must be
to you lereferenicA specifie-c I AKIBSC simplifies tlu' process with

a contro' line editor, shown in Figure 4.

B -'Uidng i Parameter Dialog Boetrs
MdI h 006 MC- Ln

Non geometric pearansetrrs oto all structure%. 0 M- A- .W~.

Ticludina sourc- end receiv.-s. 1- pecified via "p.Z-"

,mized dialog 6oxr-s h, m odil, the 411-
p. eters of a the sl -citic existing model (111 b-.-K

StruL- Me. YOU sithply doubi, click the cnrior on P" 111- Pi
that stiucture. 1his activates a dialcg bx wtidch T'm

contains all ot the structurres pamraneterr AXn7 M
example of the paramtuem. dialog box foi .plaite
is aihown in Figure I Ftim this pietrnwicrs
dmildox boxs. you can mnodifN It delete coiiici-
coordinates. modify the plate nlie, nd. it Fiiluic 4 1 AM IS%( oi~rrt time Editor

applicable, moditv the layer praninrcics I he - mvorol 1ne e, i,. in be broken tip into two
ectai~i, its -fe ic t-aaiins ill the control line

li. addition. (dcfps'lt parametmr can be spei tifid option . ,sailabl tit FAMWW, , an'I its righ- Ate
tor each tool -.4 hat all new structures cieated contains -11 the reitioll lines being jpplied to thec
will exhibit th,: same parametem-. minus the activi Ilt ii. thi- drawing window. Mhe

-edcinal's%. 07 .oursc An exampi. would be ii puarasecte aW.icIati 1 .ih thle otntrol Iin.- can



be quickly and easily modified using the two edit
buttons located between the lists. An example of - JAL d- H&I

a dialog box used to edit a control line is shown
in Figure 5, the Far Zone parameters dialog box.
Additional features of the control line edstoz
include the capability to default individual control Ex1 NEC4SC ¶

line parameters to be used on all future models,
and to create aid save a default "Model Control
Line List" to be recalled for use in any model at [
the click of a button.

."tisU . r ,- -. •M

paga~.. 3.da y..Da

-m ×-. Figure 6. Selectng the RUN menu item.

rFMa . r Not,: EAM:BSC uses NEC-BSC Version 3.2-3
tys .hiee • a -. - -w -, ., e . ecompiled to run on a PC running WindowsT in

,-d Vfl ,- . a*.• .tsm.,.• •nhanced mode. The only modification made to
rPTac, d-- _ the NEC-BSC code was a redefinition of the file
/ OF1c, JMm -name it executes on. All algorithms and

ScWinput/output formats remain unchanged.

hbd -4ftd$"
S- , ____ _ Data Presentation
sin.' s S Presently. EAM:BSC is capable of displaying

far-field and radiation data for both angle and
frequency sweeps. (An upgrade that incorporates

Figure 5. Far Zone Parameters Dialog Box near-field plots is near cumpletion). It does not
perform any reformatting or editing of NEC-BSC

NEC-BSC Execution output files. Instead, it reads the NEC-BSC
generated files for desired infokmation and plots

Running a NEC-BSC analysis is accomplished by the data in the form of color linear p lots. as
selecting ihe Run menu item. EAM:BSC shown in Figure 1. Here, both E-plane and H-
automatically creates and saves an input file for plane E-Field patterns arc displayed
the active model detinition window, and then simultaneously on a single plot. The two patterns
t, msparcntiy executes NEC-BSC. Once an are distinguished by both line color and texture.

aLnalysis has begun, the cursor changes to a
rotating wheel, signifying execution is in process. Data obtained from existing output files,
At this time, you can take advantage of Windows including those generated on a main-frame
"rmulti-tasking capability and switch to another computer can also be graphically displayed. In
application. EAM:BSC will notify you when the other words, huge models can be easily created
analysis is through. Figtic 6 demonstrates the with the EAM:BSC, utAusferred to a main frame
selection of the &un menu item and the prompt computer tor exec-tion, and then -ansterred
dialog box. back to the PC for graphical display.
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I .processor. EAM:BSC can be used both by
sl Eft B.-e. W .• Htpnovice and experienced EM enginecrs and

-. analysts. A user with only a basic understanding
of PCs and Windows" will be able to use this

, --- j,-•/lj tool to predict the performance of any antenna
[iP !\ / \and environment that can be modeled with NEC-

* '1 \ . U•'i,; ,' ! BSC. EAM:BSC automates the otherwise
tedious and confusing methods required to" , .specify inputs and to view results. It includes 3D

% 80 mdrawing capabilities, easy-to-understand output
plots, error checking, and on-line help. It, also is
capable of reading and editing existing NEC-BSCS . input and output files. Presently, EAM:BSC

Fiure• 7. EAM:BSC Linear Plot of Far Zone Electric Field version 1.0 is available.

SAIC has three other Windows'-based graphical
One of the most useful features of EAM:BSC is tools used for electromagnetics and propagation
the ability to display multiple windows on the analyses. One uses closed form and simple MM
screen simultaniously. Figure 8, for example, solutions to perform quick parametric studies of
displays a model and two of its output plots, E twenty standing wave, traveling wave, and
field and radiation intensity. aperoure antenna types. Since computationally

simple solutions are used, predictions for each of
- - the twenty antenna types can be obtained in under

_____,_____,_..... - -, ten seconds. Another Windows"-based soft-vare
package provides a graphical shell for the

" ""''\.,t- Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) [2]
"called EAM:NEC [3]. NEC uses MoM

" -L algorithms to model antenna structures that are
less than a few wavelengths in size. The
graphical shell is similar to that of EAM:BSCý

-,i ------ except that it uses w for model construction.
Sr ' [ IONWIN, SAIC's latest graphical shell, simplifies

the use of IONCAP [4]. a High Frequency (HF)
"" •", skywave propagation code. iONWIN provides

Figure 8 A model with E-field and radiation plots input windows, map windows, and plot windows.
Input windows provide user-friendly dialog boxes
with error checking for defining IONCAP input

SUMMARY parameters. Map windows use the Defense
Mapping Agency's Digital Chart of the World to

SAIC has developed aui cectromagnetic display node locations and signal-strength
scattering analysis tool for Windows'", contours on high-resolution mps. Plot windows
EAM:BSC. that incorporates the Numerical are used to display IONCAP's numerical output
Elcctruomagneticz Code - B1sic Scatterincg C,-e data in the form of ninc tyres of Cartesiai, and
(NEC-BSC) with a graphical pre-aiod post- polar plot types.
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Interoperability is built into all of SAIC's
Windowsh- based antenna, propagation, and map
software. As a result, complete end-to-end
communication system performance can be
determined quickly, easily, and accurately.
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NEC - MoM Workstation: NEEDS 3.0
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ABSTRACT

The Numerical Electromagnetic Code - Method-of-Moments (NEC-MoM), Version 4.0
is the principal computational toc' for the determination of the shipboard EM environment in
the HF through VHF bands. a"he use of the NEC-MoM for antenna system and
electromagnetic environment evaluation is a lengthy, tedious, and error-prone process.
NEC-MoM requires rigidly defined inputs and produces large masses of output data. A
NEC-MoM Workstation, Numerical Electromagnetic Engineering Design System (NEEDS)
3.0, was developed to assist in making the method-of-moment process less tedious and
more error-free.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The ship electromagnetic (EM) environment today is 'ely complex. In addition the

ship EM environment has become a critical design resource as weapons and sensors have
become more powerful, more sensitive to upset, and have expanded to make more
sophisticated use of the EM spectrum. The task of integrating all the EM radiating and
receiving systems into the topside of a Navy ship is very formidable. This task requires a
broad and well founded background in electrical and electronics engineering, as well as a
practical knowledge of Navy ships, Navy operating procedures, the shipboard operating
environment, Navy equipments and required system performance.

Ship designers must address the key issues of (1) p,'edicting the EM environment of
new ship designs, major modernizations, or overhauls and (2) assessing the EMI impact of
thai environment on system performance and hence ship mission capabilities. Recent
progress in workstation capabilities and algorithm development has significantly increas, d
the effectiveness of computational electromagnetics (CEM). With the development of the
NEC-MoM Workstation, NEEDS 3.0, ship designers can now more effectively apply these
tools as an integral part of the ship design process.

NEEDS 3.0 was developed in the X-windows environment using the Motif toolkit for
implementation on a UNIX workstation. NEEDS 3.0 currently resides on two UNIX
workstations: the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) CAD II Intergraph and the
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Silicon Graphics (SGI) Iris Workstation. The supporting engineering graphics were
developed using SPHIGS 'Simple Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System).
This development approach ensures significant portability between UNIX based machines.
Two different model visualization development approaches were used. Modal visualization
was developed using SPHIGS, An additional capability was developed using SGIs GL
(Graphics Library) to make use of the SGI high performance visualization capabilies.

NEEDS 3.0 supports the three major modules of the method-of-moments' process:
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION, EXECUTION, and SOLUTION DISPLAY. The main menu bar of
NEEDS 3.0 is structured around the concept of the three major modules.

SINPUT FXECUTE RESUQ OUTPUT

Open Geometry description Problem summary All Printer..

Save Electreial description Diagnostics Impedance Plotter-..

Save as Solution description Translation Admittance Spreaosheet...

New NEC-MoM Export Currents Visualization...

Exid NEC-MoM Import Charges

NEC-MOM execute Coupling

Near fietds

Patterns

A filing capohility is provided. INPUT consists of defining the geometry of the antenna,
specifyirig the electromagnetic parameters such as frequency and sources, and choosing
output products. To support the EXECUTION module NEEDS 3.0 translates the NEEDS
problem definition into a NEC 4,0 problem description. The NEC output for a ship modeling
problem can be considerable. In support of Solution Display NEEDS 3.0 provides the ability
to view the tabular output. The tabular results can also be displayed in user-specified
engineering graphs. In sddition 3-D visual displays are available to enhance the
understanding of the output. The structure of NEEDS 3.0 is shown below in the following
pictorial.

Interface

GLAs) Translator
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2.0 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
INPUT consists of three submodules: Geometry descriptioi, Electrical description and

Solution description The user develops the PROBLEM DESCRIPTION accessing the series
of windows listed in the table below.

GEOMETRY ELETIC&ALk §2LU42
Node Coordinates Frequency Maximum Coupling Calculation
Straight Wires Loads Near Electric Field
Tapered 'N•ires Voltage Sources Near Magnetic Field
Catenary Wires Incident Plane Waves Radiation Patterns
Wire Alc Transmission Lines Print Options
Helix or Spiral Two Port Networks
Meshes Insulated 'Vice

Surface Patches Ground Parameters
Multiple Patches Additional Ground Parameters

Transformations Upper Medium
Rotations
Reflections
IGES

Spiral Ordering

Each window follows the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) defined EM
Engineering Common User Interface (CUI). An example of a graphical user interface (GUI)
used in NEEDS 3.0 is displayed below for the Node Coordinates. In each GUI a list box will
appear at the top of the dialog box containing a list of the defined items. Below the list box
will be all of the entry fields that define the parameters for one item. Along the right side of
the dialog box will be three push buttons; ADo, MODIFY, and DELETE, The user adds an item by
filling in thu parameter data and pushing the ADD button. Clicking on an item in the list box
fills the parameter data for that item. The user modifies that item by editing the parameter
data and pushing the MODIFY button. The user deletes an item by clicking on an item in the
list box and pushing the DELETE button. At the bottom of the dialog box there will be four
buttons. These four buttons and their actions are as follows:

"* OK - Accept all of the inputs and dismiss the dialog box,
"* APPLY - Accept all of the user inputs rind do not dismiss the dialog box,
"* RESET - Ignore all of the user inputs since the dialog box appeared or since the user

hit the APPLY button (whichever happened last) but do not dismiss the dialog box,
"* CANCEL - Ignore all of the user inputs since the dialog box appeared or since the use,

hit the APPLY button (whichever happened last) and dismiss the dialog box.
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On-line help is available to asýList the user in developing the INPUT. Intrinsic diagnostics at
Ihe window level improve the quality of the INPUT. As an example, intrinsic diagnostics
ensure that wires do not have zero length.

Complex models often require several weeks of effort to specify, check~, and correct.
NEEDS 3.0 includes the ability to input the geometry from keyboard input. In addition a
commercial computer-aided design (CAD) pack&oge will be used to support this submodule.
It is desired that the commercial CAD product provide the following capabilities:

"" 3- model building
"" 2-D model building
" Interface to keyboard, mouse, and digitizer
" Interface to IGES file format
"* Automatic ineshing for both wire griding and triangular patches
"* Generation of 3-D3 model from a 2-D model description

The first three functions appear to be available in most commercial CAID products. The
automatic meshing for both wire griding -nd triangular patches appear to be available in only
some of the products. For complex strh ures, such as a ship, it is not apparent that th,
meshing capability is critical. In these cases an automatic mesher will not be able to
accommodate the complexity of the model. However, the generation of a 3-, model from a
2-N model is a very important function. In many casps the building of a method of moments
geometry data of a complex structure, such as a ship, will be initiated from drawings. Thoe
ability to generate a MoM model from a 2-D drawing will be considerabily enhanced if the
computer can propose an acceptable first guess at the 3-0 model from the 2-D inputs. The
NRaD devcloped IGUANA rnput code i aum to arnu this fflctlon. The CAD
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interface to NEEDS 3.0 will be in the form of an IGE-S interface. The choice of the
commercial CAD package will be left to the individual user. There is some inconvenience to
this approach. Two different environments will have to be learned: the commercial CAD
package environment and the NEEDS 3,0 environment,

Finally, a spiraling capability is available in NEEDS 3.0. The ability to re-sort wires
and patches along selected diagonals will considerably reduce the time required to solve the
resulting MoM matrix equation. The amount of time spent partial pivoting during the
LU-decomposition of the matrix will be considerably reduced.

3.0 EXECUTION
A problem summary is available to provide a quick overview of the particular problem.

Extrinsic diagnostics are available to the user to further improve the quality of the INPUT.
The extrinsic geometry diagnostics examine the geometry for conformance to individual wire,
wire junction, and patch modeling guidelines. The modeling guidelines reside in a data base
which could be modified as experience is gained and improved method of moments are
developed. The GUI in NEEDS 3.0 for the geometry guidelines is shownr below.
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Finally, geometry visualization assists in input validation, In support of wire modeling
these geometry visualization windows include: wire segmentation (segment length in
meters), wire radius (in meters), wire segment to radius ratio, or wire connectivity (none, one,
or both ends connected). All of these windows display the model as a 3-D object. As
appropriate to the specific geometry visualization, the data is encoded in the color of each
wire segment, using a linear or log color assignment scheme. A color key is displayed in the
lower left comrner of the window. The available transformations for the model include rotation,
translation, and zooming. A sample window shows wire segmentation. Modification of the
geometry can be accomplished using an editing capability that is linked to the 3-D model
visualization.

To support the EXECUTION module NEEDS 3.0 translates the NEEDS problem
definition into a NEC-Mi A1 problem definition. A capability also exists for editiing the
NEC-MoM problem definition. It is not necessary to go back to tthe problem definition GUIs
to modify a given NEC data set. NEC-MoM is then run using the NEC problem definition.
NEEDS can also translate a NEC data set back into a NEEDS problem definition.

4.0 SOLUTION DISPLAY

SOLUTION DISPLAY consists of tabular reports, engineering graphics and "thcught
f,-hancing" visualization windows. The availability of the visualization windows and the
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quality of the visualization is workstation dependent. Again, an additional capability was
developed using the SGIs GL (Grapics Library) to make use of the SGI visuahzation
capability. The NEC output for a ship modeling problem can be considerable. A filter is used
to view specific tabular results. Thesr results include "All" of the NEC output and the specific
tabular results including impedance, admittance, currents, charges, coupling, near fields and
radiation patterns. The filtered tabular output is then available for plotting of engineering
graphs. NEEDS 3.0 includes x-y plots, polar plots ano the SMITH Chart. The user has only
a certain amount of flexibility in defining these engineering graphs. The filtered results are
also available in a form for "easy" input to a commercial engineering graphics programs.
The aser will make use of the commercial engineering graphics programs to provide the
more "sophisticated" graphical display.

Solution description visualization is displayed in many different windows. These
windows include currents (real component, imaginary component, magni61de, or phase),
total near field (electric field, in volts/meter), z-component of near field, theta component of
far t:eld, and phi component of far field. Currents on the gecmetry are displayed using the
same technique as was used for the geometry description products: current is color coded
on a 3-D display of the model. Since currents are complex, there are four different current
data windows that can be displayed: real component, imaginary component, magnitude, and
phase. In most cases, it was found that trying to display hoth components (real and
imaginary or magnitude and phase) of a complex data sit in one image confused the user
unnecessarily. A decision was made to allow the user to display complex data in
side-by-side windows if both components needed to be viewed simultaneously. Most users
have found the magnitude window to be mnst useful. Current data are also vectors. For
wires the current vector is defined relative to the wire's direction. A satisfactory,
straightforward method for displaying a vector's orientation has not been developed. It is felt
that the current direction did not have as much value as the magnitude and phase of the
current.

The near fields are displayed using a "fog" technique in which the density of activated
pixels in the image is linearly proportional to the field intensity at thu nearest calculation
point. Since the calculation points usually form a 3-D grid, the image contains square blocks
of fog varying in density with the field Intensity. The fog is color coded in a manner similar to
that used for the geometry description products. The 3-D geometry model is drawn using a
dark gray color so as not to detract from the near field display. The near field windows also
have a thresholding capability. By clicking in the window with the middle mouse button, the
iser is able to selectively change the threshold at which the fields are displayed. This allows
the user to quickly determine what areas surrounding the model have fields above a
p;rticular cutoff level. For example, the threshold can be selected to be any of the color key
bin levels, HERP (Hazardous Electromagnetic Radiation for Personnel), or HERO
(Hazardous Electromagnetic Radiation for Ordnance). HERP and HERO are a function of
the frequency at which the NEC model was run. The near field windows also display the
value of the frequency.

There are two windows available for the display of far fields. These windows allow the
user to display either the theta component or the phi component of the far electric field, The
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fields are displayed as a three-dimensional "urface The distance from a point on the
suiffice to the origin is proportional to the field magnitude at that point. The color at the point
is detgrmined by the phase of the field at that point. Gouraud shading is used between
points to transitin the color.

5.0 FUTURE EXTENSIONS
The Numerical Eleftonmagnetic Engin~eerng Design System (NEEDS) Workstution is

a concel t to address the deficiencies of the present method of moments process. This focus
on the method of moments process is the first step toward the development of an overall
NEEDS Workstation that will provide user interfac to an entire family of numerical modeling
algorithms. These algorithms might include method of moments, finite difference, and
quasi-optical techniiques. This exte.xded NEEDS Workstation will allow the hybridization of a
problem to allow the mixing of solution techniques within an individual problem. The initial
development of the NEEDS Worlastation has focused on a modular approach that allows the
incorporation of algonithms beyond the method of moments.
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AutoNEC ... A rnmage Of convenience.

Mr. Alan Nott
Electromiagnetics Engineer

Infornmaton Systems Division
Engineering Development Establishment

Private Bag i, Ascot Vale, Victoria, Australia, 3032.

Background:
Engineering Dnelopment Estabalshment (EDE) is the design agency for much of the Australian Army's
equipment. Work on radiation hazards (ADHAZ to explosives an eoquipment has bern performed at EDE
for over 20 yena. Lately EOE has become increasingly involved in the assessment of b.,;ngical hazards and
propagation prodidion. Since 1950, NEC-2 has been run on a mainframe some 500 miles distant from EDE.
Access is by means of a terminal and fine priner, and the enangernet lacks any graphics capability. On this
system nunning jobs of any amplVe>ity p-eserded many prr ems, particularty those of job creation and
interwetation. However, the availability of personal computer (PC) versions of NEC now enables large jobs to
be run in house and sophisticated pre- and post- rocessing of data hts became a reality. AutoNEC
addresses this &raa.

AutoNEC is en evolving sie of sftware which is run both internal and external to AutoCAD to interface it
with NEC. It removes much of the trauma associated with the preparatio and analysis of Lar jobs,
particularly for multiple nns made over a large number of frequencies. Many attempts have been made by
others to providel a user-managea interface to NEC for large jobs. NEEDS provides for manual as well as
digitised data input and supports a variety of output formats including taoulations and plots. Needs provides a
moderately friendly nvitonenMt but requires specific hadwsr to tike full advantage of its capabilities.
Lacking this hardware, EDE chose an alternative approach - to uvelol' software to link NEC and AutoCAD,
both of which run on a PC - hence the name AutoNEC.

AutoNEC reduces the need for manual preparation and interprelatlion of large amounts of data. :t also makes
use of AuooCAD's extensive throe dimensional (3D) drafting capability for generation and examinhtion of
models to b evaluated arid to display of the results of a wn. It sIgnIficantly reduces the need for a user to be
familiar with the capabities, imitkations, requmiments and idiosyncrasies of NEC. It requires no *ecial
hariare, using a monse or a dfislng tablet as a pointing device. AuloCAD is an open architecture drLing
package which can be filly costoniseOl. It allows the userto write specialst procedures in AutoLlEP (and iow
in C) to control its exection and AutoNEC makes extensive use of this capability. When installed, tl-.se
procedure., merely become extensions to the AutoCAD instrcltion set. The original AutoLISP proced. 'es
were written for AutoCAD Version 10. These were tranefaed without change to Versions 11 and 12. The
enhancan 'nts now available with Version 12 offer an almost seasmless uwe interface, and much of the coe
originally developed as extenkal PASCAL procedures is being rewritten to run within AutoCAC. In additkio,
Version 12 provides for extendeu entity data - I is now possibie to append additional data to such as wire
diameter, segmentation, tag numbers, electrical perrmeters and n tedual data to standard drwlng entities.

What do,-t AutoNEC do?

AutoNEC provides an efficient means of creation of NEC input files directly from AuiOCAD drawings of the,
structure. As AutoNEC has the ability both to create NEC input files from a drawing and v) generate drawings
from NEC input files, the structure to be analysed can be edited either as a drawing or txt.

During job creation Me following functions am provided:

2model "it•.e.ty tiecks i.nrinulr mrn henoth, duplicated, unterminated and intersecting wires.

* optional rounding and merging of node (wire end ) positions
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". recreation of the structure drawing from a NEC input file.

"* automatic segmentation of wire elemerts.

"• interactive control card generation.

"• automatic creation of multiple NEC input files where segmentation cannot cover the frequency range
required.

"* automatic creation of a batch file to control processing.

"* automatic generation of Sommedeld files, when required.

"* autocratic creation of the initial entries In an audit trail.

Following a NEC run the following functions are provided:

"* creation of radiation pattem, near field, Induced voltage or current data flies in a concise format, This
includes the removal of superfluous data and merging of fiuss from multiple runs.

"* creation of antenna database files for use with the ASAPS and PSYCHIC HF irediction programs.

"* maintenance of the audit trail.

AutoNEC can also produce drawkis derived from NEC output data. These presently comprise radiation
patterns and near field contours, These Images con be manipulated as 3D drawings, and multiple images can
be generated and run as slide shows within AutoCAD. Imawge, ",n be further enhanced by rendering and
shading, either within AutoCAD or by using packages such as RF.4DERMAN or 3D8TUDIO.

Stmncture representation:
Although AutoCAD supports modeling with 3D surfaces, because of the nature of strucdues of immediate
intereon to EDE, the developrment of AutoNEC has so far been confined to wire elements. Wire modeling
all•ws more accurate ground modeling with the Sommerfeld/Norton method, particularly for sictures near
ground - a method ram is nc4 available with surface patches. To mrnutain accuracy, segment lengths need
to be between 10' ) and 10"X. When a wire model is analysed over a wide frequency range, to remain
within these limits tht number of segments of a wire element rises with frequency. NEC allows user
specification of elemeit segmentation, end AutoNEC will automatically determine segmentation in the NEC
pre-processor. Multiple NEC input files are generated, each covering a specific frequency range and with
appropriate segmentation and control camds in each.

Fig 1: Wire models of a helicopter - 444 and 1458 wires respectively.
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NEC Input flle structure:"T ,e NdEC Input file consists of the following main sections:

"Conmment section: AutoNEC initially generates this section within AutoCAD. It contains user comments
input through AutoCAD, and the beginnings of the audit trail, including drawing source file names, date of
lest modification and processing date. NEC transfers the comment section directly to its output file. As
subsequent AutoNEC proossing expands the audit trail, files produced at vaiious stages contain a
complete history of their origins and processing.

"* Geonay aection: ThL- Oescribes the model geometry, segmentation, were diameter and tag references.
Wires selected by the u within AutoCAD arc passed with non-zero tag numbers for reference during
subsequent processing.

"* Control section: This contaIns run parameters such as frequency, eCitation, sgment loading and the
output required. An Interactive control card procasor Inserts control statements as well as adding
corresponding 'comment' cans for subsequt it control of post-processing.

Preparing a job:
The NEC Input Sle is produced as follows:

AutoCAD is used to draw a 3D wire model of the sture - often by laying wires directly over the existing
manufacLuwng drawings. A number of additional commands have been added to the standard AuLoCAt set
aimed at the painless generation of accmiae models. Duplicate and zerj length wires, which can resuht from
car-ieb use of AutoCAD, can be deleted. A fila name is automatically generated from the generic drawing
name plus the extension '.GEO' - gaomnlry. This generic Soe name (with different extensions), is transferred
to all Subsequent file$ during the processing through NEC and back to AutoCAD, thus producing a coherent
senes of files. Audit trat data and user comments are written into the comment area, and this followed by the
geometry section,

cm-. 334441SI. 9,

C- 2449357.94651
W Dr \M•XfrUOWGO1\BM4445R.2XG
C ta 244S057.017

€• XkeliceptAr ]1444zr"le 1"s rotors and load carriers

5K imectad vaexntlam.t et a - 0
CK Tags reaterbamd - 1

G.,0.0,0.0000,14.24a0,-1.4310,-o.So08,14.2510,-1.4250,0o020
W,0 ,O ,-0.saO 414.2510,-1. 4250,-0.5460,14.E$0S,-1. -720,0.020
Ow,0,o,-0.o460,..6-0,- 1.6720,0.0000.5.10040,-1.7210,0.020
gw,0,O,00000,14.2480,-i.4310.0.OOOO,13.6470,-0.e850,O.020
(,O,O,0.O0000.13. 470,-0.830,-0.3E520,.3. 550,-1.1200,o.020
iwO,0,-O.5120,13.6550,-1.1200,-O. 080,14.2510,-l.4250,0.o2o

etc.
Fig 2: AutoCAD output file format.

AutoNEC then massages the file Into colurnns for an of reading. Geometry checks are performed and if the
file is error-free, the NEC control statements are generated interactively and appended to the file. Node co-
ordinates (wire ends) can be rounded to a uwr-defined resolution and nodes which lie within a user-defined
distance of each ether can be merged. Such '.pabllities heve been found invaluable in tidying up large jobs
which are badly prepared and contaki a multitude of small geometry errors. Checks are performed for

untcrrm,,nt"ed, flo-ting, z-.m -. int• smn and duplicated wires. Errors are flagged and the user advised.
The user can either manually ei the data file, and reed the conrWed file back into AutoCAD to update the.
drawing, or coaTed the drawing and regenerate the NEC input file. With errors flagged, they can be selectively
displayed In different colours within AuIoCAD.
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rile SE44433.01 created 08!35 on 4-1-194 iram
Ci sCAn out-.t file 4,444l.GlO created 18:30 on 4-1-1994 fro
cK Drawing D0: \8•o\rIQ1\aB444lU.M last odated at 08:28 on 4-1-1994

OA Drewing ErM data elicopter 3a444l.ZC

(W lass rotars a& load centers
Ci Ta" refoxrnoed . 1

CK Wotsxxnated amds espe~oted . 0
Ci Vntamonatde ends found - 0

Ci Wires procesed. - 244
.NodS within 0.01l have bee r gt•ved
CK erzo leWtb wire - 0
C. Dql.3., ated wires - 0
CK Xntezcting virUs - 0
CS floating virus - 0r.• .........'tr~e•=

cd Frequecy 1.000 as
cm -aUctatiou tag 1, voltae source, 1000 v
Ck Fre space
C at=Qn 9gain at 100 ka. ax:.-360*5, elv-180*5

CM
cK flO BIG X1 YX 51 22 Y2 52 OIL
az.a ....s*.s*.... *sss................ * ...... a . . ....
GW 0 1 0.000 14.218 -1.430 -0.607 14.251 -1.424 0.002
ci 0 1 -0.607 14.251 -1.424 -0.545 14. "8 -1.671 0.002
9W 0 1 -0.545 L6.658 -1.6-11 0.000 15.004 -1.720 0.002
a 0 1 0.00o 14,248 -1.430 0.000 13.647 -0.804 0.002
OM 0 1 0.000 13.647 -0.534 -0.811 13.655 -1.119 0.002
GR 0 1 -0.I1 13.655 -1.2.19 -0.607 14.251 -1.424 0.002

* *

OW 0 2 -0.719 6.360 -2.569 -0.569 4.710 -2.569 0.002
GM 0 2 -0.569 4.710 -2.568 -0.449 3.590 -2.568 0.002
SI 0 1 -0.449 3.880 -i.560 0.000 2.720 -2.628 0,002

SI 1 1 -1.059 7.660 -2.569 -0.723 7.749 -2.576 0.002

: .'1 1 1 1
17. 0 1 15.0 1.0

XX (I 1 1 0 1000.0 0.0

Ga -1
NP 0 19 72 1500 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 1000.0 0.0

FIg 3: NEC Input file fomat.

If eyrors are found, the segment field is loaded with the wire referen. number. When the geometry Is error-
free. one or more NEC input files am created. Auto-segrnentation is performed at this time, and a batch file
to run the job is geonmtad. If an attempht Ls made to run a file containing errors, NEC cannot process the
embedded error messages and aborts quickly. Alternative. if the only errors are zero length or cluplicatod
wires, AutoNEC can generate the required NEC input and betch files with these wires deleted. The user can
then ragenwate the corrected rawing from any of the NEC input files.

Ch File U644450.101 created at 0:;35 on 4-1-1994 •r•s
Chg ACiD output file B444.• O created 15:30 - 4-1-1994 fim
CM Drawing D:\W.2O\CMI0IG1\3a444fl.s lest updatad at 003:28 on 4-1-1994

01 DrawiAn froa data eeltooeptax U44,IW.Uc
OA 1es8 rotors and load carrie

CS Unta~xdatead ea. earctea - 0
CM Uotemeatsd ends foun - 0

CS Wires prooseed - 244
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' Tag. zefermed - 1
. oades W:ltXLB 0.01= ha-ve beein Marged

cu Pexa lagth AX"r - ,
C19 bqalitcate wires - 3
Cm Zatex.oreeta wis . 0
CM VIOating wires - 0

cm Wreium 7,0 i Me
ca asuitatiot tag 1, voltagve source, 1000 v
05 fle spaae

Wt A"tAem 9el at 100 ka. aim-36c'5, •e•r-180'5
..... .. * ..

C...1 1-ag ..- 4 Inm laaet" and. fomd. ...
Ct~t* Neaxmig ..-. 2 4ftp1cated wires fonad. e.

teet. SC. .. •..l

et..e * e**
CebeeeJ~eoeeeee~s~tSe~etebebe~eC***.tbS.*.S..etele***ete• e* beC***ee bS

Co T" 53 fl 11 %1 X2 12 52 DII
M .... e*C...Se..S.*.Se e....*eS .. **... *e........ ..bn..C.e.e..... t.....e-.e......

Us 0 1 0.000 14.241 -1.430 -0.607 14.251 -1.424 0.020
W 0 2 -0.607 14.251 -1.421 -0.545 14.658 -1.671 0.020
s 0 1 -0.54S 14. 65 -1.671 0.000 15.004 -1.720 0.020

ecee IN,,lm " -- the Next Mie 6V3u1±Gates wire 1
1 0 4 0.000 14.2sa -1.430 -0.607 14.251 -1.424 0.020

""0 5 0.000 14.248 -1.430 0.000 13.647 -0.884 0.020
Of .0 6 0.0OW 13. 647 -0.684 -0.811 13.655 -1.119 0.020~ Uraag. the asa Wire be4 ear. 1MMth
Gas 0 1 -0.545 14.L58 -1.430 -0.545 14.658 -1.430 0.020

CCC*C UsaXagV ... ah %t Vwir utqiiats Wtr"e 29
5 0 241 -0.719 6.360 -2.569 -0.5S9 4.710 -2.56') U.020
- 0 243 -0.449 3.590 -2549 0.000 2.720 -2.626 0.020
50 1 244 -1.059 7.440 -2.569 -0.723 7.749 -2.576 0.020

I1 0 1 15.0 1.0
Ix 0 1 1 0 1000.0 0.0
W -1"58 0 19 72 1500 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 1000.0 0.0

Fig 4: NEC input file showing flagging of geometTy errors.
Running a job:
Once the job has been prepared, A is run by execution of tMe appropriate batch file. This will create output
files for each of the input files, as we as including or creatlng the necessary Sommerfeld files.

Examining the output
NEC produces fairly large output files - even with the use t, print control, quarter-Mbyte flies are not
uncommon for a single frequency rur., For runs over many froeqncles, this data is well Into the MegaByte
range. Aparl from the data aspou of these files, there are Indicators of possible inaccuracies artiing from a
badly conditioned job. AuloNEC keeps an eye open for these and warns the user. However.for most
applications. very little of this output may be of interest. AutoNEC contains a post-processor which sumarises
the data in a file of fMridly structure, reasonable size, and which can be read directly into AutoCAD or printed.
AutoNEC also has the capability to merge files resulting from multiple runs at different frecluencies.

A number of summary file structures have been developed for different types of run e.g. radiation patteons,
near holds, and induoud curreTsM. The -. e-r can exemin. the summary files, or can import them into AutOCAD
as 3D drawings.
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-il.3 m1444Mu.zr- created 14:24 on 4-1-19H4 tru
rile 5M44IFW.I01 created 03:35 oak 4-2-1334 fran
RCWD output file 15044433r.GrO created 18:30 en 4-1-1994 from
Drawing D:\iZflO\CmrZl\3 44456.DWG last ugdat•d at 06:2 oan 4-1-1994

sadiation patterns: azin - 360-5, &ale 130*5

Freuency - 2.000 War
aKIAvaticn

szim a 5 10 15 ... 65 70 75 eo 65 90
0 5.72 5.26 3.35 1.48 ... 7.23 7.16 7.03 7.02 6.96 6.97
5 5.36 5.42 4.06 1.09 ... 7.25 7.17 7.09 7.03 6.99 6.97

10 6.10 5.68 4.43 2.42 ... 7.29 7.20 7.11 " 7.03 6.99 6.97
15 6.42 6.03 4.65 3.01 . 7.34 7.23 7.12 7.04 6.99 6.97
20 6.79 6.42 5.32 3.62 7.39 7.27 7.15 7.05 6.39 6.97
25 7.19 6.33 5.79 4.22 7.46 7.31 7.17 7.06 7.00 6.97

335 6.59 6.13 4.70 2.27 ... 7.35 7.23 7.12 7.04 6.39 6.97
340 6.25 5.77 4.31 1.77 ... 7.30 7.20 7.10 7.03 6.99 6.97
345 5.97 5.49 3.99 1.40 ... 7.26 7.17 7.09 7.02 6.99 6.97
350 5.77 5.29 3.60 1.21 ... 7.23 7.16 7.08 7.02 6.90 6.97
355 5.69 5.21 3.75 1.24 ... 7.22 7.15 7.08 7.02 6.98 6.97

Frequency - 3.000 Ma
Elevation

Azin- 0 5 10 15 ... 65 70 75 60 65 90
0 10.22 10.30 11.23 10.22 ... 13.76 13.57 13.02 12.37 11.87 11.68
5 10.26 11.15 11.76 10.66 ... 13.31 13.61 13.04 12.30 11.87 11.68

10 10.35 11.41 12.19 11.06 ... 13.66 13.65 13.07 12.40 11.87 11.68
15 10.47 11.67 12.55 11.40 ... 13.91 13.69 13.09 12.41 11.66 11.68
20 10.63 11.91 12.85 11.69 ... 13.96 23.72 13.11 12.42 11.39 11.68
25 10.82 12.12 13.09 11.92 ... 14.01 13.75 13.13 12.43 11.35 11.63

355 10.67 9.95 5.21 7.61 ... 13.56 13.40 12.90 12.31 11.35 11.6,
340 10.51 10.05 6.86 6.141 ... 13.59 15.42 1.2.92 12.32 11.35 11.68
345 10.37 10.21 9.54 0.68 ... 13.62 13.46 12.94 12.33 11.85 11.68O
350 10.26 10.40 10.16 9.22 ... 13.66 13.49 12.97 12.34 11.86 11.68"355 10.22 10.63 10.75 9.74 ... 13.71 13.S3 12.99 12.36 11.86 11.69

Fig 5: Friendly file structure for antenna gain.

Analysis capability:
NEC can perform a variety of different analysis tasks. To date the following general types of evaluations
have b•ee considered.

"* Far4leil sky-wave and ground-wave antenna gains. This work has already largely developed and
examples of 3D antenna gain plots e inluded In this paper. As well as a tool for propagation prediction,
this technique has considerable potential in eleciolmagnetic vlsualisation and education.

"* Near fidii E and Hl field tnallsisa. This technique has Immediate application in all areas of RADHAZ
work. Algorithms are being sxpanded for plotting 30 contours of field Intensities over the original
geometry drawing within AutoCAD.

"* Induced currents and voltages. General purpose graphing routines are being developed to plot safe field
stren%' against frequency, based on the suscetibility thresholds awl induced voltage or current.
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rig 6: Examples of antenna radiation Patterns.

Fig 7: Near field co~ntours in a Landrover.

Using the SLIDE capability of AutoCAtJ, moving pictures of radiation patterns have been produced, With this
technique a series of antenna radiation patterns can rapidly be displayed as the frequency- changes, or as the
observer moves around the pattern. A series of such images on video tape, particularly when enhanced with
rendering trrd shading, has significant potential as a training aid in antenna theory, arnd will provide dramnatic
visualisation of the radiation patterns,

Future development:
Reduction of NEC execution times, particularly with multiple rnsn of large jobs, is being addressed. A recent
acquisition is a ten-transputer 'PC', and it i hoped to have a parailel version of NEC running before the end of
lq9A Other areas vet to be addressed include improved scratch file efficiency and the ability to embed
comments anywhere in the NEC Input file. The tatter'will provide significant biretiatj:, in 'the lnteriprCtariofl of
large NEC fites, particularly within the geometry definition section. Methods to autor tirally assigning wire
diameters is also being considered.
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The enhanced capability of AutoCAD Version 12 offers the possibility of incorporating most, if not all, of the
processing presently done under DOS using rand-alone programs. Further possibilities in the AutoCAD area
inckxde:

"* Production of a NEC-specific menu structure for AutoCAD.

"* Development of procedure2 for colour plotting of field crontors..

"* Conversion of the programs running within AutoCAD from LISP to C for Improved speed,

"* Development of AutoCAD drawing entities which fully parallel those used by NEC - e,.g wires will have
diameters and not merely end points, nrtworks and transnission lines will have electrical parameters, and
appropriate Information will be associated with tagged wires.

"* Conversion between surfacoe pa•ch nd wire model topologies where appropriate.

"* Shading and rendering of 3D models of radiation patterns and field contours

Conclusion:
AuiONEC has onuidenratly enhanced the accessibility of NEC, and at the same time reduced problems
associated with data preparation snd interpretation. With acourate definition of the structure to be analysed,
"he time for prperearton of large NEC Input fies has been reduced from weeks to days. Examination of the
results can now be done visually rather than wading through pages of figures.

It has applicallfinn in a wide variety of electromagnetic evaluations including:

"* Plotting of 3D radiation patterns and field contours of radiating structures, such as antennrw, for both near
and far fields.

"* Investigation of radiation pattem anomalies from specific antenna configurations.

"* Prepaeralon of initnna characteristic data for incorpration In HF prediction programs.

"* Estimation of cjnrrts coupled from a radiating structure to a system containing sensitive devices such as
electro-exploave devies.

"* Plotting of safe field profiles for personel, equipment and explosives, given the knowledge of the victim

susceptblity,

"* Production of advanced training aids for those involved In electromagnetic training. propegaltki and
analysis.

"The techniques and procedu-es so far developed show considerable potential in many areas of
electromagnetic analysis and educallon. The enhancements available using AuIoCAD Version 12 will
signhlcantly refine the user interface.

Although Input formats differ, GEMACS and other electromagnetic modeling packages use essentially similar
types of input and output data, and AutoNEC could readily be adapted to support these codes. It will also be
extended to support NEC-4 when it finally becomes available.
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A Ray Tracer for the NEC Basic Sca4erina Code

Don P. Davis, R. Paliys; SJ. Kubina
Cowrordia University E•cuonsagnecic Compatibility L.aboeaory

7141 S3heexrote Sweet W. Monuoel Queb& H4B 1R6
E-mail: don@emnc.lcoordiatca

Abstract

This paper will inaauce a camaauion code t the NEC Basic Scattering Code version
2, BSC2. BSC2 is a member af the NEC family of codes used to model the behavior of
structures in the presmce of electromagnetc fields. BSC2 uses the principles of ray optics
and the Geometrcal Theory of Difraction to perifor the analysis, The companion code,
called the Basic Scautring Code Viewer or BSCV allows the user of BSC2 o v-ew the ray
petis chasen by de code, Ina addition Lte viewer ca draw the radiation patterns comnpued by
BSC2 and preview the object modeled by the code. It is anticipued that the viewer will be a
valuable tool in the analysis of models using the BSC2 code as well as a tool in debugging
BSC2 itself. The operation of the viewer as well as the requirements for the use of the viewer
will be discussed.

RUHQODUMfQN
The NEC Basic Scatning Code (version 2), developed at Ohio State Univasity, is used to analyze the near

and far field.radiadesa patterns ofantennas in the prence of scattering suctures[l]. The nosetitr to beanalysed
is appwzsnted by a model consisting of flat plans and elliptical cylinde. These plates may have a coasting of
dielectic layers or may be a single perfectly conducting laycr. The code allows the user to place transmit and
receive antenunas v stays of antennas anywhere aound the geometry under qiievion. The aalysis techniques we
based upon the Uniform Geonsetuical Tbeowr of Dffraction, UTD. Due to the nature of the analysis technique, this
code is used for high frequecy analysis. That implies that the scattering stncture must have dimensions on the
order of a wavelength or gremter.

The companion code, BSCV, will preview the scattering geometry and display it on the acre of the
terminal or print it •s the user desires. The BSCV code allows the user to the plot the radiation patterns as well
as draw die ray paths as they an determiaed fmnl the BSC2 run. The BSCV iuns within a MATLAB[2I
environmrnt and uses both MATLAB as well as FORTRAN languages to perform the required functions. The
BSCV ccde cat alsn run a subroutine trhe and print out the points, as well as the subroutines, used in calculating
the various UMT wsehansms used to determine the field at each evaluation polin.

NEC BASIC SCAlEjRING CQD

The NEC Basic Scattering Code ues UTD techniques to characterize the field behaviorL duLe scattering
objects. The mechanisms used ar the direc: rays, reflected rays, edge diffracted rays, corner diffracted rays, and
creeping waves. Higher order effects such a•s twice reflected rays, diffracted-diffriaued rays, re.lected-diffracted
rays, and diffracted-reflected sys, are also considered by the code. Each meschanim is determined by a sepame
subroutine. The geocnelay of the sacAsering material as well as the source and receiver positions are ttn,-d in
common diat blocks that am shared by all the routines that require the information.
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The input of the code contains the required infonnation on the scattering geonty and the data on the frwm
and position of the wiost The ineuanmnent points used to form the radiation pattern and any coupling
calculautons are also Ppecifted in tOh ipuc section. The form ci the input section is a text file with the dam and the
nsructioas written down folowing a peluetan•ait fMua&L

The otputa of fte code is a tri of electric and mgnetic field values. magnitude and phase. at each
mOasurenau.flt poinL The val, s of the -zuprng between antennas wculd also be give in this section. The ouqput

is produced as a text rile.
The process by which rhe BSC2 code arrives at the o'ttpu is rot presented to the uswr. Th difraction

coeff'icats used by the code and the LMTh t•henisnt do not comnc to light during the normal operation of the
"code. To shed further light onto what happens during the operadon of the code the companion code was
developed

THE BASIC SCATTERING CODE VIEWER

The BSCV begins with the staie information ji chat the (BS2 code starts with, namely the geomewcal
data that is Used to represent the sysan uider study. The viewer then translates the input data on the geomnetry
into a three dimensional shape rcpresensirg what die code perceives as the scattering form. The transmitting
ant-n- a-- also placed in their proper positions with respect to the scatuwing object. Thin is the parviewing stage
of the BSCV code. The prsa• using the code may check Ito Nell he input gomrisy I iOf the crrect shape, This
affords the usar of the code a change to emor chwk the input befor. running the BS3 code itself. The previewing
section can be used without nirning the BSC2 code sine the only data it requirs is the input gonsetry. The
translation of the input data into the image is done in two pars. he itnsUt data is ["ris preprocessed by a
FORTRAN owde into suitable forms for MATLAB. The peproceased data is then sens to MATLAB which will
"Araw the shape on the screen.

The next rage is dhe running of the 3C2 code itself. The data for the ray tracing and the radiation
pasterne Is exuacrd frm BS(2 as the cod runs. The data is topped frsm the subroutine as they air calculated
and then writn to a data file. This data is then used to draw the my paths u ckalcled by 3SC2. I he rays are
color coded according to the diffraction mnecalansi o as to make dlffmutldation easler for cornples scattering
geonmetic loans. The rays an: then supmeimposed upon the shape drawn by the pmvima as that the person using
the viewer can obamve the effect of each of the components of the scattering geomnety upon the rays f(rming the
total f&ld. The radiationi patterns are plotted hbn the ougiut data file wrnitt by BS itafter it has completed the
run. The viewer alar trace the subrosa and the data generated by each subroutine. A data mace tile s
generated fsum the infotnmaon extracted from subroutines during the BSC2 run. This alosg with the radiation
patrs and ray psth data give. a -goo pcume of what the owde did during the run. This can prove to b a valuable
at of information when debugging or analyzing the code. The person using the coe can now me which rays are
affecting the psan at any chosen poinsL This will allow the peawn doing the analysis to see if a certain section of
the gSonmsry affeccs the radiation pattern in the eapected way or if 'he code trus the scattering object diftoety.
The color coding of the diflhrent rays will allow emy esrtenuation of the UTD effects being viewed. The
translation of th data into the iniage se on the screen is done entirely within MATI.AB. The data is written to
[Lies as sot as it is processed. The data is then extracted finm the fil•s by MATI ,kB and used to draw the ray
paths and the radiation patterns.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CODES

The BSC2 code is set up on a UNIX workstation and must be compiled by a FORTRA? compiler The
memory recjuirements ar on the order of 300 kbyse of core memory. The BSCV code is set up within a MATLAB
4.0 environment that is supported in turn by X-WINDOWS. This is a UNIX workstation environmenL The
,riewer will 1iso run on 2 PC wi-ndows sceti of MLAWARB 4.0. us iwrts sri otiie tn ii be
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compiled in the same way as the BSC2 code. Te viewer generates a sers of scrath file that hold temporary
variables used in generating the ray lptis and the geo•etry of the scattering object. These scratch fles will
require disk space. The sez of the scratch files will depend upon the complexity of Use geometry and the nmnber
of field points chosen. The companion code can be set to delete the scratch files when the User exits the Code, This
will allow for the disk spice so t fter this applicadton is terminated. The scratch files may tala up from I
to 50 kilobyms typicrally. The s. cratch files is dependest upoas the number of field points chosen, this
implies that a large nurtber of LA, ,n points could result in the scratch files taking up more sp•ce than the
range maetioned aboe.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The code uses edge diffracts i smooth the traisttlon from a region where a direct or reflected ray
suddenly turns on or off. The ds ,,unity in the radiation patern caused by the sudden appearane or
disappeance of one of the above mentioned rays will be smoothed our. The code uses crcrer diffraction to
compensate for the sud upcaruce or disappoarasxa of an edge diffracted ray. The comer diffraction will
smoods the radiation pattern so that the sudden change in the diffracted field will noc cause divzontintuires in the
radiated field.

"The fist test ran was with a lxl meter pinto at 299 MHz. The location of the ource was (-5,0,5) meters
in (X,YZ) respectively. Tlis source w a z directed diple. The radiation pattesn we taken in a half circle of
radius 10 meamn taring above aie O and ending below the plate. The patterr we calculated in increments in
theta of one degree. Theta is the angile meaumed brm the Z aiss, (perpendicular to the plate), to the X-Y plane,
(the plan of te plate). For validation the sme calculations were performed using a momant method code.
Rlchmonad'% THNWR code[3] was used with a wire gid fsaming die plate with a mesh size o( O1L A sample of
the -- sot lad ray picture is given by Fig 1. The rays presant am the comna difracted rysi and the edge diffracted
rays for this particular obe•emuin poiL The following figure, Fig. 2. ins ae rsdiatin pattern for the given cut
calculated by the two differst teniques mentioned aove. The position phi=O corresponds Ic the Kpostive X axis.
The posltion phi- 90 coreapoWs to the positive Y axis. The radiation pltten is a yaw plane pattern.

The cond run was do•e on a circular cylinder of length 15 -mom" and ratiua 1.35 meters. The run
talculated the radiation pant about a crcunsferestiall pub of 20 metr radius. Fig 3 tsows an aettled ray

path at one of the neasumnent plarns. The srinatin pan betsll is shown in Fix. 4. The posItsi of phi equal su
zero degrees corresponds so shr end of the cylinder opposie s the source. The umem is sutaed above one end of
the cylinder. The soure is a radially directed dipole. The posItion in the Coessas plane is ( -5.054.0,3.1335).
The sow=c is apin a dipolk. denical co the one in the Arm ium. The rays preset am: she my diffracisd fran the
endcap of she cylinder as well as the direct ray and she ray rulecsed boem tie cylinder de.

The third run was lone on a model of the Challenger j. The OChallengr jet is a small commemcial
aircraft with a length of 15 meate and two engines motated aft of the ardsoetin of the pl . The brdy of the
plane was modeled as a cylinder with a ciralse crul -sear ion. The engirs; wo"e modelled as flu ples as wee the
fins and wings. The cylinder foraing the fuselage of the aircraft is ientca o dal of the mscond run. The source
is of the same type and has the manse positi as si smoce of the scond run. The cylinder accounts for an edge
diffracted ray from tde edcqap. as well as a rtenicted my from the side of the cylinder. The plates that model the
wings allowed edge diffraction as well as diffracbed-reflected rays. The greater complexity in the ray picture is
mirrored by a mote complex radiation pattern. Fig. 5 shows a ray picture of the model with a dipole source at (-
5.054 0 3.1335) in the Cartesian cuorstinate sysrtem. The receiver is directly above the center of the aircraft model
at (0 0 10) ii the Cartesian coordinate system. Fig. 6 shows the radiation pattern associated with a path about the
length of the aicraft.
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The use of the companion code BSCV to handle the input and output of the BSC2 code haa several
mdvntages. The input rile can be prieviewed before the running of the HSC21 code. This allows the user of the code

to check the 4w~s gemnetry before -etally cunning the code. This visal prerviewer Will allow a quick and weay
way to double check the input rile. Af~r din code haa been ruan, the coe.panion code will allow the use to draw the
radiation paueritss If any abnortmality or unexpected valuse occurs un the radlistiots patter, the rmy uxnclg option
will allw the perwsos using the code to see what the may picture is for that particular field point. This will allw
the code wser to dewserunie what aspects of the geometry affect that particasb field point. If it is Suspected thai1 an
unexpected OTI) nechanizns occias or a GTD sisechanism is minising, the color coded rays will show the user what
rays wce presenE and allow the code user to determine what meclarsasitn ae present. The companion code will also
provide a awee of all the rays and the subrotstinea that generated them. This will help the code user io debugging
or tmodifying the BSC2 code if thawe is a need. A PC code which will produace a pictture Of the input of the BSC2 is
commercially available. The commercially available code. EAfM:BSC[41 does not have the say tracing features
mnentioned above. The EAKM.C code will only preview the input of the code and not produce any of the Oather
ray tracing or debugging features. While it will produce radiatiori pasterns, the EAM:BSC code does not provide
the Additional debugging features Ixeseist in the BSCV code.

It is asticipiaed that the above features of the comppanion code will make it a valuable tool us the anaysis
of models using the BSC2 code as well at a tool in debugging BSC2 itself.
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SOURCE to FIELD, What happens in between?

A New Method for Graphical Display of GTD Scattering
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INTRODUCT]ONI

Does the thought of electromagnetic (EM) analysis codes conjure up images of a black box
where you foed information in and wait for an answer, hopefully correct, out of the opposite end9 If so,
you aren't alone. Many engineers are finding today that valuable information can be obtained during the
p:ocess of solving a problem rather than just from the final output data wet. Also, there are educational
reasons for viewing intermediate data from an analysis program. A large area of interest in EM analysis
involves the scattering of EM energy from an object(s) for antenna placement, radar cross section
analysis, etc. This paper d.-s-ibes a new method for displaying .Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
(GTD) scattering infoenwion. The generation and display of the GWD scattering data has been
incorporated into the pln.j1rms the Ceneral Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis of Lomplex
Zystems (GEMACS), at G lhical Aids for the Users of GMACS (GAUGE) and the Windows version
ofGAUGE (WinGAUGL©).

The Black Box of EM Analysis

BACKGROUN-0

The GTD solution technique in GEMACS is a high frequency ray optics approach that includes
diffraction effects from edges and scattering from surfaces as well as diffraction effects from surface
discontinuities and waves creeping around smooth structures. These scattering and diffiraction effects
are shown below.

Thi. -k -a .d by s ae Ltao •nb y undw 0
E" S .wd Prop (BAA 90.4). C**0 BOW2.93-C4=2
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GTI> Intrmcfins

Tbh' primary method for viý ig the results of a GTD analysis is to plot, in 2 or 3
dimensions, the radiaton patterns gpneiated fiom an annysis. There is a missing component in thi.,
display methodology What happems to the eletomagnetic energy in and around the object under
analysis? Another more pointed question would be what are the portions of the structure that
contribute the most to the s.,,be of' the fim! pattern? Or, what part of the geometry is being shaded in
the analysis? The answers to tliaý ctuestions can give grater insight into an EM analysis. The final
radiation pattans become more undcrstandable when it is known what part(s) of the structure are
affecting ,rtions of the pattern. Lokwng at this intermediate data can assist in the modeling effort by

I. •o- 3 the analyst to fo-•,::; tha mrdeling effort on areas of interest with confidence that the other
a x L p I'It going to be major contributors to the results.

& o ý-H._Q fM&JL_ AND GRAPHICAL DISPLAY

4- 'A..3 and otoer GTM analysis programs have always calculated the path the EM radiation
w61, " w fiton a source to a requested field point. However, this data wan typically discarded after

" ',aal ray paths were summed to form the field strength at the requested field point. In the
-.,,at.: cf GEMACS this data can now be saved to an auxiliary data file via the RAYPTH

a. rand. The RAYPTH comrmand is a toggle that turns on and off the saving of the individual ray
paths. The ray paths in GEMACS are only calculated when a field pattern is requested Therefore to
generate a data file of ray paths the user needs to bracket the GEMACS field command with a set of
RAYPTH commands turning on the saving befone generating the field and turning it off after the field
command. This is done as follows:

RAIPTH ON LL-99
EFI.EFIELDClGaIO) FI=0 T1'0 DT.1 TZ-180
LAYPTX OFF

The LU.-99 pa.,neter of the RAYPTH command specifies the file number for GEMACS to write the
data (e.g. FOR0 2,USR). This data file will contain all ray paths from all sources tu the field poinats
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with in the scope of the RAYPTH command. The number of generated ray paths can become very
large based on the requirements of the analysis. For example, if a 10 x 10 array were being simulated
with the requirements called for field patterns in THETA and phi at I resolution over 1800 the final
total of direct paths from each array element to each field point would be 18,000 (10 elements X 10
elrnents X 180 field points X 2 fields). And this does not include the possibility of scattered ray paths
from a tns ure the array may be mounted on Thus the RAYPTR command should be used
judiciously. If there is concern over the appearance of a field within a specified area the analysis can be
rerun over the smaller area with the ray paths turned on to help find the cause of the concern without
generating huge amounts of dta.

Once the .my paths have been generated the data is displayed or. the geometry via the CAD
programs GAUGE and WInGAUGE. The ray path is depicted as a series of arrows sowing the
direction and bounce points of the ray. This method of displaying path information on geometry has
been used successfully in the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) field and shows great promise for
CEM.

The following figure shows the graphical display of the scattering from a GTD plate model of a
cube and cylinder. The ray patlis on the cube example include diffractions from the top and bottom
edges of the cube and from the four comers on the side nearest to the source and field points. The ray
paths on the cylinder cxanple include reflection from the surface, diffiraction from the endcap rim and
creeping waves around the susface of the cylinder. Within the GAUGE program there are different
options for displaying the ray path geometry. These include, numbering the ray segments, displaying
rays based on there path number, displaying the strength of the rays as a color code, displaying rays
based on the number of times they interact with the structure (bounce), and displaying ray paths based
on the source that generated them and the field point they are going to.

Ray Paths on at GTD Cube Ray Paths on a GTD Cylinder
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EDUCATIONAL USE

This added capability of displaying the intermediate data of an analysis can be very beneficial to
students learning about electromagnetics in general and GTD in particular. The use of computer
simulation can reduce the amount of time needed in the laboratory by providing a finn understanding of
the phenomena associated with electromagnetic waves. The graphical display further facilitates this by
giving the student a visual picture of these phenomena.

ENGINEERING EXAMPLE

"The following example shows a typical engineering example to evaluate antenna location on an
aircraft. The structure is a model of a 707 size aircraft. It is constructed with a cylinder for the
fuselage and flat plates for the left wing and control surtaces. The area of interest is along the left side
of the aircraft so the right wing and horizontal stabilizer are not modeled.

The goal of this analysis is to view the effects of the trailing edge of the wing on the antenna
pattern and to see where the inttxactions with th, wing occurs. This information can then be used to
make decisions about the location of the antenna.

The antenna for the first step of this analysis was located on top of the fuselage approximately
centered on the root of the wing. The analysis input data was configured to generate only the field data
associated with the diffractions from the trailing edge of the wing. The field pattern of interest is
theta-90 and 0sphJLslS0. The following figure shows the ray paths that were generated from the
antenna to the trailing edge of the wing. For this presentation only a 50 arc, from phi1130° to phi-135°

was used to generate the ray path data. The field pattern for this antenna is show in the next figure.
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The second step of this analysis was to move the antenna towards the read of the aircraft by 8
meters. Again the analysis input data was configured to generate only the field data associated with the
diffractions from the trailing edge of the wing. The following figure shows the ray paths that were
generated from this new antenna position to the trailing edge of the wing. The field pattern for this
antenna is show in the next figure. Tlis example shows that for the same arc of coverage the amount of
interaction with the trailing edge of the wing has been greatly reduced by moving the antenna. Also we
can (2sily observe which parts of the structu, e contribute to the field of interest through the use of the
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ray plotting capability. Additional analysis would need to be completedi to see how moving this antenna

affected other portions of the field pattern for the antenna.

T,,hM*h; [Eg'IC..*'hiA

18.40 AB 0 1.20

GENACS and GAUGE are owned yAhbe obtained by contacting Mr. Ken Siarkiewicz, Rome Laboratory/ERPT, Griffiss A•FB, NY.
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WinGAUGE was developed by Decision-Science Applications. Inc. and is being distributed
commercially. Commercial versions of GEMACS are also available for personal computers,
workstations, and mainframes. Anyone interested in ordering a copy of the code can contact the
authors. Government approval, via Rome Laboratory, is still required for receiving the commercial
versions of the codes.
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Interactive Numerical Electromagnetics Modeling & Analysis Using Computer-Aided
Engineeing Software

S. R. Rousselle. S. S, Marlor. and W. r. Perger Electrical Engineering Department
Michigan Technological U niversitv

Houghton, MI 49931-129.5

1. Introduction

Since most practical electromagnetic (1NI) problems are not solvable by analytic techniques, tilt-
maerical computer codes have becomne vital to the E",M design pl-cess. Although cLides, stucIh &S NEC
(Numerical Eiectroniegnetics Code)[2j, have become valuable design tools, the overwhelming amounth of
inumericad data supplied to and received from these code* has seriously impeded their efkectivenless. To
overcome this pitfall, numerous software packages have been developed to aid in the dcsigii and analysis
oif antenna structures. Their lack of robustness, versatility, and adaptability, however. has limited their
use as engineering design tools.

Over the years, smalil steps have been made towards the advancement of EM design tools. hut
repeatedly these tools fail to encompass the entire engineering design proce0s. In addition, the main-
tenance and upgrading necessary to maintain the state -o-the-act in visualhIation usually leads U1. their
demise. By using a commercial CAL patkage, sucul a. I-lI)LASIG], a coinprehensive. interactive 1|CM
design package can, been ralizced without the romnplicsations assnociated with developing and maintaining
visualization softwarejl].

tit the past. the shzri,-g of information. from or with other disciplines, haz been considered "on-
traditional,* especially in electromagnetics. because of the uniqueness and specialization required. 'lThie
advent of computer workstation., howeves.i has bridged this gap in the sense that computes itsmdeling,
design. And analysis techniques are interrelated. In addition, economic consIderiatiors are forcing en-
gineering towards a shared platform of inintmsation (i.e., Concurrent Engineering). With this. and the
recononendations for luture EMIt design packages [3)[Yj. It becoitics evident that existing C(omputei Aided
Engineering (CA E) sohtware should lie employed as the vitual interface to, numterical electroinutasetics.

To dennonstrate the power and 'vrsatility of this nnion, I-DIl-)lS it; used to generate geometry input
tiles for NEC2. In addition, it is used a. a post-processor to aid in til analysis oft V.1liou0 I;M uiharc.-
teristics such Isa far field patterns. current distributions. anid polarization. Examples it sew smiodlelinug
techniques that have resulted front usieg NEW _-I) LAS will lie presented and compared with niasurld
data. Fron the examples, it will bectsse obvimtis that this refreshing appriach tU) E'M det"ig, n Illi(i :.
aInd/or exceeds the requirenitits if existii•g aniil future numerical AIl s:otes.

2. Modeling EM Structures

The ' maloritv of tools developed for nimerical LI tvLpicaUv. try to mnirnit comtercial C A •C/•Al)

(Comnputer Aide,! Design) packages. Therefore it it; titr, lsecessSarv to dwell oe Oli. specifics (if creating
a lhiitewelenest iiodel iiiI I')A•S. Intead. listed lieltw are several ,,f fits useful tesacure!; availablt lot
dlevelolpingK Model! 'If Antelinia striictisris,

* Solid Modeles
* Anutotmatic mesh generation

- Complex stirfaces front solid nitudeling
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- Quadrilat.'rals or triangular patclic4
v Material Propci tics

*Automated Surface Normal Check for I'atchlie
*Duplicate Node k- Element Removal
*programming Language

laIteraztivu Graphical Display

- Real-time iateractive axes rotationk
- Complex Shading

-Hidden Line Removal
- Wire Cross-S.-ctioui Displa%

2.1. Concurrent Enginonring

Byv using a CAE design package. thme sa~me model is used concurrently thsroughout tihe design pro
cess by the mechanical, electrical, and nianrufarluring Psigismeers. This allows the engineers to lie'rhinr
inechanical. EM. and smmant-facturing simunlations to determine the structural stability, LIM peefolimancv,
and manufacti~friug process to determine product feasibility. In addition. mechanical simulations, and
thes r esulting displacernemts. can be used to situdy the effects that exter nal umechsanical forcles will have
onl the. electromagnetic properties. Thisi is nearly impossible. to Accromplish using existing EM tool% since
they were developed for a specihic task.

2,2. New Modeling Techniques

Through time use of th, N4E,1V--Dl-;AS technmiqus. several new rmodeling promessps hdvv liern tievel
aped. To demonstrate Shi-s-m advances. tire anltelnna shown ill Figure I will he unsd. It is 1 14 will,
element hlelical antenna withi a 3' taper over a reflector mailmup (F if W satcels.

Y

1-igurls1 I llvis~al sssmtcmsmma using t`1 Wle w 4ius lif'metS Andl (Illmtls
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From Figure 1. it is evident that the antentia i'. odeleri over an open-surface.. It htas been found
that it is possible to model a thin surface with an inlin. 'ely thin patches as lung as the currents approach
zero near the edges[4]. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this modeling terloliqUe, Figure 2 compares
she mecasured far-livld pattern (solid line) with the results from NEC2 (dotted line) at t.5 Chiz.

120 60e
-1u

Iigsiev '2: Comparison of muodeled far-field pattern and exlperinment for helical autensna.

WNhen modeling sooulpex surfaces iii 1-DEAS. it is possible to aultoinasicallV generate patches to

represcalt the surface. Because it is commonll to model surfaces using wire grids, which can't he auto
11011 cally generated unis surface, a wethodl to transfer the patches to NEC2 as wires or patches was
developed. This isn't revolutionarY. bus when the calculated careent distribution arc displayedl for post-
processing. they are displayed on the surface instead of ois wire elemsents. This makes it easier for the
designer to see how wOl the wire grid simulates a surface. Figure 3 comupares the ineasucesl (solid line)
with the simulated (dottedl line).

The miost hiteresting and useful inlplovelnent utes the current distributioni OIL a sullfacs' to re-generate,
a mesh. Figure 4 shows a contour pin of the current distribution on thne orrigial mesh. F romi this
information. at second tosesh was automnat icalls' generated he 1-I) IAS and is showun in l-igmie 5. higiso
2( beoime, adlaptive mesh ) azsd Figure 0i ( aft.-' adapsivu' mesh) shsow tlue I esults (sh ttod )iue,) compjaredl
so rile measured (solid bus-) pa~tternls, After the adaptive meshing. thle pat tern resulted in at slight
hnI 1oeiincrt over the, originsal siotulatiolot. Us"'ing this tel rl) elC, A5 tel ti~t Im-CS. 1 ')te~: blul e dVeveopWld
to optimli-ze tie nmordel . In addit ion, adaptivhe meshing can hue used5 in clnjnm ltIon withI thes lonvers~lIl
oh.1 p II'lls to wires to adapt i ncR leliCl vire-glill Jill Ibs.

3. Post Processing

With1 In t~h'aiul ofcolor and alltrlindspaheot-rossncapahuilitie'of II W):A S elailnut

IlI, ulinooisti ated. Below is a hist of lmoss thle data generateýd lpx _NE(22 can be siý.nallzel' usinig I-It hAS 5
For s comiiplete description of till lost -Ilocessilng featut en see5]
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Figure 3: Comparison of iieasured (solid line) with wire-grid (dotted linle) far-field patterns for helical

Figure .I Current di.t ribultioui ot the gro~uiitl plane, orf the helical anten un.
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Figure 5: Example of re-meshing using autoumatic mesh generation.
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270

F.igure 0: (:011parisoit o•f expertiflent (solid line,) antd sinulated (dotted line) far-field pattterns for hIealm

a•ntenna• using at,•ptive titoShilng.
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* 3-D far-field patterns
- Cain
- Axial Ratio (AR)

"* 2-D pattern cuts
- XY Plots

"* Current D;stributions

4. Conclusions

Ar interactive technique for processing large -mounts of numerical data for numerical ENI codes
was demonstrated using NEC2 and I-DEAS. By utilizing I-DEAS relational database, other numerical
codes could be added effortlessly.

NEW-I-DEAS has resulted is the development of several new modeling techniques that improve
the simulation results while reducing the modeling time. In addition. this technique breaks the rigid
barriers of .rosa-disciplinarv design. This moves concurrent engineering design psactices one step closer
to the complete integration of design. analysis. and manufacturing.
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A Proposed EM Code Interface Standard

Edgar L Coffey, M
Advanced Electromagnetics

4516 Stockbridge Avenue NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120

The purpose of this paper is to present ideas that could be used to interface electromagnetic code
components in many areas, three of which will be presented: geometry description, physics quantities
for MOM and GTDJUTD, and excitation/observables description. The characteristics of several
popular EM numerical techniques will be presented and the proposed interface standard critiqued
against each one. Should this or a similar standard be adopted by ACES, it would be possible (1) to
integrate together the functions of different software packages with diverse characteristics and (2) to
avoid "re-inventing the wheel' each time a new code is developed.

Geomety Description There has been a tendency to lump the geometrical description of a structure
together with its electromagnetic description. It would be far better to have distinct geometrical and
EM databases so that the form if the geometrical data could be accessed by any EM technique. For
example, a flat convex polygon could be used by a MOM code as an MFIE or EFIE surface patch
(provided it was electrically small) or by a GT&IUTD code as a flat plate (provided it was electrically
large enough), or by a finite difference (FD) code as a boundary element. A point-polygon geometrical
database (that included curved polyl-"n-. -ou.d srtisfy the needs of most evcey EM numerical method.

IY(0M aOaN., L' nlyalcs Ai. ob;ect-oriented formalism has been shown to work for GTD in
UEMACS version 5 and was presented at ACES in 1993. A similar approach is possible for MOM
and strongly recommended. MOM electromagn'etic modeling elements (e.g., wire segments and surface
patches) ae derived naturally from the geometry database elements. Basis and test function objects
would devol',e naturally from one or more EM modeling objects. Tie MOM interaction matrix UZI

and excitation vector [VM would be computed by combining basis and test objects appropriately. The
advantage of such an approach would be the ease with which u new capability could be added (e.g.,
a new basis function or a new geometry element) without modifying gjU of an existing code's
structure.

Excitations and Observablea By defininfg excitations and abservables in a more general way, the
basic EM numerical quantities can be computed more efficiently. For example, in MOM the defirung
quarntities are [2][I] + [Vant) -J Vl and [G] [i + [Einc] = rF]. The first enqlanion must be
solved for [I. The second equation uses [1] to compute fields [F]. The quantities [Z], [VI, [G], and
[Eincj can use identical numerical routines if the excitations and observables are defined appropriately.
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A Gemaetry Description Language for 3D Eleciromagnetic Analysis Codes

Todd -lubing, Clara Hong-Him Liram and James Drewniak
University of Missouri-Rolla

With the proliferation of 3D electromagnetic modeling software, many researchers are finding that
the process of defining the input and interpreting the output is overly complex and unintuitive. Graphical
user interfaces (GUIs) can help the user to visualize input geometries and output current ind field
distributions, but representing three dimensional data on a two-dimensional computer screen , inher-
ently a complex process. The steep learting curve associated with most user interfaces prevents many
EM modelers from experimenting with different EM modeling codes.

An Iniial Solutio

In a previous paper [11, a user interface (input only) was described that employed commercial
Computer Aided Drawing (CAD) software. The idea was to isolate the development of the numerical
EM modeling software from the development of the user interface. In this way, EM modeling code
developers could concentrate on developing the best modeling software and development of the CAD
interface could be left to progr-umners who specialized in that area. A relatively simple translation code
was used to link the CAD software to the EM modeling code. The translation code read the 3D geometry
information, prompted the user for any additional information (e.g. source amplitudes or material
constants), checked for errors, and wrote a file suitable ior exporting to the EM modeling code.

T.RANSAiTM n I lUOIDAK 0 I TOAMBLAIION

co L L

CODE -s---

Figure 1: Linking CAD software to EM codes using IGES
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In theory, a translation code written to interpret a standard graphics format, such as IGES or DXF,

could accept input from a variety of CAD software packages. This approach, illustrated in Figure ),

would allow EM modelers to select the CAD software best-suited to their own needs to use as a graphical

front-end to their EM modeling codes. If each 3D EM modeling code used was provided with a similar

translation code, the modeler could analyze a given geometry using more than one technique without

having to enter the geometry data each time. Also the code user could become proficient with a single

CAD package and avoid having to learn a new user interfaer for every new EM modeling code. Using

CAD software to create an IGES file is usually much more efficient than using a text editor and/or special

subroutines to create a native format file. With the trmnslalion code, the standard graphics format
effectively replaces the native input format of the modeling code.

This approach is not without drawback& however. Currently there is no truly standard graphic format.

IGES and DX3R files can vary significantly depending on the CAD software used, the computer platform,

and the techniques used to ci, ate a particular geometry. Also, ICES and DXF files were not optimized

for storing the data required by most EM modeling software. The files are long and complex and they

contain much information that is unusable by EM modeling codes. In addition, the IGES and DXF

formats do not provide a standard method for conveying EM source or material information. In order

to store an input geometry that the usrr may want to modify later, both the CAD file and a file containing
the source and material information must be saved.

/

0__. _ _Ct
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Figure 2: Linking CAD software to standard input codes
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ANewApprl•mc

If there were a standard input file format that could be read by a variety of EM modeling codes, then
only a single translation code would be required to link CAD software to the electromagnetic modeling
software as indicated in Figure 2. Furthermore, if the standard input format were concise and simple to
understand, then perhaps in many cases, it would be possible to eliminate the graphical user interface
altogether.

To some extent, this is the approach used by the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC). The
relatively simple text input format employed by NEC allows many users to create and/or edit input
geometry information without the aid of a graphical user interface. For complex geometries, a number
of graphical interfaces are available all of which generate NEC input files in the same text format.
Because of this, the NEC code is relatively platform independent. Code developers can make changes
in the NEC code without worrying about the user interface, and users can choose the particular user
interface best-suitod to their own needs.

Of course, the NEC input fomat is optimized for the NEC code. which is a surface integral technique.
It would not be suitable for another EM modeling code that used a different analysis technique (e.g. a
finite element code or an FDTD code).

The remainder of this paper describes a new input file format (or, more specifically, a "geometry
description language") that is optimized for use with EM modeling codes, but flexible enough to be used
in codes that employ a variety of modeling techniques. This input format is currently used by thre
separate EM modeling codes at the University of Missouri-Rolla. One is a finite-element modeling code
employing nodal elements. One is a hybrid FEM/MOM edge-element code. The third code employs a
finite-difference time-domain technique.

The Input File Format

"The new input file format was developed with three primary objectives:

I. That it be as simple and intuitive as possible. For simple geometries, the user should be
able to visualize the input configuration simply by reading the input file.

2. That it be comcise. In most cases, the user should be able to type in the entire input file
using only a text editor.

3. That it be flexible. EM codes using different modeling techniques have vastly diffeent
capabilities and requirements.

Each line of the input file is either a data line or a comment (blank lines are ignored). Comment lines
begin with a # sign and may be ignored or copied to the output file by the modeling code. All data lines
consist of a keyword followed by space-delimited parameters. The format and the number of parameters
depends on the keyword. For example, the line

dielectric 1 1 1 8 2 8 4.2 .002 1.0 d
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boundary xl yl z1 Y2 y2 z2 -suaw of a m waood vokwmu
boX xl yl zi x2 y2 z2 -hoow poc siur•e
oanductor xl yl zi X2 V2 z2 red sag# ntag -peeM C m', JsUAW, or wir

aperturn xl yl z1 X2 y2 z2 name -hol i pec
dielacric xl yl zi A2 y2 z2 " sig rmu mil -d~tiregion
GmujrCe xl yl Z1 x2 y2 z2 freq ar mag ph - fieldsaoun;*
mraource xl y1 zV x2 y2 z2 treq dr meg ph -mearieflesorce
vaource xl yl z1 x2 y2 z2 Wom dr m" ph -vOdtiubo@me
WW= xl yt zl X2 y2 z2 trq dr rrmg ph -current sourc
gridlanl orielnt value - gmund pane
itemale xl yl zl 2 y2 z2 pl -a t 0gecte•y

,mmion K-w

oelkhs value Lnft -meas IRA's
exitUte p1 - run progrmn (y or n)

Output KeivwMa

e xl yl zl evakhw 6in€ Allow
held xl yl Zl -.evaaie nfUpUlWcbald
pplot distance a-init a-deta - ate MIp-PAN data
oiuput pi gorWat. defaultaOuit

Figure 3: Sample keyword definitions

contains the keyword "dielectric". This keyword must always be followed by at least 8 parameters. The
first 6 parameters are integers that define the shape and position of the dielectric. The next 2 parameters

are floating point numbers that define the relative permituvity and conductivity of the dielectric. The
next parameter is optional and defines the relative permeability. The last parameter, also optional, is a

character that, in fts case tells the mesh generator to use an extra fine m•sh in this region of the geometry.

A numbcr of keywords have been defined, some of which arm briefly described in Figure 3. Note

that in addition to geometry keywords, th're are keywords that affect the execution of the program and

keywords that determine the output parameters.

Not all EM modeling codes will take advantage of every keyword. For example, a surface-integral
code like NEC would probably ignore any boundary statements in its input file. EM modeling codes

should be written to accept all valid keywords, but wart the user if any keywords in the inpu, file am

being ignored.

The basic keywords described in Figure 3 and their pararneters have been chosen so that they are

meaningful to EM cudc: based on a varitey of EM modeling i erhniques. Codes that employ surface
grids, codes with fixed volume meshes, and codes that require mesh generators, can all read the same

input file and interpret it in a similar manner.
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Sa shorted waveguide with dielectric loading
box 0 0 0 8 5 20
dielectric 0 0 10 8 5 20 4.0 0
esource 1 1 0 7 4 0 3000 y 1.0 0.0

Figure 4: Input file for a dielectric-loaded waveguidc

# a simple printed circuit board configuration
# two rectangular loops above a ground plane
boundary 0 0 0 10 11 5
conductor I 1 1 9 10 1
dielectric 1 1 1 9 10 2 4.0 0.0
conductor 2 2 2 8 3 2
conductor 2 4 2 8 5 2
conductor 2 2 2 3 5 7
conductor 7 2 2 8 5 2
conductor 2 6 2 8 7 2
conductor 2 8 2 8 9 2
conductor 2 6 2 3 9 2
conductor 7 6 2 8 9 2
esource 2 3 2 3 4 2 80 y 5.0 0-0

pplot 3 0 180

Figure 5: Input file for a printed circuit configuration

Examples of this goometry description language arm provided in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Figure 4
shows the input file corresponding to a dielectric- loaled wavcguide that is driven at one end with a
uniform electric field and shorted a[ the other end. An IGES format description of this geometry is 195
lines long and does not include the source information. The input trde in Figure 4. on the other hand, is
4 lines long and contains all the information required by the EM modeling code.

Figure 5 shows the input file corresponding to a printed circuit board configuration. The IGES
format description requires 159 lines without the source. The input file in Figure 5 is 15 lines. Both
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input files in these examples were easily generated with a simple text editor and are intuitive enough to
visualize without a graphical user interface.

Condhiln

The geometry description language outlined above allows EM code users to create standard input

files i at can potentially he used with a variety of EM modeling codes. By establishing a standard input

file foitnat, code developers are isolated from uscr interface issues and they are free to develop codes
that are relatively platform independent. Code users also bejefit from a standard input format because
they arc able to choose a single compatible user-interface and use it with a variety of EM modeling codes.

So far. this input forntu is being used with three different EM modeling codes. One is a finite element

code, one i. an FDTIJ code, and the other is a hybrid code. Although a CAD interface that employs this
input format has been developed, the authors typically find that simply creating the input tiles using a
text editor is quicker and simpler. Development of tsis geometry description language is still underway.
Enhancements continue Eu be made as the authors gaiii experience using the new input fornmt and as
they rec, ye suggestions from other code users.

Refeence

I1l T. H. Hubing, " Using Commercial CAI) Packages to lnterface with 3-D EM Modeling Codes,"
Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Review of Progress iii Applied Computational
Electronagnetics, Monterey, CA, March 1992, pp. 607-610.
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A Geometry Description Language for 3D Electromagnetic AnalysLs Codes

Todd Hubing, Clara Hong-Him Lim, and James Drwnial
University of Missouri-Rolla

With the proliferation of 3D electromagnetic modeling software, many researchers are finding that
the process ofdefining the input and interpreting the output is overly complex and unintuitive, Graphical
user interfaces (GUIs) can help the user to visualize input geometries and output current and field
distributions, but representing three dimensional data on a two-dimensional computer screen i% inher-
ently a complex process. The steep learning curve associated with most user interlaces preveni many
EM modelers from experimenting with different EM modeling codes.

An ildl Souiton

In a previous paper [I1, a user ;nterface (input only) was described that employed commercial
Computer Aided Drawing (CAD) woftware, The idea was to iFslate the development of the numerical
EM modeling software from the development of the user interface. In this way, EM modeling code

developers could concentrate on developing the best modteling software and development of the CAD
interface could be left to programmers who specialized in that area. A relatively simple translation code
was used to link the CAD software to the EM modeling code. The translation code read the 3D geometry
information, piompted the oser for any additional information (e.g. source amplitudes or material
constants), checked for errrs, and wrote a file suitable for exporting to the EM modeling code.

AA

- - -)

I Lan COOS caMe Can

pu mXMT V
Ca IiW O i am

/ i -

Figure 1: Linking CAD sontwate to EM codes using IGES
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In theory, a translation code wiitten to interpret a standard graphics format, "uch as IGES or DXF,
could accept input from a variety of CAD software packages. This approach. illustrated in Figure 1.
would allow EM modelers to select the CAD software best-suited to their own needs to use as a graphical
fiont-end to their EM modeling codes. If each 3D EM modeling code used was provided with a similar
translation code, the modeler could analyze a given geometry using more than one technique without
having to enter the gcomrery data each time. Also the code user could become proficient with a single
CAD package and avoid having to learn a new user interface for every new EM modeling code. I Ising
CAD fioftware to create an IGES file is usually much more efficient than using a text editor and/or special
subroutines to create a native format file. With the translation code, the standard graphics format
effcctively replaces the native input format of the modeling code.

This approach is not without drawbacks however, Currently there is no truly standard grotphic format.
IGES and DXF files can vary significantly depending on the CAD software used, the computer plattorm,
and the techniques used to create a particular geometry. Also, IGES and DXF files were not optimized
for storing the data required by most EM modeling software, 'rhe iles, are long and complex and they
contain much information that is unusable by EM modeling codes. In addition, the IGES and DXF
borniats do not provide a standard method for conveying I'M source or material information, In order

to store an input geotnetry that the user may want to modify later, both the CAL) file and a file containing
the source and material information must be saved.
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Figure 2: Linking CAD software to standard input codes
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A New Apmwh

If there were a standard input file tormat that could be read by a variety of EM modeling codes, then
only a single translation code would be required to link CAD software to the electromagnetic modeling

software as indicated in Figure 2. Furthermore, if the standard input format were concise and simple to
understand, then perhaps in many cases, it would be Ipssiblc to eliminate the graphical user interface

altogether.

To some extent, this is the approach used by the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC). The

relatively simple tcxt input format employed by NEC allows many users to create and/or edit input

geometry information without the aid of a graphical user interface. For complex geometries, a number
of graphical interfaces are available all ot which generate NEC input files in the same text format.

Because of this, the NEC code is relatively platform independent. Code developers can make changcs
in the NEC code without worrying about the user interface, and users can choose the pauricular user

interface best-suited to their own needs.

Of course, the NEC input format is optimized for the NEC code, which is a sarl qcc integral technique.

It would not be suitable for another EM modeling code that used a different analysis technique (e.g. a
finite element code or an FDTD code).

The Temaindcr of this paper describes a new input tile format (or, more specifically, a "geometry
description language") that is optimized for use with EM modeling codes, hut flexible enough to be used

in codes that employ a variety ot modeling techniques. This input fonnat is currently used by thrcc

separate EM modeling codes at the University of Missouri-Rolla. One is a finite-clement modeling code
employing nodal elements. One is a hybrid F+M/MOM edge-element code. The third code employs a

finite-differencc time-domain technique.

The Input ille Format

The new input file lo, mat was developed with three primary objectives:

I. That it be as simple and intuitive as possible. For simple geometries, the user should be,
able to visualize the input configuration simply by reading the input file.

2. That it be concise. In most cases, the user should he able to type in the entire input file
using only a text cdiloi.

3. That it be flexible. FM codes using different modeling techniques have vastly dilfcrent
capabilities and requirements.

Faclh line of the input tile is either a data line or a comment (blank lines are ignored). ('omment lines

begin with a 4 sign and may be ignored or copied to the output file by the modeling code. All data lines
conftit of a kry;v'anvfo! u-wed by s;pacdel dimfted p.ramc.-tnr. The format and thto .mmocr-.'l' peJra' .tcr.-'

depends on the keyword. For example, the line

dielecttic I J 1. 8 2 13 4.2 .002 L.0 dl
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boundary xl yl zl X2 V2 Q -aurAws of a nmahd voune
box xI yl zi I 2 y2 z2 -hoNwOpgtC ?*Lb
condjctor xl yl zi x2 y2 z2 rid sa# nMeg -pn VOW*,. ac., or w*0
aperture xl yl Zt x2 a 2 z2 name -hla/ Inpoo
dielectri xl yl zl x2 y2 z2 "pa aig mu ml -dblct•mrgk cln
esource xl yl zl a2 y2 z2 freq dir mag ph - electic Maid arce
mearoe xt yl zl ,2 y2 z2 Iraq dcr mag ph - rnawti• ed so•re
vaourc xl yl zI X2 yd• ;e2 firq dir mug ph -voltag source
Waouola xl yI zl x2 y2 a2 Iraq dir mrg ph -curent source
gndptan orlent value - g dpM.
Itrala xl yl zl x2 y2 z2 p1 -rspat geornetry

Kitadon Kq~wna

cadkn value unrt - niAfh f
emsoLen pI - pn pngram(yorn)

Outui Keyword.

graw Xd yl zi - amuale el-ctric fluid
halnd xl yl cl - esals rmagnetic fl
pplot distance a-ilrt rn-delta - gewnerale polar pt data
output p1 - general. default output

Figure 3: Sample keyword definitions

contains the keyword "dielectric". This keyword must always be followed by at least 8 parameters. The
first 6 parameters are integers that define the shape and position of the dielectric. The next 2 parameters

are floating point numbers that define the relative permittivity and conductivity of the dielectric. The
next parameter is optional and defines the relative permeability. The last parameter, also optional, is a

character that, in this case tells the mesh generator to use an extra fine mesh in this region of the geometry,

A number of keywords have been defined, some of which are briefly described in Figure 3, Note

that in addition to geometry keywords, there are keywords that affect the execution of the program and

keywords that determine the output parameters.

Not all EM modeling codes will take advantage of every keyword. For example, a surface-integral
code like NEC would probably ignore any boundary statements in its input file. EM modeling codes

should be written to accept all valid keywords, but warn the user if any keywords in the input file are

being ignored.

The basic keywords described in Figure 3 and their parameters have been chosen %o that they aire

meaningful to EM codes based on a variety of EM modeling techniques. Codes that employ surface
grid%, r'hes with fixed volume meshes, and codes that require mesh generators, can all read the same

input tile and inteipret it in a similar manner.
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# a shorted waveguide with dielectric loading
box 0 0 0 8 5 20
dielectric 0 0 10 8 5 20 4.0 0
esource 1 1 0 7 4 0 3000 y 1.0 0.0

Figure 4: Input file for a diclcctric-loaded waveguide

# a simple printed circuit board configuration
# two rectangular loops above a ground plane
boundary 0 0 0 10 11 5
conductor 1 1 1 9 10 1
dielectric 1 1 1 9 10 2 4.0 0.0
conductor 2 2 2 8 3 2
conductor 2 4 2 8 5 2
conductor 2 2 2 3 5 2

conductor V 2 2 H 5 2
conductor 2 6 2 8 7 2

conductor 2 8 2 8 9 2
conductor 2 6 2 3 9 2

conductor 7 6 2 8 9 2
esource 2 3 2 3 4 2 80 y 5.0 0.0
pplot 1 0 1.80

Figure 5: Input file for a printed circuit configuration

Exiamples

Examples ol this geometry description language arc provided in Figure 4 and Figure .5, Figure 4

shows the input file corresponding to a dielectric-loaded waveguide that is driven at one end with a

uniform electric field and shorted at the other end. An IGES format description of this geometry is 195

lines long and does not include the source information. The input file in Figure 4, on the other hand, is

4 lines long and contains all the information required by the EM modeling code.

Figure 5 shows the input file corresponding to a printed circuit board configuration. The IGES

format description requires 159 lines without the source. The input file in Figure 5 is IJi lines. Both
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input files in these examples were easily generated with a simple text editor and are intuitive enough to
visualize without a graphical user interface.

CondusiLm

The geometry description language outlined above allows EM code users to create standard input
files that can potentially be used with a variety of EM modeling codes. By establishing a standard input
file format, code developers are isolated from user interface issues and they are free to develop codes
that are relatively platform independent. Code users also benefit from a standard input format because
they are able to choose a *ingle compatible user-interface and use it with a vai.ety of EM modeling cc -

So far, this input format is being us..i with three different EM modeling codes. One is a finite element
code, one is an FDTD code, and the other is a hybrid code. Although a CAD interface that employs this
input fermat has been developed, the authors typiczlly find that simply creating the input files using a
text editor is quicker and simpler. Development of this geometry description language is still under way.
Enhancements continue to be made as the authors gain experience using the new input format and as
they receive suggestions from other code users.

Refenwce

[1] T. H. Hubing, " Using Cornu,rcial CAD Packages to Interface with 3-D EM Modeling Codes,"
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XPATCH A High Frequency Electromagnetic Scattering Prediction Code Using
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes it nlecbunagnetic umpunt pediction code for genoamig radar cross section (RCS), time
tarzin s e and sythet ap• e radar (SAR) images of realitic 3-1) vehicles. The vethc. typically an airplane or
a ginnd vehicle, is repreenrted by a computer-aided design (CAD) file with triangular facets, curved surface,, or solid
gpometries. The cmnpute code, XPATCH, based on the shooting and bouncing ray technique, is men to calculate the
polArinetric radar rui fnom the vehicles npresesed by these different CAD files. XPATCH compues the frn-botunce
Physical Opis plus the Physical Theory of Diffraction comriutions mad the mutid-boumce ray couruibutionsi f coCmplex
vehicles with ratials.t has ber found that the multi-bounce contributious am crucial for many aspect angles ofal]
cdaisof vehiles. Without the multi-bounr caklaulaisk, the radar return is typically 10to 15dB too law. Exah ples of
predicted rmge profiler. SAR iaagery, and radar cross sections (RCS) for sever] different geoetrie.s we counpa with
melate deas to daecroraft tie quaity of the predictions. The comparisous are from die UHF throtigh the Ka frequency

INTRODUCTION

XPATCH is a general-purpose radar signature predictioL code aid envionsment for calculating high frequency
e-ecsumsaagnt wsaming hon cmnplex objects descnbed by several differiat courriter-alded design (CAD) rqnprensicas.
XPATCO has been developed by the DEMACO in Champaign Iltnoi nder the joint nri-Service spousorship of Wright
Labo.rary at Wrighz-Paueraon AFB, Ohio, Phillips Labortory at Kinrand AFB, New Mexico, the Army Research
Labouatray at aL Belvoir, Virginia, -d the Naval Air Warfare Ceuter at PL Mugu, Catiforniu- The codes and graphical
users interface (GUI) ae cumrently available from Wright Laboratory (WL/AARA) for qualified United Staie. users. The
co-Irs and toots will be distributed by tire DOD/NASA Elactromsgnaical Code Cownsrium (EMCC) in 1994 with the same
restrictions. The X-Window MoiOTM GUI combines CAD geometry Pj-puoceUsing and analysis toots, along with tOe
XPATCI' proditfion codes, and post-prediction aialysis toots. This GUI allows the uswr to perfarmi end-to-and predictions
Amayms all in one pikage.

XPATCH is based on the high frequency sooting and bouncing ray technique [1.2] that is capable of calculating
the fully pouatasu radarresins from complex geometrie represented by different CAD geometry types. Both the first-
bounce Physical Optics (PO) plus the Physical Theory of Diffraction (PrD) contrbutiors and the multi-bounce ray
contributions are included it the computation. For the first bounce calculation&, the moet tine-consuning aspect is
shadow said blockage checks on the geomety. A hardwure and software .*.,uffering technique is used in XPATCH for
highly accrumt and fast calculatnins. Ouc. the geometrs blocked and shadowed surfaces we detemaned, tie first-bounce
ontribution is calculated using PO. The frt-bouncP0 Pcalcuasiou can be accomplished with a fast ftequency damain

intgratiom [3] or by a time domain technique developed by Sheppard et al [41. An option exist to include the first order
metal edge diffiactim by using the Ufinstv-Mitmie incremental dlffraction coe 5c'errts. Although blockage on edges we
taken into acount by ray owing, edge diffioes dre to multiple bounce me not inclhdedk

To calculatte the multi bounce effedts, a set of parallel rays are launch&d from aie incident direction toward the
geonictry. Each ray is tracd as it bounces from onc part of the geomety to another, until it exits the geometry. The field
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on the toy whoe *I each bounce point is calculatedl by the theasy of geomnetrical optics. inckluing the effe fpolarization,
ray divergeow cu lane.sd mateia reikctioa coafficients for frequamy-4lmpendena. multi-tayered -tterials, and for semni-
trasparnt mateials such as radomue and Camouflage, octs At the last l1ecuou prant on the geomietry, a frequency
doemain or a bam demonm physical opo"iu. mttassoss of the induced surtac cunantu me performed to calculate the far ritd
ctibuion froum each ray mbae. Coasbsutiins frorn all rays me than suammal up at a far-filcd obiervation pouun to give

Given the geomnetry and incden angle, rays we Iamacbed from a abootin window deasumhzd by the bounding box
of die geometry. As a exansplecadas typial lighlesalplane (F-1I5) Muiunluawda an incidmene ele~vation of -15 and
mestmud, of-15-. The ahooshig window is 674 X. by 3917.3 at 10 GilL Accuracy using am SOR t"p technique for radar
cross aection (RtCS) aesi range profle (time doniate) calculations uuqetr a minimum ray dousty of 10 rays pelinear
wavelength. Usingds ithsurnunmns ray density, 23 million rays wre launched at die target. o- which 4 gutilliou actually bit
the geometry. At millimete wave frequencies, the, XPATCH code has the option of using a different ray tube shape
functio &mz sliom the use to trane fewer rays per wavelength. The minatanu requsired ray density for synthetic aperture
radar (SAlt) imagery cm also be reduead to two or three rays per lineer wavelength. depesidiuig upon geomnetry complexity
wAn the amumo of multiqvi=ountribuionlhs required to accurately calculate the backiratterert field fron the geomnetry. An
intersting display of tbe multi-bommce effecl is pirenowd in Figur I for nos. broadside incideres oZ a tank. This figure
deady illusian. the necessity to use the shooting and bouncing ray technique to capture all the nealtiple, bounce effects in
bncker~ersg preeslctase.

Presently, a typica frequency domman rag peodile, computation withs 1.024 frequencies (50 bovaees, 10 rays/i X-
hansd, 100.000 fune vehicle) takes approximately 40 imshute an an HPI 7W0 worituiatlon. Perfarraing the urn calculation
directly ma the time domasin on sthe same HPl 720 workstations takes approxinuatey 20 minutes (5], bowever, this techtnique
is currently valid oaly for perfect electric conducting targets. Computation time for the narrow angle (V*) X-bard SAlt
imnsgey of atmuk. wing dhe direct time donnin approach, takes appiximataely four minutes on an HP

5 720 wadwatsion.
Sintilsaty, using KIGS surface rpe i issnicreases the frequency domain run time for die sare 100.00 facet vehicle to
sbout 400 ninnies on miWH 720 workstation. For this muson, a new technique bas been develcpe in XPATCH that
incoporates the surface curvature into a flat-faceted geometry file. 7bis bytmis geonmery file providles fast comsputation
macdated with VLfacat targets and accounts for tbe surface curvature to isnpro',e the amplituude calculations by inclsuding
the ray divergasce facr. One drawback of otim hybrid spprc h. dependinig on the surface cuivassee. is that 100,000 Pius
facets ame required io vepsensta typical fighter clam vehicle mad this means larger come nmenwy requirniects.

Thbe XPATCII codes have been puarslelized, by Sandia Nationa, Laboratories, using a 64-node Intel ipsC 860
Hypwesihe 480 nods IwJe Paragon. ad 431024 aCUBE2 mnachine, Current production espvacty is 30%+ signatures (1024
X-bodm frequency points) or images per day on a 64-node hypeictabe. mid t4,Vll0+ (1024 X-ba .d frequency points)

sgmrsor musges per day on the 4W0-mae InWe puragon. Rleseach Is proaceedinig in several areas to hnaprove parforammce
Kan accuracy. Optmiatlzion of the lay uace d associated electronagnetic calculations in XPATCH is also an ontgoing
tefft. Research lo aum~pt XPATCII with low frequency cotes a"c as finite elenmaitta Amit difference tune domain, and
method of momrnts solutonss is underway. Hybridization is being pursued to improve the XPATCH prediction code
-mIess waccracy for cavities such as jet engines, manias, and for Vehicle details less ian 10 linear waveengths in size.
Research is als ongoing to provile sthe capability for full vehicle in sum., clutter 4 xeling fronm E)HF though the Ka-r nc bad

CODE CAPABILITIES

The electromagnetic pest of XPATCH consists of wuughty 30,000 Lines of FORTRAN , the other parts corsiso of
over 150.000 Lines miostly in C. XPATCH consists of three partic

1) Electrosoagnetics: XPATCHI, NPATCiI2. XPATCII3, and XPATCH4.
2) CAD nd visualzto atools: cifer. XLOOK. XYPtot McRange, aid Mdmagfe.
3) Uuqlbmcal uac kwceliwc (CU.i".

Typical outmput fim from electrutagsseti aoepusation are:

1) complx sumered! far flil ar RCS in dBsm (01) signatue).

3) synthetic tad niage SAR (2D signature).
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A a-y ) or XATCI( engabilides is given in Table 1. Any code in NATC1I can be used mndividually as an
"ideisdm t istwan be musd as componient in tie leatrses OUlPmckaae. h r~acltrslzsm a o

zaaItl ps- aid POW paelcimo analysis tools: cifer, MDMOX Xyýds ISeRmag. ad Misuses. Cifer a a filb 9101111M
l ' -p that madawa CAD) foronma from am CAD syslu to another and iato the required format (at XPATCII.

LO.OKt ia a visualiato mod tha allows She watr SO dispilay the CAD goomety mid evalums, die physical integity of the
geometry ao dessasemliwf doe ptoper manra assignsels hava be"a made to whe geometry, noanah mn correct and if She
sedume -e prapuy -idoked Xypjios ea plai-n pedhag for producing xy-ploss of the dama McRange allows the user
to dlislay *Ae CAD file ws maessard tud praetsad tume domiains Apasuems so evaluse She camirnsid effect of! scattezitig.
Wmp slims 60ow ama useto overlay a CAD) file with a predlOvd or meaued SAR imasge, sad also all"w the user to

ewjies di. cme ad Whac of dwsheasaitmg. All of the.s soois have bass aimeegaWa ino me pedlage with die GOi to

Tabia 1. XPATCH Rada SWge Predletham Code

FAUE XPATCHiI XPAT"I2 )F V11i XPA7CH4

-s-.no ye

Diep atrisacbdhr a n addimasai curvature file,
2 RelcionI fica. miarnial is done. appoximsasely

The oseaple obj getsometry rapremasbon for XPAWCH radar scattering predictions cmi be either ciangular fin
facem. EBL-CADTM cmuactrcive solid soameares. or IGES 128 aurfsoe formats. By far. the most popular formuit is the
maimgulr bora file because the compuwltatoume is about 10 dames btthaw thendine for cmrved waist. or soid geometry

I rz anbiions. Figure 2 is a view of a solid midel for a typica tank, and Figure 3 is a facet model or san aircraft
visalized tnhe )U'AXCH analysts tools. XLOOK.

One of abe most impiortant aspects of rada pteduictaos is the integrity of the CAD geomnetry file. To ailyze She
CAI) geometry, oock, mach as XLOOtC, have been developed to visualize roate, evaluate geometery nomnaji, and inspect
geometry aerfaca lespisay and cuseawtvity (Figure, 3). After the geomety has bens visualized anda evalualted for ntegrty
site ensatp isp Iso ise up dhe rna parsunesra to comapute the electroagnagtic scatteing fern the CAD) geometry. The run
paeunum for 7O'ATCH han, all been integrated into a GUO that allows for eay input san assignment of tie ran
pwasmser. An example hnpu file for IXiATCH Is ilhustatsed in Figure 4. After fth comtputations with XPATC)1 insight
Iinto samamiftg caes; and effects on targets is provided throuh antoher toot. hicRange. hicRange displays the CAD
geomeary, with its correspondilng range pro~ae in th aman ange coordinate, system (Figure 5). User-defined veriscal soild
lane on the pLoss illimustrithde sae of scaiuer location to a physical attibute ont the geometry. These GUI tools we very
usefual In, evaluate the fideliy of CAD geoonetnes. set up the run pararneow, monitor the comaputational rns and asluyze the
ceauss and ellect of scaosuang.

VALIDATION RESULTS

XPATCII has been extensively 2alidate against primitive objects and full scale complex vehicles (2,6,.7]. Tbe
results for difliesent geoometrica ame shown in Figures 6 thronugh 9 withia comnparison of measured said 1aadictrd dats. EFgtrr
10 is a Melmage ruaderiag of predicted SAlt imrage of a portion of a jet engine exhausttuosil called tarkey. This aslaf C
was computed with the shooting and bouncinig ray technique using the direct tinic domain method and required s
aonunutadmu time of 4 minutes on a Silicon Graphaics workistation. Imageray such as this can be used as a diagnostic tool
10 WAY the cause and effect of scatering.
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CONCLUSIONS

XPATCH provides realiutic RCS, inage prodles. mmii 2-D SAP imagery calculations for complex geometry types
fkom 500 MHz tw 100 Gl~x. Deficienices in the existig CAD models coamrbule major assort in thme predictionms. Model
dofcivem~es inekid pown or fiusing detail. itioccumzito mufa curaaxe and imprope modeling of small Ieanires and
moaulal. The rwesut 4s incomplete mad inaocheame RCS, range profiles, an 2-D SAlt imageo. More accurate CAI)
gemmriee can omr ti-me deficnaces but, saodeiag is time-onmsuming sand diffi'cial. A~dimonasuy. the ultimate level of
fidelity requimed fot a CAD gooeary is unkoowa. Research b ongoing to quantify the level of fidelity required from CAD)

XPA1TIS does not =eawily pes-formt ciaelakious for some of *4m higher order scanerming effects such as tiaveieg
wavammafacewavufseoma ffetsi~, md creeingwaves ( aboialg resomch to segmentz XIATCH for then scatteinxmg

ismomm wma tedy tim jiagipe. with eamphmasis on newv msi-ilods amid Itybvidkzing thme predlictioeme with low frequency
methods. The )CPATCH predicmm code tsuia is being upgraded to perfiemm full vehimele in smcf predictions fromn uHF
tirougdi Ka band, Thme major COnclusion thus Fat is 9Wa the predictions created with XPATCH awe adequate to use in
sumdyumg the Wr~ sipaiturae of comaplex 3-D objects ova a wide mange of frequanmcles.
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Figr. 3. EaOqio of Famed AliciA CAD MoMi Using Vimuilkskso Tools (XLOOK) Avdkkblc
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A SIWPLE PHYSICAL OPTICS ALGORITHM PERFECT
FOR PARALLEL COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE

W. A. Imbriale and T. Cwlk
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91109

Abltract

A reflector antenna computer program based upon a simple discreet approximation of the
radiation integral has proven to be extremely easy to adapt to the parallel computing architecture of
the modest number of large-grain computing elements such as are used in the Intel iPSC and
Touchstone Delta parallel machines. It has also proven to be very cfficien. with reasonable
size reflectors, parallel efficiencies approaching 98% have been dcmonstratc,[

Introduction

One of the simplest reflector antenna computer programs is based upon a discrcte
approximation of the radiation integral (Reference 1). T'his calculation replaces the actual reflector
surface with a triangular facet representation so that the reflector resembles a geodesic dome, The
Physical Optics (PO) current is assumed to be constant in magnitude and phase over each facet so
the radiation integral is reduced to a simple summation. This program has proven to be surprisingly
robust and useful for the analysis of arbitrary reflectors, particularly when the near-field is desired
and surface derivatives are not known.

Because of its simplicity, the algorithm has proven to be extremely easy to adapt to the parallel
computing architecture of a modest number of large-grain computing elements such as axe used il
the Intel iPSC and Touchstone Delta parallel machines.

For generality, we consider a dual-reflector calculation, which can be thought of as three
sequential operations: (1) compute the currents on the first reflector using the standard PO
approximation; (2) utilizing the currents on the first reflector as the field generator, compute the
currents on the second reflector; and (3) compute the required field values by summing the fields
from the currents on thm second reflector. The most time-consuming part of the calculation is the
computation of the currents on the second reflector due to the currents on the first, since for N x N
tirvingles on the first reflector, each of the M x M mangles on the second rflicctor required an N2

sum over the first. However, since each calculation requires the identical number of operations, the
N2 triangles can be evenly distributed over the nodes, and the sum done in parallel for each of the
M2 triangles on the second reflector (also evenly distributed over the nodes). In addition, the output
field values can be calculated in parallel with each node, summing its respective triangles, and the
final output field obtained by summing the field in each of the nodes.

For reasonable size reflectors, parallel efliuwin* appro'rhing 98% haOe been demonstrated.
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Phyade Optics Algorithm

The analysis method utilized is a straightforward numerical integration of the physical optics
radiation integral. Since the incident magnetic field is required to evaluate the PC) surface current on
the second reflector (see Figure 1), we choose the following form for the radiation integral (although
the method is identical if the E field is required):

H(r) ,r(k + x (r'.---ds" (I)

in which r designates the field point, r' the source point, R = Ir - r'I is the distance between them,

and R = (r - r') / R is a unit vector. The PO current on the surface J. is expressed as

Js(r') = 2h x H,(r') (2)

with Hs(r') the incident magnetic field.

IELD FIONT

SOURCEPOINTJFEED
PQ IN

r-igure 1. Reflector analysis coordinate systems and a typical triangular facet.
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Let (xsj,y, zs) denote the coordinates of the reflector surface. For the purpose of analysis, the
reflector surface is subdivided into small triangular regions. Within each triangular region, the
actual subreflector surface is approximated by a planar surace, or facr. Now, let Rkt, Rk2, Rk3 be
vectors directed to the three vertices of the kth faceL Then, vectors along the sides of the facet are
given by

A = Rkl -Rk2

B = Rk2 - Rk-

C = Rk4- R

,a.d a u- it normal nk may be constructed by the following ve-tor operations:

AxBnk =I,•
FAx

The area A,, of the triangle is readily calculated from

Aj, = .S(S - A)(S - B)(S - C)

where

s = IAI+IBj lCrI
2

With this triangularization established, the PO surfare current is approximated by

N

k=1

where is the PO current evaluated at the center of the .,th facet. In other words, the PO surface
current is assumed to be constant over a facet. Using this expression in Eq. (1) gi'es the following
approximation for the PO radiation integral:

1> (k)E_ A, (3)
"41r -,•r- Rkf- -s " Rk -

Notice that a discrete approximaton is used fo. the current as well as the surface. For aid in
conve7gence, the distance P1k is .hosen tr, be on the surface rather than on the triangular facet.
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Dual-RFllector Calculation

For generality, we will consider the dual-reflector calculation; the single reflector calculation
can be done in the same manner, but the time associated with the calculation is considerably less and
may not require the capabilities of parallel computing.

Referring to Figure 2, the dual-reflector case consists of a feed, subreflector :.urfac, and main
reflector surface. The field scattered from these surfaces is evaluated at a given field point and the
calculation can be thought of as three sequential operations: (1) compute the currents on the first
reflector using the standard PO approximation; (2) utilizing the c-'rrents on the first reflector as the
field generator, compute the currents on the second reflector, and (3) compute the required fl,'Ar
values by strmming dhe fields from the currents on the second reflector.

Utilizing the method described in the previous section, each surface is subdivided into small
triangular regions, witL a typical mesh projected into the x-y plane shown in Figu'e 3. The currents
on the first surface (typically called the subreflector) are evaluated using Eq. (2). For the examples
considered in this paper, the incident will be in the form of a cosine to the power Q, although any
desired incident field evaluation could be used. Thus the incident field is of the form

H/s(r') = cosq (0) e~-
r

where the feed i; assumed to be pointing along the Z, coordinate and e is the polar angle. The
magnetic fie-d incident on each triangle of the second reflector (typically called the main reflector) is
evaluated using Eq. (3). The currents on each triangle are then obtained by using the physical optics
approximation of J = 2h x H. Observe that to obtain the curtrent for each triangle of the second
reflector requires a sum over all the triangles of the first reflector. The field scattered from the
second refletor is then evaluated by another application of Eq. (3) (or a similar form of the equation
if the E-field is required).

larallei Algorithm

Observe that the most time-consuming part of the calculation is the computation of the currents
on the second reflector due to the currents on the first, since for N x N triangles on the first reflector,
each of the M x M triangles on the second rnflector required an N2 sum over the first. Since each
calculation requires the identical number of operations, the N2 triangles can be evenly distributed
over the nodes, and the sum done in parallel for each of the M2 triangles on the second reflector.
Hu-ever, sinc 'he cot.p-tation of the c.--rents on the first surfnee i- trivial, little (other than
storage) is gained by distributing the N2 triangles of the first reflector over the nodes. Computation
of the currents on eAch of the M2 triangles is evenly distributed over the nodes and the computations
are done in parallel. Hence each node has a copy of the program for computing the integrand of
Eq. (3), and each node computes the H-field and current for its assigned triangles. After each of the
nodes computes its M2/NODES of the currents, the currents are then collected such that each node
has all the currents. To compute the field values, each node does M2/NODES of the sum of Eq. (3)
utilizing the currents on the main (second) reflector. The final result is obtained by summing the
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Figure 2. Schematics of tOe coordinate systems.

fields obtained from each of the nodes. It is possible to improve the algorithm for storage (but only
a minor time savings) by not collecting all the currents on the main reflector, since each node only
needs its M2/NODES currents to do :he field summation.

Example and Conclusions

As an example, we consider the two parabola example shown in Figure 4 (Reference 2). This
is a ponion of JPL beaamwaveguide system and is designed to image the input feed pattern to the first
parabola at the output focus of the second parabola. The geometry is as shown and for this
caiculatiou a cosi(0) feed pastern with q = 238.25 is used as an input. A typical output is shown in
Figure 5 with a comparison to measured data included.
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Figure 3. Typical mesh projected in X-Y plane.

The typical time for a small example is shown in Table 1. The only part of the program that
was pixallelized was the portion which computes the second reflector currents from the first reflector
currents. For sufficiently large problems this portion of the code dominates. However, it is possible
to parallelize the field evaluation and this will be done in the future. Observc that the efficiency of
calculating the currents using 8 nodes is 98.6%.

Table 1. Dual reflc-tor example with 10372 triangles on each surface

# Nodes 14

Tiun for first reflector currents I1 12 13

Time for r.cond reflector currents 11,339 2849 1437

Field evaluation 191 192 194

Total (seconds) 11,721 3053 1644
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Abstract

The ability to efficiently calculate the far zone scattering from polynomial surfaces Is
needed when mnodeling structures using modern CAD packages. A uniform geometrical
optics (UGO) and exteuded wluform geometrical theory of diffraction (EUTD) h= recently
been developed for polynomial structures. The applications of this theory to two-dimensional
fourth order polynomial strips is discussed. The results are validated using moment metliods.

I Introduction

The wide availability of CAD packgCs to engineers has lead to many structures being routinely
defined by splines, that is, patches defined by polynomials. Thrye are numerous useful codes
for calculating the radar cross section of such objects in use. Most of these codes are based
on some form of explicit physical optics and fringe current integrations (PO/PTD). Geometrical
optics (00) 11], geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) 121, and it uniform version (UTD) [3] has
seen limited use for these applications. This is due to the fact that the classical solution fails in
raustic regions for surfaces defined by powers greater than two. Yet, it can be desirabic to have
a s,,lntion that retains the efficiency for large objects and the physical insight into the scattering
phenomenology that UJTD affords.

A solution has recently been developed that extends the GO/UTD to general polynomial
defined surfaces. This extended solution, rel'cried tc hert =i UGO/EUTD 14], has been rigoromsly
defined for arbitrary polynomial surfaces for near and far sone cases. The solution is limited in
practice by the ability to efficiently calculate ;ie special transition functions. The third order
solution is fully worked out for cubic polyno. d strips [6) using incomplete airy functions 161.
This discussion will oetline the theory, but c,,,- itite on the implementation, in particular for
fourth order polynomial strips. The advantages fwo lsrge sized patches will be discussed.
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II Technical Approach

The development of the UGO/EUTD diffraction coefficients is based on the use of spatial domain
radiation integrals for the scattered fields obtained from PO. The relevant scattering mechanisms,
corresponding to the critical points of the integrals, are extracted using uniform asymptotic pro-
cedures, in particular, a generalised forin of Chester's expianaion 17]. The details of this derivation
are given in Reference [4], for the gencral case, and also [5) for just the third order case. Previous
solutions, like in References [10] and 1i11, do not contain edges.

The surface under consideration here can be defined as

r,((u) = u; • + Y(u)i j, < u < b,

where
Y(u) = aý 4- aju + &2u'• -+ "- ÷,.,u".

The geometry is illustrated in Figure 1, in this coa-, for a fourth order polynomial surface. In
general, there will be several rejlection points (i.e., Q1, Q2, and Q:I), zero-curvature points (i.e.,
Q,,iand Qpa), and two edge diffraction points (i.e., Q. and Q&). The form of the solution is designed
to correspond to the standard form of the UTD, that is, diffraction coefficients associated with
the pertinent rays. The important practical difference is that the new solution includes transition
functions composed of complete and incomplete generalized Airy type integrals [41, including
standard Airy and Pearcy functions 16, 8, 9]. The following results are for the two-dimensional
case, where tv = - refers to the order of the polynomial.

The reflected field for one of the reflection points may be written as

6; p) - (Q,) (Q) iQ,)

where E(Q,) is the incident plane wave for the particular reflection point and Z (Q,) is tM~e U((o
dyadic reflection coefficient given by

31 (Q,) -- 7?, (Q,) iJ.&. + RZh (Q,) ,

R,.= := , for a perfectly conduting boundary.

The special functions will be discussed below.

The sero.curvature diffracted field from a concave-convex polynomial boundary may he written

I', (o', 9; ) - E' (Q). CV q).~•,.'•..
; P)'44
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where lg (Q,) i; the incident plane wave at Q, and 7 (Q.) i. the EUTD dyadic odd order
zero-curnature diffraction coefficient given by

~ Q, V'(, v,;v i & ~ (v, s,, ) -ii -r

V=h W ) : p p' piv I,4yv), (lit side)

-,72-.- 1 (-y ,l v), (dark side).

There is a similar expression for even order zero-curvature points, but with a different transition
function.

The edge diffracted field way be written as

id (', 9
;p) 9 E (Q.) • (Q) '

The EUTD transition function F(-y,c•, a) is defined as

'B (Q.,t) = V'( + 27-)h1 ( W', W-V 'i16 •(•+ "'

For the cubic polynomial case, v = 3, the functions I,, l# = 0, and I,, are related comn-
plete Airy type integrals. The function I. is an incomplete Airy integral. For the fourth order
polynomial strip, v = 4, the generalized Airy Functions reduce to a special came of the Pearcy
interal. In all cases, when the curvature is in a convex region, the complex conjugate versions
are used. It should Le noted, that when the observation direction is near an optical boundary
and far removed from the caustic directions, 1ý, can be expressed in terms of the Fresnel integral,
thereby, the JF function reduces to th normal UTD transition function. To safe space definition
of other pertinent parameters can be found in References 14] and 15].

III Numerical Results

The accuracy and limitations of the UGO/EUTD solution is demonstrated by showing the far
zone scattering from a fourth order polynomial strip . A two dimensional momnt inethod (MM)
solution is used for comparison. The results are also iompared with the classical GO/UTD solution
to illustrate how the new solution corrects the caustic and composite shadow boundaries.

The results for this discusason are limited to the case where the two firspt order zero-curvaiurn
points, Qp, and Q.2, as shown in Figure 1, are sufficiently far apart. When Q1,1 and Q,, are
close together, the two caustics form a cusp and the UGO/EUTD solution fails. The UGO/UTD
solutions does apply when Q,,i and Qý,7 coalesce to form a second order zero-curvature point,
however, no results for this case are available at this time. Figure 2 shows the bistatic echo
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Figure 2: Bistatic echo width (TM case) of a fourth order polnomial strip with a, = 1.0A, aI = (0.5,
at = -0.4A-', a3 = 0.•-, a, = i0.l-', a - -1.5A, b- 1 0)., and angle of incidence 0' -45'.

width of a fourth order polynomial strip with ao 1.0LA, a, ý 0.5, a7 ý -0.40-1, a:, =0IA-,

a , = 0.1\-:', a = -1.5A, and b = 1.0)A, illuminated by a TM polarized plane wave incident at
an angle of 0' = -45'. The UGO/EUTD results shows good agreement with MM for the TNM
polarization case. For the TE case, which is nut shown here, the agreement is also good, liowever,
near edge on incident requires the addition of higher order diffractions. Tile chsasic O/UTI)
solution fails dramatically near the caustics (G 6 -112' and 0 9 -35'). The solution also works
well as the surface goes to a flat strip, that is, it is a uniform solution for different orders of the
polynomial.

IV Conclusions

A new extended uniform geometrical optics (UGO) and uniform geometrical theory of diffraction
(EUTD) has been developed. It overcomes many of the limitations of the classical I TD solution
for polynomial surfw:es with order greater than two. It has the advantage that the solution
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actually takes less time to compute as the size of the patch gets larger. This in due the fart that
the transition functions needs to he calculated maore infrequently as the electrical siza zeta larger.
This is in contrast to integration implementations whose calculation time requirements increase
with size 112]. It, also, has the advantage of the UTD by providing physical insight into where the
scattering emanates. The disadvantage is that it relies on special function evaluation. Efficient
algorithms for compl.L. and incomplete Airy Integrals have been developed. Similar studies of
the Pearcy Integrals have been under investigation.

The solution has also been investigated for three dimensional patches when the caustics for
the two different principal directions are separated. More work is needed for the general case.
In any event, this the solution is still useful, since the other dimension can le added through a
one dimensional integration. The near zone solution has also been developed but is not discussed
here.

The solution has been applied to the far zone scattering from fourth order polynomial strips.
Various configurations have been tried and compared with a two-dimensional moment method
solution. The results compare very well over the regions that the first order terms included here
dominate.
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Abstesiet

It is knowe that surfate waves radiats energy at curvattre discostiuuities. By reciprocity, suflace waves will be excited
by plane waves incident upon suh s discontinuity. Here,the problem of the radiation of, surface wave on a fl - dilectric
coated perfect conductor which changes abruptly into a cylindriceal dialecuic coated perfect conductor is considelred. The

dielectric is assumed to be homogesseous, isotropic and linear. The problem is fomlateald as an integral iiuartion over tire
vertical discontinuity in tenos of Green's functions of flat end oyliuaiceal uoated conductors. This integral equation can
be simplified by the use of regular perturbation theory in the case of a large radius of curvatue. Thus, perturbation forms

of the Green's functiuss are dotenssised and from these aS iterative approxn.iste solution to the integral equtattos is
obtained Results of a numerical solution of the integral equation for an impedance surface are compased to publisleiL
results for the same surface and .oro result, for the coated surface are diwussed.

loterd.sctl-a

bound modem, f open wave guidcs radiate energy at irregularities such as an abrupt change in cfrrvature I11. Biv

reciprocity, a plane wave incident upon sush an irregularity will excite a bound mode. An rnymertent problem is to

Perfect Conductor A -t

Figure I fhr Problem geometry. The alperile is defined by y 0 0, x -t.
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I.

21

determine the extent of this coupling and if it is effected by the cutoff freqency . u1e wavegiude. A number of authors.
especially (1] and [21, have determined the radiation due to a straght impedanc~e ssrfece=alrupdy changing to a convex

curved impedance surface characterized by a large radius of curvature. To dereninm how the cutoff frequency affects
coupling a more complex rirscurs must be conisiderd. This paper pesets a method for deteeansi the unknown
magnetic field tangieual to an apeovtrtZ•roned by a flat dielectric coated perfect conductor abruptly changing to a curved
dielectric coated perfect conductor wit, a large radius of curvature. Once the unknown tangential magnetic field on the
aperture is dstm e all of "he fields are determined 13].

Preblem iSo tesr t au d F" r•, sldM.

The problem is to solve i; Lim. radiation end reflaction of a transverse electric surface wave incident upon a coA%,ex
curvature l.acontinuity of a dielectric cooted perfect conductor. The dielectric is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic
and lhinar and is charactcrized by penaittivity c, , permeabilty p, and thilkness t. The region above the dielectric 'sihpracterktzd by the constituitive prtameters e, . p. The radius of curvature is R. The incident field is a TE surface wave
su•portad by an infinite flat dielectric weveguide, EV. The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 1. It is assumed
that both the 7,. and cm-rved sections extend to infinity without any deviation so that ther are no reflections. Of special

interest is the Irge. t.da•t of curvature case. By recipr•ity the solution also applies to the excitation of surface waves
by plane waves incident upon the curt ittue dscont'ic.ty.

-i .robem simillai to this for ow imoedance tufacc wv. -'dved by KB ster and Chang (2]. They formulated the problem

r, an integral equation- This foroulation can be ger- d to apj 'y to the present problem. Using the aperture shown
in Figure 1, •fmcd by the half phase y -O, ' -t, an i, ,-r oquation for the tulnkown aperture fields can be formulated.
It can be deiived is uiniak r tmannertolayl" ,ti-Somzsei feld's formulation of d;rffa:tioui due to an aperture 141 Applying
this tt.chnique to the problerr retrs u, a'r. r,,'oli sittepal equation of the first kind for :(r) on the aperture, equation (1),
in terms of tLe Greei'- ytccsions for an inlinite flat surf ce, Gt, and a cylindrical surface. G, snd the incident field, which
is contained in the term I(x). The mtknown, f(x), is duiectly related to the tangential magnetic field on the aperture.

Sp(x) + 2f Gs (XO 4 x',O) f (X) dx' + f [Gc (xo ;',o) - G, ¢r, ;X ',f)]f ix' -0
-r -r

(1)

where f(x) and f(x) are defined as follows:

f2(') f- -).&

- dx .1) (3).

For large radtu. of cu•r.ture it is known that the Green's function for the curved surface will approach the Green's function
for the flat surface. Blecause of this, care must be taken when (I) is solved so that the effect of the s.cotid integral is
not lost dunng the nume,ical inlt:tion. An easy way to take care of" this t %pp5 y regular perturbation theory (5) Since
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G, appecachs G, it is PNSsible to derive Oc As 0, Plus crorectiont terms. This is formally shown in (4) where a; isi/

and G. - 0'.

Gc~,O4 ',O) - G,4 (c') G, - (es) G21 0+ 3 (4)

Applying (4) in (1) and expanding I(x) as in (5) results in cquaiions (6) "An (7) whiclh can be solved recursively for tse

-Th and fimi order aeuns of f(x).

fiX) - f,(,r - c)+ *x OW) (5)

f- rX f.X t - -O 6

Clowe gesaunton of (6) shows that it is jus an ei.Vtis~on for an saibsta flat indace This problems has aknown solutior

and Amoe not need to be calculated nunevcilly Using the known solution for f.(x) ibould result insa mmerncall slution

for f1(x) that is waa affected by comptn wen due. so wascatois or six inasalra oquision and tusistioo of the tniegrals

foun isthe reesn's functeins

The turn ma frise order wasts of the Gows an fsincittio foe ixe soure. puineu corduuinate and field, usprned nocedIxata.

points boith insde and above tix d~alacuie have been sahlaiedo The Oreauis fucioneseus fsr the saftiased field points

above tix dieleetrc (Le 9 xO and stO) are shown below for ansaitnined ame depeudence e e.c whaei is six radons

ftW-,*4K;Y

G-Lf edev~
4x T2
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X.-M (-I* -iv k2 -)

a1 (V) -1 
4). V

- -K

NOa ±.
2yyi,')- -

JYAS y * yIgs2oasYfll

k, ad k, ame the wav member far the destlectric and firee spece respec~iv*4y.

The Cnrisn's fumetiies ame valid Iee efR <ý 1.

Now that *ae Greeans functions base been derived. &he tipeia equitation for the unknown tangential inspagmuc field at the
apernme ems be meWvd The aemaison as Wold wing pele Gulerksm's serthod 161 which requires thet the intatpel be

*ms te it as fiie. This ams be dismis umpeloully whims the assisme feld a shve tOw deeleast;hasbe desasyd wo a
Pointe-sbut, tis negligibl Thmes eanditiams ruesilts w the fuiviai reqpsassomea doe l&1R 'C I

The puln Ge~nlemsrkn esoled mom msed seemed of colloaeition so that the Mcgral involved an calculating the G.eans
fistruots mourld coinwewremc. qwcklv. If collocatiaa weretused the intsegrl muld decay as I ft, fee large -( but whewt
-~ Osiethins methbod is used thes atelpra decays as Wy This mekes the eansmeci- integration easier Pulse Basis

fisactione mere uased mesatad of mote campiscated bests temctions, because lbeg relaive~ miphersty allowed snitegratioos, over
x samd 't to be eesly calaulatsitd imslvtcaLly

Kusae said Chao II I sand, Sbcvebeno 141 beve solved the prablemt of a omonvex curvature discontinuity in an imipedseoc
surface Sbevabeeko solved the po-i by pptximasieting its ma dweeletac slab of veeveg theckaiss Kissstgerad Ch"n
imam; a uieghti differenst echeuqo derrved 'beesic mumitgeral eqeeion, as was pftessesed aealier. They then solved the easot
u~rn=s ruircuamss m rectasgular aoeedasnses tee the slnab wavegueide and W n ci cadi Coordinates for the cyitOimstui

wavaguide which wee then expdedimn ag e oepseoio o h eslIecot Thervnr mits clripareel
fas'ccabih to Shaecbenko's Both Shevcheoko wad Lmaesseried Cltang dertve epproxeinsae analyt-Ica solutionss fort he
tutkwwa manetc field at the apeeaie Their estalts ame faevrehie compared below with the restilts obtained bi, using
our method applied to the impedance iurfeoc
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Fi e 2 The imagimsuy put of tbe first order solution for the impedance surface.
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Figre ) The real pert of the fure order so',uon for the impedance surface.

The impiepd e navace is at x-O for the Weaight secbon and p-R for the cumsed section. The regi- ,ve the surfice
is asunaed to be free sp•ce (wave nmber k.) and it s assumed that these are no reflections from the ends Finally, the

radius of curvature ts assnmed to be larpe composed to a wavelength. ?or an impedmuce surface the c-eain's fuhation for
the zeer sad fwrt order tenrs can be written as follows:

G, _L f e r -') d
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where

ws-I *r2 w-jy5
w + JY0

+ ro [-,(v)()÷.x4p(v)(x 0+xj)4D]J'A"1- --
w

where

s(v) kV PI(v) -.-
2jw 2w2

y. is the Ponnalized surface ousceptance -jZ,(I.

Figures 2 and 3 respectively show the imaginary and al results of Kuester and Chang (the solid line) and our numerical
aolutior (the dots) for y.-.1 and a feaquesmey of 1.0 GHz. As can e seen they compare favorably.

Figures 4 and 5 show a oomparison of the exact and numerical solution of the zero order integral equation for the
imaginary and real parts reqsectively. As can be seen the imaginary part compares favorably. The exact solution of the
real pan is zero The numerical solution, though not exactly zero. is at leanst two orders of magnitude smaller than the
imaginary pars and thua negligible. The real pat does show the problem areas in the numerical solution. These occur at
the surface of the coating where the Green's functions are difficult to compute and where the integral equation has been
trincald The paramsatrs for the wpoblem shown re It,, - rj - 2, V, we, e- 1, k2 - 2003, 1 - .04566 and f IGHz.

Figures 6 and 7 show the imaginary and real pat of thie solution to the first oider problem. The boundary conditions at
the dielectric surface, x-0, require that Mif(x) - p~f(x) and that their derivatives are also equal. f(x) must also go to zero
at the perfect conductor and as x goes to .- All of these couditions are met io figures 6 and 7. The coated surface ihown
was sat up to match the impedance surface to the zero order term A comparison of Figures 2 and 3 to Figures 6 and 7
shows that they have similar sahpec but sligihtly Aifferimi amplitudes. This is mainly dite to the peublenr. not being
matchod to the first order.

Ksatzer and Chang 12i and Shevohenko [I] have analytically solved the problem of radiation due to an abrupt but modest
change in curvature of an impedsnce surface Figures 2 and 3 show that the problem can also be solved using our
method In ot, T words, b, first formulatinrg t as an integral equation in terms of Green's functrons and the unknown
tangantial magnetic field at the apetritre and then apply-ig regular perturl.-ann thaotv to these quantities to get a-ecrive
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Figure 5 The real part of the zero order solution for the coated surface.

iialution that is more robust than just solving the original integral equation. This rncthid was then extended to a dielectric
crated perfect conductor for which only the zarr order solution is known. Fig~ures 4 and 5 show that the exact and zero
order tets, compare favorably. The only problems occur at the boundsry where numerical calculation of the Gicen's
i u-Iioi.. iiim di-U; and -her inrxooiecluanio-n e. seucoacd No onbidesed results were found to compare to figures
6 and 7 but thsey do appear to satisfyi the radiation condition and the boundopy conditions at the dielectric surface arnd the
perfect conductor.
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HIGH FREQUENCY SCATTERING BY A CONDUCTING
CIRCULAR CYLINDER COATED WITH A LOSSY DIELECTRIC OF

NON UNIFORM THICKNESS-TE CASE

S. G6khun Tanyer, Robert G, Olsen
School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Wuhington State University
Pullman, WA 99164-2752

1 Introduction

The study of electromagnetic scattering by coat .d and uncoicied scatterers has been of consi5
erable interest to the electromagnetic community. '1 ¾ese studies have been motivated by academic.
interest and by numerous engineering application;,. Various methods have been developed to treat
cylinders of different shapes, sizes and constituencies.

It is only recently that scattering from a conducting cylinder coated with a dielectric of non
unifr',rm thickness has been studied. In 1991, 1t. P. Parrikar, A. A. Kishk sad A. Z. Elsherbeni[1i
obtained a series solution for scattering by an impedance cylinder embedded in a non concentric
dielectric cylinder. Later, H. A. Raghep, L. !3haai and M. Hamid[2I studied the elliptic cylin
der coated by non confocal dielectric coating. These solutioms are rapidly con"erging only for
cylinder sizes comparable to or smaller than the wavelength, A. Fur electrically lurger cylinders,
asymptotic solutions are required. This paper presents an analytical solution to high frequency
scattering by at conducting circular cylinder coated with P. lossy dielectric of non uniform thick-
ness. It is assumed that the coating is thin.

2 Formulation

The problem of electromagnetic s3cLattving from a perfectly cordutrtng circular cylinder coated
with a nonuniformly thick dielectric is considered. The crosh section of the composite structure
(see Fig.l(a)) consists of a perfectly con lucting circuo'a" cylinder and a lossy isotropic diciectrir
layer. The dielectric layer i. taken to be circular with an axis parallrl to but not coincident with
the axis of the conducting cylinder. The offset is designated d. Thr structure is assumed to oe
illuminated by a transverse electric (TE) plane wave.
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Figure 1: (a) The cross section of the structure Figure 1: (b) The boun~dary conditions

The z-component of the normalized incident magnetic field can be written in cylindrical form

where 0, anod ý4 are defined in Fig.l(a). The total fieldis in both regions are as follows

H,' = • /• J [.(kp)e-i-O, 4 nH.(')(k~p)j "ýO* 01)

where I & 2 denote the dielectric a•,d the free-space regions, respectively. Note also that

n ,• o 11 H: )

where H, and H.' are 'he z co.mponents of '.he incident and the scattered mnagnetic fields, respeu-
tiv, ly.

Applying the boundary ,covditioms on two .rfes(see Fig.l(b)), and employing the addition
theorem for Bessel xaid hmakel tunctions

C W

SH,' , I(6)

458 H = Z (-j) a,.(kp, o (1)
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F, Lire 2: (a) IB,1I vs. n for k.b = 10 Figure 2: (b) BýjI vs. nt for k-,b = 20

yields a set of linear equations in terms of the unknown scattering coefficients Bý', By setting B,'
to zero for n larger than some sufficiently large N

Z. B' = I (7)

where Z in an NxN matrix, and B' is the unknown coefficient vector of length N. The value of
N can be determined by examining the values of B' fur various values of k.b. The coefficients B,.
have been shown for two values of k~b in Fig.2. It is clear that N can be chosen to be approximately
k.b without incurring significant errcr.

"The elements of Z, and I are

(Z) ..... i =-y5 ,.s5 .,. (8)

(')_ _ -= N (9)

where ( ).,. and (). denotes tLe ni'th row n'th column element of Z, and n'th vector element
of I, respectively and where

1 for mn=tn
Y,. J0561(kid) for itn-iO-> 0 (10)

(-l)("--)J._•(d) for mr-n <0{ -. H( +4 6-.. Hý(2)(k2bj (2
_ = - [ H, )'(k,) .. (,) (12)
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where

C,,,. = k5 [H_)'(kaa)Hj2)(ksb) - H2)'(ksa)HV')(kjb)) (13)

0-,. = -Ir [jfl: (ksa)H2)(ksb)- (ksa)H)'(kib)] (14)

Direct solution of the equation yields an "exact" solution. Unfortunately however, N becomes

very large for electrically large cylinders and a direct solution of Eq.(7) becomes impossible. In

this cae, perturbation theory can be used to solve for B, provided k14 < 1. For thin coatings,
the offset parameter d is small and the perturbation series

B,= Z ,,. (k~d)' (15)
p=o

is convergent. Coefficients of this series can be found by substitution of Eq.(15) into Eq.(T).
Those are

C..= c,. J.(ksb) -C... J(k"b) (16)

2+,,, 5•. - s-- (17)

= in.,.-2 + in.,+

8•i,,

ZnZ-,2 + Zn -1
(2, -- " + '--,2qs -- t---s, (18)

oi,,,, 2i,,- ' 24_,,, ' Br, n

-s -r-(.,n÷pp!" v 2P z.,

2i,,

"1(-)'i,, +s
2"(n2~- + ' (n;s
T-n. 8k(- .+,.:.

(p -)! 2- 1z,,,, (p- )! 2- Z,,

P? 2' 4 - 2P i,
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Figure 3: The approximate perturbation series solutions of order zero, one and two.

Substitution of Eq.(15-19) into Eq.(3) yields the analytical solution for the fields in Medium 2.
Note that the zeroth order solution is equal to the solution for the uniiorm coating case, The per-
turbation series solution for the total field in Medium 2 is calculated. The exact series, the zeroth,
first and second order solutions are compared in Fig.3 for the coated cylinder. The parameters are

kzb = 20 k 2t ( =- k2(- a) = 0.03A2
kid = 0.03A2  k=p = 30

t2 = 5-- j4
ILI = •2 = A.

0i = 0- Scattering angle -

3 Asymptotic Solution

The perturbation series solution still does not converge well for electrically large cylinders.
In addition, it provides no physical insight into til- solution For these reasons, an ssrniptotic
solution is sought. According to Watson Tras,,sfrrrn3

112 (j.H.(S(p 2 p e-"' d4 (20)2 Io sin stir
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Figur,- 4: (a) The geometrical optics Figure 4: (b) The creeping wave diffracted rays

where C encloses the poles of B.. After somc manipulation where the Cauchy Residue Theorem
and Eq.(:5) are employed, one can write

H ; H.-" + H, (21)

where H,-' and H,1' axe the zeroth and first order correction terms of Yiq.(15), and they are

P.0

+ > -Z II(Q ) D.(Ql) Dd(Q2) -"' 7l-,. - (22)

H'2. H,00+ ,1 E H:(Q,)( D•.O)'Q.) D(,) skQl)

+ D.",-"(Q.) .o
1
• (Q,) e-a+, )"

+~ 
P

--P.0

+ DJ'')(Q5 ) DI'")(Q 1) e-,t',+•"' -•j

+ D.'")(Q1 ) D,('')(Q1 ) e-,(a'*+)o) (23)
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HO-' and r'O01 are the zeroth and first order GO terms, and tile total GO contribution is eunal

to zero in the shadow region and equal to the incident plus reflected field in the illuminated (lit)

region(see Fig.4(a)).

The zeroth and first order GO terms in the illuminated region are found to be

Hfo 0 = H*(QR) R' (QR) 4 '24)

Hf' 1(Qn)1k4 (Q11) (

here R,(Qn) and R!(QR) are the zeroth and first order local reflection coefficients at the reflec-

tion point QjR.

Do(Qi) and Dd(Q2) are the attachment and the detachment coefficients for thli creeping wavr%

at points Q, Q2, relspctively (see Fig.4(b)), and a. and ub are the distance that a -reeping wave

travels ah-ag the cyhlnder surface, clockwise and counter..clockwise, respectiv-.ly. Summation

over I adds all multiple encircling creeping wave contributions, whereas summation over p adds

I reeping way, with ditj rent propagation constants (LIp), and where vv, sati'fes , - 0I.
Those roefficict, are found to be

D/.(Q,) 1 i I (26)

2ii:Y t t :I.ri Ld l,. 1i w (2t I L

2 -,T'

2 it, 2,/r cos' ) (30)

1, (, -b ,' (3)

The high Ireilu, -v a.yrniptotic solu ',n for the tot al h-ld i, Medhlu ' *.1 MI iated The exact

l.- ternth , fi, .r -1 s rond ordri solih ion,: are show., IF 
1 •1L frI, ir ,,ed cvhijide: ThI"

parameters are e, -al to the case shown in h"g 21, and furth, ' j i 'S.(
2

?) aI "'s)
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Figure 5: The asymptotic solutions of order zero, one and two

Results shown in Fig.5 were found to be sufficiensly accirate with three terms of Eq.15 -
specially in the forward and backscattering region-. Results can be improved slightly by ii,, luding
more poles in the Watson series. Near the shadow boundary aulditional corrections are required[41.
For larger cylinders it is expected that more poles will be necessary.
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EFFICIENT COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE FOR
BACKSCATTERING FROM A DISCONTINUITY
ALONG A PIECEWISE CONTINUOUS CURVE

ON A PLANAR SURFACE

Jacob J. Kim and Oren B. Kesler

Texas Instruments Incorporated
2501 West University, MS 8019

McKinney, Texas 75070

Abstract

This paper describes an efficient computer algorithm to predict accurate
three-dimensional(3-D) backscattering RCS levels from a piecewIse con-
tinuous contour on a planar surface utilizing simple two-dimensional(2-D)
scattered field formulations. The contour can be defined by any localized
discontinuities such as small step, slit, groove, dielectric filled gap, bump,
impedance discont;huity, conducting wedge, and coated wedge. This tech-
nique utilizes a simple geometrical deformation of the piecewise continuous
contour on the scattering object so that available 2-fl scattered field formu-
lations can be directly applied. The 2-D field formulations can be obtained
from high-frequency asymptotic techniques or 2-D full wave analyses. The
technique has been validated with other known analytic solutions and ex-
tensive measurements. The main advantage of this technique is in its sim-
plicity, computational efficiency, and its vast application to many practical
complex 3-D scattering problems.

Introduction

in recent years imi•.ny dsyrnptotic or liumLtricdl tchniqubs we•e d`C-el
oped to predict RCS levels from steps, gaps, and cracks on a planar sur-
face or flat plate edges, 'lowever, thei' pplications are still limited to the
simple 2-D geometries or only perfectly conducting materials due to lack
of 3-D diffraction coefficients or too many unknowns for matrix inversion.
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Recent developments using Incremental Length Diffraction Coefficient(PO
ILI)C, PTD ILDC, GTD ILDC) techniques[l,2,3] showed significant im-
provement in scattering prediction from a piecewise continuous contour on
a planar surface. However, the applications of the ILDC techniques are
still limited to perfectly conducting scatterers due to the lack of diffraction
coefficients for nonmetallic materials. The new technique in this paper cal-
culates the 3-D backscattering RCS directly from the 2-D scattered field
of the contour on a planar surface through the staircase deformation of
the geometry. In the past a similar approach has been used by Sikta et
al [4i to represent a general shaped plate with a series of strips. However,
their Equivalent Current Method(ECM) approach requires formulation of
equivalent electric and magnetic currents and actual summation of the
scattered field from infinitesimally small strips along the edge to calculate
total backscattered field. The new approach does not require actual inte-
gration or summation along the piecewise section of the contour in that
the irntegration along the piecewise section is carried out through the an-
alytical evaluation. Another key feature is the computationally efficient
use of 2-D scattered field'from localized discontinuities. The 2-D scattered
field may be obtained by moment methods, finite element techniques, or
high-frequency asymptotic techniques.

Uniform Field Integration Method

This paper describes an efficient corn ,tational technique, which is re-
ferred to as Uniform Field Integration Method(UFIM), to predict accurate
backscattering ROS levels from a piecewise continuous contour on a pla-
nar surface. The essential feature introduced in this paper is that one can
represent a piecewise continuous contour in the limiting case by a series
of stairs where the stair step approaches zero and analytical evaluation is
used to carry out the line integration. Figure 1(a) shows the geometry of
an arbitraxy curve on a planar surface and its deformed staircase. The
figure also includes a few typical characteristics in EM scattering analyses
due to the geometry changes. Figure 1(b) shows a section of a piecewise
continuous contour on a planar surface and its deformed staircase for the
UFIM calculation. The figure also includes a conventional ECM formula-
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tion[5] for the 3-D scattering from a straight edge and a simplified UFIM
scattered field formulation for a deformed geometry for comparison. Note
that the stair step becomes zero in acual UFIM calculations and the de-
formed staircase approaches the original piecewise continuous contour in
the limiting case. This deforming process actually converts the original
scattering problem for a piecewise continuous contour into a simple 2-D
scatttring geometry which can be readily solved by available 2-D scattered
field formulations. To justify the UFIM approach three stair models with
different step sizes were tested and the uniform scattered fields from the
deformed geometries were compared with the conventional 3-D Equiva-
lent Current Method(ECM) results. Figure 2(a) shows the test model of
a square conducting plate(dash line) and a deformed staircase(solid line).
Figures 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d) show the elevation RCS patterns for the step
sizes of O.25A, 0.1A and 0.05A, respectively. The solid line indicates the
RCS patterns for he staircase model and the dash line indicates that of 3-
D ECM model. The comparison clearly shows the RCS pattern converges
to the 3-D ECM results as the step size is reduced.

A computer code has been developed using this techniqae(UFIM) and
validated with other known analytic solutions such as PTD and ECMI for a
conducting fiat plate. Figure 3(a) shows the geometry of a fiat conducting
plate and and the conical RCS pattern coordinate system. Note that Op
is the half cone angle of the conical pattern measured from the surface
normal. Figures 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d) show the comparison of the conical
RCS patterns between the UFIM results and the conventional PTD results
for OP = 30', bW,° and 70', respectively. The comparison showed excellent
agreement between two different approaches. Figures show only the half of
the pattern shapes because of the symetrical nature of the test geometry.
The comparison shows that the UFIM approach is as accurate as the con-
ventional PTD approach for the perfectly conducting scattering objects.
The UFIM predictions were also compared with extensive measurement
for continuous steps on a planar surface. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show Az-
imuth RCS patterns for a 0.1 cm straight step and a 0.1 cm serrated step
on a planar surface at 18 GHz, respectively. The results reveal good agree-
ment between the theoretical UFIM prediction and measurements. The
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UFIM predictions were compared with extensive measurements for other
frequencies and all showed very good agreements.

Conclusions

An efficient computational technique(UFIM) has been developed to pre-
dict the backscattering RCS levels for any piecewise continuous contour on
a planar surface utilizing available two-dimensional scattered field formu-
lations. The predicted RCS data were compared with measured data and
the comparison showed very good agreements. In this paper this tech-ique
was applied to the pie twise contours on a planar surface. However, the
application of this technique can be extended to the contours on a curved
surface using CAD generated input geometry.

The UFIM technique is computationally efficient and very simple to
apply to many practical RCS problems.
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Figure 1(a). Staircase deformation of an arbitrary curve.
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Figure 1(b). Deformation of a piecewise section of a contour.
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ABSTRACT

Here, we describe numerical modeling of the wave fields produced by complex quasioptic
elements. The parabolic equation method and exact transparency boundary conditions are used
in the computational algorithm. The computer code provides global field visualization using
color graphics.

In many branches of electromagnetic theory it is desirable to have a detailed visual
representation of the wave field produced by an optical or quasioptical system being designed or
used in experiments. The most popular approach to the field calculation is based on approximate
Fresnel-Kirchltoff diffraction theory describing spatial field distribution in terms of an integral
transformation of its boundary values over the aperture. In the paraxial approximation, the
Fresnel transformation arises,

Along with the well known advantages, this method has essential limitations and weak
points. The first we mention here is that the obstacles are considered as plane screens with
trnnsparent, semi-transparent or phase shifting openings. It is difficult to treat adequately real
dielectric elements as lenses, thick diffraction gratings or Fresnel zone plates within the
framework of the Kirchhoff approximation. Another shortcoming is a comparatively long time
needed fin detailed field calculation over a chosen computational mesh.

We suggest another computational approach using the Leontovich-Fock wave parabolic
equation (WPE) [1]. In is well known that the Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral is nothing but an exact
solution of the WPE governing the slowly varying amplitude u(x,yz)=E(x,y,z)exp(-ikz) of a
paraxial wave packer in free space. Nevertheless, for calculating the field distribution in a
considerable volume , lie straightforward numerical integration of the WPE is often much more
effective. Moreover, in contrast to the Kirchhoff approximation, the parabolic equation method
can be used for the field calculation in the presence of (and inside) dielectric insertions. If the
complex dielectric permittivity eps I I + alph(x/a,y/a,z/b) satisfies the conditions: kbalph 1, ka
/b 1, a modified WPE arises that can be solved Iby numerical methods.

The parabolic equation method as a powerful computational tool, proposed by G.
Malyuzhinets 12] and rediscovered by F. Tappert [3], has been developed rapidly in recent years.
We use the finite difference method for solving the WPE. In order to reduce the 2D problem
posed in the half-space z > 0 to a semi-strip y<A, z>O we employ the exact absorbing boundary
conditions derived in [4]. For an axially symmetric problem in three dimensions, tite boundary
condition can be proposed that provides full transparency of an arbitrarily chosen cylindric
boundary r = A surrounding all the dielectric insertions.
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The developed computer code calculates the complex wave amplitude u(y,z) or u(r,z)
starting from the initial values u(O,z) and taking into account all the refractive and diffractive
optical elemcnts. The resulting wave field is visualized by means of color graphics in any
chosen cross-section of the wave beam. We demonstate examples of the calculated field
intensity distibutions produced by focusing lenses and various types of the zone plates. The
algorithm can be used for a wide frequency range of EM waves - from microwaves up to the
X-ray region.
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We discuss the utility of symbolic computei languages in the context of optical fiber analysis. The
symbolic Mapping command, for example, is useful whomever a series expansion wpproach is used in
eig-eivalue problems if the basis functions ae mnegrable n cloed form. We show how this command
allows a simple hut accurate evaluation of single-mode fiber parameters in most cases of practical interest.
The Repiacwnu conmand is alm demonstrated in tracking the variatioa of fiber operational parameters
as a function of the V-parameter. The saving in CPU time is substantial.

1. lntroduction

This paper addresse the utility and power of symbolic computer routines' in the modeling of weakly
guiding opt" waveguides. The tools that ae discused asi of general interest. Indeed. the use of series
expansion solutions is known to yield excellent resulAt if the basis functions are properly chosen. We think
that the utility of symbolic routines is being overlooked in these cases. Our examples show how to apply
some of the tools that are available.

To demonstrate the issues, we concentrate on Galerkin's method of analyzing nonuniform optical
waveguides using Laguewrre-Gs basis functions. The method yields the propagation constant and the
series expansion approximation to the electromagcetic field for the mode in question. The utility of
synbolic programming is demonstrated in evaluating (1) the matrix elements that are called for by the
method and (2) important waveguide parameters that depend on integration.

1I. jEnmulian

Consider a circilar optical fiber having an arbitrary refractive index n(r) in the fiber core (r ! b). The
wave equation is

I rdr k 1( 0, (1)

where ,(r) ib ile, sala wayv function, is tLhe free f-pce wavenumber, n. is the unknown effective index
for the mode (the single most important parameter), and m is the modal parameter that d, -wnbes the
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azimuthal vaniatin Of the field. We have assumed tha the electroanagnetic firvId of the form

E -(M '11 (2)

Where$=n, . Let

V=- kbn 41,, T (3)

tv~ee n, is the zinxim refractive inde in the fiber core and A is the refractive index contrast. Equation
(1) can be normalized by definzing the paranes,

R - rib, Xt - R R
2  (4)

71
1
(,R) nC) 2 , 5

2 2

2 2

2 2

n: is the refiactive index of the unifom cladding, =dBE the normnalized pro¶Ieptioc contant, which is
very' smosave to errors in calculation Equation (1) thanbems

X nf .fAt+I11V N2 (1,.-V ± * = o.(7
dX2 J 4 It

We e.pmnd the field in tst of M Laguerre.Causs basir fanctions,

M-1
Y (Z) Z a, *(X)I(n

wbese a, an to be determined anid

LOis the associated Laguerre polyromial The baesis fuctions are normalized so that

f *()4,(~a -(10)

Substituting Eq. (8) into (7) and multiplying the result by ý sand then integrating over all space, we get
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V

* I o, fNu (x) *1, dX - 0.
0

The choice of Laguerre-Gauss basis functions has diin advantages. They form a complete set that
satifies the boundary conditions at the origin and at infinity, and they are everywhere continuousV ith a
continuous derivative; they ae valid over the entire range of interest; they ate computaijonally simple;
tnu, finally, they match the field very well and, hence. repreaent a good choice for the basis functions.

Equation (1I) has the form

(A- I][c - 0, (12)

whore A is a square M x M matrix nad B is a diagonal mat=x. The eigeovalues of A are the values of B
for which we can find vectors a4 (eig, vectors) such that Eq. (11) is satisfied.

The problem is thus reduced to finding the eigetivalues and the eigenvectors of the matrix A. The method
yields M eigenvalism but since the guided modes must N,-e eigetsvalues between 0 and 1, the acceptable
valust ofB muc be in that range. Having the eigenv,-cs mad associated eigenvector, we can use Eq.
(8) to Mpproximate the field. The acctracy of the results depends on the number of terms used and on the
precisiscm of the integrtion in Eq. (I1). The integration is over only the core area.

EI. APPLICATION

The initial task is to evaluate the terms that go into the matrix A. Only the last term on the left Side of Eq.
(11) presets a computational protlem. That term contributes to every element of the matrix, so AYl7
integrals nm4 be evaluated. For optical wavepuides of practical interest, M is often less than If,.
Symmetry arguments can be used to approximately halve the integration task but ther amre, neverthele,
on the order of 50 integrals.

Symbolic programming can be used to simplify the task considerably for all cae of practical interest. In
particular, if N'(X) is a polynomial in X or if it can be approximated as a polynomial in X, a symbolic
Mapping routine can be used to avoid integration. The simplification comes about because

r
fXIexp( -X)dX - r(l q)- ( q,V), (13)

where r(l +q) is the Euler gamma function and r• i + q, )is the incomplete gamma function. ,oth are
availableve al libr1.ry i•--tAusm mo se anes and can be evaluated as precisely as desired.

The last term on the left side of Eq. (11) has precisely this form for every value of i since 4"(X) is itself
a polynomial. The integral can thus be evaluated exaveny using the symbolic Mapping routine, as follows.
Define the mapping pattem i. (CM') according to Eq. (13)
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int(C
t

m ) = c(P(1q+) - (1÷q,v)), (14)

where C is a constant and q is a real uneger. Note that the exponential turm is not included because it
appears in the same form in every tern of the expansion and can, therefore, be suppressed. The integral
can thet be evaluated as follows:

1. Expand the expression (se Eq. ( 1))

Ax) = , M(ý ý) I V- z"/.!(X) L,(X).(S

This will be a summation of ter=s, each of which is of the foam C. X4 wheat C is a onstamt.

2. Invoke the symbolic Mapping ca inuo d

D1,JEV] - Map[init,j], (16)

whefis the expuunsm obtained in step 1. DLjfV] it the contribution to A coming from the last term on
the left side of Eq. (11). The Mapping commandexamines each element of the se'iesf and then uses the
mrl established by im in Eq. (14). It examines every term, determines Gm multiplying consant C, and
th e ,pount q, and zeturns a value according to the defisition of int.

We have conducted ean to determine the saving in CPU time when using the Mapping command rather
than doing the intratio for a stp index fiber, for which NNX) - 1. The test was conducted on a 12.5
MIPS -achin for the fimdamstid mode (m - 0. wich is the mom imporwat e•am) foe a step index fiber.
Resu•ts ar ven in Table 1. The inplification due to fiber symmetry was not invoked in this tea.

Most symbolic programs treat integrals in the following ways. If the integra•ion can be done in closed
form, the exact oloed-fon'm solution is used to evaluate the integration. A numerical integration will not
be done unless t is specifically asked for. If the limits of integration are fixed but unevalumed, the
program wW return the result in clmed form, if possible, but the unevaluated limit will appear in the rslt.
Thus, it is convenient to let V in Eq. (11) be variable (imevaluated). It is that unevaluated form of the
integrattin that is compared to the symbolic Mappng routine in Table 1.

Leaving V unspecified allows evaluation of B as a function of V. Consider a linear fiber taper, for
example, where the fiber radius a changes linarmly with z. It is of interest to track the variation of B
through the fiber taper. We anne that the fiber contrast remains fixed. In that case, V changes in direct
proportion to the change in a. The values of B can be found ns a function of V by leaving V undefined
when establishing the matrix A and then using the symbolic RepLaonmnr command. Thus, for V - 3, for
example,

B,. 5-ElSearn [At. V-3]. (17)

The symbolic Repfaamnr (designa I. iu this equation) calls for all terms to be evaluated for V = 3.
Equation (17) returns the eigenvalues (values of B) for V - 3 and stores them at address B,-,. The matrix
A remains a function of V after Eq. (17) is invoked so the operation can be repeeted for other values of
.o/ Thu.ts, the integration is done only once but -with V as a variable. The matrix A is then available as a
function of V. The RrLcearsor command is a vdecle to perform 'what it tests on the result.

This procedure cam also be used to track mode loss and mode conversion s functions of position in a taper.
In that case the taper is replaced by a series of step discontinuities and the loss and mode conversion are
de•ermined At each of the steps. The overlap integral is required at each of the step discontinuities. This
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is divcussad further below.

The wIative speed of the symbolic Replaccmem command was tested in the following way. We
c0onentrated on the integral term of Eq. (11) and we evaluated that integral contribution to the matrix A
for 3 values of V. We evaluated it in the following two ways. (1) The contribution to the mairix was
earbIlahed uing the Mapping command with V left smevalusted. The RepLances command was then
wed to evauma the contribution for 3 values of V. Values of V between 3.0 and 3.4 were used. (2) The
cintbution to the mantx was evaluated for the 3 values of V uig the Mapping comnd 3 imes. The
results, given in Table 2, are not srprising. The timing ratio of 3 corresponds to the fact that 3 values
of V were used. Thus, in the fist method the Mapping comand, which establishes the form of the
contribution, is invoked only omne. The am Mapping command was used 3 limes in the secod method.
The results show that the Rapkacawat ommand is very tast indeed. Once the matrix was established, it
required very little tim to evaluate the terns using RApiacnment. Thus. while the MappiAg command
offers considerable simplicity over numeical integrafion, even more simplicity is introduced when the
Mapping coned is combined with the Replacaerne to find the variation of B, for example, with V.

Fiber dispersion, which is a function of dnIdV, limits the bandwidth of the fiber and, hence, is of
considerable interest. Dispersion can be determined anmrically through the use of the Replaarnenr
conmand- using it to detemine n, in the vicinity of the V of irterest to find the approximate namerical
derivative and, from that, fiber dispersion.

The Mapping routin is also useful in determning other fiber parmeters such as modal spot size or mode
field radius (MFR). Two definitions awe important. The first determines splice loss arising from tilt offset
and is designatd W, defined implicitly as

2 o 2i(r)r. rdr

f' (~r) r d
0

The second definition is important in determining splice los due to transverse fiber offcet. It is also a
determinant of fiber dispesi.o; for this reason, it is designated W1, where

2 fiY (r)rdr
(19)

f~YFfrdr

According to Eq. (8), %(r) is the product of a polynomial in r and the Gaussian function. The derivative
that appears in Wj is therefore also the product of a polynomial in r and the Gaussian fumction. The
evaluation of We and W4 will thus requir the evaluation of a series, each term of which has the form
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L

F 1 £34 d, b 2 (20)
FlI b 2 2

"Th' evaiuation of spot size can be acomplished witlhut numerical integraion by noting and using the
paitr--natchk.g (Mapping) algorith suggested above. The procedure ias alresady described but now
the Pattern (Wn) is given s

2

The term b that appear here is the fiber core radius. We revert to the variable r rather than X, use Eq.
(8), Wi es the exponential term, and expand the integrand is ach of thes expressions. We then invoke
the Mapping command as given in Eq. (16). Evaiy term in the series is evaluated from the piatem (or
form) of thai term as etablishad by W rather than by resorting to term-by-term integration. In this sense,
the Mapping comman might be called a transform or form-mauhing sugorithm.

Splice loss between issimila fibers or les and mode conversion in a tapered fiber can be handled in a
similar hshion. The overlap integral, which represets mode coupling between fiber modes i sndj under
weakly guiding conditions, is

f i Y TiY. rdr. (22)
0

*1 represents the electroinapagic field of the ith mode and the subscripts k- and k + indicate e,,luation on
either side of step k. If the expansion is in ies of the same basis functions on either side of the
discontinuity, evaluation of this integral reduces to evaluating the inner product of the eigenvectors. In
syn' dlic nomenclature,

lo4]a -at] (23)

where [a,'] is the ses of ergcnvectors associated with the expansion of the ith mode and the dot represents
inner or dot product. Subscript k is associated with evaluatit , at k- and subscript k+ I is associated with
evaluation at k+. Evaluation of the dot product is very fast ud explicit integration is not required.

V. Laxhaha

Symbolic programming routines whea used in coqjtuction with Laguene-Gauss basis functions are see
to be useful in evaluating some of the important single-mode fiber parameters. Parasn•,ers that require the
integration of the modal field over the fiber's transverse cross section or iwer an infinite cross section can
be handled easily using the symbolic Mapping command in most cases of practical interst. Overlap
integrals, for example, are s--ahie to this approach. The Rsplaccrir ey nd i• pu.4L.pcrfbor,...,
"what ir tests or in tracking operational paranmers as a function of V,
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Txblc I
CPU Tio; mparison

Ineu Only

M Unevahialtd Symbolic Timing
Integral Mapping Ratio

(seco-ds) (socd)

7 111.2 4.3 26

9 234.9 9.5 25

11 422.9 18.1 23

13 686.7 32.0 22

Table 2
CPU Timing Companson

3 Values of V
Integral Term Only

M Symbolic Symbolic Timing
Mapping with Mapping Ratio
Repincekne Only

(*scods) (sonds)

7 7.1 21.0 3

9 15.9 46.8 3

11 30.5 90.4 3

13 53.9 157.2 3
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Abstract

The numerical solution for the Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) at low frequency
range is investigated. A version of triangular surface patch code which solves the EFIE by the
method of moments is modified to imnlement two low-frequency formulations. The investigation
focuses on the stability of the moment matrix in the low frequency range. The co~ndition number
of the moment matrix for the two low-frequency formulations is quite different for some cases.
Comparisons are also made with data from the original patch code.

I. Introduction

The numerical solution fnr the Electric Field Integral Elquation (EFIE) has been found
to become inaccurate in the frequency range where the maximum dimension of the surface is
much smaller than a wavelength (1,2]. The inaccuracy occurs at the stage of evaluating the
elements of the impedance matrix h. the moment method solution procedure, because, for the
mixed potential form of the EFIE, one observes that I jwA 1 .4 1 VO I , as cw - 0. Thus, the
information on the magnetic vector potential A is lost at low frequency, and the remaining
information from the electric scalar potential is not sufficient to determine the surface current
distribution. Consequently, the solution is numerically unstable.

This problem may be partially overcome by simply increasing the numeric precision used
in the computer code. However, to obtain a stable EFIE solution at any frequency, a special
Diethod of moments solution procedure must be used. Low-ticquency formulations have been
applied to rectangular-patch models, bodies of revolution, and triangular patch models in [1 3].
The two different methods used in [1-3] have been applied to extend a version of patch code [4]
to the low frequency range. The. modifications require the use of different expansion and testing
functions that tend to decouple the electrostatic and magnetostatic portions of the solution. The
Galerldn testing procedure is used to obtain the system of linear equations.

The two low-frequency formulations are tested and it is found that the condition number
of the impedance matrix for the different formulations is quite different for some cases. The
results are compared with results from the origina patch code. The outiines for the two
low-frequency formulations are given in section 11, and numerical results are shown in section
111. A brief summary is provided in section IV.
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H. Low-Frequency Formulations

The scattering problena of a perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) body subject to
illumination by an incident plane wave can be fo -inulated via the EFIE as

- E',l, " [-jwA(r) - V•(r)],an , r on S (1)

where Elan is the incident electric field, A is the magnetic vector potential, avi w is the electric
scalar potertial. Both potentials can be expressed as functions of the surface current [4].

Many method of moments [5] schemes have been developed to obtain the numerical
solution for equation (1). One of these is the triangular patch model [4], which is based on a

method of moments solution of the EFIE in conjunction with a planar triangular patch model of
the scatterer and a special set of basis functions. In this section, fbr completeness, we first
describe the basis function used in the original patch code [4]; then the two other vector basis
function sets that are suitable for low-frequency use are described briefly.

In the method of moments solution procedure, the surface current density J is
approximated as

N
j z E inu,(r) (2)

where N is the number of unknowns,
],, is an unknown coefficient to be n-th edge

determined, and u,, is a vector basis t" .--
function. In (2) un could be either fn,

JR, and J.", or J,' and J', as T
described in following.

The original vector basis functlion f.- P

As defined in [41, f, is the vector r

basis function defined on pairs of
adjacent triangles associated with nth

edge as shown in Figure I and given Fig. 1, Local coordinates associated with an edge
by equation (3), where ln is the length

of n edge and A,± is the area of
triangle 2t±. r in +

To e;tcd the original patch I-Ar

code [4] to the low frequency range, I(3)
vector basis functions are developed f.(r) r i 3)

based on the ideas in [1-31. These1 P- , r in T"
vector basis functions J. are divided 0 otherwise
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into two types, J.' and either Jnd or J,,, with the following properties which make themn suitable
for use in the magnetic vf'eror and electric scalar potentials at low frequencies:

" J.C is associat, interior nodes and is divergenceless;

"* Jd is associated with faces and is curl-free;

- Ja is equivalent to f, but is only associated with the interior edges of the model that
lie along a tree inicture connecting the centroids of the triangular patches.

The combination of JnC and J.,, is subsequently referred to as the divergencelesswcurl-free basis
function set, and the combination of J and J,' is referred to as the divergenceless/tree basis
function set. Each of the basis functions J , J a, and .4' can be constructed as a linear
combination of the vector basis functions fm defined in (3).

Vector basis function J,,. Figure 2 illustrates the basis function Jc associated with an interior
node nL. jm has vectcor direction parallel to the edge opposite to node nL on each triangle
attached to node nL, and .l,€ forms a loop around node nL. In Fig. 2(a), besides the edges which
are opposite node n4, all other edges are connected to node W'. The currents at the edges
connected to node n" are the unknowns in the original patch code and are associated with the
original vector basis functions i,. Fig. 2(b) shows the edges and local coordinates associated
with one of the triangles in Fig. 2(a).

~t22

COD 3

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Vector basis function associated with interior node n[

In Fig. 2(b), if node I corresponds to node nL in Fig. 2(a), then J,. in this triangle is parallel
to edge 3. As indicated in [4], a constant vectcr of arbitrary m.gnitude and direction within the
triangle may be synthesized by a linear combiuation of two of the original vector basis functions.
Thus, in conjunction with the definition oi the vector basis function in equation (3), a vector U,.
within the triangle of Fit. 2(b) can be formed as
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L, - 34f - ýf 4

where 11 and 12 are the lengths of edges I and 2, respectively, and A is the triangle area.

The basis function J.C in the triangle of Fig. 2(b) is then defined to be

S c. "L(5 )

This definition holds for all triangles attached to interior node nL by using the lo-al coordinate
notation in Fig. 2(b) for each triangle attached to nL. Then the basis function J . associated with
interior node nL is defined as

A"Jop (6)
j-1 Aj

where N, is the number of triangles attached to node n, L is the vector parallel to the edge
opposite to node nL in thef"P triangle, and Aj is the area ofthejP triangle.

Vector basis runction j d. The vector basis function Jnd associated with faces is rclatively
simple. The Jd associated with lace nf can be constructed as

3
Jnd - s,,If.i (7)

where fni is the original vector basis function associated with a non..boundary edge i of lace nf,
and S, is a sign coefficient.

Vector basis function Jn'. The basis function J.' consists of thr f,,'s for the interior edges of

the model that lie along a tree structure connecting the centroids, ,f adjacent triangular patches.
The definition of tree and branch for the rectangular-patch model in (Ch.8, 61 is also applied
for the triangular patches used here. Once a tree is obtained, J,' can bc defined as

= f, , if edge k intersects a tree branch (8)

0 , otherwise

where fk is the original vector basis function associated with a non-boundary edge k.

With these definitions, we use three simple approaches to forming a complete set of basis
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functions. The surface current density J is then approximated by either of the three basis
function sets. If the original vector basis function f,, is chosen, i.e. the same bnsis set as in [4],
then

N
j E • l$,(r) (9)

M-1

where N is the number of interior (non-boundary) edges in the triangular patch model. If the
divergenceless/curl-free basis function set is chosen, then

NL VNJ -- E fJ~t + E i,,jdr) (0

where N1 is the number of interior nod %, and N - At + 1 is the number of faces in the
triangular patch model. If the divergenceless/tree basis function set is chosen, then

A N
j = E iJ5'(r) + E IJ,,t(r) (11)

n-I nM 'N÷4

where N - /E is the number of tree branches in the triangular patch model.

With a Galerkin testing procedure, the impedance matrices for these cases may be
represented as

Zoig - jw<Aý,Jj> + < Vh,Jm> (12)

Z = < An,',Jm4 > < And' JCd> j (13)d/, =j < A,,j M > <A.ajMd>.> +I < v~j.Ja>

< A 2'Jmc > < A ,'JJ"1
Zdl1 . jwJ <An,cJt> ¢.ttmr+I < I > (14)

where the subscript on Z denotes the basis and testing function type, and < > denotes the
symmetric product. .quation (i2) uses the isriginal basis and tcmsting functions; ,.equation (13)
uses the divergencelesslcurl-free basis and testing functions; and equation (14) uses the
divergenceless/tree basis and testing functions.
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If one compares equations (13) and (14) with (12), it is evident that the magnetic vector
potential contribution to the elements of the impedaqce atrix appears alone in the upper potions
of Zd/, and Zd/, is not lost in comparison with l7U. We also note that the low-frequency
formulations described in this section are valid in principle at any frequency.

Ill. Numnrical Results

The two low-frequency vector basis functions described in section II have been
incorporated in a version of patch code [4], and several structures have oeen studied over a wide
frequency range. Numerical results are presented in this section comparing the condition
numbers of the impedance natrix and current distributions obtained using the different
approaches. All scatterers studied are modeled by triangular patches and subject to illumination
by an incident plane wave.

The first example is a flat square platf /
scatterer, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Th
condition number obtained for the impedancL . s
matrix using the original basis functions is
found to start oscillating wildly when LiX is
smaller than 10'7, while the condition L -

numbers obtained using the
divergenceless/tree basis functions is an order _

of magnitude better then that using the
divergenceless/curl-free basis functions, but
both are essentially constant as a function of
frequency for LA.! < 10.2. The absolute
value of the real and imaginary parts of the Fig. 3(a)
current coefficient for edge 8 in Fig. 3(a) is
shown in Fig. 3(b). Good agreement is
observed for the real part of current using two the low-frequency formulations; however, the
result obtained using the original basis functions falls apart at the freqency where the impedance
matrix becomes unstable. AIo, the imaginary part of the current for the divergenceless/tree
approach becomes inaccurate for L.X less than 10-7. Numeric underflows occur in the
computation in the latter case, but it is not clear that the underflows are the direct cause of the
accuracy loss.

The next example is a long narrow (L-30W) strip which is bent to form a square, open
loop, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Results for the condition number in this case are similar to that of
the previous case, except that the condition number for the divergenceless/tree procedure is
about three orders of magnitude better tb-n that of the divergenceless/curl-free procedure as,
shown in Fig, 4(b). The results for the current on one of the edges shows behaviour similar to
that of Fig. 3(b). Results obtained in some othe, cases, however, indicate that the imaginary
part of the current obtained with the divergenceless/curl-free approach may also become
inaccurair ait very loy, frcquencies. The rOa1 nar (magnetostatic part) of the current seems to
always be stable for both low-frequency formulations.
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IV. S'munar,

Two aitcrmate vector basis functions described in section II have been implemanted in a
version of the triangular patch code [4) to
exte.d its usefulness to the low frequency
range. Numerical results axe resented for
different structures over a wide frequency W
range. The condition numbers of the
impedlance matrix and computed currew

values as a function of frequency are
presented to illustrate the improvement of
the EFIE solution in the low-frequency L
range. While good results have generally
be• i ohtrnfted the investigation l'cs
revealed that further work may be necessary
to ensure accurate results for the imagi.iary
part of the inducrd current. W!2

Fig. 4(a)
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INTRODUCTION

There is considerable evidence that extremely low frequency (ELF) magnetic fields interact with
biological systems. That evidence has emerged from studies with laboratory animals and biological
cells. The mechanisms of these interactions remain elusive. The critical parameters of exposure
responsible for the interactions still tmain to be defined. At least some biological experiments indicate
that induced electic ficIds or currents am responsible for the interactions. One of the important research
needs is modeling cf the induced elearic fields and currents in various cell preparations. It is rather
elementary to evaluate ',ese parameters in low density cell suspensions. But to model cells growing in a
monolayer and formniwi a confluent colony, as well as to compute the fields at subcellular structures are
difficult and demandu:g tasks.

The three-dimensional impedance method has been successfully used to compute the induced
fields and currents in heterogeneous models of man and animals in low frequency electric and magnetic
fields. This paper explores this method's utility in microdosimetry (i.e. dosimetry on cellular and
subceliular level). The main limitation arises from conflicting requirements between the required
resolution to represent geometrical and electical complexity of a cell and cell colonies and manageability
of computations in terms of memory, time and convergence. Some useful results that can be obtained
such as an effect of cell density, role of gap junctions in confluemt cell monolayer are highlighted.

Computational technique

To evaluate induced currents and electric fields in models of biological cells the three dimensional
(3D) impedance network method is used [1.2]. This is an effective computational technique for mag -tic
fields of sufficiently low frequencies, such that the secondary magnetic field produced by the indu :d
current can be neglected. This conditions is satisfied for frequencies:

f << 1/oL (1)

where: /u is the permeability of free space. a is the conductivity and L is the largest dimension of the
geometry analysed.

Another simplifying assumption made is that:
a >> 2,t ' (2)

where: E' is the dielectric constant ('= E',- Ed. At a frequency of 60 Hz this condition is reasonably
well satisfied even for the membrane, assuming its relative dielectric constant of the order of 3. This
simplifying assumption needs further evaluation in view of the membrane charge related relaxation
phenomena. The assumption given by eq. (2) reduces the impedance network to the resistance network.
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When all the loop equations are written up they form a system of equations of the size N 3 , where
N is the number of computational cells. That system of equations is solved using an iterative process,
(in this case the suocess-v over-relaxation technique). All modeling results reported arc f-r an arbitrarily
selected value of the magnetic flux density oqual to IT. The results can be scaled linearly for other flux
densities.

Cell models

In the random rnm._ -layer im;drl biological cells are represented by cubical volumes of zero conductivity.
Since cell membranes have the conductivity of the order of 10-5 to 10-7 S/rm such representation is
justified as the first order approximation [3]. Cells are placed in a medium of the conductivity typical for
cell suspensions, in this case of I S/rn. The cells are only peanitted to occupy positions at the bottom of
an exposu-e container, e.g., petri dish. This si-mulates the behavior of ce=ls forming a monolayer.

The cells and solute are contained in a cylindrical dish of 5 cm diameter. Th~is volume is modeled
by a 102x102x4 cubical grid, where each biological cell occupies 2x2x2 spaces (0.5mm), of the grid.
Therefore, the motolayer is two grils thick. This subdivision of biological cells is necessary for correct
represettation of their behavioir in the numerical sigonthm used, The solute above the monolayer is
also two grids thick. Two representative threshold distributions of biological cells in the monolayer are
considered and cell densities associated with them Are estimated. In our model the biological cells are
raM-dcnlyp laced (plcemnt generated by computer) but there are restrictions on surface contacL between
them. LY the first case, nc iauict between any two cells is permitted resulting in 17% cell density within
the monolayer. In the second e-se, -eJls can make contact with oliter cells but only at their edges. Cell
placement ; also random Ls genorated I y a computer algorithm. The edge contact effectively obstructs
the current flow.

Under this condition an apspnninve cell density within the monolayer is 34%. In the mnodel of
.:t. gap junctions biological cells are represented by cubes, a confluent monoiayer has the side

dimer,y,,m of five biological cells (the ta] number of cells 25). The small number of biological cells
'W -z-.I is due tn computational limitations, Since each biological cell is subdivided into a relatively

..-omrj!,,atiorna' grid (a large number of divisions) to facilitate modeling of membranes and gap
i.. ;t .s eve th. cases; described result in the number of unknowns approaching 106. The

,x- .. lm• s'.•o,ý region consists of 61x61x13 grids, each 10 pgm. The applied magnetic flux density is 1 T,
'B'17 AM' its direction is perpendicular to the monolayer. The gap junctions are placed in the centre of

surfaces adjacent to the neighbouring cells. The area of the junctions is varied from
oximately 0.4 to 5% of the total surface area of the membrane. The conductivity is varied from 10-2

t, i S/re. The selected pararrieters of the model gap junction are representative of those reported for
actual gap junctions, i.e. conductivity up to 1 S/m and surface area up to 3% [4].

Results and Discussion

The induced current density pattern in a cylindrical dish filled with cells in suspension forming a
monolayer closely resembles that of the same dish filled with the medium (solute) for relatively low cell
densities. When the density increases to the value at which cells can come in contact with each other, the
current density pattern is no longer defined by the dish geometry but depends solely on the spatial
distribution of i:e cells. For a dense (but not confluent) monolayer of cells the current density pattern in
the solution jus1 above the monolayer mimics to a large extent the pattern in the monolayer. At larger
distances above the monolayer, the current flow depends only on the dish geometry. The average
current density for a low ce'l density in the monolayer is reasonably close to that predicted from the
mixture formulae. Its higher value mostly reflects the fact that averaging is only done over the vý dome
where the current flows. If the averaging is done over tl's whole monolayer volhme, the ave Lze is
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I

247 pA/cm
2 

which is very close to the mixture theory prediction of 239 .A/cm
2 

(3% difference). For
the higher cell density (34%), the differenc-s are significant independently what volume is selected for
averaging. The differences between the ntinerical calculations and analytical for the solute ar-. 2.5%,
and can be partly attributed tot•de computational enur of the numerical method, and partly result from the
effect of the bottom layer and the existence of a small component of the current in the direction of the
magnetic field.

When cells form a confluent monolayer the current flows only inside the individual cells,
However, if gap junctions are allowed, increases of both the average and the maximum current densities
ii c observed. The highest current density is in gap junctions. Certain resemblance of the current patut-
is naintained to that of an assembly of isolated cells in a confluent monolayer. But this is ntue only with
respect to the amplitude, the prevailing direction of the current flow is the same throughout the
monolayer.

The netwyork impedance method has some advantages and a number of serious limitations when
used to model induced fields and currents in biological cells exposed to low frequency magnetic fields.
The main advantages arc its simplicity, convenient formulation facility to include anisot-opic properties,
and reasonable computational efficiency. However, the method is only suitable and reliable when certain
rules are observed. Problems with convergence are encountered when the cell conductivities vary over a
few orders ofmagnitude, as in the case of the monolayers analyzed. These problems deteriorate further
when non-unifilrn sue meshes are used. This makes it difficult to mod,.l membranes of biological cells
at a correct dimensional scale without going to a large number of computational cells. At the same time
the total number of computational cells is limited to about 106. This limitation results partly from a need
to use a large number of iterations (up to 105, typically 1-5 x 10"4), for geometries like the monolayer
with gap junctions. Solutions for geometries forming circles (or squares) or rings have a tendency to
converge to a false solution unless a sufficient number of iterations is forced. Geometries of the type
representing a random cell distribution do not pose any computational problems. A typical time to
Mtewdam for a random model is 10 minutes and for a monolayer about five hours on workstation HP
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INDUCED CURRENTS IN BIOLOGICAL BODIES IN
LOW FREQUENCY MAGNETIC FIELDS:
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Introduction

The knowledge of the spatial distribution of the electric currents and fields induced in the human body by
low frequency magnetic fields is important in the asessment of potential health hazards to people on the
basis of experiments what cellular and animal systems [1,2]. This is also very useful in some medical
applications, e.g., neural stimulation [3]. Aniong the methods developed for this type of electromagnetic
problems, two differental equaon-based methods: the trme-domain finite difference method (FDTD)
and the impedance or admittance network method, have been found effcctive for modeling of
heterogeneous and complicated 3D bodies representing biological subjects [4]. At low frequencies, the
problem is a quasi-static one as the displacement current is negligible compared to the conduction
curntL This, together with the fact that a biological system does not perturb an exposing magnetic field,
makes the impedance network method especially asttactive.

With large memories (16-64 Mbytes) increas;ngly available on computers today up to I million cells can
be routinely handled. A reasonable representation of the human anatomy and its surroundings can
therefore be obtained. However, the computing time increases almost exponentially with the number of
unknowns, and an increase in the number of the computaional cells beyond I million leads to demands
of a computing speed not available in most computers. Moreover, to model the detailed anatomy and
morphology of a whole human body, one needs much mos than 1 million computational cells. There
are many practical situations where a high resolution modeling is of interest for only a certain part of the
body. For example, such situations arise in case of the exposure evaluation of the head to the magnetic
field produced by a hair-drier.

In this paper, a new approach for the sub-region analysis with a high spatial resolution is presented. In
this approach, the injection currents on the sub-region boundary ore taken into account by using the
previously computed results for the whole-body as the sub-region boundary values.

Computational Method

At low frequencies such as power-line frqwu•;cies (50 or 60 Hz) the problem can be considered
as quasi-static. Additionally, for biological materials, impedances consist of resistances only since

a 5> 2J'e (where a is the material conductivity, fis the frequency and C' is the matefial dielectric
constant). A biological body is represented by a 3D resistance network in which each parallelepiped
volume shown in Fig.la is t.uialentt to ree .res.ist.an(e. RiJk. Rijlk and R,Iik associated with the
network node (ijk) as shown in Fig.lb. The resistances are calculated as [51:

Rmijk AnJ(SnimiJmtk) (m1x,y,z) (1)
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where Af is the cell length in the m-th direction, Sm is the area of the cell surface perpendicular to the m-
th axis, and amiJik is the cell electrical conductivity in the m-th direction. r,,r each node, three line
currents: i., 

Ty and tz, and three loop currents: I., ly And I are defined in Fig.Ic. Once the loop currtnts
are known, dte line current through each resistrunc element can be obtained by summing up the four loop
currents which are common to that resistance elemacia. As illustrated in Fig. Id, the line current through
RziJ-k can be expressed by the loop currents as

Q5ijk . -Iijk + lxij~l,k + lyi,jk - lyijlJk (2)

Similarly, fijk and fyiJ-k can be found to be

fxij'k = -Iyijk + lyijiJk- + IziJ'k -lzj-lk (3)

and

IyiJXk - .41 idik + JzI-ljik + lxiJk - Il"j,k- (4)

respectively. Applying Kirchhoffs voltage equation to each loop associated with node (ijk), say z-
loop in Fig.lc, the following relationship is obtained

Rxlij'klxij.k+Ryi+ljjkyi+lJ'k-Rxij+l-.kxij+t'k-RyijkryiJ'k = (emnzijk (5)

where (mnf)±iJk is the electromotive force generated by a magnetic field perpendicular to the loop, and

emf5 ,QJ'k - oBzijkS, (6)

Substituting Eqs.(3) and (4) into Eq.(5), jzij~k can be found as

Izi%).k a [rmfzij~k - RXiJk(lyi-Jt.-l-y ijk..lzlJ-1,k). Rxij+-L(lyij~lk.lYij+lk-lIzjj+l,k)
_Ryijj (lxijk-ltj,_izi-Ijk). RY4 t Jk(ixi+l jkklx+I .Jjk-I .Iz+l ,J.k)j
/[RxiJk,+RxiJ+ Ik-RyiJ.k+Ryi+i.JtkI (7)

Similar equations can be derived for Ixii,-k and lyi~jik.

Let's consider a parallelepiped genetic region (Fig.2a). representing either a biological body and its
surrounding space or a sub-region identified from the whole body for the purpose of a high spatial
resolution Analysis. On its six surfaces: left (i-I), right (i=nx), bottom (0-1), top (j=ny), rear (k-l) and
front (k-nz), line currents are assumed to be known. In the sub-region analysis, the line current density
on the boundary can be obtained by interpolating the results from the whole region analysis. The line
currents on the boundary are sometimes called injection currents, however, they may also flow outward
or parmllel to the boundary as shown in Fig.2a,

The loop equations are formulated differently for several outer nodes compared to inner nodes. The y-
loop at A(ij,nz-1), the z-loop at B(ax-l,ny-l,k) and the x-loop at C(ijl) are representative. The
boundary line currnts involved around the loop are indicated by arows; the unmarked Line currents need
to be decomposed into the loop currents. To illustrate the formulation of the method, the z-loop current
equation at node B is given in detail.
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From Eq.(5), the z-loop equation at B(nx-l,ny-1,k) is given as

rxnX- I,ny- l,k x nX-lI ny- lk+Rynx~ny- lkiynXnty-l~k.Rxrx- lny,4xrx- l,ny~k
-R•O='1,ny-l,k ynx-lY,ny .k erffznx-,nY-1-k()

where line curntiss jFnx-lXny-k and 1vi,nYI*-,k have known values, and f•nx-l,ny-I.k and il x-l,ny-lk are

unknown. Using Eqs.(3) and (4), the unknown currents lxnx-lnyit.k and yn, Iny-lk can be expressed
as

jxnx-l.ny-1.k - -Iynx-l-ltk + -- ynX-l,ny.1,k-l + Iznx-l,ny-l.k - Inx-lny-2,k (9)

and

tynx-4,ny-lk = jgtx.lny-l.k + 11nx-2,ny-lk + 1xnx-l.ny-l~k - jnX-l.ny-l.k-l (10)

respectively. After substituting f.qs.(9) and (10) into Eq.(8) and rearranging it, h,'-n'l.Y-1k can be
readily found as

rznii-I,ny-lk = l[emfzflx-l.ky-l+JRxnX-l nYxinIY - RynXIyn-lykf llnxIny-l~k

"+ R5 Mx-lny-lk.knx-lynyi2,k+l Ynx-,nY-.kI ky x-liny-Ik-1)

"+ Rynx-l,W/-lktI,"' 2,ny-lk-lxnx-lny-lk-lqnx-lny-Lhk-l))
/(Rxnx- l,ny- I k+Ryr, X-l~ny-I ,k) (1•

Verification

A solution for a double-layercd sphere is used to verify the formulation and accuracy of the sub-region
analysis. The sphere has radii of 0.15 i and 0.25 m, and electric conductivities of I S/m and 0.5 S/rn
for its inner and outer layers, respectively, and is placed in a uniform 60 Hz magnetic field ,n free space.
An analytical solution is available for this problem and hence can be used to check the numnruical results.

The verification is conducted in three steps. In the fast step, computations are performed for the whole
sphere. In the second step, one eighth of the sphere is considered for a sub-region analysis where the
boundary values in the planes of x=0, y-{ and z-0 need to be assigned. The computational cell size is
halved in each dimension, resulting in roughly the same cell number as in step one. To examine the
effect due to the error in boundary values, the computation of this eigh.h sphere is performed in two
cases: in the first case, the numerical results from the first step, and in thc second case, the analytical
results art used as the boundary values. In the final step, a cubical region partially embecdd in the eighth
sphere is chosen for another stage of sub-region analysis and the cell sire is again halved The boundary
values on the six surfaces of this cube are taken from the numerical results from case I and 2 of step one,
and from the analytical solution, The error evaluation for each step/case is illustrated in Fig.3 for
comparison.

Sub-Region Analysis of Human Head

To illustrate the application of the above-described approach of the sub-region analysis, electric currents
and fields induced in the human head by a uniform 60 Hz magnetic field of I T dircted from the back to
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Figure 3 The relative errors in the computations of a double-layered sphere.

the front are computed. The anatomically based man models developed at the University of Utah are
used in this computation. The man model consists of quarter-inch grid (0.665cm). An electric
conductivity was assigned to each of such cubical cells, according to the tissue type they belong. The
obtained conductivity matrix for the body volume and its surrounding space has a size of 90X48X268,
i.e., about 1.16 million. Since this requires a memory space too large for most readily accessible
computers, the data for 2X2X2 = 8 cells ae combined to form a smaller matrix of 45X24X 134. 'his half-
inch model is used in the whole body computation, while the quarter-inch model is used in the
computation of the head-region starting from the neck, The boundary values on the neck cross-section
arm obtained by interpolating the line current densities from the whole body computation.

The average and maximum values of the calculated electric currents and fields induced in the head are
listed in Table 1 for three computation cases. It can be noted that maximum current density and field
intensity for smaller computational cells ame 2-3 times higher than those of case 1, though the average
values are very close. The ratio of the maximum to the average for both the current and field in the head
would be even larger if the head was modeled with finer computational cells. Secondly, the differences
for the average and the maximum values between cac 2 and 3 are significant, indicating that the current
flow between the head and the rest of the body cannot be neglu'cted.

Conclusions

In modeling of the induced electric current distribution. in a 3D heterogeneous human body the
impedance network method coupled with the sub-region analysis approach is viable. It is effective in
dealing with conflicting requirements between the modeling resolution and the computation
manageability Using one or multi-stages of sub-region analyses, a body region of interest can be dealt
with in a "zoom"-like manner and does not result in an excessively large number of computaton cells.
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TABLE 1 Comparison of Various Computation Cases of Modeling
the Electric Current and Field Induced in the Head by a 60 Hz Uniform
Magnetic Field of IT froim the Back to the Front.

Current Density E-Field
Computations (I-A/crm

2
) (V/rn)

Cases Average ilaximun Average i4aximun

Case 1: Whole Body Analysis 191 1440 14.0 105
(A=l/2". n=144,700)

Case 2: Head Sub-Region Analysis 206 2000 13.7 296
(A - 1/4". n=35,900)

Case 3: Detached Head Analysis 161 1050 11.3 65.2
(A =114". n=35.900)
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ABSTRACT

Static and frequency domain analysis of various scattering PEC
bodies is accomplished using the two-dimensional finite integral
technique (FIT) combined with the measured equation of invariance (MEl).
The resulting FIT/MUI solutions are compared with the well known method
of moment (MOM) solutions for validation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The finite integral technique (FIT) uses the integral form of
Maxwell's ýquations applied to a discrete conformal grid. The scattering
structure and the surrounding region is subdivided into elements, in
this case triangles, and constitutive material parameters are assigned
to each triangle thus facilitating the specification of an Inhornogeneous
body. Then, Maxwell's equations, in the integral form, are applied to
each element to generate a sparse matrix, The measured equation of
invariance (WEl) is used to truncate the problem space close to the

scattering body.

II. THE FINITE INTEGRAl. TECHNIQUE

The finite integral technique directly applies the Maxwell's
equations in Integral form to a discrete grid 1i1. The unknown
quantities are approximated by explicit basis functions, and therefore
the technique is .:Asliy derived and implemented. Also, use of the
integral form of Maxwell's equations provides a smoothing effect on the
problem solution.

Beginning with Maxwell's equations

V >4 H -- JwcE (I)

V x - jWP H

the two-dimensional Integral form (no z variation) may be easily
derived, given by

JHt di f j cE d.7

E, - -j. ndL

where H is the transverse magnetic field, E is the z-directed electric

5 0
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field, and E and El are the electric fields at two adjacent node

locations i÷1 and I in the mesh, respectively.

Applying the appropriate basis functions results in an equation
which, if applied to every node In the discrete mesh, generates a FIT
matrix that can then be solved for the unknown quantities Ill.

IV THE MEASURED EQUATION OF INVARIANCE

The measured equation of InvarIance [2) technique, applied to the
boundary nodes of a discrete grid scheme, enforces the radiation
condition for open region scattering problems.

Using the static case as an example, assuming we have an open

region PEC with a charge density pv on the body, we can find the

potential V at any point In space using

I (P1'llnjP - PI
V(p) - J 2nc. dc' (3)

c

where p' and p represent the position vectors to the source and field
points, respectively, and p, is the charge density. Also, at each

boundary node, an equation relating the boundary nodes potential with
the neighboring potentials can be defined as

N
I oa' = 0 (4)

where V, is the unknown voltage at node 1, a1 is an unknown weighting

coefficient associated with V, and N is the number or potentials

considered.

By assuming N-1 orthogonal functions for the purpose of
representing p in (2), and then solving for the V 's in (3), a set of

N-I linear equations with N-i unknown a 's can be defined at each

boundary node. Solving these equations yields a set of weighting
coefficients (aI I if-, N-I) associated with each boundary node Using

these weighting coefficients, in place of the finite difference schemes
weighting coefficients, implements the MEI method and enforces the
radiation condition. f;ince N is a finite number (in our case equal to
4), the new finite-difference global matrix is still sparse.

IV NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figure I shows the predicted charge distribution on the body for a
0.1m infinite PEC strip and an infinite PEC square cylinder, O.im on a
side, as predicted by FIT/MEI and MOM. For both geometries, the
potential on the bodies is raised to a constant IOV. For Figure la, the
FIT/MEI approach terminates the problem space two layers away from the
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Strip and has 38 unknowns. For the MOM, the strip is divided into 10
equal segments. For Figure lb. the FIT/MEI approach terminates the
problem space two layers away from the square cylinder, and has 72
unikowns. The MOM problem is divided into 24 equal segments. For both
geometries, thcre is good overall agreement.

Figure 2 shows the predicted normalized current distribution on the
body of a 0.1& infinite PEG strip illuminated by a normally incident TM
plane wave as predicted by FIT/MEI and MOM. Figure Za compares the real

prt of the current and Figure Zb compares the imaginary part. The
FIT/MEI problem space is terminated two layers away from the strip and
har 64 unknowns. The MOM strip is divided Into 16 equal segments. For
2•-b, agreement is fair in the middle of the strip but not good at the
ends.

Figs. 3, 4, and 5 show the predi 'ed nortmalized current
distributions induced on infinite cylinders of circular, square, and
bow-tie cross sections, illuminated by a TM plane waive as predicted by
FIT/MEI and MOM -chniques (dimensions are provided in each figure). In
each figure, ,rent is plctted beginning from the middle of the
shadow region ýinishing ia the middle of toe illuminated region. For
all the cases, the FIT/MEI problem space is terminated two layers away
from the cylinder. The circular, square and the bow-tie cylinder
problems ute 40, 85. and BO equal segments for the MOM solution and 160,
184, and 172 unknowns for the FIT/MIE solution, respectively. Agreement
between the FTI/MEI and '.IOM is reasonably good in all cases.

V. ONCLUSIONS

The thrust of this effort was simply to validate the FIT/MEI
method, and no effort was made to minimize the unknowns for either the
FIT/MEl or MOM techniques, nor to maximize agreement between the two
methods by increasing FIT/MEI or MOM unknowns. However, since the
FIT/MEI technique generates a sparse matrix, and easily handles
inhomogeneous or anisotropic materials and complex geometries, it is
possible that the technique could deal with more complex and
electrically larger problems than the MOM. Preset.tly, work is in
progress to validate this observation.
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Figure 1. a.) A O.Iw infinite PEC strip is raised to a IOV potential.
The charge density on the strip as predicted by MOM and
FITr/EI is then compared. b) An infinite square cylinder, DIm
to a side, is raised to a IOV potential. The charge density on
the square as predicted by MOM and FIT/MEI is then compared.
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Figure 2. A 0.1Ai Wlfinat PEC ttrip is l!!ul.nrlited Car shown) by a
normally incident TM plane wave. The normalized current
distrlbutlon on the strip Is predicted by MOM and FIT/MUI and
then compared, wl, re a) compares the real part of the
normalized current distribution and b) x~mpares the imaginary
part.
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Figure 3. An infinite PEC circular cylinder, with p O .1J, is
illuminated (as shown) by a TM plane wave. The normailized
current distribution on the body is predicted by MOM and
FIT/)/EI and then compared, where a) compares the real part of
the normalized current distribution and b) compares the
irmaginary past.
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Figure 5. An inflnite PEC bow cylinder. 0.2A by O.2A with a gap spacing
of O.OA, is Illuminated (as shown) by a TM incident plane
wave. Thie normalized current distribution is predicted by MOM
and FITA/WI ind then compared, where a) compares the real part
of' the normalized current distritbution and b) compares the
imaginary part.
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A T-Matrix Solution for the St tttering
from Dielectric Cylinders

J. Paul Skinner
Air Force Institute of Technology

Abstract

The T-Matrix method (also known as the extended boundary condition method) is a loss Ire-
quency technique for computing scattered fields which offers advantages relative to tile volumetric
based method of moments for many dielectric scattering problems. This paper documents the de-
velopment of T-Matrix solutions in both the TM, and TE, polarizations for dielectric cylinders of
infinite length. The physical cross-section of the cylinders Is any closed contour which can be ap-
proximated with flat facets, including both concave and convex shapes. Results Indicate T-Matrix
solutions can often be derived with many fewer unknowns than with volumetric monsent methods.
and with much less computation time.

1. INTRODUCTION
The T-Matrix method was first developed by Waterm l as an alternative to moment methods for
solving low frequency acoustic and electromagnetic ec tering problems fi. 2]. Descriptions of the
general method are found in several books [3, 4, 5, 6]. The method requires expanding an incident
field into a sum of wavefunctions from a complete set, with known expansion coefficients. The
scattered field is then postulated to be an unknown expansion of outward propagating wavefunctions,
whose coefficients (assuming linear media) must be linearly related to the coeflicients of the incident
expansion via a transition, or T-Matrix. The challenge is then to set up an analysis procedure
to deduce how to fill the elements of this T-Matrlx. The analysis procedure requires the use of a
null-field integral equation (NFIE), which means the scattering body must be bounded by a closed
surface. The approach also requires obtaining an elgenfunction expansion of the free space Green's
function. The T-Matrlx construction procedure then follows by exploiting of the orthogonality of
the eigenfunctions.

The next section outlines the T-Matrix solution for several two dimensional electromagnetic scat-
tering problems. A somewhat detailed explanation is given for the case of an :sotropic, homogeneous
dielectric cylinder in the TM, polarization. This is followed by a brief explanation of the uiecessary
modifications for the problems of dielectric cylinders In the TE. polarization. The third section
discusses issues related to the numerical implementation of the solutions. B-,qults are then given iT
the fcurth section.

2. T-MATRIX SOLUTION PROCEDURE
Consider the 2-1) geometry depicted in Figure 1. All of space is divided hitto two regions, s'paratrd by
the dosed boundary S. Region 11 extends to infinity and is filled with empty space (p., (). Region
I is filled with a homogeneous, isotropic dielectric (p1 ,e1 ). Note the outward normal ft is directed
into Region 11. Also note the imaginary circular cylindrical surfaces of radii Ri and R1. which just
inscribe and superscribe the physical botnd try S.

2.1 DIELECTRIC CYLINDER, TM, POLARIZATION
In this polarization with the cylinder of infinite length, the incident, scattered, and total electric
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Figure 1: Cross-Section of the Cylinder Geometry (Infinite in z)

fielui everywhere must be purely i directed. Thus, we start with & scalar form of the NFIE,

pin RegionI. - (/ E=(, ( rE G JE
1 1. . ~ ~- C•.gi, j,/)--'- dI

0 in Region I1, a:nI) all

where c is the curved line contour of the surface S within the XY plane. The interpretation of the
electric field for the line integral is the total electric field that exists infinItesimally away from the
boundary into Region 11, a fact borne out from the application of the divergence theorem in deriving
Green's second identity and subsequently, the NFIE. Tne 2-D free space Green's function in Eq (1)
satisfies

(V' + k)G#,p) --4(p - (2)

with the 2-D form of the Solnsoerfeld radiation condition for el"w time dependence. This Green's
function has the well known closed form expression,

G.10)= i4- 'kI P (3)

but may also be expressed in the eigenfanction expansion,

C.- o Gn.(k.pc)HX(k~p>) (Psm(4- Sn, (4)

where we 'se the Neumianv number, c_ , 1 for u = s arnd ,,, - 2 for all positive integers sn.

Now we introduce the even and odd mode scalar wavefunctisns of circular cylindrirc l coordinates,
w hich are:

- Z,(kp){ ) } (')
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where Z() represents Bessel functions of the first kind, second kind, and Hankel functions of the first
and second kinds for i = 1,2,3, and 4 respectlirely. Using these wavefunctions, we can express the
Green's function as

Go(I,,p',0, 0') = _ý j: _= • , , [ 1 '• k °, -<)/4 '( k "J> )- + •bi- (k . P ")•W )( k ~ l> ) ] "( tf )

Noting the completeness of the wavefunctiono, we may expand the incident field as

Eý (p) + (ka~~

where the ordinary Bessel functions are chosen to include representing E,' at the origin.

Let us now test the NFIE along the circular contour of radius R,. Here, it is clear that js, pi
and p, = p'. We can then substitute the expansions of G. and E•, into the NuIE, multiply tVL

1
)(kp)

to each term and integrate over the circular circumference at the RH radius. Frow the orthogonality
of the wavefunctions, we extract

a, - L_,. jf V (p') -' 4,A(41k.)') - dt(

where q (and later, u and v) iepresents the collection of subscripts, sss, Note that Eq (8) is a
representatiou of a system of equations indexed by q. To go further, we introduce the 1.ndary
conditions for the dielectric Interface,

I 0LJ• 1 8E,', OE,- • OEI (lu)

valid for all points along c. W" also choose to expand the total field in Region I as

where the coefficients, c., are unknown for now. Using the boundary conditions and thin latesLt
expanision for E,, we rewrite the system of equations represented by (8) as

1011 = jQ."oc,,] (12)

where the entries of the Q' matrix are given by

Note that the in subscript associated with the Neumantii number In the above is part of the q subscript
collection (not u). By filling the entries of the Q' matrix and Inverting it, we can now solve for the
expansion coefficients for E. if we desise, but this will not be necessary for what followr Thus, like
volumetric moment methods (but unlike surface intugral equation approaches) the total field inside
the dielectric Is readily available from the T-Matrix approach without additional integrations.
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Next, we apply the NFIE in Region II along the circular contour of radius U.,. Specifically, for
p 2 R., we postulate an expansion of the scattered field of the form,

E' )(14)

nubstitute it into Eq (1). use the elgenfunction expansion of the Green's function with p. : p' and
p, = p, multiply each term by 7[4)(k~p), and integrate over the contour of radius R. to get the
system of equations,

[b.] = [QJl4]. 115)

The entries of the Q" matrix awe given by

QI-4 Yn 
1 5

tU] lk Y~~)~I- '] l (

where m is part of the v collection of subscripts. Note that If the dielectric media is loseless ( L/LsI

and k, are real), then the entries of [Q"] may be quickly obtained from the corresponding entries tif
[QI] via

.2 -j. Iag{Q (17)

which can be sen by comparing Equations (13) and (16).

Finally, we recognize the solution from Equations (12) and (15), which is

(b,] = [T.,Jia,] (18)

where -he T-Matrix is simply

[T] - [Q"l][Q•]-.I(9

For an iucident plane wave coming from a poils anlo (b from th" -:l axi3 within the XY planc, the
incident field may be expressed as

•,j = '.* .... ), (20)

which may be put in the form of the expansion in E,1uation (7) with the coefficients,

= .,,,{ co,(mn) } (21)uS,=( m sin(ym6) ' )1

Once the expansion coefficients b, are determined, the scattered field pattern is readily found by
unin ELq (14), avoiding thy final atsp of a rzdi:t"' ntegr'l whbich tpic.lly conmet unp in v-.,f,,it

method calculations.

2.2 DIELECTRIC CYLINDER, TE, POLARIZATION
The development of the T-Matrix solution for this case is extremely similar to that presented in the
previous section. It is no nmore difficult to derive and execute than the TM, case, unlike volumetric
moment method approaches (which fail into vector current unknowns Il x and y, instead of a single
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scalar unknown current for the TM. polarization). The only changes come from a different form of
a scalar .NFIE, and different boundary conditions which come from an application of duality. rhe
NFIE used here is

in Region I, - H!J )p G. Oil"
p in Region II, AX() Jl l) -n ,

The field expansions used are

• -- Z-jc.,,(kt) (24)

a(25)

and the secessaxy boundary conditions are

2. )1- (26)

OHO _ n (27)

The results arc a solution of the form of Eq (1i) and (19), where the entries of the Q, and Q"
matrices are

±!J[~) ~ ~ '(k 1kP)~~(.)- £MA4)(k.p') Mkl t (28)

with the 7r& Associated with q, and

One 1  ')~ )(kq/)l (1' (29)

where in is part of v. Again, Eq (17) may be used to shiplify the Aldcslations of the Q" entries if
the scatterer is losalets. The excitation coefficients fox the expansion of the Incident magnetic field
are identical to those in Eq (21).

3. COMPUTER CODING ISSUES
Two important considerations In developing a computer code based on the solutions derived in the
previous section are how to input and handle the geometry, and how to compute the necessary special
functions. Here, we have chosen to confine the geometry to be a closed surface of flat facets, the
size of which are independent of wavelength, but only chosen for geometric fidelity. This choice has
the advantages of both making the geometry definilion Ci and aQllowing for n-imple -urftrn normal
calculations to be madle, which are necessary for the general requirement to numerically perform the
normal derivatives. The code developed in this effort reads in a series of z and y coordinates of nodes.
which when connected from the fiat facets. The nodee are defised sequentially in a counter-clockwise
sense, starting at node #1 and finishing with node #N- The code always assumes a facet, ,inuectiolL
between nodes i and i j 1, with the implicit assumption that node #N connects with node 41.
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Figure 2 shows an1 example of a cylinder geometry built with five facets. Note that node #i + I
follows node #i In the counter-clockwise sense. We may designate the connection between these two
nodes as facet #i, which has an outward surface normal direction fi. No imatter what the orientation
of this facet, be it part of a concave or convex surface, the normal may be computed via

dY+1 - Y + z- Z,+ (30)

where the width of the facet is

di= \(x,+ - z,)' + (y,+, - yj,). (31)

ThIs procedure guarantees giving the outward normal direction as IoWg as the nodes were defined
sequentially in the counter-dockwise sense.

Figure 2: Nod& and Facet Geometry

The derivatives of the wavefunctions were first attempted to be found nitierically by sampling
at points a small increment 6 away from the facet points in the in direction. This approach had
limited success, as it was difficult tu choose a good universal value for 6, even with applraches based
on the given dielectric constant of the input geometry. A better ws-y to handle the derivatives is
analytically, as follows:

!L1.= il .,bOn

= n.,-----D +I p- -

Scos(mb)I- -- .-z((kI) (32)
f~ nq6 P isr~



where
whreOZ$4)(kp) _ ZQ)(p) - kZ."Ls(kp) (33)

l(kp)- 
2 

Z. (kp). (34)

The p and 0 components of si are merely

rtt = ncos(b-,--nsin• (35)

n. = -nflrln+nfcos0 (36)

where n, and ny are evident in Equation (30).

To compute the special functions, we first made use of the well known 12th order polynomial
approximations for the zero and first order Hankel functiuuý [7]. To extend our ability to compute
ItLnke. functions with different large order and argument combinations, we then made use of Somers'
modilication of Miller's algorithm with auxiliary functions [8]. We also chose to recurse upward
for the calculation of J,(x) whenever z > n, which was necessary for stability. This extensioni
greatly expanded the electrical sizes and shapes of cylinders which could be used without numerical
difficulty. Since recursion i employed, both ZQ)(kp) and Z()Al(kp) could be computed in the same
subroutine call with a minimal addition of computation time (i.e., use the appropriate expres~rioi for

for the direction of recursion In the application). This greatly sped up the calculation of the
normal derivatives vs. taking numerical derivatives (which require a different argument in the Bessel
functions).

4. RESULTS
A single FORTIRAN based computer code was written to execute the 2-D cylinder scattering problhems
discussed earlier, with arbitary flat facet geometry definition. The code cap. be used for a wide
variety of cylinder problems; here we only illustrate a single test case, because of space limitations.
The purpose of this example is to demonstrate the validity of the T-Matiix theory and show sonie
advantages the T-Matrix has vs. the moment method.

The test case involves a dielectric cylinder of square cross-section in the TM, polarization. For
this caue, we place the origin in the center of the cylinder and define nodes at x = ±0.5Ao, y = +0.5A,
(i.e.. each side of the square cross-section is tA. long). The material parameters are f , 2, p1 = I.
We analyze the bistatic scattering from this cylinder with a fixed incident direction of • = 0, which
is normal to one of the flat faces. Due to the problem symmetry, we recognize that only even niode
wavefunctions will contribute to the solution, so we do not use any odd functions in 0 for the T-
Matrix solutions. In Figure 3, we compare T-Matrix solutions for the bistatic echo-width (in ,units
of dBA0 ) with a volumetric moment method solution using pulse basis/point matching.

Experience with the T-Matrix method Indicates that one generally needs to use all wavefunctionb
up to m = M, where M is the dosest integer to zk.RQ. This is baed on the fart that the "'mximum
frequency content" of a scattering pattern is proportional to the largest dimension of the target
in free space wavelengths. In the present case, 2kIR9 = 8.89, which messas we expect to need 10
total even mode wavefunctions (counting n ý 0). Note that exploiting the target and excitation
symmetry saves 9 unknowns (the odd modes) here. In Figure 3, we compare the T-Matrix solution
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Pigure 3: Bistatic Scattering from IA, x IA. Dielectric Cylinder, TM_, , 2, Fixed Incidence of
S= U (NormAl to a face)

using 10 wavefanctions with the moment method solution using 225 unknowns (chosen to maintain
10 pulses per dielectric wavelength). Also shown is a T-Matrix solution with only 6 wavefunctions,
which clearly has not converged. We also ran the T-Matrix code with the first 20 even wavefunctionm
- this only changed the solution from 10 wavefunctions by t. maixlmum of 0.02 dBi in the pattern.
indicating that 10 unknowns were enough for convergence.

The convergence of the T-Matrix solution for the first test case can also be seen by examining
the magnitude of the expansion coefficients for the scattered field, b,. In Figure 4, we plot these
magnitudes for the first II even modes. The magnitude of the m - 10 term is 1.97 x l0', which is
baiely significant in the resulting field pattern. An eXtension to higher terms gives a dramatic fall il
coefficient magnitudes; e.g., the m = 19 term is only 9.64 x 1 0 -iO. It should also be neoted that the
wavefainctions have I/N/ii dependence in the far zone due to the asymptotic behavior of the Hankel
functions, which further dampens tis effect of higher order terms. In comparing these coefficients in
T-Matrix solutions using different mode cutoff criteria, one gets almost the same values for the same
mudes, with only minor differences associated with interactions between the new modes and the old
ones.

Not only doe the T-Matrix maethod often require fewer unknowns than the moment method,
bht there can also be dramatic savings of CPU time. For the first test case, our solutions took 1141
CPU seconds for the volumetric moment method (granted, a suzfa.e integral formulnation nhnuld be
quicker) and only 37.1 CPU se.onds for the 10 unknown T-Matrix solution. Both solutions were
generated on a VAX 8650 machine using numerical integration sampling which wa5 adjusted until
no significant changes occurred. The self-impedance terms in the moment method solutionl were
computed efficiently with an approximate singularity avoidance method developed by Richmond
[i0). lu addition, one should note that as the dielectric constant increases, mrment method solutions
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Figure 4: Magnitudes of Sr sttered Field Expansion Coefficients (Even Modes) for IA. x IA, Dielectric
Cylinder, TM., e, = 2, Fj ted Incidence at 0 = 0 (Normal to a face)

require more basis functions, but the T-Matrix solution only needs enough unknowns according to
the size of the body in free space wavelengths.

An important drawback of the T-Matrix method, however, is the tendency for the solution to
become numerically instable for large matrices. This instability comes from the inability to accurately
invert the [Q)] matrix, or to solve Eq (12) by Gaussian elimination. The condition number of the
[QTJ matrix, defined as the absolute value of the ratio of the largest to smallest eigenvalues, is a good
indicator of the numerical stability of the solution [9]. For this test case, when 5 modes were used,
the condition number for jQ'I was a mere 1.30. For the case of 10 modes, which was adequate for
convergence, the condition number rose to 17.80. For the case run with 20 modes, we obtained the
same scattering pattern, but the condition number for [Q'] grew to 696.36. Thus, as one chooses
to solve the problem with more modes than necessary, one may pay thu price of dealing with an
ill-conditioned matrix. T-Matrix implementation on geometries of high aspect ratios (4/ARi from
Figure 1 being large) tend also to give ill-conditioned matrices.

5. CONCLUSION
The T-Matrix method proves to be a powerful method relative to some moment methods for certain
scattering problems. This paper provides the development of T-Matrix scattering analysis on arbi-
t arily shaped dielectric cylinders, anA -ives numerical results for a square cross-section cylinder in
the TMA polarization. These results decisive advantages relative to typical ,olumetric moment
method results, though in other ca-s T-Matrix may not be nearly so attractive.
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EMAG 2.0 -Enhanced 2D Electretatic and Mapnotoatic Solver in MATI.AB

David P. Wals and Jovm. L LAhark
Naval flgradate Sdco, Monterey, CA "39

EMAG is a foin diteae (ED) MATLAN "tolbext" JI solving 2-L) electosatic and magoueatic fd problems that
also provides visual repreuatudteo of cshicor magneui A"- and potentials. This pper dereasie EMAG and its
rooms wa e. fr rotatoneally 'ymntne problims A aesod to Impmo an open boundary for FD problems in
Cartman end cylindrialm cownomans. uaiag ya=a eqmatioms for dou nodes on thaWF grid boundary, is als presented.
Finally, umple i AcE G ises for bot "z4avrai" sad mroaly symnm proems ar preuested, comparing
thee rea ls to anslytic solutons where such we aMv ble. 7a theorny beind EMAG is outlined using cltxostatic
equtions lMAC solv n tal ia problem ung nagnaessla duals othe electrostatics equations.

EMAG flhcuptia

-EAG solves aelawoati and mnagodotatic Po-wsn equations - a uniform equ grid V bject to a ditant Dirichhct
bounday eofe p•oeIaL This bounday is iuposed far beyond the edges of the computational grid. Users definr a
problem (ma"ianlire ) of thi choke ic - computational grid uing mous and kyboard. Dielectric and Perlect
Electric Cueuhnor (PEC) ctpt ca be dellads for aisctroeasic :probies whil magnetic and Porft Magnetic Raluctor
(PMR) atcts mca be dimed for ainagnetosatl problems. The EMAG grid is effectively "surrounded" by free spe b•
emplyng a taekqtse we re to a Treamasant Grid Temtlnsion (TGT). Using TGT to implement an "open

boundary. -MAG solves disaetlatd Poisson equaots ir uecetc antd magnetic potentials on either a emu (17 by 17)
or fn, (51 by 51) prid. EMAG provide graphical displays of ulectic or magnetic Ila,• equal-potential lines, or mesh
plateoleric or magnetic posaial. lMASis alAm capbli of calculating a• Josed chargpein a user sliecifled ams on
the electric fied plo or ecldosed currest -n the magnetic Field plot.

The fhm version of EA solves problbems that arc imariant along an infinite axis into and out of the computational
grid. This implies infinitely long structures and is q•pplicable to solving problems like wires at known potential, lines of
charg, parallel strips, etc. The laes version, EMAU 2,0, silves the anm z-invsriant systens as its pleecemsor blt can
also solve paMms will rotationl symntry, EMAG 2.0 urs solving a rotationally symuetric problem draw the
right-hand aide oftts "meridian" cits section of their problem, thus making the lef border of the comspastialnl grid tc
axis of ayma y. Output is displayed in a sumilar manner so that now tf the display ass is "'WNW" with a mirror
Image a" thepot. IMAG 2.0 has been it up so that the axis ofrotational symeatry is exaesly between the nodes making
up the left side of the comeputational gri and thet nodes malting up the ledt side of the TOT boundary, becuse of
rotationril symmetry that requires that potentials be identital at points equidistant forn the cstr line. Consequently, the
compuatanald gri for tatinmtally smmetric ptlembsa has a Neumann boeuary of zre gradient on Its left an a distart
Diriktio boundary with zero potential for its remaining thns zada. Since the Poiassn qustions and the boundary
conditoe fon the lef side of the grid for z-invariant and rotationally eymme-tric systems are different, so am their
sca~te TGT Otat,

The TOT exnsses the nodal ctntiab on the computational grid boundary (TGT boundary) as weighted auns of the
potentials of the moles forming the;layer just inside the TGT boundary. The equations for the nodes on the TGT
boundary arm thus of the "gl•al" ,riety, linking a dxlc on the TGT bo•ndary to each and eay node on the Layer just
inside the boundary, as illuuated in Figure I. The TGT bounday coefcients are calcwlatd only owe and stored."Tes sne coefficients are tmed over and over when solving differat user-defined problems. TOT thus elimninates the
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Ose INe bs.w m W IFb bguqmela the uSrom mat doe Dlrichfll boundary. thereby makding it possible to
wive aewbawadaay Ih quiddy and accau 7 car a PC. The TGT Wasu is illesadil by the "ayamn uatjrix"
topalogy in Flwmu 2. Thin depitads thsawsk painE for dou dismersind. spleclsm agermu (using *Mirui node labeinag
rathsr dew -now made Wsih) mad &~aa thu ialaw exm the nmod within the WA4G comnputational trid
and antho TOT bwancy. Hai wan of d ma (awa) eses . pows of mdad that, an wiebietd (mast modes nie
"eamasmar w jw t fm za hwý 1 awar tri-upiso l Uin iipWda" lthe mad. 1nf harme and the liannge
btem tSas srft - maim sad &Wsl "sighus 60 the -Wlh Mad -MA. ThU cdwciopeas bss represent the linsh
betase s. a nd. A& saighre; 'd am'ad idW Fissily. the dams eimprc wa in the oprlaft shows the

noia-o TOT madloisad ihuiq mbeac d aml o the Tar' - I to every nad, on the lmyerjug inmsid thin bmundasy.
The stesin in able equar regonann - Am paI dapeadew. skc tey dW rqp the 'cunoamred fiveespsc between
thu TOT I cd1ysawladistan D4iichlIM bindssry. Thw tralswi (oodlelasuaf) depen caly on the Ihlckners' of the

em d fkuqw thhamtis u ussmber StbssqMuea maim umst - W I=T .andthe dlNAW Diriebctbouhndary that
her "bus oawwMd. Thumsin mpsrudlW pzais thus wvedsl the not of both "local' a 'global" relationship

bgm wwm node@ aftth new acmpue l prl&

Topology Map
CR

SW %

0 600 10113 11] 20111 2500
nods number

Figna 1: TGT Was Figure 2: Systen Watrim Sparsity Pnlter

We haew developed two different methods to "Link" a lowe of moad, having a dialnstt Dirichle bownidasy to the next inner
bnya St nod. and w amaileateteocsma h TOT squat. ions muiua for the drma squue reglion of the system
smait thea. in Fipu 2L) One is the pabdiltiuic MintS Cmii Mlethod (1MCM[) while the othci mecthod umr matrix
approach to *cmapee " dieat Dirilddst boundary umnwad Boths approaches wet buse mupon dlm.actized Lapince
oquustiens for houraasgmaus meclia Civen below am 2 ) dins"WiLAn I &,-' equatko for electic seular potential:

*4~~ ~ few z*4. -0 nvar~ianlmndthna

*,( -A;-~v*i; +0 I. 0. for rotatllcoatly symmectric problems

Frint the aoeequations, it ca be an tOat the potentia) at any give node (aimbseipt c for "center") is a wveighted
average ofthe potentilals of w~ aelhborm shove (tOp) ,below, mnd to its rightL OF left (a crpls t, b. r and I respectively).
Note that for z-imarvadat probleim the wcightng Wacore are constant while for the rotationally symmetric problems the
weighting Warrtan refutnctionsa of radial distanc from the axis of rotation.
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Apgpylag the HAfm CuE. Nomied we deinviopsi a UATLAH PuNaM No *leke a MoseR number ci "randon wnlkrs'
from a ttaflld patoon the TOT grid so thatyf could wealk ftoly about Whe befie snou I -,m the PWrrskmlgi
mail IMe igua Diuichla boundary. At suh jey in their joornay, andkvdudoe walkers Wooe their next steps boned on the
weighting coboeaksa V Ipeu a peobailitis of moving inmo eci he ofO 1r possible directions) and the output of a
rando anuhr g Inmi. For tho x-1mveran nmm.te 11m walers are ahwuya pvan a 1/4 probablity of sowing up. dowa-,
right or lMR Amt the Laplace eqeesle. mom. that doe posmaial of may mods in the bufir mum bee a poem" eQuat to the
avsaga cthepomntadalaolmob ite lw neighior The probablitismm wrequamoa Fos the sam of rotational eytmietry,
mom Lalc ateamm nota eilmat w he dntioseef do sth alks radia dWIo feces the axi of rotation. Regrdios. or
the W"e of problm.^ the Walemllso vatondimy MW an either the tao poundsl Dirliletn beunaday, or a cthde loayor c

u -s o inside tam TO;T bounay. to "h I.o cum, -W pegi "daimde" the wallows (ea if to give themt zm
potsuial) while lain tolnO -m the station mu traiymF (arch tha they do 1 actndoesot wagoioni) and counted. Once
anl (or moepercenage eabh as 99.99%) of the Ime maidis heve buen accounted for (i.e. u~ther troppMt or
ditmaded), the number Mopeud @I such loansr Wer NOde is *divdd by the mander of walke rsciginally releated. Thu
Procedure rumdb in a NO of codinras Welaling: the pAtn0Wodosalrsintial tih ai' a aleato node to all nodes on the grid
layera Jtismidle the TGT boundary. This pronou a nwqi atdixerr ouhnode ano the TOT boundary wvith a matrix of TGT

-teuml.Prodadbaj, mary wAlkes minotba, A Al moa fin each starting mode toget a stable result for thte
TGTonffiUk. Choosing too few watllker emoults in sonte o die TOT, -oMilti en mnl em.ti numober

is in toth eepoatomlgrd ae ndthediane fo thIe TOTboundasyto the Diriclietbomaidary. We repreenti
this distace as ratwo ('actimpromuino ratio) of the Dirleulo bounarey gri ha, (number of nodes on the Drirchltc
boundruy) to the oomoiuadcas gid VWiA (number eand.s ono the TOT bowWary). Thre coatpressian ratio as an imspoutant
facitor (regarlsslor thath nadhid diene. 1"r calculating the TOT onoffiems) tonse "h Dieriebt boundary shoculd idealy
he at loityD (infinite comapressino ratio). We hav melertu the coeqrireso wnow or 15:1 for BMAG (the larger thre
coonventioni ratio, the better TOTI boundary muulsesl linite Itsevoce). Tie anotber of' watikers won diren toi be
500,000 per TGT node boned ono the r*Wed/aeiy heimtatione or th cnto (416dcim. PC) send for the caiaalatior, or
TGT cu~cwMs Whil this coerpodthlon itime# Wea ti method inmerm. linerry with the nustber of walkers, dwreen, it
inconestant ach -er rapidly with Iairncz-ng the nomputatino ratio Nfemory required Ixf the notoptatron alto varies

directly wit ube ci o wallkers dituen butis m conmpletely unsfeded by the camapreulce ratio Furthermorr, one xon
avoid excem -v tormooy -re by samply rrepeatng the ps-olumrr unary tims- and avuaaaAg the reulits. 11,c adrarrlAW- or
the Meooe Carlo method (with mepe to thw natrix appnreb) cm be llly realised am a samsvaly paralle conmpuater.

Ibe mohnfi apholanu smahod of develoin the T7T coefticiens is a own *aale s~rporlr in that it does nort involve
rnumom Guars lie the Moete Carlamastlrd. While the nuntixdi d= e uln metod produce idenical tmoults for the TOT
cootlimaeiUm war d tain again, the Monte Carko nuaod in princirple antr prodtria the .men remsit twice (althought the
varzimstnraremade emInt In Nan esmieby tatlrg largenamb of wailiual. The snacy of the matrix method it
limited only by the nuourleni proislco or thr computer. However, unlik for the Mionte Carlo miethod, both computation
tW- And memoY gr- With W-eealS the Compresesion ratio, Larg memory requrrmmat for a large compjression ratio
is the majtor drswbsak of the mnurix sadisto anctimth The matrix method mnas with three matrices One mantrix relates
the nodes nto a grW tayr just inside the Dirichid boundary call iIt layer B) to the nodes ot the Dirichlct boundary layer
(call It layer A), reprtmetint the tinkage Of the noxdes ono the 9 laSM to their neiglhborsa bove" (A layer). This matrix
has omly one non-asc entry per saw, mimeeeacb node has only coft neighrbor on the layer above". The second riatrax
relates the nodes of tire B layer to their neighbitors ando thme i layer. This matrix bas three non-zrem mimes per row
(owo node mtof-ftimsa and its lialiage So the neighmbors to the teA andS to the right). The third mattrix reiate the nodes of
the B lyaye to the nodes of the ownt layer inward (layer CQ. This nutria also basat oly one non-aro entry per row since
therm is only cme neighbor ono the laye ieloW. Tim matrx fort of the discretizad LapLace equation k4r tire nodes on the
B Layer. th Oenrtcr nodes can be wrilen as:

BbIW> - B,.>.: + D.e> (I.)

Next, the onmatriestaisling the nodes of layer C to their nearest neighbors ame loomed in exactly the Unix manner. These
rrwrian have the samet 'patsrn* as the B layer matrices bumt are smaller (as we progress inward there are ferwer and fewer
-~des per layer).

C, ec> C. is> + C, Id1> (2.)
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Slivo tl*, Duichug boundary siodes are a uia pomtetial, we hive In> -0. ThWs allows Us to express the nodal 1,olential
an the C layer (vocto lew) as follows:

Cjc>, C1(3M ' B. It> + C, Id> (3.)

(C. - C 5(K)' H. ) IC> - C, 1d> (4.)

or, using Use seslrix invesue:

Ic> - (C. - C5(K)' U,'C, Id> (5.)

NOW Us e odm npMi 1114 mOda pelutaLa on one layer (Layer CQ in lrinen of fth nodes oft layer inward (Layer D). As
"sa la1er aliesesitci prgesesem inwan, fin expruesion beoinme leasgtber so we define tUsnntiilon" matrices r., for
each ade Layer ao knows:

k ~(6.)

-c. - clFý'3, (7.)

Mhilesu poss hanb ontinued inward and., in Mom'ra, we can write an expression for nodal potentials of a layer (say M-th

laye) in vuris, eftive modial potetalsa ofthe Layer just below* (N-th layer) as:

I-> - (F.Y K I-s d

Wlemrds ste lrmination matrix fmthe li i-t layer can be en, resesd recnrul rely its

r. -M. -M, V(9)

(Nae tha slie l layer oiove die M-t layer is the L-th layer.) Waci this piones. is Perforated iteratively down to the layer

of nodes dhat mnakes up theT'J1'boundasry (say layer M is the TGT bour~dasy), the TOT coefficients ame obtained by:

TGT - (Iy', M. (10.)

Thewe TGT ooeffielnam ass clove to those obtained from thet Monte Carlo Method approaich as possible given that the
Monte Carlo TGT cadficeicas ane always mAuect to mnall random pertushatiowi, In either case, Lthe bousmiasy condition
compression Voal is achtieed and the radult using TGT ar emexnly the sense as the remdts obtained by 9Dlving a much
larger problem on a coraespti~onal gild in dire ctontact with the Diriclilet bourndary. Furthermsore, mas wilt be tshown in
the sext section., EMAG resulta using TOT wre very accuutra when compared tm analytic solutions. As a demonstration or
ih Iitwo methods, or coa, sating TOT rodreftinis. the rolalionally symmeratric 1rehlenrs presensted havwe been solved ushig
Mnkte Cosio TOT inefficietas while die z-lavselan problems have been "aved using mceflcieustt obtained via the nhstnx
solution mdbod.

EXAG 2.0 Esmpasp

EraxAplal The following example isa demonstration of EMAGs accmncy in solving rostaionally symmetric probtemis.
On the leA is a plot of squallpo~llaI lines for a dherasgd ring (I nC~m line charge density) of I meter radiuw and
positioned 0.4 mcteS &ofte thme beotto sid of the TOT bousndasy. The leA edge of the plot is the axsa of rotation. The
gsxqplsonthe uighi "hw fth magnistude ofathe dom fe lad on the axis ofmU ro tle 0a fnction of posiion along the axis
Ofsrotation Ris the exacs (arimlytic) soludoon. EMA(Tz 17 by 17 griu (cxasu) solution, and EMACfs 51S by 51 grid (fine)
solution
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JEl Along Axsa or Charged Ring
Ring of Chare25

0.5

4-+ ci. act

Fig e3~ Al 1.5 CL
0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.0 I.+ca,

Fir :Eulhes"ea Lion br a Iting of Chuarge Figure 4: SEntleic Field niagittele Along the lung Axis

frwmgii Ii Mae emu dioos.izubs EMAMs amsacy in sabring a i-Invsriant psuhmn a&W illustrates how TOT
clacet uppesluainel an owon bounidury. On On lt in a crssou..ctoas potenntiali plot for an infinite line of charg. Note
that fthae na of equal potential are dcks'c. and ane not dluwnard by the piridaunty to fth TGT boundary as they wnould be it'
tha Duidiltid beundary wer in contact with the computational "r. Note t" the source has been placed in the Owner Of
the gri whilch repreents the 'wswt case for adver se efe of an "inspefect" openi boundary. The gmaph on the right
shows the nisalpidide of the electric field along a vutklca tine one nawtr away from the source as calculated using the
analytic solution. EMA. coarse grid solver, and EMA~s rime grid solver.

Make~ Una of Charge
Infeuite Litr of Charge 10 -

I ~17.

15

I 13

0.5 12 exaccit

a +'
a 0.2 0. 0-6 0- 1

meters metors

Figure 5:13qual Poitetial iz. floisaLne at Charge FIgure 6: E-leled Magnitude vs. verticat Coordinate

~Exoinym 1,1£11' Timec xauples dcsinoeutatic EMAG's utdily in caling comnplicated problemns for which tbcrm is no
analyic solution. 'flu plot on the ktai depicts the efforts of a highily permeal body (a usm*naine) on fth field lines of a
uniform manugtise field (relative peirmeaituity of the sibmauine 'shelf" is 1,000). The plot on the right ShoWS
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mon-tutulsti aizfow streansilnes amoun an airplamm. (HOn-tueaulent mirflow probleera can be desunibed by Mumc'
ajuatioln.)

Fawre7: ~ouie lutzti aainrmMagzaokFild ~ lnreI ooTwtjint irCo

CR)&V Ternleapesoateaia-oeha oorpn o w om~e".irtilrt tptnil

of+t aal-I. h mUteedtlcpmfli'iyIsIt ndth uu~d lneho fnie atd(te idhAf h

boundatyV TUepo tina amanht tbows the liercQual-potential fonor the focr two'copld mirsimalns.tpotti

i II. - -

0.15

0.1 -

0.' I

-l

lPipmv 9:3-D Mash Plat ofPoeeatW for CoupWu Micioetzij Figure 10: Lines of Equal Potenitila for Coupled Micnreuip
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Using Nwnecric-al Electronmgnetic Code (NEC)
to limprovc Student Understanding o. . lonopolk Antennas

and to Design
a Two Element Mronopole Array

by Prof. M. E. McKaughan
and LA2DR W. M. Randall

USCG Academy

ABSTRACT:

To help a first somessor student of elecuomagriegitirs visualize radiation patternis or understand reflection
coefficients and input impedance is not a challen frteweak of heat(. Some students believe that
antennas and, electrumiapufles am porn magic; X s gort ~bogged down in the mathematics; and a few
believe these topics are irrelevant to their future as electrical engineers. To dispel this fear of the
unknown and to help students understand antennas better, we have developed a unique laboratory
expermmnt for our antennas and propagation class. The experiment uses Numerical Electromagnetic
Code (N]EC), a network/spectrum analyzer, and an anechoic corner (we could not afford the space or
cost of having a full anechoic chamber, so we set usp a corner of one of our labs to take field
measuremnmts). Last yerthe idea of having the students dei" hi own antenna array was tested and
was a great success. mhi yea the experiment was improved and xpandlex. It has been divided into
tlree parts:

(A) An intniductiosm to i=equtipMOnL
(B) An evalouaton of a monopole antenna.
(C) An open ended project to design a two ek-nent array with one driven element and one parasitic
element. At the conclusion of the project, the at-itys are entered into a contest to determine the best
design.

The lab combines many of the skills any electrical engineering graduate should possess and helps meet
ABET acciuditataun design requiremenum. A copy of the lab and idea for continued improvement are
offered.

INTRODUMTON:

Froat-t o-back ratio, input impedance, matching, reflection coefficient, antenna patterns.... All these
terms are f 'ig to afirst aerotter student of clectromsagnectics. To help a student visualize radiation
patterns oIrudrstan refiectio i coafficients and input impedance is not a challenge for the weak of
heart. Some students believe that antennas and electromagnetic, am pure magic; others get bogged
down in the mathematics, and a few believe these topics are irrelevant to their future as electrical
tnfmears. The Numerical Electrusagnetic ~Coe(E) software package has provided us with a tool to

tefirst semester student to understand simple antennas and the n'-nns that describe them. With
NE~t-s sissntnmay piot the elecroc fiedas a iuncuionofqporu, pita ii L.urrnrmvs. engut [Ora variety
of frequencies, and examine the impact of flequency on input impedance.

As is the case with many small undergraduate electronic engineering programs, we offer only one
course in antennas andl propagation. In this course W~ Lover Maxwell's equations, transmission lines.
boundary conditiuas, and antennas. To cover this ma~crial in a 16-week semester requires imaginative
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tools. At the United Stwtes Coast Guard Academy we have developujd a laboratory exercise' that
comibines the use of NEC with the use of a network analymnr and an "anechoic con-" (we could not
afford the space or cost of having a full tnechoic chamber, so we at tMp a cornet of one of our labs to
take field measurements). We chalienge th studesnts to understand the impact of length, spacn and
frequency on antenna performance and to design a two element Yagi-Uda &aay. To help in their gn
poceas the students were given several ref1ernces including Antennas by J.D. Kraus, Antenna
Theory, Analysis, and Desgn by Constantine Balanis, and Principles of Radar honm the MIT
RADLAB Series

THE LABORATORY EXPERIMENT:

The labort" exercse is divided into thde parts with a little competition to add sorme incentive. The
thire part am:

(A) An int1oduction to the equiplman.
(B) An evaluation of a monopole antenna. The students ae required to plot the input imped ces,
frequency, current versus length for ariety of faquencies, and the radiation patterns.
(C) An open ended design project to design a two eleentn amy witi, one driven element and one
parasitic element. Thu adjustments to the aray are controlled. At the conclusion of the project, the
asrays arm entered into a coatest to determine thc bcst design.

PART A: Equipment Operation

In part (A) the students arc introduced to the equilipent used for modeling and measuring antenna
radiation patterns and antenna driving point impedarnc.

Anechoic Teat Equipment Setup
To Antenna to be tested

HP 9816 Computer HP 8756A Scalar
Network Analyzer

HPJ3350B HP83522A

Sweep I

HP 9133 Hard drive Ocllltor Plug-in

To Transmitting Antenna

(7'• HPIB Interface cable

They are introduced to Nunerical Elecromagnetics Code (NEC) compilrd for the MacintoshTM. our
an-chol corner controlled by an HP 9816 computer, and a ll wlett Packard HP-4195A
Network/Spectrum Analyzer for measurin* input impedance. Part (A)is ,ot worth many points, but we
have found, over the past two years, that if we require the students to write down all of the operating
instuctions we save ourselves a great deal of time and effort,

A complete copy of our laboratory exercise is included in bppcndix (A),
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Part B: Evaluation of a Monopole Antenna

For this sectio of the iab the students evaluate a standard coomwerela antenna. They investigate input
impedance as a function of frequency, current vs. length of the antenna for a variety of frequencies, and
antenna patterns. Fbr the Coast Guard, the communications antmnas in the high fequency (HF) range
must work acoss a full decade (3-30 MHz). This range and the limived space on a ship ofter s••e very
real problems. Because of this, we choose a 35 foot whip antenna, one of the Coast Guard's most
common HF antennas, for this portion of the lab. The 35' whip is found on every Coast Guard Cutter
from the largest polar icebreakers to small coastal buoy tenders. We siimpifiad the model of the antenna
by usuming a very thin, constant diameter instead of the tapered design normally seen in use.

Part C: Deslgn a Two Element Array

The last part of the lab is an open ended design project. Design problems am an ercellent teaching tool.
Using NE•C and the anechoic chamber, the students am required to design a two element array with one
driven element and one parasitic element for a frequency of 10MHz. They have the option of adjusting
the length of both elements and the distance from the origin of the parasitic element. The results am
comared using the formula:

(t-i'JI(aimas pn -ffmlmnmn gain)N1 (MsaiMum gain-mirnknm P)AUrT

RESULTS:

This lab provides the student to develop their insight of antennas. We did not get very many comments
on the tirst two pats of the lab because of the short answer format we decided to use. We went with
short answers to reduce the amount of time they spent on these sections. As we stated above, part (a)
was mos to save us from answering questions on the equipment than it was to teach them anything
about antennas.

After the lab was wrlten and the students had started the work on part (b), we felt that we were missing
somethin;. We felt the lab should include some way of looking at the impact of an additional structure,
Our solution was to build a small copper hous that could be added to the table in tie anechoic chamber
and have the students look at the patt-n with the house "in the way." At first we received comments
about the house having no impact. We found that the frequencies students selected for the test were too
low. Our solution for next year is to add a summary question to part (b), looking at the impact of the
house as a function of frequency.

A second problem we encountered was with our formula to compam the designs,

(I-)*[(mainmum pin-milninimn jman)NEC+(maxim-m galn-nmninmm Pgn)AmTl

The problem was that we did not have enough control over the numbers that went into the formula. In
hindsight we should have:

L) Modifaed die radiation pattern card in the NEC run file to include the directive gain instead of
the power gain and should have used those nu•nibers;
b.) Defined what input impedance should be used to calculate r;
c.) Controlled the power supplied to the transmitting antenna in the snechoic chamber.
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CONCLUSION:

The insight the students gained from this experiment is best rxprcssed in their own words. Cadet 2/c
(a junio) Kevin Carroll wrote, 'The knowledge gained in this project helps me dramatically in the
understanding some of die material covered in clams about chapter 9 (Electromnaseic Fields &
Wavea, by Magdy Iskander)." He added, 1I also got an important look at engineering work such as
repeat trials and failures....I was able to start putting different concepts together to help solve problems."

We all know that our mistakes are often our best teache. 24c Eric Smyth wrote, "We did not keep an
accurate log of our design, step by step, in order to follow any trends that might have arisen from our
numerical analysis." This is a lesson that we all had to learn. If he has learned it before it impacts
anything but his grade, it is a successful lesson.

We will continue to use this lab exercise in our course. One of the rnmt imporant considerations is
to ensure that the students have sufficient time to work through the entire design process with its
frustrations and its rewards.
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Studv of a Monnpole Antennn shove a Ground Plane &
Design of a Two Element Arm of MonRnole Antennas

Nanme Lab Seca' & Instructor

In this th'e pan labontory cxereis. you will learn to:

1.1. (5 points) Use the lab equipment, including:

1.1.1 N aElec gnedcs Codc (NEC)

1.1.2 Anvchoic -mber w/ Hewlett Packard computer
1.1.3 Netwoxk/Spectrum Analyzer

1.2. (30 points)Evaltue a simple antenna:

1.2.1. Look at input impedance as a function of frquency
1.2.2. Look at current as a function of fErquncy
1.2.3. Look at pattern at the horizon with the tes set-up
1.2.4. Look at the pattern at a function oi the azimuth angle with NEC
1.2.5. Loo at the mpact of n additional structure added to the grountdplane

(either another antenna or some type of box)

1.3. (65 pom•n) Design a two elnent arnry using NEC and the anechoic chmmber to attain the
maximum front to back ratio and the lowest relection crefficient (G). 7Te fomula for comparing the
results between groups is:

(l-G)*[(unxinam gin-minim-u pin)4,z m-(maxinu gain-inimum gin)Atr]

First place is worth 5 exta credit points, second place is wuzh 3 extra credit points, and thind place is
worth I extra credit point.

2.0 REPORTS REQUIRED:

2.1. For parts 1. 2 and 1.2. each student is required to answer the questions at the end of this lab
handomt and to ravide the plots requested.

2.2. For part 1.3. a formal write-tap is required from each student. The data and results you may share
with your partmer, but the analysis and conclusions 0huld be yoir own work. Any assistance a
student receives and any references used should be cited. The formal writc-up should include: Abstract
(5 points), purpose (3 Points), theory (20 points), procedure (5 points), dam and results (6 points),
analysis (20 moints), and conclusions (6 points).

3.0 INTRODUCTION:

3.1 Yca have been provided with a floppy disk which has a copy of this lab and the NEC programs you
reed to complete this part of the lab. Check to ensure you have the following NEC prograns:

vm-A Part-B Pat-C

i! you are missing any one of these progains, notify your instructor.
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3.2 lab equipment and hard disk spece arm limited. Pleasemnove yourcoauser files and clean up
your antemas when you ae not testing. You will be responsible for coordinating among yourselves to
ensure that you all have sufficieat time to make your ntawsuewnts.

4.0 PROCEDURES:

4.1 Part A: Equipment lOperation

4.1.1 During this part of the lab you will become familiar with the techniques we use for measuring
anteona rediation patnia and antenna driving puant impedances including:

4.1.1.1 NsmssicalElectromagnedcs Code (NEC). NEC is apmsuramdevelcped by Lawrence
Livermom Lahxratmy for the Departmnit of Defense to model anennas and other uc•res. The code
is designed to calculate the current, and using dtt current, calculate the electrumagnetic field.

4.1.1.2 Anechoic Chamber wI Howlett Packard computer for measuring the radiation pattern.
The radiation pia.t •f an antena ewlls us aoenthing about the sptial electric field about the antenna.
This inftwmatior is useful when one is designing a com"nincation system.

4.1.1.3 Network/Spectrum Analyzer for tmasuring the driving point impedance. TIe driving
point impedance of an antenna is an important parnmetr in syatem design. The driving point impedance
can bI, ueed to evaluate the reflection coefficient. manimisson coefficient, and information about overall
syms efficincy and bandwidthf an antenna presents a considerable mismatch, an antenna coupling
device may be mquined.

4.1.2 Operating NEC:

We have a version of NEC that runs on the MAC. After you run NEC please remove input and output
files to your floppy. This is a sample NEC progam with a description of what the differmnt lites of
code mean

Comment liner - All coments CM 1/4 wave monopole over
will appear in the output file. CM perfect grum
End coommnets - Mt be used CE
Geometry cad - for wire GWl,25,0.,0.,0.,0.,0., 8.2,.03125
Scaling card - Converts the GS0,0,.3048
dimensions from feet to mers.
End geometry -Must be usd GE1
Perfect gwutd at Z-O GNI
Frequency card - in MHz FRO,1,0,0,30.
Exciation - the feed point EXO,1,1,0,1.
Radiatio Pastern RP0,91,2,10G1,0.,0.,l.,90.
End Card EN

The only numbers you should have to change as you do this lab are:
A. The last number on the fequency card. As noted above, the frequency is in MHz and
you must have a decimal point after the number.
B. the location and length of the parasitic wie in part C. Below is a breakdown of the
wire geonxzy card
GW1, 25, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 35., .03125

Wie# #*osteim X Y Z X y Z wimnTIM
coordomm of onu e ed cwwaa m of o am,
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4.1.2.1 Run NEC usir the NEC input file "pan-A" and answer the sunmiazy questions.

4.1.3 Operating the amochoic chamber:

Operation of the anech�c chamber will be described by your insuuctor. Careful, precise notes should
be taken as they will be needed for parta B and C of this lab.

4.1.4 Opesauing the Netwoek/Specoum analyzcr

The network/spectrum analyzer can be used to measuze impedances of nee�uks. 'This as not sw�ing
if you take a moment to conakto� thaI impedance is merely the ratio of the voltage to the current
anJyxr Will monitor these two parame�s uixi calculata ds�r julio as a function of frequency. This
impedance as then displayed on the acinen.

4.1.4.1. Read through the information in the operations manual to become familiar with the techniques
for �tting up the analyw mid f� meastring impedance.
4.1.4.2. Determine the driving point impedance over the specified frequency range for one of the se't
boxes provided.

4,2 Fart I: Evaluate a 35' whIp antenna

4.2.1 Antenna Choice: We we working with the 35 foot whip antenna because it is one of the Coast
Guard's moat common hi� frequency antennas. You find 35 foot whips on evety class of Coast Guard
cutter from the 399' WAGE to the 180' WLB.

This pan of the lab is designed in:

A. Look as input impedance as a function of frequency
It. Look as current as a function of frequency
C. Look at pattern at the horizon with the test set'up
D. Look at the pattern ass fsmctism of the azimuth angle with NEC
E. Look at the impact of an additional 3tructwe added to the gmundplanc

(either another antenna o' some type of box)

Using the techniques learned in pan A of this lab, answer site summary questions at the end of the lab.

4.3 Part C: Design a two clement array

Using NEC (input file "Part-C") and the anechoic chamber, design a two element army with one driven
element and one parasitic element fain frequency of 10MHz. The formula for comparing the results
between groups is:

(1.G)s[(rnaximum gain-mininitsm g5in)N�+(maxmmm gain-minimum PirI)AUT)

You may only adjust die length of the driven element and due length and distance front the origin of the
parasitic element. Your final report should inc'sde the NEC results needed to show your design
approach (not all of your NEC output files), the pattern from the anechuk chamber, and the input
unpedmtee measured with the analyzer.
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Studly of s Monopole Antenns above a Graound Plans &
De1a of a Two Element Array ot Maontinle Antegtnas

Name ______ __Lab Seoloiw & lnsbuiwor _______

Sunmmary Qucatioak6 for part A:

1. Woat the inaructiona to opcose the Hewlett wusd (HP) scalar networkt analyzer using die HP computer. Provide
sfficent detall so deal a peu =t familiar with the bab set-up cold obtain -n aracna istteni.

I. Write te iaitwm'ao qmUe theewlettPalIntl P) nhwodrqek um uiul~yzer Provide sufflinet detal so that
a pemrison amfmillar with the lab set-u coul obtainan i nput itotahnce tremauwemer.

3. PR the NEC preptem (NIX pmp Tart A") provided (a qomsewave nionopole uwetm above a pedect ground), how
do the ramiuka. fW the 4=nbmmn of the comea Mons the anenna boan NIEC campier with thea theoretical valuea for
curreti wiablasto: I.'Alsmlkia~.)I whate Am a acoeunt. 0 is the wave anumber, and I is the laigib of the amarswi. Plot
thu calcland w jtheoreticul -ea d~isanbon.

4. Using; the informusi bout NEC. plot the Maglnitudie of dhe dectric MMn~ aa function of q. Ihow does thu compare
with the pattern given In Your telL

S. Using the infortineti fitiw NEC, plot dhe magnitude of tae electric field as a function of f. Ho0w does tha coarpare
with the PRISu giVe.' in yor text.

summary Questions for part 0:

1. How long is the 35 foot whip, in wavelangths. at 2 M[Hz, 5 MMU, 1OMWr, 20 M&., and 30 MWz.

2. For the NEC program (NEC pronpwi 'Part L1I) provided (a 35 toon monopole antenna over a perfect pounid). plot the
magnitiutde of the curreat for 2 MHz. 5 WMz, 10MEz 20 Wis. and 30 sWlz.

3. Sance we cmuatt put a 35 loot iainsmanai the anech clamber (Viasmed am, ntry just to prov nic wlfl*J we scale the

Wewethe mscaed kstp ince for 2 M~iz, 5 Miz, 10MH~z, 2014z mVIIId 30 M~z if we aM iealig the antenna by
a 20Ai ratio.

4. Antenna pleouasa functionof t:
A. Plot the pattern, as a funiction of #, at 5 Wiz (scaled) using ate anetboi chamber.
R. Plot the pstlemn, m a faw.mo of 0. a 5 Ml~z uinasg NEC propuon 'Part B".
C. Conwere di two plots (in writing) and explain if the patient you gVt am wins is expected, Cite yotur

5. Mlo the ancenna paitee, assa function ofO0, t S MHz, 10MHz. 20Mfz. aid 30 Mlzuauing NEC progiwni 'Pant B".
E~xplaLi (in writing) whether the puuesu you get am what is expeck&d Ciu; yotin references.

6. Using the im-workfsenrusa anlzery, nuesure the nmpedace of the model antenna as a function of feequrnoy. Scale
the fresquencesa you evaluate so th, Ywould be equal, in wave leigtkm, to a 35 foot whip evoujuated fmm 2MKU to 25 MHz.
Provide the Smith Cbsui of the p6o Raesnnber that you have io calibrwas the rueter at die caontctor on the table.
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Finite Difference Analysis with
MATLAB and VMAP in Undergraduate

Instruction
W. Perry Wheless, Jr. Carolyn E. Wheless

Unierasity of Alabama, Tuacaloosa. AL
Ab.ui- Tb. Omit. d. W .Ma A bt MA*or steps in the finite difference technique
=s,"Tb. 10.6~-s ( A w• d sOI n include manipulation of the continous governing
a.eg. b.•c acdms..,o auti. SU.m, per"pW. b7 PDE into a discrete/finite set of linear algebraic

t PM= .b" ,ea.. i equations, and solution of the linear algebraic equa-
Zmed by •. U.b- 5Sii** , a, of set. This paper exclude detailed discussion
.- b - Nfts -.o c. -. y M ,..,'. ib. h". of the subject of options and techniques for so-
b - - we " " b lution of systems of linear equations: thorough
Ab. .S...m ~.as VMAP. -d mSme dd. t basic treatmtnt is available in numerous texts,

"N-jk-. ps-- wIs including [11 and [2]. Iterative solution remains
as•" •.o m, s.ehk generally preferable for two and three-dimensional
Tb i . aa S b . hs€uss d.- problems, and is employed here.
u.,, .a sa e d5The so-called Richardson extrapolation [3], [4]

is not discussed in this paper, but it is employed
I. INTRODUCTION in the solution of the second example problem and

is worthy of note.Pas al differential equations (PDEs) and inte- The experience of students with computer-based
grad e iuations (IEs) arise frequently in electro- projects, such as those presenttd here. is more
magnCLIc problems. Steady-state problems with favorable with a higher-level interactive software
a variety of field4 - stress, temperature, flow, as package like MATLAB 15] than with traditional
well as electromagneti, involve Elliptic PDEs of languages such as Fortran, Basic, Pascal, or C.
the general form Progracamuig is more straightforward with MAT-

be + c"' + d& + + fLAB, so that distraction from the mathematical
aW•+ r 0. + &• f (1) concepts of the method is reduced. However, mas-

+gUu k (x,y, r) tering MATLAB graphics for depiction of vector
fields is more difficult and time-consuming, This

where a, b, and c are non-zero and of the same sign. paper features a combisation of the programming
The Poisson and Laplace equations are of this ease and computational strengths of MATLAB with
type. In applications, numerical solution of thee the convenient and impressive visualization of 2-d
equations usually is required. The curriculum at vector fields offered by the software package VMAP
most research universities now includes the intro- [6], [7).
duction of electrical engineering urdergrituates
to basic principles of finite differencen (FE), fiuite ii. FIrITE Dirrm•nl•nit MEi;HOD iN 2-D
eements (FE). and the moment method (MoM) ELECTROSTATICS
as the "iost promiasut techniques for obtaining
reliable numerical solutions. This paper conmsn- The differertial Poisson equation is a point re-
tra• - on the rectangular coordinate system and, lationship governing potential t:
specifically, the finite difference method. Two-
dimensional example problems from electroscat- - ýV'o-p (2)
ics are presented, which are suitable for direct in-
course use in junior and senior-level fields courses. For a source.free region of space. Laplace's equa-
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tion results; namely, approximations are

V=4O 0 . (3) 6.l

For two-dimensioual problems, 0 - (zy) andBoun~dary Conditions (B.C.) Must be applied, 6o +0 [(A + A)

(6)

a For a uniform mesh, therefore, the Laplace equa-Jin R (01 : X !S Q- tion V 2
'=- 0 is converted iutovs•=Et+1 :ý V,<_ 5 _.)

B.C.: O(XiY) g(X,Y) on 5 0-1j -+4 1,i+. + 4,0--.1 1 
'
i.i -44),,j -0 (7)

(4)
where usually the problem geometry is set so that which is eailv remembered by the MolecL'e form
0, - 01 - U. Eq. 4 is one of the most iMportanL suggested in Fig. 2 in a typical mesh. Rearrange-
PDEz of the Elliptic type. ment of Eq, 7 gives the difference equation of in.

A given continuous problem is reduced to finite terest for computer implementation:
k ze for computer solution by melecting a set of rect-
angular mahpoints in thesolution region, as illus- , = ( +4 '

,+i., + 44,- .). (8)
trated in Fig 1. While the spatial separation be-

tween nBade with respect to x and y may be differ- If Eq. 8 is applied at each of the N nodes i.r a
jot, Ar 0 4,V, it is common practicetotakeauni- finite difference mesh, clearly tbe result is a sys-
form mesh (Ax = L4 = h) for simple prohklen•. tern of N linear algebraic equations. Here, prob-
A convenient shorthand notation which gives ea h len•s with potential 0 specified at all nodes on the
node a unique reference 'name' is to use disc" te boundary (the so-called Ditichlet boundary con-
iutiicft i,j so that ,,j * 4n(i,j) i #(ihjh). Af, dition) are considered. As one would expect, a
ter a grid-point network is set up, the potentials considerable amount of programming effort must
# are found are at each mode in the mesh as dis- be directed toward ensuring correct 0 valums for
cussed below, so that the O's aatisfy Laplace's nodes on the boundary, and for carefully comput-
equation plus the specified boundary conditions ing 0 at interior points neighboring the boundary.
on the interfaces and borders in the reginn.

To compute the potential at the mesh nodes,
it is necessary to discretize Laplace's equation by
converting it to an equation of differences. The
following difference approximations for the first A X
derivative operator are used:

(i~j+fl

S• + O(Ar) forward a a a a aI -i +01A&) backward i-ljl (i~jl(l÷ t.J)

~-j-~ + O(ZAr 2 ) centrala a aa

with the central difference approximation preferred
as morea ccurate because its error is of the order 0 a a a a
Ax

2 -6' - h' for a uniform mesh, but use
of the forward/backward approximations may be

necessary near boundaries, The second derivativc - hso,.i
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Laplace's equation causes Eq. 8 to become

0" -407' + WKt," [ (0.- + 0+-?

+ -.- 1 C- 11
.. . . .. . alt.?

.. . 1 where w is the relaxatior paramnter. uw > I speeds

-*. ' i. convergence, but nurrmerical instability reults when11 •-- 4 -- I . the value of w is made too large., w Pm 1.5 has been" "- found to give good, stable results for Laplace's

equation. The first example problem in this paper

,I . is solved by explicit Gauss-Siedel iteration with-
I,- ) out reLaxation. Over-relacation is employed in the

second example problem, Once D(x, y) is known.

Fas 2 u.l, .lcs . d..,,..d L.,ll, -,,l computation of the electric field is straightforward
fromn the basic relationship E = -Vt.

Example 1 To demonstrate the basic method, con-

Ifl. ITERATIVE SOLUTION sider the two-dimensional boundary value problern

Iterative Gauss-Siedel solution for t at each depicted in Fig. S. Determine the potenti,,l 4

mesh tIc de, enforcing Eq. 8, is uinl here, A super- and the electrostatic field E in the indicated cross-

scipt indicates the iteration number, with super- sectional plane with the bioundary conditions given

script "0' denoting the initial values which are ar- in the figure. Note that the top plate is insulated

bitrarily assigned (except to the boundary points. from the other three sides at the upper Itft and up-

which have known value). For example, *a(i,j) per right corners, so that it can be maintained at

means the potential at node location x - A, = a different potential by the 10 kV dc source. With

jh after the third iteration. The process begins length •h•eight m L, divide L into four intervals to

by updating the initial values 0' to those alter demonstrate the effetiveness of a low-order soiu-

the first iteration according to tion to this problem. Set the initial potential at all

interior nodes to zero. In the computer program,

provide for rectangular as wsell as square geometry
+ to . + 4 To, ,) (9)-, - .,.-I 4 (9 and allow user specifiia•ion of the desired ,,uibci-

of intervals.

anld continues repetitively until satisfactory cow-
,.-gence is achieved (that is, the change from onz,

iteration to the next is small enough to satisfy 4 '"
specified convergeune tolerance). Gauss-Siedel it-
eration merely means that we are using the most
recent numnbers available in the caculation of the '
next step.

To improve convergence, the fijther enhance
meri~t of ovrr-.ti"[19) can be, incorporated ,!, - (;)-
into the solution procedure. The RUS of Eq. 7 T - -

at the subject node (i,j) is actually some residual

and not exactly the target value zero. that is.

For the n-th iteration,. a.pplving vovr-relaxation to h,; A , , ,
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Solution of Example 1: The governing equa- f 4207 5190 421 -,i
tto. are iteration t 1797 2422 17)7

+i, (12) j. 675 943 675
f 4286 5268 4286i1

B.C.: 0(x,0) = 4(0, y) - (L,y) = 0 (13) iteratiov 25 1875 25W0 1875 .
0(0<x< L,L)-1

4 
(0 714 982 714

and At later iterations (e.g., iteration 50), the valumc
E = -VO. (14) remain the same an those reported after 25 itera-

For 4 intervals, choose Az -r y = It - k, and tions above. The MATLAB program of Fig. 5 'al
number the nodes as indicated in Fig. 4, The cula.es the electric field components at the satle
interior node tarting values are all set to zero, nodal points once ) is determined, and the results
as specified. Al explicit Gauss-Siedel interativ- are written to file amumap.datfor export to the sep.
solution for tle potential at each node is obtained. oate vectr, field plotting prograti N'MAP. Apart

Students are usually encouraged to take full ad. front a single line of header informiation. \NMAI
vantage of symunetry in a given problem, as s way just requires listing of the E-field x and Y coutp,-
to significantly reduce computer memory require- nents for each of the grid pointts, proceeding left t,
meatis and cpu timne, However, symmetry is not right and starting with the node ilt tile lower left
used to reduce the problem size in this case be. hand corner of tite figure. The point-by-point data
cause the problem ir so small. sent to VMAP is shown in Fig. 6, and ant electro

A representative MATLAB program for solving static field depiction from VMAP is presented in
this problem is listed in Fig. 5. The potential Fig. 7.
values at tite nine interior nodes evolve in the fol- Example 2 Fil. 8 shows a cross-sectwnal view
lowing manne,: of a shielded long, parnllel-plate capacitor with air

(1,31 (2,3) (3.,) u o dielectric.0 Consider thcase d Id = d, 3.
(1,fl (2,2) (3.2) initial values 0 0 0 The upper plate potential of Vo in Fig. 8 can be
(1,1) (1,2) (1.3) [0 0 0 taken to be +1 Volt, with the lower plate then at

- 250)0 3750 2500 3 fired potential -I Volt, Calculate ani plot the eiec.

iteratiou 1 625 1250 62,5 trostatic field distribution for this problem. What

156 156 156 is the capacitance per unit length? Fig. 8 sho.ws a
7 x 7 square grid ojfinite difference mesh ntode, itt
the first quadrant of the zy plane. the syrnmetry ,tt
the problem is .uch that 4 solution in this quadrant

V'" solves the complete problem, Note that three mctsl
"i& shield boundaries satisfy Diriehlrt conditions (0 i.s

0 (known to b1 zero at all threc boutndaries). The x-
ott.-t t. .4 t i, 14 41 azis also is at zero potential becaue it is midway

St3•i between the capacitor plates.

Solution of Example 2. Calculatioti of 'I pro
I ,.2) (I "I '2.:-I1 (1 :2 t42• ceeds in similar fashion to that employed with UN

atnple 1, but the requirement for finding the ca-
M 1 41 t 1 1 1 1 t I [. pacitance requires further commentL. Taking ±-l'E -±- - -__-_'___1 V, C = .2) q , where Q is the charge

.in either plate. Q is obtained front Gausb" Law
f D • ntis = Q. with the integral tak-en on a suIr-

I N.d I tlbn, ch, I- d b-.,t,y r.bl face around the center conductor: usilg s'tlinict V
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lerigth~input p 'Input length Cm) hoight-juput C('Input height (m) .

diailU C
disp ( deilta-,c end delta-Y intervals aer thp same.

dimp(' calculated from the ausiber at')

diavc( intervals in the larger dimenzsJn.')
liul~ifput(190. intervasL in larger dimensionl7-

noit-input&DwieLd, number of iterations 7..

if (length ~- height) ; delta- length/ niflU1; nint2-heightlddlta:

for i-Oiliutlti for J-cC:niut2

if (0-0C & (1-.0 4 (i-niZntl)C phi(J+.1.i+*)-1OCOO;

end; endi end;
for ,(.linoit; for i-2:(nint1/

2 C+l; for j-2tnnift2

"3hi (j, i)-phi(jlI~i) + phi(J+-),iC + phi~j~i-l) I phi~ji~i'lM
4 ;

phi~j~nnirtI-i+2C phi~jiA)i
and; slid; and;
fPrintf~fid, '%2.Of %2.Qf %2.Uf 1.nintl+l, riint2+1, length);

tPrintf(fid, %~2.09 42.Of %2 Of \n', height, 0, 0);

car j . uimt2+l;-lzI; for i - lmiutl+l;
if ),.-niut2+IC; grad~l)-O; qrad(2)ephi~jI.i)/d*IL;h

al' 'eIC; grad~lC-D grad(2)c(Phi(Ji)-Cphi(JI~~iCC/dfaltat
..I ~ ); qr&d(lý-phi~i,i+iC/jdeltm. Igraa(2C'sV;

else; j(lC.(phi~j,i+ .)-phi~i,i-1C)/2-dwlta
gxadC2C- (phi (J-1, i -hhi(j+l, iCC)/

2
,dlta& and;

fprintf(fid. It* %a Wn, gradl)
1

) gradV2));

and' %nd;, and:
if (height ý length); doltsaehight/nint1; nint2clengthidelta;

for i=O:nint2 ; for J.Oni~ntli

it Ctj-0) c4 (i--O L i-.nint2MC phi(J+Ili+l)-OOO0O;

alse phi~j+l~i (.0O:
end; end, end;

for ,c-l:noit; for i.2:Cnint2/2C+Il for P=Z:nintl;
Vhi~j,i)Ci~hi(Jil~i) + phijj+l~i) + phi~i,i-l-) *h)A3C
phi~j,nintj-i#

2
C - phi~l~i);

and: and; end;
tprintf(fid, -%2.of %2.Ot %2.Of ,nint2vl. nintlJ-l, length);

tprintf(fid. -%2of %2.0f %2.Of \n', height, 0, U);

for j - nintl~lt-l:;l for i . - .Lini%2+I;
if (J--jnintil.I); gradil)'Og-0PC;)I~5
alawCif 0-1):iC grad~lC-O; grad(2) phi (j, i)-hi (j~li) ) delta

el&Sif Ci-1C); QrsdCI)-;hi~i,ilC (dilta1; gradC
2 P

t
;U

%Lmeif (i-.nint2*lC; Irdl phC.)d tC I ad(
2

1 
0

;

Clnt gadl)(phi (,i+i1) -hi (j,i-1)) /21deltae

7rma!2 ;-CohiCI-1I'iC-phi~jIi,i))/21dalIta end;

fprizitt~tid, -%* %w \n', Vr~adW. gradCW);

end; end; and;
Statis-f closeCf id);

HcI5 Rtprý.s-iata MATLAY p,9m fn orw LzrompC,
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one may double the result of evaluating tile inte- proved effective in courses dealing with electro
gral half-way around the entire conductor, With magnetic fields at The University of Alabama.
uniform mesh spacing Ax - A.,y 4fi, Two specific examples are documented here that

rsA* shave been forind useful in instruction of under-
D. n =D,. Io. = = , (15) graduates majoring in electrical engineering. Stu-

dent response to date indicates that computer-
which simply reduces to D..-..1 - cat if the sue- based projects involving solution of 2-d electro-
face is chosen adjacent to a Dirichiet boundary so magnetic field problems are better received by stu-
that *0 = 0. For a unit length of capacitor, P = 1, dents when MATLAB and VM AP are used ratwer
and the integration reduces to summation at the than traditional programming languages. It ap-
discrete nodes (in thie 'surface', Therefore, pears that exercises of tile nature and scope pre

seated here make students more comfortable with
C - tD rid. = _ E _0, (16) numerical methods and increase their interest in
£ _2 2inure advanced applications, Undergraduates are

Tile MATLAB program used to solve this prob- motivated to learn more about numerical method.h
lem is structured similar to the Fortran program anid field theory by success with problems such as
in [41. To solve for *(z, V), it is desirable to have the ones discussed here.
mesh nodes on the capacitor plate. However. be- A signiiicant advantage of the finite differenc,
cause the capacitor plate is taken to be infinitely method is that a number of simple problems are
thin, it is awkward to compute electric field values available. Variety can be introduced by the intro-
at nodes precisely on the plate because there are duction of direct, or other indirect linear equation
two competing vectors at these nodes. In fact, a solution techniques to augment the Gauss-Siedel
13 x 13 grid was employed to find 0 and then a iteration method used here, Problem complexity
5 x 5 subset of equispaced nodes was selected to can be progressively increased by adding media in-
compute E. Nodes on the plate were thus avoided- terface considerations (for instatice, placing a di-
The resulting field plot from VNMAP31 

is seen im electric slab between the capacitor plates of Exam.
Fig. 9. In addition to an illustatinn frame which pie 2) or treating problems with irregular bound-
can be turned on/off under user control, VMAP aries so that iodes must occur at un-even inter-
conveniently provide- fur boundaries. In Fig, 9. vain. While other educators may devise their own
note the boundary line which has been drawn to variations and extensions, the examples presented
represent the capacitor plate. Most of time electric in this paper should remain valuable for teach-
field lines in Fig. 9 ace concentrated toward the ing the finite differenwce method in undergraduate
lower plate, but the separation between plates is fields courses.
substantial and the shield walls are grounded, with
the result that a considerable number of field lines REFERE.NCES

origiate on the positive upper capacitor plate and
terminate on tile shield walls. Fimmally, the co K- rdt,.), J.5, Wiey A. ,. N.w fork. NY. 1455.

puter analysis concludes that time capacitance per 121 1, PS-I.w Jc , PoWM. co...,• y .. I,,,,oo.. .-A LC

unit length for the situation given in Example 2 is 1- G.I. M-rthc -d V,V. Sh.W.a, Deg... tk.4•, . -. d
21.510.1 pF. 141 tu.outor..a spiam-vct. N.. Y.1i. NY, um.

H.C. J- C.t.?......I MUShed. I., titctr....,i
,ce sad Mmcawsn, Joth. Wh•y & s-n., N.- Yot. NY. 1"52

I'. CONCLUSIONS 2. -.
15J MATLAN t A rwaai &nx d (r-d1. oIt The MathWokrS. hi.-

24 PrIm. P'k W.y. N.i6,k. MA 017W0.
This paper has demonstrated the feasibility of l6l O.K-.jtn.K.Mha ln.dJ.A.lcr.1d. PC 5ohoM'w ,

combining tile computational features of MAT- t kid.." M.,o.a.. J-r... t1 pt. 3'., 'P. 2r7

LAB with the powerful 2-d vector field represents- 1;1 ). K saj- -d l.A. Ger... I"C pr_. hSr I'to th,i tkc
kld.. , IJ d'..,, o.J k• o Fetk A ... t It..I , -4

tion capabilities of VMAP. The combination has r,.,... . At.id C.r,........I.t Ei,...... .,. ...
4 1psAr -ot n'msrdl. Minte.. CA. Ma-h IM

SVMAP3 pr-es-tl soýt. nlt ip Bet to.t Iore o.e VMAPJ tIs.- , I Crn-, II.A. Ltkotw -ad J.0. WIlk-. it APl mer,
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Abstract

"The commerically availaole microwave circuit CAD program OSA90/hope'" has a
Ditapipew feature which allow users to have their own user-defined models for circuit analysis and
optirization'. We have dtveluped a massively parallel 3D-TLM module for OSA90/hope. This
module is more than 30 times faster than its equivalent serial implementation running Ona a
DEC5000/200 workstation. This technique allows op.imization of microwave structures using
massively parallel ZD-TLM time domain field analysis without the need for equivalent circuits or

i'• lookup tables. A comparison 9f the execution speed of the serial and parallel 3D-TLM simulation
modules on three workstations and & DBCmpp 12000 have been made. This provides a clear picture
of the required computer time for performing 3D-TLM field simulations on various hardware
platforms.

Introduction

I At piesent, field theory based microwave circuit CAD/CAM is performed in the frequency
domain. This is more - matter of traditional practice and available computer power than a theoretical

. consraint. This papea -pcr the first successful combination of a frequency domain CAD program,
4 OSA90/hope, with a massively iarall4e version of the time domain 3D-TLM electromagnetic fieldgA•I• • 'a~~~~~Hi- "I [1.,I" .- "-w.hquc ina-e.xw ,h fr- .me. d--Z-2ýn•w-~wv g, -s

The therry of the symmetrcal co~ndesd node 3D-TLM'i method is well described in [2]. A
I 3D-T-LM meth * built by cascading a network of these nodes in the three dimensional space, To

J isimulate elecmopgetic wave propagation in the mesh, scattring and tansfer of voltage impulses
must be performed. A massively parallel implearentation of this procedure is ý,ven in [3]. The
parallel 3D-TLM module developed in this paper ic divided into 3 programs - two serial and a
parallel on.;; the> are 3drin-pipe, 3dsIm-server and I-scrver, respectively. 3dilm-pipe is executed

I From now OSA'V0 • t zDappe will • ubrexd O •SAOhpe ml DuwpipeT".t. Jy
ii From now crs 2D-TLM mas symminncal condesud noWe 3D-'UtL
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locally together with OSASO/hope on a HIP 9000 series 700 workstation; 3dtlm-server is executed
remotely on a DECSOOO/200 workstation, which is the front-end machine for the DECmpp 12000
massively parallel computer -'Il-server is executed on a DECmpp 12000 parallel computer. The
serial and parallel program . unicate with each other via a few UNIXC pipes, [4] and [5]. The
serial programs amic niplarot -n C+.-i to perform aeria numerical operations such as discretizatiort
of geometrical parameters sm.~. conputation of discete Fourier transafrms. The parallel pboprar, is
implemented in MPL.IaC like parallel programming language for DECmpp 12000, to perform
computer time intensive 3D-TLM simulation.

Datapipe Featur of OSA9Olh"p
The lDstspipe feature of OSA9O/bope utilizi UNIXs ntterprocess conmut ;ation facility,

pipe, to establish high spe data connection between OSA90/hope and one or more external
programs. Because UNIlX's pipr, is used, OSA90/hope can rur. on its host machine and control
external programs rn-nng on the same or other machines. 7"his allows CPU time intenaive field
simulation programs to run on a m~ore powerful oopuser, such rs the DECznpp 12000,[61.

OSA90/hope'a Datapipe feature is built on top of the UTNIX's pipe and a proprietary
caximunicaumi protocoL. [71. External progirama must strictly cunply with this protocol in order to
work properly with OSA9Qhope. Daspipe sasthe external program asa child ;ro-in and sts up
a pipe coumaction between the. Once such a connection is properly establiahed, OSA9ft'ope and its
child process can begin to exchange data. OSA90Jhope computes the inputs required by its child
process according to their dehni-icoa and writes the data to the pipe. Mwe child process reads the
inputs from' the pipe, carries out the requested calculations, and aends the output back to
4OSA90/bape. This inttactuo is ilustrated in Fqgure 1.

The Datapip feature of OSA9(Wbope is very gend but not yet perfect for our applicatiou. One
of the probles is that it haa to send n toquesas to its child I ro P if it needs n frequency responases
This is not a problem at all if both OSA9(0hope and its child process arm executed on the same
computer. Ini o cup, OSA90/hope and the paralll 3D-TLM program have to he executed an two
different computers which are situated a few kiosneters apart. In this caue, network delay and
overhead canno t eignored. We have d6 meloped 3dihm -Apr to circumvent this problem.

hgXwe ! .A6tle comps theu~ ispesquuWa byi ft chal pecese wamooa w ditme debiudoad
.ites the catsz to de 4i~e. TMe child proma eads 1k inputs froms the p*pe carras out tbke

calcnlgjui. a snd& fath jwat bw to OSA9Mhqn
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The Massively Parallel 3D-TLM Module
The massively parallel 3D-TLM module is divided into 3 programs - two serial and a

parallel onew ahL re 34dm-pipe, 34dm-server and mps-server, respectively, The serial and parallel
programs communicate with each other via a few UNIX pipes. The serial programs are implemented
in C++ to perform aerial numerical operations such as discrcbization of geometrical paramete= and
computational dise Fourier transforms. The parallel program is implemented in MVL to perform
paralel D-TLM simulation.

3dtlm-server is based o, some source code extacted from the 3D-TLM Simulaito in [1]. The
graphical uaer interface module of that program is eliminated. Rep' acing it is a new module that reads
geometrical and control data from the standard input stream; on completion of the requested
number of asiulazimi. this module writes time and frequecy dw~ain result to the standard outut
sn'sam if they are requested. The serial 3D-TLM number crunching part of this module is also
repla by a massively parallel progprm, iul-ser, which is baed on some source code• -iracted
from D31. Thes two programs ommuni-a- with each other via UNlX pipes.

3dim.pipe is the program that make OSA90/hope and 3diLm-server, hence mpl-server, work
together seemlesaly. It provides a fully parameterized 3D-TLM component library for use in
microwave crm.uit analysis and opnmfmia with OSA9Ofbope. The user of OSA9O/hopt does not
have to inteac with 3ddn-server at all. He oa she only has to work with the Datapipe syntax of
OSA90(&qe. Curntly, the component library of 3dil-pW include. only three components for the
rectangular waveguide enviromeat. They mee:

"* r •mtn cavity,
" inductive ir bandpass filter. and
"* inductive ris boadpass filter with two timining ews.

Expanding this liraay to isnlude more ompaonm is an easy taskd the prMquisitt is a basic
knowledge of the 3D-TLM method and the C++ programming language. The intei ction of
OSASOjhope. 3ddm-pie, 3dim-server and np-server is depicted in Figure I.

HP Workstation
DECmpp 12000

CkSA906op. mp
t 

mrwr :

••=.-/• .....................•., i"

DEC 5000f20

3d~mpieUNIX pipes 3ddwxrwr _ _

Fqlxe 2 The wacumu of OSA9tiMpe. •d,-pwp., 3ddt.wmwr am,# wp-wrr.
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CimapuarsEsnuuaim tim in secondl

DEC 5000200 (Emp Front.end) 2580.

IBM RS6000. MOM 350 (42 MKz) 490

HP 9000, Serie 7000. Model 755 (99 M]z) 368

DECmpp 12000 75

Table I Fxcution time of dt serial and paralle 3i)-TLJA field sdiul-id modules oan thee wcektstaiou and a
parsa omnptsras m uTh h o ese is 12104"XI0; aumsh eae 0f 128X64 in the ay-plaoe repmsess afull use
of aDEConpp 12000 with 8192 proceasos. The mam-beroftirme sp• and frxw-cqm y poims are both 1000.
The executim time sho"n above include all te network delay due to the piping operatiosm depicted in
Figure 1. This provides a clear pictue of the retluird execution time fore perfoming 3D-TLM field

immutiadm n viom a haudwam pharam.

Comparison of Execution Speed of the Serial and Parallel
3D-TLM Simulation Modules

The performance of the parallel 3D-TLM simulation is quite impressive if the mesh
dimensions of the problem to be solved are conformed to the processor dimensions of the parallel
comnputer. The prccessor dimensions of the DECmpp 12000 available to us is 128x64, which gives a
total of 8192 processors. Table I gives a quantitative comparison of the execution time of the serial
and parallel 3D-TLM simulation modules on three workstations and a DECmpp 12000 parallel
computer. In the serial cases, there is no mpi-server program, the 3D-TLM number crunching
operation in done within the 3dilm-server program.

Simulation Examples
As a first example, the dimensions of an inductive iris bardpass filter is optimized with the

random optimizer of OSA90Chope. ThI geometry and dimensional parameters of "he filter are shown
in Figure 3. The design specifications are:

Center frequency - 33 GHz.

Pass band - 32.5 to 33.5 GHz.
Minimize IS 111 and maximize IS211 in the pasUband and vice versa in the stopband

The initial length of the cavititi is set to A.=ll.81mm (rounded off to the nearest A/). The
initi-l width of the imes is choaen to be small so that the opening will not affect the characteristic of
the resonators. The initial response of the filter is shown in Figure 4(a). The random optimizer of
OSA9O/hLpe is used to optimize the values of the parameters. The values of the paramcters after 30,
60 and 90 simulations ame shown in the table in Figure 3. their caespoiding responses are shown in
Figure 4(b), (c) and (d), respectively. The circuit file used for this op-imization process is given in
Listing 1.

The secend euample demostrates the effect of inseri-ng two tuniwg screws into the two center
cavities of the iter in the above exaumple. Mae locatin and depth of insertion are shown in Figure 5
together with the corresponding filter responses.
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I4j W1 W/ ~ 2 W.?

Rma -d-hs 6Olaxks I 90R-d-
wj in At 4 4 4
W2 inAJ 2 4 6 6
W3jin 2A' 10 I 1 10
d, in At 2321 21 21
'hin 41 23 23 22 23

pjgure. The sop view of an inductive iris bandpaus filtr. The initial and successive optimized valucs of the
pattfltsZ am show in the above table, A4stOJO0mais. The detsird cmnter freqiscoy is 33 GHz; the
passban is fras 32.5 OGls to 33-5 OHs. The opminzadn goa is t have minimum. IS, 1I sod maximum
iS211 in the pussban and vice vem in the stbaSd.

Circuit Fles
The OSA9Qfhope circuit files for uth examples are given in Figure 1.

File 7±1, 0-1i,-Banpsz-Yxltar- :50 I Film I; -1ris-?.-5dp±..- Filtrol :6

Tapr . . . ..... .£pr...~o
MY -D; My :9;
Ii? 14; S7 - NMfl4F KZ 1; NZ I)d 2-Wyn o 7

X D:? - 3''2-3~ i DIFN DIM2-MY;

zcn *, -y E701H9 (DIX V 01341;

XY- 17t)K 01HIýA - 1.0) 7C -; Xi - 1.03 UR -10; Ft 2
N 10M - 00 4;#14 SI $1000, ): F 14:;j
Ic141. 26; -;,; 1140; cm 2413-6 33451- 40; 0

02- 3; Si 1 21 -n 2;I
v2 1 12 61, To 2 1'1 2-2

:2 - 3 N?; :I- 2 6'; v2- 3 6?; S,31- 715 67;
v3 -71 3 5?; 21 - 115 21 24?;j 2 : r- 711 23 247;
1:1 - ?,le Z 2241; -l:- ?2 2 61 &V2- ?7 2 6'
u2 7 71523 21?; Ml Y DOIM: -r oo;v :2/3nl;
W1 Y* V. I03 W00:) -2192; 92 Y DIM1 _oo :23 2AYD

I3 D3IM:, inoO1v'DIXIM!O f 3)2/3C5; f i . W I DID 1::3/SO;
I: X D IMlflIoorlufiiX; D2 XT13t:rs331
02 - U P14-Il-o(u2290X; 592- Y 01Y or.I2N;

521- 1119':;:: 7.v2 'NZ0;

l __tap T -2 SIN UTIL-'3
0

1
1

..M-pX D4Y 'Z I, DpT-c'FL-ýl-
OP.,DRFC,3I fl'., ~ns, fIMPUT. -22 12UT-;03i.ONY,Ni.,:i D13,1 320,10.

.2,W3,D;023) MA 9523.FPZO "StI.O.212W.
9 01134TPVC 10M73t& ~l2,23.O1.02,SWL.11:i
.N1_ V1? -22 ImflV-.Iio.N'Z. 00 M,,0 39? n,Z 010 !MI-1 -22 I0090.3X.O,NIZ,6 DIN,? 300.0 DIFI.

' TO.; 01 1(0052:) 005YUTI O3U,-339AG 0 21))

05 SI: 20:L.Coq31601311:; D&1-2'cgKil30032: ,20 og AGqO 121; DC55 20fL~oqlIAC S213;

Listing I The O6SQI' we circuit hiks 11r' exampe given in ftis papa The map., specifcan so ad coat"u
Mlocks we not shown hue. lbs inI~rmaben fhr thene blocd e givam nthe pwuvosscdca..
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Conclusion
A massively parallel 3D-TLM simulaion module is developed in this paper to allow the use

of the 3D-TLM numerical analysis together with OSA90/hope for microwave circuit analysis and
optimization. This massively parallel •D-TLM modtile is divided into 3 programs - two serial and a
parallel one; they are 3&1m-pipe, v..,. '-ver and mpl-server, respectively. The serial and parallel
programs communica with each "ther viu a few UNIX pipes. The serial programs are irmiplemented
in C+- to perform serial numerical operations such as discretization of geometrical parameters and
computation of discrete Fourier transfocms. The parallel program is implemented in MPL to performi
computer time intensive 3D-TLM simulation.

A comparison of the execution speed of the aerial and parallel 3D-TLM simulation modules
or three workstadons and a DECuipp 12000 have been made. This provides a clear picture of the
required execution time for performing 3DT-TLM field simulations on various hardware platforms.

These programs integrate the 3D-TLM method with OSA90/hope via UNIXs pipe. In order to
use OSA90/hope to optimize the geometry of microwave circuits, a microwave circuit component
library with geometry parameterization in continuous Cartesian coordinates is implemented. Two
examples ar given to demonstrate the use of 3dtlm-pipe and its component library.

This massively parallel 3D-TLM module is more than 30 times faster than its equivalent. -ial
implementation running on a DEC50001200 w,...kstation. Therefore, it is feasible to optimize the
geometry of microwave structures using 3D TLM time domain field analysis without the need for
equivalent circuits or lookup tables.
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STATISTICAL RESPONSE OF ENCLOSED SYSTEMS TO HPM ENVIRONMENTS

Richard Holland and Richard St- John
Shield-Rite, Inc., P. 0. Box 8250

Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 842-6018

Abstract

This paper deals with probabilistic modeling of the EM response of a complex
cavity to HMP penetration. Theoretical studies indicate that the field amplitudes squared
should have a chi square distribution with two degrees of freedom, but our observations
Indicate that a log normal fit is empirically better unless the data is first passed through
a trend-removing filter. We used this model to simulate cable excitation on an aircraft
shell interior. Both the log normal and the chi square field distributions drive the cable
in a manner that falls statistically within the experimentally observed spread. However,
our simulated response, when filtered for trend removal, does not replicate the observed
chi square distribution. There is still an element of autocorrelation missing from our
model, wnich leads to this discrepancy.

Introduction

The problem of as enclosed asset's vulnerability under HPM attack at a frequency
where the asset Is many (>10) wavelengths on a side (i.e., well overmoded) is all but
impossible to treat deterministically. Moreover, even assuming a supercomputer and
state-of-the-art finite-volume time-domain (FVTD) code were available, one could logically
claim a deterministic solutic n would be of no value. This claim could be made because,
in such a scenario, a I' rotation of the asset or a 1% shift in frequency would commonly
alter the excitation on any given pin or circuit device by 20 dB. Additionally, the interior
of a satellite, aircraft, or missile has wiring of almost unbelievable complexity as viewed
by a FVTD practitioner who is used to zero or one (two if he is really heroic) conductors
passing through each FrTD cell.

Given this dark and bleak outlook on determini.tic HPM analysis, the HPM
community was thoroughly jolted by the statistical approach worked out by Price and
Davis, a, a 1A ..... st.c.l trm .. t, unlike a determin stic tro~tment, rtually thrives on
complexity. (In many situations, the statistical confidence interval depeids onthc inverse
square root of the amount ot data provided.) This statistical rP-proach develops a
probability density distribution model for the fields inside an asset rich is not a hair-
trigger functirm of frequency, attack angle, wiring oonfigurmtlon, or any other parameter.

This work was supported by the U_ S. Air Force r~hillips t booratory under Contract
F29601-93-C-0047.
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A highly elegant derivation accompanied this work, which led to the conclusion that the
distribution of the field (squared) versus frequency, projected along any axis, would be
chi square with two degrees of freedom; i.e., exponential.' This distribution function Is
characterized by a single parameter 1A, the mean value. There Is a strong implication
that the identical distribution (with the identical gi) would also categorize the field as a
function of internal position, attack angle, sensor orientation, or almost any other
independent variable one would want to consider.

In order to test the Price-Davis field model and apply it to internal conductor drive,
we studied the EMPTAC (727-like) aircraft data for internal fields, surface skin currents,
and Internal cable currents under illumination by the Ellipticus antenna at frequencies
swept from .1 to 1.0 GHz. Data was also provided for frequency sweeps from 3 MHz to
.1 GHz, but general belief is that at least somne at this low-frequency data is beneath the
noise floor. For the low-frequency sweep, the overmoding assumption of the statistical
model is not met, and there is even evidence that the EMPTAC fuselage iesponds like
wavegulde below cutoff.

It quickly became apparent that the Price and Davis chi square distribution match
between experiment and theory was less pristine than we had believed. In particular,
their data had been passed through a logarithmic filter designed to factor out a certain
amount of "trend" before being compared with experiment. The unfiltered data we saw
from the EMPTAC had a distribution much more like log normal than chli square. This
same phonomenon, it turned out, had been observed by Price and Davis, who were then
kind enough to give us an idea of the filtering which was necessary.

Data Manipulation and Trend Removal

Figure 1 illustrates a low-frequency sweep measurement oi IHl), internal to the
EMPTAC, where x lies along the aircraft axis. The lower curve with a lot of structure is
the actual measured data. The 'massage' given this data consists of removing the
"trend'. We obtain the trend by convolving the raw data with a truncated (sin x)/x filter
function. Figure 2 shows a filter function which takes a 91 point running average of the
data. All filtered data we will discuss here was obtained by convolution with this function.
Note that we retain the main pulse of the (sin x)Ixfunctlon, and also the first negative and
positive excursions on each side. If each point in the Figure 1 sweep were separated (In
the time domain) by one second from every other point, Figure 2 would correspond to a
lo-w p=as filter with a co•tff frequency of .033 Hr.

f 3 (1)
[(No - 1)/2] *2At

We teisted values of N. from 3 to 9999, and empirically found that 91 was an
optimum value. This rather arbitrary choice does not aesthetically please us, and we do
not expect it to please you,
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There Is one additional twist to our data massage: The filtered data will not be
positive definite if the trend is removed in the usual way. Consequently, each data point
is passed through a In 0 operator before the tiftering convolution. Thus, the convolved
or filtered data will be negative at some points, but it the result is then passed through
an expo operator, all filtere-1 results will again be positive.

The somewhat smoother overlaid lower curve In Figure 1 is the trend, based on
N0 - 91, and application of the restoring expo operator. The upper squiggle in this figure
is the result of subtracting the trend from the raw data, and then exponentiating the
difference. This squiggle should (and does) fluctuate around 1. If your think for a
moment, you will realize (the upper squiggle) x (the trend) will give back the raw data.

We now digre•s a moment. and indicate our rationale for selecting 91 as N, Let
us take the (IH)•) array and create an associated In array: tIn IH)21. it can be shown
that, if the {IHl)2 array has been filtered just enough to make it chi square, the ast•oclated
In array will have a variance of /I6. Empirically, we have found the No. 91 corresponds
to "Just enough'; the In array associated with the output of this filtering operation has

, very close to ie/6. (The unfiltered array of F;gure 1 started with , about 1.90
times it/f6.)

A probat ility plot is sort of a vl.ual method for discovering the goodness of tit of
a given data set to a proposed distribution model. Roughly speaking, one evaluates the
measured cumulative distribution along the x axis and the model's predicted cumulative
distribution along the y axis. If the model matches the data perfectly, the resulting
probability plot is a straight line at 451.

We first attempted a normal fit to the unfiltered data. The data was normalized to
a standard distribution by the transformation

z,- 111,2 - (2)

The probability plot of Figut ) 3 shows that this tit does not work. We next attcmpted a
log normal fit. This is done by replabing IH, ' in Eq. (2) with In IHI2. Figure 4 shows
this model to yield a fairly good probability plot, at least rnar the critical midpoint where
confidence limits become very narrow. (Thm unitlustUted low-frequency counterpart of
Figure 4 h.,s .. an even better fit.) -Seve~ral ther normailly based field distributions were
considered: IH,!= of Eq. (2) was replaced with (InIH)')* and In(In IH•i2). Neither of these
(or other) variants gave improved probability plots.

We also attempted a chl square fit to the untiltered data. In this case, we made
no attempt to normalize the data in the sense of applying some sort of chi square
transformation analogous to Eq. (2). The resulting probability plot (Figure 5) does not
speak well for the chi square modal. (Welra o, appears in figures or their captions, it
denotes the variance of the associated In array normalized by xc2/6.) Probability plots
were also constructed from the filtered data sets. In general, the i.ormal plot is still very
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far off, and the log normal plot is still quite reasonable. However, the probability plot for
matching the filtered data to a chi square fit is excellent (Figure 6).

Our problem with this procedure is that we find it really hard to attach a physical
meaning to the fittering process. Also, for the synthesis operation, we are totally
unformed about the trend which must be folded back into the chi square distribution to
drive circuit analysis software with the proper statistical distribution.

In addition to free field data, analysis was also performed on skin current data of
the EMPTAC interior. Figure 7 shows an 8-way overlay of six free-field and two skin-
current cumulative distributions. (These measuremants pertain to the hlgh-f,'squency
sweep: There the overrnoding assumption is met, and hence, EM energy is assumed to
be homogeneously and isotropically distributed throughout the EMPTAC interior.) Figure
7 confirms this condition: All fields and surface currents are more or less equal,
irrespective of probe orientation or location. (The surface magnetic field H,,
corresponding to circumferential skin current, is slightly depressed. This is not surprising,
as the EMPTAC is driven with an axially polarized field, and the internal overmoding may
be somewhat shy of complete.)

The EMPTAC cable currents were also scrutinized. Unfiltered cable current
distributions also proved to be log normal. Filtered cable currents (N.- 91) came out clhi
square (see Figure 8). This result was a bit of a surprise, as it is not anticipated by any
theoretical work which we have seen.

There is one final necessary observational comment concerning all the cumulative
probability distributions: Except for the cable current distribution plots, all the hl0 h-
frequency data appears to have a longer tail from 0 to .5 than from .5 to 1.0 (see Figure
7). All the low-frequency data and the hlgh-frequency cable current data, on the other
hand, turned out to have the two tails about equal in length. This obeeriation may be
extremely significant. In particular, it may imply the cable currents, even at high-
frequencies, have a higher degree of randomiTation (look more like noise) than the high-
frequency field measurements.

More specifically. it may mean that the upper tail of the cable current
distribution is systematically longer thaer that of the field magnitude distribution.
This possibility Is highly significant, as it is the upper tail of the cable current
distribution that would be the proximate and critical factor for HPM-induced system
failure.

This deduction is not apparent solely from study of the probability plots, and
may serve as a cautionary signal against elying excessively on the probability plot
concept to evaluate system survivability. Probability plots do not necessarily
provide critical information about possible distinguishing differences in distributional
tails.
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Up to now, we have changed distribution models by modifying the independent
variable In Eq. (2). However, any function which starts at 0, ends at 1, and never has a
negative derivative will work as a cumulative probability distribution. The gaussian
cumulative distribution is often denoted P(x). Thus, P(4' for any ca )- 0 is also a
legitimate cumulative probability distribution. Any power series of P(x), where the
coefficients of the power series add up to unity, is also a mathematically permitted
cumulative probability distribution. Even more generalized distributions may be created
by adding a series of sin functions, I a, sin nxp, to the power series of gaussian
distribution.

We have found that nearly all the EMPTAC data can be described by a cumulative
distribution function of the form

3
P P1.() + .-1(Ph(z - Pn(Q)' 0° + E a, sin nPa.(x) (3)

n-1

where P,(x) Is the cumulative log normal distribution. (Equation (3) requires at least one
iteration on P,,(A) for approximate evaluation of the Fourier correction.) Note that the
coefficients of this P1 (x) power series add up to unity. The need for the curious
correcting term involving P,.(t)'Q can be understood by reference to Figure 7. One may
see that this figure is not symmetric about p = .5 but rather has a truncated upper tail.
The P,(X)' term is almost 0 until P•,(x) becomes close to unity at wthich time the P,(x)'°
term itself becomes near unity. In this way we provide a method for modeling the upper
tail truncation.

We Whell next ciscuss the need and nature of the Fourier corrective term in this
model and shall aleo illustrate the shlortcomings of the other I g-normal-based models we
have attmpted to use. Let us first reconsider the consequences of using an unmodified
log normal model. Figure 9 shows the 90% confidence limis on the cumulative
probability distributions of the internal field IH) . This figure also shows that the
measured data does not lie completely inside the 90% confidence limits of the model.
We now replot the 90% confidence limits based on the enhanced Eq. (3) model. Figure
10 show that sin series correction alters the model enough to make the entire IHJi' sweep
lie entirely within the new limits. Figure 11 shows the probability excursion of the sweep
from the log normal fit without the Fourier series corrective term. It also the corrective
term itself.

Let us lastly, examine the cable current meaurements. Figure 12, shows that the
cable current can be fit fairly well with a simple log normal model. Figure 13 illustrates
the superior results of modeling the cable current by a sin-series enhanced distribution
of the form of Eq. %3). While there remains some residual excursion in the enhanced fit,
the excursion fr' al the region of the plot where response is very small. Thus, this
excursion does have detrimental implications for the enhanced drive model.
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Circuit Drive

We here attempted to match the output of a model consisting of a network of
segmented cables and the response experimentally observed on cables at the EMPTAC.
Our model allows the network to be driven by arbitrary fields at each segment, It yields
current or voltage at any place on the cable which may be directly compared to the
measurements made by a network analyzer. The network model is calculated in the
frequency domain and is composed of up to 200 sections of transmlssion-line segments;
defining equations employ continuity of ths current and voltage at each junction and end
conditions relating the current and voltage through an impedance.

The linu response and drivers are coherent over space and frequency at low
ireqLrel icies. To -nimic the random behavior seen In the EMPTAC data, the excitation
over the segnme, s and from one frequency to the next becomes is coherent at
intermediate and higher frequencies. At the highest frequencies, the so nent drives are
random with respect to each other. To achieve this effect, each se-, t is driven with
a field of thp forei

El - [A(-.4 h', . ,) o=(lll+ t 0* 4O oeas N(cAn (4)

The amplitudes of the sine and cosine terms can be determined from uw arbitrary
distributicr, A log-normal distributi,.,, is currently used for A(w.n) and B(cu,i,)

,n- ep.-A-A (5)

'-re i. is the observea uvt, ,go and a is the observed standard deviation of the
trithms of the obs& rved EMPTAC field amplitudes (p ' -9.0 and T - .89).

'The distribution parametor xlw,n) r- releti -o lhe inverse of the riormal distribution
and contains parameters t) force a frequency.. and i i•'mation-dependent co' rence. In
the high-frequency limit, there is no spatial or frequency Yelsoon between the parameter',
and each is determined solely by the chosen iandormi distirihbtion. For a nomial
distribution and a randonil. chosen riunihr R hetween I) and 1..., is found from

A - 1 f.,.,' , (6)

The spatial and frequency coherence Is a-dc throu.jh P linear combinatio., of
dimnen!ýmnks vai bles. The .patial correlation has o.e thrm



+
S= (7)

X".x~ +
7- 4f__-

where x., is the value of x for the adjacent line segment, A/ Is the separation between
segments, and f.. is a number near 10. Varying f.. between 0 and infiniy allows
x(o,n) to vary from exactly that used by the adja&ent segment to a value determined
solely by the random distribution. Sirnmih.rly, the correlation between frequencies is found
from

'12

UX + lowi~
LX=

where x, is the x for the segment at the last frequency, L is the linear dimension of the
network, and A is the change in the wavelength from one frequency to the next. The
actual x((on) appearing in Eq. (5) is x,.of Eq.(8).

The f( and ;L parameters are used to give a frequency-dependent correlation

between the x(4on) values at different frequencies. Whenever the wavelength is largo
compared to the linear dimension of the network or when the wavelength is large
compared to the change in the wav length, the x(4o,n) parameter is simila, to that usec
at the previous frequency. Similarly, varying f. between 0 and infinity allows the x(o,nj)
to vary from exactly that used at the previous frequency to the random value resulting
from the spatial-coherence calculation.

The 0(o,n) polarization angle in Eq. (4) is determined from a similar procedure,
except that the random part of all angles are allowed to be uniformly distributed over all
possible directions.

Cable Responses

i Previously, we have shown that the curretts have unfiltered distributions that are
approximately log normal (see Figure 12). It was not obvious .'vhat the previously
described 91 -point trend-removing filter would do to these observed distributions. Figure
8 demonstrates that this filter ti ansforms the observed cable current distributions from log
normal to chi square (with two degrees of freedom), just as it transformed the field
distributions. The physics and mathematics underlying this result for the cable currents
is unclear; in fact, this result was unexpected,
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We first simulated the cable drive as described in the previous section of this
report. The first run was made with xe, of Eq. (6) log normally distributed. Both tp,. and
f,, were selected to be 100 (minimal coherence), knd x., and x, were evaluated as
in Eqs. (7) and (8). For this run, both ends of the cable were terminated in 30 CL

Figure 14 shows the resulting cable current response with and without the trend
removed. Figure 15 show that, unlike the real dalta, this cable simulation does not reduce
the chi square when the trend is removed, but rather stays log-normal like. This is a
distribution problem which we are going to have to fix in our coherence model: An
incorrect cable current correlation with respect to frequency is probably not intrinsically
serious, but it impiles the model's spatial cable current correlation will also be incorrect.
The latter deficiency will have all kinds of negative ramrifications on our simulation model.

Figure 16 shows that the model's unfiltered cumulative distribution for the cable
currents does lie within the experimenTal scatter when the fs are set to 100 and x•, has
a log normal distribution.

The next run was made with xi, having a e distribution in the drive definition. The
&,. and f,, parameters were here selected to be both 30 (moderate coherence); x,,.
and x,, were evaluated as in the log normal test and again were not averaged. Again,
both ends oi the cable model terminated in 30 Q.

Figure 17 shows the resulting cable current verses frequency with and without the
trend removed. There is no subjective difference between the log normal and the chi
square cable response. Figure 18, shows that the j cable drive produces a cable-
current simulated distribution which looks even more log normal than th se produced by
log normal drive. This underlines the previously made point that we have a problem wrth
our simulation vis-a-vi csherence.

Figures 19 shows, however, that the model's unfiltered cumulative distribution for
the cable currents again lies within the experimental scatter ft ýhe fs are set to 10 and x,,
has a ) distribution.

Summery and Conclusions

We have tried a number of different concepts to model the statis~ical distribution

of tthe fields inside the EMPTAC enclosure when illuminated by the Ellipticus antenna.
There models have included normal, log normal (x replaced by In x), modified log
normal (x replaced by In (In Wx), log log normal (x replaced by In (In x)), and chi square.
They have also included power series of the log normal distribution, la,,FP(x)n where Za,,
= 1, End modifications to the power series distribution where trigonometric terms of the
form Z b, sin (nmp) Pre added to the normal cower sedes. Power 3eries variations of the
other options, such as of the normal model have also been investipited. Excluding the
esntere trinronornetricallv-enhanced forms, the log normal power sp;ies fit best matches
raw data. This occurs with the coefficient of the first power being 1.1, of the tenth power
being -.1, and of all other powers being 0. The next best match to raw data takern directly
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from the probes is the simple log normal model.

There is a very strong theoretical evidence that this distribution should be chi
square of freedom with two degrees not log normal or some variant thereof. We,
however, have found it necessary to pass the raw drita through a rather ad hoc trend-
removing filter to extract this theoretical chi square distribution. This is not a pleasing
denouement, as it provides no help in telling us how to insert a trend back into a
randomly generated chi square field distribution for use in driving the circuitry of an asset
whose response to at best we wih to simulate.

There is also a problem with the upper tail of a log normal distribution, as it has
a propensity for yielding occasional outliers of absurdly great amplitude. (The chi square
distribution does not do this. The log normal power series with a, of 1.1 and a,0 of -.1
may also have the impossible outliers inhibited, although this supposition has not been
checked.)

It also may be possible to merge a log normal distribution into a chi square
distribution at the upper amplitude end, although this Idea has also not yet been
investigated, Surface currents Induced on the EMPTAC Interior look very much like free-
field measurements of H, although there is a tendency for surface reflection to have a
doubling effect on H., right at the conductor walls. Even observed currents on cables
interior to the EMPTAC have response distribution which look log normal In the raw form,
but to turn chi square upon judicious trend removal. (The chi square fit of filtered cable
current distributions was not expected, and has not been theoretically anticipated or
explained.)

There is one, apparently major, miscomprehension about statistical
electromagnetics. When one samples a waveform (field or current) and places the results
in scoring bins, the coherence, autocorrelation, and spectral energy distribution
information are all destroyed. A statistical representation of a waveform does not, in itself
pemiit reconstruction of that waveform. This coherence information destruction has had
sme negative impact on our statistical-drive and cable-response modeling effort.

Ir, particular, we have made ,temptsto simulate cable drive using both log normal
and chi square models for the fielo .tribution used to drive the cabling. In both cases,
the unfiltered cable response data ui this simulation is log normal. (Even a chi square
field distribution model result in a log normal simulated cable response.) However, if
these simulnted cable responses are screened through a trend-removing filter, they never
reveal a masked chi square behavior. In this sense, our cable drive model, thus, fails to
replicate a feature we know the cable currents of the real world posses. It Is our
conception that this failure occurs because we have destroyed the coherence information
of the real world by our statistical binning, and novwr restored it adequately In our several
modeling attempts. This is a problem of real concern at present, and will have to be fixed
before statistical EM methodology comes to maturity as a tool for understanding (and
simulating) asset response to an HPM threat.
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Let us now close on a highly positive note. For a given cable in the EMPTAC,
there is a position-dependent spread factor in current .esponse of about five. If the
EMPTAC cable drive simulation is overlaid on a graph s6iowing this empirical spread, the
simulated distribution lies completely insidethis experimentally observed spread. We saw
this same pleasing result whether the statistical field drive model was log normal or chi
square.
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1. introduction

Many techniques for the analysis of nonlinear circuits, namely time-domain or frequency-donsain

techniques, have become popular In recen' years.

Time-domain techniques are most practical for the analysis of circuits that include lumped

elements, while irequency-dmain techniques, as harmonic balance analysis or Voltera-series are

applicable to strongly or wealdy nonlinear circuits [1].

In this work we propose a time-domain technique that can be used for both large signal analysis

of devi'es and lumped-element clruits.

In existing time-domain techniques (2-3], the nonlinear active device characteristics are divided

into a large number of linear segments, while the technique we present, uses the nonlin.•er

characterisbc of the active device.

Based on the proposed technique, we will present some results obtained by modeling a

Resonant Tunneling Diode (RTD) oscillatol and a Schottky Diode Detector.

2. Proposed Time-domain Technique

The proposed technique is based on the fact that the response of the physical circuit must be

either a periodic or a continuous signal. It is rather difficult to construct a general program for the

analysis of nonlinear circuits because of its diversity. The following classification is useful for the

proposed solution technique!

1. Sell-oscillating circuits.

2. Non self-osciliating circuits.

2a.X 'ith one single frequency Input signal.

2b. With two or more input signals with different frequencies.

In self-oscillating circuits, often two or more oscillation frequencies exist ( usually low and high

frequencies). For non self-oscillating circuits, the output frequency signal depends on the input

frequencies. In the case of one single frequency input signal with a period T., the period of the
output signal is Tý, <= T. and when two input signals exists with frequencies f., and f , the
posisble frequencies of the output signals are given by rof + ii,, (with m and n Integers.

Institute lor Microtechnology, Bucharest, Romania
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The proposed time-domain technique includes the following steps:

a) The large signal equivalent circuit for the active device must be constructed.

- For unipolar devices, the relaxation of the carriers and transit time effects have to be taken

into account. When these times are much smaller than the period of the signal, the DC

measured characteristics can be used in the equivalent circuit, because the current follows

instantaneously the voltage (quasi-static model).

- For bipolar devices, the quasi-static model can only be used when the generation-

recombination times of the carrieas are much smaller than the period of the signals.

- The equivalent circuit ol the dovice must be completed with nonlinear capacitances,

resistances, inductances and parmsitic elements.

b) Differential equations for this large signal equivalent circuit must be written down.

c) The analysis period T must be larger or equal than the maximum signal period (T_) that can

appear in the circuit. For self-oscillating circuits T_,, is the period determined by the low

frequency oscillation, while for non self-oscillating circuit, T_ is determined by the highest

common factor of the frequencies of the iput signals (for one single frequency input signal,

"T_ is the input signal period). For self-oscillating circuit, the analysis period T> T_ while for

non self-cacillating circuits T - T,

d) The time step At is chosen as At = T / N,. The number N, must be chosen such that for the

minimum signal period in the circuit we will have a sufficient number of points ( > 500).

e) To solve the differential cquations, the following steps are necessary:

- The mk -th order derivatives in point t, are replaced by:

41 ) = ~V(r,")-C.V(r1 )..(-1)" C'V(r,,) (1)

- Starting from the initial values:

S= V,("),V, = V(0 ........ V.- V'(r.,) (2)

the next voltage in time are found V,, . = V (t,.) with t = t= +At. These solutions

will then be used to calculate the following voltages in time and this is done N, times. Some

analysis periods are necessary to reach a steady state solution.

- The stop conditions are different for the self- or non self-oscillating circuits. When the analysis

period is equal to the maximum period (T=T,_., non self-oscillating circuits), the stop

condition is written as:

with E,• the relative error and V,(rP) . V,.(rP) the indexed variables for current and

previous iteration.

For self-oscillating circuits, the condition (3) can not be used and wave form visualization of

the analysis period is necessary.
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3. Examples

3.1. Rlesonant Tunnelin~g Oscillator

A detailed analysis of millimeter range Resonant Tunneling Diode JRTD) oscillators is made in [4].
The large signal equivalent circuit of the osdillator is presented in Fig.1 (4]. Lumped-elements for the

long lines, necessary for Matching the load (radiation resistance R,) arid for the tiller, are used

(L,,LJ,.C, for the load line and L,,.L,,,C, for the filter lie ). C , is the diode capacitance (including

parasitic capacitarnces), R, is the losses resistance from the diode and the circuit. LL are the

inductances due to respectively tMe connection of the diode and the bias to the circuit. C,. R, and R,

Fiur 1- Lresignl euvlent cr1i Lar R siltR,

An RrD VCs an unC1a deic 'o thttemaue olna ~caa Tersi a eue

dI, - ;.V1 L 1~ (Li T "TV+Rl

dtP PA IAA1

dI.T .L 1 L.)V,l I-J (~V1-1 Lr,)(VE + Rtio.lo)

dL AA2 AA2

dt 2dt di dt'

di dt dti

'D ,+CrdVD
IoT~l+CD~dt

Where AAI= L,,L,+Lri(Lii+1.,).
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In the set of differential equations (4), Vd ,,V=,V D are the AC signal voltages and I Dr, r the

AC currents.

The AC diode current, ID is obtained from the measured characteristic as:

'D I= 'dO(VdM +VD)-IV0) (0)

where I 0;* are tbe DC diode current and voltage.

To find the optimum value for analysis signal period T, a study of the oscillations wtich can

possibly appear in the circuit is necessary.

The condition for oscillation is given by:
--- C + wL, +X,, = 0 (6)

WCDP
R, +R,. +R =0

where R, is the large signal equivalent diode (negative) )s-stance, XrRr are the reactance

and resistance of the parallel load-filter impedances (being: Z,= = Rir +jX 5 ).

At a useful frequency, the flit, r impedance Zrmust be much larger than the load impedance Z,.

"This fmquency is then determined by:
0 - I1 P w'L. + X, = 0 (7)

wCt

Other oscillation frequencies (given by (5)) can appear in the circuit. These frequencies can be

stoppeo by a filter resistance R, ? 30 (4].

Another possible oscillation that cnn appear in the circuit of Fig.1, is a low frequency oscillation

given by the resonance between C, ar L.. This oscillation can be stopped with a low value for

external series resistance (R. a IQ) [4].

All the derivatives in equation (4) are replaced by discrete time denending expressions as given

in (1).

To solve this set of differential equations, nine starting values are necessary, two for each

second derivatives (V,k,V, ) and one for each first derivative

Vd ,V, 2,VIV, ,V ,,V,,,V, IJ-,,I J (8)

Usually, all the starting variables are zero, except one (or more) for which a sinal! perturbation

appears.

The resuls of the numerical analysis of oscillator circuit (Fig.1), for different values of the circuit

elements are shown in FRg.2.

For large values of the filter and external resistances (Rr = 50,Re = 2Q), only the useful

oscillation trequency given by (6) is possible in the circuit. Simulations generate a sinusoidal wave

form (with a frequency of f, - 21.lGHz) (see Fpj.2a).

"The analysis period used in the simulations is around T= 400ps, and the number of steps is

N,--20000. In this way the signal period T, -
4

5ps includes a number of points larger than 1000.

With arbitrary starting values (7), (being : V2, =-0.ImV;VI =O.ImV;V,2 = 0.OlmV,Ctc.), the

"same wave form ( Fig.2a) is obtained. The steady state solution is obtained after 40-80 iterations.
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The result of the simulations for R, = 0Q ( R, = 20) is shown in Fig.2b. Foi different starting

values (7), a different wave lorm can ap'ear in the circuit. For V~,, = 0.ImV, a sinusoidal wave

form (f, ,. 21.]IHz) appears in the circuiL For V12 = 0.O0mV, a non sinusoidal wave form (Fig.2b)

appears in the circuit (f = 1 IG~z).

The analysis period is T-=2400ps, and the number of steps is N,=120000, After 10-20

iterations,, the steady state solution is obtained.

a b 800-
400 00

200 400

0E2 0 0

-200

-401 L
-600 L-400-

0 00 200 0 Ito 200

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ time (ps) tm

c 1000-
800-

600-

400-

.200

-200

-400

.600 -
0 5 10 15 20x0

time (PS)

Figure 2: a) AC diode voltage as a function of time for Re = 2.( and Rf = 5a.

b) AC diode voltage as a function of time for Re = 2. and Rf 0W2.

c) AC diode voltage as a function of time for Re = 0a2 and Rf = 5Q.

A similar result is obtained for an external resistance R, = 0l. (Rf = 5Q) as shorn in Fig.2c.

Two oscillation frequencies appear. A low frequency oscillation (f, = 70Mhz, which is determined

by the resonance of LC,) is obtained and a high frequency oscillation given wv the resonance of

the diode and the load (f. k 21.IGHz). The starting value (7) is V=2 = 0.01 iV. The analysis

period i. T = 30ns, and the number of steps is N,=500000. After 3-4 iterations the steady state

solution is obtained.
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An interesting result obtained by the simulations is presented in Fig.3, where the useful frequency

fh vs. DC bias is given (Rf = 50 and Re = 20). An oscillator with variable frequency

(Ab f 100MHzI) can be obtained.

22.10-

22.05

I 22.00
29

21.95

21.90
1500 1600 1700 1800 1900

Vc (mV)

Figure 3: Oscillaton frequency as a funcfon of the DC bias voltage across the diode.

3.2. Schottky diode detector circuit

Using the proposed analysis technique, a simple diode detector circuit with a schottky diode is

analyzed.

The large signal equivalent circuit is presented in Fig.4. R•,L, are respectively the diodes' series

resistance and connection inductance, whie C,R, are the external elements necessary for detection

of the signal. A schottky diode is an unipolar device and the DC measured characteristics can be

used in the simulations. The nonlinear diode capacitance C,. of the diode is used in the simulations.

cc, = V. V.(9)

where, Vb is the built-in diode voltage, V4D,V D are respectively the DC and AC diode voltage.

The differential equations describing Me dcruit of Fig.4 are:
V_--V1 , d(V_.-V 0 )1  R (C dl dldI

ý'ý , , dV,.-V,)= 10+ ICU) (I+-RI ) + (C,R..+ e)(-dID + Il) +C, L, (.d + d ._..v_)
R, dt R. R, dt & t ' d dt"

1. = I[exp(-T)- (10)

-cD=C dV0
dt

whc ie I, is the DC current of the diode and V. the AC input voltage.

For a sinusoidal input voltage with a period T, the analysis period is T= T,. The set of

differential equations (10) can be easily reduced to one third order differential equation.
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Vd

Figure 4: Large signal equivalent circuit of a detector with a schottky diode

Three starting values for diode voltage VV,,,V,, are necessary. The step number

N,' .1000 gives good results for the numerical simulation. The output voltage wave form (V,,)

obtAined by the simulations is presented In Fig.5. A very large range for starting values can be

used.

02-

I - 0.380
0.1 L

-" 0.375 Z!C

0.0

0.370
-0.1

' 0.365
-0.2 d ,

0 20 40 60 80 100
time (ps)

Figure 5: Input and output voltage for the diode detector

The stop condition (3) is fulfilled (relative error E, =1%) after 20-100 iterations.

4. Conckon

A new time-domain technique for the analysis of nonlinear devices and circuits is presented.

Using the proposed technique, numerical results of the analysis of a resonant tunneling dic

oscilatetor drcuit and a .in.ple ar~v"ttl'v diode detector crcuit are presented.

The program was developed in the Pascal programming language, for PC computer .nd

Macintosh. Very good convergence of the numeical solutions was obtained.
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Abstract

Partial wave synthesis is applied to model the discontinuities of shielded Coplanar waveguides.
This method allows a self-consistent computation of the conductor loss without a suiface impe-
dance approximation of the skin-effect. Numerical results for a step discontinuity of a MMI(
ceplanar transmission line are presented. The influence of the metallization thickness on the
propagation characteristics of coplanar waveguides and on the scattering characteristics of co-
planar waveguide discontinuities is investigated. The convergence behaviour of the scattering
pasameters as a function of the number of modes is discusfed.

Introduction

In monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC's) the strip width 1,nd metallization
thickness of transmission lines may range in the skin depth's order of magnitude. Conductor
loss becomes significant in these transmission lines and may not be neglected in the circuit-
design (3].

Most common approaches are based on field modelling assuming perfect conductors. and
the conductor losses are evaluated using a surface impedance description. However. the surface
impedance description is only valid for a metallization thickness considerably larger than the
skin depth. In order to determine accurately the conductor loss and its effect on the propagation
constant for waveguides with transverse dimensions in the order of the skin depth, a full-wave
analysis is required considering also the electromagnetic field inside the conductor. Partial wave
synthesis fulfills these requirements. However, this method has been applied up to now only t1o
the calculation of the propagation characteristics of transmission lines [2.3]. In this paper partial
wave synthesis is extended to determone the scattering parameters of coplanar transmission line
discontinuities.

Method of Analysis

Analyzing discontinuities by partial wave synthesis requires the calculation of the d,,minant
eigenmode, which is the only propagating mode at the considered frequency, and the evanescent
eigenmodes on both sides of the discontinuity. Fig. 1 shows a coplanar waveguide (CPWV) with
finite metailization thickness inside a rectangular box with perfect electric conducting walk,.
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1=35

I igure 1: coplanar waveguide cross section

Due to the symmetry with respect to the plane z - 0. only half of the structure has to be
considered. In the symmetry plane a magnetic or electric wall is placed. T'he cross sectionl
depicted in Fig. 1 is divided into three layers and five regions. In each of the huomogeneous
regions i the electromagnetic field is expanded into a series of partial waves consisting of a
combination of LSE, and LSH, longitudinal section waves, respectively [2]. The Helniholtz
equations for these waves arc

AI±i- + W
2

pcjitj = 0 (1)
!Nnjr+w1-uc•ifIi = 0 (2)

with
t,,ri(l -- j tan 6j) + ' (3)

jW

In each region i, the Helmholtz equation is satisfied by the following ansatz of the partial waves.

.= , A + Lh,,c')...}{ejkk'Y + C --c'kih•ieJ(-•-k,
• = E A , " .... + Sj- ....r}{e .... + - } - i= + ...... 5 (4)

n

with
k, 2, + k', + k'2=•2••
k,2': + ±k'

The field components are obtained by a superposition of LSE, waves and LSJL waves:
E,= 22R + ;2•.ff• II• = O'l +' 'l•

E,~~ ~ =. Q"aw'9 H ,rt, . 21LE- + -H= 2 wpel
d~ 

4 pf 6 4 - 9 aflt+

In the homogeneous laver I = I and I = :3. the coefficients. R,., 14. rnd thbe separation con-
stants k~i,, k±1, k2 s,,. k,ý, can be determined straightforward using the vertical wall boundary
condition at x = 0 and x = a. This does not apply, however, to the plane of metallization,
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because we are Icaling here with a structure layered in x-direction. Consequently the LSE,
and LSHl pa[ -al waves have to be derived using the field continuity condition at .r = .s and
x = s + w and the boundary condition at the vertical walls at x = 0 and x = a. We obtain for
each partial wave a nonlinear eigenvalue equation

[A,(k•jý)) [-. = 0 (7)

with the column vector [zx,] = [A2_,, B2 .,, A2 ,,, B3 ,,, A4,,, B 4,JT. The eigenvalue ks, corresponds
to the separation constant at one of the regions in %he the metallization plane. The separation
constants of the other regions in this plane are determined by (5) and the condition . .=
kv2,, = = k 44,. which is a consequence of the continuity condition. Thus each partial wave
in a region of the inhomogeneous layer I = 2 is matched via the continuity condition to a partial
wave in its neighbouring regions. We can now write an unified ansatz of the LSE, partial waves
of the three layers 1 = 1,2,3:

f t )=ZAU1 
. = ) A(') . X t(r)'x k(Yi4 + B,~e~i 8

The factor e"(•- 5 ') is suppressc. in the ansatz (8), because it is the same for all partial waves.
Note that the separation constant-3 L-, and in the next step the functions Xji' are known from
(7) while the k4, are determined togather with the propagation constant k.. The LSH,. partial
waves are established correspondingly:

fI~u) = rAm t. =f ~t 4(z Q + () i~)9)
n n

The propagation constant k-. and the coefficients AM1 , B)(), Rt.B),' 1 of the ansatz (8) and (9) are
determined by applying the boundary condition of the horizontal walls at y = -d and y / + h
and by applying the continuity equation for the transverse fields at the horizontal boundaries
of the layers.

,- F$=2 (. ) = 0 Eli'l)(z) - E`")(x.) = 0 at Y = t (10)

'- 1U=21( 1 -0 H
t

'=s(x) - Hl:)(x) 0 at y Y (11)

E.2(() - Ej' 1
(x) a 0 EY=

1
)(x) - E!ts)(X) = 0 at y = 0 (12)

11 -= H.l3)(.) = 0 HB=2 t(r) - HR'=(x) = 0 at y 0 (13)

Using the corresponding field components of the partial waves of the homogeneous layers I = I
and I = 3 as test functions the method of moments [1] applied to the continuity equations
(I0)-(13) leads to a homogeneous system of equations:

[B(k,)1][] = U (14)

Its eigenvalues represent the resulting complex propagation constants and the column vector [xrj
the unknown coefficients of the ansatz (8) and (9). The electric field C and the magnetic field
n of the partial waves are deduced from the potentials in the ansatz (8) and (9) b\ means of
eq. (6). Thus, one can rewrite the field of the cigenmode mn using a simplified notation:

h5 24.umnn (16)
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The partial waves are referred to the subscripts ran. because each mode m is an expansion of
its own characteristic partial waves. For the normalized eigenmodes e.. hi, the orthogonality
relation

Ise. x hi dS -- 6-j (17)

holds, where S is the cross section of the box area, and 6.,, is the Kronecker delta function.
Analyzieg Uhe characteristics of discontinuities the incident and scattered fundamental modes
as well .s higher-order modes must be taken into account on both sides of the junction.

-E ([A]T + EBP) fe. (IS)

H -Z (A -B•)hw
m

= ([A]T -+ ) (h] (1[B]

with
e (el...e .'''m .eMIT (20)

[hl [hi...hm.... hM]2  (21)

The vectors [A] and [B] represent the amplitudes of the incident and scattered modes, respec-
Lively. The transverse fields Et and Ht are continuous across the junction plane between two
waveguides I and I1. Therefore. one has

(EU(r'I)] = [E("(.' v)] (22[Ht•I(r, t)] [lit (x, tO) (2

Performing the modal expansion of the fields in equation (22) yields:

([At'lIT + [B'"lfl) [erl) -[ (IArlV] + [, 1(tIT) [et("1 [ (2:3)

(LA(I]T - BM
1

)T) [h~t()] = (-IA(1))T + [B(JI)]T) thb5 't ] (24)

In order to determine the amplitudes in equations (23), (24) a suitable product is defined [4]:

(e(z,y) xh(-,y)) = Jse(, y) xh(2,y)d3 (25)

Using the magnetic field of the modes in waveguide I as test functions in eq. (23). and the
electric field of the modes in waveguidc fI as test functions in eq. (24), and making use of the
orthogonality relation (17). we arrive at a linear system of equations, which reads in matrix
notation:

[A('1 ] + I[")] -- [Rd (tA"U] + [U'11)) (26)
JR,]([u) - [B(ll)1= -[A(")] + [~t](

The elements of the matrices [R1] and JR2] are given by:

R Y,-= - C Z' Xq(II ) (27)

B2 2 ,., ZW' X57 (28)
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Figure 2: coplanar waveguide discontinuity

From eq. (26), the generalized scattering matrix of the eigenmodes can be written in tLe form

B(BM] = [S11) [A
1

'
1

] + [Ss2] [A('"] (29)
[B"')) = [S21] [A"() + [S221 [A(")]

with

[s,,] = (QI + [Ri[IR2)-' ([RJ[R.i] -- [1]) (:30)
jS,,] = ([1]+ [RlIJR]F)-' 2[RIi (:31)
(82 = ([I] + LRsI[RjF)-' 2 [R21 (32)
[s22] = ([I] + [1[]•2]H)- (QI] - [ER] [Rd) (:3:3)

where [1] is the identity matrix.

Numerical Results

We calculated the reflection and transmission coefficients ol a CPW step discontinuity Fig. 2
using the same parameters as Kuo et al 15], who considered the conductor to be perfect. The
results of both calculations, are plotted in Fig. 3.

As a second example. a CPW step discontinuity typical for MMIC's is treated, The following
results refer to a coplanar transmission line, which has a 600 urn thick substrate with a dielectric
constant of 12.9 and a dielectric loss factor of 1.0- 10"-. The gold conductor is assumed to have
a conductivity of 3.0 - 1 0r S/m. The frequency is 10 GHz. The skin depth is 0.9Yrn. The
dependance of the propagation constant and Ihe attentuation on the metallization thickness t
is plotted in Fig. 4. As could h,,. expected, the attenuation constant a grows significantly for
smaller values of t. For metallization thickness lower than the skiii depth the effective dielectric
constant of the CPW is greater than (,. + 1)/2. This behaviour can only be described using
the full-wave modetl also inside the conductor. Fig.(5) shows the scattering parameters SIi
and l.2'I7, of a CPW discontinuity. The parameters were calculated with 4 elgeniodes in each
waveguile. The relative error if more eigenmodes were used was below 0.1%. in this case we use
the structure functions of the magnetic field in waveguide (1) and the cllectric field in waveguide
(11) as the test function. If we choose the test functions vice versa the convergence rate is much
worse, as Fig. 6 demonstrates.
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Conclusion

The propagation characteristics and the scattering parameters of CPW step discontinuites have
been calculated by using partial wave synthesis. Conductor loss is taken into account rigorously
It was found that the attenuation and also the effective dielectric constant of CPW's are xery
sensitive to metallization thickness, if the line geometries axe in the order of the skin depth. Also
the reflection and transmission coefficients of a CPW discontinuity are calculated as a function
of metallization thickness. A convergence study shows that it is of great importance to choose
the proper test functions in the f:!ld matching at the discontinuity in ord, r to obtain accurate
solutions with a minimum numnber of modes.
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Modeling transverse electromagnetic waves in conducting
anisotropic media by a spectral time-domain technique

Jose' M_ Carcione and Fabio Cavallini
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Aha. This work presents a spectral algorithm for simulating TEM waves (transverse electric and
mapnet fields) in the pante of minror symmetry of a conducting monoclinic medium. Assuming
homoeneous material properties in the y-direction, we obtain a two-dimesiornal model where H , EL and

are uncoupled from the otlier three components. Maxwell's equations are solved by using a technique
based on an expansion of the wavefleld in optimal basis functions. The algorithm solves the electromagnetic
equations in diferential form by computing the ,,ataio derivatives with the Fourier pseudospectral method,
and expanding the time evohltion operator Rpectrally, to balance spatial and time accuracy. The technique
possesses spectral accuracy and is suitable for treating complex morphologies.
From the correspondence principle and the explicit knowledge of the frequency-donmain solution in
non-conducting media, we get a 9mi.anaiytical solutior for propagation in unbounded homogeneous
media. This novl solution is found for a monoclinic medium where both the conductivity and the
pcmnittivity tensors have, in principle, four indepenident components. The modeling technique is
succeasfully tested against this solution and. as expected, the results show velocity anisotropy and anisotropic
attenuation. Finally, the modeling algorithm is applied to wave propagation through a perfectly isotropic
and dieectric quarter apace embedded in am anisotropic conducting background. Snapshots of the wavefield
are interpreted in the light of plane wave analysis made with homogeneous electromagnetic waves.

Maxweds equations

In 3-D vector notation. the Maxwell equations -i.. (e.g.. Chew, 1990)

V XE - --A + M. (1a)

al
Vx H=i O +J, (lb)

where E. B, H and D are the electric intensity, the magnetic flux density, the magnetic intensity and
the electric flux density, respectively, while J and M are the electric and magnetic current densiies,
"respectively. In general, t -y depend on x = (xvz), the Cartesian coordinates. and t, the time variable.

Equations (Ia) and (lb) constitute siM scalar equations with 12 scalar unknowns since J and M arc
known. The six additional scalar e- one are the constitutive relations, which for anisosropic media
can be wTitten as

D = t E, (2a)

B =,a.H, (2b)

FAX. + 39-40-327307. e-mail:, ,rciwsse AT ilso•e.bitnet.
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where & and p are the permittivity and permeability matrices, respectively. The dot in the r.h.s. of(2a)
and (2b) denotes ordinary matrix multiplication. Moreover, the current density is

J - c,-*E + J,, (3)

where i is the conductivity matrix and J, is the contribution of the sources. The first term of the r.h.s.
of(3) is the conduction current density. Substituting the constitutive relations and the current density
into equations (la) and (Ib) gives

VxE --E . OH +M (4a)
at

VxH-or.E+aE. _L+J,. (4b)
at

In general, a realistic medium is described by symmetric anisotropic permittivity and conductivity
tensors. Consider, for instance, that

C11 0 E13 0 c713
$-1: 0 %2 ad a =[ 2 (Sa,b)163 3J t00F11 0 (733J.

Tensors (5a,b) correspond to a monoclinic medium with the y-axis perpendicular to the plane of
symmetry. There always exists a coordinate transformation that diagonalizes these symmetric
matrices. This transformation is called the principal system of the medium and gives the three principal
components of these tensors. In cubic and isotropic media the - -incipal components are all equal. In
tetragonal and hexagonal materials two of the three parameters are equal. In orthorhombic,
monoclinic, and triclinic media, all three components are unequal. The permeability tensor is, for most
materials, isotropic. Then, # = p 1, whernry is the scalar permeability, and 1 is the 3 x 3 identity matrix.
Now, aselrnc that the propagation is in the (xz)-plane, and that the material properties are invariant
in the , irection. Then, E., F_ and 1, are decoupled from E , H. and H,. In absence of electric
currents, the first three fields obey the TEM (transverse electsic and magnetic fields) differential
equations:
ac, at7  8u,

OEeri • a4 PIoN (6a)

81 4 ;(13 +k dE13(b

-- -11C 14- + 4-3ca (6c)

Nsuneuicul solution aigositlun

Maxwell's equations (6a-c) can be written in matrix form as

av , DV+M (+)
at

whereE 0o
V=E, M (Sa,b)n, Y,/

and D is a spatial differential operator matrix given by
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-'3a1I + 4-Gj13o --33013 + E13133 F-338a: e8.ax

L oL
- 10, (YiP)a, 0

with y - Fný - £f. Equation (7) is solved by a spectral time integration technique introduced in
Tal-Ezer et al. (1990). Its formal solution is

VW) - fJ 'e DM(Z - 6)dO, (10)

where ze:o initial conditions have been assumed. In equation (10), exp(O D) is called the evolution
operator c f the system. Most frequently, an explicit or implicit finite-difference scheme is used to
march the solution in time. This technique is based on a Taylor expansion of the evolution operator.
In Tal-Ezer et al, (1990), the approach is based on a polynomial interpolation of the exponential
function in the complex domain of the eigenvalues of the operator D , over a set of points which is
known to have some maximal properties. These points should lie on a T-shape set defined by the
imaginary axis and the negative real axis ofthe complex frequency plane. In this way, the interpolating
polynomial is 'almost beat'. In the isotropic case, the eigenvalues A - ito (co is complex frequency) of
D satisfy the following characteristic equation:
(A + L) () + -) + .4j~j-0,

where -r is the real wavenusnber. The solutions of (i1) are: a static mode corresponding to the
eigenvai ie A. - - cl/a, and two propagating modes lying close to the imaginary axis, corresponding to
the ot ier eigenvalues. Note ths.t ri is the relaxation time of the system, and Ifep is the square ofthe
phase velocity at high frequencies. It can be seen that in the anisotropic case the eigenvalues also lie
on thr T-shape domain.
The set of interpolation points, known as Feler points, is found through a conformal mapping between
the unit disc and the domain of the eigenvalues T. Let x(u) be a conformal mapping from the u -plane
to z-spa-.e (with z a complex vanable), which maps the complement of a disc of radius 6 to the
complement of T, where 6 is the logarithmic capacity of T, given by the limit 6 = I X'(o) I , the prime
denoting derivative with respect to the argument. The analytic expression for X(u) corresponding to
the domain T can be found in Tal-Ezer et al., (1990). The same function X(u6) maps the complement
of the unit disc to the complement of the domain D.
Then, the Fejcr points are z, - &(u,), j - 0, _., m - I where u are the m roots of the equation Lr -

with m the degree of the polynomial. The set {z: i-,... - I) has maximal properties of
con,.;sgence. Then, the sequence of polynomials P.(z) of degree m found by interpolation to an
arbitrary function A~z), analytic on T at the points z, converge maximally to flz) on T. The
interpolating polynomial in Newton form is

P,,(z) - go + a,(z - 2-) + aj(z - zo)(2 - z,) + ... + 4;,(Z - 7k)...(Z - z,,,_ d, (12)

where a, -Az, z ), j - 0,..., m -I, are the divided dilferences. The approximating polynomial is
given by P.(D) with/(z) - e,.
To baance time integration and spatial accuracies, the spatial derivatives are com•atced by means of
the Fourier pseudospectral method. This is a pseudospectral or collocation algorithm in which the
magnetic field l1 - lt(w). (w = x or z, N = Nx or Nz) is approximated by a truncated series

al ) ZflH,~(w) (13)
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of known expansion functions •,, where the expansion coefficients are chosen such that the

approximatc solution H, coincides with the solution 1-(w) at a discrete set w., w w..., s., of sampling

(or collocation) points,

HAWj)-) i(wJ), j- O,...,N-- 1. (14)

The collocation point3 are defined by equidistant sampling points

w,-jDw, 
(15)

where Dw is the grid spacing. The expansion functions are defined by

CM e'-', 
(16)

with

2rr' r=0 ..-. (17)

the wavenumber, whence

OAWJ) - e20t;IN. (18)

Since the functions 0, arc periodic, the Fourier pseudospectral method is appropriate for problems

with periodic bvunndkry conditions (for Cxample, a wave which exits the grid on one side, reenters it

on the opposite side). The coefficients 11, are implicitly defined by

N-IHn(4) ,-t ''j, j ==o,.... 11-1 (19)

r'-a

The sequence Df H(w,) is the inverse discrete Fourier transform if the sequence of if, . This set or

equations is equvalent to

Ir ... N- 1. (20)

Fhe computation of differenLai operators by the Fourier method conveniently -educes to a set of

multiplications of the coefficients If, with factors ic,, since

0---) iC,(w) (21)

so that
N-i

The spectral coefficients 1-, are computed by the Fast Fourier Transformn (FFT). This algorithm is

based on a vectorized version of the mixed-radix FFT (Temperton, 1983). The steps of the calculation

of the first pailial derivative are as follows:

FFT - - FFT'
II(w3) - 1, - iK,I, 1-'4w"j). (23)

Ths iznthoid is inifinitcly acc-,rutc up to the N'yaquitt wavernurmhcr. which corresponds to a spatial

wavelength of two grid points. This means that if the source is band-limited, the algorithm is free of
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numerical dispersion provided that the grid spacing is chosen such that Dw < cV/2_f , with f,.. the

cut-off frequency of the source and c_ the minimum phase velocity in the mesh.

Plai wave analysis

A brief plane wave analysis helps t understand the physics of wave propagation in this type of media.
Let the magnetic field H, be associated -with the following homogeneous plane wave of slowness s and
attenuation a

HY - Hoef-wr•agw-jw" (24)

where w is the angular frequency and (w. - ia); = k is the complex wavenumber vector with
S- (t,, 4) defining the propagation direction. Note that for homogeneous plane waves attenuation and

propagation directions coincide.
The dispersion relation is obtained by replacing the plane wave solution into Maxwell equations (6).
This yields

P331. + 2P13f. + -- - (

where

C:: Pi613+7@. 10 (26)
13 £3 -+ + .

4
0i

This relation defines a complex velocity

3 • " . (27)

Tihe slowness and attenuation vector can be expressed in terms of the complex velocity as

s-Re Liii and a--wm -- ,(28vb)

respectively. The velocity of the energy (wavcfront) is defined by the average power flow density
divided by the average energy density and results to be

V- J7 LEP3 -P3);+ PIS
4

1. , + P131.)Wej}' (29)

where P - I/R,.[ I/ V] is the phase velocity,

Analytical solution

The analytical solution for the conducting case can be obtained by means of the correspondence
principle (e.g., Ben-Menahem and Singh, 1981) in analogy with viscoelastic wave propagation. This
requires to know the explicit expression of the perfectly dielectrk solution in the frequency domain.
Then, the dielectric constants can be rcplaced by the corresponding complex dielectric constants, and
the dissipative solution obtained by an inverse time Fourier transform.
It can b.e shown that time harmonic TEM waves obey the following Helmholtz equation

( + p8,, +p 33  + -4-,,) + Co2 p1, - ioMY. (30)
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Figmre 1. Polar representations of the attenuation and the Cner•ip velocity.

The solution to this equation is (Carcione and Cavallini, 1993)

Hy(x.z, w) - s(oMf.foW)(coq), (31)

where ipj is the Hankel function of sccond kind, and

q - (Pslz
2 + p- Ix' -- 2p13xz)/p, (32)

with p - p,,oý - pl. To ensure a time-domain real solution, we take for ra < 0

H,(P) - 11;( - WO). (33)

where the superscript 4 denotes complex conjugation.

Simulattons

We consider a monoclinic medium with i,, ý 12.5 (., c: - 17.5 zý. &,3 - -4.3 F and U,, 3 x 10 S M-
1
,

cr - -7 x 10-' S rn-1 or, - -3.46 x 10- S m-1. The magnetic permeability has been taken equal to
that of vacuum. The source central frequency is 300 Kilz with a cutoff of approximately 600 Kltz.
The numerical mesh has N. - Nz - 165 with a uniform grid spacing D, - D, - 20 m. The solution is
propagated to 22.72 us with a first time step of 9.92 ps corresponding to the duration of the source
and two subsequent time steps of 6.4 ps.
Figure I displays polar diagrams of the attenuation and energy velocity curves at a frequency of 600
KIlz. The orientation and shape of the curves depend on the dielectric and conductivity tensors. As
can be seen, the attenuation is highly anisotropic with maximum dissipation at approximately 30" from
the horizontal axis. Analogouslv, the energy velocity (wavefront) has an anisotropic character.
Figure 2 copnpares numerical and analytical solutions at three different receivers whose locations
(x,z), relative to the source, are indicated in the pictures. The distance be-t'wten the source and each
receiver is (00O m, As can be appreciated, the agreement between solutions is virtually perfect despite
the anomalous behaviour of the phase velocity at low frequencies. In first place, comparing the
diferent onset values at each receiver reveals the anisotropic character of the wavefield, as predicted
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by the croerg•' velocity curve represented in Figure I. Finally, the anisotropic character of the

dissipation is in agreement with the attenuation curve displayed in Figure 1.

(x,z) . (.420,420) rrl

snaly1cal
nuMi*6' al . . .•. .

Os.S

5 5 1 20 25 3
.05.

1,•"(2,7) - (40,420) m

analytical

0.,

0.0-
-1 .
*0.5-

figuiv 3. Comparni'a hotem asirt-yo a nti nume.icol %olutions.
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The last example simulates wave propagation through a steplike structure consisting in an isotropic
perfectly dielectric step with r - 8E, and u - g, embedded in an anisotropic conducting medium whose
properties are the same as in the previous example. The mesh, the source and the rime steps are as
before. Two snapshots of the magnetic field are represented in Figure 3. As can be observed, wave
propagation far from the interfaces agrees with the results seen in the homogeneous case. Moreover,
the wavefront inside the step has cylindrical shape and shows no directional attenuation.

Hy t-9.92 A.S Hy t- 16.3 .s

Figure 3. Snapshots at two successive propagation tirms.

Finally, the wave diffracted by the edge can hbe nppreciated together with lateral wavefront
connucting the refracted L"nd reflected waveficlds.
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CCM: CIRCULAR CYLLNDERS MODELER FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
SCATTERING FROM COMPOSIE TWO

DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS

Atef Z. Elsherbeni and Claybornc D. Taylor Jr.
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University, MS 38677

Abstract - CCM is a new electromagnetic software package developed to facilitate the scattering and
radiation from composite two dimensional scatterers. Composite two dimensional scatterers are
modeled by a collection of circular cylinders of different types. The cylinders are made of either
homogeneous isotropic dielectric material, perfectly conducting material, material characterized by
a surface impedance, or a combination thereof. The method of solution is based on a rigorous analysis
for the scattering of electronmagnetic waves from multiple cylinders. In this technique the appropriate
boundary conditions due to the initial oourcc of excitation and all infinite interactions of scattered
waves between the cylinders are applied on the surface of each cylinder. The original source of
excitation can be a plane wave or a line source field with either TM or TE type of polarization. The
CCM program provides a graphical display of the modeled scatterers and rectangular or polar plots
for different components of the associated fields.

INTRODUCTION

Computation of electromagnetic scattered or radiated fields from complex two dimensional
scatterers can be a slow and expensive process. Quicker results may be obtained through geometrical
approximation of tihe actual scatterers by smaller objects for which efficient techniques can be used
Following this procedure, the cross-section of two dimensional scattering objects is discretizcd into
segments represented by circular cylinders. The scatterer is then transformed into a collection of
circul-r parallel cylinders of arbitrary radii and positions, The solution of the scattering from such
arbitrary array of parallel cylinders can be achieved by applying the appropriate boundary conditions
on the surface of each cylinder. However, in order to obtain a rigorous solution for such a problem.
one must consider the multiple interaction components of the fields between the cylinders. This type
of analysis is reported in details elsewhere [1-4] and briefly summarized in the following section. This
paper addresses the circular cylinder modeler (CCM) software package that simplifies the simulation
of composite two dimensional scatterers by circular cylinder, implements the scattering algorithm, and
finally provides a graphical representation for the computed patterns.

SCATTERING ALGORITHM

Consider an E.-polarized incident wave (TM with respect to z axis) where the electric field has
a z component only with all vectors independent of z of the circular cylindrical coordinates (p,4,z).
A time dependence c' is assumed and suppressed throughout. The incident plane wave is expressed
in terms ot the cylindrical coordinates of the i' cylindcr, whusc center is locatcd at (p.,, Ay'), a)
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- E. es, - £ J" J (kop,) e ,

where k,2n/a which is the free space wave number, X is the wavelength, and 40 is the angle of
incidence of the plane wave with respect to the negative x. The corresponding scattered electric field
component from the P cylinder can be expressed as,

EJ(p,€,1 ) - H." ' H(kp) e1 (2)

and the transmitted field component inside the dielectric material of the ie' cylinder is given by

(, ,- o b, J,(k,p,) e" (A)

while the 0t components of the magnetic field are obtained from Faraday's law. The c. and b,. arc
unknown expansion coefficients. The superscripts s and d refer to the scattered fields in free space
and the fields transmitted in the dielectric material, respectively. In the above equations, J,(x) and
91•' (x) are the Bessel and the Hankel functions of order n and argument x.

From the above expressions, one notices that the scattered and internal fields associated with the
i' cylinder are based on its local coordinates (p,¢j). Furthermore, for an array of M cylinders, the
interaction between the cylinders in terms of multiple scattered field% will require a representation of
the scattered field from on - cylinder in terms of the local coordinates of another. Therefore, The
addition theorem for the Btissel and Hankel functions is used to transfer field components from one
cylinder coordinates to the other [3,41.

In this technique, the unknown coefficients related to the & cylinder c, and b,, in (3) and (4) are
assumed to include the effect of all interactions between the cylinders, The solution for cq, andt b,
can be obtained by applying the appropriate boundary conditions on the surface of all cylinders. I Ie
boundary conditions on the surface of the jd cylinder is then given by

Ez:' ` E E , pE-,, 0•,2r (4)
I59
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14 ~1' i4 .P-r,0S%2 (5)

Before substituting the field expressions into (4) and (5), it is required to express the scattered electric
field from the g'h cylinder in terms of the local coordinates of the fh cylinder and obtain an expression
for the scattered magnetic field component from cylinder g in terms of the local coordinates of the
ir cylindrr. This latter requirement is done in two steps. First, the scattered electric field component
from cylinder g is transferred to the local coordinates of cylinder i, then the magnetic field component
is obiwned in terms of the electric field component from Faraday's law. Next one should use the

orthogonal property of the exponential function e*
4 

for the resulting expressions from (4) and (5).
After some mathematical manipulations, the following relation from the application of the boundary
conditions on the surface of the z' cylinder is obtained

(6)
g-I ,

whene

v,- ' •'(P", jI e -M, (7)

1.¶• (k, d1•) c ~ -n-R. • ig

S= . J 1
"((kor)) J(k'r,) and ) -(8)

J,(kjr,) ,'(kr,) - T,, J1, (k.r,) J, (k,r ,)

0 otherwise

The normalized intrinsic impedance and the v wve number for the dielectric medium of the P' cylinder

axe ij,, - 1 and k, = kg c, p,, respectively, while Vj and E. are the relative permiativity and
relative permeability, respectively. The integers n,14--, ±4l,-2 ..... :t and 4g--O, I . 2, . . .. M.
Theoretically. N, is an integer which is equal to infinity; however practically it is related to the radius
and type of the i" cylinder by the relation N, -3ka,. The prime denotes the derivative of the functiun

In Oh
with respect to its argument. The elements s. and s.. represent the interaction (mutual) and non-
interaction (self) termis, respectively, Ig U
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The applicatioti of the same boundary conditions on the surface of all remaining M -I cylinders,
results in similar expressions to (8) except i=1,2,3, .-.M. All these M equations are then cast into a
matrix form such as

[V] - is] [C] (9)

The solution of the truncated matrix equation yields the unknown coefficients c,•. Once the scattering
coefficients are obtained the coefficients b. can be readily evaluated, Thus the scattered (near and far)
and transmitted fields can be computed in the presence of the array of cylinders.

The special case of scattering from
perfectly conducting cylinders can be analyzed PMEWOUSMENU I COLOR WW
by letting 71, in equation (8) to be equal to zero.
The solution for the TE polarization, however,
is obtained by replacing I,• by l/tl,1. The 7 la t et a I

analysis for imperfectly conducting or
impedance cylinders, is very sim;!ar and straight w '•nbUc( hAw 17
forward. The basic difference is that the ax ra .m 2MOX
impedance boundary condition on the surface of ia..- &
each cylinder must be satisfied instead of the
conditions represented by equations (4) and (5). Xau thaie oA..X I

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The CCM program runs on an IBM or nkfinpo ri . 2O I
compatible personal computer with Intel 486DX
processor, or compatible. DOS operating system
8 Mbytes of RAM, SVGA graphics display and
a Microsoft Mouse or compatible pointing
device. For quality hard copies, d postscript
compatible printer output is supported. The -iA
CCM user interface is mouse driven and ,.mparam I
contains user selectable areas that appear as algh.U iW ._!5!!21
buttons with yellow color. 'wo basic screens
are displayed throughout the operation with the
program. The first is the opening screen which
contains a set of buttons that represent the basic
geometries or building blocks for modeling a Fig. 1: Parameter view window.

composite structure. The basic geometries
available in CCM are: circular conducting cylinder, circular dielectric shell, elliptical conducting
cylinder, elliptical dielectric shell, thin strip, rectangular shell, and parabolic reflector. In addition

to these basic geometries, the user can model a cormplex scatterer by using the arbitrary configuratwion
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of cylinders or the macro design editor options. The geometrical data for any of the modeled
geometries can be saved on a disk file for future use. The second screen (the simulation screen) is
divided into three sections, or view windows. The left half of the screen is the parameter window and
is used to display the scatterer and source parameters as shown in Fig. I. Selection of the source
parAmeter button in the parameter window displays a new set of buttons in the parameter window
from which the user can define the desired source of excitation type (line source or plane wave),
position, and polaization (TM or TM). The Tight half of the simulation screen is divided into two
sections, the bottom right corner illustrates the two dimensional representation of the modeled
scatterer and tse source of incident wave as shown in Fig. 2 for a simulated elliptical dielectric shell,
and the top right corner displays the computed pattern, either in a cartesian or a polar format, (see
Fig. 3). A complete description of the program components and operation can be found in [5].

- I
Fig. 2: The simulation of an elliptical dielectric Fig. 3: The TM bi-static RCS in the plot view
shell. window.

MODELING OF COMPOSITE SCATTERERS

An example showing the capabilities of the CCM program in simulating composite scatterers is
shown in Fig. 4. In this figure the scatterer is composed of conducting, dielectric, and impedance
cylinders. The simulation of this scatterer starts from the opening screen by selecting the elliptic
dielectric shell option. Edit the inner x, y radii and the thickness of the shell to read .3X, .2X, and
.025X. respectively, and change the permittivity to 5. Use the save object button to save this
geometry in a file named ELLIPSE.GEO, for example. The next step is to go to the opening screen
and select the thin strip option. Change the strip length and width, as .17X, and .01 IX. respectively.
Select the cylinders type to be impedance as shown in Fig. 5. Save this geometry to a file in this
examrp), naned STRIP.GEO. From the first screen select the circular conducting cylinder option.
Change the number of cylinders to 39, the cylinder radii to 0.01k, and the big cylinder radius to
0.124k as shown in Fig. 6. The user can then select the save option button to save this geometry
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- - -Tx Fig. 5: simulation of an impedance strip.

in a file and name it CYLINDER.GEO. From the
'4 . " opening screen select the arbitrary configuration

the macro design editor and load

CYLINDER.GEO. Next load the strip geometry
from the ftile STRIP.GEO and shift it to the right

°I g g [I • by setting the radial distance to 0.209X. Again,
loud STRIP.GEO, however, at this time shift the

Fig. 4: TM and TE RCS of an incident plane strip to the left by the sam amount by changing

wave on a sinulated composite scatterer. the angular position to IS
0

W as shown in Fig 7.
Now, by loading the ELLIPSE.GEO file, the

Fig. 6:Simulation of a perfectly conducting Fig. 7: Simulation of a perfectly conducting
cylinder, cylinder and iwo improance st'-ps.
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geometry view window should now display the scattering geometry in Fig. 4. Next select the source
parameter buttoa to define the source of the incident field as a plane wave with incident angle 180'.
Select the TE excitation, and select the calculate new pattern button. Use tie write button from the

overlay menu list to save this pattern in a file named TEDAT. Change TE to TM in the source
parameters window, and again select the calculate new pattern button. When the TM pattern is
displayed, use the file I button from the overlay menu list to load the TE pattern from the file
TE.DAT. Us. the "cale menu list (min y, mre.x y, and y tics buttons) to change the minimum y to -50
dB and the maximum y to 10 dB. Select the y tics button to change the number of y tic marks to
6. The resulting TM and TE patterns should look like those in Fig. 4. It is worthwhile to mention
that the CPU time required to compute the patterns (i80 observation points) in Fig. 4 was
approximately 1 and 3.8 minutes for the TM and TE modes respectively, using a 486/66MHz personal
computer. Figure 4 is produced on Lase,•et postscript printer using the hard copy button option in the
plot view window.

CONCLUSION

Growth in computational and graphics potentials of present computers allows for a new
genuraion of simulation tools. The developed CCM program is a simulation tool that provides an
interacve design procedure for composite two dimensional scatterers using circular cylinders- The
flexibility of adding. removing, or editing each individual cylinder or object, using simple mouse and
keyboard strxo-. makes CCM suitable for investigating many different variations of scattering
geometries. CCM requires , very small time on IBM or compatible personal computer to compute
the scattered data from complex two dimensional objects. This rapid simulation and analysis of
scattering from composite objects can be used to gain a better understanding of field interactions in
complex geometries.
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Absbrac - A method for computing the phase velocity and the attenuation of surface acoustic
waves (SAW's) under a non-piezoelectric, conducting layer on a semi-infinite piezoelectric
substrate is presented. The method consists of a combination of matrix-, partial wave- and
simplex-analysis. As an example, we compute the phase velocity and the attenuation constant
per wavelength for the SAW mode on a YZ-lithium niobate (LiNbO3) substrate with a layer of
amorphous silicon (a:Si) at a frequency of 450 MHz in dependence of the silicon conductivity
and film thickness. We found that a properly designed a:Si/LiNbOr-structure may be used as
an absorber and replace bulky adhesives.

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface acoustic waves (S&.W's) can be generated and guided at the surface of an elastic solid.
Over tlM inst ; u-,'-t 'ea~s, this pheromenon has led to a considerable host of SAW devicesS-, ,rir. 6; 7onsumer, commercial and military applications in modern electronics to carry
out particular signal procesan functions with Frt4 technical facility and cost-effectiveness
[1-4]. To suppress unwanted reflections at the chip edges, absorbing strips consisting usually of
silicon adhesives (with about 1 mm width) are deposited at certain locations on top of the
substrate. The attenuation constants achieved are in the order of I dBEA (A: wavelength). As a
technology, silk-screen printing is used which is incompatible with the photolithographic
thin-film techniques used for the fabrication of the other SAW components. Further short-
comings of the adhesive approach are in the areas of long-term stability and chip space require-
ments. A second mechanical attenuation method is the use of . lyimide filns having attenua-
tion constants of up to 0.6 dB/A 15). Basically different approaches are based on the evapora-
tion of thin films having finite conductivity. The interaction of SAW's propagating on a piezo-
electric substrate with charge carriers in thin conducting films deposited on the substrate
involves changes in both attenuation and dispersion. Metals such as gold and aluminum [,7] as
well as semiconductors [8,9] have been investigated. The major drawback of metal films is
caus-d by the v'ery sr'" B thickn.eesse in the order of one nanometer which are required to
attain the proper sheet conductivity a, of about 10- ofl-'. On the other hand, the use of semi-
conducting films allows for moderate thicknesses which can easily be fabricated. This is due to
the fact that the conductivity of semiconductors is much less than that of metals and can
largely be varied by doping.
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U1 SOLUTION OF WAVE EQUATIONS

In what follows, we consider a half-space of a piezoelectric material with a thin layer of an
isotropic semiconducting material, of thickness h, on top, as shown in Fig. 1. A Cartesian
coordinate system is introduced so that the SAW's travel in the x, direction along the surface
whose normal is in the x3 direction with the substrate being in the lower halfspace x3 < 0. This
coordinate system may have an arbitrary orientation with respect to the crystal axes provi ed
the tensors describing the media are properly transformed to the (xl,x2,xs) coordinates. Formu-
las which govern this transformation may be found in [10].

-• emiconducting layer
S xl'

piezoelectric substrstQ

Fig. 1 Piezoelectric half-space coated with a thin isotropic semiconducting film

Elastic wave propagation in a piezoelectric medium (which must of course be anisotropic) is
generally governed by the mechanical equations of motion and Maxwell's equations. Since the
velocities of the surface acoustic waves are many magnitudes less than those of electromagnetic
waves, the quasistatic approximation of Maxwell's equations can be used. The analysis includes
the effects of mus-loading and coupling with the charge carriers in the semiconducting layer.
Each region of the layered structure is characterized by its own set of constants which are as
follows: elastic stiffness, piezoelectric and dielectric tensors Cijkl, ekij and f1k, respectively, and
mass density p. The elerients of the dielectric tensor fik are complex numbers with the imagi-
nary parts accouating for the ohmic losses. In general, the thrie particle displacements uj and
the potential 4 must satisfy the following set of four coupled wave equations in each medium:

X [ Ctijkl t+ ekul _kj =t~ (1)7
i k 1

FF[ eikI 0 •Uk Aik0 j

k i 1

The indices hin -enuations (1) and (2) change from 1 to 3. For the wave solutions in the sub-
strate s, the layer 1, and the superstirate v tse following partial wave ansatz is made:

(i): superstrate x3 > h:

*v = By exp(Jk-(x3) exp [jk(dxi -Vt)] (3)
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(ii): semiconducting layer 0 < xs S h:

U11. AL exp(jkflnX3) eXp [jk(6x -vt)] 1=i1,2,3 (4)

B. =Bexp(jki~x 2 ) exp [jk(& - vt)] (5)

(iii): piezoelectric substrate x3 < 0:

uln A.n erp(jko•x,) e-p L[(8, - vt)] i=1,2,3 (6)

= Bn exp(kanax) exp [jk(6x, - vt)J (7)

Here, Ain and B. are the norm3lized partial amplitudes, and 7,f,a are the transverse decay
constants in x3-direction. The parameter 6 = 1+j6l describes the wave propagation in xr Iirec-
tion, and k and v dusignate wavenumber and velocity, respectively. Substituting the foxiula-
tion of the solution into equations (1) and (2) we obtain for each medium (in general) a set of
four homogenoues equations for the relative amplitudes Ain and Bn, i.e each region is described
by a 4x4 system matrix. The system matrices have a nontrivial solution if their determinants of
coefficients vanish. This condition leads to polynomial equations of the 8th order in the trans-
verse decay constants. For given values of velocity v and attenuation constant bi we obtain in
general four eigenvaluea a. for a physical substrate solution (a--solutions with a negative
imainay part only) and eight eigenvalues % for a physical layer solution. For every set of
eigenvalues we find the eigenvector of normalised amplitudes,

The superposition of the partial waves (four in the substrate and eight in the layer) leads to the
general physical solution of equations (1) and (2):

(i): superztrate x3 > h:

Ov = Bv exP(Jks) e-p k(x--vt)] (8)

(ii): semiconducting layer 0 < x3 < h:

utn = L W. Ali. eXP(jkmnXa) aXp jk(aX1 - vt)] (9)
n-|
"SI

4= YW exp~jkrxs) exp [jk(6x, - vt)] (10)

(iii): piezoelectric substrate x3 < 0:

12

uin W. Al. exp(jkanx) exp [jk(h, - vt)] ()

12
s= w B. exp(jko.•X) eXp [jk(dx1 - vt)] (12)
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with Wn being weighting factors, i.e. normalized amplitudes. These equations have to fulfill the
mechanical and electrical boandary conditions at the interfaces x3 0 and x3 = h which are as
follows (i - 1,2,3):

(i): at the interface x3 = 0:

U4j= j (13)
Tr" = Tl~i (14)

-is) x; -6(15)
6_1). - = P. (16)

(ii): at the interface x =h:

3i = 0 (17)

(Dv - Dl) - = p,= (19)

Herein, T, i, f), and ps denote mechanical stress, electrical field strength, electrical displace-
ment, and surface charge density, respectively [1,2]. The surface charge density p, can be de-
rived from

(20)

with as being the sheet conductivity. The explicit formulation of the boundary condition:; are
given in [11].

These conditions can be combined to form ; 12x12 matrix - the boundary matrix. For a physi-
ca] solution, the determinant of the boundary matrix must also vanish. The general solution
must cause the determinants of the system matrices as well as the determinant of the boundary
matrix to vanish. Because of their complicated structures these matrices cannot be transformed
into equations for the velocity v, the attenuation constant 61 and formulas for the decay con-
stants a, 37, and 7. Thus, the following numerical procedure has been used. For a chosen set of
values for v and 61 the eigenvalues and eigenvectors form the set of equations for the relative
amplitudes Ai. and Bn are found and substituted into the determ:inaint of the boundary matrix.
If this determinant is zero with a prescribed accuracy the chosen and computed parameters axe
correct. Then the weighting factors Wn are computed and after the substitution in equa-
tions (8) to (12) we obtain the solution. The absolute amplitudes can be determined from the
power flow. In the second case, if the determinant of the boundary matrix has a nonzero value,
we vary the phase velocity v and the attenuation constants u5 (using a simplex algorithm), and
the procedure must be repeated unless the determinant of the boundary conditions is zero.

ILI. NUMBRICAL RESULTS

Let us consider the fundarental SAW mode propating on a YZ-bthium niobate (YZ-- LiNbO 3 )
substrate coated with a thin layer of amorphous silicon (a:Si). As a reference frequency, we
chose 450 MHz, i.e. the free substrate wavelength is 7.75 ion. In our calculation-, we used the
following material data [12,13]:
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YZ-LiNbO3: c 1 = 1.98432.10" Nm-
2
, cj2 = 0.54775,101 Nm-2

cis= 0.65190-101"Nm-2, cit 0.07884.10L Nm- 2

c3 = 2.27965-10LLNm-2 , C44 = 0.59645-1011 Nm- 2

ei5 = 3.7159 Asm-2, e22 = 2.4365 Asm-2
es, = 0.3062 Asm-2, e3s = 1.7847 Asm-2
fi = 46.3847 co, e23 = 26.702 eo
p -= 4628.0 kgm-3

a:Si: c, = 1.50-i0IL Nm-, c12 = 0.56.1011 Nm- 2, c44 = 0.47-10" Nm-2

f = 11.9 co
p = 1831.0 kgm-i

We compare four different theoretical models for the space charge density distribution in the
layer:

1. In a "thick" film model, we assume the entire space charge being concentrated at x3 = 0
(psi = P.; Pa = 0).

2. In a "thin" film model, we assume the space charge to be divided into two equal parts
(PSI = Pi2 = p4/2) which are located at the interlaces x3 = 0 and x3 = h, i.e. we substitute
ou./2 in equation (20).

Since physically the space charge is distributed along the x3 direction in the layer and not
located exclusively at the interfaces, both models are only approximative. Thus, we developed a
third model which is as follows:

3. To account for the finite conductivity a, we introduce in equation (2) a "complex permit-
tivity" of the layer as

1 (21)

(The plus sign is due to the time harmonic ansat, exp(-jwt) which we use in the above
partial wave formulations.)

4. In another model formulated by Ingebrigtsen the interaction of the SAW mode with the
carrier waves is expressed in terms of a TM-wave impedance of the layer [14]. As material
parameters, we use KI = 4.12 %, Dn = 35-10-4 mls-4 and D - 12.5-10-4 m2s-1 with K2
being the electromechanic coupling coefficient, and Dn and Dp being the diffusion constants
of electrons and holes in crystalline silicon, respectively.

Using these models, we compute the phase velocity and the attenuation constant per wave-
length in dependence of the silicon conductivity for different film thickness values h. In Figs. 2
and 3 the curves are plotted for the thickness of the silicon layer being 20LI nm. Curve 1 is due
to our "thick" film model, curve 2 due to our "thin" film model, curve 3 due to our "complex
permittivity" model, and curves 4 and 5 are due to Ingebripgsen's model for both negative and
positive carriers, respectively. In all models, we found a maximum attenuation constant near
or = 1.6. 10-li o-'. However, the models differ considerably in amplitude. Which of the theories
fits best to the phenomenon of interaction between the SAW mode and the carriers in the layer
has to be distinguished by measurements.

Now, let us account for the shielding of the electric field due to the carrier accumulation in the
layer by introducing a complex sheet conductivity in our "thick" film model according to [15]
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Fig. 2 Computed variation of attenuation constant in a a:Si/LiNbOr-tructure in depen-
dence of the conductivity of the layer (h 200 Knm; f =450 MHz)
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Fig. 3 Computed variation of phase velocity in a a:Si/LiNbO3--structure in dependence of
the conductivity of the layer (h = 200 nm; f = 450 Mgz)
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•.* as l--j) ,(22)

Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate the influence of the imaginary part x. Herein, Ingebrigtsen's model is
depicted as a reference. As is seen in Fig. 4, the curves approach these of IngebrigIsen for in-
creasing x value,.

x-O. "

0.

%beet conductivity as [n3101

Fig. 4 Computed variation of attenuation constant in a &:Si/IAN bO 2-structure in depen-
dence of the conductivity of the layer for different imaginaxy parts of sheet conducti-
vity (h =200 aim; f = 450 MHz)

x-0.4"- " X,-0XO-

30604

14l.

sheet conductivity a,. [o-/0

Fig. 5 Computed variation of phase velocity in a a:Si/LiNbOL-ibtrutuxe in dependence of
the conductivity of the layer for different imaginary parts of sheet conductivity
(h = 200 m;; f 4450 MHz)
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ABSTRACT

A simple method is proposed for solving the complex
transcendental dispersion relation of LSM-LSE modes in rectangular
waveguides loaded by a lossy dielectric or magnetized ferrite slabs.
The complex propagation constants have been calculated by means of a
minimax procedure. The main feature of this method is good accuracy if
even standard minimax procedures have been used.

I.INTRODUCTION

Waveguide structures with a nonuniform filling of dielectric or
ferrite materials have been of interest from many points of
view,ispecially for applications to a variety of microwave components.
Propagation constants of LSM-LSE modes may by calculated in many cases
from dispersion relations for rectangular waveguides loaded by
dielectric or ferrite slabs [1,4]. Many authors have dealt with
structures when the feares were neglected or small. In this paper
more common case will be considered namely losses are taken into
account without any limitations.

2.EASIC FORMULATION

The general form of dispersion relations for a loaded waveguide
may be given as the following scalar equation

F([F(w)I,[nl.[ý)) - u, (1)

wherel:r(w)] is a vector having components of real and imaginary parts
of the propagation constant; 1'i] is a vector having cool,.nents of
geometrical parameters of dielectric or ferrite slabs osding a
waveguide; [C] is a vector having components of complex permittivity
of materials filing the waveguide.

Equation (1) is equivalent to a pair of nonlinear coupled equa-
tions in the complex plane of r

(2)
In .4P([P(u;)],(n],[fl) - 0.

For the given vectors [q] ( [i and radian frequency w it's
necessary to find the vector [r] satisfying (2). That can be made if
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the minimum of the modulus of the function F can be found

Kin IF - MinmRe F)2 + (In F)
2 

1/2. (3)

The positive feature of such approach is that the vector [ri has
only two components,namely,r' and r' being real and imaginary parts of
r respectively. Therefore, high efficiency of calculations can be
expected when standard methods of nonlinear programing will be used
[5].In the general case the solutions of (3) must be determined at
whole complex plane of r.

3.APPLICATION TO LSM-LSE MODES DETEEMINATION

This concept is universal and may be used for the determination
of complex propagation constants of loaded wavegnide modes. As
examples, the following cases are considered:

Lossy wavegulde. Propagation constants of rectangular waveguide
uniformly filled by lossy dielectric can be calculated directly by
using of the known analythical expressions [3]. Therefore this case is
discussed as a simple illustration of the technique prop, ed. The
propagation constants of TE -modes should satisfy to the ollowing
dispersion relation:

F(r',r,,) - sin(k0 a[c'-Je• - (r-jr.)2]1/21 (4)

where a is the width of wavoguide, e0, c are the real and imaginary
parts of xsrmitcivity, k 0 - 2r/A ks the wave number of a free space.

A common behaviour of contour lines is illustrated by Fig.2 (non
dissipated medium, f. - 1-JO, a/A - 0.7, TE 1 0mode),Fig.3 (non dissipa-

tad medium, Er - 1-jO, a/A - 1.05, TE l0 and TE2 0 modes) and Fig.3

(dissipated medium c - l-JO.5, a/A - 0.7, TE1 0 mode)

Referring to Fig.2 - 4 we can state that the contour lines of I'I
converge in the point of minimum IFr. This point corresponds to the
solution of dispersion relation (4). By means of minimax procedures
there is a possibility to correct this solution with any given
accuracy. The minimization on the basis of the well-known method of
Hook-Jeevs [5] can be made to determine more exactly the propagation
constants of vaveguide modes.It should be noticed that the point of

trivial solution r - 1/2 must he removed before starting of
calculations.

LSM-modes exi .t in a rectangular waveguide loaded by a dielectric
slab,as shown in Fig.ia. The propagation constants of I-A-modes in
this structure must satisfy to the following dispersion relation [2]:

- k l'r 2 uin(kylbl)COS(ky 2b 2 )+

-cosrk b )inck b -5)
y2"r2 )yl I Y2

where

[r(wl-[r'(w),r-(w)]. [iJ]-[a,bl,b 2],
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